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A R TIC LE I.
LET T E R  FROM GEORGE COMBE TO FRANCIS JEFFR EY , E m .

Moved “  by the wood, the Kins g n r  vain:
“  Fought all hi* battle* o’er again $
“  T hbick he routed all hit foes, and th eice  he u i v  the a ta iir.”

A u x i r o u ’i  F u » .

5 » ,—An elaborate and ingenious criticism on my work on 
Phrenology has just appeared in the 88th number of the Edin
burgh Review, which common report attributes to your pen. 
Finding myself assailed not only by the wit and argument of 
that article* but by the whole weight of your literary and 
philosophical reputation, I  endeavoured to ascertain the 
grounds on which you were designated as its author; and, 
ia  addition to the strong intrinsic evidence afforded by the 

.article itself, I  have traced the statement, in numerous in
stances, to individuals who say that they received the in
formation from yourself. Thus situated, I  use the freedom 
to address this answer to you, not merely as the reputed 
editor of the Review, but as the individual author of the cri
ticism in question.

In  the 15th article of the 4th number of the Edinburgh 
Review for April, 1808, the late Dr Thomas Brown exclaim
ed, “  Of Dr Gall and his skulls who has not heard!” Af
ter eleven pages of hostile argument, he “  trusts, that his 
“ readers are albjcady sufficiently convinced Hat the prin- 
"  ciples on which Dr Gall has founded his theory are erroneous;"

Vol. IV—-No X III. A



2 LETTER  FROM GEORGE COMBE

and adds, that * it is unfortunate for Dr Gall's theory that he has 
“ entered into the detail of it with such minute exactness, as it en-
“ ables every one too easily to compare its predictions with the 
“  skulls of those around him/'

In the 49th number of the same Review, the late Dr 
John Gordon eielaims, Our readers wifi here réoojmzo,
“ without any difficulty, the same man of skulls whom we had oc- 
“ casion to take notice of more than twelve years ago. Long be- 
“fore this time me should have looked fo r  his Craniologi- 
“ cal death ! /” “ We look upon the whole doctrines taught 
“ by these two modern Peripatetics, (Drs Gall and Spurzheim,) 
“ anatomical, physiological, and physiognomical, as a piece of 
“ thorough quackery from beginning to end ; and we are persuaded 
“ that every intelligent person who takes the trouble tp read a siu- 
“  gle chapter of the volumes before us will view them precisely in 
“ the same light/*-—“ They are a collection of mere absurdities, 
“ without truth, connexion, or consistency, which nothing could 
“  have induced any man to have presented to the public, under pre- 
“  tencé of instructing them, but absolute insanity, gross ignorance, 
“ or the most matchless assurance."
• IJtoaee were-pratty pWn iatiroatiD ista tbe public of tbe 
Ophppus.pf tW  Edinburgh Review ; and if u  Craniplogy’1 did 
!H>t immediately thereafter giveup the. ghost, yon, a t least, 
'were guiltiest of its future inroads and ravages. The pub
lic a t believed every word of this criticism,' and tailed ét 
Cranio!ogy is round set tenths, furnished by your Review ;—r 
gave up ptwehasiag andreading tbe works, on the subject, aad 
sepraed, for » time, to have consigned it to oblivion.* W ith an 
obstinate, but not aa ignorant perversity, however, (excited 
pep-tly by the first edition. of die work yen have just coat 
detuned,) tbe public “  took to (heir, eld idols again after 
reflection, and observation of diets, many of them opeafy and 
audaotowly professed bdlief in “  Cranialogy,” dignified, at 
length, by the name of Phrenology ; and plainly showied that 
tbe two artiolCs of- yout Review in 1803 :and l&ld had been 
utter feilwes.
.............  ■ ——

* Dr Spiirzheim’s publisher told me, that the sale of his works completely 
«topped aitò* the appearance of the 40th number of the Edinburgh Review, 
apd did net reme- till 1U9, altar which it west oa rapidly, and'it ctAl pro-
ceeds.
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The flourish wkh which you i&trédnee the third. attack is 
in the following terms >—* Every one, of course, has heard 
“  of Dr Galfc Crtmiology, and seen his plaster heads, snapped eat1 
u into the territories of some thirty or forty independent faculties. 
€t Long before this time, me confess, me expected to have seen them 
“ turned into tone f i r  children, and this fitly  consigned to that* 
“ grtat Umbo qfvanity to mhiçk the dreams q f alchemy, sympatka* 
"  tic medicine, and animal magnetism had passed before it.9 I tf
seems really to provoke you that Phrenology wiU not die. 
You tell us in this article, that <* the dogmatism and arro^ 

gance of its advocates were really beginning to be t ir e -» 
“  some,  and the Jolly had lasted bather too lonc»” No, 
wonder ! I t has lasted twenty-three ye^rs after you had de
prived it of every shadow of plausibility J I t is now. ‘believed, 
in and supported by full-grown men, who were not in exist-, 
ence when you first attacked it. This is lasting « rather too* 
long." You assure us, however, that iC it would, ik>‘
“ doubt, decline of itself ta no very long time ; and, in supposing. 
** that we have now done something to accelerate its cessation, we, 
gi Are probably vainly arrogating to ourselves an honoûr that will. 
“ belong entirely to the progress of reason, or the more fortunate. 
“ distraction of some newer delusion,* It was this passage, cop«!.
pled with the two previous attacks of the Review, that sag», 
gested the motto to the present Letter.

The strong contempt which you entertain for Phrenology 
has kept you sadly ignorant of its history and progress. You* 
have written sixty-six pages replete with hostile arguments 
original, no doubt, to yourself but the most of them familiar, 
as a thrice-told tale, to those who have attended ta  the dis-* 
eussions about the science. Did the publie not know your 
genius and originality, it would be impossible for them to» 
doubt, that you bad ransaeked the pages of Bkckwoedfc 
Magazine, the Literary Gazette, and other equally philosophic 
cal oracles,—«picked up every argument they contain agaitet 
Phrenology, and spun them into this web of your own. Your 
objections, almost without a single exception, have been a l 
ready propounded, refuted, and given up by their advocates,'' 
and, what is more, by the public. I t shall be my business to 
prove this as we proceed.
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You aay, “  We do not hear that Phrenology makes much 
“  way in London .oír ^arU-* This ia because you do nqt 
read the periodica) notice» of its progress. Allow me then to 
mention', that there is in London a Phrenological Society» 
embr̂ fáijig, upwards of a hundred ro&nhenb not obscure per
sons, but members of parliament, doctors'»  medicine,* bár- 
rioters, and such like. In  April and May'jj 1826, D r Spurz- . 
heim lectured in that city to an audience exceeding 800 in
dividuals of the highest rank and intelligence; . ̂ nd* finally» 
for brevity’s sake, the Medico-Chirurgical Review for Octo-, 
ber, 1826, the most widely-circulated and thp most,esteemed • 
medical journal in Europe, has published a are view of the sya- ,*■ 
tem of Phrenology, in which the following passage occurs
“ Phrenology is more intimately connected ’with the applies- . 
“ tlods of medical knowledge than may at first sight be apparent 
“ On this account, therefore, we recognize in the science q f itsprin*
“ pipíes a legitimate and useful subject o f professional inquiry. We 
“  must acknowledge, at the same time, that we feel impelled, by 
“ the pure force o f  multifarious and unquestionable evidence, to 
“  regard this as the most intelligible and self-consistent system o f . 
“ mental philosophy that has ever yet been presented to the con- 
“ temptation o f inquisitive metí** After a mil, able, and accurate 
analysis of the work, the journalist concludes:—“ We might hare 
“ expatiated at great length on the utility of this science, in its ap- 
“  plications to the purposes of education, legislation, political eoo- 
“ nomy, criminal jurisprudence, history, legal and theological do*
“  cútion, and, above all, to the true philosophy of m edí«
€€ cine; but we have abstained from this indulgence, in the .belief 
€t that the foretaste of an intellectual luxury we have provided for 
"  our readers will stimulate them to desire tne enjoyments of a foil 
« rfcpast.”—‘P. 468.

In  regard to the progress of the science in Pari#, I  beg to  
refer you to the following extract of a letter from a gentle
man in that city, published in the Transactions of the Phre
nological Society in 1884.—“ It is worth .mentioning also,
“ that, about two years ago, Dr Gall, at the reauest of the Mi- 
“ nister of the Interior, commenced lecturing for the benefit of 
“  the Medical Students in Paris. The lectures were, like others,
“ delivered gratis; but he was provided with the use of the 
"  operation and lecture room in the Hospice de Perfectionnement,
“ for his first course, and afterwards, on account of that being 
“ too small, with the large examination-room of the Institution

LETTER FROM GEORGE COMBS
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"  des Jeunes Aveugles, which > is well fitted for the purpose. 
u His audience- amounted to "betwixt 200 and 300 ; and so eager- 
n ly is he attended, that it is well known that many more tickets 
"  were applied for at each course than could be given, and that 
"  the apartment was regularly crowded half an hour before the 
“  lecture began. Dr Spurzneim also continues to lecture in 
“ Paris, and although, from his demanding a lee; his auditory 
"  is not numerous compared with Dr Gall's, yet he is,regularly 
“ attended, and his course is esteemed the more philosophic of 
" th e  two."

The statements of this letter ate confirmed by a notice 
which appeared in the New Monthly Magazine for January, 
1889.—“ Histoire des Fonctions du Cerveau. Par le Doc
teur Gall, 8 vols. 81ro, Paris, 1822. “ 1 ■« ¿ «i •

"  This is another exposition of Dr Gall’s system of Invincible 
“  (innate) Dispositions. This gentleman, who possesses no little 
"  ¿dent, Doth as a physician and a writer, has been practising, 
"  for the last twelve or fifteen years, in Paris, where he has esta- 
"  blished a reputation, and realized a handsome fortuné. Oh 
u the first development of his system, it was received either with 
"  unthinking pleasantry, or dismissed as idle, without due con- 
"  sidération ; but a more intimate knowledge of the man has led, 
“  i f  not to the adoption of his ideas, at least to a more serious 
"  and respectful examination of them. There are many men 
"  here (Paris) amongst the most eminent for their medical and 
"  physiological knowledge, who, though differing widely upon 
** other scientific topics, yet agree in saying, that there is much, 
"  not only of probability, but of truth, in the system of Dr Gall. 
"  I t  is certain, that one of the most powerful motives of human 
“  action, instinct, has been but very imperfectly examined by the 
** most celebrated modern philosophers, and, amongst others, the 
"  acute Helvetius. I t  appears to be the general opinion of thç 
“  present savons of Paris, that Dr Gall's system calls for a much 
44 more serious and profound examination than it feashitbertb 
"  undergone. To tins task it will be necessary to bring a çom- 
“  sideraple share of anatomical science, as the Doctor, it is sai^, 
“  has made some very important discoveries in the structure of 
"  the brain. This new edition, Which is  improved:and enlarged, 
“  will consist of eight volumes 8vo.”

The Recount given in theforegoing letter regarding {be opi
nions entertained in Paris, although published in this coun
try several years ago, and reprinted at thé time hi a Parisian 
newspaper, have never been contradicted. Not only so, but 
they have been supported by many subsequent notices in the
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philosophical jo ú m also f France, particularly (lie B crye Ert- 
cyclopediqué.

In  page 895 of your Review, you state, that; several per. 
** sons who had been at first rfcther taken with the new doc- 
“ trines, had, by more careful observation, been thoroughly 
Convinced of their fallacy." This also- ia aa unfounded and 
Very frequently-refuted assertion. It* is’ adverted to hi the 
following letter by Dr Spurzheim, likewise published in the 
Rhrenolpgical Transactions.
'  “  In  the'w hole of our travels,'* says he, *  we have been Wfeflre- 
« 'C eiveí, and the second coa«se was always m ere fu lly  attended than 
“ the  first, so th a t there was no doubt th a t th e  su b s e t excited great 
u  interest. B u t it  is to bat regretted th a t we stopt too short a  time 
**% >fom  practical pupils« T he  principles were explained^ th e  d e - 
M velopmeot shewn, and we w ere You w ill oancekrp th a t this 
y  was a c t  th e  way to establish the  doctrine. W e had  more adven- 

tags than  our pupils» because we had great opportunities of. oh- 
** seriiog  th e  heads Of m any men of ta le n ts ; wo g e t  more oawvfctfon
*  than oar auditors. We were prepared, by previous study to make 

obaemtiona, hut our stay was too short to teach the enditara to
«repeatthem, Dr Gall even gave the advice not to repeat theex- 
u  p rim tn tv  since it is difficult to; do so, which I  have mentioned 
“ in my large English work» 2d edition p, 270. Rut I  aasum you, 
*< that not m e Phrenologists from  knowledge, has fallen back, my» 

ing dbfci th e  dodtttee is hum. I  have seen frequently the con* 
,a  traiy, L *  the belief hi it strengthened by sdf-ohmrvatiom*n
* Farther, the. assertion, that individuals, after once be- 
Jiqving^ have discovered evidence. which induced them to 
jungante their faith, must imply one of two alternatives,-— 
either that nature changed betwixt the period of belief and 
tbat t f  disbelief or that the persona alluded tp became con
verts a t first from eredulity, without due exaihiDatujo, The 
first Alternative will scarcely be alleged to have happened; 
mad ah the second implies a  total want of * philosophic, under
standing in the individual, and* indeed- admite his previous 
stultification,' I  willingly allow you all the advantages 
ishich' you- can* derive from such testimony against the 
'truth off the doctrines. *• Even although some persons should 
'affirm that they have made observations^ and found the re- 
’ta ttfo  differ from, the assertion* of the JBbrehologiste^rinfi
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m old be nothing more than has liappeued in the case, of 
other sciences, which have nevertheless been ultimately ad
mitted to bp. true, Mr Playfair mentions that Mariotte, 
** though vety Conversant with experiment, appears never to 
“ have succeeded in repeating the experiments o f Newton ” 
Supp. to Encyc. Brit, second Dis. p. 57.

To complete this brief notice of the progress of the science, 
*How me to add, that Dr Otto, an established medical profess
or, and editor of a medical journal in Copenhagen, lec
tures on Phrenology as the true theory of the functions of 
the brain, advocates its Caiise in his Journal, and has pub
lished a separate Work in elucidation of it* In the United 
'Stater there are Phrenological Societies in Philadelphia and 
Washington ; and lectures have been delivered at the latter 
city, New York, and Lexington. Dr Caldwell of Lexing- 
tOrt is an endowed medical professor, who has both published 
and lectured on the science; and, in particular, bis course in 
•Washington this year was attended by the highest function
aries of the American state, and many members of Congress. 
.In Calcutta there is a Phrenological Society; and, at a proof 
-that it is not a dormant body, it may be mentioned, that there 
is now on my table a pamphlet, or rather a book of 126 oc
tavo pages, published there in 1826, against the science. 
T could add many more proofs that Phrenology is &r more 
widely extended than you appear to dream o f; but one more 
shall suffice.* In the spring of 1826, a Mechanic^ Phreno
logical Society was formed in Dundee. The first letter of 
their Secretary announcing the information was as follows

“ Dundee* M ay 2, 1826.—To Gsobob CoartE, Esq.—Re- 
"  spkcTbd Stay—'The members of the Dundee Mechanics' Phre- 
‘r Mbgioal Society .ttqimai. me.to transmit you their mikt.sincere 
“ thanks for the interest you have taken in their welfare, by sending 
** them, through Mr Galloway, a copy of your System of Phreno- 
"  logy fct a redjfifced price»' At the same time they wish  mt to give 
“ you soom account c&.the motives.which induced .ifg to fonh our- 
“ trivss into.a society for the purpose of obtaining a knowledge of 
“  phrenological tru th ; the obief of which was, the ednoatimb of

ypmih.n ..lt fcarJong appeased to »low of uspthal’the present syo-
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“ tto só f ¿duration (I ute thè word in Us widest «ii»<> amdMotoulv 
“ tafèattóe théy dò tu>t seem to bfa founded upon a true 1tàowMge«)f 
“ the’ttatùVé'oi morii by presupposing equal natural abilities in all,
"  kniá tioWtigì ^cation alóne is competent to make r ywA 
“ |r‘inechánlc. a lawyer, an orator, ora divine. But, exportarciag 
“ iriótír fbin ifies tbe truth of the poet’s observation, that

• *  < tftn  band of JNrtuin on peculiar minds
 ̂ ^ ‘ Imprints a different bias,’ ”

“ we resolved to study Phrenology, and finding it (as far as our li- 
“ Tffitìd observations went,) to be in ahx̂ rdancefwHh natante, ms 
“ finbaiod aurselvasnEtpa amety»! that we might the mp®e easilyob* 
" tá p  t^.pec^faary boqkt, busts, and apparatus, and, by our united 
“ "observations, aid each other in sooner acquiring a Knowledge of 
“ *tne science.1 We have now procured yswr '  Blemaots' and/jSjw* 
"  ftam / a  ‘ set' of busts and callipers, and two or three of our nqiu- 
“ ber are finishing cramometers for our use, which will enable ué 'to 
“ take mère correct measurements. We have drawn up a  few la  
“ gufatimi^ but have not yet printed them, hoping we may proem# . 
“  a copy of those belonging to your society, which might suggest 
“ some dew mode ot  procedure, as it is our wish to have every thing 
“ as' wisèly ordered as possible to disarm our opponente, of which we 
"  art honoured with a few, who industriously circulate Gordon's .

unifique upon she science amongst themselves,—a work which, I 
“ am toldáis as foil of opprobrious epithets as of sound philosophy. 
“ We have chosen, the name of Medíanles, &c. partly because it i& & 
“ tede designation, and partly to distinguish ours from the ode 
“ .formed.by our “ patricians," who will doubtless contribute to 
“ throw new lights upon Phrenology by their discoveries; while u>e, 
“ from our stations, must be content to receive its lights, happy if 
“ we tacoeedin rendering them practically useful for restraining 
“ |he propensities, nourishing the higher sentiments, and training 
“ the faculties of our youth into activity, thereby rendering them • 
“ useful' and virtuous citizens, fitted to adorn 

« « The «tiild uwjaty of pm** life,
“  * Where yeses Wife ever-blooming dive crowns the gate/

, “ Should your other avocations permit, we would feel proud of a 
“ continuance or the countenance with which you have already hw* 
“  noured us, which, I beg to assure you, would be gratefully re*
“ oaived |gr9 fespeefed §jr,your very obedient servant,

“ Alexander Taylor, Secy.M
The Secretary's second letter, dated 10th O cfottaylSM , 

is as follows.—
“ Respected Sir. Dundee, lOfi October, 1BSK

“  In consequence of thè increase of members to the Phraufiogtoal * 
“ Society of this quarter, we find it necessary, in order tornee* die 
*i demand of the younger members, to bave other two cophsiof your 
'¿System,arid due copy of the Elements. !■ have, dtsm §m ,ht

LATTEE FHÒ* ÓKOBCH OWíBK
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“  thrir- snpiwt,- fohtui«tn .lijmif pr.ap9fyi11g.te. yam, tbaoegbthe 
“ «nadium o ftb s^ w n W  tbeChanpipn coacb,for than, who has 
“  iastructise* to pay you for then ; and, should it be convenient, 
“  * *  would be .obliged. mesh by their being Mot by return of > the 
“ the«QMh4 as then «  a matting to-morrow evening. I  i-emaii^já- 
“  pocted Sir, y«ur.obedientjsccswt,.„ , ,4 w^ « d^

H en , then, »  fridtete^ that, notwithstanding of your u t
most; e t b ^ in d  pot of yours alone, but those of nearly the 
whole -pctMKiiosl pram .of . JBurope, Asia, and America, ]ftee»> 
npkgyháse^teadeditaeif'ipto'alltbese region» o f t k  glabcv 
a¿d.Áwr,<w)»r|tcm4ptong votaries men of every nprit and
peafcmion, £ro«:the senator ,to the.mechaokv/ One would- 
impgibe that such Acts, if  - known to you, might »have made 
you pause, pod, doubt of the. infallibility of your own philciSQ* 
phy. The degree of knowledge which, bat. fosoedita way 
into your, inind bar, indeed, modified the style o f the present 
Review < greatly to the bettor. Phrenologists were formerly 
‘c.qttacti,H "empiric*,“ « itinerant pbHcwsphers,” « mowtebenks,” 
“ and 11 cunning craniologer*now they are men of ", mere than 
"  itcinmori acuteness f ' but their doctrines are «till,e crude,” “ shal- 
‘•tow;* ,“ puerile,“ «' ftmtsstfc," ***»11," « dogmatic,” »iocrtdiMy 
"  absurd,“ “ foolish,” “ extravagant," and " trash.” How, than,
does It happen that a gentleman of your acknowledged talent 
and courtesy should be betrayed into such a dismal situation 
as you now occupy ? for, after, twenty-three years* experience 
o£,dtfeafo ypu.are.stiU denouncing a large number of intelli
gent men as lost in otter-stupidity, because, after full exami
nation, they believe in what yon admit is, after all, a pure 
question of factl This is easily explained without disparage- 
m eotekher to .your, sentiment» or intellect., Tour opinions 
were formed in a different school, before ,Bhtanalogy waa 
heard of; and you have never been able to oteroomé the 
fcMftpf -y/WW tin t impressions so far aa to stutfy it with an 
impartial mind.

in adverting to persons in a similar condition, says, 
“  What probabilities am sufficient to prevail. in such a case? .And 
“ whatever, hf tbe.most.pqgent arguments, wjU, be prevailed upon 
"  to diarobs himsalf at once of aU hú old opiníóds and pretensions 

lasrisMga.<Md learning, which withheld study be hath all hú
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‘f  tin* besnHahonriag fe> ami ttiri» iifee lf Oufcotork aifedtiMiMfe’ 
“ .of fresh jaetions ? All the argument« that Can be used,»ill he as 
“  little able to prevail as the wind did with the traveller to part 
“ With his^kvtk, which he heldoalv the fetor." (Book iv. c-ift-
f l l r )

That the phrenological doctrines do appear to your mind 
enveloped io all the incongruity and,absurdity whidLyon have 
so lavishly expressed, is explicable, without the alternative ns* 
oesnarily following that thèse' qualities really belong; tu , them- 
W hen a new proposition is aubnytted to our oonsideratidnv 
we compare it with principles which «re, regard as established, 
and if we are able to connect it oooiisteBtly with them, , we 
admit it to be true, and give it oar assent» If  it  appear at 
variance with onr previous opinions, we are disposed to inject 
it as erroneous, and rarely possess the asagoanimity to enter 
upon a, scrutiny ofour first ¡mpvessmns, so as >to discover wtw» 
tber they, or the new ideas, coincide most closely with natum, 
the only authoritative standard of physical , truth. On the 
contrary, we too frequently regard received opinions with au 
undoubting add superstitious veneration, and «eject new pit*, 
positions 8s intrinsically absurd, not bècause 1re have aseer- 
tained them to be in oppositiori*to facts, but becausethey do 
not coincide with what we previously believed to be true. 
Dr Thomas Brown has Justly remarked, “ that to those who 
•^lavO not taffiéiëift efém entary knowledge of setenèé, to feel any* 
<*istoNtV** physical troths, as one connected sysSotai, aad no-hsbt» 
“ tual desire o f exploring the various relations of new phenomena, 
"  m any 6 f (he fa c ts  in  nature, whieh have an appearance of tncon- 
"’gVüïty, ae M flrst'ttated, do truly Hem ludierousi." •

I t  now be my èndeàvoar to show that this sentence of 
D r Thomas Brown very accurately describes your tnsatal
«rtdition on the’subject of‘Phrenology....................
. Your article oohtains five or six distinct aanupmatioM, 
that you have “ completely refuted" the scieitee  ̂ a*d<lo<tiw 
emprise of yoar readers,-it tugs and :*ofl* o tt at a new and 
additions! refutation. TMs, while it shows that you sow ill 
at ease as to your own success, tenders an answer Within ipo» 
dwata'. liaùto .eaUamdy difficulty unti l  hlrpn, thiwnfnr t~
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bo excused for bringing ymxr objections on cash pain* into a 
locus, and condensing the reply to the narrowest limits cbti- 
Bttteot with perapiciitty. I t  shall be my earnest endeavour not 
to  mistake or misrepresent your meaniüg, bat to quote-your 
own word! I f  you had done tins hy me, the present reply 
xnightrhanre been spared; fo ri obsekrve^that yon have generally 
preferred giving your own paraphrases of my statements, and 
barre iriEbtéd these, leaving the real propdbitièAI quite ifnas- 
sailèd. Ill truth, there is no review of the system of Phre
n ol ogy ; and no reader could form an accurate conception of 
th a t work from your representation of i t  Thé article is a 
special pleading, aH on ofte aide, and its author resembles a 
party  on bis defence much more than a judge administering 
im partial justice.

You dfectine bringing Phrenology to the test o f observa
tion, because “ A proposition, in point of' fact, may be am-
€f biguoua or unintelligible; and before inquiring how if és

p roved*  w e m u e t ascerta in  w h e th e r i t  be« an y  m ean in g s  ¿ a d  
“  w h e t  th a t  m ean ing  tru ly  is. W h en  i t  ia  affirmed» that; ce rta in  
** p re lec tio n *  on  th e  s k u a , o r th e  b ra in , a re  th e  orgm kso f  all th e  
“ fa c u ltie s  a n d  d ispositions o f  th e  m ind , i t  w il l  n o t do  to  p ie -  
** ceed. a t  once to  th e  a lleged  proofs o f  th is  assertion  ; w e m u s t 
** 1 rs«  d e te rm in e  W hat is  m ean t b y  organs, a n d  w h a t b y  facuU  
“ ties, a q d  in  w h a t sense th e se  te rm s  a re  h e re  to  b e  u n d e r- 
«  s tood ."— P . 255.

First, then, as to the organs. “  Upon what grounds,* you 
ask, can the n a m  c i  ergans.be applied to the bump* of the 
“  Phrenologists? or senseis it  intended4het«fhia
“  name should be received in their science ? , The truth, we do 
“ not sgruple to say it, is, that there ts not the smaHest reason Jar 
“ supposing that tile mtmd ever operates through the agency o f any 
u material organs, except in its perception of material objects, 
t€ or in the spontaneous movements of the body which it Inhja- 

•“ •bîls ; and that this whole science rests upon a postulate or as- 
“  Sumption, for which there is neither ana shadow of évidente, 
4t nor ana show of reasoning."—P. 267- The same proposition is 
repeatea in p. 893, and in several other parts o f  the Review.
The proofs adduced are the following I nsects con-
“  T1NUE TO PEBFOAli ALL THEI& FUNCTIONS A F t U  THfcXB.

“.muaAb a u  o n ;  msàeoldjlbodedassùnalvtive and. move 
/t.w;|jhadafimgmeirwwri f?, la. an aubwqueebifrige (iff)
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yowdttfor» writer of- these observations is fiat
4*learned in anatomy,-"—a modest declaration indeed.» butooe 
which.« wwwKurceiy n eBPSsaryafter this specimen of phytiold» 
gkal wisdom. The Creator erred, then, in adding the super4 
ftsoaswppendage of >  head to  insects: you would-hare ma
naged-the «tatter' better, ■ by  retrenching this unmeaning di-.‘ 
crapetobcl 'Mi > ; * • ' ..........  '■1''' >a *

As to cold-blooded animals living ahd moving m tbe Wind' 
pfodtaHnent,:I  would- ask, how long do they perform 'ffc£se 
acts? 'But We have the authority ’of yoni-own Journal aga&ist 
your-grand proposition. <( His Imperial Majesty,” says the 
Reviewer Of 1803, ff has had of late too many good oppertunitibs 
“ ofknpwiM that a sea* caaetei continue t* march, and toad, add 
“ Ace,.when ne has left hie head behind him j and the redoubtable 
" lecturer of Vicuna has said little more. It may be wrong," 
eantHWW-he»  ̂fee» allow «■daeing demon stsaUr of pwwa w M  
"  qinoosities to asset* that the mind remembers, imagines, and 
"  judges, only by die intervention of certain parts of the brain; 
* but it is a piece of forbearance, at least as dangerous, to  al- 
"  low a single cellar to be open in the taverns of Vienna, op 
"  memory, imagination, and judgment, to be all set to sleep by a 
"Jew groin* of a' very common and simple drug."1—Edinburgh 
Review, yol. II ., p .. 148. Memory, imagination, and judg
ment th$n,.,are neither acta of “  peroeptiou of material- ob- 
“ jects, nor spontaneous movements of the body;” -yet 
winp.fod.pphim .first stimulate, and finally overpower them. 
Hoyr does -this accord with your doctrine, «* that the mind 
“  never ’operate* through the agency of material organs” in 
performingthese functions?

This authority .might be relied on aa settling the question 
with yon; but to convey to persons, who are not familiar with 
these topics, some ifle& of the recklessness of your assertion, a 
few passages from the most common medical and physiological 
authors may be cited. Dr Cullen says,“ we cannot doulit that
“ the operation* qfonr intellect always depend upon certain meltons 
"  UMng ̂ laee in the brain, $c."—Practice of Physic, vd. If.,'

Hr Gregory, speaking of . the internal faculties of the mind, 
say*, "Omasa his facilitates (videlicet memoria, imagiaado,
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“ t«n  ¿'fPffttij, mat, & MyaotiwtoUw lnwdif tou

quam corporei ns inesse vfaeatur: Docent t&men morbi qui* 
“ cas impediunt certain cerebri statum* ut bene exerceantUr 
"  requiri; idque sensuum intemoruvt primariim esse organumJ* r

Magendie, whose name stands so high both in Jfraaoe and.; 
Britain», says» ‘‘ The h&un i* the materialinstaHpeBbaP, 
M Upright T iuais prpved by a  nwltilude (tine fonkr) of qu > 
t€ penments and facta.**—»Precis Elementaire de Phyeiokgm^ 
tope srf* 1816, , *. i . >/\

Y o u rn ^ t objection is thefcAlowii^g:-^“  I f  the theory ̂
“ the Phrenologists be right* it would seem to folio** 4/fytfanbr 
"  Pirst, that all the five external senses must have organs tit the 
"dtoafe^as well as a connected apparatus or mtiehiiiet^ beyoful' 

and* secondly, it is, a t all eve 
'¡their creed* that the mind as not in j
"jfrp-andj secondly* it as* at all events* a fundamental point inJi

i any way c
"  ¿venae So them, rthafc i t  afcts by means or orgahs having to&y'

r oomcioaeorawfate* *

locality at att.. Now,* the first .and most plausible of fbeat 
sy have themselves been ¿weed to fibandM; ■ 

pppw both* we humbly conceive, are not only gratuitous, bat,
: in any sound sense, entirely unfounded and etTonemU.^P.26& '
In  answer to the assertion* that “ all the five external setises 

“  must have organs in the brain** I  beg to state* that* from the 
view* entertained by Phrenologists regarding the sense** (some 
of whichoaestated inasubsequent part of thi* Letter,) no othef' ’ 
otgfcas than those already known appear tobe necessity ;Uu 
but* secondly* we are quite ready to acfeait'sach'orghns when« 
ever ytiu prove their existence as matter of fact. You1 reply» 
however* that “ it will not do to euggest here* o rin 'o ther
" su e^ iah v ed n  allowance c€ hookies! w plaialy insfiffident*
" th a t  these are mere omissions* which;mqy still be supplied 
"  if necessary* and do not affect the principle of the system. The
" system* it must be remembered, rests noHm principle, but dn 
" observation aion* Its advocates peril their cause On the** 
" sertion* that it is proved by observation* and as matter of fact* 
" that their thirty-six bumps are the organs of tmrty-six parti- 
" wdar fiuwkief* and noother>--that these organs have rctr-i 
"tain definite shape and relative place) aq4i*j*$r~*nd^tbat

* Them authorities*!* all cited la m y44 Sway* m  Phrenology/* published
h  ISIS* in answer to a denial, in the 49th Number of the Edinbuigh*itafiNr, ■ 
that the brain it the organ of mind. They were not reprinted in the Svetem« 
became* As Objection hid bees, tiH yon took it up agsti; Sbmdbnedas mtetty 
uatJWMhr*.-V niiur- n  ^  em nti '* .*y>
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them <%> a m r the whole skuil,*ado*oufy tie  whole
« surface q f the ¿rain.”—P. 287- This jis jour statement; b u t
the following i£ mine, printed in the work which you h av e
reviewed:—‘c There are parts at the hose o f  the brain, in  th e  
** middle and posterior regions, the size o f which cannot be discover- 
tc ed during me, and whose functions t* consequence ere still mw- 
“ known. From analogy* and from aoipe pathological.fttetey 
u  they are supposed to be the organs of the sensations of huu- 
<€ ger and thirst, heat and cold, and q f some other mental ajfee- 
“  turns, fo r  which cerebral organs hack not been discovered i  b d t 

demonstrative evidence to this effect being wanting* this eon- 
“ jecture is merely stated to incite to . farther investigation.”—  
System q f Phrenology, p. 31. If, then, you can show that there 
are mental affections attending the activity of the five senses, 
which cannot be referred to the external organs, nor to  any 
of the internal organs admitted by Phrenologists, it will u n 
doubtedly follow, on the principles of this science, that such 
affections must have organs also; bu t the objection, that 
u  there is no room for them to extend their position,’’ is u t 
terly unfounded.

As to the mind’s consciousness of organs, 1 shall notice, 
first, the real phrenological doctrine on that point; and, se
condly, your commentary upon it. In  the System of Pbre* 
nology .it is stated, that “ the mind is not conscious.of acting
“ by paeans of organs; and hence the material instruments, by 
“ means of which it performs its operations in this life, and 
u conmtunlcates with tne external world, cannot be discovered 
"  by reflection on consciousness.”—P* 25. In  the Essays on 
Phrenology this doctrine is illustrated a t some leng th ; but 
the illustrations were omitted in “  the System” as superfluous, 
the point having been conceded by every person who had eon- 
aidered the subject. Allow me, however, to  repeat them, as 
you still dispute tjie accuracy of this fundamental principle of 
the science. “  The organs, by means o f which the mind acts
c< upon, and by means of which it receives impressions from the 
“ external world, perform their functions without any con- 
“  sdousness in the mind either of their existence Or their ope- 
“  rations. For example, voice is produced by die contraction 
“ and relaxation of a number of muscles connected with the 
u  larynx, at the command of the w ill; and yet consciousness 
“ gives us no intimation either of the existence or functions of
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tf these, muscles. In like manned the leg «ad art* afe extended
“  and withdrawn by means of the nerves o f voluntary option, 
"  and a great number of muscles at the command of the w ill; 
"  an d  yet of the existence and operation of these nerves and 
"'m uscles consciousness gives us no intimation. "Weare vuri- 
m scions of the act of volition which puts them in motion, and 
*  o f  th e  result produced, but not of the existence and operation 
"  o f the special nerves ahd tnnsdes themselves."—.Essay on Phre
nology, p . 3.

Phrenologists, then say, that the mind is npt conscious 
o f smelling by means of the olfactory nerves, bearing by the 
auditory, or seeing by tbe optic nerves.

On this doctrine you remark, “ but they are all agreed* 
“  it seems,' that the grind has no knowledge of the existent* 
“  o f the organa of sense, or of tbe functions performed by 
“  them.”—P. 26T. Here you have used the freedom to. sub* 
etitute “ Knowledge," which I  did not write, for “  Conscious* 
ness," the word actually employed; and your reason.for doiqg 
so will speedily appear. You proceed^-—“  This, to most
“ people, will probably appear more surprising still. Is it 
“  meant to be said, that we do not know, certainly, naturally, 
“ and immediately, that we see with our eyes, and hear with 
“  our ears, and feel with that part of our bodies on which an 
"  external impression is riade ?" This objection is absolutely
created by your substituting tbe assertion, that ** the mind has 
“  no knowledge of the organs of sense," for the real propogi- 
rioo*tbat it baa “ no xmsciatteuese" of them. TbePbrenolo- 
gists have not said, that we do not know that we see by tbe 
Coptic no tes, but only affirm, that tins fact is ascertained b j 
s b n iir iw , and nut .try. instinctive consciousness; and thy 
mdemiice which they draw is, that if we cannot discover thf 
existence even of such palpable organs as tbe auditory and ol
factory nerves by rieans of simple consciousness or feeling, 
bht most resott to observation to find them out, it is not 
wonderful that we should not be conscious of tbe internal or
gans of tbe. miad, or that ctampa&tn.sbould be wtjnisile *9 
determine them -also.. ■•»
, You anticipate this obnfetion, and tbe answer that wiU be 
fbundedoa it, and try  to show that the words “ immediately

I
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“  know and fcrt," are synommoaswith “ being conscious." You 
then proceed:—“ The true question upon either supposition
" is , whether, knowing and feeling, as, in one way or other, we 
"  do with the moat perfect distinctness, that we see with oar 
“ eyes, and bear with our ears, and that it is by these organa 
“ alone that the mind performs these functions, it can be truly 
".er even imtelligibly said, that tee are at little aware o f acting by 
“ material organs tvhen tse so see or hear, as we are that we love 
"  onr children, by bumps on the back o f the head, or perceive the 
"  beauty of music by a small protuberance in the middle of the 
“  eyebrow."—P. £00. The only shadow of plausibility in th«
argument depends on your confounding facts and proposi
tions that are altogether distinct. The earn, in popular 
language, include the whole auditory apparatus, namely, the 
external ear, the tympanum, .labyrinth, semicircular canals, 
numerous small bones, and the auditory nerve which con- 
sects these with the brain; and the “ eyes,” in common 
speech, include the eyeballs , and the optic nerves. Now, 
“  are we aware” of any thing more than the mere locality of 
the senses of hearing and seeing ? Do you assert that we “ are 
aware” of all the organic apparatus now enumerated, and 
that you are conscious that the existence of an external ob
ject becomes known to you, through the eye, only by means 
of an image depicted on your own retina ? You certainly can
not maintain this. But we have the same general impression of 
the locality of the mind; we know that we do not love chil
dren by tne foot, nor write reviews by the calf of the kg, 
hut that thinking in general is performed by the head. I f  
we go one step farther, however, and inquire whether we 
know that there is a brain, or an apparatus of organs in the 
interior of the skull, by means of which the processes of think
ing are accomplished ? the answer must be, that we do not 
know until we have ascertained the fact by observation. In  
Mm mamier, I  venture to assert, that mankind have found out 
the optic nerve to be the organ of vision, solely by observing, 
that virion never existed without i t ; or, in your own words, 
Mhy anatomy and experiment.'' I f  this be sound physiology, 
does it warrant you to object to the doctrine which teaches, that;
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in order to discover a particular portion of the brain to be the 
organ of Benevolence, we must observe the. relation between 
the power of experiencing this emotion and the condition of 
that orgafric part ? and yet this is the proposition which you 
adduce it to. refute.

After stating yOur objections to the organs, you proceed,—
“ These last considerations lead us naturally to another class of 
“ objections which, we confess» have always appeared to us of 
t€ themselves conclusive against this new philosophy,—those we 
“ mean which apply to the strange apparatus or separate facuU  
“ ties and sentiments into which it has parcelled out and divided 
“ the mind.

“ We are a little jealous of the word faculties in any philoso- 
“ phiod discussion. * The mind, me take it, is one and indtvisible ;
“ and if  by faculties is meant psfcts, portions, or members, by 
“ the aggregation of which the mind is made up, we must not 
“ only deny their existence, but confess that we have no great 
“  favour for a term which tends naturally to familiarize us with 
“ such an assumption. What are called faculties, of the mind, 
u we would consider as different acts, or rather states of i t ; but 
“ •if this be the just view of the matter, it is plain that it renders 
“ it in the highest degree improbable, i f  not truly, inconceivable, 
“ that those supposed faculties should have each a separate mate- 
“ rial organ*9—P. 261.

This objection has been long ago answered in the Phre
nological Journal, vol. I. p. 206, and by the Rev. David 
Welsh, in a note to bis Life of Dr Thomas Brown, quoted 
on page 64 of the “ System* which you were reviewing. Dr 
Brown maintains, that the word faculties means only states of 
the m ind; and Mr Welsh observes, that “ the only differ-
“ ence that the doctrines of Phrenology introduce* in regard to 
“ Dr Brown's principle is, that, instead of the feelingt and 
n thoughts being merely the relations of the simple substance 
u mind, to its own former states, or to external objects, they are 
“ the relations of the simple substance mind to certain portions 
“  of the encephalon.
. “ In  looking upon any object—as snow—we have the notion 

“ of a certain colour. Now, the notion is not in the snow, but 
“ in the m m d; that is, the notion of colour is the mind existing 
“ in a certain relation to an external object. But it is allowed, 
“  on all hands, that there is an intervening step between the 
“ snow and the mind. There is an affection of the optic nerve. 
“  I t  will be conceded, that this does not alter the question as to 
u the simplicity of the m ind; and if this is conceded, it is abun-

Vol. IV— No X III. B
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“ dantly obvious« that another step in tire proojss might he 
“  conceived, without taking away from the simplicity of the im-
*  material part, and that, instead of an affection or the optic
* nerve being the immediate antecedent of. the notion of odour« 
“  it might be a particular portion of the encephalon. As the 
** notion of colour, upon this supposition, is a relation of the 
u  mind to the organ of Colour, it iollows, that, if  an organ Were 
“  changed in any respect, the state of the mind would also be 
“  changed. Thus, if  it were larger« or of a, finer structure, or 
“  more active, the perception of colour would be more delicate. 
H or quick, or pleasing. The same remarks might be extended 
“ to all die organs. Where the organ of Causality is large, as 
€t in the case of Dr Brown himself, then there will be a ten- 
M dency to reason; which tendency is a state of the mind in re- 
“ lation to a material organ, which state would have been dif- 
u  ferent had the organ been different.

“ A multitude of organs may all be affecting the mind at the 
"  same instant, and in that case a variety of feelings will be ex- 
w perienced; but still the mind is simple, and it is only its re»- 
u  lations to these different organs that are complex.’*

This metaphysical reply to your objection appears to me 
tolerably complete; but there are more tangible and practical 
answers to your denial of separate faculties and organs. Dr 
Barclay, in his work on Juife and Organisation, stated argu
ments on this point extremely similar to those now adduced 
by you, and Dr Andrew Combe answered him in the Phreno
logical Transactions. From his paper I  select the following 
passages. They will show also to what extent your objections 
have been anticipated and refuted, apparently without your 
knowing any thing of the matter.

“  First, Then,” says Dr Combe, u  it k  an undisputed 
truth, that the various mental powers of man appear in suc
cession, and as a general rule, that the reflecting or reason» 
ing faculties are those which arrive latest at perfection. In  
the child, the powers of observing the existence and quali
ties of external objects arrive much sooner at their maturity 
than the reasoning faculties. Daily observation shows that 
the brain undergoes a corresponding change; whereas we 
have no evidence that the immaterial principle varies in its 
powers from year to year. I f  the brain, as a whole, is the 
organ of the mind, this successive development of faculties
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it nttqriy t t  ywqtnoe w ith, what .we sh o u ld  expect a  p r io r i; 
because, if die general organ i$ fitted fair manifesting with 
spweas oqetaepUlfaculty, it, one should think, ought «» 
be equally to for the operation of all, which we see is not 
the ,cq?e. Qbgervatiqp indeed show s, th a t  differentparts of 
the brain are really developed at different periods .of .life. 
In infancy, according fo Chaussier, the cerebellum forms 
ape-fifteenth of dip eqpephalic mass; and in adult age, from 
ane-sixth to oqq^ighth, its tine being thus in strict accord
ance with the energy qf the propensity qf which it is the or_ 
gap. 1» childhood, the middle and lower p art.o f -the 
fqfehqad generally predominates; in later life, the upper 
lateral parts become more prominent, which facts also aw  
ip ahdf* wcwdwep with tbepuiod* of unfolding of .the 
kqowing and masoning powers.

“  24, Gemqs is almost always partial, which it oughtnot 
to be, if the organ of the mind were single. A gemoefbr 
poetry, for mechanic?, for music, or for mathematics, some
times appears at a very early age in individuals, who, in to- 
gaxd to all other pursuits, are mere ordinary men, and who, 
with every effort, can newer attain to any thing above me
diocrity.

*  $<%, 'The phenomena qf dreaming are at variance with 
the puppontioo of -the mind manifesting a llits faculties by 
mqags of a single organ, while they are qdite consistent 
with, and explicable by, that «f a plurality of organa In 
dreaming, the mind experiences numerous vivid emotions, 
such as those of fear, joy, affection, among, succeeding one 
another, aqd departing without control from the intellectual 
powers ;*r-or, it ia filled with a thousand varied conceptions; 
■prytiipea eounacted aad rational, but more frequently dm* 
jointed apd absurd, and aH differing widely-from the wak
ing operations of the w ind, in wanting harmony, consist
ency, and sense- .These phenomena harmonise remarkably 
with the notion of.a variety of faculties and organs; some of 
whfoh, bring active, would communicate these ideas and
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feelings which constitute a dream, while others remaining 
asleep would, by their inactivity, permit that disordered ac
tion which characterizes the pictures formed by the fancy 
during sleep.

“ Were the organ of mind single, it is clear that all the 
faculties should be asleep or awake to the same extent at 
the same tim e; or, in other words, that no such thing as 
dreaming could take place. Somnambulism, although in 
itself a species of dreaming, affords a still stronger illustra
tion. In that state, one or more of the external as well as 
internal senses are awake, while the others are dormant. In 
this instance we see that the organs asleep and awake are 
different, as when a person walks with his eyes shu t; but 
let us suppose that they were as much hidden as the brain,* 
would any man infer from the phenomena, that sight, smell, 
taste, and voluntary motion, could be exercised by one and 
the same organ, when he finds all of them in different states 
and degrees of intensity in one individual at the same time? 
Never. Then, on what principle does any one draw a dif
ferent inference from similar phenomena, when the internal 
faculties and organs are in question ?

t( A t present, however, it is chiefly to the admitted phe
nomena of what are called Partial Idiocy and Partial In
sanity that I  am anxious to direct your attention; because 
these states of the mind are so plainly and strongly in con
tradiction with the notion of a single organ of mind, that 
Pinel himself, no friend to Phrenology, asks if their pheno
mena can be reconciled to such a conception.

“  Partial Idiocy is that state in which an individual ma
nifests one or 'several powers of the mind with an ordinary 
degree of energy, while he is deprived to a greater or less 
extent of the power of manifesting all the others. Pinel, 
Haslam, Rush, Esquirol, and, in short, every writer on in
sanity, speaks of the partial development of certain mental 
powers in idiots; and Rush iu particular not only alludes 
to the powers of intellect, but also to the partial possession
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of the moral faculties. Some idiots, he observes, are as re* 
markable for correct moral feelings as some great geniuses 
are for the reverse. In his Traité du Goitre et de la Cré
tinisme, Fodéré thus speaks, p. 133 ‘ It is remarked, that,

b y  an inexplicable singularity, some of these individuals 
c (cretins), endowed with so weak minds, are bom with a
* particular talent for copying paintings, for rhyming, or for 
‘ music. I  have known several who taught themselves to 
‘ pl*y passably on the organ and harpsichord ; others who 
€ understood, without ever having had a master, the repairing 
€ of wàtches, and the construction of some pieces of mechan- 
‘ ism.’ He adds, that these powers could not be attributed 
to the intellect, ‘ for these individuals not only Could not read
* books which treated of the principles of mechanics, but ils
* étaient déroutés lorsqtfon en parlait et ne se perfectionnaient
* j a m a i s I t  must be observed also, that these unfortunate
individuals,differ very much in the* hind as well as quantity 
of mental power possessed. For example, an instance is 
given by Pinel of an idiot girl who manifested a most won
derful propensity to imitate whatever she heard or saw, but 
who displayed no other intellectual faculty in a perceptible 
degree, and never attached an idea to the sound she uttered. 
D r Bush particularizes one man who was. remarkable for his 
religious feelings, although exceedingly deficient in intellec
tual power, and other moral sentiments ; and among the 
cretins,, many are to be found who scarcely manifest any 
other faculty of the mind except that of Amativeness. The 
above quotation from Fodéré also illustrates this fact. One 
is all kipdness and good nature, another quarrelsome and 
mischievous. One has. a lively perception of harmony in 
music, while another has none.

“ I t ought also to be observed, that the characteristic fea
tures of each particular case are strictly permanent. . The 
idiot, who to-day manifests the faculty of Tupe, the feeling 
of Benevolence, of Veneration, or of Self-esteem, will not 
to-morrow, nor in a year, change the nature of his predomi
nant manifestations. Were the deficiency of the single or
gan the cause of idiocy, these phenomena, ought not to ap
pear ; for the general organ being- able to manifest one fit-
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culty, ought, according to the circumstances in whhfe the 
individual is placed, to be equally able to manifest all others 
Whose activity may be required, and thus the character of 
the idiocy ought to change with every paamg évent, which 
it never does. Fodéré colls these < inwpboabie singulari
ties,’ arid, no donbt, on bis ànd Dr Barclay’s theory they 
truly are so. To the Phrenologist, however, they offer no 
difficulty, far they are in perfect harmony with As* views. 
The difference in the kind of powers manifested in cases of 
partial idiocy, between the capacity for meohanks, for in* 
Mance, and the sentiment of Veneration, Self-esteem, or Be
nevolence, is as great as between the sensations excited by 
the perception of a sound, a taBte, or a smelL To holer, 
therefore, that one organ serves for the manifestation of all 
these faced ties, is really much the same ib point of logic as 
if  we were to suppose aH the external senses to communi
ante with the samd through the medium of only one Hervé, 
ht spite of the foots of many individuals being blind who 
dreiKJt defcf, tv  deaf and still able to see and smell.
• ¡“ Although partial idiots manifest one or mwe febulties 
matte pnwhtfcdty.dMB ocher*, yet they veldem or nette» ma* 
sdfest any with she energy of a sound amid'. Consequently, 
noaotfoing to  the phrenological system, we ought in sufih 
edsfe generally to  ‘find the brain defective in siae. New, 
Pfctel, and many other opponents, infoitn us, that this Is 
precisely the esse ; and in the course of my own observa* 
Moos, both 'oft the Continent and -in this country, I  hare 
found the same fact to hold good in a considerable number 
of cases. I t doss not always occur, because, although small 
«fee is a  frequent cause of idiocy, it is by no means the only 
one. I  may farther mention, that Phrenologists, by actual 
bincthoatian, have fotfnd in idiots those parts of the brain 
most fully developed which corresponded to the otgans of 
the faculties toost strongly manifested by them ; and Obser- 
vuthrit a lto  hast, in tome instances, shown the entire absénoe 
o f thosfc 'convolutions which form a part of the organs of
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oertam  faculties in which they were deficient. Indeed, by 
comparing the brains and mental manifestations of some 
idiots with those of healthy individjuals, the conviction of a, 
p lurality of organs is almost forced upon the mind by the 
evident and distinctive characteristics of each. In  the col
lection of the Society, there is a cast of the brain of an idjot 
girl, in which no trace of certain convolutions, which, in the 
ordinary state indicate the development of the organs of 
C ausafthf, can be perceived, while others are distinctly re* 
cognisable. I  have also seen in the possession of Dr Spurz- 
bevm a cast of a brain in which the organs of Feneration 
were wanting, and a deep hollow existed in the correspond
ing situation.

M W e come now to the consideration of Partial Insanity, 
or that state in which one or more faculties of the mind are 
diseased, without affecting the integrity of the remainder. 
T his state, which is also known by the name of Monomania, 
appears equally with the former to exclude the possibility 
o f one organ executing the functions of all the mental facul
ties ; for the argument constantly recurs, that if the organ 
be sufficiently sound to manifest one faculty in its perfect 
state, it ought to be equally capable of manifesting all,— 
which, however, is known to be in direct opposition to fact. 
Having, in a former paper “  On Insanity,” as illustm tedby 
Phrenology, laid before the Society a great variety of cases 
connected with the point under discussion, I  shall on the 
present occasion confine myself to the statement of a very 
few instances, merely in illustration of the proposition.

« Of Jbtie raiaomaate Pine! thus speaks:—' Hospitals
* for the insane are never without some example of mania 
' marked by acts of extravagance, or even of fury, with a kind 
c of judgment preserved in all its integrity, if  we judge of it
* by the conversation; the lunatic gives the most just and
* precise answers to the questions of the curious; no incohe- 
€ rence of ideas is discernible; he reads and writes letters as 
€ if  his understanding' were perfectly sound ; ‘ and yet, by a
* singular contrast, he tears in pieces his clothes and bed- 
‘ covers, and always finds some plausible reason to justify his
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9 wandering and his fury. This sort r f  mclia is jo fa r  from
9 rare, that the vulgar name offolie raisonnante has been given 
€ to it.*—P. 93. A very striding instance of furious mania,
with integrity of intellect, will be found, quoted from Pinel, 
in the Preliminary Dissertation, and which it is unnecessaty 
for me to repeat. I  shall, however, add another equally in
teresting case from the same author. ( On ne peut conce-
* voir la nature d'une certaine aliénation, qui est comme un 
‘ mélange i de. raison et d'extravagance, de discernement, et 
‘ d'un vrai délire, objets gui semblent s exclure réciproquement*. 
9 One lunatic,* he continues, 9 whose malady is of seven 
9 years’ standing, is perfectly aware of his state, and forms as
* sound a judgment of it as if it were a thing which did not 
‘ immediately concern himself. He tries to make efforts to
* free himself from it ; but, on the other hand, he is convinced 
‘ that it is incurable. I f  any one remarks the incoherence in 
9 his ideas in his talking, he readily acknowledges it, but an- 
9 swers, that this inclination overpowers him so much, that he 
9 cannot but* submit He adds, that he does not guarantee 
'  the soundness of the judgments which he forms, but that it 
e is not in his power to rectify them. His understanding is 
9 much more altered in another respect, that he believes him- 
9 self above all ordinary rules ; and he thinks, that if he once
* resolved to approximate to other men in his conduct, he 
9 must begin by doing most extraordinary things, from which 
9 the greatest evils and even atrocities would result to himself. 
9 He believes, for example, that if he wiped his nose, that or-

gan would remain in his handkerchief ; that if he shaved 
9 himself, he must of necessity cut his throat, and that, at the 
9 first' attempt to walk, his legs would break like glass. He 
‘ sometimes subjects himself to rigorous abstinence for serve- 
9 ral days, under the impression, that if he took aliments, they 
9 would suffocate him. What are we to think of an aberra- 
9 tion of intellect so regular and so singular ?'—Page 94.

<c I t  would be easy for me to multiply such instances as 
these of the partial affection of the mental faculties, but it is 
needless to occupy your time with more, and the above are 
amply sufficient to show the nature and bearing of such 
cases. Here again the difficulty recurs of reconciling such 
facts with the idea of one organ executing all the functions 
of the mind. How comes that organ to be able to manifest 
one, but not all the faculties? or, How does it happen 
that these affections retain the same characteristic features
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throughout ? That the patient, who labours under religious 
melancholy is found the same to-day as yesterday, and will 
be found the same to-morrow, for a month, or for a  year ? 
or how does it happen that a person may be insane, and yet 
aware of being so ? If  the single organ were affected, ’surely 
all the faculties of mind, of which it is said to be the instru
ment, ought in every case to be equally deranged, and the 
patient ought to pass in one moment from an abyss of de
spondency to the abodes of bliss, from the state of listless 
apathy to that of demoniacal furor. . We may be told that 
this is sometimes found actually to be the case, and no 
doubt it is so v but it is far more rare than the other state, arid 
is easily explained on the phrenological .principles ; for, in 
such cases, the whole brain, including of course aU the or
gans, is diseased. This state, therefore, affords a trúe pie- 
ture of the nature of insanity, such as it would necessarily 
be in every instance, 'if. the organ of mind were single. Jt 
must strike every one who has been at.all in thé habit of 
seeing oases of insanity, or of reading histories of them in 
books, that there is scarcely a single casé to be met with 
which is, I  do not say explained by, but even consistent 
with, the division and functions of the faculties assigned by 
the metaphysicians. Pinel, Crichton, and many other very 
eminent and very philosophical men, have laboured to re
concile some species of insanity to the metaphysical systems^ 
which they had severally adopted ; .but, with all their ge
nius, and with all their unwearied industry, they have 
hitherto laboured in! vain. Whereas, .not a single instance 
wall be found which is in contradiction with the pririciple of 
a plurality of organs, nor even, as far as I  am aware, with 
the existence of such organs as we consider already ascer
tained.

“ .Besides the phenomena of idiocy and insanity., there is 
also another class of facts (to which however I  shall only al
lude) equally at variance' with the supposition of a single 
organ of mind, viz. partial injuries of the brain, which are



said to have occurred without injury to the mental faculties. 
Having in a former communication to the Society examined 
these oases in detail, I  need not repeat them, but merely 
observe, that if every part of the brain is concerned in every 
mental act, it appears strange that all the processes of 
thought should be manifested with equal success, when a 
great part of the brain is injured or destroyed, as when its 
whole structure is sound and entire. If  the fact were really 
ns here stated, the brain would form an exception to the ge
neral laws of organic structure; for although a part of the 
kings may be sufficient to maintain respiration, or a part of 
the stomach to execute digestion, in such a way as to sup* 
port life, there is no instance in which these functions have 
been as successfully performed by impaired organs as they 
would have been by lungs and stomach in their natural 
State of health and activity. The Phrenologists are reduced 
to no such strait to reconcile the occurrence of such cases 
with their system; for as soon as the principle of a plurality 
of organs is acknowledged, they admit of an easy and satis
factory explanation.

"  Prom the preceding considerations, then, it appears, 
that any theory, founded upon the notion of a single organ, 
is uniformly at variance with all that is ascertained to be 
fact in the philosophy of mind; and that, on the other 
hand, the phrenological principle of a plurality of organs, 
while it satisfactorily explains most of these facta, is con
sistent with aU of them. Its truth is thua aAmnat dement- 
started, not by far-fetched or pretended facts, which few 
can verify, but by facts which, to use D r Baeday’s awn 
expression, daily < obtrude themselves upon the notice 
o f the senses.9 This principle, indeed, beam on the 
face of it so much greater a degree of probability than 
the opposite one, as to have long since forced hself an the 
minds of many inquirers. Foder4 himself, a very zeal* 
mm opponent of Phrenology, after recapitulating a great 
many reasons similar to those already mentioned, which had
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bee* employed by philosophers antecedent to Gab and 
Sputtzbrim, foe bettering in a plurality of mental organs, is 
constrained to admit, that “  this kind of reasoning bas been
s employed r par la plupart des anatomistes/ from the time of 6 s -  
€ leu down to those of our own day, ami even by the great Hal* 
€ 1er qui éprouvait le besoin d'assigner une fonction à chaque 
€ departement du cerveau/’9 &c. Pinel also, (in the article 
t€ Manie,” in the Encyclopédie Méthodique,) after relating some 
cases of partial insanity, asks, ss si tout cet ensemble de fa its  peut 
€ se concilier avec topinion ïu n  siège ou d'un principe unique de 
‘ tentendement ” If, then, die majority of anatomists, to t the
last 8000 years, and such illustrious physiologists as Haller, 
and the others above referred to, were led to the belief of a 
plurality of mental organs, by a perception of the contradic
tion and inconsistency existing between the phenomena, and 
the supposition of the whole brain being the single organ of 
mind, I cannot be far wrong in saying, that the latter no
tion, although it may be adopted by Dr Barclay, so far from 
being self-evident, appears so improbable as to require even 
stronger facts to prove it than the phrenological view.”— 
P hrèn . TVans., pp. 418—486.

But let us return to the reasons urged by you, for denying 
a plurality of faculties and organs <c By the example of the
* external senses and their known organs," you say, “ it is no 
M doubt proved, that certain faculties or states of the mind
* have material organs ; and why, it may be asked, should k
* not be inferred that other faculties have them also ?”—This is 
a very fair question ; and you answer, If/, That we believe the 
“ fonctions of seeing and nearing, &c. to be carried on by iriate- 
“  rial organs, only because ire know and feel that they «re sa"
Now, you know that you see by the optic nerve only, be* 
cause you have been told so, or have observed the affecta of 
injuries of it on other men ; but I  deny that you Jed  its 
fonctions at all. In  fact, Magendie,* to whom you refer aa 
an authority, has recently stated reasons for doubting whe* 
ther the optic nerve is at all connected with viskm,—a point 
which could not, by any possibility, be open to .question, iS 
we had an intuitive consciousness of its fonction*. You pm*

* Compend. of Physiol., Milligan’s Translat, 2d edit, p. 48.
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ceed,— “  And we do not believe that the mind performs its
“ other functions by a like machinery, because we do not know 
“ or feel any thing analogous in their operations.”—If  I am cor
rect in the preceding reply, it follows, that if you choose to 
pursue the same means to discover whether “  the mind per- 
“ forms its other functions by a like machinery," you may 
come to know that men love their children by a “  bump on 
“  the back of the head," ju st as they hear by the auditory 
nerve. I t  is not the fact that men fe e l either the one or the 
other. I f  you do not incline to believe on. testimony, or to 
practise a course of observation to find out the existence and 
functions of the “  internal machinery," you must, of pure ne. 
cessity, remain altogether uninformed on the subject; but 
you would have remained equally uninstructed in regard to 
the organs of the external senses, if you bad as resolutely re
jected these means of information. Indeed, it is amusing to 
observe your inconsistencies. In  p. 858, in speaking of the 
eyes, ears, and touch, you say, that “  anatomy and expert- 
“  ment show farther, that the sensibility of these organs de- 
“  pends on the nerves which belong to them.11—A  little be. 
fore you referred this knowledge to consciousness.

“ If,” (you continue,) “ the mind, in comparing or resenting, 
“ made use of certain organs in the head, just as it does in hearing 
“ and seeing, we cannot but think that the fact would be equal- 
“ ly certain and notorious; but, as we know or feel nothing at 
u  all analogous, we cannot believe that any thing of the kind 
“ takes place.”—Imagine for a moment, that a reviewer of the
days of Galileo had objected to the doctrine of the revolution 
of the globe, “  that if  the earth did turn on its axis, we can- 
“  not but think that this would have been certain and noto- 
H rious; but, as we know or feel nothing at all analogous, 
«  we cannot believe that any thing of the kind takes place,* 
how would you have despised his weakness P T he fact which 
you dispute lies out of the region of consciousness as much 
as the revolution of the globe; and if you will not conde
scend to discover it by the exercise of your understanding, 
you must continue unconvinced of its truth. T he analogy 
of the senses is against you.
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Your seoond answer is, that “ all the organs which we ao-
u tually know to be used by the minS are used to connect it 
"  with material and external objects; and indeed it is difficult 
“ for us to conceive how we could ever have become acquainted 
rt with such objects, except by means of a material apparatus in 
“ our living bodies. But the other functions o f mind do not so con~ 
€< nect us nfUh matter ; and therefore there is not only no such 
€( reason for supposing their existence, but there is a correspond« 
w ing difficulty in the conception."—P. 262. I  must here again
refer you to the well-known effects of wine, opium, and ni
trous oxide gas, on the mental manifestations. You who as
sert, “  that there is not the least reason to suppose that any
“ o f our faculties, but those which connect us with external ob- 
u jects, or direct the movements of our bodies, act by material 
“ organs at all,” (p. 293.) are certainly called upon to explain
how an immaterial principle can be excited to activity, hur
ried away in ungovernable ecstacy, or laid low in a state of 
suspension and debasement, by means of such material sub
stances as are here enumerated.

But, to proceed with your answers, you say, u Sdly9
“ And this is what chiefly concerns our immediate argument, 
“ all those functions which operate through the organs of sense 
"  are of a definite, and peculiar nature, and so totally unlike those 
“  which the Phrenologists would furnish with like .instruments, 
u as to make the'inference of their being actually so furnished 
“ in the highest degree improbable and extravagant."—In part 
of this statement, I  cordially «groo with you, vis. that the 
functions of the senses are of a definite and peculiar nature, 
and that the functions of the internal organs must be equally 
definite and precise, otherwise they cannot be supposed to 
exist; accordingly, I  am quite ready to peril the cause of 
Phrenology upon the fact, that Hope is as different from 
Fear, Benevolence from Combariveness, Self-esteem from Yew 
Deration, Tune from Causality, as Seeing is from Hearing; 
and that all these feelings, emotions,' and intellectual powers, 
are also as precise in their nature as the senses. No doubt, 
you confound and confuse the phrenological faculties in a 
very ingenious and imposing manner; but you do not 
cite the recorded descriptions of them, and prove that
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they arem dly what you represent them to he. With too 
exception?, to be afterwards noticed, you give your own ac
count of the faculties, fund pats it off for mine. I t  is neces
sary only to compare the work reviewed with your pages to 
he convinced of this.

You deny that the phrenological faculties are primitive 
principles of mind, oar distinguishable from eaeh other. Let- 
us inquire, then, what other philosophers have said regard
ing these powers. As to

AmaOtpeucsSj You admit that “  injuries of the cerebeL 
“  turn generally seem to affect this propensity,” (p. 814.) 
andof course cannot well dispute that it is a distinct feeling. 
Mr Stewart admits i t  (Outlines, p. 88.)

Philoprogenitiveness.—This is admitted by Reid and 
Stewart, (Outlines, p. 99.)

Concentrativeness is stated by the Phrenologists them
selves as unascertained.

Adhesiveness is admitted by M r Stewart in his Outlines, 
page 87, as “  the desire of so c ie ty b y  Dr Thomas Brown 
in Lecture 61 ; and by Lord Karnes, in his- Sketches, under 
the title of “ an appetite for society,” vol. II . p. 15S.

Combativensss is admitted by Dr Reid, and by I f r  Stewart 
(Outlines» p* 10&), inMUe-aheaM»« of « sudden resentment; 
and D r Thomas Brow« gives- a beautiful and accurate de
scription of it, under the ¡name of "  instant anger val. 
I l l ,  p.394. Lord Kames treats of it under tbe same-of' 
“  (outrage," vol I. p. 48. 48.

fiestTwtiveness.-~rThia propensity is admitted by Lord 
Kapes, under the same ef “  nn . appetite ja r  hunting,” ■ woL 
I. p .8 6 ; and “ the principle q f malevolence,” vcj. II . p. 
178, and by Dr Beown, Lect 78.

Constrvctivenses^—Thi» is not adverted to by jmetaphysu 
cjfuiff as mt original principle; hut by writers on insanity it 
is generally rrcqgvsed. (See the citation foam Faddr& p. 81 
of this le tte r.)

5
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Acquisitiveness— This is disputed by Mr Stewart and Dr 

Brown, but admitted by Lord Karnes under the name of 
“ a «aw  q f property? and as “ an appetite for storing .up 
(< things of use," vol. I. p. 138. In the “  System of Phren- 
“ ology,” p. 189, I  have cited Esquirol, Acre!, Dr Rush, 
and the <( Journal de Paris,” as descrilring its diseased ma
nifestations.

SecreHvenesf is very accurately described by Lord Bacon 
in bis essay “ On Cunning.”

Self-esteem__Dr Reid and Mr Stewart, (Outlines, p. 90,)
treat of this sentiment under the designation of the ** Desire 
“  of Power” Dr Thomas Brown calls it “  Pride,” and de
fines it as “  that feeling of vivid pleasure which attends the 
“  consciousness of our excellence,” voL I I I . p. 800. Lord 
Karnes refers to it as the “ Sense erf Dignity," voL I. p. 116; 
and again under the name of Pride,” voL I. p. 844.

Lone o f Approbation.—This sentiment corresponds to the 
“  Desire o f Esteem" of Dr Reid and Mr Stewart, and to 
the “  Desire q f G lory of Dr Thomas Brown. Lord Karnes 
calls it, “  the Appetite f i r  P r a is e vol. I I . p. 193.

Cautiousness is described by Lend Karnes with perfect cor
rectness under the name pf “ Fear." “  All weak animals,” 
says he, “ are endowed with a principle q f fear, which prompts 
“ them to shun danger; and fear, ran  fihst passion nisco- 
*  tbbxd n* am infamt, is raised by every new face; the infant 
“  shrinks, and hides itself in the bosom of its none," vol. IL 
p. 177. Dr T . Brown ranks “  Melancholy'' among the pri
mitive emotions, which is one-of the effeets of this faeulty in 
a  state of constant but not violent activity. In all works on 
insanity, “  'M tianckolff in admitted in the classification of 
mantAl diseases.

Benevolence is admitted by Bald, fitfcwakt, and by BroWn, 
L ed. 69.

Veneration is treated of by Lord Karnes as “ a Sense of 
“  Doty,” vol. IV. p. 201. I t  is not adverted to as an ori
ginal principle by Stewart, Rod, or Brown; but “  Piety," as
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a distinct sentiment* or affection, is recognised by hundreds 
of authors on human character, from Virgil downwards. Es
quirol, and other writers on insanity, describe its diseased 
states.

Hope is adverted to as a primitive principle by Stewart 
Outlines, p. 232.

Ideality corresponds to Lord Karnes' ic Senses o f  Grace 
and Taste, vol. I. p. 196; to D r Thomas Brown’s <c ori- 
“  g in a l Em otion o f  B ea u ty” vol. I I I .  p. 184—5 ; and au
thors on insanity describe its diseased affections.

Wonder is noticed by D r Adam Smith (History of A s
tronomy, p. 2), as a sentim ent; D r Thomas Brown ad
mits it as an original emotion, vol. I I I .  p. 59 ; and Lord 
Karnes expressly mentions it as an original feeling of the 
mind.

Conscientiousness corresponds to the moral sense or emo
tion of the metaphysicians. Cudworth, Hutcheson, Kames, 
Reid, Stewart, and Brown, all admit it. Lord Kames says, 
“  the moral sense is bom  with us, and so is taste ; yet both 
«  of them require much cultivation,1* vol. I. p. 196; and 
the diseases of it are described in works on insanity.

Firm ness is not described by the metaphysicians; but 
firmness, perseverance, obstinacy, stubbornness, are recog
nised by many authors and observers as fundamental traits 
of character, and these are all referable to this faculty.

Individuality—higher and lower«—which you define to be 
“  an instant and rapid observation and disentanglement of 
“ fleeting events, or complicated appearances," (p. 809), 
corresponds nearly to the "  desire o f  knowledge?9 o f the me
taphysicians. L ord Kames speaks of “  an appetite Jb r  
“  knowledge™ vol. I I .  p. 192.

These are not recognized by metaphysical 
writers.

rorm ,
Size,

. W eight,
Colouring,
T rvnlmtai
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Order corresponds to Lord Karnes’s sense of 44 Or
der,” vol. IV ., p. 125, and of 44 Symmetry,” vol. I . , ,
p. 116.

Tim e )Tufie  j  These are not recognized by metaphysicians.
Language is admitted by Mr Stewart “ as an auxiliary 

“  faculty and principle,” (Outlines, p. 68); and D r Thomas 
Brown's power of 44 Simple Suggestion” includes the whole, 
from Individuality downwards.

Comparison.—Malebranche and Lord Bacon have both 
discriminated a 44 radical distinction” betwixt minds; 44 that 
“ some have greater power, and are more fitted for the ob- 
44 serration of the differences^ others for the observation of 
“  the resemblances of things.” (Quoted in  System  c fP k re - 
nohjgy9 p p  854—5.) This power of observing 44 resem
blances” is Comparison.

Causality,— This and Comparison correspond to the 
power of “ Relative Suggestion* of Dr Thomas Brown. 
Lord Karnes speaks of a 44 Sense o f  Cause,” vol. IV.
p. 108. .

W it is the “  Sense o f  the Ludicrous” of the metaphysi
cians. Lord Karnes admits “  a Sense o f  R idicule.”

Im itation  is recognized by almost all writers on the mind.
In  fact, twenty of the phrenological faculties are recog

nized by Lord Karnes alone.
To return to your objections to the phrenological facul

ties :—44 Our perception of sounds,” you say, 44 is quite in- 
“ dependent of our perception of colours, odours, or tastes;
“ ana would be precisely wnat it is, though none of those per- 
44 ceprions, or the objects of them, existed in the universe. I t  is 
44 in truth this palpable separation and independence of these dif- 
"  ferent classes of sensations which leads us to describe the ca- 
“ pacity of receiving them as a separate function or faculty of 
“ the mind,”—P. 263. To all this I  readily accede; but wnen 
you say, that, " in  this respect, the case of the imaginary faculties 
44 of die Phrenologists is not only in no degree analogous, but 
44 directly the reverse," I  simply refer you to the authorities
just cited, which prove, that the existence of at least seven-

V ol. IV— No X III. c
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tenth# o f , them, as* “  separate and independent classes” of 
emotions or intellectual .powers, in actually admitted by the 
most accurate and profound metaphysicians of Britain.

Immediately after the passage last cited, you proceed 
“ In this Way it is obvious, that our knowledge of the organ 
“ (of an external sense) is antecedent to our knowledge of the 
u faculty, and that it is truly by reference to Ùae former that the 
“ latter is recogniaed and determined-".

Thpre is much reason to doubt the soundness; o f this-prtv 
position. T he infant mind knows that it sees, hears* smells* 
tastes, and feels long before it knows th a t i t  has optic, audi
tory, olfactory, gustatory, and sentiatory nerves. In  fact, 
mankind could not have assigned functions to the organs of 
sense at all, until after they had experienced and discrimi
nated the sensations ; because the organ, contemplated by it* 
se lf y is a mere unmeaning mass of matter. Imagine that you 
were to present the ear to a man born deaf, and to desire 
him to describe the use of it, could he do so ? and yet this 
is a  fair and appropriate example of the possibility of discov
ering the faculty by antecedently knowing the organ.

You tell us that, in this respect also, the case of the phre
nological faculties is “  not only in no degree analogous, but 
“ directly the reverse. As to these, it must be admitted that we 
“ have no antecedent knowledge Of the existence of any mate- 
“ rial organs ; and the existence of the faculties, therefore, must 
“ be assumed on quite different data, if it is not rather imagined 
tc without any reason at all.”—P. 263.

T he order of D r Gall's discoveries was the following. H e 
fir s t  distinguished different mental talents and dispositions 
in his brothers, sisters, and school-fellows ; secondly, he ob
served differences in the forms of their heads ; thirdly, be 
ascertained that the forms indicated particular developments 
of brain ; la stly , he ascertained, by extensive observa
tion,. that particular forms and particular talents or dispo* 
ririons, were concomitant in all sane and healthy individuals. 
T his is exactly analogous to the real method with the senses. 
W e first know that we see, and then, “  by anatomy and ex
periment," discover the connexion of the of)t& nerve with 
this operation. After the principle of distinct organa is  de-
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tenmned, we may.infer, that a particular unappropriated 
part of the brain is  an organ, before we know its functions; 
but this knowledge does not enable us at once to designate 
it* uses.* /

Near the beginning of your article the following sentence 
occurs:—“ If  it were asserted that every, npao detected
(C cheating at play would be found, to have the figure of a .nine 
“ of diamonds in the transverse section of the nail of his great- 
u toe, we suspect there are not many people who would think it 
u worth while to verify the fact by experiment/’—P. 256; and
you insinúate by this, that it is equally idle to look for the, 
organs of the mental faculties in the brain. There are 
three distinctions, however, between the cases, which aré 
worth noticing. In the F irst place, it is a well-established 
principle in physiology, that different functions are never 
performed by the same organ. The optic nerve does not 
both see and hear; and we already know, that the great-toe 
performs a certain function,—«-that of muscular motion,— 
distinct from cheating at cards. Secondly, the brain has no 
ascertained function, if it is not the organ of mind. Dr Ro- 
get, your fellow-labourer in the refutation of Phrenology, 
says, that u  the brain is stíM as incomprehensible in  its J uqc~ 
“ turns as it is subtile and complex in its anatomy/'—(A rt. 
Cranioscopy in Sup. to Encyc. Brit.) T hirdly, Consciousness 
localizes the mind in the head, although it does , not reveal 
what organs are in,the interior of the skull; andas, the bmin 
is found, by observation, to occupy that cavity, there are 
much better reasons, even a priori, for looking for. the or- 
gans of mind in the encephalon than in the nail of the great- 
toe.

The next objection is, that “ so far ¿rom supplying ori-
“ ginal, definite, and independent impressions, the greater part 
“ of the phrenological faculties presuppose the existence of such

s&

* You have one merit, however, that of consistency in your positions, which 
it is bnt feir to acknowledge. You maintain, that knowledge of the organ 
mast precede knowledge of the faculty; butas.you admit some Acuities in the 
mind of which you do not know the organs, you very properly deny that they 
have organs at all. This, at least, is consistency in error.
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u impressions, and seem to have little other function than to mo- 
“ dify or direct the functions of other faculties. Thus, Love of 
“ Approbation presupposes an habitual communication of sen- 
"  timents with other men ;—Veneration, a custom of observing 
“ and comparing the powers and qualities of different beings;— 
“ Acquisitiveness, the general development of the idea of pro- 
€i perty ;—and Cautiousness, an experience of the occasions and 
* consequences of many forms of danger.”—P. 263.

I  admit the soundness of the greater number of these ob
servations; but what then?—Do not the eyes presuppose 
light, and objects to be seen,—the stomach hunger, and ob
jects to be eaten,— the horns of the buffalo enemies to.be 
overcome,' and the claws of the lion prey to be caught and 
devoured ? .and are we to infer from this, that these different 
instruments are not primitive institutions of nature, bu t fash
ioned by the animals themselves, after the occasions for us
ing them have occurred ? I f  the Creator framed man foi'.the 
obvious purpose of living in society,—of comparing himself 
with other beings,—o f subsisting upon property, and of oc
casionally encountering dangers, what could be more reason
able than to bestow on him, in anticipation of these circum
stances, the primitive faculties and organs to which you here 
object ? Could be make these for himself (xfter he came to 
need them, or ought the work o f  creation to have proceeded 
piecemeal, each faculty being supplied for the first time only 
fchen a demand was made for its services ?
' You enter into a train , of gratuitous assertion and con

fused argument to establish the unreasonableness of admit
ting several of the phrenological faculties as primitive prin
ciples of mind. I  might simply refer to the authorities al
ready cited, which show that principles precisely similar. to  
by far the greater number of them have been recognized by 
the profoundest metaphysicians of the present and preceding 
ages, and, on this account, doubt whether your dicta on 
this subject should be received in opposition to the opinions 
of so many distinguished m en.B ut it may be worth while 
briefly to examine a few of your positions, and to judge of 
them by their intrinsic merits.

You say that “ our old philosophers were all pretty well
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opieed, that it was the ¿ante principle (namely Benevolence), 
that was, in every case* at the bottom of our regard and affec- 
tion for sentient beings of all descriptions; though it was va
riously modified by a consideration of the different qualities of 
the objects to which it was directed* and the different relations 
in which they might happen to stand to u s; and when their 
attention was called to tne distinctions that might be pointed 
out between the kind of love they bore to their children mid 
that they felt for their parents* or the attachment they cherish* 
ed to their young female friends* as compared with their am» 
cient male ones*—-or to the worthies of their own country and 
those of foreign lands*—or to inferiors and superiors of their 
own or of other races* they thought oil this pretty well explained 
by saying* that it was the general benevolent feeling 

r modified* in the case of children* by a fence o f the. weakness, 
r innocence, and dependence o f their condition ;  in the case of pa- 
' rents* by respect for their experience and authority, and grati- 
‘ tude for the obligations they bad con ferred-in  the case of 
r young women* by emotions o f sex ;—of our own countrymen* 
r by associations of patriotic partiality*" &c.-—P. 265.

Now, in the first place, it is not true that the old philoso
phers gave any such explanation as is here laid in their 
names. They admitted 6exual love, love of children, and 
desire of society, as distinct principles from Benevolence; 
and you are not supported by them in asserting that all 
these are mere modifications o f one general benevolent feel
ing. B ut, in point of fact, you only intend to maintain this 
doctrine, and do not in reality do so. T he benevolent feeling, 
you say, is modified;—by what ?—by itse lf—if there be only 
one general feeling.-—But this ¡6 not what you a l l e g e r i t  is 
modified, you say, in the case of children, by “  a sense q f  
w eaknessf (Philoprogenitiveness); in the case of parents, 
by respect for their experience and a u th o rity f (Venera
tion) ; in the case of young women by “  emotions^ o f  sex f  
(Amativeness) ; of our own countrymen, “  by associathms 
o f patriotic p a r t ia l i t y (Adhesiveness). All these modify
ing feelings then must necessarily subsist distinct) not only 
from Benevolence, but from each other, otherwise there is no 
sense in your words. T he phrenological analysis of these 
mental affections is, that they arise from Benevolence, act
ing in combination with the other faculties now specified;
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¿n d th is  is precisely your doctrine also, if you distinctly^ un
derstood it yourself.

On page 264 you say, our love, “  considered simply as
u love, may be strong or weak, sober or frantic^ grave or gay.

All that'depends, of course, upon the shape and sise of its 
"  Own peculiar organs; bu t its constancy is the concern of ah 
"  entirely different faculty, which has a goodly organ of its own 
•win another region of the skull, and has no more' connexion

with it, physically or metaphysically, than smelling has with 
feeling.” All this you are pleased to designate as a strong case
*of absurdity. But on p. 266, after the observations ju st 
cited about love of children, love of parents, love of young
women, &c., ydu continue,— “  W ith regard to the eon- 
xt gtancy of these attachments, agkin, that was generally sup- 
f* posed to depend partly on* the judgment or deliberation with 
M which they had been formed, and partly on what might be 
“ called the firmness or gravity of the character to which they 
“ belonged."—P. 266. Now, can any thing be plainer than
th a t here you yourself admit the constancy to depend on some
thing differentfrom  the affections themselves ?—It  depends,you 
bay, M partly on judgm ent/’ and M partly on firm ness or gra* 
V tty  of c h a r a c te r a n d ,  if so, how can you possibly charge 
th e  Phrenologists with absurdity for saying, that constancy 
m love depends on Adhesiveness, acting aloiig with Intellect, 
-directing it to proper objects, and with Firmness, which pro
duces steadiness or gravity of character ? Does it not afford 
a  strong presumption in favour of Phrenology, that, whenever 
you write sense Concerning the mind, you fall, by inevitable 
necessity, and altogether unknowingly to yourself, into an ex
act accordance with its doctrines ? W ill you favour me by 
now reading p. 266 of the Review, commencing at the top, 
and ending two-thirds down ? T h at passage certainly carries 
a  sting; but if it does not prick its author, it is innocuous; 
for it has not touched the Phrenologists.

Memory is the next topic of your animadversions. You 
maintain that there is such c( a thing as a good memory in 
g e n e r a l a n d  are very severe upon the phrenological theory 
of this function of the mind. Y our -doctrines, however, 
are so .utterly disowned by experience and disproved by



facts, th a t I  reckon it a mere waste of words to refute them. 
T h e  phrenological doctrine is, that Memory is merely a 
m ode o f activity of the various intellectual faculties; it 
rr implies a new conception of impressions previously received, 
rt attended with the idea of past time, and consciousness of their 
"  form er existence, and it follows the order of the events as they 
cr happened in nature. Each organ will enable the mind to re- 
“ call the impressions which- it served at first to receive. Thus, 
“  five organ of Tune will recall notes formerly heard, and .give 
€< th e  memory of music. Form will recall figures formerly 
“ observed, and give the memory of persons, oi pictures, or of 
r< crystals, and produce a talent fo r becoming learned in matters 

connected .with such objects. Individuality will give the me- 
€€ m ore of facts, and render a person skilled in history, both na- 
“  tural and civil. A person in whom Causality is powerful 
'* will possess a natural memory for metaphysics. Hence, there 
u  may be as many kinds of memory as there are Knowing and 
“  Reflecting Organs. As the recollection of facts and occur- 
“  Fences is what is commonly meant, in popular language, by a 
t€ great memory, individuals so . gifted, will generally be found 
“  to possess a good development of Individuality, and probably 
*€ of Language to express them.”—System o f Phrenologys p. 303.

I  presume you are aware that D r Thomas Brown, no 
mean authority in metaphysics, has done away with Memory 
as a general faculty, and substituted for it his principles of 
relative suggestion. As to the organs, again, D r W atts 
seems to have anticipated, by a very acute conjecture, the 
real philosophy bf Memory. H e says, “  I t  is most probable 
"•that those very fibres of the brain, which’ assist at the first 
t( idea or perception of an object, are the same which assist also 
"  at the recollection of i t ; and then it will follow that the me- 
“  mory has no special part of the brain devoted to its own ser- 
"  vice, but uses all those in general which subserve our sensa- 
“  tion, as well as our thinking and ¿reasoning powers.”— 
P. 18.

You proceed:— "  I t  follows by necessary consequence, that
“ it is by the nose we remember smells, and by the eye that we 
u have memory of colours,” and you then exclaim, u Can i t  
"  really be thought necessary to inquire into the alleged proofs 
“ of propositions so manifestly preposterous ?” You might as
well have said that it is by the legs we remember a walk. 
B ut would any person reading your last remark suppose that 
the following sentence occurs in the work you are reviewing?— 
"  Whatever perceptions or impressions received from external
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“ objects can be renewed by an act of recollection/ cannoi de- 
'* pend exclusively upon the senses ; because the organs of sense 
tk are not subject to the will, and never produce the impressions 
“ which depend upon their constitution, except when excited b y . 
"  an external cause."—System o f Phrenology, p. 262.

You first object against Phrenology, that its faculties are 
too numerous, and then abuse it because they are too few. 
The re-statement of a simple proposition in physiology will 
suffice in answer to all you advance on these topics. Differ
ent functions are never performed by the same organ, and 
hence there are distinct nerves for hearing, seeing, smelling, 
tasting, feeling; and you seem also to have heard of the dis
covery which D r Spurzheim predicted before it was made, 
that there are nerves of voluntary motion apart from those o f 
feeling; and you half admit Amativeness to be connected with 
the cerebellum. Follow out this principle then, and you will 
arrive at sound conclusions. There must be a distinct organ 
for every separate and primitive mental affection, however 
great or small the number may be. The number and nature 
of them is determined by the Creator; and even the Editor 
of. the Edinburgh Review makes but a sorry figure in ar
raigning the wisdom of His institutions. I f  the same nerve 
does not both see and hear, neither is it probable that the 
same part of the brain will feel both Benevolence and H a
tred. Whenever, therefore, you are able to point out clearly, 
and definitely, an independent mental principle for which no 
organ has been discovered, you are certainly entitled to say 
that the phrenological system is still defective, which, you 
will observe, we also distinctly adm it; or, on the other hand, 
if you point out a part of the brain which bears no relation 
in its size to the vigour of any known faculty, you are 
equally authorised to designate this as an organ of which the 
functions are not discovered.

You, however, say, that, 44 I f  a separate faculty and organ
<{ is insisted on for every separate and distinct perception or idea, 
(this is your statement, and not that of the Phrenologists,) 44 we 
“  really see no reason for not having an organ not onJy for every 
“ shade of colour, but for every diversity of quality by which

8
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“  external objects' are distinguished—for the smoothness of oil 
M as distinguished from the smoothness of water—»the soft- 
“  ness of Bilk as diderent from the softness of wool-r-or the 
“  roughness of a second-day's beard from the roughness of 
“ a rough-oast wail. Our thoughtful readers/' you continue, 
“  w ill see at once how deep this goes* into the whole theory."
In  answer, I  observe, 1st, That the Phrenologists do not as« 
sign a separate organ to each “  distinct perception or idea i? 
th e  olfactory nerve serves to smell both balm and assafcetida, 
because both are smells; and the organ of Colour to per
ceive both “  the red of a rose” and “  the blue of the sky,w 
because both are colours. Secondly, there is  an organ for 
every real “  diversity of quality by which external objects 
u  a re  d is tin g u ish e d fo r  example, there is one organ for 
perceiving Colour, and another for perceiving Size; and these 
distinct organs, so far as we can guess at final causes, appear 
to  have been instituted by the Creator, just because the men
tal affections excited by these qualities are altogether dis
tinct ; the notion of the size of St Paul's not being in any 
degree a modification of the notion of its colour. This may 
appear to you very absurd ; bu t in point of principle it is 
not more so than the institution of one set of nerves to move 
the hand, and another set to feel with, after it is put in mo
tion. T hird ly , you must have had a poor notion of the 
discrimination of your “  thoughtful readers," when you ima
gined that they could not discover that <( the smoothness" of 
oil is not a different quality from “ the smoothness?' of water; 
because smoothness is just smoothness, softness is softness, 
and roughness roughness, whether occurring in oil, water, or 
a  beard.

On pages 274, 5, 6, you are facetious on the faculty of 
Concentrativeness; but the whole appearance of absurdity 
which you have given to that subject owes its existence to 
your erroneous representation of it. In  the System of Phre
nology it is stated again and again, that the faculties’ and 
organs were discovered by observation, and not invented. 
On page 77, under the title “  Concentrativeness," it  is said,
that "  Observation proves that this is a distinct organ, because 
“  it is sometimes found large, when the organs of railoprogeni-
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“‘tivenfcssahd €telf-e*teem, fytng-heldw and aboveit, are 4mall, 
^'and sometimes small when these are large/* The ideas of Dr
Gall and those of D r Spurzheim, concerning the fa c u lty  con
nected with it, are then stated, after which my own observa
tions are mentioned; as these differ from the ideas of D r Spurz
heim it is said. “  From this and some other objections of D r
“ 'Spurhzeim, which I pass over without comment, I  am con- 
“  vmced that he has not correctly apprehended the quality of 
"  mind which* I designate by Concentrativeness. This must no 
“  doubt be my fau lt; but it affords a good reason for not pro
lo n g in g  disputation/* The concluding paragraph is as ^fol
lows >—'t€ The leading objects of these discussions is to enable 
“ the reader to form an idea of the mental quality, i f  it be suck, 
<r intended to be designated by Concentrativeness, so that he 
“  may be able to decide on the function of the organ by his own 
“  observations. I t  acts along with the feelings as well as with 
y  the intellect Abstract reasoning is not admitted in Phre- 
“  nology as .proof in favour of any organ of faculty; and 
<*'! have observed, that, by leading the mind insensibly to 
“  adapt a conclusion for or against particular ideas, it produces 
ft a tendency to seek support for opinions rather than truth, 
“  and thereby retards tne progress of accurate investigation. 
“ ♦The fhnction ifc stated as only probable, and Btands open for 
“  further elucidation/*— System of Phrenology, p. 84.

Now, in this discussion the only point given out by D r 
Gall, D r Spurzheim, and myself, as certain, is the existence 
of the o rg a n ; and we all state the fa cu lty  connected with it 
as undetermined. Our views regarding the fa cu lty  are not so 
irreconcilable as you seem to imagine;* but assuming, for the 
sake of argument, that they are at utter variance, what cofl- 
dusion  do we arrive at ? Does D r Gall say that his faculty is 
determined ? Does D r Spurzheim assert that a different power 
is proved to be connected with the organ, and do I  maintain 
that a third  mental quality is ascertained to be situated there ? 
I f  we did, then you would have good ground for questioning 
thesoundnessof our observations and inductions. But the very 
opposite is the fact—D r Gall states the function as unascer
tained,. D r Spurzheim mentions it as “  only conjectural,*'

* In point of fact, it has been shewn in ah able Essay in' the Phrenological 
Jornnal, vqL ill., p. 191, tfat tioaoadtattvenes» includes lnhabhiveneMr and 
dwt there it no inconsistency  ̂in the views advanced in vegardto this faculty.
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M il rl,*te merely*“  probable ;** so tb a ttfie  petatw e arrive At 
h , tha t the faculty is notflit all ascertained, just because our 
oUwrrations do not coincide. W hat are we to think, then, of 
your fairness as a critical judge, when you select this faculty 
as the only one which you venture to describe, at length, in our 
own words, and represent it as a specimen of the accordance 
t e d  consistency of our views upon other faculties, regarding 
which we are all agreed ? Nothing but the spirit of parti
sanship, the feeling that in this contest yon are a  party at 
the  bar 6f public opinion, struggling to maintain a position 
fast-giving way beneath you, could have induced you to-re
sort to  such a shift.'

'Y ou are particularly eloquent also on the supposed discre
pancies o f doctrine between 'D r Gall, D r Spurzheim, and me, 
about the functions of Individuality. .A brief explanation 
will serve to place this matter in its proper ligh t Before a 
phrenological faculty and organ are regarded as finally settled, 
there are three points to be determined; fir s t, the situation of 
tiie organ; secondly, the kind of mental manifestations that 
accompany its development; and, thirdly, the metaphysical 
analysis of the manifestations. In  several instances, that of 
W it,*  for example, the first and second points are complete
ly  ascertained, while the third, being attended with greater 
difficulty, is open to considerable difference of opinion. In 
dividuality stands at present in a similar situation. Phreno
logists are agreed on the kind of manifestations that accom
pany the organs when large, and on the mental deficiencies 
that result from their being sm all; but they are not at one 
on the ultimate principle involved in them

In  connexion with Concentrativeness, you become witty

* Iris  worth noticing in passing, tow vary little you are acquaintedwith the 
contents of the work you are refuting. In a note, p. 313 of the Review, you say,
** I t farther appears from the same valuable document, (Dr Spurzheim’s last work 
u on Anatomy,) that a new organ, entitled Mirtfy%dn$ur has been discovered 
“ since Mr Combe’* book was written—though we cannot exactly ascertain 
”  which of the old odes has been suppressed to make room for i t ” On p. 364

the System, in  treating of the Organ a£ W it, Dr Spurzhcam’s own words are 
quoted : "  I propose the name Mirthfulness, or Gayness, to indicate the pecu- 
M liar feeling of wit'*



on the “ natural language of the faculties/' ' T hat doctrine 
is correctly announced by you, when you say, in derision o f  
course,' “  T h e  great practical truth is, that when any faculty
“  is in a state of activity, the head, at least, if not the whole 
“ body, is moved in the direction of the external organ of that 
“ faculty." You ridicule the statement, “ that when those per- 
“ sons who really possess the power of Concentration, while 
“  preparing to make a powerful and combined exertion of all 
“ their powers, naturally draw the head and body backwards 
“ in the line of this organ." On the assertion, that “  preachers 
“  and advocates in whom it is large, while speaking with ani- 
“  mation, move the head in the line of Concentrativeness * and 
“  IndividuaUty, or straight backwards and forwards," you re
mark, “  this, we should humbly conceive, they must necessarily 
“  do, if they move them oftener than once in either of the op- 
“  posed directions." This at first sight appears not only witty,
but conclusive; but it is really at variance with fact. I f  you 
will observe more narrowly than you appear to have done, 
you will find that there are preachers and advocates who, al
though they very frequently move their heads backwards and 
forwards, scarcely ever, by any chance, do so “ in the straight 
“  line." Those in whom Secretiveness predominates, in bring
ing the head forward, present the face at an angle to the au? 
dience, and look to the side from the corners of their eyes; 
they draw back the head in a sidelong direction also; those 
again, in whom Combativeness predominates, move the head 
backwards and forwards in the line of that organ; and those 
in whom Love of Approbation predominates, carry their 
heads backwards with a swinging motion, also in the line of 
the organ; Concentrativeness in all these, cases being defi
cient. Such statements, I  am aware, must appear to you 
absurd, bemuse you have never taken the pains to observe 
their truth ; but this is accounted for by the quotation from 
D r Brown, p. 10.

You ask, “  W hen a man seeks the applause of assembled 
“  multitudes in the senate, on the battle-field, on the stage,

is he irresistibly moved to go to the left about, and ad- 
“  vance the posterior curves of his cranium ?” I  answer no-1 
it is only M r Jeffrey, and not the Phrenologists, who have 
said so. You proceed,*—“ Has a proud man a natural ten-
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“  deney to mcroe backwards ?” I  have not said that he has ; 
my statement is, that he has a natural tendency “  to carry 
“ h is head high  and reclining  backwards.”* T o  designate 
unwarrantable assumption of consequence in any individual, 
is it not common to say that “  that man carries his head too 
u  high ?” and do not very proud men, in point of fact, 
walk erectly, and carry their heads high ? You next ask, 
<( A re constant friends and lovers generally to be found drifts 

ing down, stern foremost, on the objects of their affections ?*' 
Certainly not; but this again is your witticism, and it is really 
a  good one. Look at the pictures of Castor and Pollux, in 
which the one stands with his arm passed over the shoul
der o f the other, the two heads touching at a point a little 
behind and above the ear ; or place any two persons, no mat
ter although of the 6ame sex, in both of whom the organs 
o f Adhesiveness are large, in this position, and you will soon 
discover whether or not this is the natural attitude of attach
ment. I t  is unnecessary to proceed farther on this topic. 
Artists, who make it their study to observe nature, have 
recognised the correctness o f the doctrine about natural lan
guage ; and the whole ridicule with which it is invested in 
your pages arises absolutely from your passing off gross ab
surdities of your own invention for statements of mine.

On the subject of Fear and Hope, you * enter into a long 
dissertation, chiefly a paraphrase of a passage from Hume'é 
Essays, quoted in the "  System,” and arrive at the conclu
sion, that “  the*truth is, that the two principles are substan-
“ tiaily one and the same, and necessarily imply each "other, as much 
“  as heat and cold do. The increment q f the one is necessarily the 
“ decrement q f the other. If, in the contemplation of danger, a 
u man fears jnuch, he, by necessary consequence, hopes little-« 
“  if  he hopes much, he mars little: I t  is no matter which form 
“  of expression is used, since they both obviously mean the same 
u thing, and indicate exactly the same state q f mind or feeling. 
€t They are the two buckets in the well, ana it' is not less ab- 
"  surd to ascribe them to different principles, than it would be 
“ to maintain that the descent of tne one bucket, depends on

System, p. 161.
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“  causes quite separate from that which occasions the ascent o f 
“ the other:—ana the. superfluity of the Phrenologists in these 
* instances, is but faintly typified by that of the wiseacre who 
"  made two Boles in his barn-door, one to let his cat ** to kill 
"  the mice; and the other to let her out." The common edition 
of the story is» that the wiseacre made a large hole for th e  
cat, and a small one for the k itten ; but let that pasa» as you 
are not very particular in your quotations. T he question 
is,, whether Hope and Fear are one feeling Or two ?

There, is a. maxim in philosophy, ex nihilo n ih ilJit9 which, 
in plain English, means, that something never arises out o f  
nothing. Cold then is not a positive substance, but the mere 
negative of h ea t; silence is the negative of noise; and rest 
the negative of motion: accordingly, cold, silence, and rest, 
not being entities, cannot become agents, or exhibit active qua
lities ; for this would infringe on the above maxim, which in 
philosophy is absolutely indisputable. I f  Fear then be the 
mere negation of Hope, it cannot be a positive feeling; it can 
produce no effects, and excite to no actions; or if  you reverse 
the case, and say that Hope is the negation of Fear, then it 
ia the mere zero of that emotion; it is nothing in itself, and 
can produce no consequences. But this is altogether at va
riance with the real phenomena of life. Fear, when violently 
excited, is an overwhelming passion; Hope, when high upon 
the tiptoe, is a prodigiously strong positive emotion; and 
both give rise to the most extensive consequences in human 
affairs.' Y our theory is the same as that which maintains 
Fear to be the negative of Courage, and Courage the nega
tive of F e a r ; or that the mere absence of terror was all that 
constituted the heroic bravery of Nelson; and that a  man 
in the ecstacies of a panic experienoesno positive emotion, 
but is only negatively brave.

W ith your permission I  shall borrow from you the simile 
of the two buckets^ and endeavour to apply it to better 
purpose than you do. I  place Fear in the one bucket and 
Hope m  the other. In  the medium condition of ordinary 
life they hang in equilibrio; when an object pregnant with
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daqgan presents, ittelf, Ffear mounts up» and H op* sinks 
dbwn; when an agreeable prospect appears. Fear descends, 
and Hope rises. You should have had only one bucket in 
your well, and called it Fear. when, a t  the bottom, and Hope 
when at the top. On page 309, you say, “  W hat is Cau-
n  tiousness, but a quick sense of danger, a most prompt and vi- 
€C gilant circumspection for security ? ' This is an excellent de» 
finition; but does it designate, as appropriately, the simple ne- 
gation of Hope ?

L e t us next proceed to your commentary on the pbrenolo*. 
gical doctrine of the perception of Colour. In  the System of 
Phrenology, p. 273, under the head of “  Sight," the question
is asked, “  W hat, then, are the true functions of the eye ? 
"  No organ of sense form s ideas. The eye, therefore, only re* 
“ ceives, modifies, and transmits the impressions of light; and 
“ here its functions cease. Internal faculties form conceptions 
“ of the figure, colour, distance, and other attributes of the ob- 
“ jects making the impressions, and the power of forming these 
f‘ conceptions is in proportion to ike perfection <f the eyes and 
“ the internalfaculties jointly, and not m proportion to the per- 
“  fection of the eyes alone. Hence the lower animals, although 
<r they have eyes equal in perfection to those of man, are not

able to form the ideas of the qualities of bodies, which he 
“  forms by means of his internal faculties through the instru- 
w mentality of the eye, because in them the internal faculties are
* wanting.”

Again, in treating ■ of the organ of Colouring, it is
said, that “ Although the eyes are affected agreeably or dis- 
“ agreeably by the different modifications of the beams of light,
* or by colours, yet they do not conceive the relations of differ* 
“  ent ccddurs, their harmony or discord, and they have n o . 
u memory of them. Certain individuals are almost destitute of 
“ the power of perceiving colours, who yet have the sense of 
“ vision acute, and readily perceive other qualities in external 
** bodies, as their size and form.”— System oj Phrenology, p. 296.

T o  this you object, that, “  So fbr is it from being true
*" that we do. not perceive colour by the eye, that ill reality it 
“  is co]pur, and colour, alone, that is the nrimary object of its 
“  perceptions. What w;e see indeed is only lig h t; but light is 
*' always coloured (if we include white as a  colour), and the 
"  different colours are in reality but so many kinds of light."— 
P . 287. “ Colour, in short, is the only quality of light by 
“ which we ape ever made aware of its existence; and to say 
*' that we do not see colour by the eye  ̂is in reality to say that 
“ we do not see at all; for the strict and ultimate fact is,' that we
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** »over .see any thing glae.H—P, 988. And again yarn m t *
“  Take the case of sight first I t  is true, as we have already 
“  observed, that we see nothing but colour; and accordingly, 
#  if  all objects were of the same colour, both as to shade and in* 
“  tensity, we certainly should never perceive their forma by the 
“ eye."—P. 289.

There is more ingenuity in these than in many of your 
other objections; but still they are easily answered. I t  is 
not asserted by Phrenologists that the eye alone is sufficient to  
perceive light. T he statement is, that “  it only receives, wo- 
difies, and transm its the impressions of l i g h t o f  course, it  
transmits them to something else, which is stated to be the 
organ of Colouring. Assuming the position then, th a t 
light is colour, it will follow phrenologically, that light can
not be perceived without the joint operation of both the eye 
and the organ of Colouring; and, accordingly, nothing in 
opposition to this is stated in the phrenological works. ’ I t  
is expressly mentioned in the “  System," p. 86, that u  every 
(sane) individual possesses all the organs in  a greater or less 
degree* Now, suppose that in two persons the eyes are 
equally perfect, but that in one the organ of Colouring is 
very large, and in the other very small, it will follow that 
the impressions of light will be conveyed to both equally; 
bu t that they will excite in the former a  strong and in the 
latter only a feeble perception of colours. You object, 
however, that it is impossible that the latter can distinguish 

fo rm s  readily by the eye, because his perception of colour 
being imperfect, and light being mere colour, he must be as 
deficient in general vision as in discriminating hues. I  re- 
ply, that mere difference of shade is sufficient to enable us 
U> perceive forms by the eye, as is proved by the arts o f 
black-chalk drawing and copperplate prin ting; and that for 
the perception of shades a much lower degree of the com
bined action of the eye and organ of Colouring will suffice 
than for acutely discriminating the relations of colours. 
This may be illustrated by the parallel case of sound. I t  
is pretty generally admitted that mere sound is different
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from melody, and yet melody is nothing bu t sound. I t  is 
sound, however, modulated in a  particular m aim er; and 
the perception of this modulation is a  higher menial a d  than 
the perception of simple noise. Now, suppose the auditory 
apparatus and the organ of T une to be both requisite for 
the perception of melody, it will follow phrenologically, that 
if  two individuals possess the former equally, but differ in 
the degrees in which they enjoy the latter, they may both 
perceive sounds with acuteness, while the one may in addi
tion have a  great perception of melody, and the other very 
little. T o  refute this view it will not suffice to assert meta
physically, that melody is mere sound, and that therefore it 
is absurd to say that a  man can hear acutely while he is in
sensible to music. I t  is a sufficient answer to say, that the 
one implies a higher degree of perception than the o th er; 
that a person may enjoy the lower, and yet be deficient in 
the higher degree; and that the fa c t in nature actually is 
so. This, accordingly, is precisely what the Phrenologists 
teach in regard to colours. They m tun tain that perception 
o f differences in shade* arises from a low degree of com
bined action of the eye and organ of Colouring; while 
discrimination of colours requires a higher degree o f  both ; 
ju s t as mere sound is perceived by a slender endowment 
o f the auditory apparatus and organ of Tune, while a  
more ample portion of both is requisite for the percep
tion o f melody. I t  is therefore quite intelligible in theory 
how “  certain individuals, almost (not altogether, as
€< you seem to assume) destitute of the power of perceiving co- 
"  lours, may vet have the sense of vision acute, and readily 
** perceive other qualities in external bodies, as their size and 
u form.*’ This is asserted to be a fa c t in the System of Phren
ology, p. 296 ; and the explanation given is, that in them the 
organ of Colouring is not wanting, but small. B ut you do 
not grapple with the facts there stated, although the names 
and  designations of several living individuals are furnished 
to  you who are in this predicament. You pass all these 
over in silence; and, as a set-off to them, favour us with a  

Vox. IV.— No X I I I .
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fact-of your own. I t ,  however, is too precious and fttapwt- 
an t to be dismissed without comment In  the System o f 
^Phrenology, p; 800, the following passage oeeuré i t*  
4! Jeffrey, in the article' * Beauty/ already alluded to, informs t»C, 
"  4 That colour is, in all.cases, absolutely indifljei&nt to  the e y e / 
'* and adds, 4 that it is no doubt quite true, that, among painters 
** 4 and connoisseurs,- we hear a great • deal about the harmony 
44 'and composition of tints, and the charms and difficulties of*a 
“ 'judicious colouring. In all this, however, we cannot help 
"  ' thinking that there is no little pédantry and no little jargon/  
"  Speaking of the natural gamut of colours, he continues, 'W e 
"  ' confess we have no faith in, any of these ifcnciesL; and.bet- 

/ '  'lieve, that if all these colours were fairly arranged, on a 
"  'p lain  board, according to the most rigid ru léso f This sup- 
"  'posed harmony, nobody but die author of the theory would 

'perceive the smallest beauty in the exhibition, or. be the 
'least offended by reversing their collocation/ It is a curi- 

"  ous fact, that the organ of Colouring in Mr Jeffrey's head is 
;' r actually depressed; and it appears that, in the usual maimer 
" of metaphysical writers, he has conceived his <?wn feelings to 
"  be an infallible standard of those of human nature in general/’

On this statement you make the following commentary in 
the Review I t  is worth while perhaps to observe, that
"  in treating of this faculty, Mr Combe is pleased (at page 301)

'"  to notice the case of an individual with whose speculations 
• "  on the beauty of colours he does not agree, and whose errors 
"  on the subject he triumphantly accounts for by recording it 
"  as a curious fact, '  that in his head the organ of Colouring 

■" '  is absolutely depressed /* A more complete case of destitution 
of the faculty could not of course be imagined; and, accords 

^"  ingly, the learned author proceeds most reasonably to infej;, 
"  that he must be in the condition of those unfortunate persons 

'who cannot distinguish dark-brown from scarlet, or buff 
i'f 'ftotn orange/ tyow, without meaning to.caJl in question 
u the fact of the depression in his skull, we happen to know 

r"  that the individual here mentioned has a remarkably fine and 
"  exact perception of colours, so as to be able to match them 

from memory with a precision which has been the admirg- 
*" tion of many ladies and dress-makers. .He has ‘also an iyi- 
"  common sensibility to their beauty; and spends more timé 

< * than mdgt p.ebple in gazing on b righ t. flowers and peacocks’ 
'* necks,- and wondering, he hopes innocently, what can be th.e 

’ "  cause of his enjoyment. Even the Phrenologists, we think,
. “ must admit, that, in kii case, it cannot be the predominance 
, "  of the appropriate faculty ; since they have ascertained that 
"  he is totally destitute of the organ. But this belongs proper- 
"  ly to the chapter of evidence/

5 • ' — V. •: .
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This certtànly does “  belong to the chapter of evi- 
dence ;” and as one of the grand elements of credibility 

in a witness is consistency, I  shall enter your case as 
an exception to Phrenology whenever you reconcile the 
palpable discrepancies of these statements. How could 
you assert in the Encyclopaedia, that “  Colour is in 
“  all cases absolutely indifferent to the eye,” if you were con
scious, when you wrote, of possessing “  an uncommon sensi- 
“  bility to their beauty ?” How could you stigmatize as 
u pedantry andjargorf ’ the doctrine of “  the harmony and 
“  composition of tints, and the charms and difficulties of a 
“  judicious colouring,*1* and assert, “  that if all those colours
“  were fairly arranged, on a plain board, according to the most 
“ rigid rules of this supposed harmony, nobody but the author 
“ o f  the theory would perceive the smallest beauty in the exhibi- 

' “ tion, or be the least offended by reversing their collocation,” 
“ when all the time you enjoyed in yourself “ a remarkably fine 
“ and exact perception of colours, so as to be able to match them 
*  from memory with a precision which has been the admira* 
“  tion of many ladies and dress-makers ! ! 1” Why, you must
either have acquired a new talent rince you wrote the 
article Beauty, now some ten years ago, and in that case the 
organ  may have increased; or must we adopt, as the only 
o ther alternative, the conclusion which you have drawft in 
regard  to me, in the following terms ?— “  W e really haVe
a  great difficulty in believing the author to be in good faith 
“  with us, and suspect that few reflecting readers will be able 
“  to get through ' these statements’ without many starts of im- 
** patient surprise, and a general uneasy surmise that they are 

a mere exercise of intellectual ingenuity, or an elaborate ex- 
"  périment on public credulity.’*—Review, p. 253.

T h e  limits necessarily prescribed to this L etter render it 
impossible for me to follow you through your long and con
fused objections to the organs of “  Size, Order, and 
“  W eight,” and to analyze and expose all the inconsist
encies into which you have fallen. In  the spirit of partizan- 
ship, already commented on, you omit, or very briefly notice, 
th e  faculties stated by Phrenologists as ascertained, and 
flw upon those which they themselves distinctly mention as
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still subjects o f inquiry, and represent them as fair examples 
o f their general science. This is particularly the case with 
Size and W eig h t; the first of which is stated in the work 
you review to be only “ probable™ and the second as “ con
j e c t u r a l *  You omit, too, all mention of the facts by 
which the opinions advanced are supported; and, in short, 
leave no means untried to mislead your readers as to the 
real merits of the System. In  treating of W eight, you 
have done great injustice to the views of M r Simpson 
on that subject. H is essay is printed at full length in the 
Phrenological Journal, vol. I I .  p. 412, and is pretty fully 
quoted in my work; and, with all deference to your sagaci
ty , it is impossible to read that production, and to attend im
partially to the facts by which the principles of it are support
ed, without being satisfied of the high probability of both fa
culty and organ. Phrenologists recognize the views of that 
paper as a  valuable contribution to their science; and it 
will be impossible for reflecting men, who are not absolute- 
ly blinded by prejudice, to peruse it without perceiving 
that it is a chapter of some importance added to the philoso
phy of mind.

Passing over, therefore, ten pages of loose wrangling in 
the Review, let us approach your observations on the effects 
o f Size in the organs, on the manifestations of the mind. Yon 
say, u  Their proposition is, that their thirty-six bumps are
" th e  organs of so many separate faculties, and that the 
“  strength of the endowment is in exact proportion to the size 
“  of the bump. Now, independent of all flaws in the theory, 
"  we think it can be proved, by facts that admit of no denial, 
tf that this proposition neither is nor can by possibility be true.

"  In  tha first place/* you continue, " le t us say a word about 
“ Size. That the mere bulk or quantity of matter, in such won- 
"  derfiil and delicate structures, should be the exclusive mea- 
"  sure of their value, without any regard to their quality or con- 
“  dition, certainly must appear on the first statement to be a very 
“  improbable allegation." This is a complete misrepresentation of
the phrenological doctrine, which is, that, cceterisparibus> Size 
is a measure of power. You studiously omit the qualification 
of other things being equal, although this is constantly kept
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in view by Phrenologists:—You proceed, “  W e cannot
u  help suspecting that it was nothing but the plain impossi- 
u  bility o f  ascertaining any thing as to their structure and 
“  quality that drove our dogmatic theorists upon that bold pro- 
“ position. Their assumed organs, however, are all buried 
“ deep under skin and bone of an uniform appearance; and 
“ having nothing, therefore, but Size left to go upon (at least 
“ in the living subject), they seem to have even made up their 
w minds to say that that was quite enough, and that nothing 
“  else was to be regarded. In the next place, however, the pro- 
“ position is no less contrary to the analogy o f all our known or- 
“  gans than to general probability. The grand mamma Wolf, in 
€t the faify tale, does indeed lean a little to the phrenological 
“ heresy, when she tells little Riding-hood that she has large 
"  eyes to see her the better. But with this one venerable ex-

ception, we rather think it has never been held btfore that the 
“ strength o f vision depended on the size o f the eye, the perfection 
*' o f hearing on the magnitude o f the ear, or the nicety iff taste on 
u the breadth o f the tongue or palate**

On page 258 of the Review, you say, cc W e see with our
“ eyes, hear with our ears, and touch with our hands, or the surface of

the whole body. These are facts, we think, which may he as- 
“  Burned without argument or explanation* Anatomy and experi- 
“  meat show father, that the sensibility of these organs depends 
“  on the nerves which belong to them, on the optic and auditory 
“ nerves, for example, as to seeing and hearing, or on the nerves 
“ of touch for many other sensations." Your real proposition, then,
m ust be, that, with the venerable exception of grand mamma 
W olf, it has never been held before that the strength of vi
sion depends on the size of the optic nerves, the perfection 
of bearing on the magnitude of the auditory nerves, or 
the nicety of taste on the size of the gustatory nerves.

I n  an early part o f this Letter I  observed, that your ob
jections have, in general, been anticipated by other, oppo
nents of Phrenology, and refuted before you brought'them  
forward. T he following extract from a  letter written by 
D r A . Combe, and published in the Edinburgh and Leith 
Advertiser of 18th March, 1826, will serve at once to esta
blish this, and to answer your doctrine about the organs of 
s e n s e “  I t  is a fact,” says he, “  admitted by the highest
“ physiological authorities, and by the greatest authority of all— 
“ Nature, that the functions of the five senses are executed with a 
“ degree of acuteness and intensity exactly proportioned, casteris 
“  panbw t tQ the development of their respective organs. Monro,
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“ Bhunenbacb, Soemmering, Cuvier, Magendie, Georget, and a whole 
“ host of authors, might be quoted in proof, but one is enough;
“ and, having Blumenbach at hand, I  turn to the section on Smell,
“  and find as follows:—c While animals o f the mast acute smell 
“ e have the nasal organs most extensively evoked, precisely the 
“ e same holds in regard to some barbarous nations. For instance, 
44 4 in the head of a North-American Indian/ (represented in one 
44 4 of his plates), e the internal naves are o f an extraordinary 
44 ‘ size,* ¿c. And again, ‘ The nearest to this, in point of mag- 
44 ‘ nitude, are the internal nares of the Ethiopians, from among 
“ 4 whom I  have seen heads very different from each other, but 
“  ‘ each possessing a nasal organ much larger than that describe 
44 4 ed by Soemmering .'—‘ These anatomical observations ac- 
44 ‘ cord with the accounts given by the most respectable travel- 
“ 4 hers concerning the wonderful acuteness r f  smell possessed by 
444these savages*

“ In like manner, Dr Monro, primus, no mean authority to put 
“  against a nameless pamphleteer, in treating, in his Comparative 
44 Anatom v, of the large organ of smell in the dog, says, ( the sensi- 
“ ‘ bility (of smell) seems to be increased in proportion to the sur- 
44 *fa ce ; and this w ill also be found to take place in all 
"  4 th e  other SENSES.' A late French physiological writer is

equally explicit. In treating of the nerves, M. Georget says,
- 44 4 The volume o f these organs bears a uniform relation, in ail the 
444 different animals, to the extent and force  of the sensations and 
44 ‘ movements over which they preside. Thus, the nerve of smell 
" 4 in the dag is larger than the Jive nerves o f the external senses 
44 4 in many*

A  large eye too takes in more light, and a large ear more 
impulses of air than small ones; so that the venerable “  Grand 
Mamma W olf" really turns out to be a sounder physiological 
authority than the “  Oracle'’ of the Edinburgh Review 1

T he principle, that size in the organ, coeterisparibus, deter
mines the power of manifestation is admitted by physiolo
gists to apply equally to the brain. Magendie says, “  The
44 volume o f the brain is generally in direct proportion to the capa- 
44 city o f the mind. We ougnt not to suppose, however, tnat
44 every man having a large head is necessarily a person of superior 
“ intelligence, for there are many causes of an augmentation of the 
44 volume of the head beside the size o f the brain, but it is rarely 
44 found, that a man distinguished by his mental faculties has not a 
“ large head. The only way of estimating the volume of the brain, 
14 in a living person, is to measure the dimensions of the skull; 
*' every other means, even that proposed by Camper, is uncertain.” 
— Compendium o f Physiology, p . 104, edition 1820.

44 All the world knows," you continue, “  and the Phrenologists 
44 themselves admit, that the vigour of any (acuity may be improv-
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edhy exercisean ¿  education ; and the strengih.of any propensity 
“ by habitual indulgence, though these changes are not accompanied 

*T5 by any increase in the size of the organ. But is not this admit-
• “ tecUad most familiar fact in .absolute and glaring contradiction to 
"  the fundamental assumption of tbs System )”—P, 80S.

This objection ie already answered in the following passage 
of the <c System , " of which, of course, you take no notice:— 

Suppose that twp individuals possess an organization exactly simi-
• "  tor* hut that one to highly educated, and the other left entirely to the
• “ impulses, uf nature* the former will manifest bis faculties with

higher power than the latter; and hence it is argued* that size is 
not in all cases a-measuae of energy.
“  Here» however* the requisite of coterie paribus does not hold. 

“  An important condition is altered, and the Phrenologist uniformly 
allows for the effects of education* before drawing positive cnnclu- 
jfoas.* I t  may be supposed* that, if exorcise thus increases 

“ power* it is tonpgssihto to draw the line of distinction.hetween 
“ energy derived from this cause and that which proceeds from size 
“ in the organs* and hence that the real effects of size can never be 
“ determined. The answer to-this objection i$* that education may 

cause the faculties to manifest themselves with the highest degree 
JS of enewy which the te e  q f the organs will permitf but that sine 
“ lines a limit whieh educatioo cannot surpass» Dennis* - we may 
“ presume* received some improvement from education.; but it dia 
.“  not render him equal to Porn* much leas to Shabspbarjb or 

\ “  M iijTost therefore, if we take two individuals whose brains are 
(< equally healthy* but whose organs differ in size* and educate them 
“ alike, the advantages in power and attainment will be greatest in 
"  the direct ratio of the size in favour of the largest brain. Thus* 
“  the objection ends in this*—that* if we compare brains in oppo- 
u site conditions* wo may be led into error—wnich is granted; but 
“ this to not in opposition to the doctrine* that* casteris paribus, 
u size determines power. Finally* extreme deficiency in size pro- 
“  duces incapacity for education* as in idiots; while extreme deve- 

Iopment* if healthy* as in S h a k s p e a r b * B u r n s * M o z a r t * anti- 
“ cipates its effects, in so far that the individuals educate them- 
f< selves.

“ In saying* then* that* coterie paribus, size is a measure ef 
“ power, Phrenologists demand no concessions which are not made 
“ to physiologists in general; among whom* in this instance* they 
“ rank themselves/’

T h e  next objection is, that u  A  diseased state of the
rr organ always makes its operations more vigorous and energetic; 
“ and no instance is mentioned in which the occasional obscuration 
“ of any faculty is referred to such a cause.”—P. 305. This asser
tion is at utter variance with fact. On pages 338—A of
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Phrenological Transactions, p. 308.
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die System, a variety of cases are mentioned in wbidi disease 
o f the organ was accompanied by obscuration of the faculty.

f* The imaginary disease/ yon continue, u has often so otiier 
“ local indication bat this increase of mental rigour, and is indeed, in 
“ most cases» plainly imagined or assumed merely to account for 
tf that phenomenon. It proves, at all events, that faculties may 
,r have a vigour quite incommensurate with the size of their organs 
u *—which is precisely the reverse of what Phrenology teaches. 
“  I t  proves that the state or quality of the organ, or of something 
“ else, quite independent of its rise, may determine the state of the 
“ faculty, and that size, therefore, is no criterion whatever. If we 
“  find a man with a very small organ, and a very rigorous manifes- 
u  tation of its supposed faculty, it is, to be sure, very easy to say, 
“ that this is owing, not to the size, but the condition of the organ ; 
At but it is saying what fundamentally contradicts the whole phreno
log ical doctrine; and though it introduces another, pretty nearly

as absurd, it completely puts an end to the former.”
T he answer to this objection also is explicitly given in the 

System ; but you pass it over. I t  is as follows:
“ I t  is proper next to advert to certain conditions which may co*
exist in the brain with size, and to attend to their effects. Power 

“  in the manifestations, and size in the oigan, are, in the general 
“ case, proportionate; and when differences in size are considerable, 
w no circumstance, consistent with health, will render the manifest 
u  tations equal in power; one brain, however, may be more per- 
“  feet in constitution than another, and, in consequence, may act 
“  more vigorously, although not larger in dimensions; but these 
“  differences are slight ana their effects limited. Size then is not 
u  the smky requisite to the manifestation of great mental power; the 
“  brain must possess also a healthy constitution, and that degree of 
99 activity which is the usual accompaniment of health. Now, the 
“  brain, like other parts of the body, may be affected with certain 
«  diseases which do not diminish or increase it* magnitude, and yet

inspaiiMte ftnotiens; and, in such cases, great size may be pie- 
"  sent, and very imperfect manifestations appear; or it may be at- 
“• tacked with other diseases, such as inflammation, Or any of these 
94 particular affections whose nature is unknown, hut to which the 
"  name of Mania is given in Nosology, and which greatly exalt its 
“  action; and then very forcible manifestations may proceed from 
"  a brain comparatively small; but it is no less true, that when a 
"  larger brain is excited to the same degree by the same causes, the 
“ manifestations become increased in energy in proportion to the 
“  increase of size. These cases, therefore, form no valid objection 
“ to Phrenology. The Phrenologist ascertains, by previous inquiry, 
** that the brain is in a state of health. If it is not, he makes the 
^•neoes ary limitations in drawing his coodusioiis 46.

Thjŝ subjcct is discussed at greater length in the Phrenological Journal, No
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You add to  you* last objection the folfowingreooodttecein- 

w a ta iy :—M In  some cases our author represents the faculty
"  n  inordinately excited by disease, in persons who hare the organ 
“  of rery small dimensions; in others he is guilty of the double ab- 
“  surdity of leaving it to disease to produce any manifestation of 
"  the faculty, although the organ has all along been unusually 
“ large, as in the following admirable* illustration of Destructive- 
“ ness When excited by intoxication, the organ sometimes be- 
“ ‘ comes ungovernable; and hence arises the destruction of glasses, 
u '  mirrors, chain, and every frangible object, at the close of many 
u *& feast. Hence also the temptation, often almost irresistible, ex« 
"  * perienced by many a worthy citizen, when inebriated, to smash 
“ € a lamp on his progress home. One gentleman assured me, that 
“ € the lamps have appeared to him, when in this state, as H were 
“ € twinkling on his path with a wicked and scornful gleam, and 
"  * that he has frequently lifted his stick to punish their imperti« 
“ ‘ nence, when a remnant of reason restrained the meditated blow. 
u f In him, Destructiveness is decidedly large; but, rvhen sober, 
u r there is not a more excellent person.'—P. 109.

“ N ow / you say, “ here we have, first of all, a man with a de- 
u  cidodly large organ, mho yet, in his sound and natural state, 
“ fives no manifestation whatever o f the connected propensity, in 
“ itself a complete falsification of the theory ; but then, when dis- 
“ ordered with drink, this naturally quiet person becomes mischiev« 
“ eus; that is to say, he comes into the state to which drink and 
“  disorder might bring a man with a decidedly«»**//organ.”—P. 306.

T his objection also is already answered in the System. I t  
is there said, that “  In  no instance is it a matter of indifier«
“ ence to the talents and dispositions of the individual, whether any 
“  particular organ be large or small. I f  it be large, although its 
“ abuse* may be prevented by restraint and direction imposed by 
“ the other faculties, still its presence will operate on the mind. If, 
?.for instance, large Combativenessand Destructiveness areoembia- 
tSnd with a large development ef the moral and intellectual oigans, 
“  the whole life may be passed without the occurrence of any out« 
"  rage; and it may be asked, what effect, in this case, do the mrmer 
“ organs produce ? We shall find the answer, by supposing all the 
“ other oigans to remain large, while those are diminished in sine, 
“ and tracing the effects of this change;—the result would bean 
u  undue preponderance of moral and intellectual Qualities degene- 
“ rating into effeminacy. Large Combativeness and Destructiveness 
“  would add the elements of repulsion and aggression to such an ex« 
“ tent, as to permit the manifestation of manly enterprise and cour- 
“  age. Hence, in the case supposed, these organs would be duly 
“ performing their functions when the superficial observer would 
“ magma them to be entirely superfluous”—-P. 460. O a the*
principles it did not require intoxication to produce the first
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oMmifestaboo of DcgtrlicimMM m theindftvjdualattufbd to;
and it is not true, in fact, that “  drink and disorder” would 
bring a man with a  small organ of Destructiveness into the 
state of breaking lamps.

On p. 307 you say, “ A third and separate refutation” (alas, 
that so many refutations should be necessary!). “ is suggested by

another concession, or necessary distinction, of its supporters. 
“ There is a difference, they have been obliged to admit, be- 
“ tween the Activity and the Power of their faculties and pro- 
“ pensities; and size is a measure of power only, activity not 
“ manifesting itself by any peculiarity or outward configuration.” 
In  the System, it is said, that “ activity means the rapidity with

which the faculties may be manifested. The largest organs 
“ in each head have the greatest and the smallest the least tend- 
“ ency to natural activity”— P. 49. You omit this statement 
entirely, and proceed with the question, "  Is there in reality 
“ any distinction between what is here called power and what is 
“  called activity, as applied to the 36 phrenological faculties ?” 
You dedicate two pages to the task of proving« “ that we can 
“ have no other idea of the power of any faculty, than one 
“ which answers exactly to Mr Combe’s definition of its activity.”
- You, no doubt,quote the definition of activity; bu t you omit 
the most important and practical illustrations of the difference 
between it and power, which, if you had inserted, would have 
.served as a  sufficient refutation of all your objections pn this 
head. In  tbe System it is stated, that “  T he doctrine, that

powér is a characteristic of the mind, distinguishable at once 
“ firtam mere intellectual acumen, and also from activity, is one of 
“ great practical importance; and it explains a variety of pheno- 
u mena of which we previously possessed no theory. In society 
u ite  meet with persons whose whole manner is little, whom we

HjaCmotmly ¿eel.to be unfit for any ̂ reat enterprise or arduous 
-f duty, and who are, nevertheless, distinguished for amiable feel- 
“  ing and good sense. This springs from a small brain, but favour- 
“ ably proportioned in its parts. Other individuals again, with 
“ far less polish, inferior information, and fewer amiable quali- 
“ ties, impress us with a sentiment of their power, force, energy, 
“ or greatness; we instinctively feel that they have weight, and 
"  that, if  acting against us, they would prove formidable oppo- 
« sentí. This arises from great sise. Buonafartb, who had 
(*'&i admirable tact in judging of human nature, distinguishes 
“ between mere cleverness and force of character, and almost 
“ always prefers the latter. In his Memoirs, he speaks of some 
*  of Ms generals as possessing talents, intellect, book-learning, 
t< b u t as still bein£ nobody, .as wanting that weight and compre- 
“ hen si vene se which fit a man # tor great enterprises; while he
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“ adverts to others as possessing limited intellect and.bttfe jndg- 
“ ment, but prodigious force of character; and characterizes 
t€ them as admirably adapted by this qualification to lead soldiers 
u through peril and difficulty, provided they be put on the right 
“ path by minds superior to their own. M u r a t  was such a 
“ man; and B u o n a p a r t e  appears, on the whole, to have liked 
“ such officers, for they did not trouble him with thinking for 
“ themselves, while they possessed energy adequate to the exe- 
"  cution of his most gigantic designs/’—System o f Phrenology, 
p. 435.

“  Activity in the organs, on the other hand, gives liveliness, 
"  quickness, and rapidity; and is a more frequent concomitant 
“ of a moderate-sized brain than of a large one. Dr Sfurz- 
“  h e i m  thinks that long fibres contribute to activity. Mode- 
“ rate size of the brain, with favourable combination, and much 
“ activity, will constitute what is commonly understood by a 
“ clever man in ordinary life; such an individual will form ideas 
“ rapidly, do a great deal of work, show tact and discrimination,

and prove himself really a valuable and useful member of so-
ciety; but then he must not be overloaded with difficulties, 

“ or encumbered with obstacles, nor must the field in which he 
“  is called on to labour be too extensive/*—Id. p. 439.

“ When power and activity unite in an individual, they consti- 
“ tute the perfection of genius. This I  conceive to have been 
“  the case in H o m e r  and in S h a k e s p e a r e . Vivacious buoy- 
"  ancy, ease, and fertility, arising from activity, joined with 
4f depth, strength, comprehensiveness, and masculine energy of 
“  mind, the result of great size, place these authors above all 
“ others whom the world has ever seen/’—Id. p. 440.

I t  is almost superfluous to add to these illustrations; but 
as you cite instances of particular faculties, and ask what is 
the distinction between power and activity in them, it may be 
proper briefly to answer some of your inquiries. Y our words 
are, “ W hen we say, for example, that a man has Destruc-
“ tiveness uncommonly powerful, what do we mean but that he 
fC is unusually ready to injure and destroy ? All men have some- 
*c thing, it seems, of this amiable propensity; and the only dif- 
“ ference is, that those who have it least are the slowest to gyve 
y  way to it, and those who have it most, the quickest. The 
"  whole difference, therefore, is in what is here called its activity/ ’
I s  it  true, then, that this is the only difference ? W hen we 
see represented on the stage the character of an ill-natured 
old woman, whose whole existence is little else than a 
series o f manifestations of Destructiveness, can any thing be 
more quick, and, at the same time, moire ludicrously JbthU, 
than the flashes of iiUnature which are then exhibited ? I t
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is, indeed, the contrast between these qualities that forms 
the charm of the representation. Take, again, the example 
of a  Meg Merrilees, uttering the most dreadful imprecations 
of a  tremendous Destructiveness, do we not feel in this cha
racter an overwhelming power of passion altogether different 
from the activity of the other? We laugh at the one and 
tremble before the o th er; and this difference of feeling in the 
spectator does not arise, as you maintain, 44 merely from dif- 
44 ference in the muscles of the hand or arm" of the actors, 
for there is no question of physical violence in either case,—  
but solely from difference in their mental energies. So com
pletely is this the truth, and so distinct are the qualities of 
power and activity, that I  would peril the decision of this 
point, on the fact, that the ablest representatives of the former 
set of characters on all the stages of Europe have smaller 
brains than the ablest representatives of the second class; 
and that they cannot with success interchange; the small 
brain, cannot rj^e to the deep pathos of the large one, and the 
large brain cannot divest itself of its accompanying mental 
intensity, the very absence of which constitutes the peculiar 
aptitude of the small brain for the parts which it represents.

You ask, what constitutes a great endowment of W it, 
Language, Imitation, Locality, and Individuality, but a 
44 rapid," 44 copious,” and 44 easy” manifestation of these 
powers ? Did you ever meet with 44 a chattering creature” 
in society ? I f  you have had this misfortune, you must have 
found, by painful experience, that nothing could exceed the 
44 rapidity,” 44 copiousness,” and 44 ease” of his discourse; 
b u t that nothing could fall farther short of the energy and 
intensity of a Shakspeare. As you enjoy the 44 admiration 
44 of many ladies and dress-makers,” you, of course, have 
been no stranger at musical entertainments: did you ever 
observe, then, that some ladies send forth from the piano
forte volumes of sound so rich in melody and intensely deep 
in power, that they melt the very soul of the listener; while 
there are other performers perfect in execution, correct in time, 
and strict observers of every rule o f  art, whose music is still
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meagre and destitute of every quality fitted to  exóite and chew 
rish emotion ; a large organ of Tune and Tárge brain are essen
tial to the first, and these will be found smaller in the latter*

You amuse yourself and your readers with picturing a 
"  mighty colourist bringing his tardy energies to act in a 
“  flower-garden, and labouring towards tremendous mani- 
w festations of his faculty,w &e. I f  you would know where 
such manifestations are in reality to be found, I  would refer 
you to the works of that m ighty colourist T itian ,, whose 
Venuses and Danaes are made by the power of colour to 
start from the canvass with all the energy of life,— to the 
gorgeous displays of colouring in the paintings of Rubens, 
who, with all the palpable defects of his taste in regard to 
form, his squab Cupids and Dutch-built Faiths and Charities, 
strikes the critic dumb with admiration by the force of co
lour alone. Above all, to the marvellous effects produced 
by mere colour in the chiaro-scuro of Rembrandt, where, by 
throwing an excess of brilliancy on one part of the picture^ 
while the other is immersed in the deepest shade, he gives, 
the  appearance as of the sparkling of gems, or the radiation 
o f light itself. I  would refer you, lastly, to the mild rich 
glow in the colouring of Claude, where trees, temples, and 
waters, sleeping under the rays of his setting suns, are only 
exceeded in beauty by the pencil of that great and inimit
able colourist—-Nature. Allow me farther to observe^ that, 
whether you are able to feel it or nó, there is a  pow er d t  
conception and imagination in respect to colour, in the in-' 
stances here mentioned, altogether beyond the reach of the 
most active little sorter of ribbands, male or female, that ever 
bustled behind or on the outside of a counter. A  boarding- 
school Miss, when choosing the threads for her sampler, or 
papers for a fillagree tea-caddy, may have as quick a percep
tion of the difference of shades, and exercise her organ of 
colour as actively as Titian or Rubens could for the soul o f 
them ; bu t what a difference in the effect produced, i. e. in 
xjxejpower of manifestation !

<f There is/* you say, " a  fourth  refutation, and that totally in-
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v  dependent of admissions, to be derived from the changes tfeafc 
“ are so familiarly observed to take place in the characters and 
“ propensities of men in the course of their lives, while the ele- 
a vations on their skulls remain as they were from the begin-* 
V. ning.”—P. 311. “ Is there any thing so common, for instance, 
“ as to see a young spendthrift turned into an old miser ? A man 
u who was scandalously prodigal from 20 to 40, becoming ex- 
"  travagantly avaricious from 60 to 80 ?”—“ Are there not 
"  many amorous youths who degenerate into absolute woman« 
“ haters in their middle age ?*'—P. 312. I  have occasionally heard
of such cases, bu t never having seen any, I  can neither ad
mit, nor deny, nor explain them from practical observation; 
but, & % , they are in direct opposition to your own state
ment on p. 302,—u T hat all the world knows, and the
“ Phrenologists themselves admit, that the vigour of any faculty 
c< may be improved by exercise and education, and the strength 
u o f any propensity by habitual indulgence”—No doubt certain
modifications of character do sometimes take place in tfre 
course of the lives of individuals; but these are totally 
titict from those here cited from your pages. In  the System 
of Phrenology, under the title of Combinations in Active 
“  ty,” p. 4s64, the case is supposed of “  two individuals, in 
“  each of whom all the organs are developed in an average 
“  degree s* and it is explained, that if the one be educated 
in  moral and intellectual pursuits, this training will occasion 
the predominance of the higher faculties in activity in him.; 
while, if the other be exposed to the temptations of vice, 
aided by ignorance, the lower faculties will in him become 
most active. I t  is added, “  the principle now under discus*
“  sion is not inconsistent with the influence of size; because it 
“ is only in individuals in whom the organs are nearly on an 
“ equably in point o f size, that so great effects can he produced by 
"  combinations in activity. In such cases, the Phrenologist, in 
“ estimating the effects of size, always inquires into the educa- 
ff tion bestowed.”— €t I f  an individual is very deficient in the 
'* higher organs, he will remain vulgar in consequence of this 
ft defect, although bom and educated in the best society, and in 
"  spite of every effort to communicate refinement by training ; 
“  while, on the other hand, if a very favourable development 
** of the organs of the higher sentiments and intellect is possess- 
** ed, the individual, in whatever rank he moves, will have the 
“ stamp of nature's nobility.’’—P. 465.

I f  we suppose the case of a young man in whom all the
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eegaiis eeiét in m arly equal relative proportions, aadw bocio 
bis youth was exposed to tbe solicitations of profligate asso. 
dates, but in bis maturer years has bad the good fortune to 
change his external circumstance«, and come within the habu 
tual influence of religious, moral, and intellectual society, it 
is quite obvious, that, withput the least dereliction of phrenoj 
logical principle, he may, in the latter condition, exhibit a 
great improvement of character ; but this is totally different 
from a  prodigal becoming & miser, or an amorous youth a 
woman-hater. And, besides, the phrenological statement must 
never be overlooked, that it is only where the organs are 
pretty much in equilibrio that such modifications, as are here 
admitted, actually occur ; because this accords precisely with 
the fact in nature, that it is only some profligates who are re» 
claimable, while others.set at deflanse all the efforts of piety 
and philanthropy to accomplish their reformation. I f  them 
is not some natural obstacle to a change of character, why 
do' we not all changé for the better ? W hy do you, for ex
ample, not assume the profundity of Bacon, the elevation of 
Milton; and* the fertility of Shakspeare ? W hy has any 
parent a wayward child, whose pride, selfishness, or cunning, 
lie  cannot subdue ? Phrenology answers, because, in the one 
jcase, we cannot confer on ourselves such large organs of .in* 
tellect as those f)ldstriou9 men possessed ; and, in the other, 
cannot eradicate from the brains of children large organs 
-of Self-esteem and Secretiveness. T he changes o f charac
te r that Phrenology recognises are similar to those which the 
lion undergoes in a cage; the stimulus of hunger is sedu
lously averted, while bars and bolts are added to restrain 
his ferocity, and a degree of tameness is thus produced ? but 
he is still in  nature a lion. In  like manner, by withdraw
ing excitement to the propensities, and adding the restraints 
o f moral and intellectual influence, a man, who, in différent 
circumstances, was vicious, may be rendered to some extent 
moral ; bu t his nature is not changed. I f  we restore the 
temptations, and withdraw the restraints, he will return, like
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* sow that is washed, to wallowing in the mire. Thissubjeel 
is ably discussed in an essay by M r Lyon, published in 
the Christian Instructor for December, 1823, and in another 
paper in the Phrenological Journal, vol. I. p. 666.

Having now answered at considerable length those of your 
objections which go to the principles of Phrenology, I  shall 
very briefly advert to such o f them as relaté more immediately 
to details.

You say, “  the last and most effectual, or at least most tangí*
“ ble refutation is deduced from the actual want of any thing like 
“ distinct organs in the brain/' (p. 311,) and again, rr‘In the only or- 
* gans of which we know any thing there is no such wondrous uni- 
•€ formity. The eye is a machine of a very different structure front

the ear—the olfactory apparatus radically distinct from the gus- 
u tatory; it would be strange, therefore, if we venerated the Deity, 
<c and were impelled to break lamps, by the state of two cones of the 
"  same substance lying under one bone! But there are no such 
€ cones, nor any traces of the 36 organs, except the elevations at 
c the surface."—P. 313. Note.

Here, however, iu this “  your last, most effectual, aud 
most tangible refutation,” you are equally wrong as in your 
four preceding refutations. Allow me to call to your recol
lection what you have stated on page 258, viz. that “  Ana-
“ tomy and experiment show farther, that sensibility of these or* 
u  gan8" (of sight, hearing, and touch,) « depends on the nerves 
“ which belong to them—on the optic and auditory nerves, for ex* 
“  ample, as to seeing and hearing, or on the nerves of touch for 
u  many other sensationsand again, in the same page, that “ the 
"  nerves belonging to each of these senses seem to form its only ma- 
“  terial organ," and that “ it is upon their peculiar structure or 
“  action that our sensations depend." Be it observed too, that the
emphatic italics in these sentences are your own, and show 
your anxiety to have the fact mentioned well understood. 
Now if the “  wondrous uniformity” of which you complain 
in the cerebral organs has really nothing analogous in any of our 
other organs, in all of which you think there is a  distinctness 
of structure at once indicative of a distinctness of function, I  
would ask you, simply, to explain, how it has happened that 
for so many hundred years anatomists and physiologists 

\ \ i  have been a t  variance in regard to the three nerves o f
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fcbe tongue, and how they could not decide* antong themfelVei 
which was really the nerve of taste, which o f 'motion, And 
which oi tmsh 9 taste, motion, and touch being surely, at 
kart, as distinct in their nature as the phrenological faculties 
« f .Veneration and Destructiveness, which you are surprised 
a t finding acting through the medium of organs ibnfteri'ttf 
the same*9td>stones.— W hen you tell ns that the five aenàéè 
depend for their sensibility on nerves, which are their 44 only 
materia} organs,” did you, 44 not being learned in iaiwfto- 
my,” imagine that each of these nerves was formed of such a 
different and dissimilar substance, that, by looking at them, 
you could point out the particular sense for which each was 
destined P I f  you did so, you are either in a mistake as to 
what is possible, or more gifted than ordinary, observers* 
Sensation and motion again are nearly as dissimilar in their 
nature as any two of the phrenological faculties, and yet sq 
far are these from being connected with organs mote dissimi
la i ’in  substance òr àppearance than those df thè tìrafri, [¿at 
^ou yourself, in a note to the page already quoted^ inform 
your readme that only now M r Charles Bell, aided by Ma- 
gendie and Flourens, has made it highly probalie that “  the 
“ nerves which m inister to sensation are different fro m  those 
44 which produce voluntary motion and if you had been 
skilled in anatomy you would have been able to give precise
ly the same good reason for this being not only, a  very mo« 
darn, but .as yet not an universally-received discovery, as may ' 
be given for the lateness of the discovery of the true functions 
o f the brain. You complain that the cones in the brain^ ’ 
though executing different functions, are not divided by vi-' 
tibie partitions, or made of different kinds of substance. 
W hen you stated this as an objection, did you know that the 
nerves of sensation and motion are composed of similar sub
stances not separated by any Visible partitions, but running 
undistniguishably blended in one common sheath ? ’

- I t  may be mentioned also, that D r Barclay started objections 
V ot. IV .^ N o  X I I I .  it r
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precisely similar several yean ago, in. his work oa Life and 
Organization, and that they are answered by D r  A . Gombe 
in the Transactions of the Phrenological Society, p. 897.

You «ay that you have been assured by persons, learned in 
anatomy, that all that is true in Drs Gall and Spurzheim’a 
lecftunt of the brain “  had been previously eatabissbed by 
Red and o th e r s a n d ,  in a note a t the end of your review, 
you tell us that D r Gordon, in “  a masterly work,11 and an
“ admirable production, has dearly demonstrated, 1st, that the phie* 
“ uological doctors have no sort of claim to originality, as to the far 
“ greater part of the anatomical facts they have held out as their 
“ discoveries; and, 2d, that all that is really original in their ana* 
“ tomy is quite unsound and erroneous, and founded either on most 
“ idle conjectures, or on a mere trick in the manner of operation, 
"  scarcely reconcileable with the dignity of scientific investigation.*9
A s you seem never to have thought it necessary to read D r 
Spurzheim1s answer to that “  admirable production," the opi
nions of which you thus implicitly adopt, you will no doubt 
be surprised to learn that Drs Gall and Spurzheim have been 
infinitely more particular than D r Gordon himself, in tracing 
the history of the anatomy of the brain, and in  g iv in g  to each 
discoverer the m erit really due to him ; and that they them« 
selves had quoted the very authors, and in several instances 
the very passages of those authors, which D r Gordon long 
aftetufords adduced to show their bad faith. W hen you re
peat an assertion that first appeared in your own Review, No 
49, and which has been refuted again and again, that “  all 
that is true in their" (Drs G. and S.’s) “  account of the brain 

had been previously established by Reil and others," it is 
obvious that you have not considered it necessary to read D r 
Spurzheim’s ansftver to D r Gordon. I t  is there stated at p. 
5 I, that at Hallé, in the year 1805, ** Professors Reil and
M Loder, and uhiknefous gentlemen of the profession, honoured us 
“  with their presence aft the public lectures and demonstrations. WMf 
“ Loder we repeated several times the anatomical demonstrations* 
“ and once we dissected with Reil a brain quietly in his own room. 
“  He was sotfueh pleased with out demonstrations, that he gave to 
“ Dr GaH some drawings with which he was formerly occupied^ de 
“ siructura nervorum et cerebelli'* “ Thus/* continues D r S., “ I
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u beg to observe, that. inthe summer of 1806, we demaast&tteA tt) 
“ llcU the same leading pointB in the anatomy of the brain which 
“ we still m a in ta in an d  it was after this (in Í809) that Reil pub
lished views essentially the same as those demonstrated by 
Gall and Spurabeim. Farther, in the Phrenological Journal, 
ved. I. p .7 8 , you will find evidence that R eil him self dvd not 
hesitate to declare, “  that he had obtained more informa»
“ tion from die dissection of the brain performed by Gall, than he
“ had believed it possible for a man to discover in his whole life* 
"  time/* In this testimony to the anatomical merits of the “ phre- 
u nolegical doctors** Loder heartily concurs. If all that is really
original in their anatomy is, as you assert, unsound, erro
neous, and founded only on idle conjecture and mere trick, 
is it not somewhat astonishing that Reil, to whom you gra
tuitously ascribe the merits of the discoveries, should himself 
speak of them in such terms ? and further, that so competent 
a  judge as Cuvier should, in giving a summary of the ana
tomy of the brain in 1882, use the following words:— “ 'On
K sait aujour d'hui et suriout par les ¿erniéres recherches de M. 3f. 
“  G allet Spuraheim, que la muelle épmiére, Sfc.” and go on to
describe the structure of the brain precisely as explained 
by ike phrenological doctors* to whom alone Cuvier here re* 
fees. (Vide Revue Encyclopedique, November, 1888, p. 
887.) I f  what you allege is really correct, is it not equaUy 
surprising that M. J .  Cloquet, a distinguished anatomist e f  
Paña, in a much-admired, very expensive, and.splendid folio 
work, in 40 Noe. with lithographic plates, entitled “  Anatomía 
de PHomme,” now in the course of publication, has copied 
every m e q f  the plates o f  the human brain contained in  D rs 
G all and SpUrrheivCs great work 9 H e has done this, with 
very slight acknowledgments of gratitude to their authors 
indeed; but the simple fact o f his esteeming them as the 
most accurate, and engraving them in such a work, shows the 
degree of credit to which your Review, and “  the admirable 
production'1 of your authority, D r Gordon, are entitled, when 
you “  venture to affirm11 (in No 49 of the Review, p. 266,) 
“  that there is not one of these figures which accords with nature

t t
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that the representations in plates VI. and XI. “ are particularly’ 
"  in accu ra te th a t others “ do not in the least degree approach to 
“ accuracy ;** and on p. 267, that in several plates “ the omissions 
<( are greats and in a considerable number the errors extravagant.'*
Is  it not surprising, that in a place like Paris, where, from 
the abundance of subjects, every one can so easily verify the 
anatomical statements of Gall and Spnrzbeim, their descrip
tions should now be those adopted by the established profess
ors and teachers of the science ? I  have already cited Cu
vier and Cloquet, and I may safely add, that the late lament
ed Beclard, professor of anatomy at the Faculty of Medi
cine, whose genius is incontestable, and whose reputation is al
ready European, although he was cut off in his prime, de
scribes the structure in terms scarcely different from those of 
the phrenological doctors themselves.* Besides, in London, 
in 1826, D r Spurzheim was entreated by the medical students 
to teach them the anatomy of the brain, and they raised a 
subscription to recompense him for doing so. These statements 
may seem tedious and unnecessary, but truth required them 
to be brought forward to dissipate the deception which you, 
unintentionally and in ignorance, endeavour to practise on 
those who pin their faith to your dicta, on the erroneous sup
position that you are acquainted with the subject on which 
you are writing. Can you peruse the testimonies now ad
duced, and still “  venture to affirm** that your own conduct 
is, in this instance, “  reconcileable with the dignity of scien- 
“  tific investigation ?*

On p. 817, you quote the case of a Welshman in St Tho
mas's Hospital, “  who had received a considerable injury of 
“  the head, but from which he ultimately recovered, and 
“  who, when he became convalescent, spoke a  language which 
“  no one about him could comprehend/* I t  turned out 
that he had recovered the use of the Welsh language which 
he bad learned in his youth, but, owing to long disuse, had

• * Mirioni to Bichat, p. 38.
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subsequently forgotten. After citing the case« you proceed:
“  The phenomenon is explained by supposing that a part of the 
“  organ of Language was injured, ana that the effects of this 
u  injury were, 1st, to destroy for  ̂lhe time, that part of the ma- 
“  chinery which served for the recollection of English words,
“  and, 2d, to restore to a serviceable state, that part which had 
“ been originally used for recollecting Welsh ones, but had long 
"  been so much rusted and decayed as to be quite unfit for ser- 
“  vice. These are not metaphors employed to assist our concept 
f( tion o f an obscure fa c t, or to give a sort o f coherence to a strange 
4 * statement, they a r e  a l l e g e d  b y  t h e  p h r e n o l o g is t s  as se- 
“ rious and literal truths, affording a plain and satisfactory ex- 
<€ planation o f a very extraordinary occurrence Now, would
any mortal believe that every word of these explanations and 
statements is a pure fiction of your own, gratuitously put 
into the mouths of the Phrenologists, apparently for no pur
pose but to afford scope for ridicule. Not only are there 
no such assertions or expositions in my work, but there 
is nothing approaching to them. After < uoting from an 
opponent o f  Phrenology the case of the Welshman, the only 
remark made upon it by me is, “  Such a fact as this is to-
*€ tally inexplicable on any principle, except that of the existence of 
“  organs by which the faculties are manifested; for it could not be 
“ the mind itself that was affected, and its faculties impaired by the 
“  fever, or which recovered long-lost knowledge by the influence of 
,r this disease.”—System o f Phrenology, p. 315.

On page 318 of the Review, it is said, “  W e have left room 
u enough, we dare say, for cavil and misrepresentation on the 
"  part of those who think those the best weapons of controver- 
“  sy ; it is not, however, to them that we address ourselves, 
“  and we care nothing at all for their h o s t i l i ty T h e re  are no 
limits certainly to the abuse of words; but if your Review is 
deliberately exhibited as a specimen of what you  mean by 
candour and scrupulosity, no doubt this answer to it 
may be viewed as replete with “  cavil and misrepresenta- 
“ tionr

Y ou attempt another refutation of Phrenology, by affirm
ing, that a man may not only be well banged on all his or- 
gans, but that he may be deprived of the greater number of 
them altogether, without injury to any mental faculty. Instead
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of wasting time in answering at length, a proposition worthy 
indeed of the author of the discovery, that insects perform 
all their functions as well without, as with heads, I  shall merely 
state, that the principle of a plurality of organs, as applied 
to the explanation of the phenomena attendant on partial in
juries of the brain, has been recognized by the best profess 
sional authorities, as the most satisfactory and consistent that 
has ever been propounded. In  the Medico-Chirurgical Re
view for October, 1826, the following passage occurs:— 
“ The last of these questions" (the objection arising from in
juries of the brain) “ is investigated in an elaborate paper fur- 
“  nished to the “ System/’ by Dr A, Combe, who succeeds 
u completely in removing the objection. His reasonings to us 
u seem unanswerable, and unfold views whieh the physician can 
“  apply to the best purposes: the Essay altogether is satisfac- 
“  to ry .—P. 466.

On page 296, you say, “  I f  it were really true, that cer-
“ tain very visible and well-defined bumps on the skull were the 
u  necessary organs of all our faculties and propensities,—just as our 
“  eyes are of sight and our ears of hearing,—it is, in the first place,

- “  inconceivable, that the discovery should have remained to be made 
“  in the beginning of the 19th century."

T he same profound objection goes to show, that the dis
covery of the revolution of the globe could not be true, be
cause it was not made by Copernicus till 1510, nor de
fended by Galileo till 1608; that Harvey’s discovery of 
the circulation of the blood must be a fable, because mankind 
continued ignorant of it till 1619; and that gas-light must 
be a perfect nonentity, because it was unknown till our own 
d a y ! In  the introduction to the “  System” it is explained 
how the discovery was not made sooner; Dissection does not 
reveal the Junctions of any organ, and Consciousness does not 
intimate even the existence of organs of the mental faculties; 
nevertheless, anatomists prior to D r Gall studied the brain 
chiefly by dissection, and metaphysicians studied the mind by 
reflection on their own consciousness; while he adopted a 
method entirely new, that of comparing the power of mani
festing the various faculties with the size of particular parts
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of the brain* I t  is, there(pre, not strange, that he should 
arrive at results which the imperfections of their methods ren
dered it impossible for them to reach. •

You proceed u In  the second place, it is still more incon-
“ ceivahle, that, after the discovery was made, there should be o*v 
“ body whocould pretend to doubt .of its reality. The means of 
4t verifying it, one would think, must have been such as not to leave a 
“ pretext for the slightest hesitation ; and the fact that, after twenty 
“ years preaching in its favour, it is far more generally rejected than 
“ believed, might seem to afford pretty conclusive evidence against 
“ the possibility of its truth."—P. 296.

In  answer, I  beg to refer you to M r Locke's observations, 
cited on p. 9 of this Letter, and  to the following extract from 
Professor Playfair's "  Dissertation," prefixed to the Sup
plement of the Encyclopaedia Britannica

"  I t  must not be supposed,” says he, “ that so great a revo« 
“ lution in science, as that which was made by the new analysis, 
“ (by Newton,) could be brought about entirelv without oppo- 
“  sinon, as in every society there are some who think them- 
“ selves interested to maintain things in the condition wherein 
“ they have found them. The considerations are indeed suffi- 
“ ciently obvious, which, in the moral and political world, tend 
“  to produce this effect, and to give a stability to huur *} insti- 
“ tutiona oApn so little proportionate to their real value, or to 
“ their general utility. Even in matters purely intellectual, 
* and in which the abstract truths of arithmetic and geometry. 
“ seem alone concerned, the prejudices, the selfishness, or the va- 
“ nity of those who pursue them, not infrequently combine to 
“ resist improvement, and often engage no inconsiderable degree o f 
“ talent in drawing back, instead o f pushing forward, the machine 
“ o f science. The introduction o f methods entirely new must often 
“ change the relative place o f the men engaged in scientific pursuits, 
“ and must oblige many, after descenatng^from the stations they 
“formerly occupied, to take a lower position in the scale i f  mteSL 
“ leotual improvement. The enmity of such men, if they be not 
“ animated by a spirit of real canaour and the love of truth, is 
“ likely to be directed against methods by which their vanity 
“ is mortified and their importance \eaaened.r— Dissertation, 
part 2d, p* 2 7*

M r Playfair, again, speaking of the discoveries of Newton 
in regard to the composition of light, says, “ But all were
“ not equally candid with the Dutch philosopher, ^Huygens], 
« and though the discovery now communicated had every 
“  thing to recommend it which can arise from what is great, new,
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“ «nd singular, though it was not q theory or system <f opinions, 
“ but the generalization o f facts made known by experiments, and 
rt though It was brought forward in a most simple and unpre- 
“ tending form, a host o f enemies appeared, each eager to obtain 
u the unfortunate pre-eminence o f being the first to attack conclu- 
se sions which the unanimous voice o f posterity was to confirm ”— 
(P. 56.) “ Among them, one of the first was Father Pardies,
“ who wrote against the experiments, and what he was pleased to 
“ call the H y p o t h e s is  o f Newton. A satisfactory ana calm re- 
"  ply convinced him of his mistake, which he had the candour 
“ very readily to acknowledge. A countryman of his, Mariotte, 
"  was more difficult to be reconciled, and though very conver- 
“ sant with experiment, appears never to have succeeded tn repeat- 
u ing the experiments o f Newton/*—lb . p. 57.

Here M r Playfair’s arm is raised not only to avenge the 
illustrious dead, but to protect from insult discoverers of 
every age. I t  is impossible to arrest the blow, even although 
it is you, his friend, who have thrust your head into the line 
of its descent.

On pages 295 and 296, you make a variety of allegations 
hostile to Phrenology, and say, that the Phrenologists “  know 
well enough that the great body of the public concurs" with 
y o u ;—you should have added, “  and the whole empire of 
<c China !*—I f  I  have been successful in showing, that it is im 
possible to know any thing at all of the matter, except by 
practising observations, which you, and the great body of the 
public, misled by you, have never done, it follows that the 
good people of China are in every respect as competent wit
nesses against the truth of Phrenology as you and your ad
herents ; and if numbers are to decide the question, they are 
not to be despised. You know well enough, that that por
tion of the public who have examined the evidence are to a man 
against you ; and according to all rules of probation hither
to acted upon, the testimony of ten men informed on a sub
ject outweighs that of a countless multitude whose ignorance 
is their only qualification. I f  I  am not greatly deceived, you 
have in the present article over-estimated the extent of public 
ignorance regarding Phrenology, and relied on it a little more 
than may be advantageous to your philosophical reputation.
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On p. 293, you state, that the whole question is, “  whether 
44 it be really true, that certain bumps on the head are the or- 
“  gans of certain primitive, distinct, and universal faculties,” 
you admit that “  we cannot take upon ourselves to say that 
44 the facts are absolutely false,” but excuse yourself, in the 
following words, for not entering on a scrutiny of this most 
important of all the points in the discussion. “  Suppose,” you
say, “  that we were merely to allege that, so far as oar observation 
“ went, the facts (of the Phrenologists) seemed all to be imaginary— 
€t that it was a matter of notoriety, that men with large heads were 
“ not generally of superior endowments, nor those with small, defi- 
“ cient in understanding—that in the circle of our acquaintance 
“ there were many kind mothers without*any protuberance on the 
“ lower part of their skulls, many men of wit with no triangular 
“  prominences beyond the temples, and many eloquent and loqua- 
“  cious persons, of both sexes, with no unusual projection of the 
“ eyes—that, in fact, we had never happened to meet with any one 
“ individual in whom a marked peculiarity of character or disposi- 
“ tion was accompanied by any of their external indications, and 
“ that we daily saw remarkable enough bumps on the heads of very 
“ ordinary people—that most of those with whom we conversed had 
“  made the same observations, and concurred in the same results," Sec.

“ They would call on us to name our instances, and would 
“  cavil at them when they were named; or, because we declin- 
“ ed submitting the heads of respectable ladies and gentlemen 
“  to an impertinent palpation, and their characters, temper, 
“ and manners, to a still more impertinent discussion,—because 
(f we did not choose to offend many worthy people, by pointing 
"  them out as the owners of bumps, without the corresponding 
"  faculties,—or to engage in a quarterly wrangle about the 
“  Ideality of Dr Chalmers, or the Adhesiveness of Mrs M‘Kin- 
ft non, they would complain, that we used allegations which 
“ we refused to verify, and contend, that nothing but a fair 
u scrutiny was wanting to their success."—P. 296.

No, indeed, the Phrenologists would make no such com
plaints. In  regard to your facts, they would simply remind 
you, that you entered upon the observation of them avowed
ly with the conviction, 44 first, that there is not the least rea-
“ son to suppose that any of our faculties, but those which con- 
44 nect us with external objects, or direct the movements of our 
“  bodies, act by material oroans at all, and that the phre- 
** nological organs have no analogy whatever with those o f the ex- 
*€ temal senses ; second, that it ts quite plain, that there neither
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a art, nor can be, any such primitive and original faculties as the 
“  greater part of those to which such organs are assigned.''-^-
P . $94- They would remark, farther, that the consequences 
of these itqpressiops would be, first, that you would not, 
in all probability, take the trouble to become acquainted 
accurately, with the form and position of organs which you 
had thus settled to be mere fictions of imagination; and, 
secondly, that you would be as little likely to study, so as 
to  comprehend distinctly, the functions ascribed to faculties 
which you had already dismissed, as what neither existed nor 
could exist; and they would state, with all deference, that 
a  person thus prepossessed was not in the best condition for 
making im partial observations, and would not be over-dis
posed to recognise concomitances of organic development with 
mental manifestations, even although such should actually 
present themselves. As proofs of the truth of these infer, 
ences, they would refer, first, to your ignorance of the situation 
of the organs manifested, in your placing “  C olour in the 
“  forehead, and T u n e  on the eyebrow, over the middle o f  
“  the eye?  p, 259, and describing Concentrativeness on one 
page, (274,) “  as having a goodly organ in the back part of 
u the bead, just above Love of Children and below Self-es- 
“  t e e m a n d  on another page, (274,) as having “  two dis- 
** tinct organs of an angular shape on the sides of the cranium 
secondly, to your blunders concerning the faculties, which are 
nearly as numerous as your notices of them ; and, thirdly, to 
the surprising circumstance, that you "  never happened to 
“  meet with any one individual in whom a marked peculi- 
“  arity of character or disposition was accompanied by any 
“  o f  their external indications,* because, unless you had 
been absolutely resolved not to see, you must, according to 
the principle of the calculation of chances, have stumbled, by 
mere accident, upon, at least, one concomitance, out of any 
considerable number of observations.*

* The assertion in the text really prove*, either that you hive never 
looked, or been unwilling to see. You have frequently met Mr Thomas Moore,
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A s to cftUing you to « name your instances,” and 44 engage 

44 in a quarterly Wttmgle about* the Ideality of D r Chalmers, 
or the Adhesiveness of Mrs McKinnon,* the Phrenologists 

would not propose any such offence to your editorial dignity 
and delicacy. I f  you wished to come to issue oU the facts of the 
Science, they would invite you to the Phrenological Hall, (and 
this they have done for the last four years, by opening it to 
public inspection,) they would show you authenticated easts of 
the skulls of King Robert Bruce, Raphael, L a Fontaine, Bel
lingham, Sheridan, bo. ; masks, taken from nature, of Hen* 
r i Q uatte, Swift, Burke, P itt, Fox, be. ; masks from au* 
thenticated busts o f  Voltaire, Franklin, be. ; actual skulls of 
executed criminals, whose actions were proved before juries; 
and a great variety of skulls of most of the nations of the 
globe, whose manners and characters are matters of philoso. 
phical history ; and they would stand or fall by the accord
ance or non-accordance of the development of brain in these 
instances, with the publicly-acknowledged talents and dispo
sitions of the individuals and nations.

You urge, as an additional reason for not appealing to 
facts, that “  we had ourselves known some, and heard from
“ good authority of many cases of flagrant and ridiculous blun- 
“ ders committed by Phrenologists of the greatest eminence, 
“ which they had neither the candour to acknowledge nor the 
“ confidence to deny.”—P. 295. There are several answers to
this allegation. F irst, By far the greater number of the al. 
leged blunders of the Phrenologists are gratuitous fictions of 
the opponents, destitute of all foundation in fact. T he fol
lowing will serve as examples —I t  was recorded in Black
wood's Magazine, and reprinted in most of the newspapers of

and you an intimately acquainted with his works. The Westminster Re
view was led to remark, that in his Life of Sheridan there are 2500 similes, 
exclusive of metaphors and regularly-built allegories. This is pretty conclusive 
evidence as to his manifesting the facu lty  of Comparison, as described in the 
System, p. 339 ; and I venture to state, from observation, that the organ is so 
hugely developed in his head aa to be discernible at the distance of several 
yards, in the very form assigned to it on the busts : and yet you never saw this 
concomitance !
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Britain and America, that I  had drawn a phrenological cha
racter from the cast of a turnip, supposing it to be taken 
from a real s k u l l - w h e n  the very opposite was the fact, 
namely, that I  instantly detected the imposition, and returned 
the cast to the person who sent it, with a doggerel parody of 
the Man of Thessaly pasted on its surface.* Farther, in a 
large company an individual stated, that the editor of a cer
tain newspaper, in Glasgow, had invited me to examine 
the heads of his printers, and make observations on their ta* 
lents and dispositions; that I  had done so, and blundered in 
the completest manner iir every instance, from the fore
man down to the youngest devil. The* narrator gave au
thority for his statement; and was, withal, so minute and cir
cumstantial in his account, that not a shadow of doubt re
mained on the minds of his audience of its literal correctness. 
I t  possessed, however, precisely the same degree of truth that 
characterizes your representation of my doctrine about the 
Welshman's organ of language, cited in p. 69 of this L e tte r;

* The parody was the following:—
There was a man in Edinburg,

And he was wond'rous wise;
He went into a turnip-field,

And cast about his eyes.
And when he cast his eyes about,

He saw the turnips fine;
“ How many heads are there," says he, 

“ That likeness bear to mine ?
“ So very ¡ike they are, indeed,

No sage, I'm sure, could know
This turnip-head that I have on 

From those that there do grow."
He pull'd a turnip from the ground ;

A cast from it was thrown :
He sent it to a Spurzheimite,

And pass'd it for his own.
And so, indeed, it truly was 

His own in every sense {
For cast and joke  alike were made, 

All at his own expense.



—that is to say, it was purely fictitious. Up to this hour I 
have never seen the editor of the newspaper alluded to, do 
not know in what street his printing-office is situated, and in 
point of fact, have never examined a head in a printing-office 
of any kind in my life. Again, a “  Lady" in Edinburgh, who 
had procured a sketch of her natural dispositions, inferred 
Anna the development'of her brain, by a Phrenologist quite 
unacquainted with her individually, was pleased to commit 
the original manuscript to the flames to substitute a 
sketch of her own,—to get this lithographed, and to cir
culate it among her friends as a phrenological production, 
and as a specimen of the infallible accuracy of that science! 
The substituted representation bore the same resemblance 
to the original that your account of the natural language of 
Self-esteem bears to my description of it, when you say that 
it makes “  a man walk backwards,”—my proposition being, 
that it makes him carry “  his head high and reclining back
wards.” I  could add many more proofs that the alleged 
blunders of the Phrenologists are, in general, merely “ weak 
inventions of the e n e m y b u t  these must suffice.—In the 
second place, however, admitting, as I freely admit, that the 
votaries of this study have committed occasional errors, I  
would ask, who is the man that can legitimately pretend to 
infallibility? and what is the science that ever was, or can be, 
founded and improved, without some unsuccessful experi
ments and inaccurate observations occurring to impede its 
progress ? Does a chemist never fail in an experiment, or a 
mathematician err in a calculation, or is an engineer never 
disappointed in the expected results of his combinations? 
and yet who that pretends to a spark of philosophy would 
urge these errors of individual minds as objections against 
the sciences themselves?—But, in the third place, who is He 
that taunts Phrenologists with their errors ? I f  Dr Gall or 
Dr Spurzheim, not to mention so humble an individual as 
myself, had committed, in all their works together, one-tenth 
part of the blunders, in fact, in philosophy, and in physiology,
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which you hare Cthibitedin th«te sixty-»* |»gM of yourRa- 
elew; febviMtiftitRtions would hive sufficed to lay then  ptast- 
Im d at ^our feet would not have requited to direct
a g ita t thete « Brit, a  seootod, and a third assault, separated 
by periods of twelveyeart, and still to witader that their doc* 
trines were not utterly exploded. Acting upon your sw t 
principle, I  might be justifiable in  maintaining, that ns you 
hare finally exhibited great ignorance of the principles 
ef human nature, mental and physiological, admitted by 
the most celebrated philosophers, and established by the 
most incontestable facts, all your previous criticisms in'balks 
lettra, morals, and philosophy, and your eloquent speeches, 
too, in support of political liberty and the dearest interests 
of mankind, ought to be regarded as a  mere col lection of ab* 
Sari]ities,'-H» entirely destitute of philosophic principle,—and; 
in consequence, all of them dfcterly udwortby ef the admiration 
and regard of an enlightened age. This coadrtsioU would bb 
am i more logical, and capable of being supported by agkrat* 
er show of reason, than your inferences from the errors of 
Pfcretielegiste; because yonr mistakes relate to fundamental 
principles, and. wherever these are vitiated, the whole Supers 
¿tractate, it may be argued, must be unsound. But I  alto* 
gather disclaim any such rule of judgment. The ire  of ge
nius, and a naturally acute undenstatoding havfe conferred upon 
ymanbtethietnie'mgacity that has led you right, hod givtsn in* 
trinac value to your speculations, wherever you hove not been 
blinded sad misled; as in the case of Phrenology, by a vast and 
overwhelming prejudice; and it wouldboas oej wet in anyone 
to seek to dim the lustre of your otherwise well.merited res 
putation by this one etror, egregions although it be, as it is 
unhandsome in you to urge: the mb takes of individual Phi»» 
nofogistsas. objections against the science which they culti- 
vatei

; t  regret, that, in addition: to all the. other points of 
ybor article, which it has been imperative on me to Cdatre. 
vart, I  am nUigedto caH in question, and reject, as indireet
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eomphmeot which you are pleased to bestow upon my iHirk, 
pot, as, perhaps, you anticipate, became it in not sufficiently 
flattering to my Self-esteem, but because, it ie ill-founded 
and unjust You say> that Phrenology, in my hands,, hail 
“  assumed, for the fibst time, an aspect not absolutely 
“ ludicrous, by my retrenching many of-the ridiculous iUtin 
“ tpatioas and mcoasisteot assumption of iM intituton," ke> 
Such an assertioq could be made only in Utter ignorance cf 
the writings of Drs Gall and Spuwheis!,—men whose pm« 
found intellects and extensive information place them in the 
highest rank of philosophical authors.

This letter, likto your review, J*s turned out father long 
and .desultory; and I beg leave, in concluding, briefly to 
recapitulate the topics on winch it has touched- I baYe tm* 
deavoured. then, to shew that Phrenology is. more widely Cau 
tended, and deeply rooted in the public estimation, .than you 
appear to be aware o f;—that your, grand proposition, of the 
internal mental faculties not acting by means of organs.«! 
all, is refuted, by the known effects of opium and wine, and 
also discountenanced by the authority of your own review,.«S 
Cullen, Gregory, end Magendie;—that your, objection to 
the assignment o f separate faculties to themmd, is obviated 
by Mr Welsh's metaphysical anaUer, and absolutely refuted 
by the successive appearance of .the mental powers in ybulh; 
by the phenomena of .partial genius,, of .dreaming, somnanu 
holism, idiocy, and monomania;— that in.your denial of the 
phrenological faculties, as primitive principles of mind, yon 
stand opposed to Reid, Karnes, Stewart, Blown, and. the 
greatest metaphysicians of Britain, who admit of facukieesimu- 
lar to seven-tenths of them;—that in your attempts to resolve 
several of these faculties into one, as the love of young wtedM, 
of c h i l d r e n , i n t o  Benevolence, and Hopeand Peat- into mem 
negations of each other, you refute y o u r s e l f th a t  your ob
jections. to Concentmtiveaess, Individuality, Size, and Weight, 
aito founded on enroneooa repr esentations of the phrenological 
statements and conclusions;—that on Colouring, thephren».
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logical theory is consistent in itself, and with nature; while your 
doctrine in the Encyclopaedia, and Jact in the Review, on 
this point, are at variance with each other;—that your objec
tions, to Size in the organs, as a measure of power in the case 
of the external senses, are refuted by the authority of Blum« 
enbacb, Soemmering, Monro, &e.; all of whom teach, that 
this rule holds, in regard to the nerves of the senses, con
firming thereby the opinions of “ grand-mamma wolf,’'  and 
upsetting yours ¿—»that Magendie teaches the same doctrine, 
in regard to the brain and internal faculties;—that the 
reality of the distinction between power and activiiyy as 
separate qualities of mind, which you deny, is support
ed by the opinion of Bonaparte, and proved, besides, by 
examples of characters on the stage ;—that this distinction 
holds even in the case of colouring, as is established aby 
the . power displayed by Titian, Rubens, and Audubon on 
canvass, contrasted with the activity of an assorter of rib
bons, or of a miss selecting threads for her sampler ;-*• 
that your objections, founded on the effects erf education and* 
disease in the mental faculties, are rendered plausible, solely 
by your omitting the qualification, constantly stated by the 
Phrenologists, that Size determines power, only when o t h e r  

t h i n g s  A&£ e q u a l  ; and by misrepresenting their doctrine, 
which is this, that if the same education, or die same sti
mulus of disease is applied to two brains, one large, and the 
other small, the effects produced will be great, or small in the 
direct ratio of < the sine of the brain ¿-»that modifications 
of character to some extent are perfectly in accordance with 
phrenological principles; but that changes of talents and dis- 
poskms have their limits in nature, and in Phrenology also; 
—that your objections to the phrenological organs not being 
radically distinct in their appearances, are equally applicable 
to many of the nerves, and particularly to the nerves of mo
tion and feeling, which are as little distinguishable from 
each other in structure and appearance, as the organs in the 
brain, and yet are ascertained to perform separate functions;
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—►that your contempt of the anatomical dhtooveries of D ri 
Gall and Spurzheim, is founded in ignorance, and discounted 
nanced by the greatest ̂ modern anatomists,—while your as
signment of the merit of such part of them as you admit to 
be true, to Reil, is refuted by die testimony of Beil himself ; 
—that the treatment which Phrenology has met with from 
you and other critical authorities, is accounted for by Pro
fessor Playfair, when discussing the reception given to the 
discoveries of Newton ;—that the Phrenologists have offered 
you means of verifying or refuting their facts, not incoa- 
aistent with either your dignity or delicacy, but of which you 
have sedulously declined to avail yourself ;—that most of the 
blunders imputed to Phrenologists are fictions of the oppo
nents, while their real errors, although they may affect thè 
reputation of individuals, constitute no valid objection against 
the aeience ;—and, finally, that, even in the indirect praise 
which you bestow on the System of Phrenology, the same 
lack of knowledge and just discrimination is conspicuous 
which characterizes all the other parts of your criticism.

I  have the honour to be,
S i r ,

Your most obedient, very humble servant,
GEO. COMBE.

<BMwgl,€fcS0fer31f 1886.

Note,-*The preceding Letter was originally written and printed 
for this Journal; and it was only in oonsequenee of the interests 
of Phrenology demanding a more speedy answer to Mr Jeffrey's 
criticism than could have been afforded by waiting the rqguuur 
period of our publication, that a separate impression pf a thousand 
copies was thrown off and sold to the public. Within four weeks 
a  second edition of the Letter was required. Although many of 
our readers may have purchased it before receiving the present pub* 
licauon, yet, to our subscribers in distant parts of the country and 
abroad, it will, in all probability, be new; besides, we hope that ~ 
few will regret being presented with it in this more permanent form, 
as it constitutes an important step in the history of the science. 
M r Combe has favoured us with an answer to one of Mr Jeffrey's 
objections which he reckoned too purely phrenological to be ad
dressed to the public, but which he requests us to praent to our
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nfeders, who are better qualified to fudenttnd and appreciate it {—  
a new light is thrown by it on the admirable adaptation of the phre
nological faculties to each other and to the external world, and on 
the degree or consistency and comparative completeness, which the 
•science has already attained. We subjoin the paragraph. Its place, 
if incorporated in the Letter, would have been after the oaotanon 
ending with**' difficulty in the conception," on line 9th from the 
top of page £9.-—JË2MTOR.

Mr Jeffrey says; that, with the exception of the external sense», 
“  the other functions of mind do not connect us with matter," and 
that, therefore, there is not only no reason for supposing the-exist
ence of organs for them, but a “ corresponding difficulty in the cott- 
** centum/* . \
• . The answer to. this is, that all the functions of mind occasion-', 
ally connect us with matter, and have organs admirably adapted ta 1 
their several uses. We do not peroeive wisdom and*‘virtue exists 
iog jn  the abstract; hut see corporeal beings manifesting certain 
natives from which, we,infer the existence of these qualifies in 
them. Thé faculties destined to the perception bf the qualities 
of external objects have organs in the brail», and aho .an append 
tuf to bring them into connexion with these Qualities; thus the 
orgj&n of Colouring is aided by the eyes, and the organ of Tune 
by the ears. The faculties again that appear more purely manta} 
are subserved by aN the organs and apbu&tus that take cognizance 
of external matter ;  Cautiousness, for instance, is aided by the ëyea> 
and also by the organs of Form, Colouring, and Size, in receiving 
impressions from any materia) object or being threatening danger 5 
while Conscientiousness is assisted by the foregoing  ̂organs, and also 
by those of Comparison and Causality, in giving rise to its peculiar 
emotions relative to human actions. Finally, these internal fumi
ste* are provided with an additional medium of communication, y i^  
the organ of Language, by which the sentiment of Veneratioif, 
for instance, in one man communicates its emotions to the same 
faculty in another. Language I* to the internal faculties wbatcbw 
aareare to Tune ; so that, in place of having no instruments of cod«j 
Demon with external objects, which Mr Jeffrey thinks ought Vo of 
their condition, they in fact possess a variety of inodes of-OdtAbaMinto 
*ttioa>—an ctrattgetnèirt that appears wise m ttatflf and 
to the importance of their functions. t ,

' P.S.—I have just heard it questioned, Vfietheir the copies Of'tfife 
sketch circulated by the,rr Lady** were lithographed. My inftrmaj 
tion on this point waa derived from a gentleman who had seen several 
copies of it so preciselysimilar in appearance, that he believed them 
to be lithographed. The fret of the version circulated by her befosg 

the dri^aal frlls/under •ray.ow.u kppw-

Detmnbit 8,1826.
1 • 1 : «in
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A RTICLE II.

The Anatomy o f the B rain, with a General View o f the 
N Mitrava S ystem, by G. S pvrzheim, M .D. <$•<:., trans
lated from  era unpublished French M S. by R . Willis, 
Member o f the Royal College o f Surgeons in London, 
with eleven plates, pp. 2SS^—London, H ighley ; Edin
burgh, HÌU and Son.

W b are glad to inform our readers, that D r Spumbehn 
has at last presented the English public with an account 
of the anatomy of the brain in the very accessible form of 
a moderate-sized octavo, written in their own language, 
and illustrated by numerous excellent lithographic plates, 
many of them reduced copies of those which bave con
tributed so much to the celebrity and usefulness of the 
great French work published under the joint names of D r 
Gall and himself, and winch has given not only an immense 
impulse but a  b i g h t  d ir e c t io n  to the examination of the 
structure and functions of the nervous system in general. 
On the continent of Europe the result of their labours is now 
everywhere conspicuous in the silent adoption of their anato
mical views by the most distinguished teachers and authors 
of the present day, and in the increasing attention which is 
everywhere paid to the discovery of the functions of the 
brain. There, as here, thè real authors of the change may 
industriously be kept out of view, or the change itself be 
imputed to a different cause, by those who prefer appropri
ating the discoveries and ideas of others to the magnanimity 
of .avowing the source from which they have derived them ; 
but tile great object is attuned, the range of science is ex
tended, and, sooner or later, history will pronounce judg
ment, and give the honour to whom it is really due.
*• As an anatomist, D r Spunheim tanks among the highest 
authorities of the present day. His labours have contributed
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in no ordinary.degree to unfolding the true structure of the 
brain, and to the discovery of the successive additions which 
i t  receives as we ascend in the scale of the animal creation. 
W e wish we could stop to particularize what he has accom
plished apart from D r Gall ; but for the present our limits 
oblige us to confine ourselves to the following quotation from 
his preface, and to pass on without comment to the subject 
matter of his treatise.—

"  Having completed my studies in 1804, I was associated with 
“ Dr Gall, and devoted myself especially to anatomical inquiries. 
1* At this period Dr Gall, in the Anatomy, spoke Of the decusa** 
“ tion of the pyramidal bodies, of their* passage through the pons 
“ varolii, of eleven layers of longitudinal ana transverse fibres in 
u the pons, of the continuation of the optic nerve to the anterior 
“  pu r of tbe quadrigtomin&l bodies, of the exterior hundía of the 
“ crura of the brain diverging beneath the optic nerves in the di- 
u rection which Vieussens, Monro, Vicq d'Azyr, and Iteil had 
“  followed, the first by means of scraping, the others by cutting the 
“  ’substance of the brain. Dr Gall showed further the continuation 
“  of the anterior commissure across the striated bodies ; he also 
4< spoke of the unfolding of the brain that happens in hydrocephalus« 
"  The notion he had conceived of this, however, was tatti correo* ; 
“ for he thought that the convolutions resulted from the duplica* 
“ ture of a membrane, believing that the celebrai crura entered the 
“  hemispheres on ohe side, expanded there, and then folded back 
"  on themselves by the juxta-position of the convolutions. • The 
“ true structure of the convolutions, and their connexion with the 
“ rest of the cerebral mass, were not described until our joint Me« 
99 meir was presented to the French Institute in 1808.

“  The mechanical direction which the anatomical investigations 
“  had taken did not appear to me satisfactory. Guiding myself in 
“ toy inquiries by physiological views, always comparing structure 
u  with function, 1 discovered the law of the successive additions to the

cerebral parts; the divergence in every direction of the crural 
“ bundles towards the convolutions; the difference between the 
u  diverging fibres and those of union ; the generality of commit* 
?  surra ; the true connexion of the convolutions with the rest of the 
“  cerebral mass, and the peculiar structure which admits of the 
€( convolutions being ünfolaed (an event which occurs tn hycfooce* 
€t phalus of the cavities), whilst the maw lying at their bottoms, 
“ and b^oqging, for the most part, to the apparatus of union, or of 
“ the commissures, is pushed by the water between the two layers 
“  composing them; lastly, I  demonstrated the structure of the 
*  nèrvdus mass of the spine,, and I flatter myself with having ar-

rived gt the beat method of dissecting the brain, and exposing its 
"  parts.’*—P. 11.



The first section of D r Spursbeim’a work is occupied with 
the consideration of the twq substances of which the nervous 
system is composed. The one is gelatinous or pulpy* and 
usually of a greyish or brownish hue, and is generally called 
the cortical or cineritious substance; the other is fibrous, 
and of a more or less perfect white colour, and is called the 
white, medullary, or fibrous substance. Pulpiness, and hot 
colour, is the distinguishing character of the former, and, 
from inattention to this, some anatomists have maintained 
that the white or fibrous gubstance may exist without tbe 
pulpy. There are animals, for instance, whose humours or 
blood is white; but the existence of a circulating fluid is not 
on that account altogether denied. In the same way the 
pulpy substance varies in complexion in different species of 
animals and even in the same species. I t is very pale in 
those who die of consumption or dropsy.

In the mammalia the pulpy substance occurs on the sur
face of all tbe convolutions of the brain and cerebellum, in 
the striated bodies and optic thalami, in the interior of the 
crura cerebri, annular protuberance, corpus dent&tum, cere* 
helium, medulla oblqngata, and spinal cord, and in all the 
ganglions of the body, and is always in connexion with the 
fibrous substance. I t has an immense quantity of blood* 
vessels distributed through it, but its true structure is still 
unknown.

The white or nervous substance is essentially fibrous, as 
was maintained by Lewenhceck, Vieussens, and Steno. This 
may be made evident by scraping a recent brain, or by ma
ceration in alcohol or acids. From the uniform concomitance 
and proportion observable between the two substances, and 
from the pulpy preceding in existence the fibrous matter, 
Drs Gall and Spurzhetm were led to consider the former as 
the source of the latter. By this they do not mean to assert 
that the one grow* out o f the other % but only to announce 
the factof a  gelatinous and greyish state of tbe brain pre
ceding its fibrous and white condition, in the same way as
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bone begins by being gelatinous, then cartilaginous, and ulti
mately solid and earthy. The essential circumstance, how
ever, is the facj that the fibrous does not exist without the 
pulpy, and that the one is proportioned to the other. As to 
the distinctive uses of each little is known.

AJter showing that the brain does not give origin to all 
other parts of the nervous system, Dr Spurzheim lays it 
down as a first and most important anatomical principle, that 
the nervous system “  is n o t  a n  u n i t ,  b u t  c o n s is t s  o f

“  MANY ESSENTIALLY DIFFERENT FARTS, WHICH HAVE 

“  THEIR OWN INDIVIDUAL ORIGINS, AND ARB MUTUALLY IN
u  c o m m u n ic a t io n  and, in relation to this principle, he 
proceeds to treat, 1st, Of the mode in which the individual 
parts of the nervous system are formed. 2d, Of the order of 
development of these parts; and, 3d, Of their reciprocal re
lations.

Dr Spurzheim proceeds in his second section to prove that, 
in accordance with the above principle, the nervous system 
must be divided into different masses, and to show that the 
divirion most in harmony with nature is that adopted by Dr 
Gall and himself; comprehending, 1st, The nervous masses 
essential to motion and to the five senses; and, 2d, Those 
composing the organs of the affective and intellectual func
tions. All these parts are independent of and not propor
tioned to each other, and any one may exist or be wanting 
without affecting the remainder; and this is the only test of 
nature having erected the limits.

The third section, therefore, treats of the nervous masses 
of voluntary motion, and of the external senses, including 
the spinal cord, with its nerves, and those of the head com
monly styled cerebi'dL

The spinal nerves are destined to the functions of feeling 
and voluntary motion; the cerebral, or more properly the 
cranial, are less voluminous, and subserve not only voluntary 
motion, but taste, hearing, sight, and smell. Dr Spurzheim 
often insisted on the necessity of sensation, motion, and every
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efffeW primitive function having a distinct apparatus» howeve^ 
much they may apparently be confounded together; and h e’ 
instanced the case o f the three branches of the fifth pair, all 
seeming to .arise from one root, and yet one being the nerve, 
of taste and the others of motion. Since that time M r Charles. 
Pell, endeavours to prove, by the force of facts, that every 
part receiving more than one nerve performs more than one 
function, and that a new nerve is supplied for every addi
tional function. He has shown also, that the portio dura,, 
or facial.nerye, long supposed to minister to sensation in conk*, 
mop with other nerves, conveys no impression of pain when 
cut or torn, but serves only to place the parts on which it is; 
imfnfied. under the influence qf the respiratory motions. 
Lesions of the fifth pair, on the contrary, produce pain, and 
thq parts on which it is ramified become insensible when ijts 
branches are cut across.

After nodding the experiments of Magendie and othem in 
proof of sensibility depending on the dorsal, and motion on 
the.abdominal rpqts of the spinal nerves, D r Spurzheim says, 
“  I do not believe that the only office of the spinal cord, with its 
"  nervous roots, is to establish a communication between external 
"  impressions and tbe brain, and between the brain and fbe instml- 
“ meats of motion, tfie muscles. T o me it seems probable that a 
“  very small part of the spinal cord suffices for these purposes;
*  the particular portion, or organ, however, Cgonot, in the present
*  state of our knowledge, be specified/’ “ I  rather conceive that* 
"  they (the spinal cord and nerves) aid in maintaining the powers 
“ of those parts to which they are distributed; for instance, that the

- <* muscles, or instruments of motion, acquire their power, in fect, 
“  through the influence of their nerves, whilst the will to moke the 
“ muscles act resides in the brain/'—P. 46. But the subject, he
adds, is still involved in much obscurity.

In  regard to the structure o f the spinal cord, p r  Spurz- 
heim remarks, that’it is composed of two similar halves, one 
on eqch side of the mesial plane. These halves are parted 
to a certain depth by two longitudinal clefts, the one deep, 
bu t not conspicuous, on the dorsal, and the other shallow, but 
conspicuous, on the abdominal surface, and are united be
tween these fissures by a commissure or apparatus of union.
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This commissure it  {Merced in its interior by a  canal, whish 
is inore or lees distinot in different animals, and is especially 
visible during the earliest periods of life. In tbe human 
fetus this canal is generally obliterated about the fifth mouth; 
but some authors mention having seen it in advanced old age. 
I t  seems to be a continuation of the aqueduct of Sylvius.

Tbe corresponding parts of each half of the spinal cord are 
voluminous in the ratio of their implanted nerves. This 
jCtct is strikingly exemplified by comparing the spinal ocndtcf 
animals whose superior are larger than their inferior extssnli- 
tiea with those of others whose inferior are of gresder site 
than their superior limbs.

Tbe interior of each of the halves of tbe spinal cord cqa- 
tidnt a mam of grey matter, always proportioned to its ame 
and to the nervous roots issuing from it. This pulpy or grey 
matter is disposed in a crescent-form on either side o f the ap
paratus of union.
1 Besides this division of the cord into vertical halves, it is 
also divided, although much less distinctly, as it were from 
side to side* into an abdominal or anterior surface, and a dorsal 
or posterior, and all the nerves issuing from tbe spine derive 
a mot from each of these halves. The posterior or ■ dorsal 
roots, and the corresponding or dorsal half of the spinal cord, 
are larger than the abdominal or anterior. The inter
vertebral ganglions are proportioned in size to the dorsal roots. 
The latter frequently inosculate, and filaments from one pair 
of nerves often run to join the fasciculi composing another. 
Tbe anterior or abdominal roots communicate with the 
nerves of the thorax and abdomen.

Drs Gall and Spurzheim have for many yean maintained, 
that the spinal cord of man and animals 1b enlarged, and con
tains a huger quantity of grey matter at those places where 
tbe great nerves of the extremities are detached than at any 
others. Some anatomists still deny this; but it may be mare 
easily seen in the ox or horse than in man. Even in man, 
however, if the spinal cord is stripped of its dura mater and
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MMhiiW morning, and hdd ptoafil».wise against the-fight, 
the undulated line of it» edge» will be abandon Üy obvian». 
For boom other pariicufera me are obliged to rafer to  the 
boafc-iteslf. •
• -The medulla oblongata i* generally but enoneeusiy oon- 
foundodwith the rest of the spinal cord. I t  b a r ra o  p n .  
portion to  the latter in an. Its volume varies greatly in 
different «lessen of anneals, and ¡»determined by «be aervts 
that arise f i a t  it, and by the bóndhs that proceed to 'the 
beam aod ceisbalhnn. In  n n y  d  the asammaiiadt ¡»huger 
«has in man, b a n  the great size of theoereeaiaaning from it.

Properly speaking, no part of the nervous system can .-he 
said to be derived from another. Each is in  truth indepen
dent^ b«t oouneoted. W e shall not enter into any detafis 
about the origin of the nerves, farther than, to notice, that the 
eptie nerves arise Asm- the anterior pair ofquadrigeaman} 
bodies, and not from the optic thalami, aa is still commonly 
thought in this country, atahongh aotjon the cootment. -The 
anatomical, physiological, and pathological evidence of this 
l e t  adduced by D r Spomhms is quke iuuuuirorortihle and 
demonstrative.
- W e eoese now to the fourth section, viz. the best mode 

o f dissecting the brain. Caviar teUs us, that “  the meet 
“  «credited method of the schools, and that usually recommends^ 
“  in books of anatomy, is to take away successive slices of the organ 
“ (the brain,) and to remark the appearances offered by each. Tuts' 
“  is the easiest in practice for tha demonstration, but it is the most 
M difficult for the imagination. The true relations o f parts, which 
“ are always seen cut across, escape not the pupil alone, but the 
"  matter himself.“ This is much the same as examining the ana« 
tomy of the  thigh by cutting off suraessivje.ttauaverse elipqe, 
nod ndtMUg tb e  appenranam of each, «fice. Aecordistgly* 
numg atUbors befare Gall and Spumheim exposed its fmd^> 
a m ,  and tried to pursue»  better m ethod; but to these <fis> 
tinguiahed men is  unquestionably due the credit o f preposiiq; 
die only complete method yet known, en d  new. sosucoeaa&% 
pnetieed bo the best continental anatomists« T h e  opponent* 
o f their pnysittogjcel deotrineB no doubt contest their oiaiaa
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to-origmatitgrro dm  as ia w B f «thér.things, «ad ingratonaly 
refer to the works «f Vienssens, Vasolius, WiUia, frsnhvini, 
ke. for proofs of their assertion ; but they take specie! ears 
not to inform their readers that these very authors, arêtes. 
taatoaHy quoted by Dra Gall end Spunhuw  themselves* end 
that to all appearance it ia in reality to the pages of them 
gentlemen that their oppoaents ate indebted for a  knowledge 
«fifre wrkinga raferred to, seeing..that their now.valuable 
eon tents wet» utterly unnoticed by the best, anatomical w deta 
and tenders till g fb r the publication of Gall and Spurshuan’a 
works. W e hapeseon to take a historical view.of thn mat* 
ter, and'therefore for the present willingly pass.on. to the 
aonéderatkmof the subject more immediately before,pa.
' Viewing the brain not as a  single organ, but. as.- «n.asMPt> 
biage of particular apparatuses destined to fyffjfll 
terminal*'functions, D r âpunbeias. bsgiosr.th» dtamdinq/gt 
the piacewhsee the proper cerebral masses fu* addedtoJfre 
nervous parts already described, i(M the mednMadblongsk^, 
and traces them ré  their continuations and ia their ¡oonnoyinns 
with each others and roththe nerves o f the. five senses and of 
voluntary motions, in a manner precisely analogous to .tbgt 
which is followed in the anatomical demonstration of -the other 
pu ts of the body.. On amount of the great delimqy o f sfruç- 
ture of same perts^ Dr Spumhrôn prefers-scraping to cutting, 
u  better adapted for the purpose.
i The brain should be ««moved from the «vaniu)n« cece) be* 
ing taken not to tear the crura at the superior edge of thé 
annular protuberance (an accident which isv ery ap t tq oc- 
**r), nor to snjure the medulla oblongata at the lower edge 
o f the 'mu* pmtyaad re  nut the spinel maw so fowdown.as 
to obtain, beskfeatha mSiec medulla oblongata* the..upper 
p u t of the tree spiaalooad. Thebt»in,4w« freed, franche 
skull, is then to be put into a plate with the basisi uppermost. 
Be this positien all the. appearanees presented by the base^d 
the brain are visible. Tbefrrst .part we proceed examine,- 
after the nerves «bendy noticed, is the cerebellum.



. d M ie n h d a ^  DrflpurshBjsniiays.vlm.
. flare hftwr i w n m w w iai proofeof the bran being-an aggm- 
g a t f n n / t i i t a R t p i f f t t r M i g M i i ,  B d id w w u M jr la o l i  
foily that it is not by anatomy or ffcyriokgy wparately, that 
wo can ever arrive at tbe detenniaatioo of ahamtnxinrand 
functions of these parts rither in m anor amea«lBr but wnidy 
by combining physiological with anatomical observation. JHe 
is, we believe, the first who has instated m ath» wary impost 
ant point, and in all bis works be has dearly kept.itm  view:

The cerebellum exists in aliveitobcal an iaa iab u b ite  finds 
and size vary exceedingly. The1 aaaSsmiaal prindpleiJaid 
down in regard to the regnlarity of proportion,between.the 
pulpy or cineritious and fibrous or white snbstanoe% audio  
tbe occurrence of pulpy matter at the origins of nervous 
masses, is confirmed by the structure of thwcmeheUnm. A t 
the place of its attaebtneat to the Aedulla abloogeta* there js  
always an accumulation of pulpy sobstance prnponriim r di in 
quantity to the rise o f the oatebeUukn. In.m onit oosoposea 
an irTegularly-sbaped mass aerratnd at the-edges* .benoe.ile 
name of corpus dentation. Dr Spurxhcim caiisit th e  gang, 
lion of the cerebellum. This ganglioa is very distinct'in 
man, in many of the mammalia, and iB birdB. In  some of these 
animals its small a n  and paler colour have caused it to the 
overlooked; but we have already said pulpiness and -not 
colour is its true characteristic».

In forming the cerebellum, nature has in aU annals pur. 
sued the same plan. Two bandies constantly .bring-it into 
connexion with the two rides of the.medulla, oblongata: 
these are of variable aim; they meet a  .greater otutqnlkr 
quantity of grey substance, and prooesd stnagthsued ia  ptQ. 
portion; they then regularly compose a primary portion, 
which, in the lowest tribes, is smooth superficially, but which, 
as we arid, appears fidnowed transversely, or divided idle 
lamellae, and becomes complicated by the addition of lateral 
masses, laminated, m like manner. From tbe ganglion, or 
corpus dentatum, numerous bundles, proceed; one, with its
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fellow of the opposite side, forms the vermiform process, op 
primary portion of the cerebellum; others proceed back- 
wards, upwards, downwards, and outwards, and expand into 
layers disposed horizontally.

In  the mammalia the cerebellum is augmented by the ad
dition of a mass known by the names of Pons Varolii, tuber 
annulare, &c*, the transverse fibres of which evidently be
long and are proportioned in size to the lateral portions of 
the cerebellum. The merit of discovering this relation is ex
clusively due to Drs Gall and Spurzheim.

To demonstrate the connexion of the cerebellum with a 
bundle of the corpus restiforme, the medulla oblongata must 
be pushed to one side, and the auditory nerve and a thin 
layer interposed between the medulla and the cerebellum 
aeraped off with the handle of the knife. The second bundle 
of the restifbrm body, reckoning from the posterior pyramid, 
will then be seen to plunge into the cerebellum. By enter
ing the point of the knife at the insertion of this bundle, and 
cutting the cerebellum vertically, so that about two-thirds of 
its substance may be left externally, and the other third re
main internally, the communication of the cerebellum with 
the medulla oblongata; its ganglion, or corpus dentatum, 
from the entrance of the connecting bundle of the restiforme 
body to about its middle; the ramifications of the white 
substance, and the peripheral extremities of the various 
branches universally covered with cineritious matter constitut
ing the appearance denominated arbor vitae will be exposed.

To see that the uniting fibres of the cerebellum composing 
tbe annular protuberance or commissure are distinct from 
those of the bundle that connects it with the medulla oblon
gata, the last-named part must be turned aside, and the vo
cal, glossophaiyngeal, facial, and auditory nerves removed 
with the handle of the scalpel; the fibres of union will now 
be seen gathering themselves from the peripheral parts, and 
lying over the bundle that springs from the medulla oblon
gata, and plunges into the cerebellar ganglion.
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Weeome d m  to thebram.-- Anatomists haveeered gwA 
ly.in taking the human haahi as tha typeor Maadardof all 
others, and judging of the^preseace os absence of its various 
parts in other-animals by-contmsting-tbeir ^ p a a m m a itk  
thereof man. Th» only safe rule isto-begin at the simplest 
brain which w»ca& dad, and-to trace the various modifications 
and additions which it receives as v s  am ad  m-tke n d n l  
creation, and to be-guided in this ¿nvesrigatkm not-by mere 
loan, or rituationr Au* <bÿ the Junetia* which i t  p& fbnm . 
Thaw i*«o-oth»rw*ÿ of «raping the serious errer of mhttak» 
in tone part for another totally different. Thru, if w « M  
not guided by the function which accompanies it, it would bè 
utterly imposribiefbr any anatomist to perceive that the-ol
factory nerves of the skate, Sounder, fowl,'Seal, and ox, wen! 
in reality analogous masses. And it is quite certain that thé 
different parts of the brain ara, te saytheleast, not less in», 
dified m differs«* animals than die olfactory nerves alluded 
to. • Hones it i$ in vain to  expect a perfect comparative ana* 
tony of the brain, without :a knowledge of the affective and 
iataileetaal faculties of animals, and of the fonctions perform* 
ed by tbe different cerebral orgaBS.

The brain is an aggregate of many parts, each performing 
a distinct function. But, speaking generally, these m aybe 
divided into two masses,- one constituting the organs of thé 
intellectual and the ether -those- of the affective faculties. 
The anterior pyramidal- bodies nee the rudiments of die for* 
mer, sad tbe olivary and part of the leslifum  bodies are the 
rudiments o f die latter; the separation between thembemg 
pretty distinct from the medulla up safer as the optic thafcit 
mi and striated-hodiea

The pyramidal bodies are scarcely perceptible in bards, and 
trill less in fishes and reptiles, bu t tbeywre apparent in  the 
lowest of the mammalia. -In -man they usually commenté 
about twelve or fifteen lines below the annular protuberance^ 
and increase ib cm as they ascend. The-primary fibres of 
each do not issue from the same ride as that on whidh they
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li*,hut ranting,;ia the f ia t instonrc, into two, thrac^or a* 
*nagM» five tittle emds, th*y,<*oas(tb« madid line of the 
bodyane share aaodm rfram  I b w .if M ilb i  th w a f  the 

sidevcrisug fiwu tbe left, and vwt vena. This k  
termed; their decussation.: This structure was accurately de- 
wabcd in 1709 by Mistichelh, **d afterwards by P e tit, 
Lieutaud, Santorini, and W inds*. A nw g tbe moderns, 
Sabatier, Boyar, Duma* Bichat, and Chausmw», dany ita 
existent)«. To see it, make a, slight out through -the pin 
mater, in the mesial line without implicating the oords be- 
neath, then separate the edges gsutly, and the decussation 
will appear.

- Ai^w fibres a »  detached from eaab.pgrramidal. amosa to tbe 
aliwsry body of the same side, as if to placethetw oia com* 
miinicalietu
. ..The. pyramidal bodice pmeead upward* andjjuat- bafitfe 
entering .the pons varolii, are •somewhat contracted in their 
thickness. Immediately pn entering it, they separate into 
several' bundle*, and me mingled with cmoritious aubetencei 
Many, new fibres arise and join tbe others; ell adwaos^eoam 
in layers, and some interaeoting tbe bundle* <f the ananlaa 
protuberance. The pyramidal bodies are thus so much in* 
creased, that, on emerging from the pens, they compose the 
anterior and outer two4hird parts of tbe cerebral onus.

Tb see the passage of tbe pyramidal bodies,, an inaincugf 
about a  line in depth must be .made across the. tnwsyona 
fifaresof the pons... These fibres, are .a m  to be saparated 
from,tbe longitudinal layers by pushing the former aside by 
fire handle of tbe scalpel, cautiously placed under them ;, the 
longitudinal fibres will then be distinctly seen.

The great bundles called enua of tbe brain thus appaar to 
be, in part a t least, a continuation of tbe pyramidal bodies 
inmaasad in aise .and perfection. Thesecrura aa they ad- 
vfiCB<alflO ,flQ Q tain, o f ic d tio u iiiB fttte r  in th flir  in te r io r . from 
which «ether, and additional fibres aria», and go, to, in grass 
their n an .................
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la thdraam ulalia i, lh e X rU »a rti^ d B i< U y d itw b d jn tP tW g 
parte, wizi-'an anterior andeaternal, and* posterior internal 
mats, separated by »  superficial fbtrtJW; la  nan  the dost 
part ‘'belonging to- the pyramidal bodies- is « m b  bngeran psew 
psM imto the-othersthanin the inferior animals. But be- 
farsparsohigi farther the pyramidal portion of the arum, let 
usexssnroethe posterior portion.

The medalla oblongata is composed, b rndw -tbe^m aii 
dal* of theoB tery and tntifotm  bodies. Tbe resdfbmt 
bodies contain the origins of the primary portion of tbe onnm - 
briiumand'of the voeal, glossopharyngeal, facial, and trigsm^ 
inal nerves. T he remaining fibres of these, and the fasciculi’- 
of>the olivary bodies* mount behind the ganglion of die pyfa- 
midai'bodieB in tho-aMolar pnotubersaee, and jomfog thwsi 
selves with, aid in the completion of the cerebral omn.’ In*- 
this course, theygain some increase in-rise, taamridernHe, 
bdwevee, compared'with that of tbe pyramidal bundles. The 
cdhrary bodies are themselves true ganglions, and- present the 
general form* or modifications observable in the ganglion-ee 
dentated-body of- the cerabeHumj and their size raricsigrrady 
iafdtfisaent individuals They contain both cineritieus and 
fibrous substance . - t
■ «Shtanaterior and'posterior portions ofithe srura cerebri 
are thereats or primary bundles-of the hemispheres-; hu t they 
sfcawf -«Httrw afteiWarde'ifflittemBefyiiloreased in ws*^ The 
fisht' grant augmentation takes jilace at the<upper extremity 
of the anterior portion, where the optic nerve winds an r% - 
oryia etbei>words,- a t lhe ttria ttdbodi* t. After -this,:the 
M r s  advance of «uequ&Meagtlu, aUcK expanding into -layers 
covered on their peripheral extremities with aneiitseus'Mibt 
stance  ̂ ultimately form the inferior, adterior, and-external 
souvohitions of the front and middle cerebral lobes^■- -

T o show that the lower and inner convolutions of the mid* 
die lobe are formed by the ssrit prior-and outer ¿bundlas o fd a  
eansB,"th»ihiddU(4 abe tm nrbe nmOMdj, rriricb,iftM |'th» 
depth of the fisstue of sylvius, is easily effected. Some crab



volutions formerly conceded will be brought into vietr, and 
thobnridks mentioned will be eeen to belong to the middle 
lobe add anterior part of Ibd posterior lobe.

I f  the entire outer part of tbe striated bodies be removed, 
the manner in which the convolutions, situated along the 
middle region of the hemispheres on a level with tbe temples, 
arise from the bundles in continuation with tbe pyramidal 
bodies, trill be tbade apparent The pyramidal bodies, their 
ganglions in the annular protuberance, the anterior and outer 
portions of the cerebral crura, and the Convolutions in which 
their bundles terminate, are always developed in the direct 
ratio of each other.

The. posterior and inner bundles of tbe crura plunge into 
a tbidc, massy, and dim  ganglion, flattened in the middle; 
and unequal above, known by the errobeout appiellation of 
optic thwlanuw. These ganglions' are developed in the direct 
ratio of the convolutions depending on them, and formingthe 
upper and posterior parts of the hemispheres. In  the info* 
rier of these ganglions there are a great number of very fine 
nervous filaments; these unite at its superior, edge into 
bundles; which then diverge towards the convolutions in the 
form of rays.

Tbe two portions of the crura oerehri nlay be ¡separated from 
each other, either by a blow-pipe or t  stream of water before 
they enter their ganglions; but after that any farther parts* 
tion becomes impassible. The anterior bundles o f tbe thala* 
mus.teavene the striated bodies, and are distinctly seen. The 
masses styled optic thalanri and striated bodies, therefore, 
are tauegaagfions, in which tbe primary bundles of the brain 
are increased in their progress to completion in the cdnvohj- 
tions. The fauhaneas of the ordinary mode of dissection win 
now be apparent, which, inrtead of tracing tbe masses from 
their sudimentery state upwards to completion, mutilates and 
destroys tbai parts in their complete state.

Ope dromnstance it  »im portant to remark. The nereans 
<airr'rF  are lbss kdicsbaub sot iabukb in the posterior and
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huddle than in the anterior region. In the latter they a b e  

Vkky numbbous, but also veby small. This explains 
Why the organs sithated in the forehead are observed to bo 
Smaller and more numerous than those which lie in the occi
pital region.

Drs Gall and Spurzheim were the first to discover the true 
purpose of the optic thalami, and to ascertain the real origin 
of the optic nerve from die quadrigeminal bodies.

The convolutions of the bran consist internally of white 
fibres, covered externally with fcineritious substance. These 
white fibres are of unequal length. Many of thehi terminate 
almost immediately beyond the walls of the ventricles ; others 
extend to distances greater as they run more towards the 
Centre of the convolutions; and it is in consequence.of tins 
structure that convolutions appear, the short fibres reaching 
italy to the bottom of the anfractuosity, and the long ones to 
the surface of the convolutions.

When a convolution is cult across vertically, the white sub
stance witl bb observed of greater thickness at the bottom 
than at the top. This is explained by the different lengths 
and terminations of the fibres already mentioned. A clean 
out shows the white substance as a simple mass; but it may 
nevertheless be shewn to consist of two distinct layers meet
ing hi the middle line; and amply agglutinated by a very 
delicate nevrileme; and this structure is of great importance 
hi understanding the pathological appearances of. the brain, 
as in hydrocephalus, in which the convolutions are unfolded 
without destroying their functions.

I t  was, in fact, a>case of this kind that led Drs G. and S. 
to investigate the Structure of the brain long after their dis
covery of many of the organs. A woman of fifty-four; whose 
head was greatly enlarged, was still as active and intelligent 
as her companions; whence Dr Gall inferred, as Tulpius 
had done before him, tin t the brain could not be disorganized 
or decoyed in the way that was generally supposed, bat that 
its structure must be very different from wbat it was believed
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to be to admit of such a  change without destruction of its 
function. W hen this woman died, D r Gall found about 
.four pounds of limpid serum in the ventricles. T he convo
lutions of the upper part of the forehead and of the coronal 
surface had entirely disappeared; b u t nearer the base they 
were distinct in different degrees. In  the interior of the ca
vities the fibrous structure was very conspicuous. I ) r  
Spurzheim saw this head dissected at D r Gall's house, and 
from that moment their anatomical inquiries received a new 
im pulse; and, after, many experiments, they succeeded in 
imitating to a  considerable extent the changes produced b y  
disease..

I f  a convolution be cut vertically across to  its base, a  very 
gentle pressure with the finger on the cut surface will suffice 
to  separate its two fibrous layers. A t the base of the convo
lutions this separation is arrested by an intercrossing o f 
fibres, afterwards to be noticed. T he same separation may 
be easily effected in a  convolution hardened in alcohol or di
luted acid ; and it always will be found to occur in the 
middle line, and to present smooth surfaces, without any ap 
pearance of laceration.. I t  m ay also be accomplished on a  
fresh convolution by directing a small stream of air front a  
blow-pipe, or water from a syringe, upon the cut surface. 
A nd even from within the ventricle, after lacerating a few 
fibres at the base of the convolutions, a  portion of a  hemi
sphere may easily be unfolded. Keeping this structure in 
view, it is easy to conceive to what au extent the hemispheres 
may change in appearance without much actual disorganization, 
and without any change except elongation of fibre, which, as 
in the optic nerve for example, we know does not destroy 
function.
. In  the comparative anatomy of the brain, it is not enough 

to show that animals have a brain. I t  is necesary to determine 
the particular organs composing the hemispheres, the resem
blances to the three lobes of man, and to the individual por
tions of each. From not attending to this, Cuvier, Tiede-
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mann, Seme, and others, deny the existence of the posterior 
lobe in any animals except man and the quadrumana; and 
they ground their opinion solely on the cerebellum not being 
covered by the brain as it is in man. But this is demonstrated 
to be a mistake, as is proved both by the structure and physi
ology ; seeing that all the parts which in man go to form the 
posterior lobes, and the corresponding functions, are acknow
ledged to exist in the inferior animate But we must pass on, 
and refer our readers to Dr Spurzheinfs pages for foil proof.

Such is the exposition of Jthe diverging system of the cere
bral masses; and so far, at least, the anatomical views of 
Drs Gall and Spurzheim are generally admitted to be cor
rect. We should now proceed to discuss the converging 
fibres, commissures, or fibres of union, about which mapy 
anatomists still entertain doubts; but to do this with any 
degree of justice would encroach too much on the limits of 
our present Number; we shall, therefore, delay this branch 
till our next; and in the mean time beg most, earnestly to re
commend the work itself to the careful study, especially of 
our medical readers. I t is cheap and concise; and the plates 
which it contains increase exceedingly its practical valqe. 
Indeed, without these, we. doubt whether, our own abstract 
will be sufficiently clear for ordinary readers, although, with 
the view of ensuring accuracy, we have as far as posable ad
hered to the words of Dr Spurzheim. As we said before, 
we have purposely avoided the discussion of disputed points 
in regard either to originality or facts, as we hope to toucli 
upon these in a future historical sketch.
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1 « LETTER FROM J>R A. CBM BE

A R T IC L E  I I I .

L etter  ^/rowi D r J .  Combe ¿0 ¿A* E m vo a  6 f ike E rin*  
aurqm Hand L e it h  .¿BP'fRfrissLkL*

Siü,— In  your critique on the pamphlet, entitled <c Sir 
William Hamilton and Phrenology,” you notice one passage 
Which you consider worthy of a serious answer, because it 
contains a statement of facts apparently at variance with the 
principles of that science.

T he argument, as quoted by ydu, resolves itself in three 
points :— F irst, T hat the acuteness and intensity of the 
Aiderions o f  the external senses bear no sort of relation to the 
rise bf <he Respective organs of these senses. Second, T hat 
therefore the Phrenologists, in teaching that the intensity of 
the internal’ faculties, such as Benevolence, Veneration, &c., 
hears à relation, cœteris paribus, to the size of the cerebral 
Organs, are guilty of a glaring contradiction, seeing that
u the mind} rvhick in one instance despises the dimensions o f organs,
* in another servilely depends upon them,” and that €€ the divine 
“ intelligence of a man” is thus made “  a being of such Moated' pro-
* portions, that it requires space as a condition of its power and, 
lastly, that it w thus made ** more laborious to pity or to love than 
“ to see ofc to taste ;” &njhtbatr“ one set of feelings thus demand an 
“  extent and play of their physical organs, for which the others 
r< have no necessity. Third, the complaint is made, that “ of these 
?  anomalies; in- the very principles and explanation of the science,
* the volumes of Phrenology free noaolutiau 1” To these three 
charges I  answer, that the facts assumed in the first are fiot 
tru e; that the anomaly described in the second does not 
exist ; and that the author's acquaintance with the “  volumes 
“  of Phrenology” has quite as little of reality in it as his facts 
and anomalies. F irst, I t  is a fact admitted by the highest

* Pajt of this letter is copied into the answer to Mr Jeffrey; but it contains 
so many valuable observations that we are induced to transfer it entire to the
pages of the Journal. It was first published in March 1826.— E d it o r .
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physiological authorities, and by the greatest authority pf all 
—Nature, that the functions of the five senses m e  executed 
with a degree of acuteness and intensity exactly proportioned, 
cateris paribus, to the development of their respective organs. 
Monro, Blumenbach, Scsnunering, Cuvier, Magendie, Geor- 
get, and a whole host of authors, might be quoted in proof* 
bu t one is enough; and, having Blumenbach a t hand, I  turn 
to the section on Smell, and find as f o l l o w s * W hile animals
<€ e f t  he ryost acute smell have the nasal organs most extensively 
44 evolved, w edsdy the same holds in regard to some ta rtan m  na* 
^tiooi. fo r  instance, in.the bend .of a North* American Indian/ 
“ (represented in one of Iqs p la te ) ,r the interrial nates are o f an 
“ extraordinary size/  Ac. And again, 4 The nearest to this, in 
“  print of magnitude, are the internal nares of the Ethiopians, -from 
“  among whom I have seen heads very different from each other, but 
“  each possessing a nasal organ much target than that described 
4Uby Ssemmering.’— * These anatomical observations accord tinth 
“  t(e accounts givey by the most respectable travellers concerning 
“ the wonderful acuteness o f smetl possessed by these savages *

In  like manner, D r Monro, prim us, no mean authority to 
put against a  nameless pamphleteer, in treating, in his Com« 
parative Anatomy, of the large organ of smell in the dog,
says, “ the sensibility (of smell) seems to be increased in proportion 
44 to the surface; and this w ill  also bb pound to take place 
44 in all thb othbb senses/  A late French physiological writer
is equally explicit. In  treating of the nerves, M. Georget
soya “ The volunfeqf these organs bears a uniforms relation, in all 
44 the different apunajs, to the extent and jforce of the sensations and 
44 movements oyer which they preside. Thus, the nerve of smell 
“ in the dog is larger than the Jive nerves o f the external senses 
44 in man.9*

Secondly, Having shown that the functions of the external 
senses are influenced by the size of their organs, it follows 
that if the same rule holds in regard to the internal faculties; 
i f  neither the former nor the latter “  despise the dimensions 
u  o f their organs f  and if it is not “ more laborious to pity 
“  or to love than to see or taste," nature is guilty o f no ano
maly. H er internal organs and faculties are constituted on 
principles strictly harmonizing with those which regulate her 
external organs and senses. T he anomaly complained of,
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therefore, exists nowhere but in the imagination of the 
hapless author of the pamphlet, and consequently stands in 
need of no explanation.

TMrdly> In  regard to the author's acquaintance with the 
“  volumes of Phrenology," if he had ever read them, he 
would never have been guilty of stating that the external 
senses despise the dimensions of their organs. D r Spurzheim, 
in p. 259, of his Phrenology, says, “  the principal condition
“  to an acute taste is certainly large gustatory nerves spread over 
“ a considerable surface ; but in this point many animals surpass 
“ man.” At p. 262, he continues,»—“ Many animals excel man in 
“ acuteness of smell; their olfactory apparatus being much larger.
A t p. 264, in explaining the greater acuteness of hearing of 
some animals, he says, a I t  is anatomically proved that the
“  organ o f hearing is in many animals much larger and more per- 
“f e d  than in man." Dr Spurzheim, besides, mentions the names
of many animals in which this proportion of size of organ to 
acuteness of sense is admitted by all. W hat state o f  mind, 
then, must the writer of the pamphlet have been in, when he 
gravely asserted that the senses were not affected by the size 
of their organs, and charged as a sin against the works on 
Phrenology, that they gave no solution o f a non-existing 
anomaly ?

Our author does not even stop here. u  Does intensity in
* these matters (seeing, hearing, smelling, Ac.) increase with bulk'? 
“  Or does a giant feel more keenly than a dwarf? Assuredly the 
“ instructions of experience are exactly the reverse!!!” So says the
au tho r; but what says nature ? She, we have seen, answers 
his first question in the affirmative. Now for the second; an 
ant, when in a passion, fights with deadly fury, and a bee 
feels anger as well as a bear; but is the passion of the insect 
equal in absolute quantity or intensity to that of the bear ? Do 
we not perceive that a shred of the rage of the latter would 
more than equal all the passion of the former ? I t  is, no 
doubt, a towering passion for a bee, but it would be a very 
little one for a dog, and still a smaller one for a  man. The 
mite, which walks with due solemnity on the mouldering sur
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face of a cheese, has legs which support and bear it along. 
T he ponderous elephant, which moves slowly over space, has 
also legs with which he accomplishes his purpose; but will 
our author say that the elephantwould walk as nimbly, sup
ported on the legs of a mite, as on his own, and that intensi
ty  in these matters does not increase with bulk ?

This analogy is perfectly fair, because the dwarf and the 
bee feel, smell, and* see, well for a dwarf and a bee, and so 
does the mite walk well enough for a mite ; but when you 
come to say, that, therefore, the intensity of the dwarf's and 
the bee's feelings equals that of a  giant’s and a dog's, and that 
the intensity of muscular power of a mite equals that of an 
elephant, the absurdity becomes strikingly apparent, and the 
true conclusion is perceived. A. C.

A R T IC L E  IV.

Phrenological Review o f “  T h o u g h t s  on R eligion and 
other S u b j e c t s . B y B l a is e  P asc al. A New T ra n sit 
Hon, by the R ev. E dward Cbaio, A . M. Oxon, 1885.*

(from a  c o r r e s p o n d e n t . )

P hrenology, if  true, although a recently-discovered science, 
will yet be found in harmony and accordance with the sound
est principles of thinking, and with the most accurate views 
of human nature, which have in preceding times been esta
blished by the most highly-gifted individuals of the human 
race. In  like manner, in the material world, the sublime 
systems o f Copernicus and Newton would scarcely have 
survived the minds which first conceived them, had not the 
succeeding experiments of all the sons of science proved their 
truth. B ut this point bring proved, bow futile have been 
all the censures which ignorance and folly, although veiling 
themselves in the sacerdotal robe, and enforced by the hand 
o f power, once thundered forth against them ! Equally vam
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epd futile, will, prove fU anathemas again# Pteeuology 0« 
the scorq of its folly— its impiety—its dangerous tendency, 
when, by an accumulation of proof no longer to be withstood 
by any fair and competent inquirer, it shall be clearly set 
forth as true; or, in other words, as the right explanation of 
a  portion of the divine creation, and that portion the most 
important, of man, the head of this lower world.

Most satisfactory evidence, both direct and indirect, has 
already been brought to bear upon this subject; but in the 
present article we mean to confine ourseLves to the argument 
hi its favour* which will result from the perception, that the 
views of an individual who has long been ranked amongst the 
most deeply-thinking of the sons o f literature, and who lived 
two centuries before the discovery of Phrenology, are yet in 
perfect and striking accordance with its inductions.

W e avail ourselves of this opportunity to notice the valu
able addition to our translated literature which the present 
translator of this excellent work has given to the public, of 
a version more complete, free, elegant, and national* tl#m has 
previously appeared in our language. Pascal way now be con
sidered as naturalised amongst US* w t  fitted with an English 
dress which appears to suit him as well as his native costume.

Before we commence our task we will advert for a moment 
to M r Dqggld Stewart’s theory, who states, that “  a genius 
“  for mathematics is gradually formed by particular habits 
u  of study or of business.” Not exactly in  accordance, how
ever, with this principle of philosophy is the following ex
tract from the memoir of Pascal’s l i f e u T o  trace effepjs 
“  up to their causes was one of his chief pleasures, &c. “  H'19 fa- 
“ tner, however, fearful that this evidently strong predilection for 
“  scientific pursuits would delay his progress in the attainment ef 
“ classical learning, agreed with bU friends that they should refrain 
<( from speaking of such topics in his presence, and this opposition to 
u his evidently ruling tendency was on principle carried so far, that, 
u  on his making an application to his father to be permitted to leaen 
“  m#hpnatics, the permission was positively withheld, till he should 
“  have mastered the tyreek and Latin languages. In the mean 
“  time he obtained no other information on the subject, but that 

♦  as a science which related to the extension of bqdiet,



« that it taught the-rirtrit o f forcing aoeniate %UA*s,aod pointed
a out the relations which exited hertcpm t\m *  Bqt beyond this 
“ gênerai information hé was forbidden ta inquire ; and all books 
“ Qptbe subject were positively forbiddpn to him. Thisvague de* 
t€ finition, however, was the ray of lignp which guided him onward 
“ in mathematical study. I t  became the subject of continued 
“ thought In his play-hours he would shut himself up in an 
“ empty room, and draw with chalk, on - the floor* triangles, paral- 
“ lelograms, and circles, without knowing their scientific names. 
“  He would compare these several figures, and would examine the 
“  relation* that tnpfr several lines born to gaçh qtber { gpd in this 
“ way he gradually arrived, at the proof of the fact, tljat the s^m 
“ of all the angles of a triangle is equal to two right angles, which 
“  is the 32d proposition of the 1st book of Budid. The young 
"  geometer had just attained this point, wbçn hi* fothep surprised 
u him deeply occupied in the prohibited study."

Now any reader of common sense must, on reading the 
preceding account, feel convinced, that, however Pascal's 
“  genius for mathematics” might have been improved and 
brought to perfection by these “  habits of study,” still the 
genius must have been innate which could, unaided by the 
instruction or guidance of others, and even in defiance of 
the patqrqal prohibition, have devised and successfully pur* 
sued "  habits of study11 so peculiarly his own. T he me
moir goes on to state, that u at twelve years of age Pascal
rr read through the Elements of Euclid, without feeling the need of 
,r any explanation from teachers ; and at sixteen ' he composed a 
“  treatise on conic sections, which was considered to possess* very 
“  extraordinary merit." In the fqce 3f such examples, how can
m s  philosopher çpptinpe *o p^ert, tbpjt qjl m|en
are bom  with equal mental faculties, and that the differences 
observable among them are qwing either to education, or to 
the accidental circumstances in which they are placed ?

I t  thus appears evident that Pascal's own history is* convinc
ing proof of the truth of Phrenology. W e will now endear 
vouf to show t^e perfect accordance of some of his views and 
thoughts with the phrenological system,.although the limits 
to which we must necessarily confine ourselves will render 
our consideration of thi? subject very çursoiy qnd imperfect 
W e shall take his thoughts just as they occur to us.

“ Tilings have various qualities, and the mind varions inclina-
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* dnmsijbr nothing present* itself im ply to the mind, neither does 
t€ the mind apply itself simply to any subject. Hence the tame 
"tfaifag will at different times produce tears or laughter.” This is
because there exists a plurality of organs of the m ind; 
many of them frequently act simultaneously, and it is p ro
bably seldom that one acts alone. B ut were the organ of the 
mind one and indivisible, the converse of Pascal's observa
tion would be true ; every th ing  would present itself am ply 
to the mind, and the m ind would apply itse lf sim ply to every 
subject. In  such a case, what would become of the metaphy
sician's favourite theme, the association of ideas ? This effect, 
in a phrenological view, is resolvable into organs acting in 
combination with each other, and mutually exciting each 
other, (in a ratio proportionate to their degrees of natural 
force and activity) until such frequent acts of certain of the 
mental faculties in combination constitute the habit, which 
is defined to be “ a power in a man of doing any thing ac- 
“ quired by frequent doing it.1”

“  A man may be possessed of sound sense/ yet not be able to ap- 
K ply it equally to alL subjects; for there are evidently men who 
“  are highly judicious in certain lines of thought, but who fail in 
“ others.” Ib is assertion is highly phrenological, and its truth is
proved by every day's experience; but it is only explicable 
on the ground that there exists a  plurality of organs of the 
mind.

“  There are two sorts of minds, the one fathoms rapidly and deep- 
" ly  the principles of things, and'this is the spirit of accurate discri- 
4f mmation;” (in other wards, the result of Comparison, Causality, 
“ and W it;) “ the other comprehends great many principles with- 
te out confusing them, and this is the spirit of mathematics,” (given 
“ by a  larger development of the knowing organs.) “  The one is 
“ energy and dearness of mind, the other is expansion of mind. 
“  Now tbe one may exist without the other; tne mind may be 
rr powerful, but narrow; or it may be expanded and feeble.” Could
a Phrenologist more clearly set forth the difference between 
the effects of a large development of the reflective faculties 
alone, or of the knowing organs alone, in an individual? 
4< The acute mind, accustomed to judge at a glance, is to astonished 
“  when it finds presented to it a series of mathematical propositions 
“ where it understands but little, and when to enter into them, it h  
"  necessary to go previously through a host of definitions and dry
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cr principles, that, not having been accustomed thus to examine in 
“  detail, it turns away in diaguat.” This is the case where laige re
flective faculties are combined with an inferior development of 
Individuality, Locality, Form, &c.; and thus it is explained 
why many of the highly-gifted intellects, who in their matu- 
rer years come forward as the master-spirits of their age, 
distinguish themselves bu t little iu the course of their aca
demic studies.

u  We are more forcibly persuaded, in general, by the reasons 
te which we ourselves search out, than by those which are the sug- 
u gestion of the minds of others/* because Causality is more strong
ly exercised in discovering than in merely comprehending 
reasons, and because the combination of faculties is different' 
in each individual.

rr Mind has its own order of proceeding, which is by principles 
“  and demonstrations ; the heart, has another. We do not prove 
“ that we ought to be loved by setting forth systematically the 
“  causes of love ; that would be ridiculous.** The mental organiz
ation of man, on phrenological principles, consists of feelings 
or propensities, moral sentiments, and intellectual faculties ; 
and each organ must be acted upon by its appropriate mo
tive. In  accordance with this system is the apostolical de
claration, c( I  will pray with the spirit, and I  will pray with 
u  thé understanding also.”

"  There are men who speak well, but who do not write welh 
“  The place, the circumstances, &c. excite them, and elicit from 
"  their mind more than they would find in it without that extras 
“  ordinary stimulus.** A large development of Language, Ideality,
and Comparison, with a favourable endowment of the organs 
of the moral sentiments, will suffice to constitute an interest
ing speaker, especially on subjects of devotion or charity. 
Should the topics to be discussed relate to matters of fact 
and business, then a good development of Individuality, aid
ed by several other of the knowing organs, will he requisite ; 
hut to constitute a fine writer upon elevated subjects, will be 
required, in addition to all the above-named faculties, an ex
traordinary development of Causality, Concentrativeness, and 
W it. I t  is no wonder then that there have been so few very 
fine writers.
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y  This is my dqg/’ eay the children; "  that sunny seat U mme.” 
‘¿•Then* is aba beguuufcg and the exemplification of the usurpation 
‘5 pf tjhe, .whole ear^h,” This.is ĥe. natural acting of Acquisitiveness 
and Self-esteem, which are innate and not acquired feel" 
ings,

“ Pity for the unfortunate is no proof of virtue; on the contrary,
it is found desirable to make this demonstration of humanity, and 

“  to acquire at no expense the reputation of tenderness. Pity ¿here- 
“  fore is little worth.’* The pity here spoken of is the result of (o re  of
Approbation, iwt of Beqevoleace; fqr the fctter if
it could; the pity of the former is then merely counterfeit.

“ Though men have no interest in what they are saying, it will 
u not do to infer from that absolutely that they are not guilty of 
"  falsehood; fotf there are some who lie simply for lying sake.” This
is a painful truth, too fully evidenced by examples in high and 
lowlife* such as Louis the Eleventh, J .  6 .  &c. This vice is 
the result of a very large SecreHveness, large Wonder, with 
a  deficient endowment of Conscientiousness, and an absence 
pf all religious principle.

“ I  cannot admire the man who possesses one virtue in high 
« perfection, if he does not at the same time possess the oppo- 
w Bite virtue in an equal degree, as ia the case of Epaminondas, who 
“ united the extremes of valour and of meekness.” A universally
good development is required to format character of superior 
excellence. On a similar view of the universality of virtue 
or holiness, the Scripture says, speaking of the law o f God, 
as it is required to reign in the heart of man, *< I f  a man of-
“ fend in one point he is guilty of all.*

“ This I  is hateful; and those who do not renounce it, who seek 
“ no further than to cover it, are always hateful also. It is essentially

unjust, because it will be the centre of all things; it is an an- 
“  novaoce to others, because it will serve itself by them; for each 
“ individual I  is the enemy and would be the tyrant of all the others.”

T his offensive I  is the result of a too predominant deve
lopment of the organs of Self-esteem and Love of Approba
tion ; it establishes the reign of selfishness upon the ruins of 
the reign of love; nor will its baneful influence be ever ex
terminated from the human mind, except by the dominion 
of that charity which is the gift of God, and which “  aeek- 
« eth not her own.*

XQ6
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“  Man is evidently made for thinking. Thought is all 
M his dignity and all his worth.” T he reflective faculties 
are indeed excellent, and their organa are not possessed by 
the animal creation.

“ T h e  heart has its reasons, of which reason knows no- 
“  thing. I t  is the heart which feels God, and not the rea
soning powers.” Every one must feel the tru th  of the sen
timent thus beautifully expressed in popular language. T o  
render it phrenological, we must substitute “  moral senti
m ents for heart and how far more philosophical and rational 
is the statement thus rendered! There are few ^«¿¿-phreno
logists who do not believe that “  the brain is generally the 
“  organ of the mind.” Is  then the organ of the mind, or 
th e  intellectual part of man, totally dissevered from and un
connected with the organ of his feelings and affections P I t  
would be almost as comprehensible that the intellect of a 
man should m ade in one body, and the affection^ of the 
same individual in another. 1

“  T he way of God» who does a lt things well, is to  plant 
“ religion in the understanding by reasoning, and .in  the 
“  heart by his grace.” Substituting intellectual facu lties for 
“  understanding*  and moral sentiments for “  hearty how 
perfectly phrenological is this passage, and how does it show 
the  harmony between Christianity and Phrenology! God 
has endowed man with intellectual faculties, and he shows 
him  that in his Creator all wisdom centred, and that holiness 
is  happiness. God has given man moral feelings» or affec- 
tiori£, and'he offers to him motives for the exercise o f his 
unbounded submission, love, and reverence.

“  Wbali think yod‘is1 the ¡object of those men who are playing at 
"  tennis with mob ihtenfte interest of mind and effort or body ?— 

1 * ■ ^ A * j, among their friends; that they had i

i the same way, toil in their closets 
* to show the savans that they have solved a question in algebra 
“ which was never solved before. Others expose themselves, with 
“ a t ’least equal folly, to the greatest dangers, to boast at length 
“ of some place that they have taken.” The Love of Approbation
is the motive which stimulates to all these exertions.

There is the spring of their de-
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“ Thai queen of . error, whom we call Fancy, or Opinion, is the 
“ more deceitful because she does not deceive always. She would 
“ be the infallible rule of truth, if she were the infallible rule of 
cc falsehood. Who confers reputation ? Who gives respect and ve- 
w neration to persons, to books, to great men ? Who hut opinion ? 
“ Opinion settles every thing. She constitutes beauty, justice, 
“  happiness, which is tne whole of this world.*' What gives this
power to “  opinion,” but .that innate Love q f  Approbation 
which exists, in various degrees of force, in every human 
being ? T he large development of this organ forms a  national 
peculiarity in the heads of the French people generally, and 
their manners, their customs, their modes of thinking and 
acting, are formed, to a wonderful extent, upon the barns of 
this feeling alone.

“ Do not wonder that this wise man reasons ill just now; a fly is 
"  bussing by his ear; it is quiteenough to unfit him for giving good 
“  counsel. If you wish him to see the rights of the case, drive away 
“ that insect which suspends his reasoning powers, and frets that 
“  mighty mind which governs cities and kingdoms.** How forcibly
does this passage express the dependence of the mental 
powers on physical organization! How perfectly does it ac
cord. with the language of one of the ablest advocates of our
science !* “ The human mind, placed in a material world, cannot 
"  act, or be acted upon, but through the medium of an organic ap- 
“  paratus.*' Yet, as this same writer continues, “ the laws of 
u  thought have been expounded with as much neglect of organization 
et as if we had already shuffled off this mortal coil !’*

“ I can readily conceive of a man without hands or feet, and I 
r< could conceive of him without a head, if experience had not taught 
"  me that by this he thinks." Pascal here states his conviction,
that the brain is the organ of the mind.

“  It is dangerous to show man unreservedly how- nearly he re- 
“ sembles the brute creation, without pointing out at the same time 
“ his greatness. I t  is dangerous also to exhibit his greatness ex- 
€€ clusively without*his degradation. It is yet more dangerous to 
“  leave him ignorant of both, but it is highly profitable to teach 
“  him both together.” Phrenology teaches that the nature 
of man is animal, moral, and intellectual.

“ Pride has so thoroughly got possession of us, that we are pre- 
“ pared to sacrifice life with joy, if it may but be talked of.’* The

Ses Combe’s System of Phrenology—Introduction.



sentiment of StyetiBem is innate, and its predominant action
is pride. •

“  Notwithstanding the right of all those mtseriss whioh. wring us 
“ and threaten ourdettrucooo, we b i t  still an instinct , that we 
“ cannot repress, which derates us abore our sorrow«.” The sen*
timent of H ope is likewise innate; hence it is inextinguish
able ; and how invaluable is its assistance to suffering h u 
m anity!

u  The most important concern in life is the choice of an occupal 
€€ tion; vet chance seems to decide it ;  custom makes masons, sol- 
“ diers, bricklayers, dec. Now we do not conceive that nature is so 
€c uniform. It is custom which does this, and carries nature with 
*€ it. There are cases, however, in which nature prevails, and binds 
“  man to his specific object, in defiance of custom, whether bad or 
“ good.” “  I t  is a lamentable thing,” says Dr Spurzheim, “ that few 
“ persons stand in the situations for which nature particularly fitted

them. This soldier ought to have been a clergyman, that clergyman 
"  a soldier; and here we see a shoemaker who was intended for a 
“ poet, and there an advocate who was designed for a shoemaker/*

“ The will is one of the nrincipal sources of belief; not that it 
w produces bdief, but that tilings appear true or fids» to us accord- 
“  ing to the way they are looked at.” Mr 6 . Combe says, “ The 
“ propensities and sentiments shed the light through which the oc- 
"  currences of the world reach the mind, and reflection perceives 
“  the objects as they appear under this Ulmmnarion.” These pas-
aages appear quite accordant with one another.

“ Do you wish men to speak well of you? then never speak well 
“ of yourself.” This is the modesty produced by Love of Approba
tion, Consciousness, and reflection, and it is very common. “  Twd 
t€ feces which resemble each other, neither of which is ludicrous 
"  alone, excite a smile from their resemblance when seen together.” 
“  Wit,” says Mr G. Combe, “ appears to consist chiefly in an intellec- 
“ tual perception of difference; of congruity amia incongruity.”
T h e  fact mentioned by Pascal appears an illustration of 
this definition of wit. An unexpected congruity is per
ceived in the two faces which strikingly resemble each 
other amid the incongruity of their belonging to two 
distinct individuals, and by this perception at once of 
resemblance and difference the organ of wit is agreeably 
affected, and a smile is excited. I t  appears from the above 
definition, why the effusions of wit have always been as
signed so high a rank amongst the operations of the mind, 
since it requires more ingenuity to discover two things
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which are a t the same time alike and different, than two 
things which are simply alike or am ply different.

“  When a discourse paints a pasdon or an effect naturally, we 
« fial in ourselves the truth of what we hear, amd w kkhw dstkere 
“ without our knowing it ;  and we fed induced to lore him who 
“ causes us to discover it, for he does not show os his good, but our 
“ own." “ Each propensity, sentiment, and faculty," says Mr 
Combe, ** may be called into activity by presentment of its object. 
“ Happiness consists in the harmonious gratification of the faculties, 
“  ana the very essence of gratification is activity."

T he limits within which wfe must necessarily confine oar 
observations forbid our extending them further. B ut we 
trust we have shown in some degree, however inadequatèly, 
thè striking accordance which exists between PaseaFs views 
o f human nature mid those to which Phrenoldgy leads us. 
I t  is a  proof óf the extraordinary penetration' which this 
great intellect possessed, that Its unaided contemphdSons an
ticipated in some measure the result of thè discoveries'of two 
centuries ; whilst, en the other hand; Phrenology affords us 
a fight *herèby wè' can explain maify of PtócaPs sàhlilnè', 
b u t often obscure thoughts, and expound the reason oif 
things where, perhaps, he perceived only the effect.
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A R T IC L E  V.

CASES OF M O RBID  CHANGE IN  T H E  BRAIN.

T h e  first case is one of Hypertrophy of the Brain, recorded 
in the Archives Generates ds M id M n e*  by Scoutetten, 
D. M .P ., Aide-Major & P Hopital Militaire de Metz.

Antoine Peisset, a boy of 5k years of age, born of healthy 
and well-constituted parents, presented a very large head, 
equal in size to that o f a full-grown adult, and which had

• Vok vii. p. 41.
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been developed insensibly. T he forehead was high, but not 
prominent, and the occipital protuberances had acquired a* 
great magnitude. F or a  long time he did not complain of 
pain, and was only annoyed by the weight of the head, 
which, in running, was suddenly projected forwards, and 
caused him to fall. This inconvenience gradually increased, 
and in the last year of his life occurred very often. T he in
telligence of the young patient presented nothing remark
able ; he understood and retained very well whatever was 
said to him, but surpassed in nothing other children of his 
own age. W hen he sat down and remained quiet, it very 
often happened that he fell into a profound sleep, but with 
no unusual appearance.

A ll the functions of young Peisset were performed with 
regularity, and no apparent cause had yet occurred to dis
turb  them, when on a sudden, on the 1st day of September, 
1823, the appetite disappeared, thirst became urgent, and 
dull pain was felt in the epigastrium. T he abdomen re
mained so ft; the pulse was hard, full* and frequent; in re
gard  to the encephalon there was little alteration in the in
tellectual functions; bu t there was a considerable drowsi
ness which ceased when spoken to. T he alvine evacuations 
were rather scanty, but were promoted by castor-oil and 
other means, which caused the expulsion of several worms 
without any amendment.

D uring fifteen days the morbid phenomena offered no 
perceptible change, and nothing wqs ordered but emollients 
and  light soups.

O n the sixteenth day an increase o f all the symptoms sud
denly occurred; the intellectual functions were completely 
abolished; the pupil of the eye was dilated, but the iris re
tained its contractility; respiration became difficult; the 
pulse became slower and softer; and at four in the after
noon the young patient expired without any unusual nervous 
symptom.

Vol. IV.—No X I I I .
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' DISSECTION •
Head very voluminous, evidently larger than that of an 

adult of great stature. T he  posterior ovale is especially 
very much enlarged ; the eyes do not project beyond the 
sockets ; the abdomen is not large ; and the inferior extremi
ties are rather slender.

On opening the skull, the latter is found to be from one 
- and a half to  two lines in thickness; the dura-mater is 

strongly adherent to the skull, and its vessels distended, but 
without alteration of structure ; thepia-jmater, very red in all 
its pdmts, presents in several places very visible sanguinolent 
exudations, as well as several white lamina?, formed by its 
thickening, and all its folds and the choroid plexus are 
strongly injected. T he very voluminous brain presents 
in all its  parts a . consistence greater than that generally 
observed m a  child of five years. I ts  substance, o f a 
rosy hue, offered no appearance of degeneration. T he 
unusual development of the brain bad taken place chiefly 
at the'tipper and posterior part o f 'th e  hemispheres ; and 
this is demonstrated by my having to make a  perpendi
cular incision of nearly three inches before arriving at the 
ventricles, while below these there wasonly one inch of sub
stance. T he ventricles contained a very small quantity of 
reddish serosity.

M. Scoutetten gives this case of hypertrophy of the brain 
as a specimen of an exceedingly rare and curious affection 
never before observed ; ^md he takes occasion to express his 
astonishment, that the intellectual faculties did not present 
any extraordinaiy degree either of precocity or activity ; and 
be adds, that if  a few more such oases shall occur, it  will be 
necessary for physiologists to admit, that the great develop
m ent of the cerebral masses is not always attended with a 
great degree o f intelligence. In  both of these respects, how
ever, M. Scoutetten is wrong. Other cases o f  a  similar 
morbid growth are on record, and living instances not un- 
frequently present themselves, though to a  less extent, in
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rickety and scrofulous children, the size of many o f whose 
heads strikes every one as out of all proportion to then  feefte 
bodies. In  many o f these cases, where considerable activity 
or irritability exists, there is a  corresponding precocity o f 
mental power, which often excites die fondest hopes and the 
warmest admiration of the parents, bu t which, under injudi
cious management, ends in bitter disappointment. Urged on 
by  the brilliant maturity of the youthful mind, and not 
aware how much of the effect is dependent on an irritability 
bordering on active disease, the parents, by way of encou
raging and fostering talent and genius, too often defeat their 
object, and either altogether exhaust the little real energy ex
isting, or, by exciting too much and too long, pave the way for 
a  train of convulsive and nervous symptoms which p u t a  pe
riod to life itself; where, by a more judicious training, and 
by exercise proportioned to the state of the constitution, ta 
lent and health might ultimately have been secured on a  
more solid basis. Many little prodigies thus sink into an 
untimely grave,'or, by pure exhaustion, become unfit for any 
even ordinary mental exertion, and pass through life, not 
like beings moved by their own internal resources, bu t con
stantly requiring the aid of others to help them on their way.

Others again of these large-headed children, who, like that 
mentioned by Scoutetten, show no superiority during their 
earlier years, occasionally shine forth at the age of m aturity 
as beings of a higher order than their earlier manifestations 
gave any reason to expect. I b i s  happens when, by the 
lapse of time, favourable circumstances and restored consti
tution, the development, which originally sprang from dis
ease* becomes animated with the full vigour of health. I t  is 
absurd, then, in M. Scoutetten to  say, that if several such 
cases as that of young Peisset should occur, we shall then be 
forced to admit, that size is not the only condition of superior 
power; for, without waiting any longer, we have already 
facts more numerous than a  man's small brain can hold to 
prove, that other conditions as well as size must be aUemded 
to ; and if the Phrenologists become tiresome by constantly



calling attention to the ceteris paribus, their excuse is, that 
still it is overlooked» not by the vulgar only, bu t by men of 
professional and philosophical eminence ; and although they 
are themselves almost sick with the repetition, and would 
gladly.have i t  understood rather than expressed, yet, while 
the public remains deaf to the sound, they, disagreeable as 
it is to themselves, and to those who do listen, must only cry 
the longer and the louder, till they succeed in forcing gene
ra l attention.

Thus, in the case more immediately under consideration, 
it was solely from M. Scoutetten not attending to the signs 
of diseases which he had previously enumerated, both as re
garding the increased vascularity and consistency of the 
brain, and the sanguinolent exudations, and white laminae and. 
thickening of the pia-mater, and from not attending to 
the fact which he himself had stated of the unusual develop
ment having taken place chiefly at the upper and posterior 
parts o f  the hemispheres, or region of the sentiments ̂ and 
propensities, not in the anterior part, or where the organs o f 
the intellect are situated, that he was led to wonder that the 
same effect does not always follow from causes essentially 
different; whereas, if he had considered for a moment, that 
a large head, remarkable for intellectual power, differs from 
the one described in the very important conditions of health, 
and of great development of the anterior part o f the brain, he 
would at once have recognised, that, although size was a 
principal condition of power, yet i t  was not so much so as to 
supersede all other circumstances. In  other words, he 
would have expected similar effects to present themselves 
only where the causes producing them were also similar.

As the growth and decrease of the brain are involved in 
considerable obscurity, it may be worth while to lay before 
out readers rather a singular case which came under the no
tice of the celebrated Baron Larrey, and which is narrated 
a t p. 41 of that author's Memoires de Chirurgie9 &c. I t  is 
remarkable as an instance of an increased size of the head 
from disease being followed by a diminished power in all the
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sensitive and intellectual functions, and by the decrease con
sequent upon recovery bring attended with the restoration 
of these functions to th rir usual state of activity.

A  young trum peter of the chasseurs de Tewgarde, after 
a fall from his horse, on the head, was tormented for two 
years with epileptic attacks so close upon each other, that 
they often came on twice in one day. T he skull was de
formed, and had acquired such a  size in a short time, that 
his uniform-hat, received at entering the regiment, was now 
five or six lines'too strait for him. T he eyes were very 
prominent and almost immoveable, the face discoloured, the 
pulse slow and caudal, the respiration laborious; the con
tractions o f the heart were distant and scarcely sensible^ 
T h e  extremities almost always cold. Standing and walking 
were accomplished with difficulty, and all the sensitive func
tions, and sight in particularj as well as the mental faculties, 
-were very 'm uch weakened; lastly, every thing remained 
une géne et une compression sans doute ctmcentrique' du 
xervean, the effects of which augmented in proportion to the 
variations of the atmosphere and other determinate causes. 
A fter a  large bleeding from the jugular, the ápplication of 
several cupping-glasses to the nape and temples, that of ice 
to  the head, and mustard-baths to the feet, and the internal 
use of calomel, 1& moxas were applied round the head, and 
especially in the course of the original lateral and posterior 
fontanels. T he symptoms diminished gradually and pro
gressively, so as to render the attacks slighter and rarer, till 
a t  last they disappeared entirely, and the patient was per
fectly cured before the end of ten months. A ll the ánimal 
and  sensitive functions were soon re-established; an d a ré*  
markable thing is, that the vovte du crane was reduced' in 
its  circumference, the primitive oonformatibn of these bones 
was gradually reproduced, and, when the trumpeter left the 
hospital, his hat, at first too tight, was now four or five lines 
too wide; so that a reduction of eight or ten lines had taken 
place in the circumference of the head.
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This enlargement and subsequent diminution in^the urn 
of the head have been so little observed, that one naturally 
inclines to ask, was it not the integuments that were swelled 
and again restored? From Baron Larrey’s express mention 
of the skull, and from the decrease extending to four or five 
lines below what the patient's head had originally been, and 
from Larrey’s accuracy of observation, it is difficult to raise 
any writfounded doubt, and, knowing, as we do, that the 
brain not infrequently decreases in sue from disease, and 
that the head assumes also an increase of volume, in hydro* 
cepbalus for instance, we cannot do otherwise than receive 
the case related, and apply to further observation tor farther 
information. Baron Larrey’s practice was bold and de
cided, and its success was the b a t proof of its bang judi
cious.

Phrenologists are often told by their opponents, that if the 
new philosophy were true, surgical cases would unquestion
ably be found to afibrd it  the meat direct support W e 
have already, an more than one occasion, explained the d&  
ficulties attendant on this mode of investigation in so far as 
dutovery of function is concerned, and have endeavoured 
to show, that no man unacquainted with the true philosophy 
of mind, and with the situation and boundaries of the cere
bral o r g a n s, is q u a lifie d  to make anenwUa mid conclusive 
observations. W e have cited, in proof of this, the vague
ness of that testimony which is founded on the patient bring 
able to answer a single question or two, and which is often 
held sufficient for affirming that all ike Jaculties are unim
paired; and we have shown that any part of two-thirds of 
the whole brain connected with the sentiments and propen
sities might thus be injured with lesion of function, and yet 
from the other third, or organs of the intellectual faculties, 
remaining untouched, the whole senses or faculties of the 
mind would be said to be retained in full vigour. A  case 
illustrative of some of these remarks presents itaelfj and is 
worth mentioning: it is also by Scoutettaa, p, 39.
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Rigal, agedfié, soldier in thé fifith regitaeat.oS (be line, 
v u  returning from Bourges in 1834, where hr had to »  
condemned to hand labour (travaux forcés), and a t o r  h t had 
bem taetral Hum tick, wheh he-entered the military hotpkal • 
at Mete to be cured of a chronic dibease. ifo t a. word it > 
said about thcatate of hie head or mind till three, days be* 
fore his death, when an œdemataus swelling of the forehead 
and of the left eyelid, with slight headache, were remarked; 
in the evening the tongue was red and dry, durst greet,. 
skin hot, pulse quick and hard delirium, which was inter
rupted by asking him a question; vomiting, drowsiness,, 
dull eye, and stiflhess in the upper extremities. Died next • 
day.

On disseotion, a goad deal of disease existed in the abde-: 
men, which is foreign to our present purpose. On opening, 
the head, à b  partie b  pku  réeniés of the posterior lobe t f  
the brain, two m all ulcerations were manifest, which. in
terested only the grey matter ; they were so disposed that' 
one was superior, the . other inferior ; the latter was of ao. 
oblong oval shape, about site liner in length ; die former, 
was less extensive, and about a line in breadth. T he section 
of the tissues rendered evident a  vascular sanguineous injec
tion greater in proportion to its proximity to the bkeratioas, 
and which gave a colour to the grey matter like that of<lees. 
ofwinei The rest of the brain wra souad. The jna-matcr. 
presented a very marked vascularity, especially at ib s  res,
T K B lO B  AWD X.ATXBAZ. PA B TS O F T H E  AOBSS O f  T H E  S S e S .

pham n, where a little Mood was evenextravasated ; in other 
parts there was a serous infiltration, giving to the pia-mater 
a gelatinous appearance.

Here then is a case of extreme interest to the Phrenolo
gist, and yet to the non-phrenologioal Burgeon it is alto
gether without importance, in so fas at least as the laws of 
mind are concerned. The chief seat of the cerebral disease 
is stated to have been in the j/osterior bteraiparte ofUko ¡abet, 
which are ascertained to be the organs of some of the most
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active and energetic propensities of our nature. But as the 
intellect was not apparently deranged, and as, generally 
speaking, its operations alone are inquired into as connected 
with the brain, it seems never to have occurred to the me
dical attendant to make any remarks on the state of the 
temper or feelings, and, accordingly, the only point that trans
pires in regard to them is, that Rigal was on his way from 
Bourges, where he had been condemned to hard labour, and 
where he had been frequently sick. But he must have been 
condemned for some crime; and yet so little had curiosity 
been excited to the verification of the physiological functions 
of the part diseased, or to the discovery of a new one, that 
no allusion is made to the subject, and not a word is said in 
regard to any possible connexion existing between the dis
ease and the crime, or between the crime and the general 
character. The phrenological surgeon, On the other hand, 
with the principles of his science dearly before him, would 
have been most anxious to ascertain whether RigaTs habi
tual conduct was in accordance with the indications of his 
development, and whether his character had undergone any 
change after the invasion of the disease. And, knowing the 
function of the part affected, he would have been curious to 
know whether he had been guilty of any act of violence 
arising from morbidly active Combativeness, or whether the 
crime and disease were really connected; but, for want of 
the preliminary knowledge, and the leading motive thence 
arising, many such opportunities of investigation are lost for 
ever.

M. Scoutetten’s case and many others lose half their 
value from the vagueness of description as to the precise 
local seat of the affection; and if the lines defining the 
phrenological organs served no higher purpose than the lines 
of latitude and longitude on a map, vis. that of identifying 
parts, still they would merit universal adoption, and science 
would be a ga;"—
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ILL-TBMPEB, H.L-HDMOUE, AND ILL-NATOSE. I jS l

A RTICLE VI.

Phrenological Anodyne o f / u - r i x m ,  I ll-humour, and 
I ll-nature, compared with the Analysts o f the same De

fec ts o f Character attempted by the New M onthly Magaxine 
fo r  July, 1826.

Ix  is none of the least attractive features of Phrenology that, 
P as a road to the intellectual and moral character of our fel

lows and ourselves, it is as short as it is certain. W eonce 
jchaaced to listen to a very skilful and just exposition by an 
able non-phrenological friend, of the kind and degteeof 
talent, to, which a certain English chemist owes his high rank 
in the scientific world. There was much sagacity, with some 
ooofnsMn, in the statement, which occupied many ininjutes. 
W e were curious enough to try the effect of a  phrenological 
analysis; and found that we could put the whole of our 
friend’s speech into as many words'as were necessary'to ex
press the rise and proportion*of a few organs which indicate' 
certain primitive intellectual powers; and, had we seen the 
actual forehead, we could have come to the same conclusion 
without the aid of the speech, which, as a speech, we mjuch 
admixed. ■
. It. is so rare an occurrence, that philosophers, who espe
cially distinguish themselves .by despising and vituperating 
our views of nature, favour us with a specimen of their own; 
that when it  does happen, the opportunity for a compari
son is not to be lost In  the New Monthly Magazine, edited 
by a gentleman of the most distinguished literary name, and 
rend extensively as the current wisdom of the day, we were 
lately attracted by an article entitled “ English Malady 
which we found was not indigestion, but lU-humonr. This 
not bring the only “ 111 that flesh is heir to,” the occasion is 
taken to define, distinguish, and illustrate ill-temper and ill- 
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nature, as weU as ill-humour. Now, as we think, with great 
deference, that the New Monthly has made hotch-potch of the 
subject, wherein they differ from all other magasines and re
views that venture a t random into the field of human nature 
only as*  variety of the wutile, we shall endeavour to set the. 
three affections in question upon a phrenological basis, and 
from that position do our hast to recall the Magaxftte from 
its wanderings.

The proper order, according to the degree of their aggra
vation, is Ubtemper, ill-humour, and ill-nature.

I . Ii-A-TEMf*».-—When any quality has a contrary, the «m. 
tremea always throw light on each ether. Let us ¿ban heap- 
in view good-temper, or, aa it is eminently called, temper-: 
Temper is defined in Johnson, « a due mistase of . contrary 
qualities” This is agood defiaitieo so lar aa it got»; hast i t  
has the fault of all the old definitions.of the ocmpoocuts of> 
human nature, it is useless from its generality tin  qualities 
duly mixed are not specified. Phrenology .points oat th a t 
here.the contrary, or rather die antagonising qualities are, 
on the one hand, the primitive impulse to anger, and, on the. 
other, the feelings that restrain it, namely, kindness, defeNnocy 
justice, fear -i» offend, sei&reapeot* reflection.. AU, or a  duo: 
pruportiau of these last acting morn powerfully than the im
pulse to anger, anger will not be manifested. This may occur 
in two ways, either when the restraints a n  sa powerful ms to 
overmaster a positively string impulse to anger, or when the 
impulse to aqgtr is moderate, and the halanoiiig feelings and» 
reflection have lees to do. The first case mil- be restrained 
anger, the latter will be positive calmness and gsntiebemt- 
but both, as a due mixture of the feelings, will constitute 
temper. IlUemper is the want a t the due mixture-now de
scribed, from which follows die frequent manifestation of the 
impulse to anger in excess. Now, anger bring an essen
tial function of the propensity. hitherto, for want of a more 
comprehensive name, called Destructiveness, and generally,
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whenef the noisy «id boisterous sort, «  alliance with C w bil 
tirrenCss, ill-temper is jufet too-easily-Cxdted CombafivOneto 
end O M toadhtBai. This inconvenient weakness in its eh» 
cess generally holds an inverse ratio to the cadowmfiat  of 
refleetiog power.' I t  is common in idiots, in whmh it act»«  
a pihe animal impulse. . But in the ^tem pered, a  large 
organ afDeetructiveneea m aj coexist with large organs of 
Benevolence and Conscientiousness, winch will operate spon
taneously the moment the activity of Destructiveness abates^ 
and the individual will be kind and just, nay, generous and 
candid, till again irritated. Tins is so common as to have 
founded h sort of aphorism, that die warnvtempered are ah 
ways wasm-heaited. There is, however, n^giounds fotfse 
general a ride; for the warm-tempered may nod have a  large 
Benevolence and Censcteutioumess. This, to be sure* as wt 
■hall afterwards shew, will connect than with the ill-hutnoun- 
ad, and« even die ill-natured; bat these two last are alsoilli- 
tssnperad, and not warm-hearted. B at it is phreaolegieblty 
true, that the amply warm-tempered man is also kind and 
ju s t; for, unless he has also large Benevolence and Can» 
aaeatiousaess, he is mere than vwaMemperedy he ia &  
humoured, perhaps ill-natured. The kind-hearted poa*Mwow 
man, nevertheless, is often a gnat nulsanee. The re—wttmfc 
of hie fits, as regulating the duration of his calm and kindly in
tervals, is mi important inquiry. W e knew a servant’who, 
after many years1 forbearance with a hasty master, Was at last 
forced.to give up his place as untenable; and gave aa the 
reason his master's violent temper. H e was told that he well 
knew. Ant “  it was no sooner on than it was of.” Thii he 
granted, but replied, «* that it was no sooner q^than it wae 
on.”

W e may add as a characteristic of the merely ill-tempered, 
tha t, however they may fret, and fume, and even imprecate, 
they will not seriously hurt or injure; the better feelings of 
Benevolence and Justice will start into activity even during 
the anger, and restrain the band, if lifted for a cruel or
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dangerous purpose. Although this illustration of the phren
ological analysis of ill-temper be long, the analyse itself, 
whichis all that one who thinks phrenologically needs when 
any phenomenon of human nature is contemplated by .him, 
is; simply this, that ill-temper, per se9 without ill-humour and 
ill-nature,' is large and easily-excited Combativeness and d e 
structiveness coexisting with large Benevolence and Conscien
tiousness ; and, in cases of excess, without average reflecting 
power.*

I t .  I ll-humour.—This is a person's selfish, engrossment 
with his own discontented ' feelings; that peevishness, -or 
sulkinness, or moroseness, which, when on him, he has the 
inclination to establish as the tone of his circle. The ill- 
humoured man is intensely selfish, and, during his fit,- is al
together unconscious that any one else has a right to have 
human feelings. Now selfishness is the preponderance of the 
feelings whose object is self; in other words, of the  ̂propensi
ties and lower sentiments over the higher sentiments, .which 
spontaneously suggest regard to thefeelingsof otbers.«It follows 
•that ill-humour will appear in the direct ratio of the preponder
ance of the selfish over the social feelings, whenever the selfish 
feelings are disagreeably excited. We shall find ill-humour, 
therefore, in one or other of three degrees; 1 st9 When an.in
dividual has all or most of the animal propensities, from 
No 1 to No 9, large and active, while Benevolence and Con
scientiousness, though absolutely capable <4 their legitimate ap
plication to kind and just consideration of others, are not of 
such power as to counterbalance the strong and active base 
of the brain. Disappointment in love, loss at play, a bad

1 4 4  ILL-TEM PER, ILL-HUMOUR, AND ILL-NATURE.

* It may be thought, after this exposition, that ill-temper is rather too strong 
a term for mere warmth, without any other unamiable feeling. We' had our- 
■elves that impression, but adopted it for the sake irf «ymmefry, taking care to 
limit its meaning. We rather think it is the generic term which'will cover all 
the three defects under consideration. We so understand the term ill-tempered 
man.
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dinner, a stint of liquor, a fit of anger, a dispute, will throw 
such an individual back on self, and render him a discon- 
tented and ill-humoured companion. 2tf, Add to this de* 
velopment, in another subject, a very large Love of Appro* 
bation, and'let that most selfish and irritable of human feel
ings be disagreeably' affected, or, as it is called,’mortified, 
and aggravated ill-humour, with increased implacability, will 
be the consequence.' The very existence,of that entity callr 
ed a fellow-creature is then forgotten. 3d, There is yet ne* 
cessary another obvious element to establish what may be 
called the tyranny of ill-humour, and that is a large Self
esteem. The two first individuals mentioned, particularly 
the second, will rather seclude themselves, and will oply; be 
unpleasant objects of contemplation, but not actual visitations, 
unless you excite tbeir anger by making light of their suf
ferings, or venture, as Shakspeare says, to “ claw them in 
their humour;* but your ill-humoured despot is your Self
esteemer. He takes the chair, gives the key-note of discon
tent to the company, and in his presence no happy dog shall 
bark , or cheerful bird sing.

I t  is evident how it may happen that the ill-humoured 
map may be both kind and just when the fit is off. He has 
Benevolence and Justice, though not in the highest endow
m ent ; and these will work when the selfish feelings are 
quiescent; but only then. We say he may be kind and just* 
for we doubt if that degree of the better feelings which the 
lower when excited fcan so completely master, is an endow
m ent which admits of the higher effects of generosity or can
dour. III.

I I I .  I ll-nature.—This last of the three can now be 
easily distinguished from both warm temper and ill-humour. 
Seeing that the ill-natured are necessarily ill-humoured, al
though the ill-humoured may not be ill-natured, ill-nature 
is an advance of the unfavourable compared to ill-humour, 
How then is it produced ? There needs no positive increase
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of the selfish feelings, ¡Deluding Self-esteem and Love of Ap
probation. The contingent of the ill-humoured in these is 
quite sufficient for die ill-natured; so that the ill-natured are 
neither more nor lees selfish than the ill-humoured. The 
difference is this, the merely ill-humoured can be kind and 
just, the ill-natured cannot; in phrenological language, the 
ill-natured are still more deficient in Benevolence and Con
scientiousness than the ill-humoured. Johnson's definition 
of ill-natured is just, namely, “  habitually malevolent, w&nt- 
“  ing kindness or good-will, mischievous." Injustice is im
plied in malevolence and mischief; for the ill-natured are 
notoriously unjust.

I t  will readily appear that the ill-natured man acts more 
on the qffetuwe than the ill-humoured. The latter snarls 
within the bounds of his own straw; but the former carries 
the war into his neighbour's territory; nay, pursues him to 
his privacy, and rejoices in dragging him forth, and holding 
him up to reproach, scorn, or ridicule. I f  the ill-natured 
are yet farther armed with wit, like Voltaire, sarcasm and 
satire will be their weapons, Destructiveness giving wit that 
biting quality. I f  they have not wit, their ill-nature will be 
the direct and vulgar expressions of mere malice. The spirit, 
however, is the same in both.

From this analysis we are inclined to believe, and it may be 
verified in nature, that ill or warm temper, ill-humour, and 
ill-nature, are three degrees, of which the first only can exist 
alone; while the second includes the first, and the last both 
the first and second. Thus, I j*, Ill-temper is only large and 
active Combativeness and Destructiveness coexisting with 
kindly, just, and even generous and candid feelings; 2d, Ill- 
humour includes large and active Destructiveness, and super
adds a generally large animal, and therefore selfish endow
ment, with some degrees less, than in ill-temper, of the higher 
or social sentiments; and, 8d, Ill-nature has all which be
longs to ill-humour, with a still greater deficiency of Benevo
lence mid Conscientiousness. A tolerably-skilled Phrenolo-
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gist, then, could, by inspecting three such heads, point out 
the merely warm-tempered man,-—the ill-tempered mid ill- 
humoured man,—and the ill-tempered, ill-humoured, and ill- 
natured man,—»by their organization respectively.

Let us now see how the New Monthly Magazine, which 
happened to be rather forward in deriding, without, in the 
slightest degree, comprehending the view of human nature 
offered by Phrenology,* defines, distinguidles, and accounts 
for the three complaints in q u e s t i o n *

“ An ill-tempered man is impatient of trifling annoyances; is 
“ Ponied, by petty provocations, to hasty and unmeasured language 
€€ and actions, but is generally , as easily appeased; his fire being, 
“  like that of a straw, as evanescent as it is sudden. Such an indi- 
“  vidual, when the corns of his irritability are not trodden upon, 
€t may be gay, cheerful, and benevolent. In general, however, be is 
“  an unsafe companion and to convene with him is to inhabit over 
u  a volcano.f

“ An ill-natured man is one who has a perverse pleasure m the 
“ misfortunes of bis fellow-creatures; one who enjoys all the vex*- 
“ tions and disappointments of his neighboun; not because they af- 
“ ford materials tor laughter, but because they give pain to the vie- 
“  tima.

“ Very different from these personages is the ill-humoured man. 
r‘ Such a man may be just, generous, and, upon great occasions, com- 
** passionate and friendly; but, in his ordinary intercourse with ts- 
"  dety, he overflows with an unceasing stream of bitterness. Alibis 
“ remarks are severe, harsh, and annoying; and in the moments of 
“ his relaxation, in the hour of social enjoyment, he is morose, snap- 
“ pish, and insolent.''

In general these definitions are just, and we shall pass 
them with a remark or t w o I l l - n a t u r e  should not pre
cede, but follow ill-humour, as decidedly entitled to top the 
climax; 2d, The ill-humoured man is never generous, al
though he may, “  when called out by great occasions," be 
just, compassionate, and friendly; for selfishness will lurk 
id all he does, and prevent him ever ascending to the gene
rous; 3d, On the other hand, “  an unceasing stream of bit- 
“  terness* infringes too much on the offensive, the province

* 8m  our Fourth Number, vol. i. p. 534.
•f A  pound of gunpowder had, as a metaphor, been better-chosen; in respect 

of its sufficiency for the occasion, as well as its quiescence and explosiveness.



of ill-D&ture; 4 $ ,  The misfortunes of his neighbour gratify 
the ill-natured man’s love of laughter, only if he superadds 
W it to his unsocial and malevolent tendencies.

B ut distinctions likewise (and these are more difficult yet 
than definitions) are tried by this writer. Any such attempts, 
without the guiding principle which Phrenology furnishes, are 
efforts of sagacity for the occasion; and are of course unlike 
the effort of sagacity of every other speculator who handles 
the specific subject; nay, of the same speculator a t another 
time. Of the distinctive kinds, degrees, modes of operation 
and manifestation of the intellectual powers, there is suoh a 
blank in the old philosophy, that minute discriminating at
tempts in these are rarely made at all, and still more rarely 
successfully; so that the most general terms, such as talent, 
ability, cleverness, profundity, and their contraries, are the 
only refuge. B ut writers and talkers of aU descriptions, with
out distinction of age or sex, dabble in the fe e lin g s ; and we 
are often reminded, by their expositions, of a boy’s endeavour 
to identify and secure certain specified live eels among a number 
in a tub, in all the convolution, involution, and evolution of 

. that most slippery experiment. I f  he succeeds in apprehending 
the desired individual, it has eluded his firmest grasp before 
he can identify i t ; while eager to repossess it, he takes u p  a 
stranger, which is likewise again among the mass before he 
knows the delusive fact. O f the three Ills  which the writer 
before us would discriminate, he catches A , B, and C pretty 
regularly, and names them ; after which all perception of 
their identities and differences fail him ; A  slips through his 
fingers before he is done with it, and B is caught for the rest 
o f the distinction; anon C is believed to be in its turn the 
subject of demonstration; when it is B over again which is 
held up to view, and the experimentalist never the wiser.

“  T he ill-hum oured man differs from the ill-natured  in  this, th a t  
<s he  does not rejoice in misfortunes, bu t takes pleasure only in seeing 
“ his friends uncom fortable; and he has no delight even in this m ea- 
“  sure of annoyance, i f  he him self is not the author of it. A gain ,
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u  he differs from the ill-tem pered m an, because the la tte r m ust h a re  
“  some one to be angry w ith ; whereas the ill-hum oured m an is a t  
“  odds with him self; the ill-tem pered man m ust have external occa- 
"  sion for ex c item en t; the ill-hum oured goes out of himself to seek 
“ fbr the food of his hum our.

“ A n  Ul-kumoured man, in the bosom of his family, sits like a  
** spider in  the  centre of its web, in w atchful and unceasing malice 
u against a ll around him . N o sooner does a  burst of cheerfulness 
"  explode in his presence, than he hastens to repress i t  by a  sarcasm 
“ or a  rebuke. H e studies the weaknesses of bis friends in order to 
“  p lay  upon them  w ith more effect; and as the hackney-coaqfiman 
“ * makes a  raw’ on his hone’s shoulder to flog his callous hide to  
“  better puipose, so the ill-natured  man delights to awaken an o u t- 
“  raged feeling,—-to notice an imperfection,— to shock a  prejudice,
“ an d , in one word, to  say to every individual the most unpleasant* 
*' an d  vexatious things tn a t recu r to  his recollection. T he  g rea t 
u  p re tex t for this cantankerous•  indulgence is, th a t the  p arty  lores 
ic to  speak his mind. H e, forsooth, is a  plain, dow nright m an, who 
“ always u tters w hat he thinks, and he is too good an E nglish- 
“  m an to  make cringes and cong&es like a  foreigner."

T h e a e  a tte m p te d  d is tin c tio n s, w e h u m b ly  th in k , a r e a  m a s s  
o f  co n fu s io n , in to  w hich a  P h re n o lo g is t c o u ld  n e v e r  h a v e  
fa lle n . H e  know s th a t  th e  ill-h u m o u red  m an  tak e s  no p le a 
s u r e  in  see ing  e ith e r  h is  fr ien d s  o r  h is  enem ies uncom fortab le*  
o r  in  b e in g  h im se lf  th e  a u th o r  o f  th e  annoyance . T h e s e , a s  
p le a s u re s ,  a re  w ith in  th e  fu n c tio n  o f  th e  il l-n a tu re d  m a n :

“  Men that make
“  Envy and crooked Malice nouriahment,
“  Dare bite the beat»’’ Shakspears.

H e re ,  th e n , is a  w ro n g  fee lin g  c a u g h t u p  fo r  il lu s tra tio n . 
T h e  a u th o r  is  d esc rib in g  il l-n a tu re , w h ile  h e  is  e x h ib itin g  i l k  
h u m o u r  a s  th e  corpus demonstration**. >
^  T h e  d is tin c tio n  betw een  ill o r  ira sc ib le  te m p e r  a n d  i l l-  

f  h u m o u r  is  n o t m ore  c o rrec t, in asm u ch  a s  ex te rn a l c ircunw  
1 s t a n c e s  e x c ite  ill-h u m o u r a s  m u c h  as th e y  d o  ill- tem p er. 111- 
\  h u m o u r  is  en g ro ssm en t w ith  th e  d isag reeab le  affection  o f  th e  

se lfish  fee lings, w hich  fee lings a re  affected  b o th  ag reeab ly  a n d  
d is a g re e a b ly  b y  th e  e x te rn a l ob jec ts su ited  fo r each p u rp o se . 
P h re n o lo g y  d isc rim ina tes  th ese  ex te rn a l o b je c ts ; b u t  e x te rn a l
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objects they a re ; so that, here the author ha* offered a dis
tinction without a difference.*

In  the latter, paragraph, where the ill-humoured man is 
compared to a spider, so palpably is the ill-natured man de
scribed, that we could almost suspect the printer and not the 
author of the blunder. I t  is the ill-natured man» not the ill- 
humoured man, th a tu  establishes a raw, and awakens an out
raged feeling.” Indeed the writer lets slip the eel in, his hand 
before the sentence is done, and catches another; so that al
though ill-humour begins the passage, ill-nature ends it. T he 
“  pretext” which follows is likewise more the pretext of the ill- 
natured than of the ill-humoured. T he latter is too much 
occupied with his own disagreeable feelings to set up for the 
plain speaker» or character as it is called. T hat, besides, often 
comes of mere pride and vanity, without either ill-nature or 
ilMiumour, and is one of the thousand and one self-defeating 
attempts to gain a little paltry power and distinction.

But perhaps the simple explanations afforded by Phreno
logy are never more conspicuous than when contrasted with 
the attempts which the old school makes to account for the 
phenomena of human nature. As a  specimen of what the 
unphrenological reading public will not only bear, but abso
lutely take for sound and original thinking, we extract the 
following byou:—r-

“  T he  last modification of disposition (ill-huxAour) is decidedly 
“  E ng lish ; and whether i t  be attributable to ‘ les bouiuards d’An^le*
** ‘ ter re,' to tH e beef-and-puddingizing, the anxious money-getting,
“  or other causes peculiar to England and Englishmen, i t  is rarely  
y  to  be met w ith on  th e  continent in the same intensity in  which it  
“  prevails a t home. Individuals, indeed, of all nations m ay be 
u  subject to occasional fits'of spleen and discontent, bu t i t  is among

Englishmen exclusively theft we find ill-hum our an etat, & m anure 
“ d'etre, which clings to a man a t all periods of life ; and is neither 
"  m itigated by the successes of love, of vanity, or of am bition; nor ( 
“  requires to  be awakened by  disappointment and vexation.
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te in-hmnoiir is a  distinctly  constitutional disease; and as its oc-
tc casional paroxysms are rarely brought on by the more serious 
“  evils of existence, b u t are excited by a  perverse accumulation of 
"  petty  annoyances, so the disposition itself does no t appear to de- 
“ pend on any  notable deviation from health , b u t to arise from 
“ some obscure h itch  or embarrassment in  the more intim ate move» 
*  ments of th e  frame, which, w ithout tending to sickness or dissolu-

tion, is destructive of th a t diffusive anim al pleasure which, in  
“ happier constitutions, is derived from the m ere sentim ent of ex - 
“ istence. I t  should seem as if, in persons thus constituted, the ca- 
rr p illary  systems were so m any fountains of irritation, from which 
"  flow» in upon the  sensorium  an accumulated torrent of inappre- 
“ ciable impressions, which do not engender pain, bu t yet fret the 
€€ dispositions like a gumm ed velvet, and throw  the mind upon the 
"  external world in search of th e *  causes of uneasinem which are in 
“ reality  ihtem aL e T he hum ours of the b ody / Bays a  moral 
“  w riter, ‘ im perceptibly influence the will, so th a t they enter, .for 
** € a  large part, into all our actions, w ithout our being aware of i t ; 
"  ‘ and thus i t  is th a t  th e  ill-hum oured man punishes, in his friends, 
“ * the  outrages of some peccant lym ph circulating  in  his own veins;, 
“ * and revenges him self nobly on society for the offences of his liver 
*' ‘ or pancreas/ "

B ut ill-humour, it seems, is the English malady; so pre
valent, too, “  that, whether we look into the parlour, the
“ nursery, or the saloon ; w hether we examine the d inner-party  or 
“  th e  fam ily-circle; w hether we follow the people into the ir domes- 
“ tic  interior, o r accompany them  in their public amusements, there 
“ is in  E ngland infinitely Jess cheerfulness, good-hum our, and ease 
“ in  the social intercourse of the people, than are to be found in  the 
“  society of any o ther o f th e  European nations.

T he Phrenologist sees at a glance that all this is wordy 
nonsense. Ill-humour he knows to be disagreeably-affected 
selfish feelings,— these feelings holding a decided preponder- 
aoceover the social. I f  the Magazine is right, there must exist 
in  th e  universal English people, greater selfishness and more 
moderate Benevolence and Justice than in any other European 
nation! I t  is quite wild to mistake the effects of that license 
which the laws of England do not deny to all the really ill- 
humoured who choose to vent the feeling in political grumb
ling, for the actual poll of a greater number of discontented 
men in England, than in countries where the malcontent must 
swallow his political resentment T o  the Phrenologist there



is less real ill-humour in the genuine English character than 
in any other in Europe. “  Of all the unsettled humours of 
the land,15 ill-humour the least abounds in that substantially 
happy people; and if this writer will go more clear-sightedly 
into the parlour and the nursery, he will find, not ill-humour, 
bu t gravity,-—the effect of a large Self-esteem, or self-respect, 
which the English do eminently possess, but which is as dif
ferent in feeling from ill-humour, as it is in dignity from the 
jigs, and grimaces, and monkey-tricks of some nations of the 
continent

W e may yet find an opportunity of aiming at nobler game 
than the anthropology of the New Monthly Magazine. The 
human nature of some philosophers of the highest name,—of 
the elegant and profound Theorist of Moral Sentiments hinK 
self,— will be found to be distortion when the square and 
plummet of Phrenology are applied to i t  W e conclude 
at present by submitting it as an exercise to our phrenological 
readers, to try either to reduce to sense and precision, or to 
declare the impracticability of so doing, the following show of 
thought and expression with which the article we have been 
examining commences :—

“  T he English language is rich in term s for expressing the various 
“  shades and nuances of intellectual and sensitive endowments and  
“  infirmities. U nlike the French , who are confined to one poor € Ves- 
“  * p r it/  we have wit, fancy, imagination, sense, hum our, fear, ap- 
“ prehension, and m any other expressions of modality ;  for all of 
“  which the aforesaid Vesprit is for the most p art compelled to do 
“ .duty  alone and unassisted; so likewise our m other tongue indi- 
“  cates no less than  three distinct modifications of th a t malevolence 
“  with which too frequently we regard our friends and  associates^—  
“  ill-tem per, ill-nature, and ill-hum our."
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A R T IC L E  V II.

D IN N ER  O F T H E  PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

T h e  Phrenological Society dined in Barry's Hotel, Prince's 
Street, on 'Riursday, £8d November, 1826; M r William 
Scott, President of the Society, in the chair; M r J ames 
Simpson, Vice-president; and a  large number of the Mem
bers present.

After an elegant and sumptuous dinner, provided in the 
best style by M r Barry, and the doth being removed, M r 
Seott gave, w The K i n g n e x t ,  “  The Phrenological So- 
“  c i e t y a n d  subsequently, “  The Health of M r George 
“  C o m b e p re fa c in g  the last toast with some observations 
on the debt of gratitude which the Society owed to this gen
tleman. H e bad been the means, said M r Scott, of calling 
the attention of the greatest part of the members to the science; 
he had taught many of them its truths and applications; 
and he continued his exertions in the cause with unabating 
perseverance and success,—circumstances which justified the 
President in proposing his health at this early stage of their 
proceedings.

■ M r George Combs returned thanks, and begged to di
rect the attention of the meeting to the great founder of the 
science,— Dr Gall. I t  was unnecessary for him to dwell 
ion the merits of this highly-gifted individual, they being 
known to every one who had enrolled his name in a Phreno
logical Society. H e would only observe, that D r Gall had 
discovered the functions of the brain; involving in its conse
quences the true philosophy of human nature, animal, mo
ral, and in t e l l e c t u a l t h a t ,  for the first time since the world 
began, mankind had been enabled, by this discovery, to com
pare their individual and social institutions, their codes of 
morality and religion, and their various practical principles,



with the actual nature of man. How much would be found 
defective he needed not to te ll; but at the bare idea of how 
much might be improved, his mind swelled with the liveliest 
hope. In  factj imagination sunk under the contemplation of 
thevastness o f D r Gall's discovery, and of the consequences 
which are in its train. These statements might be viewed as 
extravagant ravings of enthusiasm by those who knew no
thing of the science beyond the opprobrious epithets with which 
it had been loaded by its opponents; but on its real merits 
the judgment of a Phrenological Society was the decision o f 
posterity. Those whom he now addressed had studied and 
comprehended the principles; they had examined the evi
dence, and had traced the consequences of the discovery; 
and what they now saw, felt, and anticipated, was the sha
dow thrown before of what • posterity, when equally en
lightened, would feel, and see, and practically experience« 
If , then, we would have regarded it aa an unspeakable feli
city to have been enrolled among the admirers, not to say the 
supporters and defenders, of Galileo, of Harvey» of Newton, 
of Locke, or of any other of the great and good men who had 
been persecuted by their contemporaries for conferring the 
greatest blessings on their race,—if we would have rejoiced in 
an opportunity of offering to them the humble tribute of otqr 
most sincere and deep-felt gratitude and homage, and of ex
hibiting to them, in our admiration, a real, though feeble, 
specimen of the applause which an enlightened and benefited 
posterity would never cease to shower upon their n a m e s . 
how greatly may we exult in having it this day in our power 
to express all these emotions towards a man who has con
ferred on the world a gift not inferior to the greatest* that 
was ever proffered to it by these his illustrious predecessors, 
who has undergone, and who now endures a measure of op
probrium and abuse on this account alone, to be equalled only 
by the magnitude of his merits, and who yet lives, and is ca
pable of receiving this our humble testimony of esteem. 
Much as we admire D r Gall as a  great discoverer and a pro
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found philosopher, there was another point of view in which 
M r C. was desirous of introducing h im ; and it was only on 
such an occasion as this that a becoming opportunity was af
forded of doing so. He referred to D r Gall's appearance, 
character, and manners, as an individual. M r C. had not 
enjoyed the honour of his personal acquaintance, but, pith 
permission, he would read a graphic and eloquent descrip* 
tion of him which he bad very recently received, I t  was 
from the pen of a gentleman well known to the Society for 
his exertions in the cause of Phrenology, and of whom they 
bad on former occasions expressed their highest approbation, 
namely, D r Elliotson of London. (Applause.)

“  1 have seen D r  G a ll/ ' says D r  Elliotson«— *' seen much of him« 
“ and had repeated conversations with him  on phrenological points, 
“ and on the history of th e  discoveries. H e lectures in P an s, to a 
w class of above one hundred« a t  the A then6e Royale. H is  course 
if consists of six ty  or seventy lectures« and he spends several days in 
“ dissecting. When« a t  the end of the hour« he asks whether he 
“  shall proceed ? the audience applaud violently« and he often con- 
w tioues two« and upwards of three hours. D r  G all ranks high in 
“ P a r is ; he is physician to ten ambassador^— has.great practice,—? 
“ is considered a savant,— and bears himself« and lives handsomely 
4f like a  gentleman.

“  G ail's bead is m agnificent; and  his countenance, dress, and 
“  manners« with the depth« continuousness« liberality, and simpli- 
u  city of his rem arks, snow you, th a t you are in company w ith a 
“  profound philosopher,— a perfect gentlem an,— and a  most kind- 
“  hearted m end . H e  is perfectly free from affectation or quackery ; 
“ pursues tru th  only, regardless of all consequences; and has sought 
u  it  a t an immense expense, and free from all interested motives. 
“  H e  knows the im portance and th e  reality of his discoveries; and 
“  though perfectly modest and simple, forms the ju s t estimate of 
“  himself th a t posterity will form, and feels secure of im m ortality. 
€t I  advised him to write some popular work, bu t be objected; said 
"  he had w ritten  for the studious only,— for those who desired to 
“  understand the subject tho rough ly ; th a t he had composed a 
“ work for posterity ; and must leave to others the occupation of 
“  w riting  for loungers. T ill w ithin the last two or three years he 
“  has been considerably ou t of pocket by Phrenology. I t  was de- 
“  lightful to see th e  good old man every day sitting on his sofa, or 
"  sitting up  in bed (for he was ill a t tne tim e), surrounded by his 
“  friends, all listening to  him , while he spoke knowledge in the most 
“  amiable m anner, attending to  every question, and allowing some 
fe more voluble, though not less adm iring than the rest, to in terrup t 
“  him , patiently resuming his argum ents when they had finished.



“  H e  isincew andy m editating and observing, so un true  is i t  th a t he
€t labours no longer. H e encourages all to work, telling them , th a t 
u  much remains yet to be done, and mentions points upon which he 
** wishes them  to  make observations for the purpose of solving va- 
“  nous difficulties/' (Laud and enthusiastic applause.)

. M r Combe would not detract from the effect of this de
scription by adding a  single word of his own ; he begged to  
give the health of D r G all; great honour and prosperity to 
h i m ; and may he be allowed to live till he see his merits ap
preciated by Europe and the world, as they now are by the 
Phrenological Society.—■(Great applause.)

D r A. Combe, having next craved a toast, rose to propose 
the health of an individual whose name was inseparably con
nected with that of D r Gall, and with the history of the 
science, and to whom the British Phrenologists, and they in 
particular, were under deep obligations ;-~he alluded to D r 
Spurzheim.

T o  do justice to the merits of D r Spurzheim would require 
an eloquence and a power of detail which no Phrenologist 
would look for in combination with so scanty a development 
of Ideality and of Language as that which lie possessed. H e 
must, therefore, come to the conclusion, that, in devolving 
upon him the agreeable duty of testifying their respect and 
admiration of that gentleman, his fellow-members had acted 
under the conviction, that D r Spurzheim's discoveries and 
writings were so well known to all, as to render either indi
vidual enumeration or expressions of praise altogether unne
cessary ; but it was so rare an occurrence for his diminutive 
faculty of Language to be found addressing a meeting like 
this, that now that its activity was fairly roused, he was will
ing at least to attempt to recall a few among the many and 
valuable services conferred by D r Spurzheim on every branch 
of science to which he had hitherto devoted the energies o f 
his powerful mind.

As an anatomist, as a philosopher, and as a physician, D r 
Spurzheim, he said, was almost equally distinguished. In  the
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cultivfetion of that vast field, so long a barren waste, and now 
so fruitful and attractive, viz. the human and comparative ana
tomy o f the nervous system) he had manifested mental attri
butes of the very highest order, and displayed a scope and 
comprehensiveness of mind, and an extent and accuracy of 
observation, that ceased to astonish ooly when viewed in a n u  
notion with the splendid development of his forehead. In  
conjunction with D r Gall, he had invented a method of dis
secting the b ra in ,. which was, for the first time, in unison 
with the soundest principles of reason and of physiology, 
and by the application of which he had effected important 
diaeoveries in the structure of that organ; but, superior as the 
mode of dissection unquestionably was, and valuable as were 
these individual discoveries, still he could not but regard the 
beautiful practical exposition, which his writings afforded, of 
the great leading principle of always studying structure in  
relation with Junction^ and function  in  relation with sttuc- 
ture, as constituting the chief and distinguishing feature in 
his anatomical and physiological excellence. W hen stated in 
as many words, this principle seems very simple, and even 
t r i te ; but it was not the less to D r Sporzheim’s credit that 
he seemed to have been the first to appreciate its real magni
tude, and to inculcate practically the necessity of faithfully 
adhering to it as a guide. The instability and imperfections 
of the systems of mental philosophy antecedent to Phreno
logy, showed how little had been of could be accomplished, 
by the utmost exertions of the profoundest men, without the 
guidance of this principle, in the lapse of many centuries. 
T h e  stability and present comparative perfection of the 
phrenological system showed how much had been and could 
be accomplished in the course of a few years by the unaided 
exertions of one, or rather two individuals acting with this 
principle. In  like manner, the crude and contradictory, and, 
as they were called by a late unphrenological writer, utterly 
incomprehensible notions entertained in regard to the ana
tomy of the human b ra in ; and the very mode of dissection.
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still practised in this country, by which, as Cuvier admits, 
“ the true relations o f parte, which are always seen cut across, 
“  escape not the pupil alone, but the master himself," amply 
testified how little had been accomplished in this department 
without a  leading principle, after the most careful and patietat 
scrutiny by the best anatomists of past centuries; while the 
present comparatively advanced state of the human mind, and 
rapid progress of the comparative anatomy of the nervous sys
tem, showed as incontestably how much rcould be accom
plished by a  very few individuals in a very few years with 
the aid of a correct principle to guide them.

I t  was, in fact, said D r CL, the cautious application of this 
principle of invariably connecting function with structure, that 
had enabled D r Spurzheim, in conjunction with D r Gall, to 
establish the identity of parts altogether dissimilar in appear
ance, and therefore generally regarded as different; to demon
strate that what were supposed to be the optic thalami in birds, 
were in reality the bigeminal tubercles only enlarged in size, 
in proportion to the greater rise of the nerve to which they 
give origin .; to prove the existence of the posterior lobes in 
the mammalia, to many of which they are or were denied by 
Cuvier and others, who regarded only die mechanical situa
tion of the p a r ts ; to prove that the identity of a part must 
be determined by .its functions, and not by its mere form 
and situation, and thus to place tfie comparative anatomy of 
the nervous system at its outset on a sure and solid basis; 
and, lastly, it was the application of this very principle, and 
this was the surest test of its value, that had enabled other late 
inquirers in the same field to obtain in a few months a rich 
harvest of fruitful and consistent results, which would for
merly have been held sufficient to reward the labours of a 
lifetime.

As a physiologist and as a philosopher, D r Spurzheim was 
equally entitled to their respect and admiration. His application 
of Phrenology to the advancement o f education unfolded views 

-'d principles of great practical value; and it was only to
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be regretted that, from the condensed form is  which they 
ware brought forward, it would be so long before they could 
be either frilly or generally appreciated B ut his merits 
were not confined to the successful application of the new 
philosophy viewed as a  science. Phrenology itself owed much 
to D r Spurzheim. Not only had he succeeded in discover
ing the primitive functions of several facilities whose mani
festations alone were known to D r Gall, but he was himself 
th e  discoverer of eight out of the thirty-four organs and fru- 
cukies now admitted, and when he added, that Conscienti
ousness was among the number, it would argue little for its de
velopment in themselves were they to be slow in acknowledg
ing their debt of gratitude« B ut with all these claims to 
their warmest regard they were as familiar as he was, and he 
would not weary them with detail.

A s a  physician, in that particular department to which be 
bad chiefly directed his attention, D r Spurzheun seemed to 
D r C. to stand pre-eminent. I t  were needless, he said, to de
scribe the contradictions in opinion and in practice which exist
ed in regard to the subject of insanity before the publication of 
D r Spurzbeim’s admirable elucidation in 1816. I t  is too well 
known that for many years mental affections were regarded as 
so completely beyond the reach of medical aid, that few pro
fessional men ever thought of bestowing either time or atten
tion upon their investigation; and that, notwithstanding their 
acknowledged importance, these affections were thus either 
allowed to run their course unobserved and unchecked, or 
the patient was handed over to the custody o f a keeper, to 
be dealt with exactly as his sense, humanity, caprice, or 
cruelty happened to predominate. D r Spurzheim saw and 
lamented the magnitude of this evil, and longed to apply to 
its removal the torch of Phrenology. And accordingly, in 
1816, laid his work before die English public; but it was 
the characteristic of D r Spurzheim’s mind to deal with prin
ciples rather than with details, to furnish a faithful guide to 
others rather than to explore the field himself with micro.



scropic minuteness. T he consequence waa9 that the true 
value of his labours could not be justly appreciated till other 
minds should have had tin e  to carry his principles into prac
tice, and to produce positive testimony o f their excellence. 
This was remarkably the case with his professional writings, 
which, for die same reason, were as yet comparatively little 
known to the generality of practitioners, but to  whieh, never
theless, much, very much of the marked advance which tins 
branch of medical science had of late made,* especially in a  
neighbouring country, could be most* distinctly traced. By 
fixing the seat of insanity, and providing sure and immov
able landmarks by which to distinguish the different affec
tions from which it arises, and the different kinds of curative 
measures which ought to be had recourse to, and by expos
ing the principles by which the moral treatment might be 
most effectually conducted and adapted to every individual 
case, D r Spurzhehn had at once narrowed the field of in
quiry, marked out the limits within which it is profitable to 
attempt its cultivation, unfolded the causes of its former 
sterility, and put instruments and means in the bands of 
every willing labourer, by the use of which he is made mor
ally certain of adding to his stock of useful knowledge; 
and he had thus the high merit of having laid the foundation 
of improvements which, in no long time, bid fair to remove 
the stigma so long attached to this department of medicine.

D r C. then said, that he would no longer detain the So
ciety, but would simply propose “  To the health and hap
piness of D r Spurzheim.*— ( T his toast was received with loud 
and continued applause.)

M r David Bridges, juil, in an elegant and animated 
speech, adverted to the excellent qualities of sentiment and 
intellect which distinguished and adorned the President of 
the Society: he briefly adverted to his contributions to its 
instruction and entertainment, and concluded by giving the 
health of M r Scott.
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•' M r Scott returned thanks, and craved a  toast; it wps to 
the health of the F ounders of the P hrenological So
ciety. W hen j said he, we look hack td the time and the cir
cumstances in which these individuals instituted this Society, 
there was in  that single act a  display of moral intrepidity and 
of enlightened sagacity that, entitled them to our sincexest 
gratitude and esteem. They braved the world's contempt 
when it was in its highest flood ; they stood forth as the pub
lic and avowed champions of the science when every other 
friend had shrunk frftm the pelting of the pitiless storm ; 
now, when their seedling plant s had become a vigorous 
and wide-spreading tree, “  proof to the tempest shock,'1 
i t  became us to remember with honour the authors of its  
existence, and the vigorous defenders of its infancy. H e 
would read from the list the founders of the Society, among 
whom he included all who had joined it in the first year of its 
institution: these were M r George Combe, M r Brownlee, D r 
Andrew Combe, Rev. David Welsh, M r Fleming, M r 
Ritchie^ the Rev. Alexander Stewart, D r Robert Willis, 
Sir Geo* S* Mackenzie, and M r James Stewart.

M r J ames B ridges rose to propose the health of the Se
cretary of the Society. After alluding to the able and zeal
ous manner in which he had discharged the duties of that 
oflice, to his essays on the application of Phrenology to the 
elucidation of the political institutions of nations, &c., he pro
posed the health of M r Lyon.

M r L yon returned thanks, and proposed the health of 
M r Simpson, the Vice-president. M r S. was an early, zeal
ous, and intelligent Phrenologist; he had enriched the re
cords of the science with elegant, interesting, and original 
communications, and, in his individual character, was endear
ed to every member of the Society, by the many excellent 
qualities .to which M r Lyon paid an appropriate tribute.
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M r Simpson expressed himself most sensible of the com
pliment paid him, and p r o c e e d e d B u t  let me escape from 
common-place on th*t luckless topic self, and call a  very 
different theme, with which my heart is fu l l ; and, Sir, full 
be the cup to the toast—brim full, for it is to “  the causm 
“  of P hrenology over the W orld.*

[T he enunciation of this toast was enthusiastically applaud
ed. M r S. proceeded.] Having boldly struck the chord, 
I  must not shrink from the clang my own hand has m ade; 
yet do I  feel that it is a pitch abovcf me, and that I  have 
mistaken the ardour of my feelings for the power of my u t
terance. Have you ever been struck, sir, with a  marked and 
beautiful parallel between the fortunes of infant Liberty and 
infant Phrenology ? Liberty was a seedling of the German 
woods, but it was not—it is not yet planted out over the Ger
man plains. T o  Britain the exotic early found its w a y ; 
soon struck deep its roots info a more kindly soil, and is now 
the majestic tree that shelters all the land. T he light o f 
Phrenology, in like manner, first glimmered and was ex
tinguished on the D anube; but the star which set to Ger
many rose to Britain. H ither came the genius of the nascent 
tru th  to claim the better inheritance of British intellect, 
British energy, and British virtue.

Manifold is our country's originality in all that imparts 
knowledge, and power, and happiness to man. But some of 
her best, her most familiar blessings—her free institutions— 
her press—her religion—some of her noblest boasts and 
glories, were once infant strangers on her shores, adopted by 
her as a nursing mother, and trained to a vigour, unknown 
elsewhere, in her fostering bosom. Phrenology, since its 
arrival in Britain, has grown in stature and in gracefulness. 
No imperial rescript, as in its native land, has fettered its 
limbs, or “  curtailed it of its fair proportions.* No royal edict, 
as in France, has excised its commerce, and stinted a  vast po- < 
pulation of its moral nutriment. No conclave, as in Rome,
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has proscribed and mippressed.it, denouncing it,— be i t  mark- 
ed to its eternal honour,—4n the very formula of bigotry which 
sent Galileo, and would send Gall, to a  dungeon.* Oppo
nents in our own land, many a one, it is true, hare tried to 
stifle it in its tender age; but the unadvised efforts of all And 
each have only raised the fame of the infant Hercules. Pro* 
judice was once a tide which it had to stem ; it is now an inert 
mass which it will surmount.

I f  Britain be the most fruitful producer, she must be, she 
if, the chief exporter. This is evident to the gifted founders 
of the science theinselves; and, I  doubt not, influences one of 
them in his admirable resolution to settle in this country.-f 
From Britain Divine truth is dawning on the heathen; and 
from Britain has begun to spread over the world,—hand-* 
maid to the knowledge of God,*-this the true knowledge of 
man. T he voice has gone forth, and America, that land 
of unfettered intellect, has been the first to echo the sound. 
Anon from India we are cheered with a distinct articulate 
reverberation,

"  More worth than all the wealth that loads the breeze 
u  W hen Coromandel's ships return from Indian seas.’*

M ay the lofty ethics of Phrenology change the moral face 
of these distant lands; cast a flood of light on Ameriba’s path 
to the sacred eminence of liberty and v irtue; make the truth 
plainer than the day, that Benevolence and Justice are an em
p ires pillars and a people's glory, till Britain and America 
shall be rivals, not in base effusion of selfishness and 
pride, but in the ardour o f their practice of the highest 
maxims at once of Phrenology and Christianity, that it is a 
nation's noblest exercise of power and highest display of wis-
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dom, “  to do justice, to love mercy, and to walk humbly.* 
W hat then shall become of war,—that most unphrendogical 
of all possible applications of the faculties df man !

A  word now to Continental Europe : and, first, a health 
to the Phrenologists of France, where they are numerous and 
enlightened in spite of their fetters ; and next to those of 
Denmark. T he masculine intellect of the countrymen of 
Tycho Brahe, guided by a Hoppe and an Otto, has already 
drawn largely on the Phrenology of Britain, and, I  say it with 
pride, of Scotland, where these two distinguished physicians 
have many a kindly alma-mater association. Hoppe and 
Otto are names known to science, and erst will be better 
known. They are spreading the science in German as well 
as in Danish, and will probably be the means of giving it at 
second-hand to the country of its discovery. T o these let us 
add a health to Drs Caldwell and Bell of America, to Dr 
Patterson of India ; and, returning from abroad, let us remem
ber withal our able and excellent friends, husbandmen in a vast 
field of observation, D r Elliotson, M r Wheatson, and the 
London Phrenological Society ; along with these let us drink 
to the honour of their fellow-labourers in every quarter of 
the British isles, and every time we meet may the sentiment 
expand m its application, “  T he Cause of P hrenology 
over the W orld.”

M r G eorge Combe proposed the health of a gentleman 
« who had taken a very early, a deep, long-continued, and ac

tive interest in the cause of Phrenology, and to whom this 
Society was indebted Tor the foundation of its collection of 
casts and skulls, as well as for many subsequent contributions 
and donations; it was scarcely necessary for him to name 
“  Sir Geo. S. Mackenzie,” {cheers). M r C. paid a just tri
bute to the merits of Sir Geo. Mackenzie as a Phrenologist, 
and the toast was drank with acclamation.

M r Simpson craved a toast, and said,—W ith permission of 
the company, I  beg to dedicate this cup to the health and
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welfare of a  distinguished individual placed in such circum
stances in relation to us, that, were we unphrenological con
troversialists, actuated merely by selfish love of victory and 
corresponding indifference to truth, his name would be the 
signal for a shout of vulgar triumph. I ,  at least, should not 
have been the person to put in such hazard the name of a gen
tleman whom I  have long and habitually admired for his ta
lents and respected for his virtues, and whose friendship I  
have often personally experienced. But I  am confident that 
it will be received here with kindly, respectful,— I  had al
most said grateful feelings, demonstrating that our valued 
doctrine of the supremacy of the moral sentiments is a living, 
practical principle, and not an empty sound. Thus guarded 
from misapprehension, —  thus secured from the remotest 
chance of misrepresentation,—confident that you will hear 
the name with the same generous cordiality with which you 
would hail the person, were he, by a strange chance, a t this 
moment to come among you,— I  freely and fearlessly intrust to 
you that name, which belongs, if not to one of our best friends, 
a t least to our loftiest foe, F rancis J effrey. [T h e  cordial 
applause which here interrupted the speaker showed that he 
had rightly estimated the sympathies of his audience.] I  
need not state distinctions to you between the feelings here 
to be cherished and the feelings to be suppressed. I  do not 
mean to rob you of one atom of your satisfaction, that tru th  
has prevailed;— prevailed, not in the opinion of Phrenologists 
alone, bu t by the unqualified suffrage of every educated and 
impartial person who has perused and understood both sides 
of the controversy. Your agreeable surprise was not the 
success of the defence, but the actual appearance of sixty-five 
mortal printed pages, from the Pinnacle of Literature itself, 
in direct assault against our science and its pretensions.*
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H ad that attack, in its manner, instead of preserving a  
gentlemanlike good temper and playful humour,—sufficiently 
contemptuous no doubt, but amusing even to the Phrenolo-; 
gist,—broken all bounds of moderation, still was our indul- 
gence due to it. In  the present stage of the science the 
good done by it is immense. T he rank of the assailant is 
another word for the power of the assailed; and many able 
though deeply prejudiced men have taken an interest in thi* 
combat, who would not, in human chances, have been fur
nished with a  motive of sufficient strength to open a book on 
the subject, during all the remaining days of their respective 
lives. I t  is no novelty to Phrenologists to be told, that

u Some feelings are to mortals given
“  With more of earth in them than heaven/’

Y et could the intellect of this gifted man, “  from passion’* 
dross refined and clear,”—clear without a dimming cloud of 
prepossession,—be applied, to the cogent evidences and sym
metrical system of Phrenology, how different would be his 
convictions! But it is human feelings that constitute moral 
impossibility, and moral impossibility is here. M r Jeffrey 
were more than man, did he not wrap closer and closer the 
“  old cloak about him.” T he penalty, the heavy penalty is 
his. Let us not superadd one unfriendly feeling, but heartily 
and cordially drink to the health and happiness of M r Jeff
rey, and never wish him worse than that he may yet be
come an accomplished Phrenologist.

This toast was received with several rounds o f applause.

M r  G e o r g e  C o m b e  apo log ized  fo r ag a in  ris in g  to  c rav e  
a  t o a s t ; b u t  th e  h e a lth  w h ich  h a d  j u s t  b een  g iv e n  re m in d e d  
h im  o f  a n  a c t o f  ju s tic e  th a t  w as d u e  to  a  m em b er o f  th e  So*
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dety , who had not only been an early and a steady friend to 
Phrenology, omitting no opportunity of promoting its diffu
sion, but who, on a recent occasion, had been the fir s t  to an-, 
swer the attack o f M r Jeffrey, and whose refutation had. 
been so prompt, so complete, and so widely circulated, that 
Phrenology would have stood unscathed by the Reviewer, 
although no other defender had appeared; he alluded to M r 
William Ritchie, the author o f an able and eloquent article,' 
signed MetaphysuxvPhrenologus, which appeared in the 
Scotsman on the third day after the publication of M r Jeff
rey's attack. M r C. read a letter from Bungay in Suffolk, 
mentioning that the article had been reprinted there, and 
widely circulated; and he had heard also, that it had excited 
much interest among the Phrenologists in other parts of Eng
land as well as in Scotland. H e proposed the health of M r 
Ritchie.

M r R it c h ie  returned thanks, and said he would endea
vour to perform a duty which had been requested of him,—  
th a t of proposing T he Memory of the late Professor Dr, 
Thomas Brown,—rather than lose the pleasure of spending, 
the evening where he now was; and though entirely unpre
pared in a rhetorical sense, he would own that on this sub-, 
ject he could never be altogether unprepared in point of 
feeling. His best method therefore would be to tell them, 
simply how he first came to take a  peculiar interest in the 
writings of D r Brown. In  early life he had read Karnes1 
A rt o f  TViinkifigi— a work in which it was recommended to 
young persons to form the habit of th inking  in  language, 
or of allowing thought to outstrip expression as seldom as 
possible, as also of reducing their opinions of what they read 
to writing. H e had endeavoured to follow the advice in both 
respects, with some profit certainly, even as to the former, 
though, as the meeting must perceive, from his development 
of Language, with no great success. A s to the latter, it was 
in every one's power to follow i t  In  the years 1804 and
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1805 he had been occupied, as leisure permitted, in perusing 
the works of Reid and some other metaphysicians. H e was not 
altogether satisfied with their views respecting evidence and 
belief^—cause and effect,—-and Love o f ‘Approbation was 
whispering, that he had taken views of his own more sound, 
and not unimportant, when D r Brown's publication on the 
Lesliean controversy, or the first edition of his Essay on 
Cause and Effect, made its appearance. On perusal, h e  was 
mortified to find that D r Blown had proceeded farther in 
the same track ; but mortification soon gave way to a better 
feeling,—admiration;—and, though anticipated and outstrip
ped, he followed with alacrity and pleasure; for intellectual 
light and moral integrity were before him. From  that time 
forward he had read greedily whatever D r Brown wrote, 
and he had been rewarded not only with instruction in me
taphysical science, bu t with the purest and best sort o f moral 
gratification. W hat had struck him (M r R .), however, the 
moment he knew any thing of Phrenology, and what was 
more peculiarly deserving of attention from the meeting, was, 
that, in his metaphysical doctrines, the late Professor of Mo
ral Philosophy approached very nearly to their own. T he 
whole of them are based on the position, that laws and ten
dencies have been imposed upon and. given to man, from 
which he cannot shake himself free, and which affect and 
substantially characterize his whole nature, physical, moral, 
and intellectual. Nor did he stop there. H e saw, and con
sequently avowed, that there were constitutional and specific 
differences among individuals, both as to mind and  disposi
tions. A nd what was this but the plain metaphysics of 
Phrenology P W ith the exception of Gall, Spurzheim, and 
their friend M r Combe, indeed, D r Brown had done more to 
place the philosophical doctrines of Phrenology on a  sure ba
sis than any other writer with whom he (M r R .) was ac
quainted. Had this metaphysician lived he would no doubt 
have become a Phrenologist. His thirst for knowledge was 
too strong to have allowed the proofs which have now been



accumulated to escape his attention; he was too intrepid a 
thinker to shun the subject from fe a r; he was too honest a 
man to have felt a  conviction of the truth of Phrenology 
without proclaiming i t  B ut whatever might be thought of 
this theory, they would all concur in admiring the character 
o f the late D r Brown. His intellect was acute and philo- 
sophica!,— his moral feelings of the highest order,—for he 
was a t once benevolent, intrepid, and conscientious. They 
had  no longer the high privilege of enjoying the society of the 
man* but there still remained to them his writings, which 
stimulate the intellect, satisfy the judgment, and afford also 
a  healing balm to the heart. In  travelling through his 
pages, we walk as it were in moral sunshine, Ideality shed
ding its brightest rays over the most refined and excellent 
products of Benevolence and Conscientiousness. After pro
posing “  T he memory of D r Thomas Brown, late Professor 
o f Moral Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh,19 which 
was received with very marked respect, M r R. begged to 
men don two things more which had just occurred to h im : 
the one was. an anecdote of D r Brown, the other a saying of 
his biographer. I t  was the practice of D r Brown to make 
•up his own views on each subject before reading the author 
who treated of i t ; and his object in doing so was, that, after 
perusal, he might settle where the truth lay,-—what was the 
cause o f the differences in opinion betwixt them,—-whether it 
arose from accidental circumstances or the character qfm teU  
led . This was indeed being very nearly a  Phrenologist. 
T he felicitous saying of M r W elsh, one of the ablest and 
most respected members of our own Society,—one who knew 
D r Brown.as well as he understood the profoundest of his 
speculations,— was, T hat by means of the rare union of men
tal powers and moral worth to which I  have feebly at
tempted to do justice, “  D r Brown was able to make his 
house at once a school for the intellect, and a home to the 
heart.*
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T he C h a ir m a n  said,—H e would now propose the h e a lth  
of a gentleman whose merit was only exceeded by his mo
desty. H e alluded to D r A. Combe, who, in his own pecu
liar department—the physiological,—had conferred great and 
lasting obligations on. the cause of Phrenology. H e need 
only mention the able and triumphant manner in which he 
had defended the science against the attacks of D r John Gor
don—of D r Roget—of D r Barclay—of D r Rudolphi,— and, 
on the occasion of the recent attack in the Edinburgh Review, 
he believed it was to him they owed the vindication of the 
philosophical and physiological reputation of Grandmamma 
Wolf. (Applause,)

D r C o m b e  returned thanks for the honour done him, and 
begged to add, once M r Scott had alluded to the subject, 
that he intended, on an early meeting in another place, to 
bring forward further evidence of a forcible kind in support 
of the physiological opinions of the v en erab le  personage whose 
large eyes and long ears had been so unhappily attacked by a  
late celebrated and able antagonist. H e regretted that he 
could not say so much in defence of the moral as of the physio
logical principles of that four-footed, sharp-sighted, and long
eared authority ; but still he did not think that on that ac
count alone her testimony was to be considered as proving ab
solutely the opposite of what she affirmed, especially when, 
as in the present case, they all knew, that, for once at least 
in her life, she was speaking the plain and simple truth.

M r L yo n  craved a toast, and said,— In  rising to propose 
the health of the Clerical Members of the Society, I  do not 
think that this is either the time or the place to enlaige on 
the importance and practical utility of Phrenology in guiding 
the labours of a pastor among his flock, and still less to ad
vert to the harmony which exists between the truths of Phren
ology and those of Christianity. I  would rather embrace 
this opportunity of expressing our obligations, not merely to
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those of our clerical friends who have openly cotne forward 
and joined our ranks, but also to those clergymen, particu
larly of our national church, who have more or less avowed 
their conviction of the truth of our »science, and who have 
had the honour of being sneered at as “ the learned theolo- 
“ gical doctors who are said to patronize this absurd theory.” 
This avowal, I am persuaded, has contributed in no small 
degree to the rapid progress which the science has made in 
this country. We know the powerful influence of the senti
ment of Veneration. Many, particularly of the other sex, 
have had their prejudices softened or removed, and have 
been induced to examine the evidences of Phrenology, simply 
by knowing that some of our most eminent divines have 
either given the science their favourable regard, or have alto
gether embraced its doctrines. Many are the grounds on 
which the clergy of the church of Scotland claim our grati
tude and respect; and I  consider myself warranted to state 
this as an additional claim,—that among than a belief of the 
doctrines of our science is rapidly and extensively spreading. 
The present generation may not, but a future generation .as
suredly will record it to the honour pf the clergy of Scotland, 
that they were the first to appreciate and to embrace a science 
which was scowled upon by the literati and dilletanti of the 
day; and when learned professors would overwhelm us with 
fatalism, materialism, nihilism, atheism, and I know not how 
many other isms, we may oppose authority to authority, and 
marvel how it should come to pass, that the defence of reli
gion against the inroads of Phrenology should be maintained 
in Royal Societies, whan our authorised teachers see in it 
nothing to dread, but much to commend.

M r Welsh has already been mentioned as the founder of 
the Society; and when I  think of the objections which have 
been made to our science, that it is not (or rather I  should 
now say, was not) countenanced by the medical profession, 
and that it is hostile to religion and Christianity, let it be re
membered, that the founders of the science itself were phy.
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ticians, and that the founder of the first Phrenological Scfc 
ciety was a clergyman. I  beg to propose the healths of “ M r 
Welsh, Mr Grierson, Mr Stewart, Mr Buchanan, Mr Irvine, 
M r Whitson, and Mr Wardlaw, the Clerical Members of the 
Society.”

The Rev. M r Geiebson of Dunblane returned thanks, 
and the Chairman then gave—“ T he M edical M embers 
“  of the Society."

D r R obert H amilton returned thanks ; and, adverting 
to the objection, .that Phrenology was disowned by the mé
dical profession, he remarked, that, to refute this assertion, 
it was necessary only to attend for a moment to facts; The 
founders of the science were medical men of no mean emi
nence in their profession ; and the roil of every Phrenologi
cal Society, particularly those of London and Bdinburgb, 
proved that the medical constituted no mean proportion of 
the total members. He pointed out the advantages that me
dical science was. destined to reap from Phrenology; and 
congratulated the Society, that this important troth had been 
avowed and spiritedly maintained in a quarter which cOnld 
not fail of influencing the medical profession in general ; be 
alluded to the late Analysis of M r Combe's System iir-the 
Medico-Chiruigical Review. The Editor of that work (to 
the high merits and extensive influence of which he paid a 
just tribute), had unhesitatingly “ recognised in the science 
“  of its principles a legitimate and useful subject of profes- 
“  sional inquiry," «ad boldly advocated “  the utility" of 
Phrenology “ to the true philosophy of medicine.” D r H a
milton concluded by proposing “ The health of Dr John. 
« ston, E ditor of the Medieo-Chiruigical Review." (Much 
applause.)

The Chairman observed, that Phrenology, as the science 
of human nature, .was interesting and practically useful to
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eveiy profession; that the clerical and medical members’had 
already been given; but there remained another class of pro* 
fesaional men who had embraced the cause of Phrenology,— 
fedueed it in silently to ' practice,—and whose works were cal
culated at once to illustrate and adorn i t ; their healths be 
now begged leave to propose; he alluded to the artists, 
.via. Mr Stewart, Mr Joseph, M r Douglas, Mr Bennie, Mjr 
Uwins, Mr P. Gibson, Mr Morrison, and M r Steward 
Watson, members of the Society.

Mr D ouglas, miniature-painter, returned thanks. He 
had great pleasure in acknowledging the benefits he had de
rived from Phrenology in his art. I f  it had done nothing 
mare than presented him with -a mapped outline of the head, 
and called his attention to.the propriety of delineating all its 
parts and proportions with minuteness and accuracy, it would 
have still deserved his warmest acknowledgments; but, con- 
toeotedaa Phrenology was with the philosophy of expression, 
hecooeeived it impassible for any one to understand the ulti
mate principles of this branch e f his art who was ignorant 
of the science. He only regretted that, from the calls upon 
his time, be bad it not in. his power practically to promote its 
diffusion. ...............

Mr G. Combs begged to propose the health of D r James 
Kennedy of Tamworth. He was not permitted at present 
to mention all that Phrenology owed to Dr Kennedy, but 
when his exertions were divulged, he wonld be acknowledged 
as one of the most zealous and efficient supporters of the 
cause. He was a focus of phrenological light in Stafford*, 
shire, and, aided by some able and intelligent friends,, dif
fused its principles through an extensive district by means-of 
several newspapers and journals. Several of these articles 
hod been read by gentlemen now present, and they could 
appreciate tbeir value.’ On the faith of their testimony he 
would propose "  The health of Dr Kennedy.”
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M r J ambs Bridges proposed the “ Editor of thePhren
ological Journal.’9

‘ Several other toasts were given; after which Mr Scott left 
the chair at twelve o'clock* when the meeting broke up. The 
greatest conviviality prevailed during the evening; the toasts 
were received with great interest, and followed by acclama
tions of applause.
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A R TIC LE V III.

• LETTER  THOM SECRETARY OF DUNDEE MECHANICS' 
SOCIETY TO MR GEORGE COMBE.

Dundee, 8th December, 1826.
R espected Sir,—E very one acquainted with the science of 
Phrenology will at once perceive , that it forms the basis of a 
pure morality, and will consequently feel gratified to hear of 
its wider dissemination among mankind. Under this im
pression I beg leave to inform you of its progress here,—a 
progress which has in truth exceeded our most sanguine ex
pectations. When, in March last, a few of us, all equally 
ignorant of the science, formed ourselves into a society'for 
the purpose of becoming acquainted with its truth (which a 
more thorough knowledge of its principles, aided by observa
tion, has to our minds completely established), we little anti
cipated that, in the short interval which has elapsed, we 
should number, as we now do, between forty and fifty mem
bers. Originally we met in a private house; but, after the 
rapid increase of members, we engaged a hall, where we meet 
once a fortnight, when a lecture is delivered, or an essay 
connected with the science is read by one of the members; 
after which measurements and developments are taken, and 
other routine business of the society disposed of. But it.is
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not among the members orikf that the sdenoe is discussed; 
it has found its way throughout the town, and has in some 
measure given the tone to the language of our citizens. Not
withstanding we continue to meet with opposition from some 
df those whose education and station in society should teach 
them to be more tolerant even of error; and when Mr Jef
frey's last tirade against hie own* Phrenology made its ap* 
pearance, it was hailed by them with more than party zeal, 
and quotations from their champion were thrown at us in 
abundance; but since the appearance of your able reply, not 
a few of them have owned themselves vanquished, and the 
others have for the present sunk into silence. Meanwhile 
the science is extending on every side, and has found its way 
to cottage-hearths, seated at the foot of the Grampians, 
whither we have received orders for your invaluable publica
tions.

Trusting for the Society a continuance of your advice and 
Assistance,

I am, respected Sir,
Yours most respectfully, ’

A l e x a n d e r  S m a r t ,  Sec.

•  I t  is certainly Mr Jeffrey's own Phrenology, for no Phrenologist in Europe 
would own it for his.
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A R T IC L E  IX .

A L ecture on P hrenology, as illustrative o f the M oral 
and Intellectual Capacities o f  M an. B y D isney A lex
ander, M. D., one o f  the Physicians to the General D is
pensary, and the Pauper Lunatic Asylum  in  Wakefield. 
London; Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy. E dinburgh; John 
Anderson, J u n , ; and J. Stanfield, Wakefield, pp. 44.

T hk author informs us in his advertisem ent, that “  the
“ present essay is the First of a series of Lectures on the Applies- 
“ tion o f Phrenology to the study and development of the numaa 
“  character; comprising Observations on the Dramatic Writings of
* Shakspeare, ana some of the more usual Phenomena of Mental 
^  Derangement.
. “ These essays were originally composed with a viefr to their de* 

“  livery, for the benefit of the Wakefield General Dispensary. Cir- 
rr cu instances, which it is not necessary to state, having arisen to 
Wr frustrate the author's intention, he has been induced to commit 
“ the r Introductory Lecture' to the press, in the hope that it may 
“ be a means of reviving in the minds of some of his readers an in- 
“ terest in the subject, or at least of recalling their attention to a 
u science which, with all its alleged imperfections, and in despite of 
"  all the contempt and obloquy that have been poured upon it, ap-
* pears to him amply entitled to consideration and respect."

H e observes, that one of the marks of true science is, th at 
it instantly becomes available to purposes of u tility ; and in 
his introductory pages he shows that this quality belongs, in 
an eminent degree, to Phrenology. <c No Sooner,'* says he,
“  was this system evolved and promulgated, than it was found ca~ 
** pable of being applied to, and of affording a satisfactory solution 
"  of those eccentricities, and apparent incongruities, in the disposi- 
“ tion8, talents, and actions of men, which have in all ages baffled 
“  the ingenuity of the most acute and erudite philosophers. Those 

who have studied the subject, and who have consequently accus- 
"  tomed themselves to think phrenologically, are able, in all cases of 
“  real character, even the most anomalous, to discern that combina- 
t( tion of the organs which produces the manifestations perceived; “ and whenevera character is well or accurately defined, though ex- 
“  istiog merely in the imagination of the writer, they have no diffi- 
“ culty or hesitation in applying to its development the same mode 
“ of analysis."

D r Alexander notices the sketch of the character of Iago
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which appeared in our Jo u rn a l and correctly appreciates 
both the object and u tility  of that production. W e are 
aware that it  was subjected to ridicule by half-inform ed 
Phrenologists, and still more so by ignorant opponents; b u t 
D r A . entertains a  different opinion of i t :— “  T he tho- 
“ roughly-instructed Phrenologist will reap much pleasure from 
“  tracing, in his own mind, the principle on which the author of 
€€ the sketch proceeded, in deducing from the well->knowh character 
“  of the man this combination of the primitive faculties." He men
tions, that he had performed a similar experim ent him self in  
regard to the character of H am let, and with sim ilar success. 
H e proceeds,— “  W e adm it th at the argum ent in  favour of
"u  our science which is thus afforded is not of that obvious and.pal- 
u  pable kind, which is likely at once to carry conviction to a mind 
u  but newly-directed to the inquiry, and perhaps very superficially 
“  acquainted with its principles; and we are far from resting the 
“  merits of the system on any such foundation. But to those who 
“ have made some progress in the study, this application of the sub- 
"  jeet is, though an indirect, a most beautiful and convincing proof 
** that e Nature and Phrenology are one.' They discover in it the 
“ elements of the most various and opposite appearances which the 
rr mind of man does or can assume. They are enabled to explain 
“  phenomena, and to account for inconsistencies which, upon any 
“  other theory, it would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, a* **- 
“ tisfactorilv to solve; and, if a system so luminous and coherent 
“ must be aeemed, after all, no more than an ingenious illusion ex- 
ff isting in the inventive faculties of Gall and Spurzheim, its op- 
“  ponents assert what, in truth, is harder to be believed than the 
“ proposition which they themselves reject on the ground of its in- 
u  credibility.1*

On the doctrine o f the Combinations the author makes 
the following very ju s t rem arks:— “ T he modifying in-
“ fluence of circumstances and combinations is admitted in regard to 
“  every other science; why should it be excluded in this ? In che- 
“  mistry, far instance, the gaseous and earthly constituents, into 
“ which different portions of matter have been resolved, are known to 
« amune very different forms, and to produce very different effects, 
“ according to the different substances, or the different proportions 
“ of those substances to which they may be united.* In  these cases,

* u For example (as in the various sad well-known preparations of mercury),
** one combination of elementary ingredients prodaces a medicine of singular 

efficacy; another combination of the same materials, bat differing in their r s  
“ lative proportions, yields a mortal poison. And thus it is in human nature; 
“ one combination of the faculties may produce the profane sceptic or midnight 
“ murderer; and another a Fenelon, a Howard, or a Fry, glowing with piety 
u towards God and benevolence to man/*
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“ so far from any objection being founded on the admnrion of tbe
“ modifying influences o f circumstances and combinations, to ac- 
“ count for tbe production of a given effect, it is perfectly under- 
“ stood, that it is the study of the latter which forms thé chief beauty 
“ and utility of the science itself; so it is here. In the observation

and explanation of the effects produced by the varied combina• 
“ fions o f the simple powers, the science of Phrenology may be pro- 
“ perly said to consist. The discovery of the powers themselves, as 
“ connected with and indicated by the presence of their respective 
“ organs, is, no doubt, highly important, as constituting the Jbunda- 
“ tion on which the superstructure rests. But this is allied rather 
“ to the department ot natural history than to the philosophy of 
“  mind. I t  is the study of these diversified results, and their 
“ practical application to the phenomena o f human life, which 
“ should form the grand object or the moral and scientific inquirer ; 
“ and without this the mere knowledge of the primitive powers, ab~ 
“ stractedly considered, is of little comparative interest or im port 
“ ance.”

After these and several other preliminary observations, 
Dr A. proceeds to treat of the particular organs, viz. Ama- 
tiveness, Self-esteem, Benevolence, and Ideality, with a va
riety of their combinations. He’ is in general correct in 
principle, elegant in composition, and also striking and feli
citous in illustrations. Altogether we are gratified with the 
work, and recommend it as well worthy of perusal.

N OTICES.

Da Spurzhein has left Paris with an intention of settling perma
nently in England. He has just concluded a course of lectures on 
Phrenology at' Cambridge. In spring, 1827, he will lecture in 
Bath and Bristol; in November following, he, by special engage
ment, will return to Cambridge and lecture; be will immediately 
thereafter proceed to Edinburgh, and lecture here in December 
1827> and January 1828. At Cambridge, D r S. has been received 
with distinguished respect. Tbe use of one of the public lecture- 
rooms of that University was granted to him by license from the 
Vice-Chancellor. His audience exceeded one hundred in number, 
and comprised men of the first name and influence in the Univer
sity. He*lectured on a dissection of the brain more than once in 
tbe lecture-room of the anatomical profonor. “ He was feasted in 
“  college-balls (says an eminent scholar of Cambridge, in a letter 
"  to a friend in Edinburgh,) every day he was here. Our anato- 
"  mical, and, I  believe, our medical professors, are amongst those 
“ most favourably disposed to his science. V  - *s belief is becom-



“ ¡of streogtr; 8 is still a scoffer. Comba*» answer to Jeffrey 
u  is here,'*

Contrasted with this highly-liberal eoaduct of Cambridge* we are 
mortified .to record the following anecdote, which, with one or two 
honourable exceptions, is too much characteristic of the spirit of the 
professors of Scotland. A professor of moral philosophy in a north
ern university gave out “ Attention” as the subject of an essay to 
his cI&sb.  One of the students, after citing the doctrine of M r Du- 
gaJd Stewart, stated objections to it, and ventured to give an extract 
from M r Combe’s Essays, as containing a more satisfactory and 
consistent view of that supposed faculty. The professor criticised 
this essay with great severity, told his class that Mr Combe, he un
derstood, was a respectable man in his own profession, but utterly 
ignorant of metaphysics; he begged that no allusion might hereafter 
be made to his theories, and, in particular, warned his students 
jfgainst allowing themselves to be led astray by the monstrous ab
surdities.of the phrenological doctrines!
‘ The best apology that can be made for this exhibition is the kind 

of left-handed prudence which it displays. The moment the young 
men attending the universities become acquainted with Phrenology* 
it will be impossible for them to listen with respect to the vague, in- 1 
consistent, and useless generalities now taught to them as the philo
sophy of m ind; and the professor in question probably had a secret 
presentiment of this, which prompted him to avert the light as far 
and for as long a period as possible from the eyes of his students. 
W e suspect, however, he will defeat his own object; for knowledge 
that is interdicted is only the more ardently desired, and generally 
obtained.

Copenhagen.—We receive the most favourable accounts from 
D r Otto. In our next, an extract of a letter from him and an ar
ticle from the pen of Dr Hoppe shall appear.

America.—We are prevented by the want of space from giving 
a long and interesting letter from D r Caldwell or Lexington. I t  
shall appear in our next

London.—The London Phrenological Society resumed its meet
ings in October. We shall give its proceedings m our next.

We have perused with much pleasure the "  Two Letters to a 
rr Friend in Oxford, in reply to the Strictures of the Edinburgh 
“ Review.” We shall notice them in our next Number.

Opposition to P hrenology.—The opponents pretty generally 
admit, that Mr Jeffrey has not been successful in his attack on 
Phrenology; but many of them add, that, unfortunately, he took 
up wrong grounds, ana did not urge the strongest objections against 
it, implying thereby, that the individual who states this is in posses
sion of arguments that would have demolished the fabric entirely. 
The fact however is, that no opponent either has or can havea well- 
founded objection to Phrenology, because, it being true, and all 
truth being consistent, no solid argument against it can possibly

sonéis. 159
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exist; bat every one bee bis particular prefuHoe, which to his own 
mind appears an insuperable objection; and because the prejudice 
of one man differs from thai of another, he imagines, as long as his 
own has not been refuted, that the science Gas never been assailed 
with the most effectual weapons. D r Roget stated his prejudice^ 
and they were answered; D r Barclay stated his, and they weee 
refuted; then Mr Jeffrey favoured the world with his, and they 
have been replied to. But, as if these great men had been mere 
blunderers, forth comes D r Milligan for the second or third timo 
with his prepossessions, and flourishes them off as if they were some
thing quite superior to those of his predecessors. They appear so 
to him because they are his own, and because they possess the no
velty of being done up in the form of an algebraic proposition. We 
cannot afford time and space to refute the absurdities of every man 
who chooses to put hie prejudices in print; and we have answered 
Roget, Barclay, and Jeffrey, only because their authority might 
have misled others, if their errors had not been pointed out. From 
the nature of Dr Milligan's prejudices, however, so little danger is 
to be apprehended, that we not only leave him in entire possession 
of the field, but hereby give notice to all who desire to see an alge
braic refutation of our science, that they will find one in the 5th 
Number of the Edinburgh Journal of Medical Science, just pub
lished, and another in the notes appended to the second edition of 
Dr Milligan's translation of Magendie's Physiology; both stated to 
be from the pen of Dr Milligan himself.
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A R T IC L E  I.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF ORGANIC SIZE ON ENERGY OF FUNC- 
. TION, PARTICULARLY AS APPLIED TO THE ORGANS OF THE 

EXTERNAL SENSES AND BRAIN.

{Read to the Phrenological Society on 30th November, 1 8 2 6 ,  by 
Dr Andrew Combe.)

T o  an individual unacquainted with physiology, and whose 
attention has never before been directed to the observation 
o f the mutual connexion of mind and matter, and who is not 
aware of tifc actual extent to which the mental manifestations 
are affected by every change in the condition of the brainy 
no part of the phrenological doctrines seems at first sight so 
“  inherently absurd” and destitute of foundation, as that 
fundamental principle which affirms power or energy of func
tion to be always, ceteris paribus, in exact relation to the 
size of the organ; and yet so far is this from being “  con« 
“  trary to the analogy of all our known organs,”* as is gene* 
rally supposed by the unthinking, and taught even by men 
of no mean reputation, that it is in reality a general ¡aw o f na
ture, pervading all created objects, animate and inanimate, 
and, consequently, affecting the brain in common with every 
other part of the body. As this, however, is a cardinal

* Edinburgh Review, No 88, p. 301.
Vol. IV.—No XIV. L
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point, in regard to which much confusion and m isapprehen
sion prevail, it may not be amiss to dedicate a few pages to 
its elucidation.

T he principle of Size, as maintained and dem onstrated by 
th e  Phrenologists, it may be proper to repeat, is, not that or* 
ganic Size is the only, but that it is one condition, and a most 
important one, in producing energy o f function ; and that 
hence, where all other conditions are equal, there in
crease of Size will invanably indicate increased intensity of 
function. Now, it is no small presumption in favour of the 
inherent tru th  o f this proposition, that no opponent has yet 
ventured either to deny or to dispute it, without having first 
m is-stated or misrepresented its meaning. F or, instead of 
fairly grappling with it, as laid down in all the phrenological 
writings, those of our opponents who have ever attacked it, 
and M r Jeffrey among the num ber, have chosen uniformly 
to represent it as affirming, that organic size is the only 
and exclusive condition of energy of function, and have 
brought wit, fact, and argum ent into play, to upset, not our 
statem ent, bu t this their own absurd m isrepresentation; and 
having succeeded in this very easy attem pt, they have done 
their best to make the world believe that they hhd actually 
withdrawn the prop which alone supported the phrenological 
edifice, and that o f course the latter was fast crumbling to 
its falL How much they have erred in thus proceeding, and 
how little of consistency and o f truth ' is to be found in such 
statem ents and opinions, as, in support of their, cause, they 
have hazarded in regard to the organs of sense and external 
nature in  general, will presently appear, when we shall have 
shown that the principle in dispute, instead of being contrary 
to,, is in reality in strict harmony with, “  the analogy of all 
“  our known organs.91

In  physics, the relation, between Size and Power is univer
sally acknowledged, and is susceptible of mathematical de
m onstration, for it ia nearly synonimous with the hitherto un
disputed axiom of a whole being greater than a part. Every
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large organ is, ceteris pàribus, made up o f a greater num ber 
o f integrant parts than à small one ; and if, in the small one,v 
each of these parts is equivalent in force to a given quantity^ 
it necessarily follows,'all other circumstances being equal, that 
the force o f the large will exceed that of the small organ by 
the United quantity o f all the additional individual parts ; and 
no way of escaping this conclusion can be got, except the un
ia ir one o f keeping the ceteris paribus out of view. I f  this 
were not the case, we would as soon expect to  see a breach 
effected in the massive walls o f a fortification, by a rapid and 
¡sustained discharge of musketry, as under the reiterated blows 
of heavy artillery. B ut it is the animal kingdom which chiefi 
ly concerns our present argum ent, and to it we therefore 
proceed.

I t  will scarcely be disputed, that the strength of the bones 
is always, ceteris paribus, proportioned to their size ; and the 
slightest consideration will satisfy any one that the same prin
ciple applies equally to the m uscular system, which, indeed, 
its  structure sufficiently demonstrates. Muscles are composed 
o f a great number of nearly parallel fleshy fibres, each equal in 
itse lf to a given force. I f  then the bulk of the muscles is increase 
ed either by a greater thickness, or by an additional num ber 
o f such fibres, it is physically certain, even à  priori, that thé 
am ount of force which they are capable o f exerting will be 
increased in exact proportion. T he great increase of muscu
lar power consequent upon the increased size o f the muscular 
fibres in the arm of a blacksm ith, or in the leg of an opera- / 
dancer, is a familiar example of the one, as the powerful 
vigour of the singularly muscular dray, contrasted with thè 
slender, though active, frame of the race horse is of the other. 
T he same principle is familiarly recognized in the fable o f 
the old man showing his sons how easy it is to snap'asunder 
any individual- stick of a bundle, bu t how difficult to over
come their united powers o f résistance. !

A lthough muscular, like cerebral size, is, ceteris paribus, 
a measure of power,' still it  is by no means the only condi
tion. T here are ' circumstances in which great m uscular



energy -is required in ooubinatiou w ith as small m uscular 
bulk ns is possible to be attained, and there are others where 
bulk is. o f no. consequence« T o effec t .this modification, a 
beautiful arrangem ent is made by N ature, and in strict- s o  
eordanoe with the principle weave now proving.- .

M otion is the result o f m uscular contraction, b u t muscular 
contraction takes placfe.ooly in  consequence of the stim ulus of 
the wfll conveyed by .the nerve, whose ramifications form  q 
part o f  the muscle itself. Hence sfcroBg contraction may arise 
either from huge muscle and moderate stim ulus, or from mo* 
derate m usdes and strong stim ulus. T hus, in fishes,which live 
and move in a medium almost in  equilibrium  with their owq 
bodies, and which, of course, require no active effort to support 
themselves in a  position different from th at given by the ordi
nary laws o f gravitation, and in which, consequently, recreated 
bulk is attended with no m aterial disadvantages, the power of 
motion dependent a high degree on the great sire of muscle^ 
and-in a  small degree on nervous excitem ent or size o f nerve. 
B u t in men and other animals, who require a  constant effort 
to  preserve their upright petition, and in whom increase of 
m uscular bulk would add directly to the sum of the difficul
ty» by adding to the weight, the same end is accomplished 
b y  an increase in the supply o f nervous excitement, o r, in 
«thee words, by a  relatively much larger nerve in propor
tion to  the muscle which it is destined to supply. In  birds, 
again, where the disproportion between their own gravity 
and  th at o f the air is so strikingly great, and where, oonsct 
quently, every additional muscular fibre would bu t add, by 
its-w tight, to the difficulty of. rising from the ground, thy 
same relative increase o f nerve over muscle is earned to a 
still greater degree. B ut in this arrangem ent, the law o f Sire 
is still in force ; ' for, -in all o f these instances, wherever the 
•apply o f nervous energy end other conditions, are found to 
be equal, there Sire o f muscle invariably indicates the degree 
o f power. H ad the power o f motion in hirds depended on 
S ire o f muscle alone, and these organs been proportionally as 
large «  in fishes, they m ust of necessity either have remained

1&4 SIZK. A t A  M&ASO&& OF FOWKB.
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for ever chained to the suiface o f the earth like man, or they 
must have perished, from absolute inability to Ml the place 
which N ature had destined few them in the scale o f creation ? 
and’Size in one part o f the organ has thus been given to 
obviate the disadvantages which it would have entailed had 
it been possessed by the other.

* I t  may be objected, that die biggest men are not always the 
most powerful in bodily strength; and th a t the m aniac,'or 
an individual in the delirium of lever, is often able to over
come the united efforts o f several persons to restrain him. 
B ut this is still in strict accordance with our principle; for the 
o ther conditions are not the sam e; and it is quite certain, 
th a t i f  they were, if  a big muscular man, for instance, were 
subjected to the same morbid excitement as the smaller, ha 
would display an energy o f motion greater than the other, in 
exact proportion to the greater size o f his m uscles; and it i i  
no exception to this, to produce a bulky individual o f a weak 
lym phatic constitution, made up o f water and fat, ra ther 
th an  o f muscle, and to say that he has less bodily energy 
than  another individual o f smaller size, bu t o f a bilious and 
firm  habit, and in whom the m uscular system is a t its highest 
sta te  o f perfection. T he very Contrasting o f such individuals, 
w ithout attending to the ceteris paribus, is a total departure 
from  the principle which we are advocating, and, consequent
ly , need not now occupy our attention.

T h a t the law of Size holds in regard to the blood-vessels 
an d  heart is self-evident to every one who knows that a tube 
o f three inches diam eter will transm it more water than a  tube 
o f  only one inch. A nd the same may be said in regard to 
th e  lungs, liver, kidneys, and every other part. I f  a liver, 
suppose o f four square inches, can secrete four ounces of bile, 
I t is perfectly manifest, that one of eight square inches will be 
ab le , all other things being equal, to secrete a quantity greater 
in  proportion to its greater size. I f  th is law did not hold 
tru e , what would be the advantage of large and capacious over 
sm all and confined lungs ? T here could be none.

In  regard to the nerves or organs of sensation also, which
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in function and structnre approxim ate more closely to the 
brain, thé disputed proposition of Size being a  measure, or 
element of power, is easily demonstrable.

Speaking generally, there are two classes o f nerves distri
buted over the body, those of motion and those of sensation 
or feeling. In  accordance with o u r principle, the nerves of 
motion are, in most instances, greatly smaller than those o f 
sensation, and for this reason; in producing motion, the m us
cle is the essential or chief apparatus, and the nerve is requir
ed only to communicate to it the impulse or stimulus ; bu t 
in sensation the reverse is the case, the nerve itself is the 
chief instrum ent, and the part on which it is ramified is mere
ly  a medium for putting it in relation with the specific quali
ties which it is destined to recognize. T hus the eyeball is 
merely an instrum ent constructed in accordance with the laws 
o f light, by means of which the proper impression may be 
made on the optic nerve, and thence transm itted to the mind* 
In  accordance with this principle o f Size being a chief ele
ment in power, we find th a t the olfactory, the optic, and 
other nerves o f sensation, have a constant and often enormous 
excess of volume over the muscular nerves, or those of mo
tion, in the same animal ; and that as a general law, the nerves 
of sensation are always proportioned in size to the extent to 
which sensation is possessed. I t  is stated by a late very able 
w riter,* that in the spinal nerves of man, for example, the 
dorsal roots, or those belonging to sensation in the nerves 
supplying the arm , have a t once an excess of volume and o f 
surface a t least Jive times greater, both for each individual 
fibre, and for the bundle resulting from them, than the an
terior roots, or those belonging to motion. * And the ration
ale o f this is evident; for it is in the hand that the greatest 
power o f touch rerides, and it is by these nerves that the 
hand is supplied.

> A nother fact, mentioned by the same author, shows clearly 
the universality of the disputed* principle. T he roots o f sen-

•  Desmoulins, Anatomie des Systèmes Nerveux des Animaux à vertèbres,
p. 775.
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cation in  the spinal nerves going to th e a r a  are about five 
times larger than the corresponding, roots a t other parts o f 
the spinal cord, which, it m ust be observed, are distributed 
to  parts where touch »im perfectly possessed. H e adds,that, 
com paring the sise or mass o f each kind of. nerve with, t in  
extent o f skin and m usctenn which each is ram ified, the.nerve 
pf sensation will be found in  the mammalia .often more, than 
a  hundred times more voluminous than th at o f m o t i o n a n d  
th at, allowing for the greater thickness of muscle, this dispro
portion will be enormously increased. A nd aa an instancy 
h e  mentions that the single nerve o f feeling ramified, on  the 
tactile extrem ity o f the proboscis of the elephant, exceeds 
in  aiae.tbe united volume of all tbe m uscular nerves oftfaat 
.««an.

H aving ju st shown, that in  animals possessed o f acute sensa
tion, the corresponding nerves greatly predominate over these 
. o f motion, I  may now add, in  corroboration of our prin
ciple, th a t in other animals, in  which m uscular power greatly 
predominates over feeling, .the balance between tbe nerves 
becomes changed. In  the home and the ox, for example, 
which, from the nature of their covering, have very impec&pt 
touch, with great bodily strength, the sum total of the mum 
colar roots in  the nerves going to tbe four, limbs.exceeds,.fay 
a t  least one-third, th at o f the sensitive roots,.where in  men 
.the proportions were invmaely.es five or six to  one. - I n  like 
m anner, in birds end reptiles w ith scaly skins and limited 
touch, the same preponderance o f the nerve of. m otion over 
th a t o f sensation obtains. A nd what is curious enough^ 
wherever nature has given a  higher degree, o f sensation, ter 
touch to  any. particular part, there, the corresponding ae rv e it 
invariably increased. T his is observed, for example, ia jd te  
nerves of the ta il in  some species of monkeys, in  tim e  o f the 
wings in some bats, end in  those o f the daw s o f some sp en d  
o f birds, and. tbe increased Sixe ia confined exclusively to  the 
p art possessed o f the increased function. '>

W e come now to consider particular modifications o f sen«
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aationexhibited in  the organs o f the external sm ses; andbsoe 
•iso  we shall have little  difficulty in  establishing the existence 
a t  the law of Size. ■
. I n  studying the influence, o f S ite on the functions o f the 
ex ternal senses,, we m ust tak e especial care no t to  confound 
acridental w ith essential mreusnetaaces, o r to m istake a- par* 
dor a  w hole T hus every external sense is composed of, 
first, an  instrum ent o r medium on which the impression is 
m ad e; and, second, a  nerve to conduct or to  transm it th a t 
hopsessmn to  die mind and twain. B u t aB these two con
ditions are variously modified, and not a t all necessarily pro
portioned to each other in different animals, i t  follows, th a t if  
•we take one part as a  type o f the whole»- and argue from it 
uodev this supposition, we shall inevitably err. A nd hew , 
a»  we shall presently show, »  precisely the soum eof the no
tab le  blunders o f the critical authority already alluded to.

A ll the external senses bring modifications o f general*sen
sation, depend prim arily and essentially on the presence and 
•nativity o f a  special nerve for the exercise o f their functions; 
b u t, besides this, something m ore is required, by which the 
special nerve of each sense may be brought into- communi
cation with the particular qualities o f external objects-whieh it  
is destined to feel. T h is medium is what is generally celled 
th e  orgm  o f th at sense. T hus, the external ear, the tympa
num , the vestibule, and the canals o f the internal ear, are the 
p arts by means o f which* the vibratory properties o f the a t
mosphere, from which sound arises» ore brought in to  relation 
w ith the auditory nerve. These parts, then, are the ecats e t 
th e  im pnerioaa made by th e  atmospherical undulations» bu t 
thoy.ase no more. I t  is  the Jterve th a t is ramified on them  
urifich alone feels the impression, and - transm its it  to the 
basin. In  like m anner, the eye, with all its  ham ours and menn* 
hranei, is m erriy-an apparatus formed in relation to d ie peak 
parties, of light, and on which the lum inous image may ha 
depicted, and its  qualities brought under th e  cognizance of 
the wmie*of vision. T he ear, the eye, the membrane o f the



nostrils, the tongue, and the »inn, eee th ae  onlywMrftA, w in . 
stm m ents, in a  greet measure passive, haring  natural veto, 
tions to the different properties o f sound, light, &c. by  which 
die respective nerve» may become acquainted with their own 
abject»; and they differ { a n  each other in structure, oniy 
becaaae bgb t, sound, and sapidity, differ from  each other so 
essentially, th at light m ight shine on the ear or on the nose, 
o r the a ir vibcate upon th e  eyeball, to  th e  end o f tim e, with* 
o u t conveying an image o r suggesting a  sound to  the msnd. 
T he nerves ore th u s the true organs of the senses, as they are 
o f sanation in general; and, consequently, if  the principle e f  
8iae applies to  them , extant, acuteness, and power o f Amo
tion ough t to  be looked- for, teU rit paribus, in connexion 
with size o f nerve, m ore than with mem tine o f the psasfoe 
p a rto f the apparatus. Such, accordingly, is th e  uniform 'and 
invariable f r e t ; and when the real functions o f the d f o r  
aamponent porta o f the respective organa are kept in view, 
there also increase o f Size will, ceteris paribus, be invariably 
found accompanied by increased energy o f function. T o  shear 
this, le t us examine each sense in  detail, and begin w atbtbe 
mechanism o f stpeU.

The osgen of smell consists in man and in most other ana- 
mils of tim e distinct parts, each performing a distinct function, 
and each contributing to the perfection of the united whole. 
These are, 1st, The external projecting part known familiarly 
as the nose; Qd, An internal cavity communicating with tins 
external appendage, and containing what are called the spongy 
tar convoluted bones, over which is spread the tbio, fine 
membrane on which the odoriferous particles make their in . 
pwaion, and which, from its discoverer, or, rather, its describ* 
nr, is called the gohneiderian mambnme ; and, &%, The 
olfactory nerve, which is ramified over that membrane,. and 
which receives and transmits the impressions of smell to the 
mind. All of these concur in increasing the intensity ef tb t 
sense, and each concurs with an energy or power, ceteris pa- 
ribus, exactly proportioned to its riae; and the opposite of
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this c a n b e  mamtainad « d y b y  confounding owe part with 
aoothfer, And by Timing the external, appendageas the xml 
mat o f the function. A  moment's « flection will demon* 
Strata what has been said.

T W este rn  al nose adds to  theeneigy  of smell only by din 
«•oling.a greater volume of air loaded with, odoriferous pan. 
tide» into the nasal cavity than could otherwise have readied 
i t  I ts  situation, form , and rise, relatively to  th e  internal 
nostrils, fit it adm irably for this purpose, as, from their bghu  
ness, odours tend to rise, and in their program are thus inter- 
nspted.by the broad base o f the nose opening downwards. 
I t  is quite certain, then, that this offices no exception to- the 
phrenological principle o f Sise bring.a condition o f poetess 
fa t it »-indisputable, that, according to all physical laws, a 
h u g «  funnel trill receive and concentrate a  greater sum. of 
atmospherical particles than a-amallec one. A pd it is observe 
ed that, in  accordance with this, those who have, th e  external 
nose flattened, small, or destroyed- by disease* have.a c o m . 
spending inferiority o f function; and i t  has been noticed, 
-that individuals in whom, the sense of smell had been im - 
paired by the destruction o f the external appendage, have re , 
gained their former state by mounting noses o f wax, paste
board, or silver, for the sake o f ornament, o n ly ; and as net, 
ther wax* pasteboard, ; nor silver, a «  naturally endowed either 
w ith nerves or with any power of sensation, it fallow« of ne
cessity. th a t both the original and . the substitutes not not from 
any special quality, bu t merely as physical agents under phy
sical laws, or, in other words, th a t they are not themselvse 
th e  seat, o f smell, bu t passive conductors leading to  the latter;

T he true seat o f smell, or p a rt ou which the odorous pan* 
rides make their impression, is . the pituitary membrane lining 
the. internal narest and, so far a t it ,ia concerned, nothing ia 
more certain than th at, catena pariim t, i t  is always propria- 
rio ted  in surface and extent to the intensity or power o f jfuuo, 
tiori. Even in die different tribes o f man, this coincidence 
is so remarkable as often to have wrested «Ueatum- Bfu-
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menbaoh speaks o f the internal Dares o f the-N ettb Amerio«» 
Indian being o f an extraordinary size; and adds, th a th e h a s  
observed the same excess, though to  rather a  less degree, in *  
num ber o f Ethiopian skulls, which differed from each other 
ill almost every other respect These anatomical observa
tions, he takes occasion to  notice, are in perfect harmony with 
the wonderftol acuteness o f smell possessed by these savage* -

In  annuals, in like manner, the intensity o f smell depends 
greatly on the extent o f surface presented by the in tarm i 
nates and Schneiderian m em brane; and a  curiousmeabaaiam 
is observed in many of them , whereby this condition may be 
carried to an enormous extent without adding much to  the 
b tdk  o f the bead or face. Among the mammalia, man and 
monkeys present the smallest extent. T h e dog, the elephant, 
tbew hale, and even thè cow and the hone, present a  very 
In g e  surface, formed by an immense num ber o f convolution; 
o r folds in  the spongy bones, and by a  great variety o f cells 
and riauBes in the other adjoining bones, and all o f which are 
fined by th e  pituitary membrane. D r M onro prim us Btates, 
th a t most quadrupeds have the spongy bones large, and d i
vided into a  great num ber o f excessively-fine thin lam ella; 
M and th at the sensibility seems to increase in proportion to the. 
*< surface in  this and in all the other senses," we conclude, 
be says, not only a  priori, b u t from actual experience. In  
many fishes, the same predominance o f the organ and power 
o f smell is remarkably conspicuous; while in animals o f feeble, 
snodi; the moderate extent o f the nasal cavities is in equal 
accordance with the more im perfect function.

T h e influence o f Size on the function o f the third  part o f 
the apparatus is not lew palpable. ■ I  allude to  the olfiwtory 
nerve, which perceives Mid transm its to the brain the impres
sion made mt the membrane. A s a  general ra le , i t  bears a  
fixed selation to  the extent o f surface over which it  is d istri, 
bated, and it was long noce proved by D rs Quii and Spurs-, 
brim , th at its rise is always proportioned in the different spe
cies to  the power of smell. Hence it is small in tnanand  in
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the monkey tribe, scarcely, if  a t all, perceptible in  the dolphin, 
large in the dog and the horse, and altogether enormous in 
the whale and the skate, in which it actually exceeds hi 
diam eter the spinal marrow itself. In  the mole it is o f ex
traordinary sise, while the optic nerve is very Small. In  the 
eagle the reverse is observed, the optic being very large and 
the olfactory small.

In  some animals, indeed, the ganglion whence the olfac
tory nerve arises is so large as tò  have been mistaken for the 
brain itself. In  the skate, according to  Desmoulins, that 
ganglion forms a t least one-third, and in sòme species of 
whales even so high as one-half o f the whole cerebral mass, 
in exact accordance1 with the increased pòwer o f fundticm in 
these animals.

T he organ o f hearing, like that o f smell, consists o f three 
distinct parts : 1. A n external ear, auricle, or instrum ent fò t 
collecting and concentrating atmospherical vibrations ; 8. An 
internal ear or apparatus destined to receive the mechanical 
impressions of sound ; and, 3. An auditory nerve to  perceive 
and transm it these to the brain and mind. L ike the external 
nose, the auricle or external ear is an accessory only, and not 
an essential part, and in many animals is not to be found. 
W here it does exist, however, it invariably executes its 
peculiar function with a force, ceteris paribus, proportioned 
to its size, and, therefore, forms no exception to the general 
law. Each of the other parts also, when considered in rela
tion to its own usés, contrary to the opinion o f the learned 
reviewer, invariably presents an intensity or power of function 
proportioned, ceteris paribus, to its size, and is thus in strict 
harmony with the phrenological principle alluded to.

T hus it can be physically dem onstrated, that, all other 
things being equal, the external ear or auricle will re
ceive, concentrate, and transm it to  thé internal organ a nunil 
ber and mÿss of atmospherical vibrations exactly proportion^ 
ed to the extent o f its development. A  beautiful and ap
posite illustration o f this is to be seen in the enormous dé-



velepment o f that part, sajd.tp equal io size th a t o f a  section 
o f the whole body, in  some species o f bats, w hicbare know« 
to possem jextraoidinary delicacy, o f hearing. . l^he principle 
is, in .fact, practically .acknowledged, and daily .acted upon, 
even by men who theoretically deny i t  $ and who, when be* 
come dull o f hearing, do  pot scruple to  lessen the defect by 
artificially increasing the aise o f the despised auricle by 
means of the hand placed behind it, o r by the still more me* 
thodicsi uSe o f in  ear-trum pet, which i s . neither more nor 
less than a . large auricle o f a , peculiar shape, and great di> 
mentions. B u t a s  .the au ric le»  .not an esaential part, so nek, 
tber is the power, o f hearing in  every instance proportioned 
to. its  rise d o n e ; for in som eanim als it is altogether wanting; 
and in  m any otbem, possessed of acute bearing, i t  is scarcely 
perceptible. W here it  does exist, however, it  adds to .th e  
perfection o f this sense in  exact proportion to .th e  extent o f 
its development.; and i t  is on this principle, that D r Moaurq 
pritrnu  stated, that the “  external ear in different quadrupeds 

is differently fram ed, b u t always calculated to  the creatures’ 
“  m anner o f l i f e a n d .  th a t" , thus hares and such other so u  
“  m alsaaared a ily  exposed to  insults from beasts o f prey, 
“  have ¿AEGE eara directed backwards, .their eyes warning 
“  them  o f danger before," &c.

T he internal ear, car tru e  receptacle o f soaonous impeeaeions, 
obeys the same law of Sixe; b u t i t  is so complicated and vari
ously modified in .atruetu reto  su it the wants end habits o f d if. 
fierent kinds o f animals, and the uses o f its numerous eonstitu« 
ent parts are still so imperfectly .known, th at it. would take u p  
too much tim e to prove the reality o fth e  gelation between its 
size and  energy o f function. B u t h e n , a» in  every other in» 
stance,, if  we keep in  view the e tta rit poriim *, the ru le w ill 
he found invariable; and it is, in  fact, adm itted on all 
hands, th at in  -many anim als, whoae. superiority a i  function is 
proverbial, the vestibule and jeurieinralar canals are both 
much larger and more perfect than the corresponding parts 
o f the human ear.
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In  regard to the auditory nerve, Ur port which perceives' 
and transm its the impressions made on the ear, it is equally  
certain that size is, ceteria paribus, a measure of intensity. Ini 
accordance with this we find Desmoulins declaring, th at its 
proportion-increases in exact relation to  the difficulties o f the 
medium in which the animal lives, and to the feebleness o f 
thè impressions which it requires to recognize ; and that it  is 
for ¿this reason that- the auditory nerve is twenty times more 
developed relatively to the size o f the animal in fishes than iti 
the mammalia or birds. I t  has long been known also, that! 
m ost o f the mammalia far exceed man' in  the acuteness o f 
fheir hearing, and th at they equally excel him in the propor
tional size o f the auditory nerve. T his is generally adm it
ted , and may be readily verified by comparing the great size 
o f the' nerve in the sheep, thè cow, or the horse, with its mo
derate size in man. So far then'as hearing is concerned, the 
phrenological principle o f Size is clearly unexceptionable.

W e come now to the sense of T aste, and here also we 
m ust distinguish existing differences. T he tongue and pa
late are merely the surfaces on which the impressions are 
made, and the gustatory nerve is the real organ of this sense: 
D rSpursheim  then was quite in harmony with the soundest 
physiological laws, when he stated, that “  the principal condi-' 
“  rieri to an acute taste is certainly large gustatory nerves 
“  spread over a considerable-surfaceand 'that therefore the* 
scu ter taste of- many animals was sufficiently accounted fo r 
by th eirlarg er nerves spread over a  larger surface. Com pa-1 
rative anatomy, indeed, puts this proposition beyond doubt,' 
mid shows that the nerve of T aste is proportionally much 
larger in  asset) animals than in man. T he nervous papiHsè 
dissemina ted  over the pharynx, th e  palate, the tongue, th e  
interior of the cheeks and the lips, are both much larger and1 

mose numerous. A nd in many animals, on purpose to ' ex
tend the surface of the organ o f T aste, the palate is lined; 
with a  membrane disposed in furrows, and sown with nervous 
papillae ; and, generally speaking, theapparatus which serves
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for eating is larger in  them  than in m m . A nd when we re
flect that, in accordance with this, their chief enjoyment arises 
from the unceasing gratification of this sense, it will n o t be 
easy to  deny them  a corresponding superiority of function.

T he fact, th at many birds possess a  very acute taste, shown 
that it is not to the tongue alone th at w9  m ust look for he 
seat. T he palate of some birds o f prey is very copiously 
supplied with nervous filaments in exact conformity to their 
known acuteness o f sense. Blumenbach has found in the 
duck the organs of taste very laigely developed, more so 
than in the goose; and it is quite ascertained th at the form er 
possesses the power to  an exquisite degree.

T he same observation,of greater size giving greater power 
o f taste has been noticed by physiological writers even in man 
himself. T hus R ullier assigns the excess of the development 
o f the mouth and its  contents in negroes as the condition which 
-confers on them the acuteness and extent o f taste for which 
they are rem arkable;* and it  is, moreover, perfectly ascertain
ed, th a t the abridgm ent o f this extent of surface by disease, by 
the loss o f the toqgue for example, is followed by a  cornu 
«ponding dim inution o f function; and the sense is not alt» , 
gather destroyed, only because the tongue is not alone the 
seat o f its operations. I t  m ust, however, be remembered, 
th a t the tongue is an organ of motion as well as o f taste, and 
th a t it is as essential for deglutition as for the reception o f 
sapid impressions; and hence th at it. is, properly speaking, 
th e  relative size o f the gustatory nerve, and not tbe-abeelute 
rise of the tongue, that regulates the m tearity o f taste.

Agm n, the venerable quadruped, whose physiological ophuoa 
is so contemptuously treated by M r Jeffrey, was equally sound 
when she affirmed, th a t she h id  lu g e  eyes to  see t in  b e tte r; 
and the error which' that gentleman advocates has obviously 
arisen from confounding distinct ports as a  common whole. 
W herever the general plan and structure o f the organ o f vs.
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sion are a t all analogous, there increased size invariably ind i
cates increased function. T he scarcely perceptible eye of the 
mole, and the scarcely more evident eye o f the bat, are in 
exact harmony with their imperfect vision; while the huge 
eye o f the cat, the eagle, and the falcon, axe rem arkably in 
unison With the strQng visual powers of these animals. B ut 
here also the ceteris paribus m ust never be lost sight of in 
estim ating the influence o f organic Size.

Considered physiologically, the apparatus o f virion m ust 
be divided into two distinct parts—the eyeball, or recipient of 
lum inous rays and impressions, and th e . op tic nerve and re
tina, which perceive and transm it these impressions to  the 
mind. . T he form er, like the corresponding p art o f the audi
tory apparatus, is in a  great degree a  passive instrum ent, 
which fulfils its function, not from any vital properties, b u t 
in  consequence o f the physical qualities o f its component 
parts, and therefore in obedience to the ordinary laws o f m at- 
tar, I ts  function is to  receive and to  refract the lum inous 
rays, directed upon it, so as to form a  distinct image upon the 
re tin a} and the proof that it  ia purely passive in  doing so 
is , th a t the eye o f an ox, or o f any other anim al, will, after 
death, and .after bring separated for soma hours from the 
head, form an .image on the retina almost as perfectly as d in 
ing  life ; and consequently the eyeball comes strictly under 
the general physical law o f increase o f size, all other things 
bring  equal, giving.incnease o f power.

Keeping in  view, then its peculiar function, i t  becomes 
quite an undeniable proposition, th at a  large eye will, all 
other circumstances o f Convexity, structure, and  proportion 
o f parts bring, equal,, adm it a  greater quantity  of luminous 
rays than a  small «me, and thus contribute to  the perfection 
o f vismti by taking in a  under, fie ld  a t ohe. tim e; b u t to add 
acsrianwe or irUemsHy  to  extent, som ething m ote is required, 
a s  I  shall now.show.

T o  feel, or to  perceive, as we have already p rin ted  out, is  
a  function of the nervous system, and hence all the exter-
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nalsfentes Tequire, as their essential condition, the presence 
and operation o f a special nerve. In  the case of vision this 
is tfie o p tic  nerve. Now, if  the phrenological principle ap
plies to  all tiie senses without exception, acuteness or intensity 
o f vision ought to be indicated, ceteris paribus, by the rise o f 
tile optic nerve. Accordingly, the most extensive investiga
tion proves this to be the case. T he eyeball bring con
structed in relation to the physical properties of light, serves 
mérefy to placé the nerve or real organ of sensation in com
m unication with tiie luminous rays ; and thus, while the pas
sive or recipient power is proportioned to  the sise o f the eye
ball, tiie active or percipient bears an uniform  relation to the 
rise o f the nerve and of its expansion in the retina.

W het), for instance, we compare the organs o f virion in die 
firicôb, tiie eaght, or the Vulture, which perceive a t .a glancej 
and ' from the greatest conceivable altitudes, and in' a  horizon 
o f several m iles, a  hare, a  partridge, or a  reptile, often from 
th e ir Colour, analogous to th at of the soil invisible' to us a t 
batf-gunshot, with those of other birds, as same species of 
geese and swans, which rise to equal heights, b a t which, hJcè 
m an, do not distinguish m inute objects, bu t are guided in-their 
flight* by general outline, by riven , mountains, or p lan s, we 
hud the difference o f function in the farm er to  depend chiefly oé 
a n  enormous preponderance o f the nervous apparatus belong
in g  to the eye, and the regular gradation of which in relation 

jM É  the function is very remarkable. In  the stryx tiammefcor 
.ctweeeb-otr), for instance, whose sight is imperfect, the g âch o n s 
Jfp m  which the optic nerves arise are estimated by DasÉsouHns 
a* not exceeding in rise on*4wautietb, while »  the eagiethe 
same parts represent a t least One-tbird o f trie wfaoie-eacepha- 
Jfo maw, the nerves themselves being in the same ratio.

In  him manner, according to  D esm oulins,» the gelisrirea, 
which see little  mom than the surfine with which they Are in 
actual contact, the eye is proportionally much smaller, the 
nerve thinner and longer, and the optic lobe also much small
e r than in  the duek tribe, whose sight is proportionally mom
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acute; and in the falcon tbe organ, nerve, and power o f Vision, 
all reach their maximum of developm ent In  birds of. prey, 
with piercing sight, the optic ganglions are said to exceed in 
size those of .birds o f ordinary vision by a t least five or a t  
times. Indeed it was tbe great size o f these very ganglions 
in birds m general that led to  their being mistaken for tbe 
optic thakuni, until Gall and Spnrzheim pointed out the 
error and its cause..
■ ■ I  have beard th a t admirable ornithologist, M . And«» 
bon, give an account o f tbe habits o f the vulture, which ao- 
cord precisely with the doctrine here laid down in regard to 
tbe influence of organic size both on sight and smell. I t  has 
been a  very , commonly received opinion, that- vultures and 
ether birds o f prey are attracted to  the carrion by tbe smell 
which it emits. B ut nothing, said M . A udubon, could be 
mace erroneous than this, as the power of smell is in • these 
animals extremely imperfect, while vision is as remarkably 
acu te .. T o  prove this, M. A udubon had repeatedly left dead 
animals under a  sort of shed, by which they were screened 
fiiun.-sight, bu t to  which any bird could have easy access; and 
although they remained tiki tbe stench became perfectly in 
tolerable, no vulture or other bird ever approached them  ( 
b a t if  in this state d ie carrion was exposed to  view, i t  inva
riably happened'that in tbe course o f a  few hojurs it  was a t
tacked and devoured.

T o  prove th at it  was vision alone th at enabled these birds 
todigtinguish their prey, M . Audubon next made a  train 
from dm «bed to a  little distanoe with fresh blood, sod ah  
though no smell was a t alt perceptible, it invariably happened 
thfct, in a very short time, the bird was attracted to the spot, 
and, following the lineof Mood, entered the shed and devour^ 
ed 'tbe flesh, still too recent to emit any odour. B ut if  any 
consider  able space was left between die visible trace and the 
cdnccahd object, however strong die odour which it em itted, 
the bird never seemed to  suspect its presence. A nd in ac
cordance with these facts, and with the law of rise giving
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energy o f function, M . Audubon mentioned, and indeed i t  is 
genteaHyknown, that these predatory binds are almost as re- 
markable for deficiency in  the à ie  of foe neme of smeil as 
we have shown them  to b e  for exceesin that o f  vision.

T o eflbet the purpose of increasing the use of foe optic 
nerve in these animals without adding injuriously to  that o f 
the eye itself,' an admirable contrivance has been resorted to. 
Instead o f forming a  single membrane lining' only foe inner 
surface o f foe postersar-chamber o f foe eye, as in man in d  
m im h  o f ordinary vision, and consequently ouly .equalling 
«  extent foe « p h e réc f the eye to  which it  bekmgg, f o e »  
tin a  in these q uiok-i sighted bank o f prey is found to  be coate 
poeedof a  great num ber o f Adds, each[hanging.loose into the 
•eye, and augmenting, in am esXraordiaary degrae, nòt i only 
■the extent o f nervous surfase,- b u t the nuns o f nmrvous. m at
te r , ànce, aaeocdingto the estimate of Desmoulins, finar wham 
I  teke'fo is account, the actual foicàness o f fo e  membrane o f 
the* retina is  equal in all auim als,fratn man and foe ox, to fo*  
(ragie and foe dock, w ith the exception o f foe lam prey, and 
consequently foe fiere Oosmass in  foe «ye o f foe eagle fiar'est
em ple, exceeds- ia  proportion th a t-o f man b y  foe quantity 
which goes torform  tbe-faM» already alluded-to. T h irstru c t 
■ture exists ait' its- maximum in esgles, vultures, a n d falcona, 
n ad  surely th is is  in  harmony with their acted w Mo nX  i n i  
intensity o f visk». • ’

The utility of dispoang this mercase of nervous matter in 
^tdds -is obvious enough. Had foe additional gone 
'merely to add- to foe thickness of the reüaa, great part of -it 
would, ftan  its opaqueness preventing fo e  transmission offoe 
knmnoUsrays, have existed in vain, bat by being thus dis. 
poscd'm folds formed of layers sufficiently thin and transpa
rent to ailow of-foe passage of foe raysof light through 'to 
their ulthnate desfoianoo ia the eboroki cant, every nervous 
point is brought into direct ecu (net withthe light, and from 
the sum of the whole arises-the rateOsilyi. -. Dcsnsoulins calcu- 
lates, that in-foe royal eagle four falde exist in a space that
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in an ordinary eye may. be counted one, and as each fob) ana- 
ñata of a  membrane folded on itself, and thus presents in 
reality four sidea, consequently every ray o f light cornea in 
contact with sixteen points of nervous surface instead o f two, 
where the retina is, as in man, a  single ipembtane. T his 
calculation may be erroneous, bu t it  is mom than sufficient 
to establish the relation existing between ñae o f esgaa and 
energy of function, which it  is our present object to  prove.

In  further corroboration of the same prmpiple, i t  may be 
mentioned, th at whep these quick-sigbtcd animals « e  de» 
paved o f the exercise o f the sente o f vision in jo  fa r as re
gents objects placed a t great distance^ and for the perception 
o f which alone strongvisioa is required, the nervous folds 
begin to dim inish, and ultim ately disappear, leaving th e  re» 
tin a  single, as in animals of ordinary vinos. M . Dessooulius 
observed this diminution in the otherwise healthy eyes o f 
a  royal eagle dead a t the M enagerie in P aris; and in  an
other, become blind before death from  ophthalm ia, he fouafd 
th e  retina quite smooth, and  w itim uta vestige of any fold, and 
th e  optic nerves reduced in  sire by. two-thirds. T h a t th is 
atrophy resulted foom the diminution and privation of- func
tion was proved by M ageadie producing the same pheao- 
m ens in the eye c f a  pigeon, by am ply excluding k  foom th e  
fight for twelve consecutive days; and this bring the ease,can 
the relation between rise and energy of function 'be for a  mo
m ent reasonably doubled?

tyotonly  indeed bes organic rise  been generally regarded 
by physiologists and anatom ists aa a  m easure c f  energy of 
function in the cese of the five .external senses, b u t whin is 
move to  oqr purpose, the same principle has been notoriously 
adm itted and actedupoo in  all ages fay the most celebrated 
authors as unquestionably applicable to  the beam itse lf and 
haa never yet been called in qnastiau^esoept for the interested 
and prejudiced purpose o f opposing D r G all. Indeed the 
slightest examination will suffice to  show, th a t all the meSbodi 
a f investigation hitherto thought o f for discovering t in  feme-
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tteh sef the brititi, which h a te  succeeded m arresting U r a 
moment the Attention of philosophers, or ^ h k h  h ire  led 
to thé establishment o f any general or im portant tru th , lest oé 
tMé bans Of size Alone. But; as this is a point of some com* 
séquence to  our argum ent, I  shall make no excuse for ë i-  
mnfcfing it more in détail.

T h e  first propositibn o f this kind which I  shah ndtiee is* 
th èt which, adnfittiiig the brain to be the organ o f m ind; af
firm s the intekmty o f itS functions to bear a flifeèt fetation to  
its généra! or absolute size. T hus màn h is  a larger beam 
th in  Meet anim ils o f much greater dimensions than h itasd f ; 
and from observing this fabt, A ristotle, E raristratus, P liny, 
©ale«, and many modem writers, inferred th at superiority o f 
fonction, and consequently of intelligence, depended always 
on th e  dbadute s ite  o f thdt organ. B ut although this rule 
holds in à  general manner, it is still liable to mahy excep
tions, the elephant and some cetaceous adinials haring larger 
brains, b u t much mbre limited intellect than man. T he 
dog and the inonlcey also bare a smaller cerebfal mass than 
th e  horse, the ox, or the ass, and yet foe former gteatiy ex
cel th e  latter in point erf1 intelligence. H ere then is one me
thod which recognises distinctly foe phrenological principle 
a f  Size, and; as will readily be understood, it fails in leading 
to  individual tru th , bnly because it erroneously takes for 
granted the singleness o f  structure And function o f the 
cerebral apparatus, and attem pts to find one general function 
proportioned in intensity to the size of one Bupposéd general 
organ, without considering that, if  this were the case, the 
only possible difference that could exist between animals with 
huge brains and animals with small brains would be simply 
a  greater o r less degree of the same qualities o f intellect and 
o f propensity; and that thus a  sheep, wfabse brain is nearly of 
tha same siee as that o f fob tiger, ought necessarily to  ponses* 
foe same ferocity and energy which distinguish the letter' 
H ero then the fault lies not in  foe principle, b u t in  itM *rro~ 
neous application-
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O ther ¡physiologists, perceiving the palpable objection to> 
the5 first method, have recourse to a second, still founded on 
the principle of Size, which they hope will be found without; 
any exceptions. They propose to measure the extent of i n 
telligence and instinct by comparing the proportion which 
the mass of brain bears to that of the whole body ; and here 
again the general biit not the individual results, are in har
mony with experience. T hus, although the brain .of the 
pbant is absolutely larger than that of man, yet, when com- 
pared to thé bulk of its body, the proportion becomes infinite*' 
ly smaller, and this difficulty is got over. B ut, unfortunately^ 
Soemmering, Blumènbacb, and Cuvier, soon found that th e  
sparrow, the redbreast, the wren, the canary, and some, species 
o f monkeys, have a brain much larger in proportion to  : their* 
bodies than man himself. T his rule, therefore, wOukl not do; 
and its fallacy arose from expecting to  find an uniform pro
portion existing between parts totally dissimilar, and o f te^ 
tally different functions. Its  failure, therefore, so «far from 
forming any objection to tbe principle on which it is founded, 
serves only to show, that the ceteris paribus have been krtt 
sight of in its application. 1 ■ •

Sœmméring and some other physiologists finding this rule 
fail, thought they had found out another still .in accordance 
with the principle of Size. I t  was, that the volume of * the 
brain, compared to that of the nerves, would give ah exact 
measure of the degree of intelligence ; and, generally speak
ing, man hal certainly greatly the advantage o f most antmahi 
in the excess of proportion of his cerebral mass compared to 
that of the nerves. B ut this is again instituting a comparison 
between distinct and'independent parts, and therefore it is not 
without many exceptions ; for in the monkèy, in the dolphin, 
and in many birds, the proportion is higher than in man, and 
tbe intelligence is infinitely less. Besides, as each nerve, pen  
forms a distinct (unction, there is no sort o f pnopartkm b n  
tween the size of different nerves in different animals, and 
therefore no standard of comparison. In  one animal, for in*
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stance, the optic, in another the auditory, in a third the 
nerves of motion, and in a fourth those of sensation, greatly 
predominate, without any necessary proportion between any 
or all of them and the brain; and hence this method isnot 
satisfactory, although it was, and I believe still is, patronised 
by Cuvier.

Cuvier, Soemmering, and Ebel, however, regard the propor
tion between the size of the brain and that of the spinal cord 
as the most infallible measure of intelligence; because, they 
say, it is by this proportion that we estimate how far the or
gan of mind prevails over the external senses; but as these 
two} parts are perfectly distinct, and perform independent 
functions, it often happens, that the proportion does not indi
cate the truth, and hence it cannot be used as a correct mea
sure. Cuvier himself acknowledges exceptions, and cites .the 
dolphin as one; but, in proposing this rule, the principle of 
Size is again admitted as a measure of function.

Other physiologists, as Ricberand, Dumeril, and even Cu
vier and Soemmering too, have recourse to another modifica
tion of the same principle, and affirm, that intelligence b  in 
exact proportion to the degree in which the size of the brain 
preponderates over that of the face; man b, according to 
them, at the top of the scale; and the most stupid and fero& 
dous, from their enormous jaw-bones and small brains, are at 
the foot. And this arises, they add, from the whole existence 
o f these animals bring concentrated in the exercise of the senses 
of taste and smell, whose organs are thus extensively evolved. 
Cuvier indeed tells us, that the ancients had perceived this 
rule, and on this account gave to their heroes, sages, ,and 
demigods, large and prominent foreheads, in unison with 
moderate-sized faces. This idea has even been very general
ly received among the public; but it is not strictly in har
mony with experience. For it is not in reality the large 
brain in proportion to the small face that gives the superiori
ty of intellect, but the large anterior cerebral lobe itself; and 
it b a matter of perfect indifference to the corresponding mental
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function*, whether the hdjoinibgfaCe is large or small Leo X ;, 
Montaigne, Raoine, Mirabeáu, and Franklin, had 'all large 
brains, joined with large faces. Boesuet, Kant, and Voltaire, 
had, on the contrary, the same large! sine of brain, but with 
proportionally much sandier faces. The-small size of the free 
in the latter would indicate an inferiority in the functions 
which are executed by its component parts; bat it would 
certainly neither add to, nor dettnct from, the energy of the 
cerebral functions, the brain itself remaining the'same.

The celebrated facial angle of Camper, which some affect 
to consider as very superior to the method of Dr Grail, is itself 
founded on the obnoxious principle of Size bring an indica
tion of energy,.- and it would be well for those who object to 
the groundwork of Phrenology to recollect this fact. Cam
per's angle is formed, as is well known, by drawing one line 
from the inrisory teeth in the anterior part of the upper-ja/w 
to the meatus auditorius, and prolonging another from the 
same part to the most elevated part of the forehead. The 
more nearly the angle formed by the junction of these two 
lines approaches to a right angle, or, in other words, the 
larger the anterior cerebral mase, the higher will be the de
gree* of intelligence, and vice versa, which, as a general rule, 

♦is quite true; and Lavatér has formed a scale of perfection 
m conformity with it from the frog -up to the Apollo Belvi- 
dere. As nature affords numberless foots in accordance with 
it, tile fanal angle has been almost universally received, even 
by anatomists and physiologists; and, in spite of opposite 
fabts, many philosophers still feel very averse to abandon i t ; 
and Cuvier furnishes’ a long list of ammafo in its support. 
But although this method leads in many instances to accurate 
results, and isin  perfect harmony with th» principle of Sue, 
still it foils from overlooking obstacles to its universal appli- 

• cation.
In the firs t place, it is mcompletfe, and measures only the 

anterior parts of the brain, leaving the upper and back parts 
altogether out of consideration, id ly, From the small size of
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the jAw in the infant, the facial angle» then, mwrading to 
Cuvier, one of 90?, while, io decrepid old age it dwindles to 
50°; it therefore changes at-different periods of life, without 
indicating a corresponding change in the degree of intelli
gence. Sdly, The m*» of brain bring, the same in two io- 
dividnnls, one. with «.large .projecting jaw like a negro, and 
Other with a small jaw like Voltaire, the angle will indicate s  
difference of 10,15, or SO degrees, where no difference of in
telligence really- exists. 4tU y, According, to Blumenbacb, 
three-fourths of the.animals known to man have the same 
facial angle existing with every potaibic difference in  the bind 
gnd degree qfjacuities which they possest. 5thb/, The ex. 
taroal table of the skull is in .many animals at such a distance 
from the internal as to afford no index whatever to the see 
of the brain. The elephant is a familiar example. Hence, 
and Aar many other reasons, Camper's invention is inapplic
able, and dees not offer results in harmony with experience.

The last method which I  shall, mention aa founded on the 
principle of Size, is that which proposes, to compare the sfce 
of the brain with that of the cerebellum. But the spine ob
jections apply to this as to,all the preceding, plansj and the 
memktt of them here is valuable, only .from demonstrating!, 
that so. far is the fundamental phrenological principle of Size 
btiiagycrferw. paribut, a meastireof power, from bring, a  new. 
or an; unfounded proposition emanating fnom the fancy of an 
enthusiast, it is one. of the oldest, best-established, and 
umversaUyHBfirived in tlie whole range of modern physiology, 
.or of modern science; and, consequently, that when any of the 
moraxaslpu* than enlightened opponents of Phrenology think 
iposper to dispute its. truth, it is rather for them to adduce evi
dence in support of an opinion which is in direct opposition 
to that which observation has led mankind in all ages to adopt, 
than for us to trouble the million with evidence to convert 
the incredulity of .the one. The only question which remains 
Cot us. to answer is the very natural inquiry, how does Dr 
Gall, in his application of the universally-acknowledged prin-
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ctple, contrive to surmount the obstacles which have hitherto 
shipwrecked all his predecessors ?—and it is this we shall now- 
attempt to answer.

We have already seen, that the error of supposing the ex* 
ternal senses not to be influenced by the size of their organs 
has arisen not from any fault in the principle itself, but en
tirely from overlooking the existing distinction of parts, and 
from confounding functions in themselves separate and inde
pendent, and, therefore, not necessarily proportioned to each 
other, or, in other words, from the ceteris not being paribus 
Now this is precisely the rock on which, the successive at
tempts at discovery of the cerebral functions have also split» 
and by accidentally avoiding which Dr Gall has been so pe
culiarly successful. The brain is not a single organ per« 
forming in all animals a single function; it is an aggregate 
of parts appropriated to different uses; and consequently» 
unless we distinguish these from each other, and apply the 
principle of Size to each separately, it will be utterly impos
sible to invent any method which will so for supersede the 
ceteris paribus as to be susceptible of universal application. 
Thus, before we can expect to arrive at a true and .invariable 
result, by comparing the absolute size of • the whole b rab o f 
one animal with its absolute size in another, it will be neces
sary to show,«-ltf, That the brains of all animals are.com
posed of analogous parte perforating similar functions; and, 

That these parte invariably bear the same proportion* to 
each other; or, in other words, 1*^ That all animals are en
dowed with precisely the same faculties of instinct, of pro
pensity, and of intelligence; and, &%, That they all possess 
these in the same invariable proportion to each other, which 
is the same as to say that a tiger and a lamb have kindred 
qualities, or to announce a proposition at variance with all 
surrounding nature. . . . .

Again, if even in the same species, as in man, different 
parte of the brain perform different functions, and differ, in 
every different individual in their relative proportions, to each
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other, crd* it reasonably be expected that absolute Rise, ia: 
whatever pa ti it may chiefly exist, should indicate absolute 
intensity of the particular functions of inteUeci 9 Thus it is 
not rare to meet With a brain which, from the gfeat sise of 
posterior lobes, or organs of the propensities, surpasses in ab~ 
sedute siSe another brain, of which the chief development is 
in the anterior lobes or organs of intellect. Now the rule of 
absolute Sise, applied here to the neglect of the palpable dif
ference of parts, would rate thé former as the highest in point 
of intelligence, when experience would prove the reverse to 
bé true; and the apparent discrepancy tnight lead the experi
menter to doiibt the infallibility of thé principle of Sise, where 
afittle mòre knowledge wouldhave shown the fault to lie only 
in the mode of its application ; and it' is bere that Phrenology 
has been eminently successful, from comparing intensity of 
individual ftonctioh wkh size o f individuai organ, instead of 
grouping together distinct and independent parts, and ex
pecting a general and invariable result to spring from every 
variety in the proportions of these parts.

The same insuperable objection lies against comparing the 
mass of brain with the mass of nerves. The former is not 
botoogeneourf, arid, as a whole, it bears no proportion to.the 
sise of the nerves, becaüsethe functions of the latter are quite 
different from those of the former. In 1 one animal, for in
stance, the anterior òr inteReetua! part of the cerebral mass is 
considerable, while in another,1 whose brain as a whole is per
haps larger, the posterior part or organs of the propensities is 
the most considerable, the mass of' nerves being nearly equal 
in both, and yet the former, wkh the smaller brain, would un
questionably be the mote intelligent ; but the latter, on the 
other hand, would excel in intensity of passion and propensity.

Camper's facial angle, add the other methods already men
tioned, fall to the ground from the same defect. The ante
rior part of the brain measured by the angle is not a single 
part with a single function, as is taken for granted ; and hence 
the proportions of its component parts being neglected, error

7
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unavoidably arises in drawing general inference*, just as iKr 
Jeffrey falls into error by mistaking the external nose for the 
whole organ of smell, and the external ear for tbe complete 
organ of hearing, and inferring, from the senses not de
pending for their acuteness on the size of these parts alone, 
that therefore Size does not add in any degree to the intensity 
of their functions.

W ith these sources of error clearly in view, and with tHe 
principle of Size for our guide, it may seem an easy matter 
to proceed a step farther, and, like Dr Gall, at last to unfold 
the true uses of the brain. But plainly as these principles 
now open to our view the path of knowledge, it waB not by 
tracing them to their consequences that Dr Gall actually 
aaade his discovery. He never thooght of tins any more 
Bum did those who preceded him. I t was the casual and re
peated observation of the concomitance of great energy he'« 
particular mental power, with great size of a particular and 
individual part of the brain, that first arrested his attention, 
and forcibly directed his notice to tho inquiry, wbethertbaee 
facts ware connected in the relation o f cause and effect, and 
whether other mental powers might not also depend for their 
energy on t o  of esber iddividusl parts of the brain ; and it 
was not till years after he had satisfied himself by the moat 
extensivie and varied experience, thdt the energy of several at 
least af the mental qualities bare ah uniform ridhtioft, tmt&is 
paribut, to the size of particular parte of the brain, that the 
idea occurred to him of tracing die relations of these pints' to 
ths general principles of physiological and natural science. 
This, then, while it proves, that', let Phrenology be what it 
may, still it is w ot the-oOkpring o f  theory, affords also Strong 
grounds of probability in favour of Its truth, from the cir
c u m s ta n c e  of all its doctrines, picked up as it were piecemeal, 
being in perfect harmony with die best-established principles 
c£ science, and,eonsequeritfy, offers a strong inducement to 
every reasonable and inquiring mind to enter upon its serious 
a a d  caodid examination. And if  the present paper, by ex-
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pfemog th it cooneteocy end bnnwny, contribute in any de- 
gnee tp produce the effect just stated, its author will hold 
himself amply recompensed for the time bestowed in its pre
ps ration.

A R TIC LE II.

L E T T E R — DR CALDW ELL, PROFESSOR OF T H E  IN ST I
TU TES OF M ED IC IN E IN  T H E  U N IV E R SITY  OF L E X 
INGTON, U N IT E D  STATES, TO GEORGE LYON, ESQ., 
SECRETARY O F T H E  PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Lemingbm, August 1 ,16M. •
H u e  Sir ,— Qn returning home a few weeks ago from a fber 
months' tens through the Atlantic States, I  had the honour 
and geatiSontioo to find» in .waiting for me, your wary polite 
and acceptable letter of the 9th of February. The iirfbrma- 
thm it imparted, touching the peegres* and premia, atand- 
iog of phmaalogkal eoiaaoe in Great Britain and on the eop- 
Janei*, flcwdd not bo otherwise than emi Sandy grateful tome. 
InteUigonee to  the seme effect, bat not ee authentic, I  had 
fgnvjopfly mmiaed by letter from tmvegmg friend* and other 
oorrmpendent*, and hod endearouced in my lector» to make 
llie .pm pertim of .it. Man ia essentially en im kativa  and a 
mgn* *  bring. Hence a knowledge of thefact, that a dno- 
traue i* besoming prevalent and fmhionahle in a dataateoau- 
try, highly distinguished in literature and science, may be 
mndeied in no email, degree opernlive in the mtabliebmet» e i 
that doefrrae in other place*. Nor, provided the doctrine be 
jkrne, i* jthme any thing blame-worthy in having meouree to 
«ichmeen*.

The first volume of the Fhrrnnlngircl Tianeacthma, and 
seven numberaof the Journal, I  have been so fortunate as to 
receive about d s  months ago. Subsequent number* I  shall 
receive in due time and regular order.

Them verbs am not only rich in matter, but am conduct-
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ed- with excellent judgment and -ability and admirable tact 
The stream of truth which they put in motion, apd which 
afterwards bears them along on its entrent, is irresistible. Su* 
perstition, prejudice, the folly and obstinacy of ignorance, and 
legitimacy in error, must yield to it as certainly as the stream 
of the Mississippi or the Oroonoco washes the crumbling allu
vion from its banks, or the vessel is swept from her mooring 
by the gale and the current when her cable is rotten, or her 
anchorage infirm. To attempt to make head against a cur
rent as irresistible as omnipotency itself, (for truth is onrni* 
potent̂  if its Author is so,) by the miserable expedient of stale 
jests, or the no less pitiful hue and cry of “ materialism, Jh- 
“  t a t t m , and A *  legitimating o f crime f  the coarse pursued 
and the means employed by the * enemies of Pbtwology—an 
attempt, I  say, like this, is worthy only of the morsi imbemfr 
ty and intellectual ignorance of those by whom it is adopted. 
-Philosophy rejects such - assistance, and* manhood disdamsitP 
’ In  my late tour in the East, of which I have already 

•spoken, I was not forgetful of our favourite «dense. Besides 
conversing mudi on it with many of the most cultivated met 
•of the country, I delivered, by invitation, another course df 
lectures in the city of Washington, where my lectures in thè 
preceding summer had been instrumental itr the establishment 
of1 a Phrenological Society,—an institution which, fimo thè 
peculiar felicity of its situation, and the-intelligence, seal, and 
activity of its members, premises to be infinitely useful to the 
'science: • 1

f During nfy last comae of lectores in Washington, the coni- 
'gres* of the nation was in sessiOn, arid members of it re«* 
dent in various and distant parts of the Union constituted à 
considerable portion of my class. To the whole af  them, aft 
far as I'know, the doctrine taught waft acceptable, and the 
evidence' adduced ;ht its favour satisfactory and conclusive; 
Some o f item , from eoeptiòs and unbelievers, were not only 
proselyted, but converted into perfect phrenological eñthteéQ- 
<uêe. Thus, as* I  trust,- has good sëed been sOttteWhfef éaften-
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lively sown in a gonial soil. And I  state, with. entire grati
fication, and much to the credit of our science, , that,-of my 
class, those who were Boost devoted to the study of what are 
denominated the »mere or tract sciences, were most easily 
and speedily proselyted, and became the most ardent votaries 
and the most powerful and dextrous advocates of Phrenology. 
•This was particularly the case with Major K—y, of the U. S. 
corps of engineers, an officer of great professional worth, and 
distinguished for his ardent devotion to mathematics. To 
my first lecture he frankly acknowledged that he came to 
laugh, i. e. to be amused, but “  remained to pray.” In each 
subsequent lecture he became more and more interested, un
til, before my course was half-finished, he procured a pair of 
excellent callipers, and became, in a short time, as seriously 
and sealously engaged in the admeasurement, of intellect as 
be had ever been before in that of heights, distances, angles, 
or quantities. Him I consider as my Paul o f Tarsus, des
tined toprove a celebrated reformer. As far as my observa
tion has entendsd,>tbe farilitywkh which an individual who 
has bent bisettention to it  becomes convinced of the truth of 
Phrenology, may be regarded as the measure of the. sound. 
mess of his-judgment, and the. strength and excellency of .-bis 
reflective faculties. Within my knowledge, noma» has ever 
ecriousiy studied the science without becoming a proselyte ; 
bud, once a proselyte, no one has ever apostatized.

The diffid ence,-corporeal and intelbietual,.between the dif. 
ferent races of men, has long constituted with me a favourite 
topic of inquiry.’ .For the radical superiority of the Cauca
sian I  have, always contended, and have published several 
essays in defence of my opinion. In  verification o f this be
lief Pbrenelegy-is conclusive.
• During my late tour, I-collected, on this subject, a certain 
amount of information highly satisfactory, to . myself, and 
‘winch, to the phrenological world, will not, as. I  venture to 
believe, be altogether, without interest.

. The ahoriggaas of North America are to be regarded, I
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think, as a variety of the MbngdKm race. - Cieitndy they 
are not of the Caucasian. In die course -of my tour I  had 
an opportunity of examining and measuring the heads of a s  
nations or tribes of that unfortunate Jnmiiy of men.

In the city of Washington were deputations of chiefs from 
the Cherokee, the Creek, and the Seminole nations; and in 
the ktate of New York, I  visited the dwellings of the Qnei- 
das, the Tuscaroras, and the Senekas.

W ithout going into details, I  can state only the result of 
eSy observations and admeasurements, which were often re<- 
peated in presence of intelligent and competent witnesses. -

The average size of the head of the/ndMHk is less than that 
of the head of the white man, by the .proportion of froth aa 
eighth to a tenth, cettbAidy Jrom  a tenth to a twelfth part of 
its entire bulk. The chief deficiency in the' Indian bead fits 
in  the superior and lateral parts of the itaehead, whine are 
situated the organs of Comparison, Catanlity, W it, Ideality, 
and Benevolence. The detect in CanSality, W it, aod leg 
ality is most striking. In the organa a f CosabativenoM, iGfe- 
struttiveoess, Secretiveness, Caution, and Firmness, the func
tions of which constitute the dominant elements of the Indian 
character, the development is bold. The p c o p o r tie o  of brain 
behind the ear is considerably huger in the Indian than in  the 
white man. The organ of Adhesiveness in the tenner is 
small

Tide analysis, brief and iteperfaot as it is* uafoids to us 
much of the philosophy of the Indian character, and enables 
us, in a partioidar mimnrr, to understand the nance of the 
peculiar inaptitude of that race af men for oiviL lide. Foe, 
when the wolf, tee bnflislo, and the panther, shall have been 
completely domesticated, like the dog, the osar, and the 
household cat, then, and not before, may we expect to see 
tee JvU-Hooded Indian civilized bkb the white man. .
' Of tee mist btwed, which is w ry numerous, the rmfcasl 
development and the general character approach thaw of tee 
white «mm in proportion to thedegreeuf white: faiaod which

1W



individuals possess. On account of the marked superiority 
of his intellect, a half-bred seldom fails to become a cJrief

A  chief of the Creek nation, who, on account of his pre
eminence in eloquence, held the appointment of orator of the 
delegation, surpassed in a high degree all the others, in the 
development of the organs of Ideality and Comparison. His 
addresses were replete with metaphor, and, for an uneducated 
speaker, marked with taste.

O f the JvU-blooded Indians generally, permit me to remark, 
that such is their entire aptness Jbr civilization, that every, 
successive effort to mould them to that condition of life, more 
and more deteriorates their character. O f the murf-hloods 
this is not true. Hence the only efficient scheme to civilize 
the Indians, is to cross the breed. Attem pt any other, and. 
you mU extinguish the race. T o  the tru th  of this the ex* 
perience of every day bears ample testimony. T h e  real ab
original Indian is retreating before civilization, and disappear- 
ing with the buffalo and the elk, the panther and the grisly 
bear. L et the benevolent and enthusiastic missionary say 
wbat he may, the Jbreet is the natural home of the Indian. 
Remove him from it, and, like the imprisoned elephant» he 
loses the strength and loftiness o f bis character. H e becomes a  
hot-bouse plant, and dwindles in all bis native efficiences. This 
problem (for so by many it is considered) is solved only, but 
can be solved easily, by the lights of Phrenology. On this 
position it is my purpose to dwell more fully hereafter.

T he wisdom of Providence is manifested in the innumer
able aptitudes of things that every where present themselves, 
and in none mors dearly than in those which conoem the 
human family. T he vast American wilderness, the haunt 
of the deer and the elk, the bear and the buffido, required a 
race of savages to people i t  B ut converted, a s it  already is, 
in part, and rapidly as that conversion is daily extending 
into cultivated fields and populous towns and cities, the abode 
of civilization, commerce, and the arts, the mere m m  i f  the 

jbreet is no longer wanted, and he is, therefore, passing away.
Vol. IV.—No X IV . n
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H e has iour»sh*d—he was needed; blit he is needed no 
longer, and he therefore decays.

As respects my intended visit to England, of which you 
have been pleased to speak so obligingly, and for their kind
ness in relation to which I  entreat you to make my acknow
ledgments acceptable to the members o f the Phrenological 
Society generally, bu t more especially to M r Combe—as re
spects that visit, I  say, I  still hold i t  in contemplation, and 
cherish a  hope of carrying it into effect; but not, I  think, 
a t an earlier period than the spring of 1828.*

In  my late tour I  received pressing invitations to deliver 
courses of lectures on Phrenology in two of the large Atlantic 
cities. W ith these a compliance wáB forbidden by a want pf 

'time. But I  mm under a conditional engagement to visit the 
same places next spring for the same purpose. Should I  do 
this, my voyage to Europe will be prevented for the time, 
and cannot be effected until the following season.

Although a visit toEurope would be the more gratifying and 
instructive to me, I  think it not improbable that my labours 
in my own country, humble as they are, are the more ustfuL  
A nd I  have lived loqg enough to know, and, I  trust, in some 
instances, to realize the truth, that public usefulness is a wor
thier object of human desire than personal gratification.

In  this republican country of ours we carry every thing by 
numbers. I t  is here that vox poputí is truly and practically vox  
D ei; and here every body reads, and not a  few think. I  
have thoughts of endeavouring to avail myaplf of this state o f 
things in behalf of Phrenology.

M y meditated scheme is, to write and publish a small an d  
cheap work, called Phrenological T alk, Conversation? on  
Phrenafogy, or bearing some such simple and familiar title. 
In  this production, carried on, perhaps, by question and an- 

,c*er, there must be no tang or superfluous words, no display 
Of learning, nor any dwcuseion diffioult to be understood* 
Plainness, simplicity, and common sms*) must be its predo
minant trata . I f  I  am not mistaken, the true elements o f
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Phrenology, diffused in this way among the people, might be 
made to lay a  broad and solid bads of thinking on the siib- 
jecf, winch nothing could shake, and to awaken a  spirit of 
inquiry which nothing could resist.

Pardon, I  pray you, the inordinate length of this letter, 
and believe me, with sentiments of high consideration,

Dear Sir,
Your very faithful and obedient servant,

C h- Caldwell.

A R T IC L E  I I I .

OF W IT AND TH E FEELIN G  OF TH E LUDICROUS.

(B y  M r WiOAam Scott.)

I t  was a  long time ago observed by D r Gall, and stated in 
his large work on the functions o f the brain, that parsons 
who are witty, and who are fond of sprightly sallies, bon 
mots, and repartees, have the upper and outer parts of the 
forehead, immediately before the organs o f Ideality, much 
developed. D r Gall does not attempt any accurate analysis 
of the faculty, (to which he gives the name of E sp rit Casts- 
tique, E sprit de SaiUie,) and states that he cannot describe 
it better, than by saying, that it is the quality most conspi
cuous in the writings of Rabelais, Cervantes, Swift, Sterne, 
Voltaire. In  all these authors, and many others in whom 
a similarity of genius appears, the parts o f the forehead be
fore mentioned are prominent and rounded. W hen this de
velopment is excessively large, it is attended with a  disposi
tion, apparently irresistible, to view objects in a  ludicrous 
light, and, according to the combination with which it  is 
united, it leads to epigrammatic points and turns o f wit, to 
private sarcasm or general satire, to good-humoured joking 
and harmless raillery, or to gross buffoonery and caricature.
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In  the first two editions of D r Spurzheim's physiognomi
cal system, he has classed this faculty among the intellectual 
powers, and gives it the name of W it, (W itz, Germ.) H e 
says, that jest, raillery, mockery, ridicule, and irony, belong to
it. “  I t  is asserted,*' he says, “  that W it consists in compar- 
“  ing objects in order to discover their similarity or dissimilarity: 
“ but the two preceding faculties (Comparison and Causality) also 
“ compare; ana comparing in a philosophical wav is quite different 
“ from comparing wittily.*—1Thus," he adds “ the essence of this 
“ faculty consists in its peculiar manner of comparing, which always 
“ excites gaiety and laughter."

In  his new work on “  Phrenology,” lately published, D r 
Spurzheim departs from this arrangement. He now consid
ers this disposition as belonging to the class of feeling, and 
states its special function to be “  mirthfulness or gayness.”

I  strongly incline to think that the view previously taken 
by D r Spurzheim is the correct one; that this is an intellec
tual faculty, and that while its function, as well as that of 
Comparison and Causality is to compare ideas or feelings 
together, its special function consists in its peculiar manner of 
comparing. I t  does not compare, as Comparison does, to dis
cover resemblances or analogies, nor, as Causality does, to 
draw refined distinctions, or to observe close philosophical 
relations; but it compares for the purpose of discovering 
broad, violent, extravagant contrasts, and of bringing to
gether ideas the most incongruous, disproportionate, and op
posite in existence.

I ncongruity.— No subject has been more frequently can
vassed than the feeling of the ludicrous, and various theories 
have been proposed to account for it. I t  seems to be now 
generally admitted that it is caused by some kind of incon
gruity. D r Beattie states, that “  Laughter arises from the 
"  view of two or more inconsistent, unsuitable, or incongruous 
“ partis, or circumstances considered as united in one complex ob
j e c t  or assemblage, or as acquiring a sort of mutual relation 
“  from the peculiar manner in which the mind takes notice of 
"  them." The same doctrine is thus stated by Akenside:—

ft Where'er the powtr of Ridicule displays 
“ Her quaint-eyed visage, some incongruous form,
“ Some stubborn dissonance of things combined,
94 Strikes on the quick observer.”
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D r Gerard observes to the same p u r p o s e T h e  sense of
“ ridicule is gratified by an inconsistence and dissonance of circum- 
“ stance in the same object, or objects nearly related in tbe main;
“ or by a similitude or relation unexpected between things, on the 
“ whole opposite and unlike.”

Although there is much truth in this, it does not amount 
to an exact description, far less to a logical definition of the 
cause of laughter, there being, as D r Beattie observes, “  innu- 
“  merable combinations of congruity and incongruity, of rela- 
“  tion and contrariety, of likeness and dissimilitude, which áre 
“  not ludicrous at all.* W e shall try if it be possible to come 
a little nearer to an exact description ; and with this view, we 
shall, in the first place, examine the four species of incongru
ity  which, according to D r Beattie, excite the feeling of the 
ludicrous. These four are the following:—

1st, W hen the incongruous particulars are united by mere 
juxta-position.

2d, W hen they are stated as in the relation of cause and 
effect.' >

Sd, W hen they are brought together by a comparison 
founded on some point of similitude.

4th, W hen they are united so as to exhibit an opposition 
between meanness and dignity.

These do not by any means form a complete enumeration, 
as we shall afterwards see.

Simple Contrast.-—T o  begin with the case of jtixta~po- 
sition, we laugh to see a  short fat woman waddling beside a 
very tall thin man, and obliged to take two or three steps for 
one of his. A  still more incongruous conjunction, perhaps, is 
a tall awkward woman stooping down to the arm of a little 
purfled round-bellied mannikin, whom she could apparently 
carry in her pocket. A  country-dance of couples so contrast
ed, like those given in Hogarth's Analysis of Beauty, could 
hardly fail, as D r Beattie observes, to make a beholder merry, 
whether he believed their union to be the effect of design or 
of accident.

5
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Any remarkable disproportion in the limbs or features of 
the face, if* unaccompanied with pain or distress, (according 
to  Aristotle), is laughable. No two faces or figures are ex
actly alike; but there are certain limits within which the va
rieties are generally confined. W hen these are transgressed, 
we come into the region of the ludicrous, and, in general, we 
may take it as a rule, that the greater the departure from 
the just proportion the tendency to laugh is the greater« 
Thus, a nose remarkably large or remarkably little, a  mouth 
or a chin unusually distended, are apt to excite a  smile. The 
laughable effect would be increased by an assemblage of such 
oddities?, either of the same or of opposite kinds. I f  we saw 
two people together, one of whom had an enormously long 
nose, and the other with scarcely any, we could hardly fop- 
bear laughing at the contrast. W e are told in the Spectator 
o f a wag at Bath who invited a number of people with long 
chins to dine with him together, and that their meeting was 
the occasion of much mirth. On the same principle that we 
laugh at any personal defect or oddity of appearance, we are 
affected in the same way by old fashions in manners, dress, 
and furniture; by any thing totally different from what we 
are accustomed to see used by persons in tolerable condition 
around us. In  either case, we compare what we see with a 
certain familiar standard, and the laughable effect seems, cr- 
teris paribus, to be in proportion to the greatness of the con
trast between the standard in our minds and the object before 
our eyes.

In  the cases last mentioned only one side of the contrast 
is present to the senses, the other is present to the m ind; but 
in those cases where both are bodily present, juxta-position  
is hardly a proper term to express the sort of connexion that 
is required to give the incongruous assemblage its full ludic
rous effect. T he contrast between high and low buildings 
in a city, or between the short, tall, fat, and lean people in a 
public street, is not ludicrous. T o produce this effect there 
must be some such bond of union among them as to lead us
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to consider them as parts of a group; and 1 would prefer the 
word “  grouping" to that of mere “  juxtctr-postoion” to ex* 
press this. Provided this grouping is effected, it seems to be 
quite immaterial by what means, or whether it is by accident 
or design.

T he variety and contrast of occupations and of goods, which 
we see sometimes united in a country village, appear laugh
able to a townsman, who has been accustomed to see the dif
ferent departments in labour, or in trade, more accurately dU 
vided. W e have seen combinations of this kind as incongru
ous as that united in the person of Caleb Quotefn, who was 
schoolmaster, parish-clerk and sexton, painter, fiddler, auc
tioneer and apothecary. T he multifarious duties o f Davy, 
Justice Shallow’s man, or of Scrub, in the Beaux Stratagem, 
appear hmghable from a  similar principle. W e are told of 
the dagger of Hudibras, that

“ I t  was a serviceable dudgeon 
Either for fighting, or for drudging.
When it had stabb'd, or broke a head,
I t  would scrape trenchers or chip bread.
Toast cheese or bacon, though it were 
To bait a mouse-trap, 'twould not care.
’Twould make clean shoes, and in the earth 
Set leeks and onions, and so forth.”

In  the account of a  lady's library, in the 37th number of 
the Spectator, the laughable effect seems to depend on the 
contrast between the books brought together; some of which 
the author supposes the lady had really purchased for her 
own use, the rest because she had heard them praised, or seen 
the authors of them. A  few of them are as follows

Sir Isaac Newton’s Work*.
The Grand Cyras, with a pin stuck in one of the middle leaves.
Pembroke’s Arcadia.
Locke on the Homan Understanding»with a paper of patches in i t
A  Spelling-book.
A Dictionary for the Explanation of Hard Words.
Sherlock upon Death.
The Fifteen Comforts of Matrimony.
Father Malbrancbe’s Search after Truth, translated into English.
A book of Novels.
The Academy Of Compliments.
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Calpepper’s Midwifery.
The Ladies’ Calling.
Taylor’s Holy Living and Dying.
La Ferte’s Instructions for Country-Dancers.

Another instance occurs in the same work, where a lady 
and her daughters are represented as employing themselves in 
household affairs, while one read aloud to them Fontenelle's 
Plurality of Worlds. “ I t  was pretty,” says the author, “  to
“ see them dividing their attention between jellies and stars; now 
“ engaged in following the course of a planet, and now in deep con« 
“ sultation about the composition of a pudding.” A more laboured
picture of the same kind is given, in some verses of Sheri
dan's on a  blue stocking lady, famous alike for literature and 
notability

*00

What motley cares Corilla’s mind perplex,
Whom maids and metaphors conspire to vex;
In studious deshabille behold her sit,
A letter’d gossip, and a housewife wit,
At once invoking, though with different views,
Her gods, her cook, her milliner, and muse.
Round her strew’d room a frippery chaos lies,
A chequer’d wreck of notable and wise.
Bills, books, caps, couplets, combs, a varied mass,
Oppress the toilet, and obscure the glass.
Unfinish’d here an epigram is laid,
And there a mantua-maker’s bill unpaid.
There new-born plays foretaste the town's applause;
There dormant patterns sigh for future gauze.
A moral essay now is all her care;
A satire next, and next a bill of fare.
A scene she now projects, and now a dish,
Here "  Act the First,”—and there “ Remove with fish.”. 
Now, when this eye in a fine frenzy rolls,
That soberly casts up a bill for coals.
Black pins and daggers in one leaf she sticks,
And tears and threads, and bowls and thimbles mix.”

I t  seems partly oh this principle that we laugh at these 
practical jokes called hoaxes, where all the different trades 
and professions in a large town, with the emblems and speci
mens of their respective arts and commodities, are brought to 
besiege the doors of some unfortunate and unsuspecting wight 
of whom they are made the innocent persecutors. The joke,
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in each? particular case, is doubtless in proportion to the in
congruity or contrast between the object and subject of the 
hoax; as in the case where all . the medical facility hare been 
summoned to attend a person who entertains the greatest ab
horrence of the whole medical tribe. In  Hogarth’s print of 
the ISnraged Musician, we might be amused at the union of 
so many discordant noises, whether we supposed them brought 
together on purpose or n o t; but one of the principal causes of 
our mirth is doubtless the consideration, that all the discords 
alluded to, the bawling o f the ballad-singer, the squalling of 
children, the screaming of the milk-woman, the hooting of the 
chimney-sweep, the horn of the fish-seller, the braying of the 
dustman, the caterwauling of cats, the rumbling of waggons, 
the creaking and rasping of the knife-grinder’s wheel, are all 
brought into collision with the refined organs o f one of the 
first musical composers of the age, in one of his finest mo
ments of inspiration. I t  is here that the essence of the con* 
trast consists, and it is this that seems to render the whole 
group so laughable.

In  all the cases which have been mentioned of this species 
of the ludicrous, arising from the juxta-positum ^ or grouping 
together incongruous particulars, it seems to be a general re
mark, applicable to the whole, that the greater the contrast 
between the particulars so joined, the laughable effect is, 
ceteris paribus,  the greater.

Of W it .—I shall now take notice of the case where the con. 
trasted or incongruous ideas are brought together by a compa
rison founded in some point of similitude. This, I  may observe, 
when done by design, constitutes what is commonly called
W it. D r Beattie observes, that he agrees with Locke, that 
“  wit consists chiefly in the assemblage of ideas, and putting them 
“ together with quickness aad variety, wherein can be found any 
“ resemblance or coogruity, thereby to make up pleasant pictures 
“ and agreeable visions in the fancy/' And he also agrees with 
Pope, that “ an easy delivery as well as perfect conception,”—and 
with Dryden, that “ propriety of words, as well as of thoiqghV' cm
necessary to the formation o f true wit. I  entirely accede to
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all thate writers have observed respecting W it, and think it 
Obvious that this quality, as the word is generally understood 
in the" English language, dees hot result from one spedhd flu 
cutty, bu t from the nice union and co-operation of a  variety 
o f faculties.

T he unexpected discovery of a resemblance between two 
things, in other respects quite unlike, delivered neatly, and in 
the most appropriate words, constitutes what is called W it 
Now, in order to produee this, we require a facility to  per
ceive resemblances, and this we conceive to be that which 
Phrenologists call Comparison. B ut there is flo W it in a 
mere resemblance, unless the difference or contrast be per
ceived at the same time. Hence we require another Acuity 
to perceive this contrast. W e have already seen some rea
sons, and may perhaps soon light up6n more, for thinking 
that this is the faculty connected with the organ No 89. I f  
We are right in this account of its function, it is no doubt ne* 
cessary to W it, both in its production and enjoyment; b u t it 
b  not W it itself, which, as well as wisdom, depends on no 
tingle faculty. T o  complete the Ibt o f faculties necessary to 
W it, we farther require a faculty to concentrate the operation 
of the former two, by bringing the resemblahoes and the con
trast under our view at once, and within the narrowest possi
ble point, and a faculty of Language to suggest the fittest 
vehicle for its conveyance; Secretiveness is essential to  keep 
the feathered arrow in its quiver until it can be let fly with ef
fect ; and Individuality  is that quiver which retains it until the 
golden opportunity occurs. I t  will be remembered in the 
account we gave of the Life of Sheridan, that this was precise
ly the combination of powers possessed by that celebrated 
man,—-and to them, and not to the extraordinary endowment 
of any one faculty, was his reputation as a man of wit un
doubtedly to be attributed.

W hen we talk of W it9 then, it behoves us well to distin
guish whether we use the term in the popular or the phre
nological sense. T h e  one b  something which is the joint pro-
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dace o f a  variety of sptickl famltKB, the other is a  special 
fau lty  itself; and both requite to b e  carefully analysed be-' 
foie we can arrive *fc the true account o f  either.

The cases w ears now to  examine, where the contrasted 
ideas are brought together fay some point o f resetnbkiMie, 
will require us to  take notice of both. These case* include, 
as a  necessary ingredient, the perception o f difference or 
contrast; and it appears to me, that whatever be the degree 
or nature of this resemblance, or whatever may be our ad
miration o f the cleverness shown in discovering that resem
blance, or oor surprise a t  its unexpected discovery, the laugh
able effect of the combination is always in- proportion to the 
contrast existing between the related or compared ideas; 
that the most laughable combinations are always those where 
this contrast is the greatest.

Some of the finest specimens of W it (iti the popular 
sense) are not laughable. Lord Chesterfield observed, that 
true wit never excites more than a sm ile; but in this he is 
wrong. I t  may excite laughter or not according to circum
stances.

A s  it is essential to W it that the resemblance discovered 
be unexpected, it follows that it should not be quite obvious. 
W e hardly bestow the term W it upon the discovery of a 
single point of resemblance, however striking, as this may 
occur almost to any one; but if to this first or more obvious 
point of similarity we can add another not so obvious, so as 
to present a double resemblance to the mind, then it becomes 
W i t  Thus, Addison observes, when a poet tells us the 
bosom of his mistress is as white as snow, there is no wit in 
the comparison, b u t when he adds, with a sigh, that it is as 
cold too, it'then grows into wit. Cowley, observing the cold 
regard of his mistress’s eyes, and at the same time their 
power of producing love in him, compares them to burning 
glasses made of ice ; and, finding himself able to live in the 
greatest extremities of love, he concludes the torrid zone to 
be habitable.

Among the finest pieces of serious W it  in our language
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may be mentioned Addison's versés to Sir Godfrey Kneller, 
whçre be compares bis portraits of the .British kings and 
queens to the statues carved by Phidias o f the heathen gods 
and goddesses. I t  is hardly necessary to remind the reader, 
that the monarchs alluded to were Charles I I . ,  noted for his. 
attachment to the fair sex, and who was preserved after the 
battle of Worcester by climbing into an oak ; James I I . ,  who 
abdicated the throne ; William I I I . ,  who was fond of war, 
as his queen, M ary II .,  was of tapestry ; Anne, who* was 
married to a subject, and whose son died before herself ; and, 
lastly, George I ., in whose reign a dangerous rebellion was 
suppressed in the- Highlands;—

Wise Phidias thus, his skill to prove,
Thro' many a god advanced to Jove,
And taught the polish'd rocks to shine,
With many a lineament divine,
Till Greece amazed, and half afraid,
Th’ assembled deities survey'd.

First, Pan, who wont to chase the fair,
And loved the spreading oak, was there. .
Old Saturn next, with upcast eyes,
Beheld his abdicated skies ;
Then mighty Mars, for war renown’d,
In adamantine armour frown'd.
By him the childless goddess rose,
Minerva, studious to compose
Her twisted threads, the web she strung,
And o’er a loom of marble hung. t
Thetis, the troubled ocean's queen,
Match'd with a mortal, next was seen,
Reclining o’er a funeral urn, .
Her short-lived darling son to mourn.
The last was he whose thunder slew 
The Titan race, a rebel crew,
Who, from an hundred hills allied,
In impious league the king defied.

There never was a finer specimen of this species of W it 
than one which occurs in the romance of Kenilworth, where 
the author compares the mind of Queen Elizabeth to one 
of those ancient druidical monuments called rocking-stones. 
c* T he finger of Cupid, boy as he is painted, could put her 
41 feelings in motion, but the power of Hercules could not 
“  have destroyed their equilibrium.”

£ 0 4
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I  may mention one instance more, worthy of a better 
place and a  better subject, from the Flash song in the Beg- 
•gar’s Opera

See the ball I hold;
Let the chemists toil like asses,
Our fire their fire surpasses,
And turns all our lead to gold.

I t  would be easy to state numerous examples of this kind 
of wit, which, like the above, have nothing laughable about 
them. I  wish now to produce instances of similes which ex
cite laughter. T he following well-known ones from Hudi- 
bras may serve our ̂ purpose:—

Rhymes the rudders are of verses,
With which, like ships, they steer their courses.

Rhymes are compared to the rudders of ships, partly, I  
suppose, because they come in at the tail of the verse, and 

-partly because they influence greatly the direction of the au
thor's ideas. The following description of morning is equally 
o r i g i n a l -

Now, like a lobster boil'd, the morn 
From black to red began to turn.

T he following accumulation of similitudes in Swift's Tale 
o f a T u b  may amuse at once from their oddity, their variety,
and their num ber:— “  Wisdom is a fox, which, after long 
“ hunting, will at last cost you the pairo to d¡£ out; it is a cheese 
“  which, by how much the richer, nas the thicker, homelier, and 
“ coaner coat, and whereof, to a judicious palate, the maggots are 
“ the best; it is a sack-posset, wherein the deeper you go you will 
“  find it the sweeter. Wisdom is a ben, whose cackling we must va- 
"  lue and consider, because it is attended with an egg; but then, 
“  lastly, it is a nut, which, unless you choose with juugmetit, may 
“  cost you a tooth, and pay you with nothing but a worm."

I  now quote from the writings of the. same author, an 
other similitude, which is rather more amplified than is usual 
with him. I t  occurs in the Drapier’s letters, where he is 
phillipizing against poor M r Wood and his brass halfpence. 
H e mentions, that he had received some hints from an emi
nent person in aid of his argument, some of which he had 
spoiled by endeavouring to make them of a piece with his own
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productions, and die rest he wee aot able to manage I
.*< was / '  a m  h e ,<c in die case pfDsvid ; I  ceuld not move in thear- 
ft mour of Saul, and therefore I  rather chose to attack this unrir- 
“ cnmcised Philistine (Wood, I  mean,) with a sling and a stone. 
“ And I may say, for Wood’s honour as well as my own, that he 
“ resembles Goliath in many circumstances very applicable to the 
“ present purpose ; for Goliath had a helmet of brass upon his head, 
“ and he was armed with a coat-of-mail, and the weignt of the coat 
“ was five thousand shekels of brass, and he had greaves of brass 
“  upon his IegB, and a target of brass between his shoulders. In 
"  short, he was like Mr Wood, all over brass, and he defied the 
“  armies of the living God, Goliath's conditions of combat were like- 
“ wise the same with that of Wood ; if he prevail against us, then 
“ shall we be his servants. But if it happen that 1 prevail over 
“  him, I renounce the other part of the condition ; he shall never be 
“  a servant of mine, for I do not think him fit to be trusted in any 
“  honest man’s shop.”

Now» let us consider how it happens, that one set of 
similitudes just now quoted appears highly ludicrous, while 
the others are not in the least so. In  both, we have the dis
covery of one or more points of resemblance, when we did 
not expect to find any ; but the difference between the two 
sets of cases seems to be this. In  the comparisons which are 
serious, and do not excite laughter, the objects compared, 
however actually different, do not excite any very apposite 
emotions. W hen the author o f W averiey compares the 
mind of England's Elisabeth to a drnidicat piUar, one object 
of a great and dignified kind is compared to another of a si
milar character. Both of them address themselves to our 
Vénération and Ideality, and no discordant feeling of a lower 
description comes in to mar the impression. B ut when 
the gigantic Goliath, the champion of the enemies of God’s 
people, the terror of the house of Judah, and before whom 
"all her stoutest warriors trembled, is compared to so insigni
ficant a person as one WHfiam Wood, an old brass-founder 

' and hardwareman, a dealer in old copper, brass kettles, coal- 
skuttles, and warming-pans, the contrast cannot fail to  strike 
every one as far more remarkable than the resemblance. 
Here we have not one great and elevated object compared to 
another that is great and elevated, bu t we have a gréât and
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elevated object compared to one that ia devoid of the smallest 
dignity. T he one excites terror and wonder and awe, 
the other only contempt,—the two objects excite a totally 
opposite set of feelings. I t  seems to be in consequence of 
this, that, in the instances of serious wit, we think chiefly of 
the resemblance, and the difference, though sufficiently ob
vious, is not dwelt upon; it occurs only so far as to give a 
sort, of relief to the resemblance, and to occasion that pleasing 
surprise at its discovery which this species of wit excites. B u tin  
the ludicrous simile the resemblance is merely a  sort of hopk 
and eye to tie two things together which are the most opposite 
in nature. W hat strikes us most here is the difference) and 
though surprised certainly at the discovery of a resemblance 
between two things so prodigiously unlike, it is the contrast 
that chiefly occupies our attention; and it is this, as appears 
to me, which is the cause of our laughter.

I t  would answer no purpose to go through the other cases 
quoted, which every one can easily do for himself after the 
principle is stated. I  shall only give two other instances o f 
this kind of W it, one erf them grave and the other ludicrous, 
which may help to illustrate my pouthm.

Sir Lucius O’Trigger, in the Rivals, tells Acres, that his 
“  valour should be as keen, but at the same time as pofish- 
“  ed, as his sword.” T he thought may bave been borrow
ed  from the following very witty and polished epigram, where 
i t  is most ingeniously applied as descriptive of wit itself:—

True Wit is like the brilliant stone,
Dug from an Indian mine,

Which boastf two various powers in one,
To cut as well as shine.

Genius, like that, if polish'd right,
With the same gifts abounds,

Appears at once both keen and bright,
And sparkles while it wounds.

I  beg to contrast this with the followiog
One day, in Chelsea meadows walking,
Of poetry and such things talking,

Says Ralph, a merry wag,
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“ Ad epigram, if smart and good,
Io all its circumstances, should 

Be like a ielly-bag.”
"  Your simile, I own, is new;
But how wilt make it out ?” says Hugh.

Quoth Ralph, “ I'll tell thee, friend,—
It should be wide at top, and fit 
To hold a budget full of wit,

And pointed at the end**
In  the first of these epigrams» where W it is compared to a  

diamond, both the ideas are of an elegant kind, and there is  
nothing in either to disturb the feeling which is excited by 
the other. Here we attend to the resemblance almost alone, 
and as that strikes us as. ingenious and surprising, it commu
nicates a sort of calm pleasure. Ideality and Comparison are 
equally gratified, and we feel it, at the same time, to be witty 
and beautiful But, in the other instance, our Ideality is sad
ly disturbed by the. introduction of a large ugly bag of flan- 
nel, one of the most inelegant pieces of culinary apparatus 
that can be conceived. W hen this is compared to an epi
gram, the difference strikes us far more strongly than the re
semblance ; the ideas are not only unlike, but productive of 
quite opposite feelings and associations, and hence the laugh
able effect.

W e may state, as belonging to this class of cases, the pa
ronomasia, or pun, where there is no resemblance whatever 
in the things themselves, but only in the sound of the words 
by which they are designated. Here also the ludicrous ef
fect seems to be in exact proportion to the contrast between 
the ideas which this resemblance of sound happens to bring 
together. I t  is quite unnecessary to give examples.

Of  A bsurdity.— The next species of the ludicrous to be 
noticed is, where the incongruous particulars are stated as in 
the relation of cause and effect. I t  is necessary to this that 
the matters so stated as cause and effect respectively, be to
tally different from the true ones, and that they be, indeed, 
as opposite to them as possible. W hen this is done uncon-
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ohmriy» and from adefleteney o f intellect or doe information, 
it is mere absurdity. W hen, on the contrary, it is done by 
design, and for the propose of raising a  laugh, it  is a  species 
of hum our; and to this last Secretiwnesa is essential. Some 
instances of both may be stated.

W hen events are attributed either to some very inade
quate cause, or something quite different from the real cause, 
or where any one endeavours to produce a certain effect with 
means either utterly inefficient, or beyond measure greater than 
is needful; these all savour of absurdity, and appear laughable 
to those who possess juster views. Causality sees the proper 
relations and fitnesses of th ings; and when something is p re
sented to ns totally different from this proper relation and fit. 
ness, we are amused in proportion to the contrast between the 
real cause and effect and the assumed ones. I t  is in this way that 
we smile at the inconsequent attempts at reasoning, and fruitless 
activity of mind and body in children, in madmen, in persons 
who are foolish or intoxicated, weak, superannuated, or super, 
stitious. W e smile at the conceit of one who took a course o f 
tincture of sage to give him confidence in public speaking. 
W e  laugh at the account given of two gentlemen of this city; 
who, returning home in a state of inebriety, took it in their 
heads that the Tron Church was standing awry, and endea
voured to push it into its place. W e laugh a t the story of 
Sancho Panza tumbling into a pit which he conceived to be 
o f a fearful depth, and hanging a whole night by a  beam, 
with the constant terror of being dashed in pieces, while his 
feet all the time were within two inches of the ground.

A  little mettlesome cur, attacking a mail-coach in its ca
reer through a country town, appears sufficiently ridiculous; 
and we laugh at the abortive fury of an angry boy striking 
some herculean fellow, who could with ease throw him over 
the house. Nothing is more laughable than these manifesta
tions of Self-esteem, where the individual attributes to his own 
insignificant efforts, effects which are the result o f very supe
rior means, like the fly which sat upon a chariot-wheel, and

Vol. IV.— No X IV . o
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arid “  W hat a mighty dust 1 am raising!” A n instance may 
be given from the “  memoirs of P .  P ., clerk of this parish,” 
where he gives an account of the weekly assembly at the 
Rose, and Crown alehouse, wherein, says he, “  I ,  though
“ unworthy, did preside. Yea, 1 did read unto them the Postboy of 
t€ Mr Roper, and the written letter of Mr Dyer, upon which we 
u communed afterwards among ourselves. Our society was com- 
“ posed of the following persons: Robert Jenkins, farrier,—Amos 
“ Turner, collar-maker,—George Pilcocks, late exciseman,—Thomas 
u White, wheelwright,—and myself.

“ Now were the eyes of the parish turned upon these our weekly 
“ councils. In a short space the minister came among us: he spake 
“  concerning us and our councils to a multitude of other ministers 
“ at the visitation, and they spake thereof unto the ministers at 
“ London, so that even the bishops heard and marvelled thereat.
“ Moreover Sir Thomas, member of parliament, spake of the same 
“ to other members of parliament, who spake thereof unto the 
“ peers of the realm. So thus did our' councils enter into the 
“ hearts of our generals and our lawgivers, and from henceforth 
“ even as we devised, thus did they.”

T he ludicrous effect of attributing effects to causes quite 
different from the real ones is increased by some appearance 
of verisimilitude or colour of resemblance to the real cause. 
W e only stare at the stupidity of the countryman, who said 
that the building of the steeple of Tenterden church was 
the cause of Goodwin sands, as we not only can trace no 
connexion between these two phenomena, bu t nothing that in 
the least resembles the shadow of a connexion. B ut we are * 
amused with the story of a gasconading officer, who, during 
a  hot season, when thunder-storms had prevailed, had been 
telling some incredible stories of the loudness of his voice, 
when one replied, "  For God’s sake, don’t begin so here, or you 
“  will sour all the beer in the cellar.”

I t  seems to be this verisimilitude, or colour of resemblance, 
which leads to that sort of blunders in which our neighbours 
o f Ireland are considered so eminent. The genuine Irish 
bull seems to proceed from a development in which Com
parison is much larger than Causality or W it, and Cautious
ness is least of a ll ; so that every resemblance which strikes is 
laid hold of, and blurted out at random, without waiting to

3 1 0
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try  its agreement wkh just reasoning or accurate inform*, 
don. T he Irishman, who attempted to defend himself from 
the imputation of having stolen a  gun, by alleging that he 
had got it a  great while ago, when it was a little pistol, was 
misled by such an unfounded analogy between the produc
tions of art and those of the vegetable world. A  more par
donable error, because proceeding from ignorance in a  mat
ter with which he could not be presumed to be acquainted, 
was that of the Highlander who found a watch among the 
spoil at Prestonpans, and, on its stopping for want of being 
wound up, naturally enough supposed that “  she was dead.” 
B ut one of the most famous instances of the true absurd 
occurs in the well-known story of Paddy Blake, who, being 
told of an echo at Killarney, which repeated a sound forty 
times, said, that was nothing to an echo in his father's garden. 
I f  you say to it, “  How d'ye do, Paddy Blake ?” it will answer 
w P retty  well, I  thank you, sir.”

H umoub.-—A bsurdity is often affected, assumed, or de
scribed, for the purpose of producing laughter, by those 
whose powers of Causality and W it are of a  superior order, 
and then it becomes what is called H um our. Swift's account 
of the tailor of Ladoga, who took Gulliver's measure with a 
quadrant, and calculated the cut and proportions of his 
dothes upon mathematical principles, is in the highest de
gree absurd, and at the same time hum orous; as is his ac
count of the projector, who proposed to compose treatises on 
all manners of arts and sciences by means of machinery. 
There was no small humour in the reproof which was given 
to one who told some incredible story relative to the powers 
of a machine which he had lately invented, by a person who 
said, that was nothing to what he had seen in Germany in a  
flax-mill, the construction of which was so perfect, that, if  
you put in the green flax as it was pulled at the one end, it 
came out fr itte d  shirts a t the other.

T he following deep disquisition in the Tale of a T u b  con
tains «¡thin it a vein of satirical reflection against the fals
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pNtenders to inspiration ; but what I  notice it for hère, b  
the apparent absurdity of the cover under which this satire 
is conveyed. “  The learned Eolists maintain the original
«* cause of all things to be wind, from which principle this whole 
“ universe was at first produced, and into which it must at last be 
“ resolved ; that the same hreath which had kindled and blew up 
"  the flame of nature should one day blow it out.
. “ This is what the adepti understand by their anima mundi, that 
“  is to say, the spirit or breath, or wind of the world. For whether 
"  you please to call the forma informons of man by the name of 
<* spiritus, animus, afflatus, or anima, what are all these but several 
“  appellations for wind, which is the ruling element in every com- 
ic pound, and into which they all resolve upon their corruption ? 
“ Farther, what is life itself, but, as it is commonly called, the breath 
•  of our nostrils ?” “  We must here observe, that all learning 
“  was esteemed among them to be compounded from the same 
"  principle ; because, first, it is generally affirmed or confessed, 
" th a t learningpuffeth man u p ; and, secondly, they proved it by 
“ the following syllogism :—‘ Words are but wind, learning is 
“ ‘ nothing but words ; ergo learning is nothing but wind.” '

In  the following passages from Hudibras, the incongruity 
arising from contrast joined to some colour of resemblance, 
b  happily united to the absurd, in ridicule of the practices 
of knavish astrologers, who pretended to  discover concealed 
delinquencies by the s ta rs :—

They'll search a planet's house to know 
Who broke or robb'd a bouse below ;
Examine Venus, or the Moon,
Who stole a thimble or a spoon.
They'll question Mars, and by his look 
Detect who t'was that nimm’d a cloak :
Make Mercury confess, and peach 
The thieves that he himself did teach.
They'll find i* th* physiognomies 
O’ th' planets, all men's destinies,
Like him who took the doctor's bill,
And swallow'd it instead of pill.

Under this head of Absurdity may be reckoned that spe
cies of ironical writing, such as Swift’s Directions to Servants, 
Advices to Officers in the Army, T he Academy for Grown 
Horsemen, and the like, where all goes by the rules of con
trary, and where every thing is recommended which is ex
actly the reverse of what is right and proper. Into all these

* 1 *
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a» well as ¿very other species of ironical or humorous wait
ing, the contrast between what is openly said and What is 
covertly intended, between the absurd and foolish reasons 
assigned and those which must occur to any person, o f  >or* 
dinary judgment, forms certainly one of the most material 
elements of incongruity employed, and the only one indeed 
which seems always to be necessary to the laughable effect« 
T h e  ludicrous tendency seems, moreover, as in the other cases 
mentioned, to be always in proportion to the degree of this 
contrast; and hence I  conceive, that if there be any faculty 
more than others connected with the ludicrous, it must be 
that which perceives and delights in contrasts. I  shall just 
add a angle instance more of the absurd, to which my read« 
ers may apply the remarks that have been m ade:—  . j

I t  blew a hard stormy In the utmost confusion 
The sailors all crowd«! to get absolution.
Which done, and the weight of the sins they’d confess'd,
Being transfar’d, as they thought, from themselves to the priest* 
To lighten the ship, and conclude their devotion,
They tow'd the poor parson souse into the ocean.

O d d it y .— I t  is not merely deviations from just reasoning sn d  
correct judgm ent that appear absurd, bu t almost every thing 
that is in any great or striking degree different from what it 
ought to be. Any remarkable deviation from established modes 
and customs is laughable, unless some sufficient reason appears 
to justify  it. This is called Oddity. Antiquated fashions ap* 
pear odd from the contrast they exhibit to those which are pro* 
valent. T he customs of foreign countries appear laughable to 
t hose who have never seen any but those of their own. Hence 
the ignorant and uneducated are more apt to laugh at foreign 
customs than the better-informed classes; for these last have 
seen manners of various kinds, and are acquainted , in some 
degree with the circumstances which have given rise , to them.

All sorts of blunders and mistakes are laughable, when a 
person intends to  do one thing, and, through ignorance and 
awkwardness, does something quite different. T he laughable 
effect is increased, if the act, when properly performed, is digni.
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Bed and graceful, and the real performance quite the contrary; 
o f which an apposite instance may be given in the awkward 
exploits of a tyro in the art of horsemanship, when, instead 
of the rider being able to vault with ease into his seat, and to 
tu rn  and wind the noble creature which he bestrides, as if  he 
formed a part of himself,—the horse, on the contrary, takes 
matters into his own hands, and the unfortunate wight, re
duced to a state of utter helplessness, and, quitting the reins, 
grasps firmly by the mane, only trying to save himself from 
the ignominy of a fall. T he contrast between this and the 
ease, courage, and security of a practised and accomplished 
horseman, which it naturally suggests to us, appears to be 
one great element in the laughter which such an exhibition 
excites.

Of  D ig n it y  a n d  M e a n n e s s .— T he last circumstance 
mentioned by D r Beattie, as giving rise to the ludicrous, is 
the opposition between dignity and meanness. B ut I  rather 
question if this can be regarded as a separate source of laugh
ter. I  rather conceive it to be merely one of the forms of 
incongruity arising from contrast, there bring no greater con
trast than that between meanness and dignity. I  have al
ready observed it to be one circumstance attending incongru
ous combinations, that the particulars opposed to each other 
suggested opposite trains of ideas and emotions; and this 
seems just to  be a class of cases which falls under the general 
rule.

I t  has often been remarked, that the more solemn, grave, 
and dignified a subject may be, it is the easier by introducing 
some mean thought or degrading comparison to throw it into 
ridicule. So much is this the case, that it has been often ob
served, there is but a step between the sublime and the ridi- 

* culous; a step too which is very easily passed, and which it 
requires some skill to avoid, when we aim at a more than or
dinary degree of elevation or pathos. Abundant examples 

'  this error may be found in the Treatise on the Bathos.
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I t  is well known, that we are nowhere more easily moved 
to laugh than in places which are peculiarly dignified and so
lemn. Circumstances often have this tendency, occurring in 
a.church, or court of justice, which would pass unobserved 
any where else.

T he uniting of mean thoughts to such as are dignified is 
one o f the principal engines of ridicule, when it is wished to 
lower any person or thing in our estimation. The means 
used for this purpose seem to be, to keep the more dignified 
subject as much as possible in the back-ground, and to bring 
forward the mean or degrading matter with which it is asso
ciated in such a prominent way as to overshadow it, and call 
our attention from it. T he consequence is, that the serious 
feelings which the first would excite are hardly called into 
action, while the low feelings are not only excited more 
strongly, but are strengthened by the mixed feeling of the 
ludicrous which the contrast inspires.— When to all this is 
joined a certain affection of Self-esteem, the result is, that 
complex emotion which we call scorn or contempt. I  do not 
mean to enter here into the question, how far this instrument 
of ridicule may be legitimately employed; I  shall merely 
give a specimen of its application, to show how much, indeed 
how entirely, its effect depends upon contrast T he author 
alludes to the universal cry for reformation, and against the 
measures of the court, in the reign of Charles the First, and 
his object is to throw ridicule on the reformers

When tinkers bawl'd aloud to settle 
Church-discxpline, for patching kettle;
No sow-gelder did blow his horn 
To geld a cat, but cried Rtfoi'm.
The oyster-women lock’d their fish up,
And trudged away to cry No Bishop.
The mousetrap men laid savealls by,

#  ’Gainst evil Counsellors to cry.
Botchers left old clothes in the lurch,
And fell to turn and patch the Church.
Some cried the Covenant, instead 
Of pudding, pies, and gingerbread;
Ana some, for brooms, old boots, and dioes,
Bawl’d out to purge the Commojis-house*
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Instead of kitchen-stuff* some cry 
A gospel-preaching ministry;
And some, for old salts, coats, or cloak,
No surplices, or service-book.

T he comic writers abound in instances of these manifesta
tions of Self-esteem, where persons in the lowest possible cir
cumstances pique themselves upon certain imagined claims to 
consideration and dignity. T he contrast between the assum
ed importance and the real meanness is a never-failing source 
of the ludicrous. Honest Dogberry thus sums up his own 
pretensions to public estimation:— u I  am a wise fellow, and
u which is more, an officer; and which is more, a householder; and 
"  which is more, as pretty a piece of flesh as any is in Messina; and 
“  one that knows the law, go to; and a rich fellow enough, go to; 
“  and a fellow that hath had losses; and one that hath two gowns, 
** and every thing handsome about him.” Take the following in
stance from Goldsmith, where Tony Lumpkin is discovered 
carousing in an alehouse with several shabby fellows

“  1st FeUow. The squire is going to knock himself down for a 
u song.

“ 2d FeL I  loves to hear him sing, bekeays he never gives us no- 
"  thing that's low.

“  8d FeL O d—n any thing that's low, I  can't bear i t
“ 4th FeL The genteel thing's the genteel thing at any time, if 

"  so be that a gentleman he’s in a concatenation accordingly.
“ FeL I  like the tnaxum of it, Master Muggins.—-What though 

u I  am obligated to dance a bear, a man may be a gentleman for all 
“ that May this be my poison if my bear ever dances but to the very 
“ genteelest of tunes,—‘ Water parted,' or the minuet in Ariadne/'

Burlesque and Mock-H eroic.—There are two modes 
o f writing which belong to this species of the ludicrous, the 
subject of which is the same, namely, the uniting together the 
dignified and the mean— burlesque and mock-heroic. In  bur
lesque, great and dignified 'persons and actions are purposely 
degraded by vulgar language and mean circumstances. In  
the other, mean and vulgar thoughts are clothed in a l^ th e  
pomp of the most inflated diction. Butler is the greatest 
master we have in the burlesque; but this description applies 
particularly to his style, the mere outward garb and covering

his matter. ‘Under this grotesque outside he has con-



trirod to wear* together such a  tissue of wit and humour, 
of apparent absurdity and real satire, as perhaps never was 
crammed within the same space. Instances o f aU these may* 
be produced without end from this extraordinary work. T he  
following is one of pure burlesque, where he thus brings, 
down our lofty notions of a  Roman triumph

—As th’ aldermen of Rome,
Their foes at training overcome,
Well mounted, in their best array,
Upon a carre, and who but they,
And follow’d by a world of tall lads,
Who merry dittya troll’d and ballads,
Did ride with many a good morrow,
Crying, “ Hey for our town!” through the# borough.

One of the happiest specimens of the mock-heroic (which 
to all its other excellencies unites that of brevity) is the 
Splendid Shilling of Phillips; in which, after deploring the 
other evils of poverty, he thus feelingly describes the inroads 
of time upon the integrity of his lower garments •

Afflictions great; but greater still remain,
My g&Uigaskins, that have long withstood 
The winter’s fuiy and encroaching frosts,
By time subdued, (what will not time subdue ?)
An horrid chasm disclose, with orifice 
Wide, discontinuous; at which the winds 
Eurua and Auster, and the dreadful force 
Of Boreas, that congeals the Cronian waves,
Tumultuous enter with dire chilly blasts,
Portending agues. *

P arody and T bavestie.—-One o f the most common con
trivances for bringing together dignity and meanness is paro
dy, which consists in a ridiculous imitation of some well- 
known composition, and, if  possible, one which, from the 
beauty o f its style, is calculated to  make a deep and lasting 
impression, and to  dwell in tbe recollection. T h e  parodist 
ehooses a subject as low as you please, and as far removed as 
possible from that o f the object o f imitation, and be dresses 
this up  as nearly as he can in tbe form and even in the very 
words of his prototype. O f course, no one acquainted with 
the original can read the parody without hiving the former
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instantly and vividly brought back to bis recollection; and 
the wider the contrast between the two, the ludicrous effect 
will always be the greater. Another contrivance for the same 
end is what is called Travestie, where the subject of a grave 
or elegant poem, or composition,of any kind, is adopted as 
closely as possible, and related in low and colloquial language, 
in place of the high-sounding and poetical phrase which 
adorns the original. The first of these modes, that of parody, 
m aybe compared to dressing up a  cinder-wench in the clothes 
of a dutchess; and the travestie, to disguising the great lady 
in the rags of Cinderella.

Various other devices may be fallen upon to produce a si
milar effect, of which I  may only notice the mock-bravura in 
singing, the effect of which is infinitely enhanced by uniting 
to all the trills and graces of that species of music the words 
of some old ridiculous street-ballad. I  need not remind such 
of my readers as may happen to have witnessed it, of the in
tensely ridiculous effect produced by an eminent amateur in 
singing the “  Auld W ife ayont the Fire,” with variations, 
in the style of M r Braham. I t  is scarcely possible to con
ceive any contrast betweeen matter and manner which shall 
be greater than this.

E x a g g e r a t io n  a n d  D i m i n u t i o n .— In  the course of the 
preceding analysis I  have endeavoured to show, that, in all 
cases of ludicrous combination, contrast is a necessary ele
ment, and one which, in some shape or another, appears ever 
to be present. Two or more ideas, or objects, are brought 
together in some way or another, either by simple grouping, 
or by the discovery of some point of resemblance, or by be
ing stated in the relation of cause and effect, or by some other 
bond of connexion, no matter what, and we invariably find, 
that the more complete the opposition and contrast between 
the ideas thus congregated, the laughable effect is the greater. 
I  therefore think, that we are almost already entitled to con« 
dude, that contrast forms the essence of the ludicrous. A
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farther proof of this, however, occurs in the well-known ef
fect of exaggeration and dim inution, which are nothing else 
than means used for increasing of contrasty and which are among 
the most effective and the most familiar modes of producing the 
ludicrous, or of increasing its effect W hen any peculiarity 
exists, which we wish to represent in a ludicrous light, the 
means generally adopted for the purpose are to represent it 
as much greater than it really is. This is the principle of all 
species of caricature; and every one will allow how much it 
adds to the ludicrous effect of any representation. In  paint
ing, if it is wished to represent a person who has a long nose, 
this feature is extended to a  length absolutely enormous; 
if  the contrary, it is diminished to a mere wart. I f  the in
dividual is thin, as in the instance of the late M r P itt, the 
caricaturist represents him as a mere lath or whipping-post; 
if he is fat, like his great rival M r Fox, he is swelled out to 
the shape and size of a tun. This is not confined to paint
ing, I t  is hardly possible to carry ridicule on personal de
fects farther than is done in FalstaiTs remarks upon Bardolph 
and Justice Shallow; and it is obvious, that the effect is 
mainly produced by simple exaggeration in the one case and 
diminution in the other. T o  make Shallow’s leanness more 
conspicuous he contrasts it with his own bulk. “  I f  I  were
u  sawed into quantities/’ says he, “ I would make four dozen of 
“  such bearded hermit-staves as Master Shallow.” “ I do remem- 
“ ber him at Clement’s Inn, like a man made after supper of a 
“ cheese-paring; when he was naked, he was, for all the world, like 
€t a forked radish, with a head fantastically carved upon it with a 
“  knife; he was so forlorn, that his dimensions to any thick sight were 
“ invisible. He was the veiy genius of famine.—And now is this 
“ vice's dagger become a squire, and talks as familiarly of John of 
“ Gaunt as though he had been sworn brother to him ; and I ’ll be 
“  sworn, he never saw him but once, in the Tilt-yard; and then 
“ he broke his head for crowding among the marshal’s men.—I saw 
"  it—and told John of Gaunt he beat his own name, for you might 
“  have trussed him and all his apparel into an eel-skin.—The case 
"  of a treble hautboy was a mansion for him—a court—and now 
“ has he land and beeves.”

C ervantes, &c.— I have purposely delayed, until this pe
riod of the analysis, taking notice of what is alluded to by Dr
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Gull as the distinguishing quality in the writing» of CcrVan- 
ted, Rabelais, Sterne, &c. W e have now found, in an an
alysis of a great variety of kinds of laughable composition», 
that one element which is common to the whole of them is 
some species of contrast. Now, what is the most remarkable 
distinguishing quality in the writers above-mentioned but 
this, that they seem to take the greatest delight in assem
bling together ideas the most opposite and incongruous, and 
in exhibiting contrasts the most striking and even extrava
gant, which they can by any means bring into juxta-position 
with one another ? I t  will be observed, that most of these 
writers prepare for the odd and incongruous combinations 
intended, by laying a ground of contrasts, even in the first 
conception of their dramatis persona, T o take for an in
stance the great work of Cervantes. Is  has often been ob
served, that the author has, in his two principal characters, 
the Knight and his Squire, assembled together a greater 
number of contrarieties than ever perhaps met in two indivi
duals. T he Knight, as D r Beattie observes, tall and raw- 
boned, the Squire, short and fat ; the one, brave, solemn,, 
generous, learned, and courteous; the other, not less remark
able for cowardice, levity, selfishness, ignorance, and rusti
city ; the one, absurdly enamoured of an ideal mistress ; the. 
other ridiculously fond of his ass ; the one devoted to glory, 
the other the slave of his belly ; the one all honour and ve
racity ; the other given to thieving and lying. In  the Knight 
himself we have the amazing contrast between the greatness o f 
his contemplations and the meanness of his equipment, the 
grandeur of his designs and the unutterable folly of most of his 
actions. His madness, confined to a single point, but so con
firmed upon that one as to maintain its hold against the evi
dence of his senses, leads to situations of the most excessive 
incongruity, where the contrast between the intention and the 
act is the greatest possible. T he good sense and admirable 
feeling which the Knight displays on all subjects, knight- 
errantry alone excepted, and the astounding absurdity of his 

that, afford a  never-failing fluid of contrast,
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upon which the author draws without limit, and to the inmt* 
haustible entertainment of his readers; for it will be observ
ed, that whatever may be the subject of any of the Knight's 
discourses and whatever the occasion on which they are de
livered, they are sure to lead in the end, though from a 
point inconceivably remote, to some explosion of absurdity 
connected with knight-errantry, transcending, if it be possi
ble, all that has gone before it. H is immoveable impressions 
on this subject lead him to attribute events to causes totally 
different from the real ones, (which we conceive to be the 
essence of the absurd,) and his belief in enchantment always 
comes in to solve any difficulty arising from the stubborn in* 
timations of sense. In  short, the whole ground-work of 
these two characters, as well as the situations into which they 
are led in the progress of the story, teem with contrasts 
broad, palpable, and extravagant; contrasts which are, on 
many occasions, carried the length of caricature, and increas* 
ed by every sort of hyperbole and exaggeration.

In  the romance of Rabelais, the contrasts and absurdities 
introduced are of a far more extravagant kind than in Don 
Quixote. As a ground for these, the author has made his 
heroes a race of giants, and, indeed, as of a bulk far 
exceeding the bounds of ordinary exaggeration; and much 
o f the ludicrous effect arises from the minuteness of de
tail of their life and conversation, adapted to  this enor
mous stature. Under this apparently preposterous cover, 
the author conveys a great deal of hidden satire, chiefly 
directed against the princes and great men of the earth, who 
All so much a greater space in the world than they are just
ly entitled to, or than is compatible with the general well
being o f mankind. T his author, it may be observed, is ex
cessively indelicate, and, instead of hesitating to “  touch the 
“  brink o f all we hate," he plunges headlong in, and abso
lutely wallows and revels among images o f the lowest sen
suality and nastiness, until the feeling of ridicule almost over
powers that of disgust,and we arecompelled to laugh even while
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we are bolding our noses» H e tells us, that on the birth o f Gar- 
gantua, thjere were appointed for him seventeen thousand nine 
hundred and thirty-six cows to furnish him with milk in ordi
nary, there being no nurse in all that country capable of afford
ing the quantity necessary for his nutrim ent I t  required eleven 
hundred and five ells and a third of broad cloth to make him 
a  pair of breeches, and a proportionally large quantity for 
his other garments* W e are told of a  famous mare which 
was procured for his own riding, and that being annoyed 
by the flies in passing through the wood of Beauce, in order to 
rid herself of them, she lashed with her tail to right and left, 
and by doing so felled all the trees for many leagues on both 
sides of the road, and so completely destroyed them, that 
they have never grown since. This, it seems, contains an 
allusion to the famous Gabrielle D'Estrees, the mistress o f 
Henry IV., to whom his majesty had made a grant of these 
forests, which were cut down to procure money for her use., 
O f a similar kind 'is the story of Gargantuan getting 
rid  of the multitude which pressed upon him, while he rested 
himself against the steeple of N otre Dame, by the same 
means as those used by Gulliver for extinguishing the con
flagration in the royal palace of Lilliput, on which occasion 
there were drowned no fewer than two hundred and sixty, 
thousand four hundred and eighteen persons, besides the wo
men and little children. [W hat the allusion is here I  do not 
know.] Having gone to besiege a  castle, he was hit on the 
temple by a  bullet from one of the great guns; and, think
ing it to be a grape-stone, he said, “  T he vintage shall cost 
“  you dear.” On his return, we are told, he combed his 
head with a  comb nine hundred feet tong, and at every rake 
made about seven great cannon-balls fall out of his hair, 
which had lodged there without his knowledge at the storm
ing of the castle. W e are told also how at supper he ate u p  
with his salad six unfortunate pilgrims, who escaped by run
ning under the banks of his teeth, from whence he dislodged 
them with his toothpick, after they had undergone the terror

m
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o f  three sevferal deaths, and the imminent danger of bung 
drowned in the ocean of wine with which he washed over 
his victuals. T he bare statement of these monstrosities íb 
nothing, abstracted from the style and manner of delivering 
them, and the variety of absurd, incredible, and incongruous 
circumstances with which they are united. T he circumstan
tiality and affected accuracy of the details augment the ludi
crous effect, and, instead of being given out as any way mar
vellous, every thing is related in a careless matter-of-course 
sort of way, as if  it was in no respect contrary to our every
day  experience. A s he advances in his narrative he even v 
increases in extravagance; of which an instance may be given 
in the account of Pantagruel covering a whole army with his 
tongue to shelter them from a storm of rain, and of one who 
peeped into his mouth, declaring, with many protestations of 
veracity, that he saw a whole colony of people who dwelt in 
the very entrance of his throat, thence called Gorgers. Pa
nurge's account of his escape from the Turks, by whom he 
bad been pu t upon a spit and half-roasted, (an operation 
which cured him of the sciatica,) is in a similar strain of ab
surdity, as is the account of the voyage undertaken to consult 
the  oracle of the bottle, in the course of which the party pro
ceeded so far north that the words froze as they were uttered, 
and remained inaudible till thawed by the return of the sun 
in  the following summer. T he account of the thawing-pro
cess, and of the Babylonish confusion arising from the suc
cessive melting of orders, counter-orders, exclamations, oaths* 
cries, curses, prayers, secrets never intended to be revealed* 
and of natural and artificial noises of all kinds, completely 
separated from the occasions which produced them, form, as 
may be supposed, such a  combination of contrasts and incon* 
gruities as, perhaps, never was before brought together by a  
human imagination.

A s in this kind of writing the story is a mere cover for 
concealed satire, much of the reader's enjoyment, of course* 
depends upon his being possessed of the key, or knowing
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what it was the author's intention to satirize. T h e  most re* 
markable feature, however, in th is author's writings is not the 
satire, for there are many writers equally satirical ; b u t it is 
the absurd, extravagant, and apparently preposterous vehicle 
which he has chosen for its conveyance, ' in which we w ff l  - 

And, that he has availed himself of all the different kinds o f 
incongruity which we have already enumerated as giving rise 
to  the ludicrous. Contrast, broad, palpable, and excessive 
contrast, runs as an element through the whole composition, 
and is carried to a length which to many appears, from its 
very excess, to be tiresome and impertinent, and which, in
deed, cannot be properly enjoyed by any who do not possess 
a development somewhat resembling that of the author.

Swift and Sterne have both borrowed largely from Rabe
lais. Gulliver's Travels is unquestionably an imitation of the 
writings of this master, but so altered as to appear with all 
the air o f an original. Gulliver is pruned of nine-tenths of 
the extravagance of Gargantua and Pantagruel ; and one of 
the principal characteristics is the apparent air of good faith 
with which he tells his story, and the accuracy of proportion 
which he preserves in all his details. These, in place of be* 
ing incongruous and inconsistent, preserve, in a very remark
able degree, the very opposite qualities, in so much as to 
have deceived some worthy persons into the belief of its being 
a real history. W hile, however, there is no incongruity in 
Gulliver's details, there is abundant ground laid for the exhi
bition of contrasts, particularly in the voyages to Lilliput 
and Brobdingnag, which are by far the most entertaining of 
these singülar productions. T he cause of this difference be
tween the writings of Swift and Rabelais is probably to be 
found in the different development of these authors. By the 
portraits which we possess of them, the organ 32 seems to 
have been most developed in Rabelais ; while in Swift 80, 81, 
and 19, seem to be at least equally developed. I f  this, as we 
think is probable, was really the case, it would naturally lead 
him, even in his search after contrasts, to render these as

9
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consistent as possible, so as to gratify, along with the love of 
contrast, those of resemblance and relation at the same time.

The case is different with Sterne, in whom the organ 82 
appears, from bis portraits, to have been very large, indeed 
the predominant feature in his development. Like Rabelais, 
he seems to have looked upon every thing through the medium 
of distortion and caricature ; and though in Tristram  Shandy 
he does not go beyond the bounds of ordinary life in search 
o f his characters, yet he has introduced into those he has 
adopted almost as great a collection of contrasts and oddities 
as any of the writers hitherto mentioned. As this work is so 
well known, I  need not take up your time in pointing out in
stances of this, which occur indeed in every page. Nothing 
can exceed the suddenness and violence of his transitions, or 
the extraordinary combinations of ideas which he sometimes 
succeeds in bringing together. I  need only refer to the 
union of the ludicrous and the pathetic, which he has at
tempted, and, as is generally thought, successfully, in that 
most hazardous exclamation of my uncle Toby, when, in the 
overflowing benevolence of his intentions towards Le Fevre, 
he swears that the unfortunate gentleman “  shall not die”—  
and in the apostrophe, which immediately follows, to “  the 
u  accusing spirit.”

Sterne's illustrations are almost always drawn from the 
most opposite and remote sources which it is possible to con
ceive. W ith him every idea seems to suggest not its like, 
b u t its opposite ; and every thing is so Exaggerated, or dimin
ished, so separated from that to which it is properly related, 
and so joined to that with which it has almost nothing in 
common, that there seems to be in his writings a perpetual 
jostling and jumbling together of contrarieties and incongrui
ties of all kinds. This tendency to view every thing in a lu- 
dicrous light is well expressed in the following sentiment :— 
“  Every thing in this world,” said my father, “ is big with 
“  jest, and has wit in it, and instruction too, if we could but 
“  find it out.” Sterne's mind was of a cast that was better 
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fitted to find out the wit than the instruction. Such a writer 
absolutely lives upon absurdities, and luxuriates among the 
most extravagant fancies; and in the wantonness of his ima
gination, rather than be baulked of his favourite repast, 
brings together ideas the greatest and the most contempti
ble, the most dignified &Bd the most mean, the most refined 
and the most gross, without regarding the offences given to 
delicacy or propriety of sentiment, or the risk of lessening 
the reverenee for things sacred. These are faults to which 
Rabelais, Swift, and Sterne, are all peculiarly liable; and it 
unfortunately happens, that authors who expel in this style 
are exceedingly subject to fall into these two opposite faults 
of ribaldry or profaneness.

T hat the talent may, however, be exercised in an exquisite 
degree, without such excesses, we entertain no doub t; in 
proof of which we may refer, to Cervantes^ who, in his most 
humorous and entertaining representations, is never pro
fane, and never descends to sensuality or nastiness. Our 
own Shakspeare too has furnished us with instances in this 
way of writing, of the richest kind, to which the most scru
pulous can make no exception. I  may refer to that wildest 
of all the creations of his unrivalled fancy, “  T he Midsum
mer Night's Dream,*—a composition in which the most luxu* 
riant wit is united to the most beautiful poetry, combined in 
such a  way that we cannot decide which ingredient predo
minates. Like the other writers we have mentioned, he lays 
a ground for his contrasts, by bringing upon the scene, on 
the one hand, those ideal, tiny, elegant, capricious beings, 
the fairies; and on the other, a set of rude and ignorant me
chanicals, the tinkers, coblers, weavers, and bellows-mend- 
ers of A thens; and having brought the most foolish and 
conceited of these, whom, for the better contrast, he has orna
mented with an ass's head, into the presence of the most 
beautiful, refined, and elevated of the aerial race, even the 
fairy-queen herself, he, by means of Oberon's spell, makes 
her straightway fall in love with him. In  the scenes which
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follow, we have just enough and no more of the incongrui- 
ties which may be extracted from a junction so preposterous. 
The introduction of Bottom to these airy essences, Pease« 
blossom» Cobweb, Moth, and Mustardseed, said the conver
sation between them, are characterized by the purest taste. 
The contented stupidity with which he lolls on his flowery 
couch, and has his hairy muzzle scratched by their tiny fin
gers, is quite exquisite. Titania’s dotage, and his reception 
of all her cares and kindness, are conceived with equal tact 
and delicacy, without the introduction of any vulgar or sen
sual ideas. We cannot resist giving a specimen

"  Bottom. Where's Monsieur Mustardseed ?
“  Mustardseed. Ready.
“ Bot. Give me your nei£ Monsieur Mustardseed. Pray you, 

* leave your courtesy, good Monsieur.
. “  Must What's your will ?

u Bot. Nothing, good Monsieur, but to help Cavaliero Pease« 
“ blossom to scratch. I  must to the barber's, Monsieur; for, me- 
"  thinks, I  am marvellous hairy about the face, and I  am such a 
"  tender ass, if my hair do bat tickle me I  must scratch.
* u Titania. What, wilt thou hear some music, my sweet love ?

"  Bot. I  have a reasonable good ear in music; let us have the 
"  tongs and the bones.

“ Tit. Or say, sweet love, what thou desirest to eat ?
“  Bot. Truly, a peck of provender. I  could munch your good 

'< dry oats. Metbinln I  have a great desire to a bottle of hay: 
“ Good hay, sweet hay hath no fellow.

“ Tit. I  have a venturous fairy that shall seek 
"  The squirrel’s hoard, and fetch thee new nuts.

"  Bot. I  bad rather have an handful or two of dried pease. But 
*< I  pray you let none of your people stir me; I  have an exposition 
“ of sleep come upon me.
• *' Tit. Sleep then, and I  will wind thee in my aims.

"  Fairies, begone, and be all ways away.
"  So doth the woodbine, the sweet honeysuckle 
"  Gently entwist,—the female ivy so '
"  E  firings the barky fingers of the elm.
“  O, how I  love thee! how I  dote on thee I*'

In  our enumeration of authors remarkable for a great en
dowment of the organ and faculty now under consideration, 
it would be unpardonable to omit Voltaire, whose bust shows 
a very large development of the organ in question, and whose 
works are no less remarkable for that quality of mind which

m
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we have supposed to be connected with it. T he talents o f  
this highly-gifted person were so vast and so various, and h e  
has written so much, and in so many different departments 
of literature, that it might be thought difficult to  show what 
quality was most conspicuous in his writings; but here we 
must distinguish between his poetical and his prose writings* 
In  the former he aimed at equalling or excelling those ex-» 
quisite models which the world already possessed in various 
languages. In  his epic poems, and still more in his trage
dies, he was bound to  observe a set of rules, die transgrea- 
sion of which is no where more severely forbidden than it is 
by the French. But in his letters, in his tales, and in many 
of his writings, which are intended to be considered as philo
sophical, he gives a loose to that vein of mockery and satire 
which almost perpetually appears lurking even under his 
most serious compositions. Great as his Comparison and 
Causality undoubtedly are, they are not a match for his W it, 
or rather for that faculty which delights in violent incon
gruities and extravagant contrasts. Like “  my father” in 
Tristram Shandy, he discovers these, or what he imagines to  
be such, everywhere, not merely in the puny works and ab
surd opinions or actions of his fellow-creatures, b u t in th e  
arrangements and dispensations of the great A uthor of Na
ture. ’Not satisfied with levelling to the dust the hollow and 
pernicious structures of superstition, priestcraft, tyranny, 
and imposture, which have caused and are still causing so 
much misery in the world, he attacks with the same wea
pons the sacred Majesty of Heaven itself, and the Oracles o f 
Divine T ru th , delivered in mercy to be the guide, the solace, 
the stay, and the salvation of mankind. W hat in Swift o r 
Sterne is only an occasional ebullition of wantonness or va
nity, is in Voltaire a fixed and systematic purpose to destroy 
and utterly subvert the foundations of all religious faith. 
T he object is not everywhere avowed, but it is everywhere 
apparent, and he never omits an opportunity, openly or co
vertly, to aim a blow, or let fly an arrow, against all that the



.greatest, nod wisest, and most excellent of men have ever es
teemed worthy of the profoundest reverence. Deeply as all 
this is to be deplored, and great as the immediate mischief 
has been which has resulted from it, the consequences have 
in the end been just what every lover of humanity will re
joice in. For while superstition and imposture, priestcraft 
and tyranny, are gradually disappearing, and crumbling 
through their own inherent rottenness, the great foundations of 
our religion stand secure and unshaken in their own majestic 
.simplicity, and every weapon aimed against them has recoil
ed upon the head of its miserable author. Such and so un
happy are the consequences which may result from the love 
of incongruity, contrast, and paradox, when not kept under 
control by these far more useful and important faculties, 
Comparison and Causality. The former may occasionally 
serve for the detection and exposure of error j  hut the latter 
are the powers conferred upon us for the far higher purpose 
of the discovery of tru th ; and unless they predominate in 
the intellect, the other will, if not kept under due regulation, 
«fiord a tendency towards universal scepticism, withering 
and blighting all our best and most consoling feelings, and 
leaving ns naked, and shivering, and defenceless, without 
God, and without hope in the world.

I  have now finished the second part of my proposed ana
lysis, the consideration, namely, of that quality of mind, most 
conspicuous in those authors who are most remarkable for a 
great development of the organ 88; and here, as in the 
former part of the inquiry, I  think (he result has been, that 
the great and universal ingredient which runs in one shape 
or another through all their writings is the love of contrast. 
I t changes, no doubt, its form, its application, and almost its 
very nature, according to the combination in which it exists 
with the other powers; but still I  think any one who has at
tended sufficiently to the first part of the analysis will be sa
tisfied that contrast lies at the bottom of all.

0 *  WIT AND THE LUDICROUS. 8 8 9
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T h e o r y  o f  L a u g h t e r .—W e are now prepared to inquire 
a little more minutely into the fe d m g  of the ludicrous, and 
to  investigate more nearly the origin, source, and cause of 
that pleasing convulsion of the JuculAes called laughter. I  
think it cannot be that this feeling is the special fonction of 
a  single faculty, or that it is more than incidentally connect
ed with the-organ 3 2 ; for I  have known many persons 
easily moved to laughter in whom this organ is extremely 
moderate. This, I  believe, is a common observation. On 
the other hand, many who have this organ largely develop
ed are not much addicted to laughter. Swift, in whom the 
organ must have been large, seldom or never laughed. 
T he heartiest, the loudest, and the longest-continued laugh
ter is neither produced by any spec ieso f W it, nor is thé 
indulgence of it confined to those in whom W it is predo
minant. There is no doubt a kind of laughter which arises 
from the mere animal feelings attendant upon buoyant 
health, and which has nothing to do with any mental facul
ty , bu t seems to be the effect solely of some physical influ
ence acting upon the organs. But as far as we can trace it, 

' I  think that there are two circumstances which we find in 
every instance of laughter not simply physical. T h e  one is, 
that there are two different and even opposite kinds of fe e 
ing excited in the mind ; and the other is, that one of 
these feelings, at least, belongs to the department o f the 
lower propensities. I t  appears to me that when we laugh, 
it is always p a rtly  from the gratification o f one or more 
of the propensities ; hut we do not laugh from this cause 
alone; when we laugh there is always in the mind a con
trariety of emotion, a kind of jarring, however slight, be
tween the propensities and sentiments, or between one of the 
lower propensities and another whose function is higher. 
Thus, in the intercourse between the sexes, the direct grati
fication of animal desire does not excite laughter ; but let 
an idea be started which tends that way, and is checked by
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Self-esteem and Love of Approbation, or even a little by 
Conscientiousness, and the effect is instantly to excite laugh
ter. T he amusement in a game of bunt the slipper, forfeits, 
kisses and commands, or plain romping, between young 
persons of opposite sex, is plainly attributable to this. T he 
shouts of merriment which pursue the half-laughing, half- 
frightened, bu t not much-displeased damsel,' while she flies 
from the deprecated kiss, are obviously to be accounted for 
by a certain light play of opposing feelings. T he lower 
propensities would say yes, the higher say no. T he latter 
are not, after all, very seriously alarmed, for the matter at 
worst is not of any great importance; but still there is a 
slight jarring, and to this, I  think, we must attribute the at
tendant laughter.

T o  the same cause, I  think, is to be attributed the laugh* 
ter which arises among boys and Irishm en, in indulging, 
without any very seriously mischievous intent, their facul
ties of Combativeness and Destructiveness. These cannot 
be exercised in their fullest extent without offending the 
feeling of Benevolence. But within any tolerable limits 
the risible feeling is quite irresistible. T he delight of ¿he 
mob a t seeing a beau fall in the kennel takes its rise jfctrtly 
at least from this source. They laugh so long as they think 
the injury has only happened to  his clothes. Benevolence 
is just affected in that slight way as to give a farther zest 
to the gratification of Yhe lower propensity ; b u t if the poor 
man breaks his leg in the fall, the feelings instantly take a  
different turn, and the higher sentiments being strongly af
fected, the lower are instantly repressed, and all ludicrous 
emotion disappears. W e laugh at the unfortunate situ** 
tion of John Gilpin, when run away with by the Calen
der's horse; at the successive loss of his hat, wig, and cloak; 
at the breaking of the bottles, and loss of the wirie, running 
down his horse's flanks; at his losing his dinner, and being 
earned, will he nill he, ten miles into the country, suffering 
all the while the extreme terror of falling and breaking his



bones. W e feel that it is almost wicked "to laugh at th is ; 
Benevolence would dictate a very different feeling; yet 
nevertheless we feel laughter inevitable. There can be no 
doubt that it is the propensities, and these alone, which are 
gratified by such an exhibition.

From  the same cause arises the loud, and hearty, and 
continued laughter of children at their play. Every trick 
they can invent to tease, and annoy, and inflict little per
sonal inconveniences on each other, causes a fresh burst o f 
merriment, in which the object of the petty assault not 
unfrequently joins. T hus it is that the mistakes, jostling», 
knocks, and falls, which occur perpetually in their games, 
are so delightful to boys, and cause such an agreeable colli
sion of feelings, that what would at another time be re
garded as a tolerably severe blow, is often passed without 
notice, until its effects become visible by a  contusion. 
This is what is peculiarly called J im ; and where Combat
iveness is large, is almost sure to end in something very 
like actual fighting, without seeming to check the mirth, or 
diminish the enjoyment. B ut we see how instantaneously 
this is pu t an end to by the occurrence of any real mis
chief! or any accident which threatens serious consequen
ces. T he play of light and opposing feeling is then ended, 
and a  single emotion o f a stronger and more engrossing 
nature, pity or fear (Benevolence or Cautiousness), oc
cupies the hiind, until its effetts are over, and the feelings 
again restored to their ordinary equilibrium.

Before quitting this subject, I  cannot resist mentioning an 
entertainment which has long been a favourite one, not 
merely with children, to whom, however, it is peculiarly 
delightful, but even with grown persons of all ranks, and 
of which the grave and the learned have been known to 
partake, when they can do it without toq much compromis
ing their dignity. I  allude to that fun-exciting, side-shak
ing hero of itinerant celebrity, Punch, with the regular ac
companiments of his W ife and Miss Polly, the Lawyer, the
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Doctor, the Hangman, and die Devil. This ingenious en
tertainment seems to combine almost every possible species 
of incongruity, of which, certainly, no inconsiderable part 
arises from the deception by which puppets of wood and 
wire are made to appear gifted with the powers of motion 
and speech. , In  this way it is so managed, that although 
the performance is addressed entirely and exclusively to the 
lower propensities, yet all idea of reality is so completely 
laid aside, that the higher sentiments are not offended as 
they would be under any other circumstances. Punch is 
in fact a  most scandalous and atrocious character; a per
sonification of the lower propensities in their highest activ
ity, unrestrained by any of the higher sentiments. H e 
kisses his wife, or, what is quite the same to him, Miss 
Polly, before company, without the least regard to decency, 
and knocks them on the head the next minute, without 
ceremony and without much provocation. H is constant 
appeals on all occasions to the cudgel, and the manner in 
which be lays it on, to right and left, without hesitation or 
remorse, are among the most delightful circumstances at
tending Punch. Every stroke causes a  shout of tumultu
ous laughter.among the juvenile spectators. T he appear
ance of bonn JU k beating is gratifying in the highest de
gree to Combativeness and Destructiveness; while Bene
volence is set at ease, by the reflection, that all this fracas 
is only the knocking together of two senseless pieces of 
wood. I  conceive, however, that the sentiments (which of 
themselves are blind) are affected in some slight degree, 
even by what has the appearance of offending them ; but 
that intellect coming in every moment to assure us there 
is.no real mischief, the result is ju s t that sort of tickling of 
the faculties which causes laughter.

Secretiveness is often greatly concerned in producing 
laughter, not only in the simple form in which it is gratified 
in the gpmes of H ide and Seek, Blind Man's Buff, or what
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is wellknown in Scotland by the name of w Boggle about 
* the Stack,”— when

---------Latentis proditnr intimo
Grafts pnellae risua ab aagulo;

or in the more-refined stratagems and disguises which it 
suggests to the man of wit, but also in the broad and palp
able shape of direct lying and thieving. When these are 
performed gravely and well, without any felonious intent, 
when the lie is only told to excite a  momentary stare, and 
is explained before it can answer any purpose of serious de
ceit, or when the ring or handkerchief is neatly abstracted 
to show a little dexterity, or to reprimand inattention, they 
produce no other effect than a laugh. I t  serves no purpose 
to comment on the folly of this fort of amusement, or to say 
there is no wit in it. This is all quite true, bu t it is equally 
so that many things in which there is no wit are abundantly 
laughable, and may discompose the gravity of the most se
date philosopher. Our ancestors who, to say the truth, were 
much greater boys than we are, have, by immemorial usage, 
set apart one day in the year for this peculiar gratification of 
Secretiveness; and on the first of April, Conscientiousness 
is, by common consent, allowed to take a nap, and every one 
may lawfully utter as many lies as he pleases.

D r Beattie has remarked, that nothing can be a more com* 
plete specimenof incongruity than the character of a knave $ 
and the reason why it is not laughable in ordinary life is, 
that any real instance of knavery so offends the higher sen
timents, and so excites our indignation against the offender, 
that these feelings overpower and keep down the lighter 
emotions of ridicule. W hen, however, knavety is represent
ed in such a way as not to excite these stronger feelings, it  
is irresistibly laughable. T he rogueries of the clown in a 
pantomime, where all idea is banished of the reality of crime, 
and nothing given but its incongruity, are highly ludicrous. 
1 may here mention an entertainment described in  tb e T ra -  
vcls of Campbell of Barbreck, seen by him in Aleppo, which
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was fluAcfont to cBacompose the gravity o f that gravest of all
people, the T urks. T his was a  show, somewhat in the style 
o f  the Ombres CUnaiseaf where *  men. behind the scenes 
•poke for all the characters; and the author says, the dialogue 
an d  incident appeared to him to be executed with a degree 
o f  the  vie arnica superior to  any thing he had seen in E u 
rope. T he plot was founded on a law of that country, that 
i f  a  man repudiated his wife thrice he cannot take her back, 
unless she be previously married and divorced by another 
man. “  T o  obviate this, husbands who repent having di-
“ voiced their wivei a third time, employ a man to marry them and 
“ restore them again, and he who does this office is called a hullah. 
“ In the piece before us, however, the lady and the hullah like each 
w other so well, that they agree'not to separate. The husband 
“ brings them before the Cadi to enforce a separation; and the 
“  scene before the Cadi was as ludicrous and as keen a satire upon 
“ these magistrates as can well be conceived, though of a low kind.* 

u The piece was introduced with a grand nuptial procession, ip 
“  which the master displayed the powers of his voice, by uttering 
“  a variety of the most opposite tones in the whole gamut of the 
“  human voice; sometimes speaking, sometimes squeaking like a 
“  hurt child; sometimes huzzaing as a man, woman, or child; 
“ sometimes neighing like a horse, and sometimes interspersing it 
** with such sounds as commonly occur in crowds, in such a man- 
u  ner as astonished m e; while the concomitant action of the ima* 
“ ges, grotesque beyond measure, kept up the laugh; hones kick- 
“ ing and throwing their riden; asses biting those near them, and 

kicking those behind them, who retire limping in the most ludic- 
"  rous manner; while their great standing character in all pieces 
“ Karaghuse, (the same as our Punch,) raised a general roar ofob- 
r‘ streperous mirth even from the Turks, with his whimsical action, 
*' of which, I  must say, that though nonsensical, indecent, and 
“ sometimes even disgusting, it was, on the whole, the most finish* 
"  ed composition of low ribaldry and fun that I ever beheld.

u  When they come before the Cadi, he is seated in his divan of 
“ justice; but as soon as the complaint is opened and answered, he 
“ rises and comes forward between the contending parties. Here 
“ he turns to one, and demands in a terrific tone what he has 
“  to say, while the other puts cash in his hand behind, and 
“  in proportion as the cash is counted in, increases the tenor 
“ of his voice. He then pockets the money and turns to the 
“  other, and demands what he has to oner, while, in like 
<* manner, he receives the bribes from his adversary, and puts it in 
"  an opposite pocket This alternate application last* till the purses 
“ of both are exhausted, when, giving a great groan, he retires on 
“  one side to reckon the money of each, when, balancing them, he 
“ finds plaintiff better than defendant by three half-pence, and
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“  pronounces judgiaant accordingly. The defendant appeals to the 
“  Bashaw; they go before him ; Karagkuse, however, takes the 
u  defendant asiae, and in a dialogue, which was pointed, witty, ancT 
“ bitterly satirical, develops to him the whole system of magistnu 
“ iical injustice, advises him to bribe the Bashaw, and, declaring 
“ his zeal for all young people fond of amorous enjoyment, (which 
4t he is at some pains to enlarge upon to the excess of indelicacy,) 
“  offers him the aid of his purse. The advice is followed; the 
“ bribe is accepted; the Cadi's decree is reversed, and himself die- 
“ graced; ana the mob at once hustle him and bear the hullah 
“ home to his bride with clamours of joy. Here again the master 
“ showed his extraordinary powers, giving not only, as before  ̂ die* 
“ tinct and opposite tones of voice, but huddling together a num- 
"  ber of different sounds with such skill and rapidity, that it was 
“ scarcely possible to resist the persuasion that they were the 
“  issue of a large tumultuous crowa of men and animals. With 
"  this extravagant melange the curtain dropped, and the perform« 
“  ance ended."

In  the performance here described every species of con
trast, absurdity, and exaggeration seems to be united in all 
their most incongruous forms. I t  is addressed throughout to 
the lower propensities, and vice itself is so caricatured as, in 
place of indignation, to excite only laughter. Such a repre
sentation .made in the theatre by actual living performers 
would disgust rather than amuse u s ; but when made by a  
set of figures not six inches high, all idea of reality is so 
completely excluded, that the sentiments feel compara
tively at ease, and leave the propensities to enjoy their 
full measure of gratification, the sentiments only interfering 
so far as to give its full effect to the feeling of incongruity, 
and the result is what is described by this author, the most 
intense, irresistible, noisy, and tumultuous laughter.

M y theory, then, is, that laughter is occasioned by a  
slight degree of opposition between the lower propensities 
and the sentiments; and that, in the enjoyment which at
tends it, it is the former chiefly which are gratified, while 
the latter are always in some sort opposed to it. I f  this be 
sound doctrine, it may disappoint those who have have been 
accustomed to regard laughter among the purest and most 
innocent of our pleasures; but I  think it will be found to 
harmonize with the opinions of our most approved moralists.
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Addison writes thus concerning it in the Spectator, No 881:—
“ 1 have always preferred cheerfulness to mirth. The latter I  con- 
u aider as an act, the former aa a habit of the mind. Mirth is short
* and transient, cheerfulness fixed and permanent Those are often 
** raised into the greatest transports of mirth who are subject to the 
“  greatest depressions of melancholy. On the contrary, cheerful- 
“  ness, though it does not give the mind such an exquisite gladness,
*  prevents us from falling into any depths of sorrow. Mirth is like 
u  a flash of lightning, that breaks through a gloom of clouds and 
11 glitters for a moment; cheerfulness keeps up a kind of day- 
“ Fight in the mind, and fills it with a steady and perpetual se- 
m renity.

“  Men of austere principles look upon mirth as too wanton and dis«
“ solute for a state of probation, ana as filled with a certain triumph 
w and insolence of heart that is inconsistent with a life which is 
“  every moment obnoxious to the greatest dangers. Writers of this 
“  complexion have observed, that the sacred Person who was the 
“ great pattern of perfection was never seen to laugh/*

This may be all t ru e ; but yet, as men are at present con« 
stituted, laughing is too agreeable a relaxation of the facul
ties to be altogether abandoned. I  can even conceive, that 
in our imperfect state it may have its use in clearing away 
the clouds that are apt to gather over our higher faculties 
when too long or too painfully exercised, as winds disperse 
the vapours of the atmosphere. I  agree, however, with the 
same writer, who elsewhere observes, that cheerfulness 
should, if possible, be the permanent habit of the mind, and 
m irth only an occasional indulgence. I  am far from being 
so puritanical as to suppose, that, when kept within due 
bounds, it may not be enjoyed with perfect blamelessness, 
bu t with those who pursue it too eagerly, it may be extreme
ly difficult so to restrain it. T he propensities are an essen
tial part of our nature, and we cannot refuse them, from 
time to time, their proper and legitimate indulgence; but 
if indulged too eagerly or too long, they are extremely apt 
to break from under the control of the sentiments. I t  is 
bu t a step from the overflowing of harmless mirth to the 
verge of folly, and this cannot be long indulged in consist
ently with innocence

Where lives the man who has not tried
How mirth can into folly glide,
And folly into sin ?

28?
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 ̂ The wisest o f men has observed, that “ sorrow is better 
“  than laughter.'” Tears arise from an affection, not neces
sarily painful, of the sentiments, particularly Benevolence^ 
Veneration, Hope, Wonder, and Ideality ; and this affection, 
if not too severe or too long continued, is accompanied with 
pleasure of its kind, and, by exercising these sentiments, is 
even advantageous. Hence it is added,— “  By the sadness of 
** the countenance the heart is made better.1” W e are not 
told this of laughter, bu t the contrary. Fools are more ad* 
dieted to laughter than wise men. Those in whom the 
higher sentiments predominate greatly over the propensities 
seldom laugh.

Conscientiousness, when very active, seems to be a consi
derable represser of laughter. T here are some worthy per
sons in whom this sentiment is strong, and the feeling of in
congruity proportionally weak, who are not only extreme
ly slow in perceiving the point of a joke, but, even when this 
has been completely explained to them, cannot be prevailed 
upon to laugh, until they are satisfied that all the particulars 
are strictly true. They annoy you with their doubts, that 
the story is “  too good to be true,” that it is “  beholden to 
“  the maker,” and many other saws of a similar kind. This • 
turn of mind, though sufficiently provoking to the retailers 
of jokes, is more worthy of respect, and more indicative of 
valuable qualities, than that of those who pass their lives in 
a perpetual giggle, and who are eternally teasing you with 
stale and unprofitable jesting.

Although I  certainly consider that the propensities are 
most gratified in laughter, it is an essential part of the theoiy 
that the sentiments are concerned in it also, and that the 
slight opposition which they offer is a necessary ingredient 
in the play of feelings from which laughter arises. W e do 
not laugh when the propensities are gratified to the full, un
opposed or unmarked by the sentiments. T he brutes are 
incapable of laughter; and I  conceive the reason to be, that 
they are destitute of the higher sentiments, and that, there-



lore, with them the  «k n — t t  play of fee&ng alluded to can 
have no existence.

I f  the above theory be correct, laughter should be most 
oommon a t that period of life when the propensities are in 
their pristine vigour, and before the sentiments are come to  
die m aturity of serious and energetic action. I t  should also 
be most frequent with those in whom, the organs of both 
propensities and sentiments are in a  free and unconstrain
ed state, prompt to answer a t every call, and main tun ing  
th a t nice balance which I  may call a  trembling equilibrium. 
I t  is in youth chiefly where we find these conditions co
existing; and, accordingly, it  is in the young in whom the 
fimultka are fresh and vigorous, unbroken by care, and un- 
fatigued by long or toilsome exertion, and in whom the pro
pensities in particular are most generally active, that we find 
the tendency to laughter most conspicuous. I t  is repressed 
in  age, when the fibres get rigid or languid, and when, con
sequently, there must be less o f that light play of feeling we 
have spoken of. I t  is equally repressed in those whose faculties 
are fatigued with labour or study, or weighed down by any 
enduring painful affection, that of grief for instance, or of 
depression arising from miafortnncy-^he sickness o f heart 
arising from hope deferred, or the self-condemnation conse
quent upon crime. I f  any of the sentiments are thus strong
ly  excited in any one direction, it prevents any lighter feel
ing from being attended to.

Some combinations of anginal development may, no doubt, 
give a greater tendency to laughtet than others. T he or
gan 32, b an g  large, is undoubtedly favourable to i t ; bu t if  
Secretiveness be large also, the individual may probably be 
more gratified by making others laugh, than by laughing 
openly himself. This is the development, as I  have else
where stated, which gives rise to what is called Hum our t 
and the individuals who possess it, though enjoying the lu
dicrous with the most intense relish, have the power of re
fraining from its open manifestation. In  other respects, that
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combination is probably most favourable to  tb e  feeling o f the 
ludicrous which is equally balanced between The lower propen
sities and higher sentiments. I f  the sentiments predominate 
very much, the individual will probably bem ore apt to im i
tate Heraclitus than Democritus, and will oftener feel inclin
ed to weep for the crimes and miseries o f mankind, than to  
laugh a t their follies.

B ut there are other kinds of laughter besides that o f in- 
nooent mirth. There is the laugh of brutality and inso
lence, approaching what we might conceive o f the laughter 
of fiends.—-( I  may here mention, what is, indeed, no argu
ment, but which shows that the ordinary sense of mankind 
is in favour of the theory, that, though we speak o f the 
laughter of demons, we never imagined the possibility that 
angels or glorified spirits should laugh. Does not this 
amount to a  tacit acknowledgment, that laughter arises pri
marily from the lower propensities ?)—Destructiveness and 
Self-esteem, all the harsh and selfish and anti-social feelings, 
are expressed by this laugh, unmingled with Benevolence, 
unmodified by Conscientiousness. T h e  higher sentiments 
being feeble, are overpowered by the strength and ac
tivity o f the propensities, and only excite a  ja r  o f the feel
ings alike horrid and disgusting. Such is the laugh of the 
ruffian, when beauty and innocence are exposed defenceless 
to his brutality. Such is the laugh of the infuriated mob, 
when the objects of their hatred, their fear, or their envy, 
fall within their pow er; when, loosened from every restraint 
of authority, they are rejoicing and glorying in the work of 
destruction; when palaces are in flames, and when collec
tions o f literature and the arts, o f whose value they are u t
terly ignorant, are consigned to spoliation and ruin. T here 
is the laugh of despair, the most awful and heart-rending 
expression of anguish, wrung from the wretch in the last sad 
extremity of unendurable calamity. There is that most 
fearful symptom of a  mind entirely overthrown,—

"  Moody madness laughing wild
"  Amid severest woe."

140
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- These are the alternations o f laughter and testa that sue», 
eeed each other sd rapidly in hysterical affections. Ail these 
kinds of laughter seem, even more obviously than , the-muse 
moderate and agreeable exhibitions of the affections, to !Arise 
from the alternate opposing and irregular action of Abe pro* 
penalties aodseatimeate. I t  seems quite obvious, th a t tb s  
laughter in these extreme cases does not proceed from anyjoae 
feeling or faculty, h u t froan a  jarring o r discordant state  of 
several faculties actively opposed to  each o ther; and this 
affords a  farther confirmation o f the theory o f  its productM* 
in the ordinary case; for it is certainly an affiadeniM igm 
ncrie,-and the conditions of its existence must be in all cues 
th e  same.
' W e now come to apply this to  the subject we have -best! 
considering; and here I  beg to return to what I  stated’when 
treating of the nature o f W it. I  then mentioned, that in 
those witty comparisons which excited laughter, the ideas 
compared were always of such a  nature as to excite different 
and even opposite trains of ideas and emotions. Now it  is 
the  existence o f opposite emotions, or, to  speak phrenologi- 
cally, the activity of opposite sets o f faculties a t the same 
time, th a t we-have since, b y  a  different train o f investigation, 
come to  consider to be the cause of laughter. - I t  is obvious 
th a t these results entirely coincide, and therefore eacb forims 
s  strong argument in support o f the other. Now if  laugh- 
to r, or the feeling o f the ludicrous, arises from the play of op» 
poring or contrasted Jhdm gs, then a  faculty which presents 
th e  mind with contrast»,  or which places before us two ob-‘ 
jects or ideas which are calculated , to excite opposite feelings, 
is  ju s t the description of faculty which we would conceive 
to  be best calculated for the production of ludicrous combi
nations. B ut this is ju s t wbat by a different process we have 
concluded to be the peculiar and original function o f the 
organ 8S. T he  proof, therefore, that we have arrived at 
th e  true original function of this organ, and that we hand 
also found the true theory of laughter, seems to be exceed-, 
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A R T IC L E  IV.

flfiGOND LETTISH  B Y  GEOJSQE COM BE TO  FB A N C I8  JE F F t 
J)ET> ESQ . IN  AN8W X B TO  H IS  N O TE ON P H JU ^ Q L O G ^  
IN  NO 8 0  O F T H E  ED IN B U R G H  B E Y IE W . ‘

SlB,
I n a  note to the 89th Number o f the Edinburgh E erie# ; 
you have honoured me by replying to my letter to you oU 
the subject of Phrenology. You are pleased to say, -that 

the Phrenologists have taken their physic, on the Wholes 
** very quietly.” They hare less merit in this than you pet*, 
haps are aware of. T he  greater number of the objeOtioui 
urged oy you lie on the surface, and no reflecting man, mot 
derptely acquainted with metaphysics and anatomy, could 
possibly become a Phrenologist without solving theta for 
himself. T he  correctness of this observation is established 
by the fact, that the most formidable o f your positions have
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been overtoiled by mere quotations from works of* several' 
/ears standing, in the hands of every one who has made 
Phrenology his study. Our virtue, therefore, was small in* 
not being angry at the repetition of a  dose which each Of us 
had administered to himself; which» besides, had been pre** 
scribed for us by matoy benevolent opponents before yoU • 
and, finally, an antidote to which we knew that we possess
ed.

You state, that you have adverted to two detached points' 
in my letter, not u on account of their bearing on the aigu-
“ meat, hat because they directly Impeach one of them, theintegri- 
** t f  or esttdit of in  individual, and the other, the truth or fairness 
€* ©t a particular statement in the Review/' Permit me to assure
you, that nothing was farther from my purpose than to im
peach die integrity or credit of so highly and so justly es
teemed an individual as yourself; my objections touched 
only the logical consistency of your arguments in the En-* 
cyclopaedia, and statements in the Review. And, with the 
greatest deference, no circumstance connected with your a t
tack on Phrenology is so striking to those who have observ
ed your general acuteness in reasoning, as the inconsistency 
in logic that pervades almost every part of i t  Even in the 
present note, produced expressly for the purpose of support
ing your consistency, you characterize my pamphlet as' 
*  written, not only with much acuteness, but, with the two 
a  exceptions we have noticed, with great propriety and fa ir -  
u  nets while, in the very same line, you add, “ we certain^ 
“  ly think it entirely sophistical and evasive .* Here, thenf  
a pamphlet designated as “  entirely sophistical* is said to be 
rt written with great propriety ;* and, although altogether 
i€ evasive,* it is still distinguished by 66 great fairness.* 
W hat an odd notion of “  propriety* in pamphleUwriting 
you must entertain, if  you perceive no incongruity in these 
criticisms* But to proceed to the proper subject of your 
note.

In  the System of Phrenology, p. »97, in treating of the 
organ of colouring, it is said, that “ the facuU y g ives delight
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u  fa contemplating colours, and a vivid fed ing  o f their harmony 
** and discord. Those in whom the organ is deficient, experience 
u  no interest in colouring, and are almost insensible to difference of 
u  shade." Several cases are then detailed in support of the last pro
position. F o r example,— M r Robert Tucker is referred to,
“  whose eyesight was not deficient, but who was able neither to 
“  distinguish nor to recollect many of the primitive colours when 
u  shown to him."—“ The organ is reported to be decidedly deficient 
“ in this gentleman's head." Mr James Milne is next mentioned
as possessing acute vision, bu t being incapable of distinguish
ing some colours.— “  As to the different colours, he knows

Hues and yellows certainly ; but he cannot distinguish browns, 
greens, ana reds. He never mistakes black and white objects; 
be distinguishes easily between a black and a blue, and is abb 
even to tell whether a black be a good or a bad one. In the 
rainbow he perceives only the yellow and the blue distinctly; he 
sees that there are other shades or tints in it, but what they are 
he cannot distinguish, and is quite unable to name them.”—“ A  
mask of Mr Milne is sold in the shops, and in it the organa of 
Form, Size, and Constructiveness, are well developed; while that 
of colouring is decidedly deficient, there beinga depression in the 
part Corresponding to this organ, into which the point of the fin
ger falls on passing it along. As a contrast, the reader may com
pare it with the masks of Mr David Wilkie, Mr Haydon, Mr 
Douglas, or Mr Williams, all eminent painters, and, as the organ 
is la m  in them masks, a very marked difference will be percep
tible."
A fter some farther remarks to the same effect, your arti

cle on Beauty in the Encyclopaedia is adverted to, and the 
passage is quoted in which you state, “  that colour is in aU
“  cases absolutely indifferent to the eye,” and that “  if all these co- 
u  lours were fairly arranged on a plain board, according to the most 
** rigid rules of this supposed harmony, nobody but the author of 
“  the theory would perceive the smallest beauty in the exhibition, 
u  or be the least offended by reversing their collocation.” The Sys
tem then proceeds, “  I t  is a  curious fact, that the organ o f
“  colouring in Mr Jeffrey's head is actually depressed ;  and it ap- 
w pears that, in the usual manner of metaphysical write», he has 
w conceived his own feelings to be an infallible standard of thorn of 
“  human nature in general. I t  is quite true that the eye is affect- 
“  edonly by the degrees of light; hut by this expression the mind is 
w here obviously meant. The author, when speaking in the next 
“  sentence pf the gamut, draws no distinction between the powers 
"  of the mind and those of the eye. Those individuals, then, whose 
M cases I  have cited, and who cannot distinguish dark-brown from 
*  scarlet, buff from orange, or violet from pink, would probably
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"  subscribe to Mr. Jeffrey*« positions. But other imlividiials, sudi
u as Wilh ie and Haydon, have an intense sensibility to shades of 
u every hue and of every degree ; and some painters have assured 
“ me, that they experience a very decided emotion on contemplai- 
“  ing colours, independent of every association ; and declarethat 
w they perceive harmony, congruity, and incongruity in their ar- 
"  rangements, even on a plain boaro, as certainly ana distinctly as 
u they distinguish hamony and diseotd in m m iw—F. 901.

This passage formed the whole original subject of contro
versy ; and I  beg to remark, that the organ of colouring is 
not stated to be absolutely wanting in your head, but mere
ly  to be €t depressed,” that is to say, deficient in comparison 
with the development of the same organ in the heads of the 
painters. M y whole proposition, then, was, that unless you 
had  been deficient to a considerable extent in the organ of 
colouring, you could not have denied direct beauty in co
lours, and harmony and discord in their arrangements.

In  answer to this you stated in No 88 of the Review,
“  First, that he (the author of the article Beauty) has a remark- 
“  ably fine and exact perception of colours, so as to be able to match 
"  them from memory with precision.9*

In  reply, I  beg to observe, that in the System of Phreno
logy, p.377, it is said, that “ pxrception is the loweet degree 
“  of activity of the knowing and reflecting faculties ; and if no idea 
“  is formed when the object is presented, the individual is destitute 
u  of the power of manifesting toe faculty, whose function is to per* 
gt ceive objects of that kind. Thus, when tones are produced, he 
u  who cannot perceive the melody of them is destitute of the power 
€t of manifesting the ‘faculty of tune.—-When a coloured object is 
€t presented, and the individual cannot perceive, so as to distinguish 
«  the shades, he is destitute of the power of manifesting the faculty 
« of odour.99

I t  was never asserted that you are destitute of the power 
6 f manifesting the faculty of colouring ; and it is quite con
sistent with the doctrine here laid down, that you should be 
able to perceive differences of hues although the organ be 
44 depressed,” the act of perception being the lowest degree 
o f activity o f the faculty. You say, however, that you 
“ match colours from memory with precision and this also 
is not at variance with the organ being depressed ; for me
mory is said to “  imply a new conception of impressions pre-



vioualyrvcitTad, attended with, the ideaofnast time, and oonaqi-
“  ouBness of their former existence ; and it follows the order of the 
«  events as the? happened in nature. Each organ will enable the 
**mnd to recall the impressions which it at first received” P. $93.
I t  is‘mentioned that perception is the lowest and memory a 
higher degree of activity of the knowing and «efleodng fa- 
culties*'Aiid some eases are ched in which perception was en- 
joycd^but iiot memory. “  M r Sioane perceives the differences
** of shades when they are presented to his eves, but has so ‘little of 
“ the organ of colouring that he does n<jt recollect so as to be able to 
a  name them separately." I  have compared the masks of Mr
feloane’s forehead, of your’s, and of the painters, Haydon, 
^Douglas, and Audubon, and find the organ in M r Sloane’s 
mask considerably deficient, in yours also deficient, but not 
so much so, while in die painters it is large and elevated.

T he painters, as I  have said, assured me that they enjoy 
direct pleasure from perceiving colours, and distinguish har- 
fcnony and discord in their arrangement, and I  attributed this 
power to their large development of the organ. T he real 
question then is,— Do you enjoy this high degree o f the fa
culty, or do you n o t!

I t  appeared to me that your expressions in No 88 o f the 
Review were calculated to convey the idea, that you did. pos
sess this high endowment. You say, that the Reviewer
u  spends more time thau most people in gazing on bright flowers 
** and peacocks’ necks, and wondering, he hopes innocently, what 
“ can be the cause, o f hie eryqgmen^”

T his looks very Hke direct pleasure, independent of as$o* 
ciation, from viewing colours; and if this were the real psy
chological fact, then, we should be presented with a  “  de
pressed* organ performing the high functions assigned to  an 
elevated one, and of course Phrenology would be a t  fault. 
M y object in contrasting the passage in the article Beauty 
with the statements in the Review was to induce you, if pos* 
sible, to. speak a little more explicitly on the extent of your 
power of perceiving colours. You have done so in the note 
to No 89, and, with all deference, I  think that the Phreno
logists have now your own authority for saying, that the de-
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gveeef j6nr menial perception is in exact tcooiritemrwjth 
the size of the organ is  your head.
* In  No 89. yon no longer “  wonder ifhat can be~.th*aMtf* 

of your enjoyment in gazing on bright flowers muL pea- 
¥ cocU  nteks.” You explicitly maintain, that the beauty 
o f all colours “  depends a # d y  on the-association* with
t€ which they are connected ; and while .it is admitted that tw in
“ combinations will generally excite the same associations in thorn 
“  wbo are devoted to the same pursuits, it is denied that these are 
** either universal or unvarying, or that the feeling they undoubted- 
fMy  excite can ever be referred to the organic action of the eaiomoA 
“ light on the sense.” You add, "  that, when it was said that co-, 
u  lours were absolutely indifferent to the eye, nothing else was or 

could be meant, than that their beauty did not arise from the 
€€ physical effect of the coloured rays on the organ, but from the 
€t associations to which that and aljf the other undeniable^ beauty 
u  in the universe was then referred.” And again, “ The theory 
“  ie, that ocrioun are beautiful, not la consequence of the mere or- 
u  ganio operation of their physical qualities on the eye, but in con# 
'* sequence of their habitual association with certain simple emotions 
** or mental qualities, of which they remind us in a great variety of 
“  ways» > Thus Blue, for example, is said to be beautiful, became ¿1 
“ is the colour of the unclouded sky ;—Qreeq, because it is that of 
u  vernal woods and summer meadows ;—and Red, because it ren 
<c minds us of the season of roses, or of the blushes of youth and in# 
"npcence.” •*

From this statement, it obviously follows, that when yod 
gate on bright flowers and peacocks' nooks, you aro not de
lighted by the colours themselves of these objects, but that 
your mind passes away from them, and dwells on certain 
“  simple emotions or mental qualities, of which they‘remind 
u you in a greet variety of ways." Thus, the red of the rose 
k  nothing to you as a mere colour,—it does not, for owe in
stant, detain your mind ouMeeifajs a lovely object,—-it makes 
no grateful “ -organic impression on your sense "—but is 
pleasing merely because it reminds you of the Season in which 
k is produced, or of the blushes of youth and innocence ! 
the blue of the peacock's neck, again, as mere blue, has no 
attractions; but is beautifiil to you* nrind Only because it 
excites the recollection of « the undOUded sky/7 
--Thè paifitert already1 alluded to, in whom the organ is
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large,atate,, that all this is the very opposite of the Sources 
of their pleasure from colours; and affirm, that they enjoy 
X'direct agreeable impression from them, altogether indepen
dent of association. Some of them have added, that the very 
circumstance of your preferring bright flowers and peacocks’ 
aecks, indicates a weak perception of colours, because a 
strong stimulus appears requisite to excite it. This isfewboe, 
they say, is rendered still more certain by the fact that, ac
cording .to your own statement, even these striking objects 
domot detain your mind a moment on themselves, but serve 
Only to usher in extraneous emotions. These two circum
stances accordingly coincide in the com ¡detest manner with a 
“  depressed” organ.

Suppose a theorist were ty assert, that there is no direct 
beauty in melody, and no harmony and discord between dif
ferent sounds, but that nevertheless he perceives great beauty 
in muñe, and enjoys much delight in hearing a performance 
on the bugle, or bass-drum; and suppose that we proceeded 
to ask him what could be the source of his delight, and that 
be were to answer, “ Oh, the notes themselves give me no 
“  pleasure, but the bugle reminds me of the splendid and 

elegant uniforms, die waving plumes, the finely-formed and 
“ high-spirited horses of the lancers; and the bass-drum re- 
** calls the summer evening parade, with the loveliness of 
“  earth and sky in that delightful season, and all the fasci- 

nations of female beauty and fashion that animate and adorn 
the Scene, and hence muñe gives me the highest, gratifica* 

“  tipn!” I f  svveh a statement were made, who, that eqjoys a 
sensibility to muñe, would not say, that Phrenology would 
be at fault, if .such a man were not deficient in the organ o f 
Tw o. .The individual supposed would never dwell fo ra  
moment on thenotea of the bugle, or the time of the drums 
these to him would be mere sounds exciting in his mind ideas 
of the lancers and the parade; which objects alone would be 
the real sources of his enjoyment and (Causes of his admira
tion. This case is an exact parallel to yours. Colours are

second eettxb ram  eaomom oohbe
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to you nothing in themselves; they only touch & train 6f ex
trinsic emotions, in winch your whole gratification is founded. 
I t would be a derided objection to Phrenology, therefore, if 
in your head the organ of colouring were in any other condi
tion than “ depressed.”

The second topic adverted to you in your note, is the 
Welshman's organ of Language. The subject of contro
versy here was the f o l l o w i n g A  Welshman in St Tho-
“  mas’s Hospital had received a considerable injury of the head, 
“  but from which be ultimately recovered, and when he became 
€< convalescent, spoke a language which no one about him could 
“  comprehend.” I t  turned out that he had recovered the use of the
W elsh language which he had learned in his youth, bu t, ow
ing to  long disuse, bad subsequently forgotten. A fter citing 
th e  case, you proceeded in the Review as f o l l o w s u T he 
“  phenomenon is explained by supposing that a part of the organ iaf 
“ language was injured, and that the effects of tnis injury were, 1st, 
w to destroy for the time that part of the machinery wnich served 
u  for the recollection of English words, and, 2d, to restore to a ser- 
“ viceable state that part which hhd been originally used for recol- 
"  lecting Welsh ones, but had long been so much rusted and decay- 
€t ed as to be quite unfit for service. These are not metaphors em* 
“ ployed to assist our conception o f an obscure fa ct, or to give a 
u sari o f coherence to a strange statement,* they are dleged by the 
“ Phrenologists as serums and literal tenths, .affording a (M s  and 
“ satifactory explanation o f a very extraordinary occurrence.”
M y remark on this passage was the follow ing:— "  Now, 
“ would any mortal believe that every word of these explanations 
“  and. statements is a fiction of your own, gratuitously put into the 
“ mouths of the Phrenologists, apparently for no purpose but to a£- 
“  ford scope for ridicule ? Not only are there no such assertions or 
"  expositions in my work, but there is nothing approaching to them.”

You now admit that the passage disowned by me was not 
intended to be given as my statement, but that the ideas in 
it were merely imputed “ inferences from” my book. W ith 
this explanation of your intentions I  am perfectly satisfied, 
and most readily acquit you of any purpose of misrepresen
tation; but I  beg to make a few observations “  on the 
“  soundness of the inferences or deductions by which you at- 
“  tempt to fasten down these propositions on the Phrenola. 
“ gists.”
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In  page 8 o f the System of Phrenology (the book you 
were review ing), it is stated th a t one set o f philosophers have
taugh t that the mind is .a m ere combination of m atter, and 
“ endeavoured to explain its functions by suppoeed mrchanicri apo-
“  tions in its p a r ts ; bu t this course of proceeding is equally errone- 

’ “ ous as the o th e r; and the only legitimate ana philosophical m e- 
w thed  of * investigation is th a t which is p u n n e d  oy Phrenologists, 
“ namely, observing the laws which regelate the union q f the m ental 
e< and corporeal parts q f man, without pretending  to disco- 
g€ veb  th e  essence ok modus operandi OP EITHER."

I t  has beeh my endeavour, in the whole of my w ritings, 
to  keep this principle in view ; and I  am not aware of hav
ing attem pted, in any instance, to explain the mode o f  ope
ration  o f the organs in m anifesting the mental faculties. 
T his being the case, I  appeal to every intelligent m an, 
whether your commentary was a  legitim ate deduction from  
the case,* on my principles.

Y ou inform the Phrenologists that you “ part with them» 
“ not only in peace, but in a m i t y a n d  also, that “ if we find, at 
“ the ena of a few more years, that the science is still known by 
u  name among persons of sense, we may think it our duty to loot 
X€ once more into itspretensions, and give ourselves another chanfie 
t€ of conversion/* Were I  disposed to be critical, I might perhaps
allege, th a t this last sentence indicates a  latent .suspicion 
th a t, after all, you have not succeeded in demolishing P hre- 
nology, to the satisfaction even of your own judgm en t; and 
th a t it may be quite as creditable to  be found, hereafter 
among its friends as heading the luckless column of names 
destined to an unhappy im m ortality as its opponents. B u t 
I  waive all such sinister interpretations, and sincerely rqjoiee 
in  the announcement of a resolution so tru ly  liberal and phi
losophical. T h at Phrenology, like every real science, “  will 
“  flourish in immortal youth,” is, with me, not m atter o f 
doubt, b u t of certain anticipation« Could the kind wishes 
of the Phrenologists procure for you a  life as kmg, vigorous,

* Yon say that it is not mentioned in my work that this esse is quoted from 
an opponent ; But the authority is given at the bottom of the page, in these 
words :—“ Tupper’s Inquiry into G all's System, p. 33/'—and every one con
venant with Phrenology knows that Tupper is an opponent.
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apdgjotfi on«, asawaita this soanee, their Benevolence would 
thriU with, jp y ia  bestowing on society, so riobaboon^ bat 
although this is beyond their power,» humbler hope s h j  ho 
entertained—and sincerely do they cherish it—that you may 
live to display still greater wit, eloquence, and ingenuity, in 
defepc&of their cause* than, you have exhibited in opposing 
i$> In all cordiality, then, I  conclude the present contro
versy, and trust that, when next I  shall resume the pen »  
teftrenee to you, it shall be to announce that—Mr Jeffrey 
is at lapgth a Phrenologist

1 have the honour to be, &c.
&xo. Combi. .

Edinburgh* February 1, 18BT.

A R T IC L E  V.

l e t t e r , f r o m  t h e  h o n o u r a b l e  d . g . H a l l ib u r t o n

TO GEORGE LYON, ESQ.

■Hattyburton House, Monday Evening, 
January 29,1837.

M i  DBA* 6 » ,
H aving understood from yourself and others of my friends, 
members of the Phrenological Society, that casts from certain 
boats which I  brought from Italy might be an acceptable 
present, I  now beg leave to send them, and to request that 
you w3I, in my name, solicit the Society to make these casts 
welcome to their already valuable collection. I  hope I  am 
myself too much of a Phrenologist not to know, that accu
rate copies of any heads, whose manifestations of character 
are matter of notoriety or of well-attested history, are truly 
valuable. The question then will immediately arise, Are 
these busts faithful representatives of the men whose names 
they bear ? They are facsimiles of my copies in marble,

2



arid any merit winch m aybdoogto them as cost» is due ttt 
M r Baxter,.figtue-aaaifier in Edinburgh, »ho certainly spared 
no {Mias to do diem well.

My casts, again, a n  accurate copies of the original busts 
now in Italy, and upon these I  must beg leave to make a 
few remarks. Michael Angelo and the poet Ariosto flourish
ed in the latter part of the fifteenth century, and lived a goad 
way down in the sixteenth. The busts are the recognised 
and well-authenticated portraits of those groat men, and woe 
probably executed not long before the year 1540. A t this 
period, as is well known, the arts of pcunting, sculpture, and 
architecture had, in Italy, reached the highest point of per. 
fecrion, and were attended with the highest rewards. Ga
lileo lived nearly a century later; this bust, too, passes cur
rent in Tuscany as the original portrait of their favourite 
philosopher. Upon the whole, there can be no question as 
to the identity of all the three. Their resemblance to the 
originals may probably be trusted to a great degree of ac
curacy, so far as the foreheads and posterior parts of the head 
are concerned. The other parts must, no doubt, be teem ed 
with due allowance for the carelessness of artists who were 
not Phrenologists. 1 may remark here, that all the observ
ations which occur in the larger French work of Drs Gall 
and Spursheim, and which have been repeated in later pub
lications, respecting the Identity of Ariosto, tbajbrrning-,. 
constructing, and generally artist head of Buonarotti, and 
the expended, philosophic front of Galileo, have been sug
gested by busts which, like some, are derived from the pro* 
tintypes now in Florence. I  believe that the original bust of 
Ariosto bring of a  colossal rise was to make it suitable to its 
situation on his monument in the town of Ferrara. I  sus
pect it is in one sense not original, but had been capied finm 
a bust of the poet taken during bis life, and of the nirtrml 
aim. So much for these modern Italians.

W e may now ascend through ages of darkness and bar
barism to the days of Cicero and of Cseaar. Everybody
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knows, th at during, several centuries o f that period, the woths 
o f G recian and Roman a rt were exposed to the : d n t n p t | 
propensities of Goths and other barbarians, and occasionally, 
i t  ia said, o f misdirected seal in oertrin converts to  Christian
i ty ; fer a t one tone the ahurch o f Borne had not learned ¡to 
cherish the fine arte as useful accessaries to her pomp and 
eumamstance. T he finest works o f sculpture were, there* 
fore, literally trodden under foot. T he hitiary  o f every sta
tu e , I  suppose, w ithout exception, hod been lost, and tradi- 
tiou, so rife in other m atters within the jurisdiction of Romey 
was here silent.

I t  was not earlier, I  believe, than the thirteenth o r foton. 
toenth oentnry, th a t the remains o f ancient a rt began to  ‘be 
considered as objects of curiosity and instruction, and, with a  
growing spirit o f veneration, to be excavated from among the 
rubbish o f ancient Borne and o f other Roman cities. T h e 
revival o f letters and o f the fine arts naturally brought along 
w ith them  a  body o f men called antiquaries, who ever sum 
have been sufficiently num erous every where, bu t in Bottle 
have aoperabounded.

M any of the Italian  and Gennanioo-1 talian antiquarian*» 
however, have been persons o f very conudemble learning,' o f 
g reat ingenuity, o f indefatigable research, and, withal» o f 
sufficient Combativtnest, to give a  sect to  their investigations. 
H ow  far the pave love o f tru th  in  these as in  other eontre- 
verfeiashas borne sway, we shall not presume to inquire., 
i Y ou will a t once perceive, that the claims o f every statue» 
hnat, fee. becomes a  question o f rireum stanlud evidence, and in 
th e  courts o f antiquity a t Rome, as in other courts in other 
countries, there are always plenty o f counsel to  plead the 
cause: both o f plaintiff and defendant. T h e  discovery o f an 
equestrian statue» in  past times, has always been felt in  Rome 
ns an  event;  the discovery of.e continent could searoelyhave 
soused into greater activity the organs o f W onder, Venera» 
turn, and Acquisitiveness; a  simple statue» a  bust, a  fingee, 
o r «  to ey -a ll these produce their proportional .'degrees o f in -



te m t and of excitanént in the circles of the antiquaries. 
T he appearance of á  man a t the present time in W estm inster 
H all, or in the Parliam ent H ouse, claiming some great estate, 
through a  long and pusziing line o f feudal ancestors, m ay he 
taken as no unfair illustration o f the interest which has been 
éxcited in  modem Rome by a piece o f m arble, claiming righ t 
to  occupy, under some well-known name, a  niche in  the halls 
e f  the- Vatican o r the Capitol. T he result, h ty e n ry  o f an  
tins is, th a t in' most cases the tru th  it either attained or ap¿ 
pvoximated ; though it would be too much to  say that in  
Rome, as in G reat Britain, mistakes bave not been commit« 
ted , and that m ás o f marble as well ns men of fieri) hhve 
not sometimes got into  places where they had no rig h t to  
h a

A dverting now to the portraits b f Ctesar end o f Cicero, 
which will shortly be upon your table, it  certainly is not in  
my power to  explain all the links in the chain o f evideboé by 
which they have been recognised as genuine representatives 
of those great men. I  can only say th a t they are received 
as sud), after passing the sort o f ordeal I  have attem pted té  
describa.

T he Caesar has not yet found its way into any d f the pub
lic museums in Rome. T he family to  whom it has belonged 
rincé i t  was deterré, hâve not been poor enough, or patriotic 
enough, to p art with it ; bu t it is the most esteemed bust o f 
the dictator now in Rome. ' Cam ucdni, their best m odera 
historical painter, (and a t all events an excellent Judge o f 
pictures), took it  as his model, in a  picture of Caesar falling 
under the hand of his assassins a t the foot o f Pom peys sta tu a  
Besides the general evidence in favour of this bust, from itB e»> 
aential resemblance to other busts of Caesar, (¿specially one in  
the Florence gallery), and to  the head on several o f his corns, 
I  have been struck by one or two coincidences, not altogether 
trifling in a  m atter o f this sort. Suetonius (the only author, 

- 1 believe, who says a word about the person of Ju liu s Csssar), 
rem arks, “  fuisse trad itur, excelsa statura, teredbus m em bre
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“  ore pfcalo pietriore.” Nawy in dsebU st, the promitiept lip  
ie qu ite apparent. A gain, a  flatterer is said to have rem ark

ed to  Caesar, th a t Ms baldness, unlike th a t o f others, was co
wered by bis crown o f laurels. Now: a  laurel-w reath would 
by  no means have' concealed the baldness Of Cicero’s head 
fo r exam ple'; b u t th e  hair in  th a t of Caesar having gone o ff 
ab o u t the situationof th e  organ o f W onder, or from th a t to  
N o  D3, would be 'effectually cdvered by the laurel-crown.

A fte r fell, does it not appear, th a t tbo artist has rather.ex* 
nggerafted (earicaib, as the Italians call it,)  the stroagly~niark- 
ed  lines on Cæsaris bead F I  bertainly think he has done so 
y e t it  is impossible to kbk  a t this, as the portrait, o f Caius 
Ju liu s  Cæaar, w ithout fueling convinced that the original 
m ust bavé had thewfoolè superciliary ridge extraordinarily 
developed, More especially the organ o f Locality ; and surely 
i f  àay  hum an being ever had the perception o f localities, 
kk th e  fullest sense o f the word, it m ust have been that man, 
«^-embracing probably the relative bearings of every principal 
place in the then known worlcU~of the heavenly bodies also, 
in  a  degree exceeded by few of his day, and carrying in  
b is mind’s eye, we tieed not doubt, a  Vivid image o f every 
d istrict o f country he had ever looked, upon. Now if  any o f 
our ahtiphreriiohgi^ng  philosophers could only prove th at 
JO lius CteSar had not upon his skull those prominences which 
we say do indicate the organs of Locality, he would give a  
harder blow to  the science than any I  have yet heard o f its 
receiving. I  beg farther to direct the attention of the Society, 
to  the extraordinary development, for two inches above each 
ear, more especially the righ t one; next to the reflecting 
organs; to Ideality, which I  think are larger than .one 
would suppose on first looking at the bust ; lastly, Love o f 
Approbation m ust have been very large ih Gsesar’s head,—  
How is it on the bust ?— B ut, as we bavé remarked, this is a  
part o f the head on which the fidelity of artists heretofore 
m ust not be. implicitly trusted.

A s to the bust of Cicero, it is the most esteemed of any in



I ta ly ; it dURtrs considerably from another, which is the ori
gin ai o f all those we have been accustomed to  see in this 
country, and appears to have been executed a t a  later period 
o f Cicero's life. T he original o f that now on your tab le .»  
one o f about 100 busts and masks in the hall o f the philoso
phers in the Museum of the Capitol. T his head o f Cioero, 
together with those o f Socrates, A ristides, P indar, and D e
mosthenes, are the most valued o f any in the above collec
tion. F o r some reason which we cannot exactly tell, this 
bust o f Cicero is above the size o f life. I  beg leave to  « « i f  
only a  very few rem arks upon i t C i c e r o ,  like his g reat .con
tem porary, appearstohavebeen bald-headed; b u t, as I  have 
before rem arked, a t a  different p art o f the head, the artist 
appears to  have m arked distinctly the line o f separation be
tween the hair and the bald crown. Now, in doing this, his 
attention m ust have been directed more particularly to  the 
curvature o f the m edal line, than if  the whole coronal sur
face had been covered with lu u r; for very often the eigbi 
alone cannot distinguish between a  tine o f hair and a  tine o f  
skull. W e may therefore conclude, with tittle chance of-er
ror, that Cicero's head was, as it is marked in the bust, very 
felly  developed at the organ o f Veneration. T his surely agrees 
with all we know of Ins character.—H ad there been a  mark
ed depression, o r even flatness, at th a t point o f the head, we 
should have said, “  T his cannot be the bead o f Cicero.” T h e 
next remarkable peculiarity is the very large development o f 
Causality, the comparative smdUneea of No 32, and again the 
expansion a t Ideality.

I  have called it No 82, bu t will not give i ta  name. W here 
such men as D r Spurzheim and M r Scott all a t variance, 
it m ight be presumptuous to deride between them , more, 
especially without fully stating one's reasons. Be it, there
fore, an intellectual faculty, whose function is to  seize the mi
nute shades of difference in  things, or be it, as D r Spurzheim  
thinks, a  tenement which he thinks good to  denominate by  
die word M irthfvineu, m ust for the present pass tub tilenlio.
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W hatever it be, it is clear, that if  we pu t any faith in this bust 
o f Cicero, the organ was relatively small in his head ;—per
haps the artist may here have exaggerated a  little,—perhaps 
the depression m ight not have been quite so great as he re
presents it, yet it m ust have existed. No artist of any note 
would have made such a mistake as this, or invented such a 
form , in a prom inent situation, which forms, as it were, part, 
and a most im portant part,, of the countenance. I  for one, 
therefore, m ust believe that, this peculiarity really existed in  
th e  head of C icero; and in  proportion as one believes, this, 
w ill it be interesting, by a reference to Ills writings, to detect 
w hat faculty was really wanting, or comparatively, small, in 
hia mental constitution. W as it an intellectual faculty; that, 
fo r instance, of a nice perception of differences in law, in mo« 
ra ls, or in questions of policy ? or was it, on the other hand, 
th a t faculty formerly called W it, and dow denominated M irth
fulness by D r Spurzheim, which was really not among the high
e r endowments bestowed upon this great man ? I  shall beg 
to  leave this question for my own. future consideration, and 
th a t o f any other person who may feel interested in it and, 
whatever may be the result, I  am sure that every member of 
th e  Society will agree with me in thinking, that in this way 
only can such questions be settled, and that the comparison 
o f cerebral development with mental manifestations, as it has 
been the path leading to all the great discoveries in Phreno
logy» must be that which, when further prosecuted, can alone 
lead to its improvement and perfection.

Y ours, my dear Sir,
M ost faithfully,

D. G. H alliburton.
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tea FHAKMOLQOICAL EXPERIM ENT.

A R T IC L E  V I.

PH RENOLOGICAL E X PE R IM E N T.

( Communicated by D r EUtotson o f London.)

S ir,— I have the honour to belong to a L iterary Society in 
this place, the members of which are much divided on the 
subject of Phrenology. In  a late debate, I  ventured to as
sert, that if a skull was forwarded for the consideration of the 
Society o f which you are the distinguished President, I  had 
no doubt they would be able to detail the character o f the in
dividual to whom it belonged. I t  was agreed that I  should 
do so by this day's coach. I  have directed to you the skull 
d f a person with whose previous history they are acquainted.

M ay I  beg you to submit the said skull to the investiga
tion of the Society, and to favour me with the opinion they 
entertain of its development. On receiving the same I  shall 
in return forward you the history of the subject to whom the 
skull belonged. T he Society is at liberty to take a cast o f 
the skull,— I beg the original may be returned to me. Re
questing your indulgence for an intrusion which has the pro
motion o f the science for its only object, I  am, Sir,

Y our most obedient servant,
A . R .

Chatham , January  6 ,1827.
D r  E lliotson, President o f  the London 

Phrenological Society.

To A . if ., E sq., Surgeon , Chatham.
S i r ,— I  exhibited the skull, with which you favoured me, 
to the London Phrenological Society at their last meeting, 
and we were all perfectly agreed upon the character o f its 
original possessor. T he Society, however, never delivers a 
judgm ent upon character on any phrenological po in t; but,
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when an opinion is desired, leaves any member, or private in 
dividual who may think proper, to do so.

I  take it for granted, th a t the deceased was o f sound mind ; 
.but to be accurate, we should, likewise know how far he had 
been educated, and whether his constitution was active o r in* 
dolen t

* Ignorant .of these particulars, I  should say, that he. was a 
m an of .excessively strong passions,-—that these were iftr'an 
.overbalance foii bis m tellect,-*-thai he was prone to. great vio
lence, b a t by no means courageous?—that he was extremely 
cautious and  sly, and.fond  o f getH ngb-his sexual desires 
m ust havebeen strong, but his love o f  offspring  very remark* 
able. I  can discover no good quality about him, except the 
laVe of his children, if  be bad any. T he most striking intel
lectual quality in him , I  should think, was his wU* T his 
m ust have been not only great, hu t probably of a dry cast. 
H e m ight also have been a good mimic.

I  have the honour to remain
Y our obedient humble servant, 

J ohn E lliotson.
G rafton Street, London, January  29 ,1827.

T o D r E lliotson .
Chatham , February 3 ,1827 . • 

I had the honour to receive your letter o f the 29th 
ultim o, and much regret that I  was unable to forward my 
notes of the individual whose skull you did me the favour to 
examine, a t the date you requested; they will, however, 
reach you before the next meeting o f the Society. In  the 
mean time, I  can assure you, that your explanation o f his 
character is singularly correct in every particular, affording a 
new and powerful proof o f the tru th  o f Phrenology.

T here are, however, some gentlemen unable to overturn 
the facts of the case, who now tu rn  round and say, th at'b e
tween the period of receiving my communication (6th January
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last) and your answer, there was ample tim e for you to  iin
quire and find out that I  had the medical charge of the com- 
victs a t this place; th a t you would naturally suppose th at 
this was the skull of a  felon, and th at you could not e rr much 
if  you ventured to assign to his character all the baser pas
sions. T here is only one mode o f replying to such opponents, 
namely, by a straight-forw ard question and answer between us. 
A n d , J irst, until the receipt of this letter, had you any know
ledge of my public professional employment ? Secondly, Is  
your detail o f tins felon's diam eter drawn solely and entirely 
from the shape of the skull ? T hird ly , H ad you any previ
ous information whatever as to his p u t life, habits, or edu
cation ?

T he answer which I  anticipate to  these questions will, I  
doubt not, afford us m atter o f trium ph.

I  have the honour to  be, S ir,
Y our obliged servant, 

A .R .
I  beg the favour o f an early answer. T he lower jaw-bone 

was not in the box. I  am in hopes to be able to  present the 
skull to the P . S .; it bad better, therefore, not be lost.

T o  A . R ., E sq.
Sir,-—I beg to assure you that I  drew my conclusions as to 
the character o f the individual solely from the size o f the va
rious parts o f the skull, and that, up to  the moment of receiv- 
ingyour letter yesterday, I  was totally uninformed respecting 
him , and indeed respecting yourself, eneept that it  appeared 
from your letter and your card th at your name m s  R ., and 
th at you wore a  surgeon a t Chatham. I  m s  ignorant of the 
existence o f convicts a t Chatham , and had had no communi
cation with any person upon Any particular in the m atter, nor 
indeed considered any circumstance for an instant, except the 
character o f the skull.

T h e  delay in returning both it and my answer arose from
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. the circumstance of the box arriving the day after the meet
ing o f our Phrenological Society, to which you requested me 
to show the skull, so that a fortnight elapsed before I  could 
execute your wishes; and when I did so, o f a member re
questing the loan o f it to make a  cast, and detaining it nearly 
a  fortnight. B ut for this I  would have returned it the same 
day $ for an examination o f five minutes would have been am
ply sufficient to  enable me to draw the conclusions I  sent you.

T he suggestion, that I  had gained some knowledge private
ly  o f the individual, or had taken a  hint from any circum
stance whatever, m ight have annoyed me were I  not unknown 
to  the gentleman, were I  not conscious of detesting every 
species of duplicity, and were there not something irresistibly 
laughable in seeing the plain facts o f Phrenology give one such 
power as to produce an astonishment in the minds of those ig
norant of them, not dissimilar from that which a little chemical 
or physical knowledge excited in times of darkness. In  those 
days the power o f knowledge was ascribed to the devil; a t 
the present tim e, such agency being universally disbelieved, 
the manifestation o f power is pronounced a deception. T he 
Phrenologist, conscious o f the tru th , views the incredulity o f 
the world as a correct measure of the m agnitude of his science.

Some gentlemen do not believe I  could have drawfi so cor
rect a  character from examining the sk u ll; bu t they will 
cease to  wonder, if  they find that they themselves can with 
perfect ease do exactly the ‘converse*—pronounce upon the 
rise  of the various parts o f the skull from their knowledge of 
the individual. I f  they know the individual to  hove been 
prone tQ acts o f violence, they may assert, that the skull 
should be very large a t the organs o f D estructiveness; i f  very 
cautions, very large a t the organs o f Cautiousness; if  very 
fond of children, very large a t the organs o f Philoprogenitive* 
ness, &c. In  M r 6 .  Combe's excellent Elements o f  Phreno
logy, the average measurement o f twenty heads in several 
points is given. T he average breadth a t Destructiveness Is 

inches; a t Cautiousness in d ies; die average length
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from the m eatus auditorhis externus to Philoprogeahiveiiess 
* 4§ inches. These were taken from heads covered with' fatte
gum ents, and, moreover, above the common average, because 
among these twenty were' several large heads, and not one 
«mall. Y et similar measurements on this bare skull will b e  
found, 6$—5 |— 4}.

Allow me earnestly to recommend to the members o f 
your Society G all's Fonctions du Cerveau, I t  is worth all 
the other works on Phrenology together, and full of splendid 
tru ths for the metaphysician, th£ m oralist, and the legislator, 
no less than for the physician and the physiologist.

I  have the honour to remain
Y our obedient humble servant,

J ohn E lliotso^.
Grafton Street, London, February 8, 1827.

P . S. You will oblige me by sending, with the history o f 
the individual, a copy of my former letter, as it was hastily 
w ritten, and I  have no notes of it. T he lower jaw  was for
gotten, bu t is safe.

Account q f  j .  L .

J -— — I*— — was received into the Dolphin convict- 
hulk a t Chatham in  February 1824, ftopn, C — tfc under 
sentence o f transportation for life. H e was in  person tall 
find athletic, with a  fine erect carriage, t and a stem  unbend
ing countenance. H e was born of respectable parents a t 
M —— > and all his relations were o f the class of. yeomen» 
H is education, however, was limited to  reading and writing» 
D uring his early life be evinced an ardent attachm ent to 
everyspecies o f vulgar sensual enjoym ent; the alehouse, games 
of chance, and particularly cock-fighting : o f this worst species 
o f gambling he was for years the noted and well-known sup
porter. H e was also an active poacher, but only o f  th at 
class denominated hare-panyers or snarers. A t the. period



• f  manhood his friends, in the hópe o f reform ation, placed 
him  in a  small farm . T he vicious habits o f a  previously had 
life , however, were not to  be thrown off in a moment, 
n o r  was the'm onotony o f forming calculated to  efface the 
ñ r id  impresñoDS o f a  dissipated youth. On the contrary, 
being now his own m aster, his first consideration was how 
th ey  could be extended. Accordingly, he is reported a t this 
period  to  have sunk lower in  die paths o f depravity, and to 
have farmed an intimacy with persons which gave a perma
nen t and deeper shade to  his character. Living in the vicinity 
o f  the most extensive salt-works in the kingdom, he with 
them  resolved on the formation o f a  band o f smugglers for the 
p lunder of th a t article, and the sale o f it throughout Cheshire, 
Lancashire, and N orth W ales. U nder this man's direction 
and command, they pursued this occupation for a long time 
w ithout the sufferers bring able to detect them ; and even 
when he became suspected by the police and excise, he con
tinued to elude their vigilance till, the duties being removed, 
i t  ceased to  be an object of contraband commerce.

If , a t the age o f twenty, he did not return  to the paths of 
rectitude, it m ight have been expected that m aturer years 
and the influence o f a  wife and children would have quieted 
his evil habits; bu t, these strengthened with time and by long 
indulgence, he was now as restless as a t the moment of their 
first impulse. -W ith some o f the remains o f his form er as
sociates, therefore, he now commenced plundering o f grain, 
*—4n  article not easily identified if  once fairly removed from 
the premises. T his was sometimes carried to  his own form, 
(which, i t  is worthy of- rem ark, h e  still held a t th e tim e  o f 
bib conviction,) and sometimes direct to : the markétepláce. 
In  tins nefarious scheme, however, he was soon detected;1 In  
an attem pt to plunder a  neighbouring farm er, 'h is  gang were 
surprised; they fled to  the road, where he was in w riting 
w ith their horses, and all escaped, except him self and one 
companion. They were tried and sentenced to d ea th ; bu t
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-which seotence was ultim ately transm uted into tfeun^artatioa
fop life.

Such are the general features in  the history o f a  man who 
.was distinguished by the familiar nickname of Jack T u rp in ; 
and in contemplating the variety o f scenes» and the iaany 
angular adventures into which it m ust have thrown him , it 
becomes a  m atter o f extreme regret that we are not in -pen. 
session of the knowledge o f many particular acts committed 
by him. U sing his gang as servants to  his will, he aaore fre 
quently directed than acted with them. T he disposal o f his 
spoil being his chief concern, be had often distant journeys to  
perform  in order to arrange with the purchasers; so-that, 
though the connexion between them was dose and intim ate, 
still it had on his part much mystery attached to it. T his be 
m aintained even a t the bar of justice, and though, after his 
conviction, an hundred guineas were offered him for a  detail 
of the adventures o f bis life, he rejected the bribe with soorn. 
A fter sentence of death was pronounced, he was seised with 
an alarm ing illness, which continued for five months, and 
bring apparently on the verge of eternity, he still kept the 
same reserve as to the m inute details o f his life. On his re- 
covery he was removed to  the convict-hulk w ith 'the view o f 
bring conveyed to New South-W ales, bu t his age being 
deemed too advanced for the voyage, he was detuned to la
bour a t the public works. H ere he was orderly, obedient, 
and respectful to Ins superiors; b u t towards his fellow-prison
ers he was, with one exception, reserved, keeping them a t an 
immeasurable distance. In  M ay, 1826, his infirmities in 
creasing on him, be was removed to the hospital-ship. H riq , 
by an unvarying system o f kindness, the stateliness o f his 
m ind unbent so as to induce him to exercise more fam iliarity; 
still, however, with the same guarded avowal as to -fact*  
with the following solitary exceptions:—

at  though he had led a  lawless life, he had never 
lurder.
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%t&y9 T h at by his wife he had eight children; that he had 
also a  natural son in N orth W ales, and he had kept several 
women in different parts, and a t different times, up to the pe
riod o f his. apprehension.

T o  this scanty detail o f facts it only remains to add, the 
m anifestations of character he exhibited after he had become 
fam iliar with the patients of the hospital.

I n  the fir s t place, he exhibited a severe sarcastic wit a t 
the expense of those around him. T he manners and lan
guage of the kind and benevolent clergyman who officiates at 
the hospital were the frequent subjects of his mimickiy.

In  the second place9 he exhibited a strong attachment to 
his children. H e frequently spoke of them in the most affec
tionate manner, and made his last moments respectable by 
directing them to the disposal of his property among them. ‘

I n  the third place9 he possessed a firm disbelief in the 
existence o f a D eity and of a  state o f future rewards and pu
nishm ent, and sank into eternity avowing his disbelief. 

Chatham, February 14 ,1827. A. R .
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T o D r Ettiotson.

Sir,—A t the meeting of the Rochester L iterary C lub, the 
enclosed resolutions were (on the motion of the Rev. D r 
Joynes,) unanimously adopted, and, by their direction, I  have 
the honour to forward you the same. Perm it me to add the 
high gratification I  feel in being intrusted with the present 
communication. W ith great personal esteem,

I  have the honour to be, Sir,
Y our very obedient servant,

A . R .
Chatham9 February 20 ,1827 .



3 6 6 NERVE OF ANOTHER SENSE—

Resolutions passed at a M eeting o f  the Rochester L iterary  
Club, held on Thursday, February 15, 183?.

M r B . having introduced the. subject of Phrenology, by an 
interesting correspondence between himself and D r Elliotson, 
the President of the London Phrenological Society, upon the 
skull of J . L ., it was continued by other members tilt the 
usual hour of adjournm ent, when the following resolutions 
were passed unanimously

1st, T h at the character given of L . by D r Elliotson, from 
the inspection of the skull, corresponds so exactly with his 
history, that it is impossible to consider the coincidence as 
the effect o f chance, bu t that it is an instance which, if  sup
ported by many others, affords a strong foundation for the 
tru th  of Phrenology.

3d, T hat a copy of the above resolution be forwarded to 
D r Elliotson, with the thanks o f the Club for his communi
cation, and that M r R . be requested to transm it the same.

H . P . Secretary.

A R T IC L E  V II.

ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE OF T H E EXISTENCE OF A SENSE 
OF EQ UILIBRIUM  AS A PR IM ITIV E M ENTAL POWER, 
DERIVED FROM T R E  CONSISTENCY W H ICH  OBTAINS 
BETW EEN ITS SUPPOSED FUNCTIONS AND TH E REr 
CENT PHYSIOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES OF MR CHARLES 
B E L L

M r Charles Bell, some time ago, established by demon
stration, that two nerves o f distinct functions, viz. motion and 
^ l in g ,  exist in the same sheath, undistinguishable in sub- 

k from each other by the most powerful microscopic aid. 
ict must have been a little startling to the objectors



who alkge, that the m ental organs are not distinguishable m  
the cpparedtly homogeneous mass o f the b ra in ; and from  
tins contend that such organs cannot exist to the end o f per
forming distinct functions.* M r B ell has came forward again, 
and bestowed on science another boon o f a  still more direct 
and not less valuable description, namely, a  dem onstration, 
that, accompanying the nerves o f  motion and fee lin g , (which 
are in one sheath), there is  a distinct apparatus o f  nerves, 
previously confounded with these nerves, whose Junction it  is  
to inform  the brain o f  the state o f  the muscular fram e , and  
thereby enable ike anim al to regulate its muscular contractions 
or motions in accordance with the mechanical laws.

H e announced his discovery in a paper read to the Royal 
Society o f London, on 16th February, 1820 ;-f" and it is o f 
some importance to  observe, that D rs Gal) and Spurzheiiki 
had distinguished a  special fa cu lty  for weight, momentum, 
consistency, density, hardness, roughness, &c. many years be
fore, although they had only conjectured its organ. D r 
Spurzheim  in his English work, published in 1815, pointed
ly  concludes, that the perception of these qualities cannot be 
attributed to the sense o f Touch ; and repeats the same doc
trine in bis French work subsequently published. W e sub
m itted a  paper, on the extension of the function, to  the consi
deration o f the Phrenological Society o f E dinburgh in A pril, 
1824, and again to that o f London in the same month. I t  
as published in the Phrenological Journal, vol. ii., page 412. 
In  that paper we endeavoured to show that no animal could 
exist w ithout a faculty for the perception of equilibrium , 
th ereb y  it adapts its motions to  the mechanical laws of the
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* The Edinburgh Review, No 88, makes a sheet-anchor of this luckless ob
jection,—then in profound non-information of Mr Bell's discovery. Mr Combe, 
in his 44 Letter,*' mentions the discovery, but in vain; for the objection 44 of 
the admitted want of any perceptible organs in the brain" reappears in the post
script reply in No 89, and is held unremoved and unremoveable. The objec
tion itself is fully discussed in Dr A. Combe's answer to Dr Barday, publish
ed in the Phrenological Transactions in 1823.

t  Phil. Trans. Boyd Soc. of London for 1826, part II. p. 163.



NEEVE OF AMOTHXB SENSE—

m aterial world; and that that instinct operates constantly and 
independently o f m ason; so that the animal “  is never per
m itted to jb rg e t the power o f  gravitation.**  T he reptile 

.creeps—the fish swim»*—the lord flies—the quadruped runs 
and leaps»-~and man walks erect with his face to  heaven, by 
this instinct, nay regulates his movements, from the first n s- 
m ent th a t be grasps his m other's finger, or shrinks if  her sup- 
porting arm  even threatens to fail under his infant weight, to  
the most energetic applications of his manly prowess. W e 
noticed also, that the instinct is possessed by different persons 
in different degrees, and we adverted to the phenomena which 
attend its derangement, as intoxication, &c.

In  support of these our views, M r Bell states, th a t the 
sense which he has discovered has its seat somewhere in the 
brain, and tells us, that he purposely selected the nerves which 

. originate in that great organ. Indeed the title o f his paper 
-is, “ On the Nervous Circle which connects the Voluntary 
“  Muscles with the B ra in  ” A fter reminding the Royal So- 
ciety that, in his former papers on the nerves, he had demon
strated, by the composition of the roots o f the nerves o f mo* 
tion and feeling, that there were really these two distinct 
nerves in one sheath, and that “  but for that discovery we
“ should have continued to suppose that .one nerve could baftow 
“ the very different properties of motion and sensation," he says, 
“  But having satisfied myself that the roots of the spinal nerves had 
“ distinct powers, I  followed up the columns of the spinal marrow, 
“  and with a knowledge of the composition of these nerves as a hey« 
“ I examined the different properties of the nerves of the encephalon. 
u Here, in the head, the nerves arise simply, and diverge to their 
“  destinations without the close compact or union which the spinal 
“ nerves form; and accordingly the anatomy of these nerves of the 
“ brain affords satisfactory proof of their uses or functions. I  am 
“ about to show, that every muscle has two nerves of different pro. 
“  perties supplied to it. This I  could not have ascertained by exa- 
"  mination of the spinal nerves alone, because of the intimate union 
u of all their fibres; I  had recourse, therefore, to the nerves of the 
“ head. By prosecuting .those inquiries which led to the distinction

•  This excellent description of the instinct is given by the Edinburgh Re
view as the reason why it concludes that there Is no such instinct !
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** of tiiodifltoooldaaBnof nem% I hope now to demonstrate,—that 
K where nerves o f different junction* take their origin opart, and 
“ run a different course, two nerves must unite in the muscles, ro 
€t order to perfect the relations betwixt the brain and these muscles ”

M r Bell, observing that, when he cut the motor nerve,* or 
nerve by which a muscle moved, there remained yet entire 
another nerve in like intim ate connexion with the muscle, al
though motion was lost, it occurred to him to inquire what 
is the use o f the nerve that remains entire. A fter many in
genious trials, he found in the lower maxillary nerve, which 
goes to the jaw , a m uscular nerve clear in its course, so that 
he m ight be enabled to observe what sort of alliance it would
form in its ultim ate distribution in the mudcle. “  I f  all 
“  that is necessary to the action of a muscle be a nerve to excite to 
“  contraction, these brandies should have been unaccompanied; 
“ but, on the contrary, I  found, that before these motor nerves 
“ entered the several musdes, they were joined by branches of the 
“ nerves which came through the Gasserian ganglion, and which 
“ were sensitive nerves.t 1 found the same result on tracing motor 
“ nerves into the orbit, and that the sensitive division of the fifth 
"  pair of nerves was transmitted'to the musdes of the eye, although 
“ these muscles were supplied by the third, fourth, and sixth nerves. 
"  A circumstance observed in minute dissection remained unex« 
"  plained. When motor nerves are proceeding to several muscles, 
“ they form a plexus, that is, an interlacement, and exchange of 
“  fibres takes place. The musdes have no connexion with cads 
"  other, they are combined by the nerves; but these nerves, instead 
“ ef passing betwixt the musdes, interchange their fibres before 
“  their distribution to them, and by this means combine the muscles 
“ into classes. The question, therefore, may thus be stated:— 
u W hy are nerves, whose office it is to convey sensation, profusely

given to musdes in addition to those motor nerves which are given 
“ to excite their motions? and why do both classes of muscular nerves 
“ form plexus ? To solve this question, we must determine whether 
“  musdes have any other purpose to serve than merely to contract 
“  under the impulse of the motor nerves: for, if they nave a reflec- 
“  five influence, and if their condition is to be fe lt or perceived, it

* When Mr Bell speaks of the motor nerve as distinct from the nerve whose 
function he has just discovered, he means that nerve which, to the senses, forms 
one nerve with the nerve of feeling. Strictly speaking, there are three nerves fur
nished to each muscle, two being in one sheath.

f  To prevent mistake, it will be kept in mind, that the word sensitive is used 
here in the extended sense of conveying a sensation, be it what it may, to the 
brain.
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“ will presently, appear that the motor nerves a re  n o t  su itab le  in te r«  
u nuncii betwixt them and the semarium” This last word is not
phrenological; but M r Bell means by it the perceptive power 
o f the brain, and we will not quarrel with it. T he following 
passage, from its complete accordance, m ight have had a place 
in our paper on the “  Instinct of E q u i l i b r i u m “  I  shall
“  first inquire, if it be necessary to the governance of the muscular 
“ frame, that there be a consciousness of the stale or degree of ac- 
“ tion of the mtipcles? That we have a -re«## of the condition of tbs 
“ muscles appears from this, that we feel the effects of over exer- 
“ tion and weariness, are excruciated by spasms, and feel the irk« 
“ someness of continued position. We possess a power of neighing 
u in the hand; what is tins hut estimating the museular jSree 9 
“ We are sensible of the most minute changes of muscular exertion, 
€t by which we know the position of the body and limbs when there 
"  is no other means of knowledge open to us. I f  a rone-dancer 
"  measures his steps by the eye, yet, on the other hana, a blind 
“ man can balance his body. In standing, walking, and running, 
€€ every effort of the voluntary power which gives motion to the 
€t body is directed by a sense o f the condition of the muscles, and 
€t without this sense we could not regulate their actions." In other
words, without an instinct or faculty we could not weigh,—* 
we could not estimate Jbrce,— we could not balance the body, 
we could not stand, walk, or run,— we could not regulate our 
m uscular actions; in short, in the words o f our own paper, 
we could make no certain exertion o f animal power.

M r Bell then proceeds to show, that a  motor nerve is. no t a  

conductor towards the brain, and that it, therefore, cannot 
perform the office of a  sensitive nerve. T he fact is certain, 
that each nerve is a conductor o f influence in  one direction 
only. “  I t  cannot," says M r Bell, “  act both fro n t and to 
“  the sensorium.” T he energy proceeding from the brain 
towards the tnuscles precludes the physical probability o f a 
reflex influence in the opposite direction. W ater itself can
not flow in two directions, a t the same instant, through the 
same tube. M r Bell ascertained the different uses of these 
two nerves o f a muscle by alternately irritating and cuttiog 
across, so as to leave the m atter altogether beyond doubt or 
error.

Experim ents cannot be tried on the living human subject

m
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a» upon the unhappy animala that fail into the calmly un
merciful hands of a F lou rensò ra M agendie; bu t nature offers 
the required proofs by exhibiting cases of disease in the hm  
man species ; and M r Bell narrates two cases in which the 
sensibility o f the eye was lost, but the motion preserved
44 A  patient of vine having, by a tumour pressing the nerves of the 
** orbit, lost the sensibility of tne eye and eyelids, retained the mo* 
“ tion of the eyelid by the portio dura coming round externally,
♦ and escaping the pressure which injured the other nerves. Here 
« the course of sensibility backwards to the beam was Cut off, 
"  while the course of volition was free ; she could not tell whether
*  the eyelid was open or shut ; but being asked to shut the eye that 
t ' was already closed, she acted with the orbicular muscle, and 
“ puckered the eyelids. When I  touched the eye, there was no 
44 winking, because the sensitive fifth pair had lost its power, al- 
u  though she could command the motion by voluntary exertion/*
• Ì h e  other instance M r Bell thus describes :— “ W hen the 
u  eye was insensible, touching thè eye gave rise to a flush of red- 
44 ness and to inflammation, because the part was excited, but the 
44 muscles were not called into action. The relations which connect 
t€ the sensibility of the eye with the motions of the eye and eyelid 
44 are established in the roots of the fifth and seventh, in the brain ; 
04 the loss of function of the fifth nerve therefore interrupted the 
94 circle.* Here too the motor nerve of the eyelid was perfect, and 
44 the eyelid readily acted under the influence of the will; but when 
44 the eyelid was touched or pricked it communicated no seosa- 
41 tion.”

M r Bell thus draws his conclusion :— “  Now it appears 
44 that the muscle has a nerve in addition to the motor nerve, which* 
44 being necessary to its perfect function, equally deserves the name. 
44 of muscular. This nerve, however, has no direct power over the 
44 muscle, but circuitously through the brain ; and by exciting sen- 
44 sition, it may become the cause of action/* He adds, in italics, 
“ Between the brain and the muscle there is a ¡circle o f nerves;. 
<f one nerve conveys the influence from  the brain to the muscle, 
44 another gives tne sense o f the condition o f the muscle to the 
44 brain. If  the circle be broken by the division of the motor nerve, 
44 motion ceases ; if it be broken by the division of the other nerve,, 
"  there is no longer a sense o f the condition q f the muscle, and, 
** therefore, no regulation q f its activity*

8 7 1

* That the word circle may not mislead, we may state that, like what is 
called an endless chain, it means the unbroken course of two nerves,—one of 
them from the muscle to the brain, and the other back from the brain to the 
muscle.
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T his discovery appears to  us to embrace three points.:—  
F irst . M r Bell has discovered, that in the animal structure 
a specific fra c tio n , previously unknown as such, belongs to a  
varticular ' n e r v e  ; ike purpose o f  which is  to convey to the 
brain, or, as M r B ell calls it, ike sensorium, in  other words, 
the m ind, a specific impression made on the voluntary mus
cular fra m e . T his amounts to a demonstration of a nerve, 
analogous to the optic, olfactory, auditory, gustatory, and 
tactual respectively; and, therefore, the medium of another 
inlet of knowledge from the material w orld; in a word, of a  
sixth  sense, of which the muscular frame is the external or
gan. M r Bell denominates the specific sensation so convey
ed, 46 a sense o f the state of the muscles necessary for the re- 
44 gvlation  o f their activity.11 By the state o f the muscle is 
here meant its actual degree o f contraction, in relation to any 
mode of force that may be applied to it. M r Bell elsewhere 
calls i t 44 its degree of action.”

S e c o n d l y . Both by direct experiments and by observing 
the effects o f disease on this nerve, and on the nerve of mo
tion, M r Bell has clearly distinguished the new nerve and the 
nerve o f  M otion fro m  each other; and, moreover, although 
the nerve of, Feeling or Touch is in the same sheath with the 
nerve of M otion, he has demonstrated, that this new sense is  
not derivedfrom  the sense o f  Touch.

T h ir d l y . Besides this distinction, M r Bell has pointed, 
out a connexion between the nerves of this new sense and*the 
nerves o f M otion; which connexion affords a great aid to his 
demonstration o f the use, in the animal economy, of the new-, 
ly-discovercd nervous function, which use is the regulation o f 
the muscles1 action. W hile the optic nerve, the auditory,' 
the olfactory, and the gustatory, go on their errand to th e  
brain unaccompanied by any nervous apparatus of a reflex 
influence back from the brain to the external organs, the new
ly-distinguished nerve is the inseparable companion o f  die 
nerve o f  M otion. The two nerves fo rm  a jo in t apparatus o f  
connexion between the muscle and the brain.
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W e eee a t once the beautiful adaptation o f this arrange
m ent to  the mechanical relations o f Animal existence $ o r, as 
M r Bell caUs it, the njgnfatàm .af muscular force T hem es, 
sage from, w ithout which is carried to die b ra n  by the optic, 
« e d ito r/, Olfactory, and gustatory nerves, respectively* M» 
.tyuites ho answer. These are passively-received impression^ 
aAd do notCall for instant action. B ut when an impression, 
b /  Uhy tnode o f fbrce, is made upon a muscle, o r suddenly 
oeMes to be made, so as to alter the state o f action o f th a t 
muscle, nature is not contented with the bare announcement 
of th at fact to the b ra n , as in  the case o f an odour o r a  fla
vour ; some m uscular action is, in consequence, called for, to  
su it the rausde to  the new circumstances, and, quicker than 
thought, the influence has sped by the return  channel of the 
nerve o f motion, and the obedient muscle has contracted or 
relaxed in the degree required. O f course, this twofold 
nervous communication belongs to  the vohm targ muscles 
Only. A s it wAs not necessary th a t the autom atic motion 
o f the heart, stomach, &e. should be under the command of 
the will, these viscera are not provided either with nerves to 
announce the state, or with counter nerves to  regulate the 
dotions o f their muscles.

W e hove already said, th at the founders o f Phrenology 
long ago distinguished, m etaphysically, a fa cu lty  for the per. 
çeption o f mechanical resistance, and, craoiologically, conjec
tured the whereabouts,—for th at was all,—o f an organ in the 
brida for that faculty. H ere we are called upon to apply 
M r Bell's discovery to  their metaphysical, not to  their crani- 
Ologkal hypothesis. B ut, first, we m ust introduce into this 
discussion the late D r Thom as Brown, whose very name is 
estim ated with sound metaphysical views. H e too concluded, 
by the force o f his own sagacity, th at there is a specific fa
culty  for the perception o f mechanical resistance. W e do 
not teë the slightest reason to doubt the originality o f D r 
Brown's hypothesis, on the one hand, nor o f that o f Doctors 
G all and Spurzhehn, on the other. T he coincidence is a t

Vo*. IV .—No X IV . s
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_onoe an increase of the value'of their speculations, and a proof 
o f a congeniality of intellect in these three great men. D r 
Brown's hypothesis, however, m aterially improves on that o f 
(vail and Spurzheim ; and as his views, not only in so far as 
they accompany, but in so far as they go beyond theirs, are 
established to be ju st by the discovery of M r Charles Bell, 
we have no hesitation in. considering D r . Brown’s theory the 
profoundest of the tw o; and it is . delightful to see the lights 
o f an assured induction confirming, as they.successively shine 
forth, the anticipations.of the consciousness of this the pro
foundest philosopher that ever worked with that instrum ent 
alone.

W hile Gall and Spurzheim simply concluded that there is 
a ja cu tiy  for the perception of resistance, D r Brown's theory 
is twofold, first that the faculty is a  specific sense, and, se
condly, that the m uscularfram e is the external Organ of that 
sense. A pprehending that his hearers m ight, from habit, re 
tu rn  to the old notion,* still generally prevalent, that touch 
will give the sensation.of hardness, roughness, and other 
«nodes o f resistance, he impresses the doctrine o f tbe -neW 
sense on their minds by several times recarring to it. Hitt 
words, in one lecture,* are,— “  T he feelingof resistance is, I
“ conceive, to be ascribed, not to onr organ of touch, but to our 
“  muscular fram e, to which 1 have already more than once direct* 
"  ed your attention, as forming a distinct organ o f sensei the 
** affections of which, 'particularly as existing in combination with 
“  other feelings, and modifying our judgments concerning these, (as 
u  in the case of distant vision for example,) are not le» important 
u than those of our other sensitive organs. The sensations of this 
“ class are, indeed, in common circumstances, so obscure as to be 
“  scarcely heeded or remembered by us; but there is probably no 
“ contraction, even o f a single muscle, which is not attended with 
“ some fa in t degree o f sensation that distinguishes it from  the con» 
“  tractions o f other muscles, or from  other degrees ¡jf contraction 
“ q f the same muscle /*

A fter some very eloquent and beautiful illustrations o f hia 
theory, by what D r Brown calls our muscular pleasures, in-

Brown's Lectures, voL I. p. 496»
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d u d ifg  all the delights o f motion and  exercise, manifested in 
the'bounding of the fawn and the lamb, the (frolics of the 
dog, the gambota o f

* u. The playful children justTrt loose from school,”— ’

contmsted with the miseries o f inaction and indolence suffered 
h y  those who are 'i

“ Stretched on the reck of a too easy chair”— • 1

*nd likewise by our muscular pains, often exquisite from fa* 
tigue and unchanged position, he repeats,* “  I t  is of great
“ importance for the applications which we hare to make,' that you 
“ should be fully aware that our muscular fram e is not merely a 
“  part o f the living machinery o f motion, but it is also truly an or- 
u gan o f sense” After some farther ingenirtis illustration, * D r 
Brown concludes, “  The feeling of resistance then, I  trust, it wffl 
“  he admitted, and consequently of hardness, and all other modes' of 
" resistance, is a muscular and not a tactual feeling/*

T h e very earnestness with which D r Brown presses his 
Views, proves how strongly they had taken hold o f his o&rn 
m ind, and how difficult the act of discrimination involved ih 
them  m ust be to ordinary intellects. W ould that he had 
lived to apply the physiological discovery of M r Bell, which, 
as a  feat o f physical, is only equalled by his own effort 
o f metaphysical discrimination to see the n e r v e s  physi
cally demonstrated for the very s e n s e  which he metaphysi
cally d i s t i n g u i s h e d a n d  yet more, to see the m u s c u l a r  

f r a m e , which he anticipated as the sense’s external organ, by 
these nerves actually connected with the brain ! No term  short 
o f illustrious sufficiently characterizes the mind which, fifoiii 
i t t ’tfVn unaided perspicacity, first announced such a hypothei 
ms to an unheeding, if  not opposing, philosophical world! 
Phrenologists are accused of irreverently and presumingly

•  Page 501. ‘ J 4
t  Dr B m u , although himself a physiologist, concluded it MnpotHMe to 

distinguish nerves of other sensations from the neryes of touch with which they 
are intermingled. Besides resistance, he conjectures that heat and cold are aa- 
drrwsrd to a sense of their own.— Lectures^ voL I. p. 485. This, from mani
festations in disease, is the opinion of many Phrenologists. If Mr Bell wifi 
point out the nerve, we shall really have the tcoen senses.

2
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Tuhning down the old metaphysicians \ yet ho speculators 
dibve better appreciated, and taken tooth delight in  making 
manifest the profoand contemplations of t ) r  Brown«

T he demonstration of a sense o f rdnstance, with its exter
n a l organ and its  nerve, although motes pteeise than the hyp»- 
thesis of D rs Gall and Spurzheim, that there is a distinct Jbh  
cvlty  for the perception o f resistance, comprehends th at hypo
thesis ; so that M r Bell's discovery completely supports both 
conclusions.

B ut that discovery goes yet farther.
A s we are now to proceed to apply the new nerve to  our 

own hypothesis, namely, that there is an instinct oh sense o f 
Equilibrinm  necessary for the regulation o f animal move
m ents, we shall do so with becoming diffidence. I t  is quite 
obvious how that speculation advances upon, while it includes 
that of D rs G all, Spurzheim , and Brown. I t  seems to  afield 
a  glimpse o f the purpose of N ature in giving the animal ¿ sp e
cific sense of resistance; which the three philosophers alluded 
to have left an unexplained fa c t; it sheds some light on the wfT 
o f th at sense; Resistance and counter-resistance, in  all the 
varied ways in which force is applied, are a t constant work in 
nature, and would speedily destroy an animal—could we oan- 
ceive it  existing a t all—which either had no sense o f resist
ance, or had that sense only as a  sensation without a  -power 
to  a rt on its suggestions; in other words, to  put them to use 
in  m aintaining its proper relation to  the mechanical - laws of 
m atter. W e considered every variation o f resistance as «bang
ing that state of equilibrium , or balance o f force, to which 
all nature tends. W e farther considered the equilibrium  <ef 
the animal body, by a ready adaptation o f its muscular power 
to  the variations o f resistance to  which it is every moment ex
posed, a prim ary condition o f animal existence. In  brief, we 
concluded, th at the animal m ust have tu »  endowments, first, 
an instant intim ation when its equilibrium is disturbed, and, 
secondly, an instant impulse to  exert the necessary muscular 
force to restore it. Now it is by the first and second tru ths
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demonstrated by M r Bell, namely, th ^ th e re  are nerves to iqti~ 
Hiate to the brain the state o f the muscles, and  th at these nerves 
V* distinct from the nervesof motion and touch, th at the anti- 
mpatmnaof D rs Gall,*Spur«;heiin, and Brown, have been veal- 
wed. B ut i t  requited the th ird  tru th  which he has brought 
to  light, ¡a  addition to the other two, to confirm the theory o f 
an  instinct o r faculty o f Equilibrium . M r B ril's th ird  tru th  
is, th a t the new nerves and the nerves o f motion, although 
distinct, are both indispensably requisite to connect the muscle» 
w ith the brain. Now this is precisely the apparatus necessary 
for an  in stinct; whiob implies an impulse to act as well as aj 
capacity to feel. T he instinct far food, D r Jioppe o f Col 
penhageb h a t acutely observed, includes not only th e  pain* 
o f hunger bu t its cu re ; and the new-born infant, while* 
i t  merely arias from  any other pain, for the removal of which 
it has ao  iuatinet, has a t its command a  complicated hydrody
namic operation, in  the act o f sucking, to  relieve that speci
fic pain called hunger. In  like manner, a  sense o f resistance 
would begin and end ia  a  fruitless passive sensation, were th e  
nerves subserving it  unaccompanied by the nerves o f morion,* 
aft the means o f voting upon th at sensation. M r B ril has die.: 
covcsed th a t the nerves convey, to  use bis own words, “ aeenar 
“  o f t te  state o f the muscles neceeearyjbr the regulation o f  their 

T h is activity is dependent on the operation o f the 
name» p f morion, and its regulation is essentially an animal in . 
srinrt- T h e state o f the muscle is the degree of contraction 
which suite it to the mechanical farce applied to i t*  T h isre la . 
tipp perfected is another word for equilibrium . Now, as there is 
often toddy  danger in disturbed equilibrium , nature compete 
the to  preserve that m uscular balance which ia essen.
rial to  its  safety, by rendering the disturbance o f it  so mtoleru. 
able to its feelings, an to  produce an instant m uscylar effort 
for its  restoration. N ature baa, as it were, established an

*77

‘ -  Military Surgeons observe a different action of the muscles from different 
kinds of wounds.
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appetite for equilibria!!, to which the nerves of motion are 
tiie ready m inisters.
. Some very familiar illustrations will make th is im pulse 
or appetite apparent. G ravitation,, of all the modes g t 
force or resistance, is that, with which the muscles of animat* 
are, or try  to be, most unceasingly in a state of counter-resist
ance ot  balance.. A  sudden change m this balance, by an in-' 
creased operation of gravitation, produces a  feeling which-the 
animal cannot for one instant endure, bu t struggles, that is, 
makes a muscular exertion to counteract it. - I f  a horizontal 
platform , on which we stand, the deck of a ship for instance,* 
is suddenly sloped,. o |ir whole muscular fram e feels the change 
o f  our relation to* gravitation, and we will instinctively lie 
down, and hold, on, as the sailors call it, by every possible ap
plication, of our muscular power. I f  the indiscrim inating' 
answer is resorted to , that we scramble, because we know  that 
ifiw e do not, we shall slide over into the sea,* or * come 
violently, against the f opposite rid), we would reply, th a t a  
bitten, a* few’days old, u tterly  without experience * o f cbhse- 
quences, would scramble ju st as we should. Now why does 
not; a  kitten fall w ithout an effort, as a stone would P A  blind 
m an, or a man blindfolded, and ignorant where he was/wdtikh 
also scramble as the platform sloped; nay, an infant shrinks,’ 
and extends its arms a t the least feeling of failure in its niiifce* 
to .support i t ;  a puppy dog is tranquil when ra ised in  the 
hands, bu t struggles when lowered. In  such instances Teat 
o f  consequences is out o f the question. N ature didifot wait' 
fo r  th a t tardy safeguard, bu t established a swifter means o f 
safety, by giving, the anim al.an uneksy feeling in its muscles, 
from a failure of its balance, and,* a t the same time, a capacity 
and impulse instantlyto make an exertion to remove that un-J 
easy feeling. B ut the.descent, moreover, m ay be perfectly 
safe ks to consequences, and known and confided in as su ch ; 
for example, the descent in a swing, or in the car used in the 
famous diversion, called the M ontagne, in Paris. T o  m ulti
tudes, these even safe descents are intolerable; the state of 
the whole muscular frame is disagreeably altered by them,

$ 7 8  NERVE OP ANOTHER SENSE«—
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and no means of counteraction is practicable Dr Brown is 
right,' that the minutest change in the state of our muscles 
is perceived by us.
• ■ The state of the muscular frame is very different in each 
.of the three positions of lying, standing,'and walking. In  
lying there is great comparative relaxation; and in sleep it is 
.complete. I t  is the chief praiseof Chantry's sleeping infants 
.that the very feet and hands are asleep. Intoxication also 
.relaxes the muscular frame. Garrick’s whimsical attempt to 
ride counterfeitdrunk through a village market in France 
Jailed* in the opinion of his companion, because, as the latter 
arid, “  his left leg was s o b e r i t  kept its position in the 
stirrup.

The sleeping man awakes, and instantly his muscles be* 
ohme more tense than before; which state is increased when 
he stands erect, for he comes then into a relation to gravita* 
bon most materially changed. The change, however, is jetty 
and the muscular frame is instinctively prepared to counter
act the gravitation and preserve the equilibrium of that posi
tion; for which so much muscular power is required, the up. 
sight position of the human body. After he has stood up
right* he walks. The first forward inclination of the body 
would throw him prostrate, but the alternately advanced foot 
preserves the balance. The same account may be given, 
mutatie mutandis, of the movements of any other animal, 
whether beast, bird, fish, or reptile.
• The went of balance between the muscles, and the force 
affecting them, will at once explain why what may be call
ed, our erroneous movements, are always more or less annoy
ing to us. Although the instinctive contraction must at first 

JbOow the impression made on the muscle by the force ap
plied, we acquire, by experience and reliance on the unifor
mity of nature, a power of anticipating what the degree of 
impression will be, and, by the nerves of motion, preparing 
the muscles.exactly to counterpoise i t ; and for this prepa
ration, as in all cases of blows given, we possess the power.
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of aw  erroneous movement* a m fim l mieoalculatieni 
iq this beforehand preparation, and it is the same to the 
equilibrium whether the muscle is over-prepared or uode*- 
prcpared. For example, a  jar of a certain size is full-of wa
ter, and we are to lift i t ; we prepare the muscles of tkearnm  

and generally apply at onee the t o e  required. Without 
opr knowledge the jar is emptied, and we are to lift it' again. 
W e will certainly over,prepare the muscle, equilibrium wid 
jt>e overset, and the light vessel will rise high in our- band«, 
occasioning a certain unpleasant feeling to us. A  atop more 
f t  the fopt of a stair, or a step-fewer-at- the tpp, than do m  
pepted gives us a shock; in the first ease, the muscles are urn 
der-prepared; in the last, over-prepared. A boy on# petty 
Undertook to gp over several poled sheaves of own» called a  
ptpok in Scotland, He rode full speed up to the atook ;-bat the 
papy suddenly refused the leap, end sent ite rider elear over 
ip his own person,-«-au exhibition he eeuld and would have 

by arranging a very different state of his nsuackst had 
Ite anticipated the sudden stop. I f  it, be said, that a  figure e f 
wood would have gone over the atook as well as the boy; thfc 
answer iiy ..certainly; but the diffivwmim is, that the bey, by pa 
act of the will, could have kept his seat on the peuyj which 
the wooden figure could not, any mom (¡ban the- atone* or 
ball, or arrow, can keep in the discharged sling, a t «■"»«% 
qr bowr W e can conceive the boy applying his feece difiaun 
ently, and suppose him to pull one end of a  rope while am aato 
gonist pulls the other. I f  at the height of the tug aad-atrain 
one suddenly slacks, the other falls on his back) but, monied 
a moment before, he would hav? altered the state e f hi» mum 
Culpr frame, and preserved his halaace.

A whole magazine of practical jokes oooauts in thus taking 
the. muscles under-prepared or over.ppepared j for w H tplq  
removing a seat when yen are sitting down«-feuriBg you in
to a concealed water-tub mistaken for a sent—knocking afiat 
you hold out of your relaxed hand, k&y are tricks which all 
take advantage of the under-prepared state of the arasck%J»

m
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while atoeltiig the mpejeludirig «be pash, lntewripthig'the 
bk)w,and*il dike« modes of balking a powerful effoctjtake 
advantage of the-e»»%pl»pared state of the muscle*-' Those 
ihuttmtion» owU h  multiplied by the infinity of aniihal 
movements. : ■’

Sameauimal» teem to posseae more power than others «wvrtbe 
elate s f  tbeor muaeje*. AeatfaUsonher feet; m other weeds, she 
not ontp can prepare her muscles ib rtbe necessary rerirtaiioe) 
h o t. keep- -them* prepared duringher fell. Jiay, move; the 
een4».fe «tboNi wastung. 'A friend assures us tbat be saw a 
safe irtahe a springs from the room, on a  pigeon ¿hatbgtrted 
ill die wiedoW«riU, and miss the pigeon; but, the1 dH 
bemgoarnwy eke went ever three or four stories into the 
t w i i - Our friend immediately looked over, expecting to see 
tho frap n aats of poor: pose, wlfen he saw her Bitting quite eui 
tire, sneezing;—the only evil consequence to her of a  descent 
which would have dashed a lord of the creation hi pieces. - 
i O r A< C nthe has demonstrated, that» in the previously 
known Honteq, sine of nerve is n measure of power o f maid* 
frstatknn 'k e o n U frh ts K itin f  h M  l f r  tw o w n p if  
which we are now peaking large in the cat, and in the reSt 
If-the ftdme Species, the Ben, tiger, kepard, and pan then.'
. .•We have not tiaae'to go into the inquiry minutely, but we 
think it pDfaUdidt^ some tight mqy be thrown on* Sindians 
samfe'experiment ea tk eb at, by ¿apposing that animal poai 
owaadcf * veryafrong sensation of an alteration in the state 
o f1 iin muscles when It approaches solid bodies in' the dathj 
l ie  di temped a bat's senses o f right, hearing, and smell,' and 
tel i t  st libevty ih a large room, through which it flew as bold; 
ly-as. before, but never touched » stall, a roof, or a pnpectiah 
qffenp kfasd. .'W e hare heard, however, that the b tth as a 
great serinbaHty of akin, which may give it the warning ah) 
ateeary for k r wfety as it flies in the dark. 9tj)l there niay 
he md from this new sense, which is so ngneh blended With 
touch. T here may be aid too to the blind, as they walk us. 
guided through our streets; and it is not impossible that
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acme of the tactual feats of the tnagnethsed, which, however 
vouched, appear to us so incredible, may receive explanation 
from a high excitement of the muscular sense in question.

Contrasted with great power in this sense, is its utter fa& 
ure in certain states, as in intoxication. In  bis staggering 
state, the pùntili feeling of constantly-disturbed equilibrium 
much annoys the drunkard, and he makes great, if abortirò* 
fxertions against immutable gravitation. Much of- his mus* 
cullar power is gone—his tongue refuses its, affine—Ins- eyes 
other will not open, or will not shut, when they stare without 
winking,—be missies his lips with his balf-spilt glass, and-caaa 
not keep a straight course, or reach a  desired object, f a tt i 
and Mows, in this relaxed state, seem not to iojure a-nuiB ao 
much as when his muscles are more rigidy—a  fact< which hais 
been referred, with very little moral claim,- to the especial 
protection of Providence.

Some of the phenomena of palsy, especially the great weight 
of the affected limb, which is.also a distressing symptom- in 
other diseases of the muscles, may perhaps be explained on the 
supposition of the affection of the nerves now under codsi» 
deration-

Such is the additional prpof, of- which we -humbly and} 
ourselves, that we were not far from the truth* tim e years 
ago, when we ventured to propound the hypothesis, that there 
is a  senseor instinct necessary to the exertion of animal power in  
relation to.the mechanical laws of nature- Our views, it seems» 
have beat treated as “  puerile,” without bring understood*-by 
fhe Edinburgh Review. W e beg our readers to tank to the 
passage,* which we have not room toqnote; keeping in mi ad 
that our views are essentially supported by Dr Thomas Brown,' 
the first of metaphysicians, on the one hand, and by Mir 
Charles Bell, the foremost of physiologists, on the other.

W e early premised that we were in this paper to apply 
M r Bell’s discovery to the Jbcuity of Equilibrium only- W s

Edinburgh Review', No 88, pages 391-3.
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hopeyét to take the sribjefet up again fo relation to the organ 
in * tbei forehead, which on proofs, cUkmde, as patent to the 
senses as'those of the functions of a nerve, we; concluded to 
belong in extreme* size to engineers andinechànicians, who 
have an obvious superiority in the application of their musi 
dee, and of instruments used in a id  of their muscles, to disi 
tarb and restore equilibrium in mechanical operations. W e 
at once acknowledge, that M r Bell's nerve is not traded into 
this convohrtkHi òf brain in the superciliary ridge ; but'this,’ 
àa an Objection, »  logically removed by a plain analogy ; for 
the optic nerve is not triced into the organ of Colouring, nor 
ttaaudhoiy  into that' of Tone ; yet how essentially do these 
faculties depend upon these two senses respectively. Tune 
and Colouring, a&'organs, are demonstrated by evidence as 
good ab that which proves the optic and auditory nerves'to 
be the organs of seeing and hearing, as senses. But, on thè 
nriwview, th a t the power inquestion, in so fàras Mr Biell has 
thh>WB> fight upon it, is a sense, we are farther aided by 
fhe anatógy of Gotoriring and'Tune. ' Thè senses of seeing 
and' faearingm inisterto these faculties ; but the faculties* 
work up highér the raw material of light and sound, into* 
afi tbe combinations o f tints, melodies, and harmonies. So 
may, and probably so does, this new sense of resistance* mi
nister to a higher faculty which can combine forces, and esti
mate their harmonies, as Sir George Mackenzie has happily 
expressed it, in complicated equilibrium. But we must crave 
time, both to observe and think, on this difficult subject In  
the mean time, we see, in the hypothesis,—for it is yet no more 
—of a sense and a higher faculty both existing, an answer to 
the objection, that some animals, as the common fowl, when

* Sir George Mackenzie, in a paper in this Journal, No X. voL IIL page 211, 
arid in another paper lately read to the Phrenological Society (vide next article), 
wpggy ts Force, as the generic term. • Tbit new sente may yet throw light on 
the origin of our notions of Force, as the external cause which excites the par. 
ticdlar. sensations of the sense, hut which sensations are, therefore, not force. 
It it extremely probable, that, without the sensations of the muscular frame, 
we never could have perceived force at all.



the whole cerebral hemispheres we removed, stitt make-aa 
effort to walk and balance themselves. Although Vre have 
no reliance on observations made on these violent ecrebml 
mutilations, we mutt admit,—supposing these efforts o f  the 
fowl to balance the body quite unequivocaly-that-there, could 
be no aid in such a ease to the perception of equilibrium 
{ram an organ in any part o f the hemisphere« whfoh- wore 
removed. But the renae may esrist in what remained -of the 
b m n >« « )o n  than a third,-»-after the hemispheres were re» 
moved; and any higher function it  is certainly a o tprotcadad 
is manifested by the mutilated animals. ■

In  giving a name to the new sense, u  a sense, ire m art 
distinguish, aa in the other senses, the paaahre mmaaUm  foam 
the positive ptreopfon o f its external cause. The latter,.me 
are, so far aa me yet pee, inclined to tbudt with Bk fldbqgo 
Mackenzie, is Force t but the former ia the asnaation o f the 
muscular frame, re in equilibrio with impresaiag- force*. The 
other senses ere named from the sensation, not Aram the 
perception; we have the senses of aaemg, bearing, smel lpy, ami 
testing; not' of tight, sound, sdeUi, and ftaaaur; anwhfioir 
analogy we are at present inclined to denominate teas mean 
sense, not the-Senae of Force, but aha Sbhwb of EomLiimar*.

*84 SIR CEQBGP B. HACKBKZIK

ARTICLE VIII,

LETTER FROM SIR GEORGE S. M ACKENZIE, BART. ON 
TH E PERCEPTION OF FORCE.

* 'a 1 1

To th t Editor.
Sir ,-—The reviewer of my “  Illustrations of Phrenology,” 
in your Journal,* has taken notice of my suggestion of Re
sistance as the perception of that faculty hitherto marked 
W right, and which M r Simpson baa called the Instinct, o r 
Sense of Equilibrium ; and I  hope I  have to thank my re.

Voi. iiL page 4M.
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yiewer fee having led me to  some more precise notions.on the 
veQf interesting subject« On farther reflection, I  am 
th a t Resistance is too narrow an expression, yet, for the pet* 
ceptioh in  question; although Resistance m ust be included is  
any more extensive term , ju st as W eight is included in Beast* 
•nee. . In  a  former communication,* I  stated some reason  
fto  dunking th at the more general perception in question is  
Fotoe. I  now offer you some farther considerations in  sup* 
p o rt o f that conclusion.

I t  is probable that the prim ary function of- every knowing 
faculty is to  cognise something th a t is constant or invariable 
h r nature, and  th at the subordinate functions apply to varia* 
tions and combinations. Space is constant; so is T im e, Mum* 
h er. O rder, L igh t, Sound. W e have distinct n otiop s o f 
Force, Resistance, W right,.E quilibrium , b a ; and if. wain* 
qu ire into what is Constant in  nature in reference to  them , we 
pray arrive a t the faculty by discovering its prim ary fudetioni.

. Force, w a  'general term , in constant in- n atu re .. M y cm  
viewer may. be righ t la  sayiag, th a t tbe ouly idea of F o rte  >is 
danced feom tesistance and aountemrasirtance t b u t line ie» 
fens <mly to  the first excitem ent o f the pecoeption o fF o to e , 
through the medium o f T o u cb .f - Experience carries ua. 4 
great deal fa rth er; and we see the effects o f Force when there 
is neither resistance an* ceunter-resiataeee. A  body in  the act 
o f falling does not appear to resist, nor to meet with resu lt 
ance, a t least ( if  we are to  go m inutely into the m atter) in  
vacuo. M otion is the result o f feme overcoming resistance; 
o r, as stated in  my former communication, already referred 
to , M otion may be called Force in action, after having ovea* 
come resistance. I t  is the visible or sensible exhibition o f 
the effect o f Force. Resistance is not felt, nor its effects 
teen, until Force be applied; nor is it  constant, because it  is  
not always applied. I f  it be called a  force, it is subordinate.

" VoL iiupage 211.
1* Mr C. Bell has demonstrated, that Touch is not the medium of this per« 

cegnitti* This was evidently unknown to Sir George Madtotiate.—«X dry**.
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Experience tells us that Force is constant, because we find all 
nature in motion. No body is a t rest, except relatively to 
other bodies. T he earth is constantly revolving round the 
sun, and turning on its axis, and kept in its o rb it by the ex
ertion of Forcé applied in different directions. Force, as my 
reviewer says, doubtless addresses itself to Causality, as a 
cause of motion. B ut he does not mean by this, that the 
cognisance of Force is a function of Causality, or any cause 
that this faculty may discover. Two sounds may make a dis
cord ; Causality discovers the cause, but the perception of the 
discord belongs to another faculty. Before it could address 
itself to Causality, Force m ust have had a previous existence 
recognised by another faculty.

Equilibrium  is a  word denoting, in the allusion o f my re
viewer, a reference to a particular force, that o f gravitation ; 
a  certain effect of which is resisted by particular management. 
I t  is thé effect o f resistance applied to a  constant force in sudi 
a  way as to prevent motion in some particular direction ; in 
other words, to preserve a  body in a desired position, whether 
when a t rest or in motion. I t  seems evident, that the know
ledge o f equilibrium  is first acquired by its loss. I  should 
be inclined to say, that intoxication rather promotes than dé^ 
stroys the perception o f the body being in equilibrio; for it 
is observable o f persons in that state, that they are exceeding
ly anxious about keeping their feet, as we say. They make 
many efforts, however unsuccessful ; and sometimes are 
greatly offended by proffers of help. T he effect o f intoxica
tion is to deprive a person of the power to exert the force 
necessary to  enable him to stand steady ; and when liquor is 
swallowed in sufficient quantity, all efforts'to preserve equili
brium cease, and all the organs are as if  dead. I  consider 
equilibrium in connexion with force, as I do concord in con
nexion with tune. - - Concord is the harmony o f sounds ; equi
librium  the harmony of forces. T he forces are combined 
with resistance in such a manner as to be equally divided 
around it. Bring then an effect arising out of combined
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catises,and discovered to us after we acquire a  knowledge o f 
force and resistance, the perception of it appears to me a sub
ordinate function.* I  give up my notion, that resistance is 
cognisable by a distinct faculty. I t  is not peculiar to the 
sense of touch, for we knotf resistance by seeing its effects 
as well as feeling them. W e also hear its effects; and indeed 
cognise it in the interruption of the functions o f each of the 
senses. I  now consider it as subordinate, and including va
rious qualities o f m atter, as will be seen in the following ar
rangem ent :

FACULTY OF FORCE.

Primary Function, 

Force in general.

Subordinate Functionr.

Gravitation. 
Resistance, including 
Weight.
Equilibrium. 
Expansion. 
Contraction. 
Buoyancy.
Projection.
Attraction.
Repulsion.

{Adhesion, Friction.
Elasticity.

Density. .
Hardness, Softness. 
Roughness, Smoothness.

These are degrees of resist
ance ; and each is subdivisible 
in$o degrees; and indeed may 
be considered as degrees of each 
other.

In  all these Force is the index.
I f  the views thus taken shall contribute to the farther elu

cidation o f the subject, or have led me to stumble on error so 
as to warn others of the obstruction, the service rendered we 
owe to the reviewer. H e has paid me a high compliment in 
supposing I  m ight think to purpose on the po in t; higher 
than is merited. I t  is earnestly requested he will keep in 
m ind, that I  offer these views to his consideration, not, pre
sum ptuously, for his adoption.

I  have only now to remark, that my work on Phrenology 
was intended for those who had a slight acquaintance with its

• In riie preceding article we have offered our own view of the relation be
tween Force and Equilibrium in relation to the animal body. We have sup
posed Equilibrium the Sentatkm, and Force the Perception,—E d it o r .
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(trimfiples, and to  tem pt them to think for them solves. A nd 
i l  was with the view to exercise the memory in order to give 
.-facility in  recognising the faculties by their numbers, th a t 
'I 'u sed  the numbers as objected to. T he disappointment ex
perienced by uninitiated readers, probably arose from some 
Sraht of power to associate the numbers with the names and 
places o f the organs; and in forgetting that this m ight occur, 
I  was certainly to blame. T here is a  very extraordinary 
m istake in  my book, fo r which its not having been noticed by 
the reviewer may be some excuse. I  cannot account for it, 
and it excited great surprise and vexation when it was disco
vered. Self-esteem, instead o f being the first in the list o f 
sentiments, has been placed the last o f the propensities.

I  am , Sir, your obedient servant,
6 . S. Mackenzie.

A R T IC L E  IX .

PROCEEDINGS OF TH E LONDON PHRENOLOGICAL 
SOCIETY.*

Chaeles Augustus T ulk, Esq. President.

*This Society commenced its third  session on Thursday even
ing, 2d November, 1826. M r W heatstone, the Secre
tary , read a paper in defence of Phrenology, in which he 
combated the arguments employed by M r Jeffrey in his ar
ticle on Phrenology, in the 88th Num ber of the Edinburgh 
Review. Visitors are adm itted, by members w riting their 
names in a  book, which is kept in the council-room for th at 
purpose.

T he meetings are held every other T hursday, a t half
past seven, a t the Society's rooms, 18, Buckingham Street, 
Strand.

The foUowing reports arc copied font the Lancet*



Second M eeting o f the U drà Sesdon, N ov. 16 ,18S& ;•»* 

Charles A ugustus T ulk, Esq. President, in the Chair.

J. Hayes, Esq. Surgeon was elected Treasurer of the So
ciety, in the room of Emerson Dowson, Esq. deceased.

T he following gentletnen were elected Corresponding Mem* 
b en  :—John Barlow, M . D . of B ath ; Jam es Kendrick; 
M . D . and F . L . S. o f W arrington ; John P . Porter, M. DL 
o f Portsea ; and H enry Lyford, E sq. Surgeon, o f W in
chester.

D r Elliotson presented a  skull o f a Burmese warrior,.found 
in scam p  near the Cacher forest, sent by D r Patterson o f 
Calcutta ; also a  cast from the head o f an idiot, obtained by 
D r Form by, Professor o f Anatom y, Royal Institution, Liver« 
pool. T he particulars relating to the idiot, from whom the 
cast was taken, were as follows H e was native of Ireland, 
and aged 18 years a t the time o f his death ;. it would be al
most impossible to conceive a  greater degree of corporeal or 
mental imbecility than this wretched bring presented ; he was 
humpbacked, had two huge curves in the 6pine, and th e  
muscles both o f the upper and lower extrem ities were 
reduced to  the size of strings ; he was deprived of locomo
tion, unable to stand, to feed himself, or to tu rn  himself 
when lying on his back, the only position in which he 
could be placed; be could not even grasp objects bu t 
with his arms, which were always bent. H e had a  little  
downy beard, and no fat. H is indications o f perception and 
feeling were confined to  knowing his mother, turning his 
eyes towards persons who were speaking, smiling when his 
face was tickled, or when children were near him, and crying 
when he was hungry ; he had no idea o f feeding himself, and, 
except crying, uttered  no other sound than a  g ru n t H ia 
mother carried him about on ber back for the purpose of ex
hibition, and was taken up by the parish-officers, who com
m itted her as a  vagrant, and obtained hia admission into. the. 
fever-hospital a t Liverpool, where he died in about a  month, 

Vol. IV .— No X IV . t
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o f diarrhoea. Upon dissection, the mesentcpjc glands were 
foulid enlarged, and the. large intestines crammed with hard
ened faeces; the hemispheres o f the brain were united as far 
back as the vertex, and there the falx, winch was about two 
inches in length, began; about 5  oa. of water wars found 
in  the ventricles, and the Surface o f the corpora striata was 
rough. T he cerebrum weighed 1 lb. 7 j oz. (he cerebellum 
4  o z .; for comparison', the brain o f a  perfect adult lying ip  
the dead-house was w eighed; the cerebrum Was 3 lb. £ oz. the 
cerebellum 6 oz. T he circumference o f the cast, round the 
m ost prom inent part o f the occiput and forehead, was 16 
inches, and the distance from the root of the nose to  the op? 
o p u t was 8$ inches- T he head waa not larger than that o f 
a  child a  year old. According to D r (Grail, a brain is ppfil 
fo r its functions, when its circumference is only from 18 
17 inches. . .

T he Secretary presented six copies o f A n Apology for 
Fhrenolqgy, from D r Barlow, o f Bath.

D r W right presented eight casts from national skulls, con
sisting of five fiat-headed Indians, inhabitants .of foe bank* 
of the Columbia river, N orth America, two Mozambique ne
groes, and one Sandwich islander. A  discussion arose, 
whether the flattened forehead of tbe Indians resulted from 
natural organization or artificial compression; D r M oore ad
vocated the former opinion, bu t stated that foe Recounts o f 
travellers are too inconclusive to determ ine foe question.

T he Sfcretary read an  account o f the recent pathological 
researches o f D r Bouillaud on the cerebral seat of the organ g f 
Language, extracted from his “  T raitd  dinique et physiofo* 
gique de l’Encephalite.” Numerous observations made by 
D r B . himself, and others collected by him from foe works o f 
LaHemand and B ostan, were related, which tend to  prove 
that foe k»f or imperfections o f speech or verbal memory utr 
variably coincides with the injury or disorganisation o f the 
anterior p art o f foe hemispheres o f the brain, and th at, when 
other parts o f the brain are affected, fearing th at in question



untouched, in no casé is the faculty o f Language disordered* 
In  the first case cited o f lops o f verbal memory, the cerebral 
p in t corresponding to  die organ o f Language was completely» 
disorganized; in the subsequent eases referred to, the parts 
•fleeted were not specified with suficient accuracy; for as* 
according to the phrenological doctrines, a  num ber of distinct 
faculties contribute to  the perfection of language, besides th a t 
o f the' memory o f articulate sounds, it follows, that injuria» 
in different parts o f the anterior lobes of the cerebrum would 
injure speech in different ways, and that some parts may be 
affected without occasioning any diseased manifestation with 
regard to language; when, however, an extended disorgani
sation or alteration of the anterior lobes of the brain take» 
(dace, i t  ia certain th at some or -all o f |h e  special faculties 
which contribute to language m ust be in ju red ; and they are 
general cases of this description which D r B- brings forward 

T h e Secretary concluded the report by a  statem ent of th e  
views o f Desmoulins and Magendie* who adm it, with D rs 
G all and Spurzheim , and D r Bouillaud, not only the existence 
o f a  special faculty o f Language, b u t also th at its seat is in . 
the anterior port of the cerebral hemisphere.
■ D r Ellioteon noticed the case o f a lady who had been un

der his medical ca re : she had entirely forgotten the names of 
parsons and things, and indicated a pain in he* head a t the 
precise seat o f the organ o f Language.

T h e meeting then adjourned to December 7.

• T h ird  M eeting o f  the T h ird  Session, Dec. 7 ,1826 .

D r E lliotson, Vice-President, in the Chair.

M r J .  R eeve, Surgeon, was elected an ordinary member. 
T he Secretary read a  paper on the organ o f W eight, o f 

which the following is a  brief abstract:—
T he principal functions attributed to this organ were sug

gested by D r Spurzheim, who, from the considerations that 
J ie lin g  does not produce ideas of consistency, hardness,

LONDON PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY. 2 9 Í
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softness, solidity, or fluidity, o f W eight or Resistance -  
th at the mind, to  examine these qualities, employs the m us
cular system rather than the sense of feeling properly so call
ed and that if  the latter be lost whilst the muscular power 
is retained, we may still perceive W eight fend Consistency 
concluded that these perceptions depend on an internal ope
ration o f the mind, and require a  peculiar organ. M r Simp
son, in the 7th Number o f the Phrenological Journal, esta
blishes by reasoning and observation, “  T h at the cerebral 
convolution hitherto called the organ o f W eight, is the organ 
o f that instructive perception of Equilibrium , and the mecha
nical relations o f m atter, which is essential to the exertion o f 
animal power.” In  illustration o f these principles* be shows 
that' the organ in question «b largely developed in  eminent 
practical mechanicians, expert marksmen, good billiard-play
ers, graceful dancers, and infants precociously steady in their 
w alk; he also adduces authenticated cases o f disease o f this 
organ. T he views, both of D r Spurzbeim and M r Simpson, 
on this subject, have been recently corroborated by some im
portant discoveries of M r C. Bell, in a memoir “  On the Ner
vous Circle which connects the Voluntary M uscles with the 
Brain,” inserted in the last Number o f the Philosophical 
Transactions. H e proves th at every muscle has two nerves of 
different properties supplied to it, so that between the brain 
and the muscles there is a  circle of nerves, one nerve conveying 
the influence of the brain to the muscle, the other giving the 
sense o f the condition of the muscle to the brain ; and that if  
the ò rd e  be broken by the divirion o f the motor-nerve, mo
tion ceases, bu t if it be broken by the division o f the other 
nerve, there is no longer a sense o f the condition o f the mus
cle, and therefore no regulation of its activity. “  W e possess 
a  power o f weighing in the hand : what is this,” M r Bell asks, 
“  bu t estimating the muscular force ? W e are sensible,” M r 
Bell continues, “  of the most minute changes o f muscular ex
ertion, by which wc know the position of the body and limbs, 
when, there is no other means of knowledge open to us. I f  a

999



rOpe-dancer measures his steps by the eye, yet; on the other 
hand, a  blind man can balance his body in standing, wa&ing, 
and running, every effort o f voluntary power which gives mo
tion to the body is directed by a  sense of the condition o f th e  
muscles, and without tins sense we could not regulate their1 
actions, and a  very principal inlet to  knowledge would be 
cut off.”

T his evidence dearly  establishes that there is in the mind 
a  perception o f the condition of the muscles, and that there is 
a  distinct order of nerves destined for the transmissions of the 
appropriate sensations. T he paper concluded with a  rectifi
cation o f the mis-statement made by the Edinburgh Reviewer 
respecting the functions of this organ. Instead o f stating the 
function to  be the perception of weight, pressure, or resist
ance, as understood by every Phrenologist, the Reviewer 
states, that it is a  faculty by which we acquire an idea o f gnu 
vitation, or of the tendency o f all bodies to  move with more 
o r less force towards the surface of the earth, which th e  paper 
showed to  be at u tter variance with the principles o f P hre
nology.

D r EUiot8on, in reference to the subject of artificial, com
pression o f the cranium , discussed at it preceding meeting, 
called the attention o f the Society to th e  observations .and 
facts calculated to elucidate this contested point contained in 
D r G all's “  Fonctions d a  Cerveau.”

Fourth M eeting o f  the T h ird  Session, Dec. 21 ,1826.

D r E lliotson, Vice-President, in the Chair.

D r Disney Alexander, Physician to the Lunatic Asylum, 
W akefield, was elected a  Corresponding Member.

M r David D onn, Surgeon, was elected Ordinary Member.
M r Bennett read a  paper on “  Instinct, considered as in 

Connexion with Phrenology.” Instinct, he considered, in the 
common acceptation of the word, to be a  term  applied to those 
feelings o f animals which direct their actions and habits o f
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life. Various opinions have been maintained on this subject, 
b u t the general error on the past o f disputants is, that they 
do not sufficiently distinguish between the various hutincts off 
anim als; some contending that the habits and actions o f am* 
mals are the result of mere instinct, while others argue th a t 
they evince a  partial reason. H e described several o f th e  
prim itive instincts in animals, and their modifications; and, as 
illustrations of the corresponding cerebral developments, he 
exhibited the skulls of various species o f animals, and he show* 
ed th at the degree o f sagacity in an animal corresponded w ith 
the development of the anterior portion o f the brain, where 
all the intellectual faculties have been found to  reside.

A  conversation ensued on tins subject, and D r G affs Ob
servations on Instinct were referred to. T his author states, 
th a t instinct is a  feeling, or internal movement, independent 
of reflection, or o f true will*—an impulse which impels a  liv
ing bring to certain actions, w ithout its having a  distinct idea 
either o f the means or en d ; th a t it is erroneous to  consider 
instinct as a  general faculty, and to  endeavour to  explain by 
it all animal actions, however opposite they may b e ; anti 
consequently that i t  is absolutely impossible to find a  single 
organ for instinct. D r G . farther states, that there are as 
many instincts as there are prim itive facilities, and th at the 
word instinct designates only the activity of either o f these 
same prim itive powers.

D r Poole subm itted to the inspection o f the Members the 
skull o f a  m urderer and suicide, and related some particulars 
o f the dispositions and character of the individual when living. 
T he cerebral development was in accordance with the charac
te r given.

M r Sm art exhibited a  human skull found in  a  tum ulus 
near a  Roman encampment.

T he M eeting adjourned to Thursday, January  4 ,1827.
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A R T IC L E  X .

M. AUDUBON, M. W EISS, CARL. M AE. V. W EBER.
•

W e  have sometimes been found fault with for dealing toó 
m uch in speculation and too little in facts ; and as we wòuM 
wish to gratify every class of our readers, it is our intentidh 
in  future to dedicate a corner o f our work to the ¿fetal! of 
cases of remarkable development which may come in out 
w ay, and which are likely to prove interesting. T he most 
proper subjects for this sort of notice are persons who have 
become eminent for some particular talent, or mental quality, 
— whose performances are m atters o f public notoriety, and re
specting whose manifestations there can be no mistake. T h teé 
such cases we have chosen for the subject of the prèseiirt 
article. ' *

A bout three months ago we happened to meet with Udir 
A udubon, the celebrated American ornithologist, and M r 
W eiss, whose performance on the flute, and musical attain
m ents in general, are well known to the public,— when À 
Phrenologist came into the room who had never seen either 
o f them in his life, and being asked to point out which of t!h& 
two gentlemen was the painter, and which the musician, did 
so at once, without the smallest hesitation. I t  was indeed 
impossible that he should have erred, as there could not be 
two cases o f better-m arked development.

M r A udubon, we are happy to say, is still residing among 
us, and any of our fellow-citizens may have an opportunity 
o f verifying or disproving our assertion, that in his head thè 
organs o f Form , Size, W eight, Colouring, Locality, ánd 
Lower Individuality (forming what is called the* superciliar^ 
ridge, and comprising the principal observing powers most 
necessary to a painter) are all developed in a more than ordi
nary degree. T he organ of Colouring, in particular, is veiy 
large, forming an arch over the eye, that may be remarked



even in the portrait which is now exhibited in W aterloo 
Place,—but much more observable in  the teal head, where 
the whole of the organs we have mentioned, and this o f Co* 
louring in particular, will be found to  stand prominently out« 
in a degree that is seldom seen. T he upper part o f the fore* 
hood, though fully-developed, is not so in proportion to  the 
organs already noticed; and therefore it appears to  retreat, 
not from any deficiency in the superior or reflecting organs, 
b u t from the very remarkable developm erftof the lower or 
observing ones. T his description will be better understood 
by inspecting a mask o f the face from  nature, now in the 
Phrenological Society's collection.

W e refer to such of our readers as have seen M r A udubon's 
paintings, whether the development we have described does 
not correspond in the most perfect manner with the qualities 
there manifested. T he representation of birds, the subject 
to  which M r A udubon has dedicated his talents, is one well 
calculated for the display of bis peculiar powers, and it will 
bo  owned, that in this he has reached a degree of perfection^ 
which, if  it has been ever equalled, has certainly never been 
surpassed. - In  the collection which he exhibited lately in the 
moms of the Institution, we were a t a  loss whether to adr 
m ire most the extreme accuracy and elegance of form , the 
alternate splendour and delicacy o f colouring, the minuteness 
o f finishing, o r the freedom and expression o f attitude which 
distinguished his representations of the feathered race. W e 
have seen each of these qualities separately in  an equal, or 
nearly equal degree, b u t we do not recollect Any instance 
where they appeared to be all Combined in the same perfec
tion. Indeed, it is probable that we might have been npore 
Struck with the colouring, and the more mechanical details o f 
the figures, had our attention been less drawn, away to their 
adm irable expression and character, giving to  the whole the 
appearance o f reality and life that we never saw equalled.

T his indeed seemed to us to constitute the peculiar merit 
o f M r A udubon's drawings, that all the birds were represent
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e d  in  some characteristic attitude, and su ae  of th en , indeed» 
in  a  state of the most energetic and even violent Selim. Birds 
o f  prey are seen in the ac t o f pouncing upon their victims, 
th e  latter cowering in' ten o r, or endeavouring, with convulsive 
flu tterings, to  du d e their formidable foes» Others of. a  leap 
destructive kind are seen seeking their appropriate food among 
p lan ts  and insects, each according to its own peculiar nature 
a n d  habits. Sea-birds are seen skimming the waves, or 
«« shaving with level wing the deep,", while others axe darting 
through the air in abase of their m ates, or in  mere wanton* 
ness o f spirit. A ll appears life, and motion, and activity, i 

I t  has been suggested by some Phrenologists that there 
m ust be somewhere an organ of M arion, a  faculty whose pe
cu liar province it is to observe motion, o r objects in morion» 
an d  that by means of this faculty, painters and others, whose 
object it is to represent animals, are enabled to catch as it 
w ere the expression o f activity, and to infuse the appearance 
o f life and motion into their performances. Some have suppoasd 
th a t this may possibly be the proper funcrioaof tbeorganoflow er 
19 , o r Individuality. These are, however, mere suggestions, 
and no sufficient proof has yet been adduced in support o f . 
them . D r Spunheim  states in his System, th at i t  is the 
function o f Individuality to  take notice not merely of indue- 
dual objects, b u t “  of every phenomenon aad  every feet, and 
“  hence also o f morions.”  A nd there appear to  be strong 
grounds for supposing this correct Morion is merely a  
change o f place, and there seems no reason why these should 
h e  an organ for observing this change in particular, if  there 
be not one for every other change in  nature. A ll the e h , 
serving powers, if  in high activity, not only observe certain 
qualities of objects, bu t also any change th at takes (dace in 
these qualities. Form  observes the m inutest changes, off 
form ,—-Size the changes of tea l o r apparent aise»—Colour, o f 
colours, and so on,-—while Locality observes change o f place. 
T here different powers, thus, in addition to  Individuality, 
which takes notice o f facts, seem abundantly sufficient to  con»
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vey to 'u s every possible «rcom slanee attendant upori the mo- 
tioti o f bodies, f 'ir t t ,  Bodies, when in Motion, appear tb 
change theirform . A  bird, for instance, when it moves its 
Wings, or a  quadruped when it moves its feet, is every irih  
a e n t changing its form,—and this, we conceive, is sufficiently 
observed by the faculty o f “  Form .” Secondly, A n object^ 
when moving from us, or toward ns, appears to  vary in  size-; 
in  the former case it appears \o  diminish, and in the latter to 
increase,**—and it requires experience to satisfy us th at this 
variation o f rise is apparent only, and not real. T his apparent 
change, however, is one o f the most im portant circumstances 
by Which we judge o f motion and o f bodies in  motion,—of 
the velocity with which they move, and the distance or quam  
tity-of space through which they pass. F o r all these Obseh 
various the faculty o f “  Size” appears perfectly adequate; 
T hird ly , Objects in  motion appear to  change their colour* 
according to the situation and point o f view in which they are 
seen,-¿—en d  their nearness to,' o r remoteness from, the eye of 
the observer. F o r this, o f course, the organ of Colouring re
quires no assistance. Fourthly, Objects in  motion exert dif
ferent degrees of mechanical force, and m eet with chflbtaat 
degrees o f resistance. So for as this circumstance n  an ele-i 
■Beat in’ motion, the organ of- W eight aSbrds us all the rrrfbr- 
tnation th a t we require. L ea fy , Objects' in ' motion change 
their position and place' in relation to  other objects. A n oh: 
ject.w hich was » little  ago on our righ t hand, is' by and by 
Open oar left a  bird has flown over the trees which we see 
a t a distance,-jrit gradually approaches,—is now right over oud 
beads,-u-now rests upOn the steeple,—Or crosses' the river, and 
dhttppear* over die' summit o f the mountain. T here is no-: 
thing bfcre that we may n o tfeam  from Locality. In  shorty 
i t  seems impossible to  po int ou t a  tingle circumstance con
nected with motion th at these'different faculties do not take 
Cognizance o f separately. T h e only use o f any A cuity h  to 
convey information to the Mind, and if  tbe'faculties we have 
mentioned aflbrd ns all the information we require or can o h
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M* APP17BQN, H . WEISS, CARL. MAR« V WEBER.

taon respecting motion and  objects in m otion, thé probability 
is , that there is no special faculty for motion. I f  there had 
been such a faculty, we should certainly expect to find the 
organ of it  large ra  M r A adnbos, when representation o f ob
jec ts  in motion is the most vivid we can conceive ; bu t it ap
pears to us, th at his talent in this respect may be perfectly 
accounted for, without resorting to any separate faculty, by 
his«great development o f Form , Size, W eight, Colouring, L o 
cality , and Individuality ; these appearing to us sufficient to  
convey the most accurate information o f every circumstance 
attendant upon the motion of external objects.

Leaving this discussion fer the present; it is tim e that we 
attend to M . W eiss, in whom the development of the organ 
o f Tune  was extrem ely conspicuous. A  mask, in plaster, 
was taken from his head, during his stay here, by M r CFNfeif 
o f this city, and is to  be had for sale, along with the other 
phrenological casts; so that everyone may have an opportunity 
o f satisfying himself o f the fact with regard to  the prommenoa 
o f the organ of Tipie. I t  appears in th e  mask of that trian-* 
guiar or pyramidal form remarked by G all in the heads d f 
G luck, M ozart, and some other celebrated musicians. O f thë 
manifestations in  this case, we cannot do better than quote 
the account given m a  contemporary paper.

“  M n Weiss.—We bars bad the pleasure of hearing this delight« 
“ ful performer, who, we observe, has advertised a concert for Fri- 
** day next ; and though by no means qualified to speak scientific 
“  cany on the subject, we can safely lay that we never received mote 
“  matification from a single instrument than we did from this gen* 
** tleman*s performance on the flute. His tone is of the most rich 
*  and mettmuous character, and his execution appeared to vus to 
“ cerne as near perfection ae the nature of the instrument will acU 
“ mit. He favoured us with some very beautiful variations on some 
"  Ht our own favourite national airs ; and although, in common with 
“  many of our countrymen, we would perhaps have preferred hear- 
"  ing them ia  their own simple and unadorned melody—it is* too 
fr much to expect of a foreigner, that, in a matter where, so much 
n  depends oh association, he should feel the same enthusiasm as our- 
?  selves—in what, as an artist, most probably appears to* him bald 
“ and destitute of ornament This we must allow, that the orna* 
“  meats and enrichments which he did introduce, appeared to us to 
“ be uniformly characterized by a most refined taste, and to be wen



“ adapted to the subjects on which they were respectively engrafted.
We do not feel competent to speak on the technical difficulties and 

“ merits of flute-playing, nor on the recondite mysteries of double- 
u tonguing; but as far as we were able to judge, it seemed to us 
“  that, in the parts most difficult of execution, M r Weiss was equal- 
"  ly at home as in the most easy. In some of his variations, his 
“  performance of double parts to the same air was so perfect, that it 
“  required the evidence of our senses to satisfy us that it was one 
“  performer and One instrument which produced this effect. We 
"  cannot leave the subject without noticing his exquisite performance 
“ of the celebrated Ranz dee Vackes, which in his hands assumed a 
"  degree of beauty and pathos we never observed in it before. We 
"  could have imagined, m hearing it, that we were listening to the 
“ tones of a flageolet prolonged and reverberated from the lofty rocks 
“ of the Swiss mountains, and repeated, until the sounds were alto- 
“  gether lost in the tenuity of their distant echoes. Altogether, we 
“  repeat, that we never received more gratification from any single 
"  performance; and we sincerely hope that Mr Weiss will ex peri- 
“  ence a portion of that public favour, to which his genius so justly 
“  entitles him.’-flNS'cofeman, November 29, 1826.

W e may here observe, in regard to M. W eiss, that though 
the organ of T une was certainly possessed by him in a high 
state o f development, and the other organs well balanced and 
proportioned, yet the head was upon the whole not large,— a 
circumstance which corresponds both with the direction and 
the limits of his musical powers. A ll the phrenological works 
state, that for the manifestations of the highest degree of 
power in any way whatever, great size o f head is an indis
pensable requisite; and it is a fact, that all very great musi
cians, and eminent composers of music, have possessed large 
heads, o f which Handel and M ozart may be d ied  as exam
ples. T he flute, which is the favourite instrum ent of M . 
W eiss, is an instrum ent of great sweetness, bu t not o f the 
highest power; and beautiful as were the tones and the me
lodies produced from it by the art of M. W eiss, this, though 
it were adm itted to be the perfection of a rt as fa r as it  went, 
is still not the highest art. T his consideration reminds us of 
another professor of musical science, now no more, of whose 
development we are abo possessed o f what we may suppose a 
tolerably correct representation—the late celebrated composer 
W eber. T he bust of this composer, now exhibited in the
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rooms of the Institution, was made, we believe, from a cast 
taken after death, and the features retain in them somewhat 
o f the gastliness o f death, even in the inanimate plaster. T he 
development is, however, striking, and, as belonging to a  com* 
poser of so peculiar a character, highly valuable. T he deyel- 
opm ent o f T une is unquestionably large, being equally con
spicuous as that in the mask of M . W eiss. B ut it is not in 
th is organ alone that the m arks of W eber’s genius are to be 
sought for. T he forehead, though somewhat retreating, is 
high and broad—Ideality and W onder are evidently both 
large—Cautiousness seems also large, and the expression of 
th a t feeling is strongly marked in the features. T he head 
altogether is larg e; the height is also considerable in propor
tion to the breadth. T his development corresponds rem ark, 
ably with the character of W eber's music, and forms a complete 
contrast to that of U . W eiss. No education, and no circum
stances, could have produced in these two men an interchange 
o f manifestation. W eber could have as little been satisfied 
with flute-playing, or contentedly limited his ambition to per
formances on an instrum ent o f such moderate compass, as 
the other could have risen to the vastness and sublimity of 
conception shewn in “  D er Freischutz,” or “  T he R uler of 
the Spirits.” W e may apply to them what Akenside says of 
two celebrated poets

Different minds
Incline to different objects. One pursues 
The vast alone, the wonderful, the wild;
Another sighs for harmony and grace,
And gentlest beauty. Thus, when lightning fires 
The arch of heaven, and thunders rock the ground;
When furious whirlwind^ and the howling air,
And Ocean groaning to its lowest bed,
Heaved his tempestuous billows to the sky 
Amid the mighty uproar, while below 
The nations tremble, Shakspeare looks abroad 
From some tall cliff superior, and enjoys 
The elemental war. But Waller longs,
All on the margin of some flowery stream,
To spread his careless limbs amid the cool 
Of plantain shades, and to the listening deer
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The tale of riigfcted vow«, *nd love’s disdain 
Resound, soft warbling, all the live-long day.
Consenting Zephyr sighs; the weeping rill 
Joins in his plaint melodious; mute the groves,
And hill ana dale, with all their echoes, mourn.
Such and so various are the tastes of men.

T he poets, after all, have hitherto been the true interpret, 
ers of nature. Nothing can be more correct than what is 
here stated of the diversity of tastes; nor, may we add, 
more strictly phrenological. T he description in the former 
part of the passage accords with the taste and the genius of 
W eber. H is Destructiveness, Cautiousness, Ideality, and 
W onder, which the bust shows him to have possessed, fitted 
him to pursue “  T he vast alone, the wpnderful, the wildl
and music is only used by him as affording the means of em
bodying and expressing the m ighty conceptions with which 
his mind was labouring—“  H arm ony, grace, and gentlest 
“  beauty,” are the appropriate subjects o f aspiration for such 
a  development as that o f M . W eiss.— Both are in their way 
fitted to impress the mind with a  different species o f delight.

9Qft ; TH E IN FA N TIC ID E, ANE N1ELSDATTK*.

A R T IC L E  X I.

THE INFANTICIDE, ANE NIELSDATTEB.

{Communicated by C. Otto, M. D ., Corresponding Member o f the 
Phrenological Society.*)

T his criminal was beheaded in Copenhagen, in the spring of 
1819; her crimes constitute one o f the most remarkable men- 
tal phenomena, which cannot be explained bu t by the princi-

* It will be recollected, that Dr Otto writes in, what is to him, a foreign 
language. His idiom is not always English, but his meaning is quite distin
guishable, and we, therefore, present Ms communication almost exactly as re- 
edvedc
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p le a  o f Fhrenolqgy, and her organization confirms, on the 
o th e r  hand, the tru th  o f these to a degree which cannot be 
s tro n g e r or more evident« She was an infanticide; she co^> 
lea se d  to have m urdered five of her children; bu t probably- 
s h e  had killed a  sixth too«
• S h e was b o rn a t Roeekilde, a  small town, 18 miles from  
C openhagen, and whs in ' her 17th year married to H ans 
Tewfcwy a  peasant' In  the ;early' p art of her marriage she 
liv e d  with her phrents; but, as her husband bought a small' 
farm -house a t Fredrikborg, a village 22 ' miles distant from; 
Copenhagen, she became a servant, and was, in the. yearf 
1 8 1 7 , separated from her husband. D uring her marriage» 
sh e  had six children, of which only one was alive at her 
execu tion ; one of them died three weeks after its birth  in 
1799» and another died in 180S. W hat became of the others 
w e shall immediately see.

In  the month of. M ay, 1818, she left the farm-house D ais. 
borg , where she lived, and took a natural child, that had 
been bora in  the spring o f the same year, along with her. A s 
she returned after some days without the child, and could not 
explain where she had left it, she was arrested ; and now be
gins the communication of her crimes. She gave, with respect 
to  the child that was missing, with great candour, the follow- - 
ing explanation:— “  Seeing the impossibility to maintain h er. 
“  self and the child, she resolved to kill i t ; she went, there- 

fore, one day into the neighbourhood o f Copenhagen, tied 
“  a handkerchief tight round the neck of the child, and threw 
<< it into a lake near the town.”

From  a question of the Judge, whether she had more to 
confess, she, without farther hesitation, said, that, from the 
year 1813 to  1817, she had m urdered Jo u r  others o f her 
children; two of which ware born in marriage, the other two 
were illegitimate. She had m urdered them all in a very vio
lent manner, by suffocating them , or killing them with a* 
hatchet T he one was three years o ld ; the others only half 
a year, or several months old. Besides these infanticides, she 
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b  greatly sbspeoteti to. have killed a  daughter, M ans, «even 
y ean  old, who lived with her, and died very suddenly; b u t 
this positively she denied. She was found guilty , and be* 
headed in her S7th year.

H ere we have her skull before us, and let us now examine 
whether the remainders of her organisation, as tokens o f her 
faculties, correspond with what w e have heard o f her»
• H er head is o f moderate s u e ; the hind p art o f it  is very 

la rg e ; the forehead immediately retreating ; the low«? pro
pensities, which we have in common with animals, did -then 
paedom inate; and the intellectual faculties were ex tremely 
deficient.

T he diam eters of her cranium  are»
■From spina occipitalis to Lower Individuality...... ...............64

... . . .  meatus auditoiius externus to Philoprogemtfrrcncss. .. .2 |

.... ..  do. do. to Lower Individuality

.......  do. do. to Firmness....................... 41

... . . .  Destructiveness to Destructiveness,.......«...................6 |

...... . Secretiveness to Secretiveness...... ......  ............................H
'.......  Cautiousness to Cautiousness........................................5
. . . . . .  Ideality to Ideality................................. ... ................. 3 |
...... Constructiveness to Constructiveness.......................... 4 J

Very inconsiderable is then, everywhere^ the breadth of th e ' 
forehead* in  every instance, from Ideality to Ideality, fttfln 
Constructiveoess to Constructiveness; and, on the contrary, 
th e  breadth of the hind part of the head, from Cautiousness 
to Cautiousness, is very large ; bu t largest of all are the d ia -‘ 
m eters between .the hind lateral parts, from Secretiveness to  ‘ 
Secretiveness, and particularly so from Destructiveness to  
Destructiveness.

1. Amativeneasj large:
2; Fhfldprogenitiveness, full.
3» Gonaenintiveness, moderate.
4. Adhesiveness, small.
5. Combativeness, large.
6« Deetroctivanem, very large.
7. Constructiveness, moderate.
8. Acquisitiveness,'moderate.'
9* Secretivenesi, very large.

10. Self-esteem, moderate.
11. Love of Approbation, moderate.

12. Cautiousness, moderate*
13. Benevolence, small.
14. Venevatioa, moderate.
Id. Hope, moderate.
16. Ideality, small.
17. Conecientieusnese, extrettdyemaD.
18. Firmness, small.
19. Lower Individuality, large.
19. Upper ditto, ditto.
20. Form, large*
21. 8iie, moderate. f



n x  iMVAimcw«) ams m n m iA m t. SOU

28< Wdjht* ama&
S3. Colouring, large 
24. Locality, smalL 
S6. Order, oroutt.

83« T ubs, « M il.
tc. 89. Language, moderate. 

39. Comparison, small.

26. Time, small.
27. Number, small.

31. Causality, smalL
32. Wit, small.
Wonder, small.

I f  we new compere this organization with her misdeeds, 
the corteepohdeflce cannot bu t strike every one. T he Jlrst 
condition to crim e and vice exists» as we instantly see 1 the 
understanding was too weak to be Able to control tbe lower 
propensities, and ftom  the same reason the records tell, « th a t 
Che was extremely stupid.”  T h e  second conditidn to vice and 
moral depravation, want o f the higher sentiments, (Benevo
lence, Veneration, Conscientiousness), expresses itself evi
dently in the form o f the skull, and “  the greatest weakness 
Of all moral feelings” (the records) was indeed necessary to  
the achievement o f such crimes as she committed. B ut 
which feature was now the most predominating in tbe charac
te r o f this criminal ? W hich lower propensity did show it
self in such a blind activity, th at every body endowed with 
better feelings cannot bu t shrink back a t it ? A  wild uncon. 
querable D estructiveness! A nd if  we look upon her cranium  
we find exactly this propensity developed to a  degree which 
is almost matchless, and such as we have never before seen, 
Its  organ is suddenly and strongly prom inent, and Ihe lateral 
parts o f tbe cranium thence extrem ely large. I f  we compare 
this diam eter from Destructiveness to Destructiveness on the 
skulls o f the criminals mentioned in the Phrenological T rans
actions, and in the Phrenological Journal, with that o f A na 
N ielsdatter, we find it in those 5 f, 5 |,  5 |,  fee.; bu t in  hers 
5$, (except M ary M Tnnes, whose diam eter in that respect is 
6 ;  bu t her head is in general larger.)

How then did this strong Destructiveness seek its gratifi
cation P T he natural tim idity of women (the result o f a 
smaller Combativeness and a larger Cautiousness than in 
men) did not allow her to gratify this strong propensity in 
that manner in which man endeavours to satisfy i t ; it must
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manifest itself where no resistance was to be expected^ where 
gratification was an easy path. ' B ut was it possible that i t  
could show itself against those to whom nature most o f 
all connects woman, against her own defenceless children ? 
Yes ! this shocking crime was possible to her, and the m ost 
striking confirmation of hitherto collected observations, th e  
mo6t evident conviction of the principles of Phrenology, is  
found, when we, with respect to this, examine her craniun^ 
.whose form is an indication of that of the brain. By casual 
circumstances, she became such a criminal, that she, after cool 
deliberation,and aftera  considerate design,could m urder five o f 
her children. W e cannot explain this her crime by supposing 
desperation, or a deep feeling of shame and infamy; for two of 
the children she killed were born in lawful m arriage, and th e  
¿murder was not committed immediately after their birth, b u t 
la te r; nor was it any emotion of shame that tempted her to  
kill those children which were illegitim ate; for she had al
ready long endured this shame, and it was not until the ex
piration of some months that she m urdered them. T hat she 
would not, however, have become an infanticide, if she had not 
been endowed with a very large Destructiveness, is a conclusion 
to which we are well entitled. T his lamentable combination 
acted blindly ; for if we examine the motives she alleged, we 
will find them very poor and weak. She said she killed the 
first child (in 1813) “  because she was not able to m aintain 
it;**’ the other, *■6 because she could not provide for i t ; ”  
the third, “  because she did not know where to get it edu
cated ;” the fourth and fifth from the same reasons; bu t cer
tainly these were neither sufficiently strong motives, nor ex
cuses for her crimes. A s to the fir s t  reason,'the three chil
dren were already provided for in the house of o thers; we 
do not find it mentioned that those people with whom they 
were would not keep them longer; it was properly the hus
band, who, at any rate, should provide for them, and it 
was herself who took the children along with her, after hav
ing resolved to kill them. A s to the second^ we ask, what
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o th e r mother would, from poverty, take the resolution to kill1, 
h e r  progeny, the dearest treasure which a  m other' possesses ? 
K ill them in such a cruel m anner as Ane N ielsdatter? No 
i t  was the lamentable combination of deficient moral organs,; 
w ith  large uncontrolled Destructiveness, that prom pted her io> 
m urder. ' * >
- W e need not advert more to the tru th , how every fact u r 

hum an life contributes to confirm the now settled principles* 
o f  Phrenology.

A R T IC L E  X II .

ON TH E ARRANGEMENT OF T H E PHRENOLOGICAL 
FACULTIES, BY HR HOPPE OF COPENHAGEN.

T he common phrenological division of the faculties of' 
m ind and their respective organs into intellectual and affec- 
tive, I  hold not to be absolutely and thoroughly admissible. 
I t  is like the division of natural history into the animal, ve
getable, and mineral kingdoms. T his is unquestionably ju st 
b u t, however, we are not able to determine exactly where» 
ends the one and begins the other. T hey pass by degrees 
into each other. Ju s t in the same way, when the intellectual 
faculties are considered jointly, they are quite naturally sepa«* 
rated from the affective; bu t I  doubt, indeed^ if ever it will' 
be possible to fix the line of demarcation with accuracy, even 
when the fundamental powers shall be better analyzed and de
termined. T he manifestations of several organs of the affec
tive class, foremost situated towards the front, approach so* 
much to Intellectuality, that' after repeated changes in the 
Glassification, it is still quite uncertain under what head they, 
are to be recorded with most correctness. i

T he .object to which I  now wish to turn your attention is  
the external senses. They are reckoned unanimously under 
the head of the intellectual faculties; bu t considering, at least
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« m e o f them , m o«  closely, I  think b j  no means th a t all 
their operations can be regarded m  intellectual. F o r mstanoal 
le t us yiear the Taste; W hen this faculty distinguishes ad d s 
and akati, sweet and bitter, the\>peration certainly is an in« 
telleetnal one, bu t when we sit down* delighting in thedam tiaa 
o f a  well-stored table, is not then the working of the sense 
wholly affective ? I  presuppose, that it m ust be the same fa 
culty th a t distinguishes and enjoys the dishes, even a a itis  the 
same faculty that distinguishes the colours and enjoys their 
brightness.

A s I  mentioned in No V. o f the Journal, we remember the 
perceptions o f T aste, and they may revive by imagination. 
T his is most commonly looked upon as a  proof that the taste 
belongs to the intellectual faculties; bu t regarding an anim al, 
for instance a  dog, when it sits a t tire table, following with his 
eyes every b it we swallow, I  think you will not deny that the 
expression o f the activity of Us soul is highly affective. B u t 
you may say, this is not an effect o f Memory and Im agina
tion in the tasting organs, bu t an immediate mimic manifesta
tion o f an active instinct for taking nourishm ent (appetite). 
T h is I  shall not contradict; bu t tu rn  by that motive to an
other indeterminate po in t

T h a t the sensation of T aste only passes through the nerves, 
and is perceived in 9 p art of the brain, is a supposition, I  
think, sufficiently proved. Now, it appears to me as highly 
probable, and by analogy agreeing with other experiences, 
th a t it is one and the same organ which tastes (vis. distin
guishes and enjoys) and incites us to  ta ste ; or, in other 
term s, to take food and drink. This* according to m y opi. 
aion, is the organ o f appetite for food, and, consequently, it  
may also be named the organ of T aste (gustus), and stands 
in  th e  same relation to this o f the external senses as the organ 
o f T une to the sense o f H earing. T he senses of Smell and 
Feeling I  suppose to  stand in similar relations to different 
parts o f the brain.

D r Spurahetm (Phrenology, page 857), thinks it probable,
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th a t otte fondam ental power* inherent in a  particular p a r to f  
th e  h n n , knows and conceives as sensations, aü  the varied 
im pressions made on the external senses. X cannot,,I ooa- 
feas, but think this arrangem ent not a t all aecordantivhh th e  
common regulations o f nature. Betides, as to the senses of 
S ig h t and H earing, it appears to me not necessary to assuma 
som e further interm ediate organ, every perception -passing 
through these two sehses being sufficiently ascribed to organs 
already ascertained. . ...

T o  resume, it is my opinion, which I  have produced here, 
in  the purpose possibly to bring this subject under considers* 
tion  o f more experienced Phrenologists, th at the lower organs 
o f senses, -which are situated in the-m iddie o f the basis cranii, 
m anifest themselves partly with intellectual aud portly with 
affective functions, forming a  gradation from Intellectuality 
to  Propensity. I f  so, it will be no more possible to draw a 
distinct line between the different classes o f faculties and tfypir 
organs in that region, than it  has succeeded, a t least hitherto, 
in  thé regio frontalis.

A R T IC L E  X I I I .

DESCRIPTION OF AN ASH ANT EE SKULL.

T he subject of this notice was sent to S r  G. S. M ackenril, 
through the medium of the A dm iralty, bu t w ithout any com
m unication from the person who was so good as to  forward 
it, so th at he is yet ignorant o f its history. I t  bears, how
ever, in its anatomical peculiarities, th e  stam p of A frican 
origin,' and there is no doubt to  be reasonably eM ertahted 6f 
its  authenticity. I t  appears to  be the skull o f a  female. 
'T h e  accounts o f the A shantee character have been SO recent
ly  before the public, th at it seems unnecessary a t present lo  
repeat what everybody knows. T h e mass o f brain behind-the
i . . . ,  ‘ - t i t
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ear is very large in proportion to  th a t in front. T he head is 
o f nearly an average r is e ; and the forehead very narrow , 

• sm all, and low, sloping rapidly backwards. T he dimensions 
are as follows

910

From occipital spine to Lower Individuality
........ do. to E ar..........................
....... Phtfoptogenitiveness to Individuality.,
....... Concentrativeness to Comparison..........
........Ear to Philoprogemtiyeness...................
....... do. to Lower Individuality...................
........do. to Firmness.....................................
........do. to Benevolence................................
....... Cautiousness to Cautiousness............ .
....... Destructiveness to Destructiveness........
....... Seeretiveness to Secretiveness................
....... Constructiveness to Constructivenesa..
....... Ideality to Ideality................................
. . . . . .  Lower Individuality to Comparison....
....... Causality to Causality..........................

Indies....6|
...«I
:::2!...4|
...4|
...6|
...6
...5 |
...6|
...4 |
...4
...1|
..a*

DEVELOPMENT.
1. Amativeness, small.
3. Philoprogenitiveness, large.
3. Concentrativeness, rather large.
4» Attachment, rather large.
5. Combativeness, large.
6. Destructiveness, large on one side, 

rather large on the other.
7. Constructiveness, large.
8. Acquisitiveness, moderate.
9. Secredveneas, rather large.

10. Self-esteem, large.
11. Love of Approbation, very Urge.
19. Cautiousness, moderate.
13. Benevolence, small.
14. Veneration, moderate.
16. Hope, small.

'18. Ideality, small.
' 17. Conscientiousness, rather full.

18. Firmness, very large.
19. Upper Individuality, moderate.
19. Lower do. large.
20. Form, large.
21. Size, rather large.
22. Weight, or Resistance, small.
23. Colouring, small. .
24. Locality, moderate.
26. Order, or Symmetry, small.
28. Time, small.
27. Number, small.
28. Tune, small.
29. Language, small.
30. Comparison, fpll.
31. Causality, moderate.
32. Wb% moderate.
33. Imitation, moderate.
34. Wonder, moderate-

T here are some anatom ical peculiarities in this skull, 
which, though not connected w ith Phrenology, may be inte- 
.resting to  some o f our readers. T he condyloid processes 
jfeem lu g e . T he m astoid processes are not rounded on (he 
(inner ride/ bu t are impressed with a  deep and sharp ftjrtoW, 
and ate  very large. T h e Btyloid processes are very short. 
T he distance from the foramen magnum to the occipital



sp ine is only S-4ths of an inch. T he pterygoid processes o f 
th e  sphenoidal bone are very deep. T he alveolar processes 
o f  the front o f the upper-jaw project forwards remarkably/ 
a n d  give a  decided character to the face. M .
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N o te .—-W e may add, that another and a  known Jriend  
h a d , with considerable trouble and difficulty, procured, in 
th e  neighbourhood of Sierra Leone, several specimens of na 
tiv e  African skulls, with which he was daily expecting to 
em bark for England, when, unhappily for himself and for 
u s ,  he was visited with an attack of fever of the worst de
scription, and remained in a state of insensibility during 
m any days, and at last slowly recovered; when, to his great 
mortification, he found, that not only his skulls, bu t the whole 
o f  his baggage had disappeared. W e are in hopes, however, 
th a t the former loss may yet be repaired, as we have written 
to  a very zealous and scientific friend, who goes out as sur
geon of H . M. S. Sybille, about to sail for the African stai 
tion, to request his assistance, and, as he is thoroughly ac
quainted with Phrenology, and aware of the importance of 
th e  inquiry, we feel assured that he will do his utmost to  sa
tisfy our wishes. In  the iqean time, it is gratifying to k?ow, 
from the above donation, that we have active friends, who, 
personally unknown to us, are exerting themselves in. al( 
quarters of the globe.—E m  toe. #

A R T IC L E  X IV .

PROCEEDINGS OF TH E PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

¿November 16,1826.— M r William Scott read an Essay on 
Individuality. Four Ceylonese skulls, two skulls of Ceylon
ese Tom-tom boys, and one Burmese skull, were presented 
by M r L yon; and also two skulls from the neighbourhood 
of. Loch Tarbet, in Kintyre, by Miss Baillie of PdkemmeL '



' November SO.— Letters from D r Caldwell o f Lexington* 
United States; from D r Otto, Copenhagen, and M r Whit* 
’ton* were read. D r Andrew Combe read Observations on the 
Influence of Organic Size on the Functions of the External 
Senses. T he following donations were presented:— “  Gall, 
sur les Fonctions du Cerveau,” by D r G all; Ashantee skull, 
by Sir G. S. Mackenzie, B a r t ; Chinese skull, by M r W il
liam M ackenzie; double cranium and brain preserved; cast 
of brain of a whale, and skull of an owl, by M r T . Buchanan, 
H u l l ; four skulls from Madagascar, by D r Sibbald; four 
casts o f skulls of Indians of Columbia river, America, by D r 
W right of London ; four skulls of Sandwich Islanders, and 
three skulls of South Americans, by L ieu t Charles Malden, 
late o f the Blonde frigate. A t a  general meeting of the So
ciety, held this evening, M r William Scott was unanimously 
re-elected President; M r Simpson and M r W addell were 
chosen Vice-Presidents, in room of D r Andrew Combe and 
M r James Bridges; M r William Bonar and M r James 
Tod were elected Counsellors, in place of M r Joseph and M r 
Simpson; M r Lyon was re-elected Secretary, and M r Ellis 
Keeper o f the Museum ; M r Donald Campbell was appoint- 
ed Clerk, in the place of M r Thomas Lees.

December 14.—-Observations on an Organ on the State of 
Vhich the Phenomena o f Dreaming seem, to a certain Extent^ 
to depend, by Sir G. S. Mackenzie, Bart., were read. M r 
Simpson read an Essay on Ill-nature, Ill-temper, and I1L- 
humour.

January  4, 1827.—A  letter from D r Spurzheim was 
read. T he President was instructed to write to D r Spurz
heim, accepting of his offer to lecture in Edinburgh in De
cember next, which was agreed to. A  letter from Charles 
Collier, Esq. M. D. Ceylon, and a letter from D r Strange, were 
re ad ; also a letter from D r Chalmers, proposing that a mo
nument should be erected to the memory o f the late D r 
Thomas Brown. M r Combe read the first part of an Essay 
on the Relations between the Physical and Mental Constitution
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o f M an and External Objects. Henry W ight, Esq. advocile, 
was admitted an ordinary member. a

January  11.— M r Combe read the remainder o f his Essay 
on the Relations between the Physical and Intellectual Con
stitution o f M an and External Objects.

January  18.—M r William Scott read an Essay on Com
parison. T he following donations were p r e s e n te d S k u ll  
o f James Stark, executed a t Sydney in September, 1824, for 
murder. Skull o f John  Hand, executed'at Sydney for mur
der, September, 1824. Skull of a native female o f New 
South Wales, presented by Sir Thomas Brisbane. Skull of 
a  native of the interior o f Java. Two Chinese skulls, pre
sented by D r Strange. M r Combe read an Answer by him 
to M r Jeffrey's new Statement in the 89th Number of the 
Edinburgh Review. D r Charles Collier was admitted a  cor
responding member of the Society.

February 1.— An Essay on Combativeness, and on the 
Functions of the Faculty manifested by the Organ No 2^ 
(W right), by Sir Cr. S. Mackenzie, BarL, was read. A q 
Inquiry concerning an Organ for the Feeling of the Ludicrous, 
distinct from that of W it, by X . T . P . H . sent; anonymously 
to the Editor of the Phrenological Journal, was read. M r 
Lawrence Macdonald, sculptor, P itt Street, was admitted aq 
ordinary member.

F ebruary 1$.—A  letter was read from the Hon. Douglas 
G . Hally burton, accompanying donation of busts of Julius 
Caesar, Cicero, Ariosto, Michael Angelo, and Galileo. M r 
Lyon read an Essay, bring a  Comparison between Monar
chical and Republican Forms o f Government, illustrated from 
the History and Institutions o f the States o f New England; 
North America.

M arch 1-—-Mr Simpson read an Essay, being additional 
Evidence of the Existence of a  Sense of Equilibrium as a 
primitive Mental Power, derived from the Conristency which 
obtains between its supposed Functions and the recent Phy
siological Discoveries of Mr Charles Bell.

PROCEEDINGS ON THE PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY. S I S
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t M arch 15.—M r Scott read an Essay on W it and the Xiu- 
,dicrous. M r Charles Lees, painter, No 17, North 'Union 
Street, was admitted an ordinary member.
. M arch 29.-—A  Letter from M r Leadbetter was read, also 
Remarks on M. Audubon, M. W eiss, Carl. M aria Von W e
ber, by Mr William Scott. An Account of Ane Nielsdatter, 
an Infanticide, by D r Otto of Copenhagen, was read, and ar 
Correspondence between D r Elliotson and Rochester Literary 
Society, about the Skull and Character o f J .  L . Six Peruvian 
skulls, from Thomas Watson, Esq., Glasgow, were presented.

NOTE ON ARTICLE V II., ON EQUILIBRIUM .

F rom some obscurity in M r Bell's account of his discovery, 
we were led to give him credit for a little more than he him- 
felf claims as the extent of that discovery. W e have stated 
(page 272, middle paragraph,) that he has demonstrated that 
the nerve o f the new sense which goes to the muscle is dis-' 
tinct from the nerve of feeling which goes to the skin, but 
with which it is associated. Now, on carefully reperusing his 
paper; we find that, while in bis principal statement he claims 
to have demonstrated the new muscular function, (see our 
quotations from him, top of page 269, and l&Bt paragraph o f 
page 271), he adds a sort of postscript, in which he chums 
no more than to have rendered it probable that the new and 
demonstrated function is performed by a  nerve distinct from' 
the nerve of feeling. M r Bell's words are, u  T he returning
u  muscular nerves are associated with the nerves of sensibility to the’ 
?  skin, bat they are probably very distinct in their endowments, 
“  since there is a great difference between conveying the sense 
“  of external impressions and that of muscular action (PAii 
Ttton*. p. 1?1.) The respective Junction* are HemoMtrated to be 
diflerent; bu t .that they are performed by distinct nerves/ 
and not by the'same nerve modified, as it respectively sap* 
pBte die musde o r the skin, is only inferred. B ut the in* 
ference is supported both on feet and analogy, and, if not at-

9%
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-together,is almost demonstration. Our readers» however ace
requested to observe, that the new function of a nerve which 
is  demonstrated is enough for the existence of a sense of 
Equilibrium . T hat the same nerve when sent to the skin 
shall have a different function, than that which belongs to it 
when sent to the muscle, even if true, (which there is almost 
demonstration that it is not,) is of no consequence to us, the 
different function being all that concerns our theory.

W e  beg our readers to hold deleted—as an oversight of 
o u r  own— the last sentence of the first foot-note on page 269- 
T w o  nerves, not three, are supplied to each muscle. The 
th ird  nerve, if  distinct, as inferred by M r Bell, goes to the 
skin.

W e have received the following communication from a me. 
dical gentleman of this city, illustrative of this subject

“  1 was consulted by the son of a gentleman in the country who 
€€ has had a singular paralytic affection. He lost the power of rod- 
€t tion in his arms, but retained sensation acutely, and felt another 
X€ person's hand, cold or warm, as the case might be. Now, at the 
u  distance of three weeks, he has regained the »power of motion, tnit 
** has lost the sense of the state of the muscles so completely that he 
M cannot adapt his muscular contractions to the purpose be has in 
"  view. In seizing a small Object, he bears down upon it with hit 
M extended hand, gathers it in, and grasps H like a vice, not a  wart 
“  of the disproportion of his effort. He has, at the same time, the 
M complete command of his muscles as to contraction and relaxation: 
** but wants only the sense of their state. I  have not seen him, m  
«  he is in a fair way of recovery, and lives a good way out of lawn/*

NOTICES.

D a Sftozhbxm lias lectured in Bath and Bristol since our last 
publication, and with complete success. The managers of the Li
terary Institution at each place, acknowledged that no lecturer had 
filled them to such a degree. In Bath, additional benches were .re
quired to accommodate the audience. The interest increased with 
each lecture, and the last was the most numerously attended at both 
places. In spring and summer, Dr Spurzheim intends to remain in 
London. On the 4th of April he will commence a course of lectures 
in the London Institution. He will lecture also iu his own houses 
8, Gower Street; and, in particular, on Mondays and Thursdays 
in the evening, he will have practical conversations on Phrenology,
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N4#«ÉanriÉiitiQfi of hfo auditors. We atttfeijpdto Ibe gêeatttt benè- 
fife to the science from Dr Spurzheitn’s eiertions.

A portrait of Dr Spurzheim, engraved by Hodgets, from a pic
ture by Mr Stewart Watson, has been published in Edinburgh, de
dicated to the Phrenological Society. The head and face are rood 
likenesses, and the portrait must be acceptable to those who hare 
admired Dr Spurzbeim's talents and virtues in his works. It would 
'be highly desirable to hare a good portrait of Dr Gall.

EotNBtmoH.—The report of the proceedings of the Phrenological 
Society will show that the science advances with spirit and success in 
this city. Several very valuable donations of national skulls bare 
been obtained during the present season. The most beneficial con
sequences hare attended the attack of the Edinburgh Review ; many 
persons have read the answer, and been thereby induced to attend to 
the science, whose prejudices were previously insuperable. Frequent 
reports hare been circulated of another intended attack, by Sir Wil
liam Hamilton, within the arena of the Royal Society. We. hare 
already mentioned, that by the rules of this body, which prohibit 
Visitors from speaking, and its own members from debating, Sir 
William Hamilton is as secure from refutation, whatever he ad* 
vances, as a toad is from its enemies in the heart of a block of marble. 
Until, therefore, the learned Baronet shall be pleased to publish bis 
objections, which we solicit him to do, we bIiuiI hold ourselves ab* 
solved from the duty of noticing them« Professor Leslie lately com* 
menoed a course of popular lectures on Natural Philosophy, to which 
ladies were admitted. We offer him the tribute of our highest appro* 
batioa tor so useful and becoming astep ; and are happy to announce, 
that, from every thing we hear, his lectures hare excited much in* 
terest, and been duly prized by bis auditors. We cannot avoid re
gretting, however, that his prejudices should hare led him to intro
duce a very ill-founded and uncalled-for attack upon Phrenology 
into his introductory lecturer Iu pointing out the evils of ignorance 
of natural ptonomena» he stated, that this wft* the real oause of she 
long prevalence, in former ages, of judicial astrology, and of the ex
istence, in the present day, of, the dreamy reveries of craniology. 
In opposition to Mr Leslie’s assertion, that ignorance is the cauae of 
the prevalence of Phrenology, we observe that in 

Dublin, Richard Carmichael, Esq. in an introductory lecture to 
a course of surgery, delivered at the Richmond School or Medicine, 
Dublin, on the 8tn day of January, 1827, makes the following ob* 
servations ' *

“ The nerves of the other senses, as well os of that of touchj-r-tbose
* of sight, hearing, taste, and smell,—all have separate origins fronf 
99 different portions of the brain. Since then we find each portion 
kt of the nervous system has a distinct and,, appropriate function fp 
99 perform, we are in some degree prepared, for the proportion of 
w Gall and Spurzhcim, that ihe entiref mass of the brain is not.en- 
*r gaged in every mental operation, but that different portions of tb(s
* viscus hate their allotted functions. *
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. , “  To sudutf y iu « l i i f e  a  wish to to  adquainlad with 
“ nobgical doctrines, I  would strongly recommend veti t o m c a t  
"  your leisure hours, the admirable wotk el Me Ueoige. Combe, 
“ which has already gone through several editions. You will, after 

perusing this work, feel the littleness of those who scoff at a sub** 
“  feet of which they are ignorant. An article, supposed to come 
t€ from the pen of Mr Jeffrey, appeared in the Edinbo
€€ of October last, in which he attacks the system with 
“  pons of an experienced controvertist. This drew forth from Mr 
S€ Combe an immediate, spirited, and most triumphant reply, in 
%€ which he not only answered all his adversary’s objections» but 
“  convicted him of unfair dealing as a critic,—ignorance pf the sub- 
ri ject he undertook to criticise,—little depth as a metaphysician,
** and but slight acquaintance with the opinions even of the school 
“  he supports.”

This testimony we would recommend to die notice of Professor Lea- 
lie, and other individuals who ascribe the prevalence of Phrenology to 
ignorance. Mr Carmichael is a medical practitioner of great emi
nence, a public teacher of surgery, and in the lecture in question, 
‘which is printed at the request of his pupils, lie displays a mind 
profound and comprehensive in its views, intrepid and independent, 
and deeply imbued with the spirit of the age.

B elfast.—A Phrenological Society has been instituted here. 
On 17th February, it contained forty members, and the numbers 
were likely to increase. They possessed, at that time* all the weeks 
of, Dr Spuraheim, those of Mr Combe, Sir George Maekensie’s Il
lustrations, a small work of Dr G a ll\ ¿«.Transactions of the Phna- 
nological Society, and the Plirenological Journal; and they have 
since obtained an extensive collection of casts from Messrs O'Neil 
and Son of Edinfmrgh. Mr G. Combe ha» been elected an ho
norary member.

K ilhabnock^—The Phrenological Society here has held regu
lar meetings this winter; several interesting communications have 
been read, and an accession of members is expected.

D o n d b b .—The Mechanics’ Phrenological Society continues to he 
conducted with great judgment. From the commencement, the at
tention of the members has been all along drawn to the utility of the 
«donee, and with some success They seem imbued with its spirit, 
and are eager to obtain a perfect knowledge of its principles. They 
have elected the Rev. Thomas Irvine, assistant minister of Lundie, 
Mr G. Combe, and Dr A* Combe, as honorary members.

CoraifHAGVN^—Mr Jeffrey** article in the Edinburgh Review 
has excited a considerable sensation in Copenhagen. I t  was known 
try the London journals that Mr Combe had published an answer to 
k , and the answer wan anxiously looked for. D r Otto has published 
an esmy, “ Phrenology applied to Crimes and Criminals." This 
gentleman lectured this winter, and had again a crowd of the most 
respectable auditors, who continued to show the greatest attention to 
the aufcgect. Next winter he will deliver a course, at which ladies 
will be invited to attend. In a few weeks, the first p**“ 1-----* *
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A R T IC L E  I.

ON T H E  FA CU LTY  O F COMPARISON.

FEELING OF BESEKBLANCE.— D r  BrOWfl.
SENSE OF ANALOGY.— GdU.

“  Db  O a l l  observed various persons who, in order to convinoe 
“ others, had, in every conversation, recourse to examples, simili- 
"  tudes, and analogies, and seldom to (strict) reasoning and philo- 
u sophical argument. In these he found, in the midst of the supe- 
“ rior part of the forehead, an elevation which presented the form 
"  of a reversed pyramid, and he named this organ, according to its 
“ functions, the f organ of Analogy/ This organ is developed in 
"  all popular preachers beloved by the crowd, who speak by exam- 
“ pies and parables, and who choose their similitudes from facts 
“ which are generally known. Gall accordingly possesses the skulls 
“ of two Jesuits who had this organ and its faculty in a high de- 
“ gree. Indeed, in order to persuade and to affect, the speaker or 
9< orator must speak by analogy,—he must bring spiritual things 
“  near to terrestrial,—he must imitate the manner of the preaching 
"  of Christ."

Such is the account given by D r Spurzheim in the first 
edition of his Physiognomical System, of the observations 
made by D r Gall on the functions of this part of the brain. 
These observations lead to the conclusion, that this is the fa
culty which perceives and delights in resemblances. E xam - 
pies, sim ilitudes, analogies, and parables, and all those me- 
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taphors and figures used by others to adorn and illustrate 
their discourses, are all founded on some sort of resemblance, 
real or supposed, between the examples, analogies, and 
figures adduced, and the subjects which they are intended 
to illustrate. But D r Spurzheim does not seem inclined to 
limit the faculty to the perception of r e s e m b la n c e h e  goes 
on to say, “  I t  compares the sensations and ideas of all the 
“  other faculties, and points out their difference, analogy, 
“  similitude, or identity.* And as he conceives it to take 
cognizance of difference as well as resemblance, he has chan
ged the name of “  organ of Analogy,* adopted by D r Gall, 
to “  organ of Comparison;* but he has given no proof, nor 
even one solitary instance, of this faculty being concerned 
with differences.

In  his more recent work, entitled “  Phrenology,* D r 
Spurzheim alludes to certain views of this faculty, and of the 
neighbouring organs of Causality and W it, taken by the 
Edinburgh Phrenologists, and, in particular, to a sugges
tion of mine which is mentioned by M r Combe, that differ
ence or contrast is taken notice of by the last-mentioned fa
culty. H e then says, “  as to the view taken by M r W il-
“  liam Scott, I  reply, th a t, in m y opinion, the same power which 
“  perceives resemblanoes perceives differences also. I  see no reason 
“  for adopting two faculties for the act of discrim ination."

W ith all due respect to the authority of D r Spurzheim, I  
cannot subscribe to his opinion on this point, or rather I  con
ceive it to be demonstrable that there are separate powers 
for perceiving resemblances and distinguishing differences. 
This seems sufficiently proved by the very familiar fact, 
that there are some minds more disposed to recognize re- 
semblances and analogies, even the most remote, while 
others are remarkable for detecting the minutest points of 
difference. On their different dispositions, in this respect, 
depends, in a great measure, the intellectual character of dif
ferent minds. This observation, M r Combe remarks,* has

3 9 0  ON T H £ FACULTY OF COMPARISON.

•  Combe's System, p. 364.
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long been made by metaphysicians. Father Malebranche
says, “ There are geniuses of two sorts. The one remarks easily the 
“ differences existing between objects, and these are the excellent 
“  geniuses ; the others imagine and suppose resemblances between 

«. “ things, and these are the superficial minds.”* Locke makes the
same distinction. After speaking of W it 14 as lying most
tc in the assemblage of ideas wherein any resemblance is to be 
“ found,"t he proceeds thus “ Judgment, on the contrary, lies 
“  quite on the other side, in separating carefiilly, one from another, 
“  ideas wherein can be found the least difference, thereby to avoid 
“  being misled by similitude and by affinity to take one thing 
“ for another.”^ Lord Bacon says, that “ the chief, and as it were 
rr radical distinction betwixt minds, in regard to philosophy and 
“  science, is this,—that some minds may have greater power, and 
“  are more fitted for the observation of the differences, others for 
“ the observation of the resemblances of things.”

Having stated three such authorities, (in addition to 
what I  conceive to be matter of common observation to all 
who have given their attention to the varieties of intellectual 
genius,) we may be entitled to hold these to outweigh the 
unsupported opinion of D r Spurzheiin ; and, following the 
observations of D r Gall, we may assume that there is a sepa
rate and distinct organ, the function of which is to per
ceive resemblances and analogies ; and, therefore, without en
tering into any farther argument, we shall proceed to consi
der more minutely the true nature and limits of the faculty, 
and the various important uses which it is calculated to serve 
in the intellectual economy.

In  the first place, it is to be observed, that the faculty now 
under consideration does not seem to be required for the per
ceiving of every kind of resemblance, still less for the per
ception of identity, the latter of which obviously falls within 
the province of Individuality and the lower observing powers. 
T hat sort of resemblance which approaches nearest to identi

* ftech. de la Vérité, liv. ii. part 2, chap. 9.
f  Sir Locke is not here speaking of the phrenological faculty to which the 

name of W it has been given, but of what is generally termed trtt in common 
discourse, whith depends more upon the discovery of resemblances than the 
dide distinguishing of differences.
. % Essay, book II. chap. zi. § 2.
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ty, such, for instance, as we find between one egg and ano
ther, or between the different individuals of our species, 
where the resemblances are the greatest possible, and the dif
ferences hardly perceptible, seems to require no higher 
power of mind for its discovery than those which are neces
sary for the perception of the objects themselves. Nay, to 
go lower in the scale, the resemblance between one form and 
another may be sufficiently perceived by the organ of Form  
alone; that between one colour and another by the organ of 
Colour, and so on ; while Individuality, which combines the 
activity of these lower observing powers in the perception of 
one concrete individual object, may perceive the likeness 
which exists between that and another individual object of 
the same kind.

In  all these cases, the resemblances discovered will be li
mited by the nature of the faculty to which we attribute 
them. Form  may compare forms, and Colour may compare 
colours. Tune may compare sounds, and Individuality  
may compare individuals. But none of these faculties, nor 
all of them together, can compare a colour to a soupd, nor 
an object of the external senses to a feeling of the mind. 
This can only be accomplished by a faculty which takes 
within its grasp the whole range of nature. Such is the fa
culty we are now considering. I t  compares things of the most 
opposite kind, draws analogies, and discovers resemblances 
between them often the most unexpected and surprising. 
I t  compares a light, seen afar off in a dark night, to <ft a good 
“  deed shining in a naughty w o r l d i t  compares the king
dom of heaven to a grain of mustard-seed.

I f  we would describe more minutely and accurately what 
are the kinds of resemblances which this faculty discovers, 
it will perhaps be found that they are in no case direct re
semblances, such as are perceived by the observing powers, 
but relative resemblances, or, to speak more accurately, re
semblances not between the objects themselves, but between

' * relations to other objects. W hat resemblance is there, 
tance, between a good action and the light of a candle ?
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None whatever directly; but relatively there is felt to be a re
semblance, when the light appears brighter because of the 
surrounding darkness, and when the good action is set off 
by the contrast afforded by the wickedness of the world.

In  short, this faculty seems to be the same as that which 
is described by D r Thomas Brown under the name of “  FeeU 
“ o f  Resemblance? although he does not attribute this
to a separate and distinct faculty, but classes it with those 
other feelings which he supposes to belong to relative sug
gestion. D r Brown seems to have been led here, by an ex
treme love of simplification, to attribute to one faculty what 
actually belongs to several, and to have been prevented by 
tins alone from arriving at the discovery of the simple phre
nological faculty now under consideration. As it is, he has 
come wonderfully near to the phrenological doctrines; and 
the account he has given o f those “  relative suggestions,* 
which are included in the “  Feelings o f  Resemblance f  may 
be adopted, almost without alteration, as a complete metaphy
sical analysis of that faculty to which Spurzheim has given 
the name of Comparison, but which seems to have been more 
accurately designated by D r Gall as the “  Sense of Ana-
“ logy"

W e may first examine the similes, metaphors, and figures, 
which are used to embellish poetry and other ornamented 
compositions, and see if the description we have now given 
applies to them. T he most direct of these is the simile, 
which consists in an open and undisguised comparison of one 
object to another, in order to point out a resemblance. 
Take as an instance?the following from Homer

“ As when from Ida's craggy forehead torn 
“ A rock's vast fragment flies; with fury borne, 
u From steep to steep the rolling ruin bounds, 
u At every soock the crackling wood resounds; 
u Still gath'ring force, it smokes, and, urged amain, 
u  Whirls, leaps, and thunders down, impetuous to the plain :
“ There stops.—So Hector, their whole force he proved,
“  Resistless when he raged, and when he stopp'd, unmoved



Here we find,—amplified, no doubt, and adorned with the 
ideality of the poet, and set before us with a  degree o f force 
and dearness of which only a powerful mind is capable^-« 
resemblance pointed out between the hero and a fragment of 
rock ; not a direct resemblance,-^not a  resemblance between 
the objects themselves, for directly they have no resemblance 
whatever,—but a resemblance in  their relatione to other 
objects. T he point of resemblance is this, that they are both 
resistless when in motion, and immoveable when a t rest. 
This is the point which is adzed upon by the sense of ana
logy, and used by it to bring together two images differing in 
every other respect in the greatest possible degree. T he re
semblance is what is attended to by the poet and his readers, 
and the differences, which are infinite, are either not observed 
at all, or so slightly as not in the least to disturb the stronger 
impression.

W hile we are on the subject of similes, I  may refer to the 
case of a living writer, whose development, as well as his 
works, afibrd the best illustration that can be given o f the 
faculty we are now considering. I  allude to the poet Moore, 
in whose organization Comparison is by far the most conspi
cuously developed organ ; and, conformably to this, his writ
ings exhibit little else than a succession of similes, strung to
gether very,neatly and ingeniously no doubt, but in such pro
fusion as to overload and almost to hide his subject amidst the 
exuberance of ornament, and utterly to banish that sirnpb- 
city which, in the eye of the best judges, constitutes the 
greatest charm of poetry. Take, for an instance, first, one of 
the most popular and best-known of this author’s produc
tions

3 9 4 s ON THIS FACULTY OF OQHPABtSON.

“ The harp that once through Tara’s halls 
“ The soul of music shed, 

u Now hangs as mute on Tara's walls 
“ As if that sou) were fled. 

u So sleeps the pride of former days, 
a So glory’s thrill is o’er, 

v And hearts that once heat high for praise, 
“  Now feel that pulse no more.
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“ No more to chiefe and ladies bright 

“ The harp of Tara swells,
“ The chord alone that breaks at night, 

u Its tale of ruin tells.
“ Thus freedom now so seldom wakes,

“ The only throb she yives,
“ Is when some heart indignant breaks,

"T o  show that still she fifes.'*

Here we have a  succession of resemblances pointed out be
tween the harp which had once sounded through the splendid 
halls of Tara, now hanging neglected by the wall, and the 
lofty feelings of the once ambitious hearts of its inmates, 
now mouldering in the tomb. T he allusion of the breaking 
of a  string of an instrument, and the breaking of a  gallant 
heart for despair o f its country's freedom, is one respecting 
which different minds will be very differently affected; and 
while some may consider it a  far-fetched conceit, others may 
have the impression of its being beautiful and appropriate, and 

• almost sublime. None o f the resemblances here traced,—and 
the poem is entirely made up of resemblances,—are, it is to be 
observed, direct. T he resemblances are not between the 
objects themselves, but between their relations ;  not between 
certain dead men and women and an instrument composed of 
wood and strings, b u t between the thrilling glow of feelings 
once displayed by them, and the thrilling sounds emitted by 
the other, now alike silent and laid waste.

Another instance from the same author will afford a  si
m ilar result

"  Has love to that soul so tender 
« Been like our Lagenian mine,

“ Where sparkles of golden splendour 
"  All over the surface shine ?

" But if in pursuit we go deeper,
"  Allured by that gleam that shone,

" A h ! false as the dream of the sleeper,
"  Like love, the bright ore is gone.

“  Has hope, like the bird in the story, 
“ That flitted from tree to tree,
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* With the talisman's glittering glory,
“ Has hope been that bird to thee;

“ On branch after branch alighting,
“ The gem did she still display, 

u And when nearest and most inviting,
“ Then waft the fair gem away ?”

I t  is needless to analyze these similes farther than to say, 
what is obvious on the slightest perusal, that they present re
semblances not in the objects compared, bnt in their relations. 
Love has evidently no resemblance to a piece of glittering 
o re ; bu t it may, like it, hold forth a promise of substantial 
good, and the promise may in both cases be delusive; and it 
is A is relation which they bear to ourselves which forms the 
sole ground of resemblance. Hope, in like manner, has no 
direct resemblance to a b ird ; but yet, in the relation here 
presented to us, a certain resemblance is easily acknowledged 
between that feeling and the bird in the Arabian tale.

I  might here finish my account of similes; but, although 
not quite to my present purpose, I  may perhaps be indulged 
with a quotation or two from another poet, whose writings 
afford a remarkable contrast in this respect to those of 
Moore. Burns, like Moore, was a genuine poet, but pos
sessing a totally different character of mind, and, in general, 
a far higher tone of feeling. Burns never overlays his sub
ject with figures and similitudes,* though, when they are 
needed for the sake of illustrating his subject, no one knows 
how to apply them more judiciously. T he following is a 
love-song, as most of Moore's a re ; bu t what would have 
furnished to the latter a peg whereon to hang half a dozen 
of ¿miles at least, is disposed of by Burns without a angle 
one—all is pure picture and passion

•  In a visit we lately paid to Burns's widow in Dumfries, we saw tbe only 
original picture of the poet extant, and observed that the organ of Comparison 
b  less developed than that of Causality. In the statue of him in the church
yard of that town the configuration of head is accurately represented. In 
other respects the statue appears to us to be wretched, both as a work of art 
and as a likeness of the poet*



"  L ane wi* the lint-white lock«»
“ Bonny lassie, artless lassie,

“ Wilt thou wi* me tend the flocks,
“  Wilt thou be my dearie O ?

“ Now nature deads the flow'ry lee,
“  And a' is young and sweet like thee;
“ O wilt thou share its joys wi* me,

“ And say thou*lt be my dearie O ?

te And when the welcome simmer shower 
"  Revives ilk drooping little flower,
“ We'll to the breathing woodbine bower,

“ At sultry noon, my dearie O.

“ When Cynthia lights, with silver ray,
"  The weary shearer’s hameward way,
“ Through yellow waving fields we'll stray,

“ And talk of love, my dearie O.

“ And when the howling wintry blast >
“ Disturbs my lassie’s midnight rest,
“ Enclasped to my fiuthfu* breast,
. “ I ’ll comfort tnee, my dearie O.”

W e have here a picture of rural happiness, sketched out by a 
few rapid touches, and adapted to the varying scenery and 
circumstances of the four seasons of the year. There is an 
expression in the third verse, of the simplest kind, “  the wxeary 
“  shearer's hameward way," which suggests to the mind such 
a train of human sympathies and feelings as, taken in con
junction with the surrounding images, the yellow waving 
fields of harvest, lighted by the calm radiance of the moon, 
appears to me worth all the similes of Moore together, and 
the whole seems to my mind to exhibit the very perfection 
of this kind of writing. In  Burns's other songs, and indeed 
through his works generally, is the same sparing use of 
similes; and where he does make use of them, ¿he resem
blances he traces are generally of the most obvious kind, re 
commending themselves at once, and without an effort, to the 
most simple and uninstructed mind,—very different in this 
respect from those of Moore, which are often ambitiously
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learned and recherchis. I  could hardly wish a  better instance 
of this than the following passage from Tam o' Shanter:—

“ But pleasures are like poppies spread,
“  You seize the flower, its bloom is sh e d ; 
u  O r, like the snow falls in the river,
“ A moment white—then melts for ever;
“ Or, like the Borealis race,
“ That flit ere you can point their place;
“ Or, like the rainbow's lovely form,
“ Evanishing amid the storm."

These similes are among the most plain and simple that can 
be imagined, and they please the more on account of this 
very simplicity. I t  is evident that the author considers them 
of no farther value than as they illustrate his subject; whereas 
Moore regards his similes as the most valuable of his pos
sessions ; that with him they are not casual ornaments and 
illustrations, but the main object of his labours, the staple 
commodity of his poetry, without which it would be no
thing at all. This difference between the two poets is 
easily accounted for by a Phrenologist, by saying that, in 
Burns, Comparison, though considerable, was not out of 
proportion to the rest of his faculties, and was hence always 
kept subservient to the main object of exciting the feelings 
by means of pictures presented to the imagination; whereas 
in Moore this faculty is so much more powerful than the 
rest, that he views every thing through the medium o f some 
resemblance, and hence is led to that kind of false taste 
which we have been endeavouring to describe.

T o  return from this digression*—-It follows from what we 
have observed of similes being composed of resemblances, 
not between things themselves, but their relations, that one 
thing may be compared to a vast variety of different objects 
of the most opposite kinds and qualities, provided they re
semble it in one or more points of relation with other ofcjecta 
Thus, in the passage last quoted from Burns, pleasures are 
compared to poppies, to flakes of snow, to the Aurora



Bareahs, aad to the rainbow,—objects agreeing with k  and 
with one another in no paint but one, their fleeting aad 
transitory nature. Homer compares one of his heroes, as we 
have seen, to a fragment of rode, another to a bull, a third 
to a lion, and a fourth to an ass. He compares an army at 
(me time to a flock of cranes, at another to a hire of bees; 
objects the most opposte are taken to form his comparisons, 
and for the reasons we have assigned, that the comparison 
is drawn, not between the objects themselves, but soma of 
their relations, and there the point of resemblance is found. 
I t  is in this fray that the poet is enabled to extend foe range 
of his imagery to the remotest verge of nature, and to

“ Dart from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven.”

He may draw his illustrations, his similes, and his allusions, 
from objects the most vast or the most minute ; from the 
mighty orba that toll in »lent majesty through the Immensity 
of space, to the smallest of the insect tribes that people the 
sunbeam.

The metaphor, like the untile, consists in the discovery of 
a resemblance, and a resemblance of exactly the same kind— 
that is, a resemblance not in the objects themselves, but m 
their relations. The difference between these two 'figures 
lies not in the resemblances suggested, but in the manner of 
suggesting them. “  The simile,'’ says D r Brown, “ presents
“  notthe analogy merely, but the two analogous objects, and traces the 
“  resemblance with the formality of regular comparison. The me- 
"  taphor, on the other hand, expresses with rapidity the analogy, as 
"  it rises in Immediate suggestion, and identifies it, as it were, with 
“  the object or emotion which it describes” The metaphor, there.
fore, he observes, is thè figure of passion ; the simile, foe 
figure of calm description.

I  am not sure if this is quite accurate. So far it may be 
true, font the ùmile, as implying contrivance and artifice, is 
inadmissable in the language of passion, while the metaphor 
is perfectly natural to that state of mind. On the other 
hand, t>~ '  may be used without impropriety, aad

OH TSM FACULTY O» OOMFASISOM. M B
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even with advantage, in cases where the mind is under no 
extraordinary excitement. In  ail discourses of a refined and 
elevated kind, wherever the sentiments are concerned, and 
wherever we are treating of subjects of unusual dignity or 
interest, metaphors are not only allowable, but it is hardly 
possible without them to express our meaning. The lan
guage of Scripture teems with metaphor, and wherever the 
subject rises into any degree of dignity and elevation, it be- 
comes almost entirely metaphorical. T hus in the 18th 
Psalm :—

“ The Lord is my rock, apd my fortress, and my deliverer; my 
"  buckler, and the norn of my salvation, and my high tower."

I t  is evident that all that is here meant is to state a  series 
o f resemblances—resemblances which might easily be ex
panded into so many similes; and that as in the simile, so 
here, the resemblance is not in the objects themselves, but in 
their relations. I t  is not that God is actually like a  rock, a 
fortress, or a  buckler, but that, like these different means of 
defence, he keeps his worshipper in safety, and delivers him 
from his enemies. T o  save an awkward circumlocution, 
however, the likeness, which exists only in the relations, is 
transferred to the objects; and to condense the language still 
farther, what is only meant as a resemblance, is in expres
sion converted into identity, and by this figure God is said 
not to be like, but to be a buckler, a rock, and a  fortress. 
There is no mind so stupidly literal as to be misled by this 
form of expression.

Instances may be given out of number from the Psalms, 
and indeed from every part o f the sacred writings. There 
is not a more beautiful one than the 23d Psalm :—

“ The Lord is my shepherd, I  shall not want.
“ He maketh me to lie down in green pastures; he leadeth me 

“ beside the still waters.
“  Yea, though I walk in the valley of the shadow of death, I will 

“ fear no evil. Thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.
“ Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine ene- 

“  mies: thou anointest my head with oil, my cup runneth over."
I t  is clear that, in the first of these metaphors, there is



nothing more intended than to point out a resemblance be
tween God and a shepherd; not a direct resemblance, bu t 
only in the relation in which he stands to his people; and 
that as the shepherd cares for and provides all good things 
for his flock, so God will care for and provide all good 
things for his sincere worshippers. T he other figures used 
point out the different ways in which he does this, by feed
ing, restoring, preserving, aiding, comforting in affliction, 
loading them with benefits, and finally leading them to 
happiness and to glory.

D r Brown thinks that metaphors are only suggested to the 
mind in a state of emotion, “ according to some principle 
“  of shadowy and remote resemblance,” which a  state of 
emotion alone enables us to seize. But, if  we are right in 
the explanation we have given of the kind of resemblances 
which this figure implies, it is not necessary to have recourse 
to a state of emotion before we can perceive it. I f  the re
semblance consists not in a likeness between the things 
themselves, but between their relations, it ceases to be so 
shadowy and remote as D r Brown supposes; and all that is 
required in order to perceive it, is a faculty capable of com
paring relations and perceiving the resemblances between 
them. A  resemblance between relations, when thus analyzed, 
appears to be just as real as any other resemblance; and 
if  the faculty for perceiving such resemblances is strong, 
and in a state of activity, I  would apply to it D r Brown's 
own words, “  the mind seizes the analogy with almost un- 
“  conscious comparison, and pours it forth in its vigorous 
“ expression with the rapidity of inspiration.” D r Brown 
was not conscious that he is here describing, with the utmost 
accuracy, the operation of a distinct special faculty of the 
mind ; and he has equally unconsciously given to it the very 
name by which Phrenologists now use to designate it.

D r Brown goes on to state another fact, which equally 
characterizes this faculty. “  I t  does not dwell,” he says,
“ on the analogy beyond the moment, but is hurried on to new 
“  anakeies, which it seizes and deserts in like manner. This ra-
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* piditjr with which analogies are seised and deserted seems to me 
“ to justify, in some degree, in the drama and highly4mpasnoned 
“ poetry of every kind, what in poetry or general composition of 
“  a calmer kind would be unpardonable. In the case of mixed 
“ metaphor, for instance, as when Hamlet talks of * taking arms 
(t against a sea of troubles/ nothing can be dearer than that there 
u is an incongruity of phrase in the different parts of the Sentence, 

since it is not with a sword or a spear that we stem the waves; 
“ and as the inconsistent images occur in the short compass of a 
“ single line, and are a part of a meditative soliloquy, a greater 
“  congruity might unquestionably have been preserved with ad- 
“ vantage. But when the objection is made universal, and applied 
“ to every case of expression, even of the strongest passion, in 
“ which any mixture of metaphors occurs in the imagery of the 
u  largest sentence, I  cannot but think that this universal censure 
“ has arisen from that technical criticism which thinks only of tropes 
“ and figures, and the formal laws of rhetoric, and not from that 
4i sounder criticism which founds its judgments on the everlasting 
"  prindples of our intellectual and moral nature. In conformity 
“ with tnose prindples, a long and exact adherence to all the con- 
“ gruities of an image that has been acddentally used in the former 
t€ part of a sentence or paragraph, though indispensably necessary 
“  in every spedes of calm composition, is yet rather censurable 
i( than commendable in scenes of dramatic passion.” I  have
only to remark here, that D r Brown is, perhaps, rather 
too strict in his notions of limiting the use of mixed me
taphors to cases of strong passion. T he only use of meta
phors, as of all other modes of speech, is to express our 
meaning, and, provided this be done clearly and forcibly, it 
appears to be of no earthly consequence whether the figures 
used for accomplishing this are all perfectly consistent or not. 
T he truth is, that, in using metaphorical expressions in a 
great majority of cases, the original meaning of the words 
hardly is presented to the mind at all. They suggest the 
metaphorical meaning, and often that alone; and when they 
do so, the consistency of the expressions in their original 
signification is evidently of no importance. So much 
is this the case, that M r Stewart, whose taste in composi
tion will not be disputed, not only defends the use of mix
ed metaphors in the most unimpassioned of all kinds of com
position, that of a philosophical discourse, bu t even insists 
upon its advantage, as it prevents the mind from being led
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away by an analogical form of expression to suppose that 
there is any real resemblance between the things compared 
themselves, when all that is meant is to render more palp*» 
ble to the understanding some statement or notion respect
ing some o f their relations. T he following instance may be 
given where no strong passion is expressed, when meta
phors are not only mixed, but huddled upon one another 
with an almost exaggerated accumulation; and yet there is 
not only no obscurity in the meaning, but this is expressed 
with infinitely more force and spirit than it could have been 
by the most elaborate contrivance of a metaphor consistent 
in all its parts. I t  is where Fabian, in the Twelfth Night, 
is persuading Sir Andrew Aguecheek to fight with Viola.

“ She showed favour to the count's gentleman in your presence, 
a only to exasperate you, to awaken your dormouse valour. You 
"  should then nave accosted her, and with some excellent je s t^ re - 
“ new from the mint, hanged the youth into dumbness. This was 
“ looked for at your hand, and this was baulked; and the double 
“ gilt of this opportunity being washed off\ you are sailed into the 
u north iff the lady's opinion, where you may hang like an icicle 
"  upon a Dutchman's beard, unless you do redeem it by some nota- 
“ ble attempt either of valour or policy.** We have here no passion,
but an exuberant comparison, and wit in a state of high and 
unconstrained activity;— a fertile soil throwing out its flow
ers, not with the cold accuracy of an artificial pasture, but 
with the lavish magnificence of n a t u r e a  gigantic genius, 
“  brandishing in his sport” weapons which an ordinary hand 
is utterly unable to wield. Amidst all the confusion of in
consistent metaphor in the passage now quoted, is there the 
smallest degree of obscurity in the scene ? W ho, in fact, 
on hearing it, thinks of the inconsistency at all, except the 
hypercritic, who, neglecting the soul of the performance, at
tends only to those mechanical details, which are as insigni
ficant to the general effect as the shoe-latchet was to the sta
tue of Phidias ?

In  treating of the simile, we mentioned its use in poetry, 
in enabling the poet to introduce the greatest possible variety 
into his works, and to connect together images of the most
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diverse and even opposite kinds. T he metaphor i t  even 
more essentially subservient to the purposes of poetry, as it 
not only brings before us the whole range of nature, bu t pre
sents to us inanimate objects, as if they were endued with 
hie. u  In  poetry,” says D r Brown, w we perceive every 
“  where what Akenside calls

“ The charm
"  That aearchlan nature o'er the sense of man
“ Diffuses, to behold, in lifeless things, 
u The inexpressive semblance of himself,
“  Of thought and passion."

“ The zephyrs laugh,—the sky or the ocean smiles,—the forest; 
u  die rocks, or the mountains(/rofPft. The storm and the surge4 
“  contend together* The solitary place not merely blossoms like the 
“ rose, but it is glad. All nature becomes animated. The poetic 
w genius (sense of Analogy with Ideality), like that soul of the 
"  world by which the early philosophers accounted for all earthly 
“ changes, breathes its own sprit into every thing surrounding it. 
“ I t is 9 quodcunque vides, quocunque mover es,’ that Vivifying es- 

, “ sence, which, in the beautifiil language of Virgil,

"  Ccelum, ac terras, camposque liquentes,
“ Lucentemque globum Lunae, Titaniaque astra 
M Spiritus intus alit, totamque infusa per artus,
“ Mens agitat molem et magno se corpore miscet"

Leaving for the present the subject of metaphors, to which 
we shall have occasion to recur afterwards, we may take a 
rapid view of certain kinds of composition to which the fa* 
culty we are now considering, when extremely active, has a  
tendency to lead. I  allude to the mode of conveying moral 
lessons by means of fables and apologues, and every species 
r f  parabolic and allegorical composition. Of these the most 

; perhaps is the eastern apologue, where truths, which 
t conveniently, or perhaps safely, have been conveyed 

whom they were intended in a direct and didac- 
le shadowed forth and suggested by distant 
Instead of human agents and speakers, we 

\ birds, beasts, and even plants and other 
[ and speaking in a  manner that may 
\ So their situations. T he scene and



the action is thus removed as far as possible from oucsetves, 
yet the relation« presented ate Buch as may apply to our own 
ease, and the truth or the advice intended is thus conveyed 
to us without giving offence. One of the most famous of 
these analogical Wessons, and perhaps one of the most ancient, 
is the well-known apologue of Jotham, recorded in the book 
of Judges, of the trees going forth to choose a king. I t is 
obviously in the relation in which they stand to one ano
ther, and in nothing else, that the different trees, who are 
mentioned as having refused the kingdom, and die bramble 
who accepted it, bear any resemblance to the sons of Gideon 
aihsded to by JothAra, and that in this resemblance, real 
or supposed, consists the whole essence of the apologue. The 

• parable of the ewe-lamb, employed by the prophet Nathan 
So faring King David to a just sense of his iniquities and cruel 
conduct in regard to Uriah, may be stated as another instance. 
I  shall afterwards have occasion to refer to this mode of con
veying instruction when speaking of analogical reasoning. I t 
is here sufficient merely to point out, that this mode of com- 
positkm is founded, in the first instance, upon the same kind 
of resemblances as we had remarked in the simile and meta
phor,—«  reatmblemce ofrekttiont.

The fable is just the apologue under another name The 
groat master in this kind of composition is JSaop* whose 
works are to' this day used among the first means of convey
ing to youth the dements of moral instruction. I t  is obvi
ous, that, in every one of them, the birds and beasts, who 
am the actors and speakers, are represented as standing to 
one another in relations similar to those which Bahaist be
tween in  and our fellow-men, and tin t on this the whole 
structure of the faMe is founded.

Akin to the fables of JSaop, but move dignified in their 
■ plan and conception, are the parables of our Saviour. I t 
would have been beneath the gravity of his character, and 
die importance of the lessons he had to convey, to put them 
into the mouths of animals. His aetors are always men 
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and Yeomen ; and these are represented under relations which 
are common to all mankind, and of which everyone may, in a 
vast variety of circumstances, see-the application to himself; 
but with this difference, the form of the parable and the 
fable, the principle of their construction, and the nature of 
the instructions they convey, are precisely the same.

'Another sort of composition obviously dependent upon the 
same principles is the allegory. When a metaphor or apo
logue, instead of bring confined to a single print of resemb
lance, is extended to several, and when one circumstance o f 
resemblance is traced after another, so as to compose a  con
tinued narrative, it is called an allegory. Thus, for instance, 
the struggles of a  good man against the evils and tempta
tions of the world and of his own passions, are, by a common 
metaphor, regarded as a  aperies of combats, from the resem
blances which are felt to exist between such struggles and 
the exertions required o f earthly combatants. When, the 
original idea is extended so as to represent one in this situa
tion as a real combatant, and the virtues and vices, passions, 
feelings, and propensities, against which be has to strive, or by 
which he is assisted, are shadowed forth as real personages,—  
when the hair-breadth scapes, and all the circumstances of 
action and suffering incident to a  state of warfare, are fully 
described, as showing the danger and uncertainty of his si
tuation, and when his prowess and perseverance are at last set 
forth as crowned with success against his deadly foes, who 
does not see that the allegorical meaning, hidden under this 
veil, and intended to be conveyed by means of these figures, 
is so conveyed to us by a series of resemblances, and that 
these resemblances are not direct resemblances, but resem
blances of relations ? T he vice or passrion intended to . be 
set forth to us has no direct resemblance to the giant or 
enchanter under which he is represented; but in the attri
butes which are ascribed to the latter, and in the manner, in  
which they carry on their assaults, in other words, in the re
lations under which they Are made to appear to us with re-
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gafcd tb tbe o lject o f their attacks, there is suggested to our 
minds a  resemblance to certain other relations existing be
tween ourselves and our own unruly appetites; and hence 
arises the allegory. T he author who is most famous for this 
species o f composition in our own, or perhaps in any other 
country, is the poet Spenser. Other poets have interwoven 
particular allegories with certain parts of their works, but he 
is the only one, so far as I  am aware, who has constructed 
the whole of a long and elaborate poem exclusively upon 
this principle. In  less able bands such a continued series 
•of shadowy actions and allegorical personages must have 
become unavoidably dull and uninteresting; but such is the 
vigour of Spenser’s genius, and the unrivalled force and 
dearness with which he has contrived to represent the feel
ings and passions of the mind under the veil o f sensible 
images, and such the variety he has infused into bis work, 
that we read it with all the interest attached to a fairy-tale, 
o r a  romance, in which the writer is under no other tram
mels than those which are prescribed by the extent of his own 
powers. T o  produce such a work must have required a 
powerful Individuality no less than a powerful Comparison. 
T he latter faculty suggests the resemblances, but the for
mer is indispensable for furnishing the details and giving the 
requisite distinctness to the description of sensible images,—  
and hence it is, by D r Spurzheim, stated as a material ele
ment in the talent for personifying abstract qualities. But 
to this it is an auxiliary only, the power which is principally 
concerned being undoubtedly the sense of analogy/ No oni 
who has not read Spenser can have any idea of the extent 
to which this kind of writing may be carried, or of the en
tertainment and moral instruction which it is capable of af- 
fending. There is perhaps only one writer who can be men- 
honed as rivalling him in this respect, I  mean John Bun- 
yan, author of the Pilgrim’s Progress, the Holy W ar, and 
several other writings o f a similar character. O f the first of 
these works it is only necessary to state, that though the
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image* used -are .generally of the lowest and homeliest kind,—  
the lahguage plain even to vulgarity*— the incidents and senti
ments o f the speakers frequently bordering on the ridiculous, 
—-•such are the attractions of tins kind of composition, and the 
hold which it is calculated to take on the unpolished mind, 
that this work has run through a  greater number of editions 
than any other ever printed, and continues to this day to be 
the delight of young and old, not only among that class of 
society for whose use it was evidently intended, but among 
many of far higher attainments and pretensions. T he por
traits of this author, it may be proper to remark, exhibit a 
large development of the organ of Comparison; and he 
seems to have been perfectly aware of the tendency of his 
Own mind in this respect, from the text which he has prefix- 
éd to the Progress,— “  /  have used sim ilitudes”

T he foregoing, however, and various other uses which we
derive from this faculty, “ delightful as they may be," says Dr 
Brown, “ are in their permanent effects unimportant when com- 
"  pared with the results of resemblances of a more abstract kind, 
u  the resemblances to which we owe all classification, and otmse- 
“  quently every thing that is valuable in language."

There is no part of D r Brown's writings more Valuable, 
and none in which be appears more clearly entitled to  the 
merit of originality, than his speculations upon general terms. 
.His explanation of the manner in which these are formed, 
by means of our feelin g s o f  resembkmee% is so complete end 
satisfactory, that, unless we had been aware of the darkness 
which previously hung over the subject, and the almost in» 
conceivable absurdities into which the greatest philosophers 
had fallen when treating of it, we could hardly have believed 
that there ever could have been two opinions upon the sub* 
ject, and would be apt to look upon the principle as one so 
simple as hardly to deserve the credit of a discovery. B ut 
this'is ju st the criterion of real discovery in all science,— the 
thipg, when found out, appears so simple and easy, that the 
only wonder is, how it never was hit upon before. W hether 
we consider, however, the beautiful simplicity of the doctrine



itself, or the unanswerable refutation it has afforded of thé 
opposite errors of the realists and nominalists, we .ç&pnot 
help considering it as one of the greatest achievements in thé 
science of mind which has been accomplished previous to th$ 
discoveries of Gall and Spurzheim.

It is another criterion of discovery in science, that what
ever it contains of what is real and valuable, instantly haç-» 
monizes and coalesces with every other rçal discovery which 
may happen to be made in the same department of know
ledge ; and it is one of the strongest proofs of Dr Brown’s 
merit in establishing the principle we have just alluded tĉ  
that, whereas he has traced to certain “ feelings of resem- 
M blance” the invention and formation of “  all that is valuable 
u  in language,”— the observations of Gall and Spurzheim. 
have laid open to us the existence of a  specia l f a c u l ty ,  the 
function of which is precisely the perception of these very 
u feelings of resemblance,” of which he has enabled us to 
see all the important uses. Without* farther preamble, there
fore, I  shall proceed to state, in Dr Brown's own words, thex 
manner in which this faculty proceeds in the classification of 
the objects of our knowledge, and the formation of general 
terms :—

“ T h a t classification is founded on the relation o f similarity of 
“  some sort in th e  objects classed together, and could not have 
“  been formed, if the m ind, in  addition to  its prim ary powers of 
“  external sense, had not possessed th a t secondary power, by which 
“ it invests w ith certain relations the objects which it  perceives, is 
“  most evident ; all which is strictly  sensitive in th e  m ind m ight 
“  have been the same as it  is now, and the perception of a  sheep 
“  m ight have succeeded one thousand times the perception of a  
'< hone, w ithout suggesting the notion which leads us to form the 
“ general term quadruped or animal, inclusive of both ; for the re- 
“  lation is tru ly  no p a rt of the object perceived by us, and classed 
“  as relative and correlative, each of which would be precisely the 
“  same in every quality  which it possesses, and in every feeling 
"  which i t  d irectly suggests, though the others with which it may 
“ be classed had no existence. I t  is from the laws of the mind 
"  which considers them  th a t the relation is derived, not from the  
*' laws or direct qualities of the objects considered. B u t for pur 
“  susceptibilities of those affections or states of the mind, which 
“ constitute the feeling o f similarity, all objects would have been
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“ to us, in the scholastic sense of the phrase, things singular, and 
“  all language, consequently, nothing more than the expression of 
"  individual existence Such a language, it is Tory evident, would 
“  be of little service in any respect, and no aid to the memory, 
“  which it would oppress rather than relieve. I t  is the use of 
€€ general terms, that is to say, of terms founded on the feeline o f 
“ resemblance, which alone gives to language its power of enabling 
“ us to condense, in a single word, the innumerable objects, which, 
“  if we attempted to grasp them all individually in our conception, 
u  we should be as little able to comprehend, as to gather ail the 
“  masses of all the planets in the narrow concavity of that hand 
“ which a few particles are sufficient to fill, and which soon sinks 
“ oppressed with the weight of the few particles which fill it.”

I t  is obvious, that all that D r Brown here attributes to 
those states o f  m ind which g ive  rise to a fe e lin g  o f  resem
blance may as clearly, and much more amply, be ascribed 
to a special faculty, whose office it is to take cognizance o f 
the analogies of things, that is, of the resemblances existing 
among their relations. W hatever, therefore, he attributes to 
this feeling, will be true of the faculty we are now consider
ing, supposing such a faculty to exist, which, after what 
has been stated, may be held as sufficiently proved.

“ We perceive two or more objects,—this is one state of. the 
“ mind. We are struck with their resemblance in certain respects, 
“ —-this is another state of the mind. We then, in the third stage, 
“ give a name to these circumstances of felt resemblance, a name 
“  which is of course applied afterwards only when this relation of 
“ similarity is felt. The perception o f objects,—the feeling o f their 
“ resemblance in certain respects,—the invention o f a name for 
"  those circumstances of felt resemblance,—what can be more truly 
“ and readily conceivable than this process ? And yet on this pro- 
“ cess, apparently so very simple, has been founded all that con- 
“  troversy as to universafs, which so long distracted the schools ; 
“ and which, far more wonderfully,—for the distraction of the 
“  schools, by a few unintelligible words, scarcely can be counted 
“ wonderful,—continues still to perplex philosophers with difficult 
“  ties which themselves have made.*'

T he error of the realists, in supposing general terms to 
represent actual and separate existences, distinct from the 
particular existences which they respectively comprehend, is 
no doubt prodigiously absurd ; but not more so than that 
of the nominalists, who conceived general terms to represent 
nothing, which would truly be the same thing as saying, that
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they have no meaning at all. T he conceptualise, again, al
though they had. a distinct enough view of these opposite 
errors, did not hit upon the true solution, when they sup
posed a general idea to be made up of different inconsistent 
and incoherent parts, of which an unhappy instance is given 
by M r Locke, of a triangle which should be neither equilateral, 
isosceles, nor scalene, neither acute-angled, right-angled, nor 
obtuse-angled, but all of these together. The simple explana
tion of D r Brown at once dispels all this darkness, and shows 
us that general terms do in truth express a relation o f  resem
blance, and nothing more; not a  real existence, but a rela
tion of resemblance which is felt to have place between one 
real existence and another,—a relation which is felt before 
the name can be invented; for unquestionably “  it is not the 
“  name which gives rise to the feeling of resemblance, but 
“  the feeling of resemblance which leads to the invention or 
“  application of the n a m e a n d  what is of the last impor
tance in regard to the use and power of this species of terms, 
they are so far from having in them any inconsistency or 
Incoherence, that, as Dr Brown mentions, “  there can be no
"  doubt that the exact meaning of our general terms is much more 
“ distinctly conceived by us, than that of our particular terms. 
“  We have a far clearer notion of a line, for example, than of an 
“ inch or three-fourths of an inch ; of rectilinear figures in general, 
“  as formed by the meeting of any two straight lines in one direc- 
“ tion, than of an angle of sixty-five degrees, for which a parti- 

cular indination of the meeting lines is absolutely necessary, 
“ and an inclination which only the nicest measurement can dis- 
“  criminate from that which forms an angle of sixty-four or of 
“  sixty-six. The general term, it is evident, in proportion as it is 
“ more and more general, involves the consideration of fewer par- 
“ ticulan, and is therefore less confused ; while the particular term 
“  must involve all the particulars induded in the general one, with 
“  many more that distinguish the species or the individual, and 
“ that are difficult themselves to be distinguished, in consequence 
“  of the faintness of the limits in which they shadow into each 

other. To this it is owin£ that the idences which are most 
“ strictly demonstrative, that Is to say, the sdences in which our 
“  notions are the clearest, are not those which relate to particular 
“  objects, and which, consequently, involve particular conceptions 
“ and particular terms, but the sciences of number and quantity,
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“  is  which every tens is a general one, and every notieny tbers-
“ fore, which it expresses general.”

I t  is easy to see how, in the manner pointed out by D r 
Brown, the mind advances from particular to general notions, 
and from thence to notions still more general, according to 
the greater or smaller number of accordances required to 
form them, the most general of all including the fewest 
circumstances of resemblance, and hence being capable of 
being most exactly defined and comprehended. In  this way, 
in the classification of natural objects, we advance from in
dividuals to species, and from species to genera, orders, 
classes, kingdoms, and all those divisions and subdivisions, 
by which we bring within our grasp the various, and seem
ingly infinitely various subjects of our knowledge. B ut 
general terms are not confined to this sort of classification; 
for it must be remembered that such terms comprehend al
most the whole of language itself. “  Grammarians,” says
Dr Reid, “ have reduced all words to eight or nine classes, which 
"  are called parts of speech. Of these there is only one, to wit, 
u that of nouns, wherein proper names are to be found. All prou 
“ nouns, verbs, participles, adverbs, articles, prepositions, conjunc- 
u tions, and interjections, are general words. Or nouns, all adjec- 
“  lives are general words, and the greater part of substantives. 
“ Every substantive that has a plural number is a general word; 
"  for no proper name can have a plural number, because it signifies 
“ only one individual. In all the fifteen books of Euclid's Elements 
“  there is not one word that is not general, and the same may be 
“ said of many large volumes/*

W e may here observe, that it is not in the philosophy of 
the human mind alone that the errors of realism and nomin. 
aliwn may be traced; for the same errors and the same 
incapacity for discerning the true state of the case is con
spicuous in the works of the philosophical grammarians* 
These gentlemen have been prodigiously puzzled what to 
make of the connective parts of speech, articles, prepositions, 
and the like. M r Harris, in bis Hermes, has fallen into the 
error of nominalism, when he affirms, that "  a preposition is
u a part of speech, devoid itself o f signification, but so framed as 
“ to unite two words that are significant, and that refuse to coa-



“ leeceor unite of themselves," Be doce not, bornear, cetnisttitíy 
adhere to this statem ent, for be had previously defined a  
word to be a sound significant; and a  few pages after he 
says, “  prepositions commonly transfuse something of A sir  
“  own meaning into the word with which they are coau 
“  pounded.19

M r H orne Tooke, ' in  his Diversions of Purley, points out 
the absurdity and inconsistency of these opposite statements«
“  If," says he, “ I  agree with M r Harris that words are sonnds 
“ significant, how can I  agree that there are sorts of words devoid 
"  of signification ? And if I  could suppose that prepositions are 
"  devoid of signification, how could I  afterwards allow that they 
“  transfuse something of their own meaning ?”

M r H arris falls into the same inconsistencies in regard to  
the conjunction, which he first says is “  a part o f speech
“ devoid o f signification itself, but so formed as to help significa* 
“ tion, by making two or more significant sentences to be one sig* 
"  nificant sentence." This, however, he afterwards qualifies by
saying, that some of them have “  a kind of obscure signifi*
"  cation when taken alone, and appear in grammar, like zoophytes 
" in  nature, a kind of middle beingB of amphibious character, 
“  which, by sharing the attributes of the higher and lower, conduce 
“ to link the whole together." Mr Harris here seems to mingle
the errors of the conceptualista with those of the nom inalists; 
the obscure signification  he speaks of being neither significa* 
tion nor no signification, bu t a middle something sharing the 
attributes of both, coming very near to M r Locke's idea of a 
general conception of a triangle which is “  neither oblique 
“  npr rectangle, neither equilateral, equicrural, nor scalenon, 

but all and none of them a t once.” Upon all this absur* 
dity and inconsistency, M r Tooke is abundantly severe; bu t 
his own opinions on the subject seem not leas absurd, when, 
seeking to avoid the errors o f nominalism and conceptualism, 
he falls into the equally extravagant absurdity o f realism, 
H e says,-*" I  maintain that the adjective is equally and alto*
“ gether as much the name <¡f a thing as the noun substantive, 
"  And so I  say o f all words whatever; for that is not a word 
u  which is not the name of a thing. Every word being a sound 
"  significant, must be a sign; and i f  a sign, the name of a thing." *
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I t  m needless to  go into M r Tooke's reasoning upon this 
point, nor to quote any of the numerous instances he has 
adduced to prove that all our words o f the most abstract 
kind, not merely verbs and adjectives, bu t prepositions, con
junctions, and even articles, are originally derived from 
nouns, or rather that they still remain such, amidst all the 
transformations to which they have been subjected. T he 
question is not, what was the meaning o f a particular word 
or sound a t the time of its original invention^ b u t what is its 
meaning now, according to the usage of the best authors. 
A nd, taking th is'fo r our rule, we can have no difficulty in 
discovering that every general word, whether adjective, verb, 
preposition, conjunction, or article, is expressive of a rela
tion, and of nothing m ore; and that the relations so ex
pressed are relations of resemblance, or some circumstance 
or circumstances of agreement, in which a  great num ber of 
particulars coincide. T hus, when we have observed the mo
tion of walking in an individual case, and given a name to 
it, we apply this name to every other case where we observe 
a  similar motion. W hen w e. have observed this motion in 
different directions, Jrom  or to a particular point, and have 
invented the words Jrom  and to to express this relation, we 
apply these words readily in all similar cases to express those 
similar relations which we therein observe. W hen we have, 
made any statem ent, and wish to  add something to it, we 
couple it with the conjunction and, which gives notice that 
something is so added or joined to what we said before; 
and when we have made a statem ent that is too general, and 
from which something is to be reserved or subtracted, we 
introduce this reservation or exception with the words but or 
except, and having once used these qualifying phrases in one 
case, we apply the same to all similar cases, where the same 
sort o f addition or exception is to be made. In  this way we 
come to the use o f all sorts o f words o f this general kind, 
verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions» each o f them ex
pressing one sort of relation, and being applied by us in all



casesw here «e -find a sim ilar relation; and to this its  ap- 
plication to a  vast variety o f siinilar or analogous cases its 
«bole power as a  general or abstract word is to be ascribed. 
W hen we consider this, we will a t onoe acknowledge the 
prodigiously extensive use, in the intellectual economy, o f 
this angle and most simple principle, the Je d in g  q f  resem
blance; and we shall be the less disposed to question its 
having a  separate and special faculty o f the intellect, and a  
separate organ o f the brain, appropriated to its use. B ut 
we are not yet done with the influence of the fe e lin g  o f  r&  
semblance, or sense q f  analogy, in the wonderful structure o f 
language, and we proceed to consider a  part o f th is struc
ture still more curious and complicated than what we have 
hitherto noticed.

W hat I  now allude to  is the well-known fact, th at in 
every language, whether rude or refined, and in every state 
of human society, a  very large portion o f the words employ
ed, perhaps the largest and most im portant portion, are used 
not in a  literal bu t a  metaphorical sense. T his is the case 
with the greater num ber o f abstract term s, bu t in a  parti
cular manner with those which are taken to designate the 
mind and its qualities. I t  is easy to imagine bow this came to  
take place, as it it  the natural progress o f the mind first to 
acquire a  knowledge o f the objects o f the external senses, 
and to proceed from these to notions more and more re
moved from sense, so th at the mind and its qualities will na
turally be the last to  which our attention will be directed. 
I t  follows from this, that the words first invented will be the 
names o f sensible objects and qualities, as these, being the 
first objects o f our attention, will naturally be first d istin . 
guiahed by appropriate signs. A nd in this way it happens 
th at the prim itive roots o f all languages are the names o f 
sensible objects, and th at from these all the rest is gradually 
derived. T he manner in which this operation is performed 
is one of the most curious circumstances in the history o f 
languages,- and throws no small light on the operations o f
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life mmd itself* o f which language is, to a certain extent, a  
eery exact transcript and picture.

I t  is now ascertained by the labours o f etymologists, that; 
in every well-cultivated tongue, the num ber of primitive or 
radical words bears a very small proportion to the whole 
amount p f its vocabulary* In  the Greek, according to M r 
A dam  Sm ith, the number of primitives does not exceed three 
hundred. T o enlarge this scanty supply of conventional 
terms, man is prom pted by the structure o f bis faculties, 
whenever the enlargement of his knowledge requires a new 
word to express his meaning, instead of coining one for the 
purpose, to graft a new derivative upon an old stock, mark
ing, by an addition to its term ination, or some other contri
vance, the shade or variation of meaning which is intended 
to be expressed; or, by a bolder species of license, adopting 
a t once an old word ju st as it stands, and using it meta
phorically to express something else, to  which its original 
meaning seems to bear some analogy or resemblance. O f 
this description are the different words applied in most, if  
not all languages, to  the mind itself. In  Greek we have 
llH ipi from*™#, spiro; from fa x* , flo—spiro. In  L atin 
we have Anima and Animus from the Greek A w ^ ventus, 
spirttue; and we have Spwritus itself, from spiro; all de
rived, in short, by the same metaphor, from some word 
signifying to breathe, as if  life and the soul were no other 
than breath. A ll or most of words signifying particular 
faculties* operations, or states o f the mind, are in like man
ner metaphorical, having originally a  signification applicable 
to the qualities of m atter. T hus, in English, we have at
tention, imagination, abstraction, comprehension, sagacity, 

foresight, penetration, acuteness, inclination, aversion, deli
beration, circumspection, all metaphorical expressions, de
signating originally certain states and operations of our bodily 
organs, or some of the relations o f m aterial objects, bu t now 
used to indicate certain qualities, faculties, or operations of 
mind. “  Nor m ust it be forgotten,” says M r Stewart,

6
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“  that even in pore mathematic* our technical language la borrowed
€t from the physical properties and affections of matter, a  propori* 
** tion of which it is unnecessary for me to mention any other 
w proofs, than the terms employed to express the most elementary 
€t notices of geometry; such terms» for example, as point, tone, 
tc surface, solid, angle, tangent, intersection, circumference; nqt 
** to insist on such phrases as involutes and evolutes, osculating cir- 
“ tie, and various others of a similar description. The use made 
“  of figurative language in arithmetic is an instance, perhaps} slid 
** more directly to our present purpose, as when we speak of the 
w squares, cubes, and fractions of numbers ; to which may be added, 
t€ as a remarkable instance of the same thing, the application of the 
€t word fluxion to quantity considered in general/*

T h e tendency to the use o f figurative or metaphorical 
language has long been remarked to be particularly strong 
am ong savages, whose speeches are full o f figures of thq 
boldest and most glowing kind. T his has been attributed, 
m ost falsely, to their possessing a warmer and more active 
imagination than the people o f civilized states; whereas no
thing can be more certain than that in savage tribes the 
im agination, which results from a full endowment o f both 
knowing and reflecting power combined with Ideality, is very 
far inferior to the average of these faculties in civilized mou
l t  appears, however, from the skulls of savages in our pos
session, that Comparison is in general the most developed 
o f the reflective faculties in them , Causality, W it, and 
Ideality , being in general very little developed; and hence 
the relation of resemblance will be that which occurs to 
them most readily, and by which their ideas will be most 
commonly connected. In  addition to this, must be consider
ed the comparative poverty o f their languages, which con
tain a far scantier supply of words than the more polished 
tongues, and these almost entirely confined to merely sensi
ble objects. I t  follows from this, as a  m atter o f necessity, 
that when a  savage wishes to express any abstract idea, be 
is compelled to make use of a metaphorical or figurative 
expression; and this not for the sake of ornament, or with 
the view of attaining the praise of elegance, bu t simply for 
the purpose of expressing his meaning. I t  is mentioned by
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the Abbé Sîcard, that the deaf and dumb acquire a know
ledge o f adjectives by the sense o f analogy, and by it alone. 
T hus one wrote, “  Jean  est agneau,” meaning that he was 
gentle; another wrote, u  Guillaum e est Lion,** meaning 
“  brave ;” and another, “  Col est mon chien,” by which he 
meant that Col was his friend .' In  the same way it has 
often been observed of sailors, whose ideas and ordinary dis
course is confined in a great measure to nautical objects, 
when they happen to  come ashore, and mix in the affairs of 
a land-life, make up for their deficiency in the set phrase o f 
a  landsman's vocabulary, by a metaphorical application o f 
sea-terms, which are perfectly understood by their brethren 
o f the deep, and are often not a little ingenious and amusing. 
M uch of the wit and amusement to be found in the writings 
o f our unrivalled Smollett consists in the use he makes o f 
this species of sea-slang, of which innumerable instances 
m ight be given from his novels.

T here is probably no language in which the conversion of 
thought by metaphor is carried to a greater extent than in 
the Chinese. In  the dictionaries of that language, the 
words that are used in a metaphorical sense are arranged in 
a  class by themselves, called the K ia-tsie ; and as metaphor 
is so abundant with them, this is a most extensive class, 
and, as is mentioned by a w riter in the Q uarterly Review,#
“ may, in fact, be said to comprehend all the characters in the lan- 
“  guage, as all of them are occasionally used in a figurative sense. 
“ This indeed is implied in their very origin and construction ; and 
“ it is this frequent Use of metaphor which causes so much difficulty 
<* to strangers. These figurative allusions, to which the Chinese at- 
"  tribute a peculiar degree of beauty and energy, will best be ex-: 
“  plained by a few examples. The character sun, combined with 
“ that of moon, composes a third which is called ming, and signi- 
“  fies, in a physical sense, brightness, brilliancy, splendour, and 
“ morally noble, illustrious, famous, &c. To forget is composed 
“ of deaa and heart ; to be gallant is composed of the characters 
" jo y  and g irl; a bad affair is composed of a girl and an evil spU 
“ rü ;  fickleness of a girl and thought The diameter whole, add-

•  VoL iix. p. 883.
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"  ed to that of heart , signifies application or attention ; that of ten 
“ to that of mouthy antiquity. To flatter is composed of mind and to 
“ lick ; friendship of two equal pearls, because, perhaps, they are 
** supposed to be rarely met with. To boast is to speak and main- 
“ tain ; to remember is to speak, and on€s self; to mutter is to 
“ speak, and the negative. The wife o f a magistrate is used meta- 
te phorically for an accomplished lady ; a wild boar for courage ; 
“ and a tiger for ferocity or terror- Thus also a house is sometimes 
“ used figuratively for the master of i t ; the door of the women’s 
“ apartment for a virgin/'

In  most o f these instances the analogy is sufficiently clear; 
in others some allusion is made to local customs and tradi
tions, an intim ate knowledge o f which can alone afford a key 
to understanding the characters employed. T he proper 
name, or appellative of a man, is a compound of the two 
primitives, mouth and moon- T his, it seems, is derived from 
a Chinese custom , that, on the last day of every moon, 
when the guards are mounted, the names of those who are
to be on duty the ensuing month are called over. “  T he cha- 
“  racter signifying marriage is compounded of those of wine and a

seal, because the wine presented on that occasion by the bride- 
“ groom to the bride is considered as the seal of their union. A 
te concubine, or second wife, is composed of the characters girl and 
“  upright, because she is not allowed to sit down in the presence of 
“  her husband. The characters tiger and fire  signify hunting the 
“ tiger, this being generally done by torch-light. Painting the 
“ tiger, however, has a meaning much more obscure; a painter, 
"  famous for his spirited representations of an enraged tiger, was 
“ observed to succeed best when he drank most; hence hoa hoo, li- 
“  terally to paint the tiger, became a common expression for hard 
“ drinking.”

So far with regard to the uses of this faculty in the for
mation of language; I  shall now venture a  few remarks on 
its ulterior uses, and the first I  shall mention is the format 
tion of general propositions. A dm itting that general term s 
are formed by means of a faculty which perceives resem
blances among relations, it will not require much consider* 
ation to satisfy us, that it is by the same faculty we arrive 
at general propositions. Indeed there is no difference be
tween the cases, except that, in the one, the resemblance is 
expressed in a  single word, in the other by a circumlocution. 
A  particular relation bring observed in one individual case
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is  expressed by a  particular proposition; and the same re
lation being afterwards observed in a great num ber o f other 
cases, a resemblance is felt by us to exist between them , and 
this circumstance of felt resemblance being expressed in 
words, becomes a proposition embracing all the individual 
cases. “  A  horse has four feet,” is a general proposition of 
this kind, and, though one of the simplest that can be ima
gined, it could not have been formed without the existence 
of a faculty perceiving resemblances, by means of which we 
feel that all horses resemble one another in this particular 
point. I t  is the same feeling of resemblance which led to 
the formation of the general term  quadruped, that leads to 
the formation of a general proposition predicating that all 
the animals of a particular class have four fee t T he resem
blance being felt and stated, it makes no difference in point of 
principle whether it is expressed in a  word or in a sentence.

B ut there is more than this in general propositions; for we 
are not only led, by our power of perceiving resemblances, 
to include in one statement all the particular facts o f the same 
kind which have fallen- under our observation, bu t we are 
led prospectively to an expectation of similar resemblances 
among facts not observed. In  treating of Individuality, or 
the power which enables us to observe individual existences, 
I  mentioned* that its observations are accompanied with a 
prospective expectation of the permanence o f the objects ob
served. In  like manner, the power which enables us to  per
ceive resemblances, and to observe the uniform ity o f the pro
ductions and operations o f nature, is accompanied with a 
prospective expectation of uniform ity in cases of which we 
had no individual experience. W e not only perceive resem
blances and look for resemblances, bu t we expect resemblan
ces everywhere; and such is the regularity, constancy, and 
uniformity of nature's operations, that, whenever we use our 
faculties aright, we never expect them in vain.

In * paper read to the Society.
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T his is indeed only an instance of what holds with regard 
to  all our faculties of every kind,—propensities, sentiments, 
a n d  intellect. Philoprogenitiveness would have been given 
u s  in vain had there been no children.. Acquisitiveness 
w ould have been equally nugatory, if there had been no ob
jec ts  of utility, convenience, or luxury, to be stored up for 
fu tu re  use. T h e  organs of Colour and of T une suppose and 
requ ire that there should be varieties of hue and of tone to 
b e  observed. So the faculty or sense of Resemblance 
w ould have been utterly useless in a  world where no resem
blance or uniform ity existed among objects or events. In  
such a world, man m ust have been an extremely ignorant, 
helpless, and miserable being;— looking for resemblances 
w hich he was destined never to find, and expecting an uni
form ity in which he was for ever to be disappointed, he 
could neither have made any classification of the objects of 
h is knowledge, nor could he have availed him self of the ex
perience of the past to .predicate any th ing regarding the fu
tu re. E qually ignorant and helpless he m ust have been in 
th e  world constituted as it is, had he possessed no power of 
observing, and no tendency to expect resemblances such as ac
tually  exist among the objects and phenomena around him, 
E very object and every event must in such case bave been 
an  individual, leading to no general knowledge beyond the 
lim its o f his own actual experience. A s it is, however, the 
faculties of man and his situation in this world are exactly 
suited to  each o ther; and in no particular is this adaptation 
more, evident than in regard to this very facu lty ; for, cor
responding to the power of perceiving, looking for, and ex
pecting resemblances and analogies, we find the arrangements 
and operations of nature to be so constant and uniform , and 
to present us.everywhere with such and so many similarities 
and resemblances, as to furnish an inexhaustible food for this 
faculty. . T rusting to this uniformity in the operations o f 
nature, we are not.only enabled,to extend our knowledge of 
present existences beyond the reach o f observation and testi- 
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mony, but from the past we take upon us to predicate th e  
fu tu re ; and we do so with as great a certainty o f correctness 
as we fed  in our observations upon particular individuals. 
T hus we are not more certain that a particular individual, 
Jam es, is liable to  die, than that this is the case with all the 
men now existing in the w orld; and we are not mote cer
tain that all the men who have existed in former ages hove 
died, than we are that the same will be the case with all fu
tu re generations o f men th a t ever will exist to the end o f 
time. W hen we say, that “  all men are m ortal,” we merely 
express, in one general proposition, this single relation o f mor
tality, which is common to all mankind from the beginning 
to the end of the world, and in  regard to which all men re . 
seitfble each other. T he same may be said o f all other 
general propositions. T hey m ust all refer to  some kind o f 
relation, in which a great many particulars agree or resemble 
one another; and the proposition merely expresses this 
agreement or resemblance. W e are not satisfied with stat
ing this agreement or resemblance in regard only to  the par
ticulars that have fallen under our notice, bu t, where our ex
perience has been uniform, we are led to extend it to all 
cases of a sim ilar kind ; and, relying upon the uniform ity of 
the operations of nature, wc are enabled to rise from p arti
cular to  general facts, and from these to laws which are as 
universal as nature itself.

General propositions form the foundation upon which A ris
totle erected his logic, and the whole a rt o f reasoning 
by  syllogism. T he u tter worthlessness and inefficiency o f 
this mode o f reasoning is now so universally acknowledged, 
th a t it would be a waste of time to  enter upon any detailed 
examination o f its different forms. Its  usefulness may be 
evident from the single example which is commonly given, 
“  all men are m ortal: bu t Jam es is a m an; therefore Jam es 
“  is m ortal.” T his is mere drivelling, and tells us nothing 
we did not know before. W e could not arrive a t the general 
fact, that att men are mortal, without being previously sa



tisfied that Jam es, as well as all the other men in the world, 
was so. I t  is astonishing that for nearly two thousand years 
the world was so blind as to be satisfied with a system arid 
an art o f reasoning by which, it is demonstrable, we can 
never arrive at the knowledge o f any new tru th  whatever. 
Before we begin our process of reasoning by syllogism, we 
m ust first arrive a t the knowledge of the general fact in
cluded in the major proposition; bu t this same m ajor pro
position is really the whole affiur, and includes in i t , ' neces
sarily and immediately, the very thing which we are desirous 
o f proving. E ither the major proposition is founded on an 
extensive and uniform induction o f particulars, or it is taken 
for granted upon slender and insufficient grounds. In  the 
first case, before we begin to construct our syllogism, we 
m ust already know the particular proposition to  be true, 
otherwise the general one could not be so. In  the other 
case, we never can prove a particular proposition respecting 
which we have had none, or only an imperfect experience, 
by means of a more general one, respecting which our ex
perience has been equally defective.

Lord Bacon- was the first to point out, th at the boun
daries o f human knowledge could never be extended by 
reasoning down from generals to particulars, bu t that the 
true mode of proceeding was to reason upwards from parti
culars to  generals. H is system o f inductive reasoning, and 
of studying nature by observation and experiment, is found
ed upon ju st viewa of the human understanding and o f the 
constitution o f nature. A n im portant part in this process is 
borne by the faculty for perceiving resemblances. W ithout 
this, all our observations m ust have been particular; and we 
could never have advanced beyond the knowledge o f indivi
dual facts. I t  is by Individuality th at we make observations 
on individuals, and discover the relations in which they stand 
to each other. I t  is by Comparison that we perceive the re
semblances between these separate individual relations, and 
out of many particular observations form one general obser-
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vation. B ut this system of induction would be quite im 
perfect, and we could never advance by it beyond the lim its 
of our own experience, were it not for that prospective ex
pectation of uniformity formerly noticed. W e feel that th is  
expectation is never disappointed, and from our experience o f 
this we form the maxims, that N ature is 44 uniform in all h er 
44 operations,” and that 44 similar causes will always be a t- 
44 tended by similar effects,” and the still more comprehen
sive one, 44 that what has been will continue to be, and un- 

x 44 der the same circumstances will always be.” These 
maxims, upon which the whole o f inductive reasoning rests, 
are nothing more than general propositions, formed in the 
m anner already pointed o u t

T he use of general propositions, the formation o f which 
we have been now considering, is as extensive as reasoning 
itself, and embraces the whole circle of human knowledge* 
In  all processes of reasoning, whether relating to law, to  
politics, to morals, to religion, or to physical science, our 
first object is to discover some general principle, applicable 
to all the particular cases; and when we succeed in establish
ing such a principle, to which no objection can be made, to 
which there is no well-authenticated exception, and are able 
to show that it applies directly to the case towards which 
our inquiries are directed, our business is done, our argu
m ent is complete, and the point which we have endeavoured 
to illustrate may be regarded as proved. Such principles 
form the foundation of all our reasonings, and when ana
lyzed, they will be found to be nothing more than general 
propositions, expressing some point of resemblance, some re
lation in which a  vast variety o f particulars coincide o r re
semble one another, and which of course could not possibly 
be formed w ithout the aid of a  faculty which perceived the 
resemblance of relations.

I t  is the business of reasoning to form principles o f this kind, 
and to apply them. B ut when once they are formed, they are 
sometimes stated didactically in the form of maxims, which are
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delivered to the young and the uninstructed as the. dictates of 
th e  wisdom and experience of age. These are not .w ithout 
th e ir  use, as they are easily retained id the memory, and 
con tain , in a  condensed form, the results of long observation 
a n d  reflection. B ut there is another form in which such re
su lts  are in use to be presented. I  mean those proverbs 
w hich in all nations have been used to hand down from ge
neration  to  generation the wisdom of past ages. A  proverb 
d iffers from a  maxim in this, that a maxim is merely a 
general proposition, simply and literally stated, while a pro
v erb  expresses the same thing by a m etaphor, and thus con
veys the meaning in a still more condensed, terse, and pointed 
m anner. M axims only go through one operation in the in
tellect, while proverbs undergo two, and both are performed 
by  the faculty we are now considering. Some of the latter 
m ay well be denominated the double-distilled essence of com
parison, and contain the greatest possible quantity of mean-! 
in g  compressed into the fewest words. O f these a few ex
am ples may be given. I t  is a general rem ark, that “  perse- 
“  verance is of more effect in accomplishing great undertake 
“  ings than any violent or sudden exertions.” T his is ex* 
pressed in .th e  proverb by the metaphor, “  L ittle strokes 
“  fell great oaks,” or the L atin  one, that stones are worn, 
“  Non vi *ed ta p e cadendo* T he Scottish proverb, “  A  
“  rolling stone gathers no moss,” indicates that he who fro. 
quently changes his place or his trade will never make 
money. There is a Cornish proverb, “  H e who will not. be 
“  ruled b y  the rudder m ust be ruled by the rock,” intim at
ing that those who are headstrong, and will not take advice, 
m ust suffer the consequences. T he Italian proverb, “  Be- 
“  ware of vinegar made of sweet wine,” means that it is dan
gerous to provoke the rage of a  patient man.

In  the infancy of nations, before the introduction of letters, 
and before great books were written on every subject, much 
of the genius and wisdom of nations was contained in these 
proverbs. Solomon seemed to consider it a  necessary part
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of a learned education to study the “ .words of the wise and 
“  their dark sayings/' and to understand u a  proverb, and 
“  the interpretation thereof." N ot to mention the collection 
o f proverbs left us under his name, which seems to  be but a  
small part of what he actually wrote, many of the greatest 
men of later times did not think it beneath them  to invent 
proverb* Ju liu s Caesar was the author o f a  well-known 
one, which still remains in use. W hen about to repudiate 
his wife, he replied to  those who remonstrated against his 
putting  away so excellent and apparently unexceptionable a 
lady, “  None of you know where the shoe pinches." T he 
Chevalier Bayard is said to have given us one, alluding to  
the uncertain and expensive habits of a m ilitary life, and the 
little chance a soldier has of realising a fortune, “  W hat ia 
“  gained by the sword is consumed by the gorget." T h e 
Jew s have some expressive proverbs, containing aUusions to  
their own history. “  W hen the tale of bricks is doubled, 
“  Moses co m e s in tim a tin g  that there is a  point beyond 
which oppression can no longer be borne. I t  is needless to 
state more instances her* I  merely quote them as illustrat
ing, in a double point of view, the operations of this faculty. 
M axims are general propositions, formed, as all general pro* 
positions are, by the faculty which perceives the resemblance 
o f relations; and proverbs are produced by  the same faculty, 
inventing a metaphor to  express the same relation in  which 
all the cases comprehended in the general proposition re
semble each other. T his double operation o f the same 
faculty deserves to  be noticed in considering the philosophy 
o f proverb*

B ut it is not merely in inductive reasoning that Com
parison is concerned: I  conceive it to  be a  m aterial assistant 
in all processes o f general reasoning. Even in mathematical 
reasoning, the most general and abstract of all reasonkig, 
this faculty must act an im portant part, if  we aoe right in 
considering its function to be a power o f perceiving the re . 
semblance of relations. In  every kind of mathematical

i
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reasoning, whether in geometry, algebra, fluxions, or the 
differential calculus, there are two relations by means of 
which all our reasonings are conducted, equality and propor
tion ; and there are no other. Now equality is ju st a species 
o f resem blance; and it is tbe most perfect species of resem
blance which we are capable of conceiving. In  all cases, 
therefore, where our reasonings regard equality, it 19 obvious 
th at this faculty m ust be concerned; for the things com
pared, and concerning which equality is predicated, are in no 
case individual existences, nor specific qualities of individual 
existences, bu t relations merely. W e cannot, therefore, in
stitute tbe simplest equation, or say th at A  =  B + C , or that 
the line A B  is equal to the two lines CD and E F , without 
perceiving the resemblance between relations. A n angle is 
even more obviously than a line a mere relation, and, there« 
fore, when we say the angle ABC is equal to the angle 
D E F , we are more obviously making use of a faculty which 
perceives the resemblance between two given relations. A nd 
tins is the case, however far we carry our calculations m 
order to arrive a t a relation of equality. W hen we say 
A + B —  £  =  X z, we have a perception of resemblance be
tween two vety complicated relations; and this may be re
solved by calculation into other equations more or less com
plicated, which are merely the perception o f other resem
blances, existing among the same relations under a different 
mode of arrangement. Even when our reasonings involve 
the element of proportion, we cannot proceed a step without 
the aid o f this faculty. F or in stating the simplest propor
tion that occurs, A : B : :  C : D , the process is no more than 
th is : W e first apprehend the proportion existing between 
A  and B ; we next apprehend the proportion existing between 
C and D ; and, lastly, we apprehend a resemblance between 
these two proportions, in other words, that the proportion 
between A  and B is exactly similar to that between C and D. 
I t  is clear we could not form such a proposition as this
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w ithout a power capable of comparing and of perceiving the 
resemblance between these two relations of proportion.

I t  is my intention, on some future occasion, to  enterm one 
a t large into the nature of reasoning, both general and in 
ductive, after we have considered, with some m inuteness, 
the nature and function of another im portant power, viz., 
Causality. W hat has been said may be sufficient to show 
the vast extent and uses of Comparison, or the sense o f  B e- 
semblance, as an element, even in our most abstract reason** 
ings. B ut there is one species o f reasoning which belongs 
to  this faculty as its peculiar province, and in which it has 
no rival to compete with,— I  mean analogical reasoning. I t  
has been well observed, that, when any thing new is pre
sented to the mind, any thing which we have had no expe
rience of, or no opportunity of observing, we are extremely 
ap t to reject it as incredible and absurd, if it appears totally 
unlike any thing that we have ever observed or heard o f be^ 
fore. On the other hand, it tends greatly to facilitate the 
reception of any new fact or doctrine,—if it resembles whát 
we have formerly observed, and the stronger and the more 
numerous the resemblances we are able to trace between it 
and those other doctrines and facts upon which we have 
been accustomed to repose with undoubting security, the 
more it is likely to attract our attention and engage our be
lief. Hence, in proposing any fact or doctrine to  our consi
deration, it is a great point to be able to show, in the first 
instance, that this is not an anomalous case, totally unlike 
any thing that ever occurred before, but, on the contravy, 
that it bears a strong resemblance or analogy to various 
other cases, which are either perfectly familiar to us, or prov
ed upon undoubted and irresistible evidence. T he teacher, 
or announcer of the new doctrine, by proceeding in this man
ner, removes in his audience that indisposition to the recep
tion of new tru ths, which all minds feel in a  greater or less 
degree, and begets, on the other hand, a disposition tow arfs 
the reception of what appears to harmonize so well with
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those facts or doctrines which are considered to be previous» 
ly  proved. H e removes the prejudices against him, and be» 
gets a  prejudice ia  his favour, when he shows, th at what he 
endeavours to prove harmonizes entirely with the procedure 
and arrangem ents of the works o f nature in other cases; and 
if  the resemblances and analogies so tap ed  be o f a  strong 
and intim ate kind, and if  they be numerous, and draw n 
from various and opposite sources without any case occurring 
in which the contrary takes place, a case o f probability may 
be made out so strong as almost to supersede the necessity 
of any farther proof. A nd let it not be rind th a t this mode 
o f reasoning is not philosophical. I t  is perfectly philosophi
cal when used with discretion, and within ju st limits. D oubt
less it may be abused; b u t, when properly used, it may lead 
to conviction almost, if  not altogether, equal to any other 
mode of proof;—and why? F or the reason before stated, that 
N ature is uniform  throughout aU her departm ents, and i i  
everywhere full of resemblances and analogies. T he Crea
to r has, in all his works, proceeded upon a plan which is full 
o f wisdom; and every p art o f his works bears some resem
blance, in some of its relations, to  every other part, by which 
means the combined parts are not more distinguished by 
their separate beauty and sim plicity, than by their harmony 
and consistency as an entire system. Resemblances are found 
between things above us and below us,—things in heaven and 
things in the earth , and things under the earth,—between 
the concerns o f tim e and those e f eternity,— between the 
worlds o f m atter and o f mind,—and to those who trace these 
analogies with due discrimination, every p art o f the book o f 
nature is fu ll of instruction. T he character of G od himself 
is reflected in the things winch he has made, and to him who 
studies these attentively, day unto day uttereth speech, and 
night unto night teacheth knowledge. T heir lines are gone 
unto the ends of the earth , and there is no speech nor lan
guage where their voice is not heard.

N ot to  insist more largely here upon the philosophical
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uses o f analogical reasoning, there is one particular case in  
which this mode of reasoning may be used, in  which it is a s  
completely and as instantly conclusive as the most rigid phi
losophical demonstration, and that is where the purpose is  
no t so much to adduce a  proof as to answer an objection. 
W hen objections ape drawn, as they very frequently are, 
from analogy, they may often be completely, and conclusive, 
ly , and trium phantly refuted by an analogical argument. O f 
th is I  cannot give a more apposite instance than the argu
m ent which is used by S t Paul, in answer to  those who ob
jected to his doctrine of the resurrection o f the dead.
. “  Bat some will tay, How are the dead raised up ? and with what 
“  body do they come?

"  T hou  fool, th a t which thou sowest is not quickened, except i t  
"die.

“  And that which tbou lowest, thou aewest not that body that 
“  shall be, but bare grain, it may chance of wheat, or of some other 
"  grain.

“  But God giveth It a body as it hath pleased him," &e.
H ere the object is not to prove the. resurrection of the 

dead, bu t to refute the objections of d  p rio ri rcasoners, who 
endeavoured to  show th a t i t  was impossible. S t P aul in- 
atantiy adduces the analogous case o f the seed, and the ana
logy is so strong, th e  resemblance between the two cases so 
ju st and striking, that it is a t once adm itted by  every mind 
as a  conclusive refutation of the reasoner's objection; and it 
is immediately perceived, th at whatever other doubts may 
remain with regard to. the resurrection o f the dead, there can 
be no objection on the score of impossibility.

A nother instance of a  cossehum  answer bong drawn from 
analogy to an objection of a  nut very dissimilar kind, oc
curred on a  paper wkich was lately read in this room by a 
very dutiaguished and enlightened member o f tins society, 
(D r Andrew Combe), in which, by a  series o f the most dose, 
iatimatey and striking analogies existing in other parts of 
our system, he produced a  most ample and derisive refuta
tion of these objections, drawn from analogies o f a  looser and 
less accurate kind, against the phrenological doctrine, that,
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when ail other circumstances are equal, riae o f brain affords 
a n  accurate index o f the power o f manifestation-

So much may be stated with regard to the use of analo
gies in philosophical reasoning. B ut, in many kinds o f rea
soning, and those too o f no little  importance, there is  hard
ly  room far employing any other than analogical reasoning. 
I n  almost every departm ent o f eloquence, either o f the pul
p it, the bar, or the senate, analogical reasoning is o f the most 
im portant use. In  reasoning with regard to the concerns o f 
another and o f a  fu ture state,-—when nothing can be stated 
from  actual experience,—the preacher has hardly any other 
m eans o f bringing die tru th  home to lus hearers, than by 
apposite and well-selected analogies. H e m ust, as D r Spurs- 
heim observes, compare and liken things in heaven, of which 
we know nothing with certainty, bu t from  the authority of 
revelation, to the present system o f things surrounding us 
in  this w orld; and by this means to  refute objections, to al
lay prejudices, to  remove th a t indisposition which many 
m inds feel to  the reception of the doctrines o f scripture, and 
to  beget a  disposition to the reception o f th a t doctrine. T his 
in the true business o f  preaching, and it is by analogical rea
soning alone th at its objects can be attained. W ith regard, 
again, to  tbe proofs o f revelation, and of the authenticity end 
genuineness of the sacred books,—the evidences of th e  rea
lity  o f the miracles there recorded^—the evidences from these 
miracles,—from prophecy,—from the lives and from the 
deaths o f the first preachers and prom ulgators o f tbe doc
trine, as evincing the tru th  o f the doctrines themselves,—  
these m ust be sought for in  th e  same way as proofs or evi
dences o f any other lan d ; and the subject requires and af
fords foil employment to  all the intellectual faculties. So 
far as regards its evidences, the religion o f the Sacred Scrip- 
tom s is as much an inductive science as any other th a t can 
be named, and demands, as m uds as any other, the rid s of 
industry and team ing, th e  most critical accuracy, and the 
most refined ingenuity. T he p ro p »  mode of teaching these
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evidences, as in any other science, is by lectures; and this 
mode o f distribution of these respective subjects is followed 
by the ablest divines. I  only regret that this division o f the 
subjects which engage the labours o f our divines were not 
more systematically followed than it is. B ut this is a mat
ter foreign to my purpose. I  mention it a t present merely 
to point out, by an apposite instance, the proper boundaries 
o f analogical reasoning, and when it is in its proper place. 
In  the lecture, when any o f the evidences o f religion are to 
be discussed, any point of scriptural interpretation to be rift
ed, or any subject o f ancient prophecy to be explained, ana
logical reasoning is not so exclusively employed,— what we 
want here are facts and inferences,—and comparison is only 
adm itted to act in conjunction with and in subordination to 
the other intellectual powers. B ut in the sermon, the ob
jec t o f which is to rouse the inattentive, to awaken the care
less, and to  carry divine tru th  home, by means o f the most 
striking and sensible images, to the hearts and consciences of 
all,'analogical reasoning is entirely, and almost exclusively, 
thé weapon' to be employed. I t  is by means of this alone, 
that, after the understanding^ convinced, a due impression 
can be made on the heart and the affections.

I t  is th e  same in oratory of any other kind, only, where 
the m atters treated o f are confined to the affairs of this world, 
there is not such a complete separation between the different 
mddes of reasoning. In  general, the speaker endeavours to 
lead the understandings o f his hearers, and bespeak their at« 
tention, by making some general remarks, wtilch they will a t 
oiufe adm it, and to  which no objection can be stated. H e 
then adduces some well-known cases, bearing some kind of 
resemblance to the one in hand, the results o f which are fa
vourable to the conclusion he wishes to draw. H e arranges 
these in such a way as to bring forward the rem oter analo
gies first,— then cases which bear a closer resemblance to 
his ow n,-^uid, last of all, the very case which he is called 
upon to argue. Then he is obliged to exert all bis ingenuity
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in properly stating his facts,—adducing his proofs,—drawing 
his inferences,— making distinctions,—stripping the m atter 
o f all its extraneous circumstances,—presenting the point to  
be determined in its most simple and intelligible form ; and 
bringing it round so as to identify it as clearly as posable 
with the analogous cases previously cited. T his, with a  peror
ation, rapidly glancing a t the principal topics o f bis d is. 
course, and giving a  condensed and concentrated view o f his 
whole argum ent, so as to leave the strongest impression pos
sible upon his bearers, seems to be the most effective mode of 
winding up the discourse. T he art of the orator should be 
shown, in not anticipating the judgm ent of his bearers, J>ut 
rather in leading them to draw the conclusion for themselves, 
than in drawing it for them. If, however, he is provided 
with a great store of analogous cases, and is happy in his 
mode of bringing them out and applying them , he may ven
ture a  great deal more, after stating these, than he can be 
perm itted to do before it. If , by means o f these, he has suc
ceeded in leading the thoughts o f bis hearers to run in a  par
ticular channel, and to feel that expectation o f sim ilarity 
which we formerly spoke of as attending all the manifesta
tions o f this faculty, his business is more than half done. 
T hey become willing to be persuaded, and the proofs and 
argum ents he may thereafter adduce find a  ready and un- 
resisting acquiescence.

From  the above will, be^ seen the vast importance o f the 
A cuity o f Comparison,—understanding, by this term , a 
power o f perceiving Resemblance in the relations o f the dif
ferent objects o f our knowledge. T he subject is not exhaust
ed ; b u t I  find it time to conclude a  paper which, I  am 
very sensible, has been already too long.
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A R T IC L E  I I .

INQUIRY CONCERNING AN ORGAN FOR TH E FEELIN G
OF THE LUDICROUS, DISTINCT FROM TH AT OF W IT.

( From a Correspondent.)

T h e feeling of the ludicrous has hitherto, we know, together 
with die perception o f difference, been considered a  function 
o f the faculty of W it.

T o this, however, there have always been, we think, several 
very im portant objections. T he feeling o f the ludicrous ap
pears to possess all the characteristics o f an original specific 
feeling, not resolvable into any other feeling, or into any com
bination of feelings. I f  then nature, so far as we can discern, 
has established, in  every other instance, a connexion be
tw een a prim itive feeling and a cerebral organ ; if  to  each o f 
the primitive feelings of Self-esteem, Love o f Approbation, 
Cautiousness, Benevolence, Veneration, H ope, &c. she has 
assigned a m aterial instrum ent on which its operations are 
made to depend, does it not appear a very reasonable con
clusion, that for the feeling of the ludicrous, which to all ap
pearance is as much an original feeling as any o f the other 
sentiments, there should be found a similar m aterial accom
panim ent ?—that, in short, a separate organ for the feeling o f 
the ludicrous is yet a desideratum in the systetu o f Phreno* 
logy ?

T o  ascribe to the faculty o f W tt the genetically different ' 
functions of perceiving differences, and of giving the feeling 
o f the ludicrous, has ever appeared to us to be quite inad
missible, as confounding the function o f an intellectual 
with that of a sentimental faculty. W e presume, therefore, 
to intrude upon your notice our thoughts upon this subject, 
not as by any means professing to settle, but as only making 
an attem pt to stir the question respecting 4in organ for the lu
dicrous distinct from that assigned to W it, being encouraged 
to think, by what we have seen, that the result o f observation



will be, not only the discovery of such an organ, but likewise 
the ascertainment of this point as to the faculty o f W it,«*, 
whether it be a  sentimental or an intellectual faculty, as it 
has ever appeared to us absolutely necessary that it be consi
dered as belonging wholly, and exclusively either to the one 
class or to the other« W e are very much averse to the idea 
o f W it being a  mongrel faculty, partaking both of intellect and 
of sentiment, as in so viewing it we make it quite an anomaly 
in our mental constitution* I f  its function be to give the feel
ing o f the ludicrous, then unquestionably it is a  sentiment, 
and ought to be classed with that genus o f feelings. If , how, 
ever, discrimination be its function, then it ought to be class
ed with the intellectual faculties.

W e were a t one time disposed to  class this organ and fa
culty o f W it with the sentiments, and to consider its function 
as confined to th at of giying the feeling of the ludicrous,«—of 
infusing, as it were, the essence of drollery into the expression 
o f the countenance and gesture, and likewise into conversa
tion, and to  imagine, th at with other faculties it combined 
in producing what is called H um our, and to seek for the 
function of discrimination from some other faculty.

W hen reflecting on the functions of the organ and faculty 
o f Comparison, there appealed to be some reason for conclud
ing, that in the perception of resemblance, the perception, of 
differences was necessarily, o r a t least very probably implied. 
Difference appearing to be but, as it were, a negation of re 
semblance, we were disposed to conclude, that when you per
ceived the prin ts of resemblance between two or more objects, 
you, a t the same time, necessarily perceived the points o f d ta. 
m ri& rrify, ju s t as when w ith your organ o f vision you a t  the 
same moment perceive both light and shade. T his, however, 
is but one more o f the many proofs that we have of the inode, 
quacy o f metaphysics of itself to  lead to  an accurate system 
of mental philosophy. T he reflections of the metaphysician 
on the objects o f his own consciousness, however, are not to 
be despised, as, when corrected and modified by observation
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and patient induction, they may lead to very im portant re
sults. I t  was by subsequent observation that we were con
vinced, that to the faculty of Comparison we cannot look lor 
the perception of differences,—«an innumerable m ultitude o f 
facts presenting themselves in decisive proof o f this proposi
tion, that a man may be quite expert in perceiving resent, 
blances, and in tracing analogies, while he is, a t the same 
tim e, almost completely destitute o f discrimination. I f  it 
were, as we once imagined, the business of Comparison to 
perceive both resemblances and. differences, it is evident, that 
the one function should a t all times be equal in  endowment 
with the other, and th at both functions should exist, and be 
manifested in equal proportion to the size and activity of the 
organ of Comparison. By stubborn facts, however, this no
tion of comparison perceiving differences as well as resem
blances is most decisively contradicted. One instance may 
be adduced as very remarkable, in the case of a person with 
whom we happen to be well acquainted, and who pos
sesses a very large and prominent organ of Comparison. H is 
forehead retreats abruptly on each side o f the organ of Com
parison, and thereby indicates not more evidently the place 
and size of Comparison, than a strongly-m arked deficiency o f 
Causality, and especially of W it In  correspondence with 
the external appearance of the organ, there is not in his illus
trations a  more marked predominance of resemblances, and 
analogies, than there is a deficiency of discrim ination.. From  
which, as well as from many similar facts, it seemed reason- 
able to conclude, that the faculty which^ perceives difference, 
.is not the same as that which perceives resemblances.

Being forced to relinquish Comparison, we sought the solu
tion of our difficulty from Causality. In  the perception erf 
the relation of cause and effect, however, we could not find 
any thing which necessarily implied a perception of differ
ences. T here are many instances to be m et with of very 
good reasoning from very bad premises, thereby, indicating 
a very good reasoning faculty, without the power of discrimi
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nation necessary to discern the difference between good and 
bad premises. In  endeavouring to convince ourselves, that 
the operations of Causality were sufficient to account for the 
perception of differences, we argued, that, perhaps, the per
ception of dissimilarity between two things, prima, fa d e  simi
lar, is the result of a train of reasoning ; but if two things 
are prim a fa d e  similar, in the supposition that a train of rea
soning is requisite to perceive the dissimilarity between them, 
a  very im portant query arrests our attention. Seeing the 
mind is not always on the alert to hunt after differences be
tween things that appear to resemble each other, what is it 
that gives the mind the hint necessary to excite it a t one time 
more than another, to engage in the pursuit after arguments 
to evince the dissimilarity between two or more things prim a 

Ja d e  similar ? I f  the things appear to be similar, what could 
suggest the idea o f seeking arguments to prove their dissimi
larity, if  it be not some lurking suspicion that the similarity 
is only apparent P A nd if there is any such lurking suspicion 
of dissimilarity, whence comes it ? Does it not seem to take 
its rise in the operation of a faculty evidently separate and 
distinct from the reasoning faculty P I f  so, then the necessity 
of ratiocination is superseded by the operation of a faculty 
formed by nature intuitively to perceive dissimilarity,-<-a fa 
culty the function of which could not be performed by any 
process of reasoning whatever. I f  there is any reasoning in 
the m atter, therefore, it is subsequent to a previous perception 
o f dissimilarity ; the object of which is to convince, not our
selves, bu t others, of the difference between two things, apt, 
by common minds, to be confounded. By such reasonings 
as these did M r W illiam Scott's very ingenious views con
cerning the faculty of W it approve themselves to our mind, 
the primitive function of which, he says, is to distinguish dif
ferences.

T h at thè organ o f this faculty should be found in the im
mediate neighbourhood of Causality, is not only very reason
able à priori, but it likewise appears to be confirmed by ob- 
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servation; bu t that the faculty itself, which, front the function 
now ascribed to it, is evidently intellectual, should have over 
and above added to it a function not less evidently belonging 
to  a sentimental faqulty, that of giving the feeling of the 
ludicrous, appears to be quite inadmissible.

From  this view of the faculty of W it, as giving the feeling 
of the ludicrous, we dissent for three reasons

I . Because such an account of the faculty appears to he 
quite unpbilosophical» inasmuch as it confounds the function 
of an intellectual with that of a sentimental faculty.

In  the sentiments of some Phrenologists concerning the 
A uction of this fa u lty  these seems to  be no small confusion*
"  This faculty,”  says M r Combe» “ is treated as an intellectual 
“ power in Dr Spurzheim e English work; hut in his French 
“  works, subsequently printed, it is considered as a sentiment. 
f‘ He regards it as giving the feeling of the ludicrous, and pro* 
“ ducing the tendency to represent objects under this aspect, in 
“  the same way as Ideality gives the feeling of the beautiful 
“  and also the tendency to elevate and adorn all the conception 
u of the mind.”

In  ascribing a  place to an organ, or a function to a  faculty, 
it has always appeared necessary (in this doubtless we may be 
mistaken) to give it either wholly and exclusively the place 
and function of a sentiment, or wholly and exclusively the 
place and function o f an intellectual faculty. Now we know, 
that i t  is the office of an intellectual fa u lty  either to perceive 
objects external to  the mind, to. form, conceptions of things, 
or to discover relations, not wcessprily connected with any 
feeling w hatever; and that it is the work of & sentimental 
faculty to give some species of feeling, without forming any 
idea either of perception, conception, or relation. D r Spurs- 
heim, aware as he undoubtedly is of this difference between 
intellect and sentiment, seems to vacillate between the opinion 
of W it .being a  sentimental and of its being an intellectual 
fa u lty , or to  settle down into th e  opinion of its b an g  a  sort 
o f mongrel fa u lty , possessing the double and heterogeneous 
functions both of intellect apd sentiment. F or << W it, ac-



cording to this view, (continues M r Combe), would consist 
“  in conceptions formed by the higher power imbued with 
“  the sentiment in question that is, the conception of differ
ence imbued with the feeling o f the ludicrous. Now if  to 
unite together, as the operation of one faculty, two functions, 
between which nature seems to have drawn a line of separa
tion so broad and distinct, be unphilesophical, it seems won- 
derful that this incongruity should not have so arrested the 
attention o f a  mind, acute as that of D r Spurzheim undoubt- 
ly was to have led him to discover whether or no there be 
a separate organ for the feeling of the ludicrous.

M r Scott, endowed, as he undoubtedly is, with a philoso
phies} mind o f a  high order, seems, nevertheless, to have 
atam bled upon the same unphilosophical account of the fa
culty o f W it. From  his opinion, however, as to the func
tion o f W it being both to distinguish differences and to 
give the feeling of the ludicrous, we must be perm itted to 
withhold cu r assent until we see* a satisfactory reason for 
m odifying so considerably, as in this case we m ust do, all our 
previously-acquired notions respecting the functions of senti
m ent and intellect, which, as we both love and seek the tru th , 
we, upon good cause being shown, are very willing to do.*

M r Scott, in support, we suppose, o f his views respecting 
the combination of the ludicrous with discrimination as the 
functions o f this faculty, affirms, that all instances of W it, in 
the common acceptation of the word, are resolvable into the 
perception of difference, or of “  congruity amid incongruity.” 
I f  this be com et, W it has, in the common acceptation o f the 
term , as much to do with the faculty of Comparison as with 
the phrenological faculty o f W it; because, according to M r 
Scott's definition, all instances o f W it are resolvable into the
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perception of congruity amid incongruity, or, which is the 
same thing, of unexpected and ludicrous resemblances or ana- 
logies, which includes not only the perception of difference, 
the function of W it phrenologically so called, bu t likewise the 
operation of the faculty of Comparison. B ut, if  we are not 
very much mistaken as to what is meant by W it, in the com
mon acceptation of the term , M r Scott, in including the per
ception of difference in his definition, is rather incorrect. F o r 
W it, in the common acceptation of the term , seems not only 
not to include this function, but, in fact, in many instances, 
perhaps in all, to run counter to this function of the phreno
logical faculty of W it. I t  is more than probable that M r 
Scott is better acquainted both with the theory and practice 
of W it, commonly so called, than we pretend to b e; it becomes 
us therefore to speak m odestly; but we suspect be cannot ad
duce any instance of W it being a perception of unexpected 
differences; whereas we can adduce many bearing the cha
racter of unexpected or ludicrous resemblance or analogy. 
In  this opinion we are supported by no less authority than 
that of M r Locke, who evidently considered W it, in the po
pular acceptation of the word, as opposed to judgm ent; by 
which he evidently meant the discriminating faculty, ascribing 
to it the very same function as that which the Phrenologist 
ascribes to his faculty of W it. H e represents W it “  as iy-
“  in f in the assemblage of ideas, and putting those together 
"  with quickness and variety, wherein can be found any resem- 
“ blance or congrutiy, thereby to make up pleasant pictures in 
“ the fancy. Judgment, on the contrary, lies in separating care- 
“  fully one from another, ideas wherein can be found the Least 
“  difference, thereby to avoid being misled by sim ilitude/'

I f  then it be true, that, after all, the phrenological faculty 
of W it has ju st nothing a t all to do with W it, commonly so 
called, and if  it be adm itted, that Comparison is chiefly, if  
not exclusively, employed about all that is intellectual in W it, 
commonly so called; if  we are to combine the feeling of lu
dicrous with any o f the intellectual faculties, it ought to be 
with the faculty of Comparison, rather than with the phreno
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logical faculty o f W it; but it should likewise be combined 
with Causality, because we may sometimes meet with most 
exquisite specimens of ludicrous reasoning. Nay more, if  we 
are to  ascribe the function of giving ludicrous feeling or 
drollery to any one o f the intellectual powers, we have, we 
think, about as good a reason to associate it with the function 
of every one of the intellectual faculties, knowing as well as 
reflective.

I I . T his brings us to the consideration of our second ob
jection to the combination of the function of giving ludicrous 
feeling with that of discrimination in the phrenological fa
culty of W it; that it is only, we think, apparently but not 
rea lly  supported by correct observation. W hat we think we 
have noticed in our observation of character seems to militate 
against this unphilosophical combination of functions; and it 
is this, that many seem to possess a faculty of infusing the 
essence of drollery, and of thereby giving a ludicrous effect to 
what they say and do, who do not possess the discriminating 
faculty in any proportionable degree, or indeed, perhaps,' in 
any degree a t a ll; and, vice versa9 we have seen many with 
a sound acute discriminating faculty, who seemed incapable 
of giving a ludicrous effect to what they said, or at least to 
do so in ’ any degree proportioned to the measure in which 
they were endowed with that faculty phrenologically called 
W it.

W e said, that the feeling of the ludicrous might be with as 
good a reason combined with the function of any other of 
the intellectual faculties, knowing and reflective, as with that 
of the discriminating faculty. W hy should we not combine 
it with Individuality, and perhaps with Form , Size, Locali
ty , O rder, T une, and Language ?, W e have witnessed some 
interesting instances of the combination of the feeling of the 
ludicrous with the operation of individuality, and that in per
sons no way remarkable for, nay, in many cases, very defi
cient in the faculty of discrimination. Very frequently have



we heard a person tell a  itw y , » its e lf  no am ple, and, when 
read, so unentertainiag as not to excite any emotion, w ith 
such ludicrous effect, th at the inclination to  laughter was »  
resistible. W e have heard another tell th e  same s ta y  w ith
out any sensible change in  the narration, and nobody could 
see why he took the trouble to tell a  stcsry so anentertahiing 
and so pointless; nor could the unlucky wight himse lf teU 
what it had lost in his hands, nor give any other reason for 
telling it than this very natural one, that he had had a  good 
hearty laugh a t it himself when he heard i t ; and th at aH h is 
fellow-bearers had likewise laughed; and that they were a il 
very happy; and that, therefore, it m ust surely be an en
tertaining story, though be could not well teU why. T here 
are persons equally deficient in, or, a t least, no  way rem ark
able for discrimination, who have som ething'so very comical 
in their gesture and in  their expression a£ countenance, that, 
a t first righ t a t least, you cannot look a t them  w ithout feel
ing an irresistible inclination to  smile. W hen such drollery 
is accompanied with large Secretiveness and powerful reflec
tive qualities, the effect o f the whole combination is some
times tremendous. B ut there are many instances of persons 
possessing all the reflective qualities in a  high degree, with 
little or nothing o f the faculty o f giving a  ludicrous effect to  
the operation of these facu lties.. I f  this and what has been 
advanced above be true, neither the phrenological faculty o f 
W it, nor any other intellectual faculty, is or can be the source 
o f the ludicrous. W e would, therefore, propose an amend
ment on M r Scott’s analysis of H um our. Instead o f saying, 
the talent for it is produced by Secretiveness in combination 
with W it, we would be disposed to say, the talent o f H u
mour is produced by Secretiveness in combination with some 
faculty, the organ o f which has not been discovered, and is;, 
therefore, still a  desideratum ; a  faculty the function o f which 
is to give the feeling of the ludicrous; f ‘ the former giving 
“  the slyness, the latter the ludicrous colouring, which toge- 
“  ther constitute H um our, imitation aiding those power« in  
“  producing the ludicrous effect."
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W e halve an organ fen the feeing  o f the subbaae and beau* 
tiful, for the wonderful, and for most, if  not for all, o f our 
c*hef original feelings; why then should there not be among 
the sentiment* an organ ib r the feeling of the ludicrous? T o 
ascribe the htH og of the ludicrous to an intellectual faculty 
as its function is, as we h are said, both ubphilosaphiaal and 
contradicted by observation. B u t we m ight say farther, th a t 
if  we are to  combine the feeling o f the ludicrous with thefuoc* 
tion o f W it, or o f any other of the intellectual faculties, with 
as good reason may we join the feeling o f Sublime and Beauts* 
fill, o f W onder, Benevolence, Veneration, H ope, or any other 
o f the sentiments, with W it, Causality, Comparison, or any 
other of the faculties o f the understanding.

T hat the mind does not more certainly possess the suscep
tibility of the various prim itive feelings of F ear, Hope, Be
nevolence, Veneration, W onder, and Sublim ity, than it pos
sesses the susceptibility o f the prim itive feeling of the ludt- 
crous, appears from the dictates o f Consciousness, as well as 
from observation of character, to be most evident; and that 
this feeling does not rise ou t o f the operation o f any o f the 
intellectual faculties, is, for the same reason, we think, not 
less evident If, then, it  be true, th at the feeling of the lu 
dicrous is a  prim itive foeling, not resolvable into any other 
feeling, or combination o f feelings, and if  it likewise be true, 
that observation of character m ilitates against the unpbilo- 
sophical idea o f combining it with the function o f any intel
lectual faculty aa its source, it seems necessary towards the 
completion o f the system of Phrenology, that it should be 
p u t upon the same footing with the other prim itive feelings 
and sentiments o f whioh the mind is susceptible, by the die. 
c a n ty  o f a  cerebral organ on which its manifestation de
pends.

. I I I .  O ur third  and last objection to the combination of 
the feeling o f the ludicrous with the power o f discrimination, 
as the function of the faculty of W it, arises from the obser-
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vatkm of crania connected with the manifestation of mental 
character.

Dissatisfied with the views, of Phrenologists as to the fa
culty of W it giving not only the power of discrimination, 
bu t likewise the feeling o f the ludicrous, and impressed with 
the belief that in these views they were not borne out by a  
correct observation of facts, we have been for a considerable 
time in the habit of from time to time observing the confor
mation of head in the region of W it in connexion with the 
manifestation of both the functions ascribed to this facu lty ; 
and the result of these observations, together with the con
clusion to which they have led us, we will state as briefly as 
is consistent with perspicuity.
. W e have observed, for instance* one person whose fore
head is fu ll over the region of W it, indicating the possession 
of an organ of W it which m ight be called large, and accom
panied with an acuteness in the power of discrimination in 
due proportion to the size of the organ. Immediately above 
the organ of W it the forehead retreats rather suddenly to
wards the region of W onder. Though this person manifests 
a  considerable share of acuteness in the power of discrimina
tion, answerable, as we have said, to the size of the organ, he 
possesses little or nothing of the power of infusing the feel
ing .of the ludicrous into his conversation and gesture; cer
tainly nothing in proportion to the .measure in which he is 
endowed , with the faculty , of discrimination. Now, if  the 
power of discrimination and that of giving the feeling of the 
ludicrous were both the function of one and, the same facul
ty , they should be found invariably both in an equal degree 
of endowment, and both in equal proportions to the size o f 
the organ. In  this, however, and in many other instances 
which might be adduced, these two functions are not by any 
means in equal endowment,—a proof, we think that they are 
not the functions o f the same faculty.
. A gain, we have observed persons having their foreheads 
depressed a t the region of W it, indicating a small organ,
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and, in correspondence with this appearance of the forehead, 
manifesting a marked deficiency in the power of discrimina
tion. In these persons we have likewise observed the head, 
rise rather abrupdy above the region of W it, givingthe coun
tenance, in extreme cases, the appearance that it would pro
bably assume were a pair of horns about to make their ap
pearance on the upper, anterior, lateral parts of the head: 
Such persons invariably, so far as we have observed, either 
manifest a comical expression of countenance, or infuse a 
feeling of drollery into their conversation.

We have seen, we think, a similar conformation of head, 
accompanied with a similar manifestation of mind, even in 
little children, as well as in other young persons in whom the 
reflective faculties have not yet come to maturity, or to the 
size to which they are destined. We know two gentlemen*, 
the shape of whose heads seems to differ from each other in 
every other point but in those to which we are now advert
ing ; in which points, viz. the upper, anterior, lateral parts 
of the head above the organ of W it, (which organ in both is 
small,) there is a considerable resemblance, both bring ele
vated in that region similarly and almost m  an equal degree. 
Now, in correspondence with this conformation of head, tim e 
appears to be a difference in the mantfestation of almost every 
point in the character except in these two points, viz. a very 
moderate endowment of the discriminating faculty, and a 
considerable supply of the power of infusing the essence of 
drollery into what they say, in which they both agree. So 
much does this ludicrous feeling pervade their stories, that 
though we have little respect for the understanding of either, 
we are irresistibly disposed to laugh at their drollery, though 
quite aware that, apart from the ludicrous feeling with which 
it is combined, what they say would not of itself be capable 
of exciting a angle smile.

Now, if these phrenological observations be correct, if it 
be true, as in the first case adduced, that the organ of W it 
may be large, and the discriminating faculty connected with
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it exist in proportions! endowment, while there is little or 
nothing of the power of inciting the feeling of drollery into 
conversation; and if, vice verm , it likewise be true, that the 
power of manifesting the ludicrous, as in the lest eases re* 
fenced to, may be very considerable, while the power of dis
crimination is veiy inconsiderable; does it not appear evident 
that the one function bearing no proportion to tile other, 
they are not and cannot be the functions of the same facul
ty, but that they are the functions of two distinct faculties, 
the one referable to the class of intellect, and the other to 
that of sentiment ?

Phrenologists, in general, have agreed with Dr Gall in 
thinking, that in persons who manifest a talent for wit simi
lar to that manifested by Rabelais, Gervnntes, Boileau, Ra
cine, Swift, Sterne, and Voltaire, the anterior, superior, la
teral parts of the head are prominent and rounded, and Mr 
Combe may be considered as stating their sentiments when 
he adds,—“ When this development is excessively large, it 
“  is attended with a disposition, apparently irresistible, to view 
“  objects in a ludicrous light” Now we would just suggest 
the question, whether it be not possible that, under this p#w- 
tninent and rounded development of the upper lateral parts 
of the forehead, there may not be two organs instead of one, 
the lower part of this prominent development bring assign* 
ed to W it, and the upper to the feeling of the ludicrous P 
This question is suggested by what appears to be a fact, 
that in those persons who have evidently a large organ and 
faculty of W it, the forehead retreating suddenly, and carry
ing away the upper part of the prominent and rounded de
velopment above-mentioned, there is little or nothing of the 
power of manifesting the feeling of the ludicrous either in 
language or in gesture; and that in those in whom the power 
of manifesting the feeling of the ludicrous is superadded to n 
large endowment of the discriminating faculty, it will, per
haps, be observed, that the forehead does not retreat abrupt* 
ly, as in the case first mentioned, immediately above the
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region of W it, but that, perhaps, in part of the space auign- 
cd to Wonder, there is an elevation in proportion to the 
power of manifesting the feeling in question. If, then, we 
were to assign a place for the organ of the feeling of the lu
dicrous, it would be between the region of Wonder and that 
of W it Perhaps it might encroach somewhat on the region of 
Imitation, and also on that of Wit,phrenologicaiJy so called. 
Whether, in these conjectures, we have oome even within 
sight of the truth, cannot at once be ascertained; of this, 
however, we feel confident, that there must be somewhere a 
separate organ for the ludicrous, and there appears to be no 
place so appropriate far i t ; no ¡dace where it is so likely to 
be discovered as in the place above printed out, or some, 
where in the vicinity of Ideality, Wonder,' and Imitation. 
In  this, perhaps, we may be but showing our ignorance; like 
every other topic connected with the inductive science of 
Phrenology, however, theae views most be refuted or con
firmed by patient observation; and if what bas now been 
advanced shall lead some more skilful and experienced Phre
nologist to such observations as shall result either in the dis
covery of the organ of the feeling of the ludicrous, or in the 
resolution of the feeling itself into some more original feeling, 
or into some peculiar combination of faculties, we shall have 
completely attained our object.

X . T. P. H.

A RTICLE II I .

CORTBOYEBST “WITH SIB W ILLIAM  HAMILTON.

Oua readers have already been informed, that, in 1826, Sir 
William Hamilton read a first Essay against Phrenology be
fore the Royal Society of Edinburgh, and, in 1827, a second, 
which were loudly applauded by the opponents of the science,
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os complete refutations of its doctrines. By the rules of the 
Royal Society no reply to these Essays was permitted, and, 
in consequence, we repeatedly called on Sir William to pub
lish his objections, that the Phrenologists might meet him on 
a fair field. He has not, however, done so; but, in April 
last, notice appeared in the newspapers, that he would de
liver a popular Lecture against Phrenology, in a class-room 
in the .University, for the benefit of the distressed opera
tives, tickets of admission £s. 6d. each. This announcement 
gave rise to the following correspondence between him and 
Mr George Combe. I t is more extended than we could 
have wished, and. than may be agreeable to many of our 
.readers; but, oonaidering.the importance which \ho opponents 
have ascribed to Sir William Hamilton's objections, and his 
own rank as a professor, we could not with propriety over
look the discussion; and if we gave place to it at all, we were 
called on, by every principle of justice, to present it entire.
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M r Combe to Sir William Hamilton, Bart.

Edinburgh, 13th April, 1827.
M y  d e a r  S ir ,—-I observe in the newspapers a  notice, th a t you 

intend to repeat your demonstration of the evidence against P h re 
nology in a class-room of the U niversity, on W ednesday, 18th 
A pril, a t  one o'clock, for the relief of the distressed operatives. I  
rejoice to see you come forward in  this public m anner, and highly 
approve of the benevolent purpose you have in view. A t the same 
tim e the interests of tru th  seem so obviously to require a statem ent 
of both sides of the question, th a t I  tru s t no apology is required, on 
m y p art, for presuming, as I  now do, to solicit your permission to 
make a  reply a t the conclusion of the lecture, i f  this shall not be 
agreeable to you, m ight I  then request the favour of your endea
vouring to obtain for me the use or a  class-room in the U niversity, 
on F riday , 20th  A pril, a t  one o'clock, when I  shall be prepared to  
deliver a  lecture (also for the benefit of the distressed operatives) 
in  answer to such of your statem ents as may appear to be erroneous. 
By this proceeding the cause a t once of tru th  and  charity  will be 
promoted. Believe me to rem ain, Ac. G eorge Co m be .
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Sir William Hamilton to Mr Combe.

16, Great King Street, 14th April, 1827.'.
M y dear Sir,—1  have just received your letter, and .will have 

great pleasure in complying with either of your requests; but I  
cannot be certain that the use of a room, for a separate lecture in the 
University, would be allowed by those whom it might be necessary 
to consult. Your friend, the Principal, however, will not be indis- 
posed, I am sure, to stretch a point of academical etiquette in your 
favour; and you may depend upon all my little interest with the 
other members of the Senatus. If the first alternative be taken, as 
it would not be pleasant for either of us that all and sundry should 
be suffered to harangue on the occasion, it will, I  think, be expe- 
diept to limit the reply to yourself; but if you wish that any other 
person should be permitted to speak, I  have no objection.

In conclusion, may I  presume to add an expression of sincere es
teem, and trust that, however we may differ in some opinions, 
nothing on my part should ever be construed into the slightest die* 
respect of your distinguished ability and candour. I  remain, &c.

W. Hamilton.

M r Combe to the Very Rev. Principal Baird.

Edinburgh, 14th April, 1827.
M y d e a r  S i r ,— I  use the freedom to annex copy of a corre

spondence betwixt Sir William Hamilton and me, on the subject of 
my delivering a lecture, for the benefit of the distressed operatives, 
in answer to his objections against Phrenology, and most respect
fully solicit the permission of the Senatus Academicus to give a 
reply at the conclusion of his demonstration.

With the view of benefiting the operatives, the ticket for both 
lectures might be raised to 5s.

If this is not approved of, may I  be honoured with the use, on 
Friday, at one o’clock, of the.same class-room used by Sir William 
Hamilton ?

In November last, the University of Cambridge gave the use of 
a*hall belonging to them to Dr Spurzheim, for his whole course of 
lectures on Phrenology; so that the admission of one of its advo
cates within t̂he precincts of a college is not without precedent

A n early answer, for the sake of advertising, will be obliging.—  
I  rem ain, &c. G eo r g e  C om be .

M r Combe to Sir William Hamilton.

Edinbuigh, 16th April, 1827*
M y  d e a r  S ir ,—Immediately on receipt of your letter of 14th 

April, I wrote to Principal Baird, soliciting the permission of the



Senatus Academicus to make a reply to your demonstration; bat 
sufficient time has not yet elapsed to enable the Principal to consolt 
the Senate and report. Wednesday, however, fast approaches, and 
the opportunity of giving publicity to my purpose of replying becomes 
daily lew. Might I, therefore, so far trespass on your indulgence, as 
to make a  farther proposition, namely, that you would postpone your 
demonstration till Friday, Saturday, or Monday next,—permit tbe 
reply to be advertised along with the announcement of your lec- 
tura^—the ticket of admission to both to be raised to 5s.,—and in 
case the Senate shall deny me the use of the same. class-room you 
occupy, that you would transfer yonr lecture to the Assembly 
Booms? I  need not point out bow greatly such an arrangement 
would increase the foods for the poor, and promote the cause of 
truth*

I  agree most readily that the reply shall he confined to myself, 
and I  prefer commencing' when you terminate.

In allusion to the kind expressions in your letter in regard to 
mysdf, permit me to say, that in no instance do I  view a phflo- 
aophical opponent otherwise than as a friend ; and that m all mv 
intercourse with you, and, in particular, in the discussions which 
we have occasionally maintained on the subject of Phrenology, I  
have met with nothing, on your part, but extensive information, 
great acuteness, and the most mild and courteous spirit in enforcing 
your objections; and that your prompt and handsome compliance 
with my request for tbe benefit of a reply has greatly aaded to 
your many previous claims on my esteem.—I  am, &c.

G e o r g s  Co m b s .

D r Andrew D uncan, Ju n . to M r Combe*

Edinburgh College, 16th April, U»y.
SiB f— I  am directed by the Benatus Academicus to transmit to 

you the enclosed extract from the minutes of a meeting held this 
day.-*-I hare the honour to remain, foe.

A n d r ew  D uncan ,  J u s . Sec.

H otrod  fro m  the M inutes o f a M eeting o f the Senatus Aeademi-
CU9 o f the U niversity o f E dinburgh, held 16th A pril, 1827-

“ It was resolved that the reauest of Mr Combe (he not being a 
** member of tbe Senatus) could not be granted/'

A n d r e w  D uncan ,  Ju n . Sec.

Sir William Hamilton to Mr Combe.

16, Great King Street, 16th April, 1887-
M r d s a r  Snty~-I have just returned from a meeting of the 

Senatus Academical and am sorry that the unanimeu» resolution
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in rdarion la your request, communicated through the Principal, 
was, that without a violation of established rule, and the mtreauo 
tioa of an inconvenient precedent, no person,not a member of their 
body, could be permitted to lecture within the University. I was 
likewise compelled to submit to the opinion of ad my colleagues, 
that to request you to make any observations on my paper would 
be wholly unacademical. Should you wish to inspect the crania 
which I  shall exhibit, I will be happy to have you along with me 
when I arrange them, previous to my demonstration, at 12  o'clock. 
I  shall be much disappointed at not hearing your lecture, if you 
propose tp deliver it during this week, as 1  go out of town off 
Thursday morning, and do not return till Saturday at soonest.

I  had written so far when 1  received your letter of to-day. k  
reply, I  shall only say, that I  cannot bring myself to aequiesoe in 
your proposal, which 1  think would serve no purpose for the fur
therance of truth, and has withal too much the appearance of a 
public disputation. If I  can do any thing to secure to you the 
same audience who may attend me, you may depend on my en
deavours. Could not the persons who have tickets of mine have a

r'eference to your lecture, which will probably be very crowded ?— 
remain, &c. W. Hamilton.

Mr Combe to Sir WilUam Hamilton.

Edinburgh, 16th April, 1827«
M y  d h a e  S ib ,— I  am  favoured with your letter of this date, 

announcing the decision of the Senalus Academicus. As my kauL 
iag object was to offer an answer to your objections, not only before 
the particular audience to whom they were urged, but to take up 
the particular positions on which you founded them, and to refer to 
the identical specimens which you used in your demonstration, and 
as these ends cannot be adequately accomplished by a lecture deli
vered on a different day, in a different place, and, to some extent 
at least, to a different audience, no course remains for me, but to 
solicit that you will publish your statements with your earliest con
venience, and in the meantime grant me your permission to publish 
the correspondence that has passed between us.

I  am much obliged by your offer to show me the skulls to which 
you refer. Had I  been allowed to make my own commentary on 
them, I should have readily accepted of the invitation, and in re
turn solicited yOur attention to tne collection of casts and crania bo- 
longing to the Phrenological Society; but as matters now stand, it 
appears to me preferable that my inspection of them should be 
postponed till after publication of your ooiections.

White I  regret that ‘the arenas of the Royal Society and College, 
which you selected, precluded me from replying to your remarks 
in the presence of those to whom they were addressed, yet I can
not conclude this correspondence without returning my warmest 
acknowledgments for the handsome manner in which you indivi
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dually m et my proposal of an answer the mom ent i t  was subm it- 
ted to your consideration.— Believe me to  rem ain, Ac.

George Combe.

Sir William Hamilton to M r Combe.

16, Great King Street, 16th April, 1827.
My dear Sir,—In reply to your request that I should agree to 

a publication of our correspondence, I  beg leave to offer my reasons 
for declaring myself averse from such a proceeding.

In your first letter to me, you requested as an alternative, that 1 
mould apply in your behalf for the use of a room in the University. 
Confident, therefore, that the matter was wholly between ourselves, 
and that I  should at all events have a communication from you be
fore any other 6tep was taken, I  wrote you my acquiescence; and 
though I  did not mark my letter as confidential, the manner in 
which I alluded to Principal Baird evidently showed that it was 
not intended to go beyond yourself. I do not imagine for a mo
ment, that you intended any want of courtesy to me in carrying 
my communication to the Principal, and in making, moreover, 
through him, a request to the Senatus that they should consent to 
an arrangement which concerned me, but in which my acquiescence 
had not been asked. But though I am far from attributing any 
blame whatever to you on the occasion, (and did not even there
fore allude to this in my last letter), still a permission from me to 
publish the correspondence would sanction what, though not wrong 
in intention, I must think not quite correct in performance. A t 
the same time I can see no end to be answered by the publication, 
which could not be quite as well accomplished by a statement on 
your part, if you indeed think a statement is required.— I remain, 
Ac. W . H amilton.

M r Combe to Sir William Hamilton.

Edinburgh, 17th Apr3, 1827.
My drab Sir,—In reply to your letter received of this date, I beg 

to express ray regret that in any particular I  should have acted con
trary to your widles. I  understood your letter of 14th April to 
contain an indirect suggestion that I  should apply to Principal 
Baird, and while I  acknowledge that this interpretation must have 
been erroneous, because you say that it was in opposition to your 
intentions, I  beg to assure you that nothing was farther from my 
purpose than to fail in any point of duty or respect either to your
self or the Senatus Academicus. I  shall avail myself of the privi
lege of stating the import of the letters on my own responsibility; 
ami, with unimpaired regard, subscribe myself, Ac.

George Combe.
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Sir William Hamilton to M r Combe.

16, Great King Street, 18th April, 1827.
My dear Sir,—I  bave just read in tbe Scotsman of to-day a 

statement by you regarding our correspondence, and cannot avoid 
animadverting on one part of it, whicn totally (though no doubt 
unintentionally) misrepresents the tenour of my last letter. I did 
not, as you state, disapprove of your “ applying to the Senatus 
“ Academicue in your own name, after I  had expressed my inten- 
“ turn o f doing so” I  never dreamt that you were bound tq make 
such an application through me, though you had requested it, and I  
had agreed to the proposal. You had a perfect right to take and to 
change your own measures in your own way. But what I  could 
not appear as approving, was your interference, without any autho- 
rityjrom  me, in my concerns, to the extent of even proposing a plan 
to the Senatus of regulating my lecture. After so full an abstract 
of the other letters, you might also, I  think, besides merely say
ing that “ I  wrote tnat my first letter, although not marked, was 
“ confidential/’ have added my reasons for thinking that its confi
dential nature could not be ambiguous. May I  beg that you w ill 
take the means of correcting the erroneous impression tnat your 
statement may produce, in regard to my disinclination to authorise 
the publication of our letters.— I remain, &c. W. Hamilton.

. M r Combe to Sir William Hamilton.

Edinburgh, 19th April; 1827.
M y mar Sir,—It gives me much regret that I should have 

Ailed in any degree in correctly representing your views. The 
“ Statement” was prepared with every possible care and scrupulo
sity on my part, and submitted, moreover, to the révisai of several 
friends, who are not unknown to you, and who compared it with 
the correspondence to ensure accuracy and fairness. Since receiving 
your letter of 18th April, I  have again read over the letters, aua 
still feel at a loss to understand the nature and extent of the misre
presentation of the tenour of your previous communication ; but, 
as my earnest desire has all along been to do you ample justice, I  

. shall publish any correction with which you may favour me, not 
inconsistent witn my own letters, and remain, &c.

George Combs.

Sir William Hamilton to M r Combe.

Edinburgh, 25th April, 1827.
My pvau Sir,— I found your letter of the 19th on my return 

from the country last night. M ight I  beg a sight of my letter to 
you before last, not having kept a copy.— I am, &c.

W. Hamilton.
2 bVol. IV — No XV.
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M r Combe to Sir W ittum Hamilton.

Edinburgh, 25th April, 1827.
M y dbab Sib,— I send you your letter to me of date 16th 

April. M y difficulty was in understanding how I  had requested 
the Senatus to consent to an arrangement concerning you, in w hich / 
your acquiescence had not been asked. M y request to Principal 
Baird was, that he would procure the consent of the Senate to the 
proposal contained in my first letter, and assented to in your first 
letter, of which copies were sent him. I  added a suggestion, that, 
if  the reply was aomitted, the admission-ticket might be raised to 
5s. ; but this, of coune, would have been submitted for your appro
bation before being proposed to the public, even if thé Senatus bad 
agreed.

I  beg to mention, that, at the request of the committee for the 
relief of the distressed operatives, I  shall deliver a lecture on the 
evidence of Phrenology, in the Assembly Boon», at one o’clock, on 
Friday, and will be nappy to exhibit as many skulls of the col
lection used by you as will be allowed to be cut open. Farther, if  
you will honour me with your attendance at the Clyde Street H all, 
on Friday morning at ten, I shall saw open as many skulls as you 
may select, carry them to the Assembly Booms, ana abide by the 
evidence they afford, both as to parallelism and the frontal sinps*— 
Meantime I remain, Ac. Geobgb Com bs.

Sir William Hamilton to M r Combe.

Edinburgh, 25th April, 1827.
My deab Sib,—On perusing my letter of the 16th instant, I 

still cannot understand how it coula be interpreted to support your 
statement of its contents. I  there only mentioned your request that 
an application to the Senatus should be made by me, to show that 
I  wrote under the impression, that as the negotiation was placed by 
you in my hands, no use could consequently be made of any care
less or confidential expressions in my letter to you, without my 
previous knowledge ana consent. I  cud not withhold my approval 
from an application on your part to the Senatus through any other 
channel than m yself; and only declined sanctioning the communi
cation to himself, far more the publication to the world, of an allu
sion to Principal Baird, which could only be excused in a confiden
tial note; ana so far from saying or insinuating that “ you had 
“ erred in applying to the Senatus Academicus in your own 
“ name* I expressly limited what I  did not approve to your pro
posing to the Senatus an arrangement which concerned me, but to 
which my acquiescence had not been asked. W hat this meant I  
thought sufficiently intelligible. In your firet letter you only re
quested “ permission to make a reply at the conclusion o f the lec- 
“ iure.* To this proposal, which was simply, that I should ask you
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as my guest to make your observations on what was then delivered, 
and which did not suppose that your reply was to be proclaimed as 
forming an integral portion of the business, I  acceaed; but had 
you proposed to me, what you requested the Senatus to sanction, 
that we should give a joint lecture, &c.— to this I  certainly would 
never have agreed, ana could not but think I  was not very well 
treated, (really* but not intentionally,) when a proposition to this 
effect was made to the Senatus without consulting me. I am for 
from supposing that you wished to throw on me the necessity of 
refusing even your original request, though this was the consequence^ 
and the probable consequence, of bringing the matter before the 
Senatus in the way you did. In justice, therefore, to me, in order 
to undo the absuru inconsistency which your “ Statement" virtual
ly  imputes to my conduct in this affair, I  beg that you would pub* 
lish, in the Journal where it appeared, the passage in question, with 
the relative letter, and our subsequent correspondence. A t the same 
time, as the only delicacy I  felt m authorising the printing of my 
previous letters has been removed by your giving their fu ll sui> 
stance in your Statement, you may of course make any use of 
them you please.

In reference to the last paragraph in your note, I  am very 
anxious to procure for you the unlimited use of the phrenological col
lection of skulls in the Natural History Museum, and had this fore* 
noon applied urgently to Professor Jameson on the subject. The 
result, which amid not at once be determined by him, I  shall com
municate to you as soon as I obtain a definitive answer.*-—I re
main, Sec. W. Hamilton.

Sir William Hamilton to M r Combe.

Great King Street, 26th April, 1827.
My dear Sir,—As I deemed it proper that you should have an 

opportunity of employing, in your lecture, the crania on which I  
had endeavoured to prove the reverse of the phrenological state
ments in regard to the frontal sinuses, Ac. 1, yesterday, before 
receiving your note, requested of Professor Jameson, as a particular 
favour to myself, that I  might be allowed to offer you the whole 50  
skulls sent by Mr Royer to the Museum, and which, as Mr June*» 
son informs me, were labelled, numbered, and phrenologically mark
ed by D r Spurzheim. This series cannot, at least by the Phrenolo
gists, be said to furnish an induction of mere selected exam ples; yet, 
though it does not certainly exhibit an average so unfavourable to 
them in the size of the sinuses as any random-collection I have ex* 
amined, I  am still willing to peril the whole question on the refuta
tion it affords to every assertion on this fundamental point hazard
ed by Drs Gall and Spurzheim. There does not occur, in the 
whole collection, a single case of a total absence of the sinus; and 
the smallest cavities are generally in the oldest subjects. The su
perficial extent of the sinuses are marked by black lines, and every
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dimension, including the depth, can easily be ascertained by the 
employment of a bit of wire. I  shall send you a supply of such 
p ern s; and you are at perfect liberty to hand any of the speci
mens to your auditors for their inspection. I am disappointed in 
not haring been allowed to break up a sinus in every skull of the 
50; all that I  could obtain of the Professor, who u  averse from 
disfiguring the heads, was permission for you to open, before the aiu  
dience, one of these two cavities in any three crania that may be se
lected. Two are already opened as examples; and the person who 
brings the skulls will carry with him the instruments proper for the 
purpose.

I  beg leave to present you my best acknowledgments for your 
polite offer of opening as many skulls as 1 might select among those 
preserved in the Clyde Street H a ll; but think it would answer no 
purpose to resort to examples which, right or wrong; might be 
viewed as partially collected, when an induction, manifestly^ any 
thing but unfavourable to Phrenology, can be otherwise so satisfac
torily accomplished.

I f  you read this letter at your lecture, you will do me justice 
against a statement ventured in the Scotsman newspaper, that in 
mine I  manifested “ a distrust o f the cranial specimen on which 
my argument was founded.-—I remain, &c. W . Hamilton.

P . I  shall send you, with the other skulls, that of the Bali 
murderer, which I exhibited in contrast with the cranium of George 
Buchanan. The latter it is needless to offer, as you must be in pos
session of a cast of that skull published among the other illustrations 
of your doctrine by the figure-maker to the Phrenological Society.

Among the fifty crania, there are three (N os 1 0 ,1 4 , 45,) mark
ed by Spursheim as exhibiting the frontal sinus, t. e. the strong 
bony ridge or blister by which its presence and extent is held by 
the Phrenologers to be revealed. As these specimens are only valu
able in showing that the cavity and the elevation bear no propor
tion to each other, either in existence or in dimension, might I  sug
gest, that it would be better to avoid opening these crania, as this 
would be injuring the value of the collection, and at the same time 
throwing away the opportunities allowed of verifying to the eye the 
amount of the impediment presented by the sinus to phrenological 
observation. W . H .

M r Combe to Sir William Hamilton.

Edinburgh, 87th April, 1887.
M y  d r a b  S i r ,— M any thanks for your polite attention  about 

the  skulls;  bu t I  am under the necessity o f mentioning, th a t unless 
I  am perm itted to  saw open a t least a  oosen of them , no t selected 
on account of evident peculiarities, b u t taken a t random , so as to  
afford a  fair average, 1  shall be obliged to decline adm itting them  
as evidence. I  beg to assure you, th a t the skulls in the phrenolo-
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gicai collection are not selected as favourable specimens for the 
science, but sent indifferently bv persons wholly ignorant of it, mer
cantile agents, for example, in ¿im a, Hindostán, and by non-pro
fessional men over England and Scotland. I  shall be glad to have 
the skull of the Bali robber, and to be informed of the authority on 
which it is said to have belonged to that individual, and also of the 
source whence you derive a knowledge of his character.— I am, &c.

George Combe.

Sir WilUam Hamilton to Mr Combe.
16, Great King Street, 27th April, 1827*

M y dear Sir,—I  regret extremely that you will not consent to 
try the truth of the phrenological anatomy by an appeal to what 
must be considered as the authentic evidence of nature. The of
fer of being allowed to open any three skulls at your own choice, in 
order to manifest, not to verify, my measurements, is surely as good 
as a permission to open twenty. You will remark, that all the skulls 
are, in fact, open tor every purpose of observation when exam
ined in the hand; the depth of many of the sinuses, from the great 
size of the holes, is apparent even to the eye, and all, if that were 
thought proper, might be made equally notorious; so that the only 
use of removing the external table would be to exhibit to a dis
tance the enormous irregularities and retirement of the inner plate 
as contrasted with the symmetry and protrusion of the outer. It 
would have given me great satisfaction, however, if I  could have in
duced Professor Jameson, on whom I called immediately on receiv
ing your note, to acquiesce in your own term s; but he is wholly 

. inflexible, conceiving that the interests of truth would not be at all 
promoted by acceding to the disfigurement of so many of the skulls, 
i f  you should find reason to alter your determination, aline to p e  at 
the College before half-past, twelve, or a message to Mr M acgilviay 
at the Museum after that, w ill procure for you the collection.

In regard to the Bali murderer (who shall at all events be sent) 
the evidence regarding the authenticity of his skull, and the nature 
of his character, is contained in Mr Crawford's letters to Professor 
Jameson. These mention the name, and detail the atrocities of this 
wretch, whose cranium was procured, after execution, by Mr Craw
ford, who holds a high official appointment in the Indian islands, 
and is well known in this country as the enlightened historian of the 
Eastern Archipelago. It was sent home about two years and a 
half ago, as a great curiosity, along with some specimens of birds, 
for the Museum.— I remain, fee. W. Hamilton.

M r Combe to Sir WilUam Hamilton.
Awscibly Rooms, George Street, one o'clock, 

27th April, 1027.
M y  dear S i r ,— 1 am really very m uch obliged by the  great 

trouble you have taken ; bu t aB I  consider sawing open the  only way



to  settle a t  ooce th e  questions of p m lU k m  and ex ten t o f sums, I  
am i r i n r t i t l y  obliged to  forago th e  advantages o f you r offer, since 
P rofcaor Jam eson w ill no t perm it the  opening to  take  place. I  
shall read  your le i te n , however, an d  m y answers. I  shall be glad 
to  have  th e  robber’s skull, and  also the le tte r o f M r Crawford.*— 1 
am, foe. Geohoe Combb. * I
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* Immediately after writing the above letter, Mr Combe proceeded to de
liver bis lecture in the Amenably Booms. It was attended by a lrigMy<«e- 
spectable audience, amounting to needy six hundred m number, who fine nod 
with profound attention, during two hours and three quarters, to an capraitien 
of the science. Mr C. requests us to publish the following account of the ob
servations then delivered by him on the objections of 8ir W . Hamilton. It was 
written after the publication of part of the correspondence in the Scotsman 
newspaper, and is sddreseed to the editor of that paper. Sir William Hanril- 
ton’s answer to it will be found in a subsequent pagb—E d it o e

Six,—In die correspondence between Sir WflHsm Hamilton and me, pub
lished in Saturday’s Scotsman, a number of his statements appear to m wfn 
unanswered,—a circumstance which has given rise to misapprehension on the 
part of individuals who were not present at my lecture m the Assembly Booms 
on 27th April. Msy I therefore aofirit pci mission to statu what then took 
place regarding the objections of die learned Baronet.

I  mentioned to the andienrr, that Mr Syme, lately lecturer on Anatomy« 
and now on Surgery, who i t  not a  Phrenologist, had kindly favoured me with 
the use of off Me open skulls in his coUectaon ;  which I then exhibited along 
with the whole open skulls belonging to the Phrenological Society ; thereby en
abling every individual present, after ocular inspection, to decide for himself, 
on the parallelism of the inner and outer tables of the cranium, as well as on 
die frequency and extent of the frontal sinus. By using Mr Syme’a speci
mens the charge of selection was obviated; and by producing <0 o f  Mem, no ■ 
mom was left for suspecting iuteutk m al omission off a n y; while, at the same 
time, an opportunity was afforded of contrasting them  with the Phrcuolgical 
eoBeetkm, and detecting any partiality in die latter if  it existed.

The result I  maintained was, that while organs were found to diffor in sire 
to the extent of an infh and upwards, the departures from paraMran in the 
tables of the skull did not in general exceed one-tenth or one-eighth of an 
inch s—that in childhood the sums did not exist; that after puberty, it was 
generally present to a limited extent, so as to throw a difficulty in the way of 
observing die development of the organs of Lower Individuality and Size ; 
and that in old age and disease, (both of them states excluded from the sphere 
of phrenological observation,) it was occasionally met with very large. I exhi
bited skulls of all ages, from birth to the decline of life, sawed comp letely open, 
and showed examples of die sinus in all the above s t a g e s i n  one shall it was 
very huge, hut accompanied with striking and indisputable marks of disease ; 
in another also it was very extensive, but it had belonged to a soldier who had 
committed suicide from disrate.

I explained, that in proving  the function of the organs above-named, Phre
nologists retied on the negative evidence exclusively ; that is, if  the external 
surface were depressed in the region of the sinus, and the onus itself were pre
sent, the hrokt would of necessity be more deficient even than the outward ap
pearance indicated $ that in all rases of depression the Phrenologists predicated 
comparative feebleness of function; and that if an opponent could bring for
ward one single case o f  powerful manifestation of the mental faculties connected
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Sir William Hamilton to M r Combe.

Edinburgh, 28th April, 1827.
My d e a b  Sir,— I have not received your letter in answer to my 

last, and only know of its existence by hearing you read a copy of it 
yesterday at your lecture.

I  am anxious to allow no time to elapse before noticing to your
self, that, either from misapprehension or erroneous information, you 
did not correctly state those parts of my paper on which you do me 
the honour to animadvert; and I  regret extremely, that you could 
for a  moment seem to imagine that, directly or indirectly, I bad 
thrown any suspicion on the perfect good Jaitk  of your scientific 
statements.

You were not accurate in saying, that, in the case of Mary 
Mackinnon, I represented you as inconsistent by reference only to 
the standard of absolute size. On the contrary, your description 
of two organs in her head, as “  large*' and “ enormous,** I stated 
(correctly or not is yet to be determined) to be, on any standard, in  
so far as'that could be discovered and applied, widely erroneous; 
and I  asserted the same thing in regard to the measurement of V ol
taire’s head, by reference both to the absolute and relative averages 
afforded in your own table. You stated, in your lecture, that the

with these organs, where the external depression existed, the Phrenologists would 
give up die organs at once.

In presenting examples of the sinus to the audience, I called their attention 
to the foot, that in most of them It was so sm all as not to he perceptible to the 
eye, in the distant parts of the room, even in skulls sawed open, and remark
ed, that if I had produced the specimens offered by Sir William Hamilton, 
which were not allowed to he opened, and had explored the sinus by probes, 
through holes not larger than pin-heads, as proposed by him, no ocular de
monstration could have been enjoyed, even by the nearest individuals; that as 
the stronger evidence was always to be preferred to the weaker, I had used Mr 
Syme’s specimens, which, while not liable to any charge of partiality, spoke 
to the eye; and that by this proceeding the conviction of every individual was 
allowed to rest on the testimony of his own senses, and ndt on mere experi
ments of mine in probing, which might have been controverted as inaccurately 
performed, or unfairly reported. Finally, I announced that all the specimens 
exhibited would lie on the tahle after the lecture, so that those who, ftom dis
tance, could not see distinctly, might satisfy themselves by the closest inspec
tion $ of which invitation many individuals availed themselves.

As Sir William Hamilton honoured me with his presence at the lecture, I 
did not repeat in my letters to him what had been stated before him and near
ly six hundred spectators; but now that the correspondence comes to be pub
lished at a distance of time, and to be laid before many of your readers who 
could not by possibility form part of the audience, the omission of what was 
said and done by me on that occasion will be sensibly felt, and I now use the 
freedom of requesting that you will he so obliging as place this statement on 
the same record with his objections. I  am, Ac. Geo . Co m be .
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organs of Destructiveness and Combativeness in the skull of the 
B u i murderer were “ large/* and that the organ of Conscientious
ness was e€ deficient.** You adopted, I presume, the standard of 
relative size ; but I  must request to know where is the scale jon this 
standard extant, in reference to whose average, as to cranial de
velopment, jour language of excess and deficiency was significant, 
and on which Phrenology may be either confirmed or refuted? 
You could not surely intend that the organ of Cortscientiousness 
in this subject was manifested to be small relatively to the others, 
because you were able to contrast with it a specimen of singular con
figuration, exhibiting that part of the head in ludicrous monstrosity.

But of this enough. So long as Phrenology is the comparison of 
two hypothetical quantities,—a science of proportion without a 
determinate standard and an acknowledged scale,—so long as it Can 
be maintained, that its facts, even if not assumptive, constitute 
only b. partial induction, which can never represent the universality 
of nature, I  deem it idle to dispute about the applications of a law 
which defines no phenomena, and the truth of an hypothesis which 
has no legitimate constitution. B ut let us take, not the hypothe
sis in itself, but the foundations on which it rests,—Jet us take 
facts, not of occult proportion, but of palpable existence,—facts 
which prove, not the probability, but the possibility of the doctrine, 
and, on the truth orfalsehood o f the phrenological statements in re
gard to these, I  am content to join issue in regard to the credibili
ty o f the opinion, and to the confidence that ought to he accorded 
to its founders. In making this proposal, I  accord every thing, 
and ask nothing in return. I  agree to stake the decision of the 
controversy on your proving, not the truth, but the mete possibility 
of the doctrine. In refuting this possibility, I  bind myself to prove, 
not simply, that the assertions of Dr» Gall and Spurzheim in regard 
to the fundamental conditions of their hypothesis are false, but 
that they are diametrically opposite to the truth. M y proof shall 
ra t, not only on the concurrent testimony of anatomists, but on 
the notorious evidence of an extensive induction of crania, previous
ly  purged on any general principle you may propose; and I  am 
contented to leave to yourself the nomination o f the umpires by 
whom the result shall be determine^. In particular, I  offer to 
prove, •

I . That the phrenological canon, that the walls of the skull in
crease in thickness as the person advances in life, is the exception, 
and not the rule.

II . That Spurzheim's assertion, “ that young and adult per- 
“ sons have no holes between the two tables of the skull at the 
“ forehead, and that the sinuses occur.only in old persons, or after 
“ chronic insanity/* establishes as a general law what is only a an
gular anomaly#

III. That Gall's assertion, that these cavities are rarely to be 
found in women, ought to be reversed.

IV . That the assertion of both, that the frontal sinus is mani-
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fated in its existence and extent by a bony ridge, or crest, or blis
ter, is totally false; inasmuch as tne largest sinuses are found whew 
there is no such elevation,— that this elevation is present, in great 
rise, where the sinus is small, or even absent, and, when both are 
co-existent, that they hold no commensurate proportion to each 
other.

V . That so far from these cavities presenting a rare, a trifling, 
and an appreciable impediment, as all Phrendogers maintain, they 
vary to inanity in every dimension, and interpose an insuperable 
obstacle to observation, ui very ordinary cases, over a large propor
tion of the pretended organa

Hoping that you will consent to bring the matter to so easy a 
determination, I remain, &c. W. Hamilton.

Mr Combe to 8 ir William Hamilton.

Edinburgh, 28th April, 1827.
My dear Sib,—M y second letter to you of yesterday's date was 

delivered to the bearer of your letter to me, and addressed to the 
College, in your absence to be opened by Mr Macpilvray. I  beg 
to mention, that I am not concerned, directly or indirectly, with 
any paragraphs or communications in the Scotsman which do not 
bear my own signature.

I  have received your letter o f this date, and beg to assure you, 
that I  proceeded on notes of your lecture, furnished by several friends, 
which agreed with each other. I  had given up all intention of an
swering your objections, otherwise I  should hare been present at 
your lecture myself, which I  was not. It was reported to me, that 
you applied to the Phrenologists generally, the maxim fa lsus in 
uno,Jalsusin omnibus; which cannot mean, that he who uninten
tionally errs in one point of a philosophical investigation, must be 
presumed wrong in all, because no philosophy ̂ could stand against 
such a rule of criticism ; its meaning must he, that he who is de
tected telling one deliberate untruth, knowing it to be so, is not 
to be believed on other points, although, as to them, the proof of 
falsehood is not equally irrefragable; and not being conscious of 
having intentionally departed from truth myself, or perceived othfer 
Phrenologists to do so, this maxim did not sound very courteously 
when applied to us. A t the same time I make no complaint of any 
thing you have said or done; and I  most sincerely declare, that I  
believe you incapable of saying or doing any thing intentionally 
unhandsome towards myself, or the other supporters of the doc
trine in dispute; and beg to assure you, that I  am equally anxi
ous to observe towards you every courtesy that ought to subsist be
twixt gentlemen, and persons engaged in'philosophical pursuits.

I do not regard letters as the best vehicle for discussing the 
doctrines of Phrenology, and therefore forbear entering into a de
tailed answer to your observations on the standard of size. In con
versation, I could clear up your difficulties much more readily.
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Your offer to refer the debated ̂ points to the determination of um
pires is perfectly fair, and I  have no hesitation in accepting of it; 
the chief difficulty will consist in the nomination. You would 
consider Phrenologists as partial judges, while I  would 'regard non- 
Phrenologists as unqualified to decide, through deficiency of ele
mentary information. How is this to be settled ? I  leave town on 
Monday morning for a week, and on my return shall be happy to 
resume this topic.—Meantime remain, &c. George Combe.

Sir WiUiam Hamilton to M r Combe.

Edmburgh, 28th April, 1827*
My dear Sib ,—A s I  am most anxious to convince you how to

tally erroneous has been your information (which I  am happy you 
have mentioned in detail) that I  applied the fa lsus in unojatsus in 
omnibus to the Phrenologists, 1 send you (confidentially) the leaves 
from which I  read, and which I  beg you to return. An hypothe
sis is only proved by the impossibility of its rule being accommodated, 
except to the realities of nature. If, therefore, this has, without self
detection, been found accommodated to false phenomena, the general 
truth of the hypothesis is subverted by the proof of a particular 
falsehood; it is a flexible standard, deceiving those the most by 
whom it is applied in the greatest reliance on its accuracy. To 
Phrenology, as such a standard, was the brocard solely and mani
festly applied.

In accepting iny u offer to refer the debated points to the deter- 
“ mination of umpires,*' you, of course, accept it under the condi
tions proposed bv me, that the decision of the fundamental points 
I  specified should be held decisive of the general hypothesis. I  do 
not anticipate 'much difficulty in the appointment of umpires; and 
the phenomena are, for the most part, too notorious to allow of any 
serious difference of opinion.

I  never supposed that you had any hand in the anonymous para
graphs of the Scotsman; and nothing in them gave me the slightest 
concern, except the insinuation that I  had paraded measurements of 
which I  had the smallest doubt,—that is, facts so simple that I 
could not possibly be in error without an intention to deceive. This 
it was that constrained me to press upon you the crania which I  
had exhibited, and to rest the question at large on the determina
tion of mere anatomical facts; and this it is that now induces me 
to request that you will give me your permission to publish that 
part of our correspondence which has reference to this subject—I 
remain, &c. W. H amilton.

D r A . Combe to Sir William Hamilton

Edinburgh, 30th April, 1887.
Dear Sir,—Before my brother left town this morning, he re

quested me to open any letters that might arrive addressed to him ;



and m your M in t  was not delivered till after he was gone, I  took 
the liberty of opening it, and of reading the leaves of the MS. to 
which you referred, and which I  beg now to return, and to assure 
you that nothing can be more satisfactory than the explanation thus 
afforded of a very unpleasant misrepresentation.

Acquainted as I  am with my brother's general sentiments on the 
subject, I have no hesitation in saying, that he will most readily 
accede to the publication of the correspondence about the exhitn- 
tion of the crania in the College Museum, and that, unless you 
wish to delay for other reasons, you need not do soon his account.

Perhaps I  am intruding too far; but as my brother was very 
much hurried in arranging matters for his absence at the time he 
replied to the proposal contained in your letter of the 28th, I  
think you will excuse me for mentioning that he does not, as you 
seem to suppose, view the five propositions advanced by you as fun
damental principles of Phrenology, and consequently that he can
not, even granting you to be right in regard to them all, hold their 
fete as “ decisive of the general hypothesis/* What you call the 
first phrenological canon, via. “  that the walls of the skull increase 
"  in thickness as the person advances in life/* is not so looked upon 
by us; and whether it be the rule or the exception, it leaves Phre
nology untouched, because Phrenology professes to rest for itoproof* 
on evidence derived from a period of life prior to that at which 
great irregularities in the thickness of the skull occur; and its dis
ciples have often stated, and never denied, that the skull sometimes 
becomes thinner instead of thicker in old age, and that, on that very 
account, no positive inferences could be deduced from its external 
configuration in advanced life. In regard to your second position, 
the Phrenologists admit, that a sinus does commonly exist in 
adults,—you and they differ only as to the extent and degree. 
Third, even supposing Gall's assertion, “ that the sinus is rarely to 
be found in women," to be erroneous, no legitimate inference subver
sive of Phrenology can thence be drawn. At the same time, if 
you can show that that cavity is in general larger in women than 
m men, I, for one, shall with pleasure confess myself indebted toyou 
for more accurate information than I  now possess. Fourth, The 
statements made by you in your proposition in regard to the 
frontal sinuses are infinitely more favourable to the possibility of ac
curate phrenological observation in the region of the forehead, than 
any which the Phrenologists themselves have ventured to make; 
and, consequently, if proved to be correct, instead of subverting, 
they would powerfully support the phrenological induction. For 
is it not self-evident, that ir, as you affirm, the external “  elevation 
“ is present in great size where the stmts is small, or even absent 
that elevation must (according to the established doctrine of the 
brain giving its form to the skull) be caused by the great size and 
prominence of the brain beneath; which prominence, we say, is ac
companied by corresponding energy of function in that part ? If, 
on the other hand, “  the largest sinuses are found," as you affirm,
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“ where there is no such elevation/4 and if Dra Galb and Spura- 
heim*8 assertion, “  that the frontal sinus is manifested in its exist- 
"  ence and extent by a bony ridge, or crest, or blister,, is, as you 
“  say, totally fa lse, inasmuch as tne largest sinuses are found where 
"  there is no such elevation/9 do you not perceive, that the flat 
external appearance you thus describe indicates, phrenologically, 
a corresponding deficient development of brain beneath, and conse
quently a deficient endowment of function; and that if, as you say, 
a large sinus still intervenes, the obvious result must be to render 
the cerebral part underneath even smaller than it was ertimated to 
be by the Phrenologists; and thus, in vour own view, in perfect 
harmony with the observed weakness of Junction ? Such being your 
premises, and such the necessary inferences from them, it would be 
odd, indeed, for the Phrenologist to give up his theory on account 
of their consistency. Fifth, If you could establish your last pro
position, that the sinus presents insuperable obstacles to inquiries 
of this nature, then you might very properly ask my brother' to 
give up the application of the phrenological principles to the re
gion or the head affected by the sinuses; but there would be no 
propriety in expecting him to hold the est&blishing/'of your posi
tion as proving, 1st, That the brain was not the organ of mind ; 
2d, That the brain was not an aggregate of several parts, each 
subserving a distinct menial faculty-; and, 3d, That the rise of 
the cerebral organ was not, ceteris paribus, an accurate index of 
power or energy of function. There being what me call the fun
damental principles of Phrenology, it is evident that it is their sub
version only that can lead any reasonable mind to give them up as 
untrue.

Trusting that you will find an excuse for the freedom I  have 
used in thus addressing you in the interest which I  naturally take 
both in my brother and in Phrenology, I remain, See.

Andrbw Combs.

» Sir William Hamilton to D r A . Combe.

Edinburgh, 1st May, 1827*,
My hear Sir,—-I return you my thanks for your obliging 

letter, and request that you will permit me to print it along with 
my correspondence with your brother.

I d reply, I  have only to say, that Gall and Spurzheiin are the 
only authentic representatives of their own doctrine; and that the 
facts in question, if not “ fundamental principles of Phrenology,'9 
are asserted by them as fundamental conditions of its proof. N Gall 
and Spuraheim are the only authors I  proposed to refute. I f  their 
disciples are, therefore, afraid to bring to test the statements of 
their masters, even in regard to the possibility of one great and 
well-estaMished part of their oiganology, and to allow not the ac
curacy, but the most distant approximation of these statements to 
truth, to represent the validity of phrenological observation in
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general, 1 view the points at issue as by them virtually surrender« 
ed ; and it would be idle in me to propose a reference to umpires 
in regard to truths of which I  am demonstrably convinced.

On your observations in regard to m y fr s t and third propositions, 
I  remark, that, independently of their importance in other respects, 
I  stated them because I  wished to demonstrate the true value of the 
authority of Gall and Spunheim, by proving the reverse of every 
position of their cranial anatomy. I  stated nothing about the com* 
parativesiae of the sinus in the female skull. In regard to my second 
proposition, I  only observe, that wishing, as I  said, only to refute 
the assertions of toe two founders, I  am happy to fina that the 
disciples non at last admit what, with their masters, they have 
hitherto denied in regard to the frontal sinus, that it “  commonly 
** exists in adults/* that is, as I  understand your words, that its 
presence constitutes the rule. The answer to your comments on 
my fourth  proposition is very simple. Neither by the Phrenolo
gists nor by me is the ridge in question, (which is merely a thickening 
or extrusion of the external table of the frontal bone,)'held to be 
effected by the brain, or to represent the development of a subja
cent part I  did not mean that the largest sinuses are only or even 
more frequently found where there is no bony crest. As to your 
observations on my f f th ,  I  am not afraid, if Phrenology is fpund a 
phantom as to one»third of its organs, that it will prove a reality in 
respect to the other two.—I remain, &c. W. H amilton.

P r A. Combe to Sir William Hamilton.

Edinburgh, 2d May, 1827*
My  dsaa  Sib ,— In reply to your letter of yesterday evening, I  

beg to say, that you are most welcome to make any use you please 
of my letter of 30th ult. If, to correct a misconception into which 
you seem to have fallen in regard to to  object, you will be kind 
enough to publish the following explanation along with i t

You seem to construe my letter into a declinature on the part of 
my brother to meet you on your own terms, as previously agreed to 
by him. My meaning, however, was very different; I intended 
only to express an opinion, that seemed to be so self-evident as to 
excite surprise at its having escaped yourself, viz. that all your five 
propositions might be true, and yet the fundamental phrenological 
principles, 1st, Of the brain being the organ of the mind, 2d, Of 
the brain being an aggregate of several organs, each subserving a 
distinct mental faculty, and, fid, Of size in the organ being, ceteris 
paribus, a measure of energy of faculty, remain as absolutely and in* 
disputahly true as ever; and that, consequently, if the proposed 
trial was confined to these propositions alone, it would be altogether 
inadequate to settle the truth of the doctrines really in dispute. I 
certainly considered the proposal of determining the truth of an ex
tensive branch of natural science by a reference to umpires as illogi
cal and unphilosophical, and therefore very inapplicable to the end in
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view; but I  never intended to convey the idea that, on that ac
count, my brother meant to decline acceding to your wishes; and 
mostcertainly I  had no authority from bun, father ezprased or 
implied, to give any such intimation on his part. And so far from 
M ing  inclined to give any such at my own hand, I  beg to men* 
lion, that I  distinctly advised him to dose with your proposal, u t
terly irrelevant as I  must still believe it to be. Isay, I  will go even 
farther, and say, that if you will establish your last proposition, 
that the frontal sinus presents an insuperable obstacle to the dis
covery q f the functions o f oneJhird in number o f the phrenologi
cal organs, you may save yourself all trouble about the other 
four, and on the fate of that alone hold the rest to be decided. 
Knowing, as I  do, the kind and extent of evidence on which 
my brother's belief is founded, 1 feel morally certain that at hig re
turn he will most willingly abide by the pledge now given, if you 
like it better than your own.

I  gladly take this opportunity of admitting, that I  mistook the 
meaning of your third proposition; and may add in explanation, 
that I  did so from having heard from various quarters that in your 
lecture you asserted that the frontal sinus was larger and more 
frequent in the female than in the male, which must have been
wrong.

You take occasion to say that Gall and Bpuraheim are the only 
authors you proposed to refute, and that if the Phrenologists are 
afraid to bring tneir statements to proof, you must consider the point 
at issue as virtually surrendered. I  have already sufficiently ex
plained that the Phrenologists are not afraid to come to any proof 
you choose to propose, but I  must add that you seem to mistake 
the point of most importance in the inquiry, which is, not whether 
Gall and Spurzheim are correct in dll tneir statements as authors, 
hut whether the doctrines which they promulgate are founded in 
nature and in truth, and whether the results at which they have 
arrived are supported by sufficient evidence 9 To say that Drs 
Gall and Spurzheim had succeeded in observing and recording so 
many volumes of frets and reasoning on a new subject without 
making any erroneous statements, would be to claim an exemp
tion from human frailty in their favour which they themselves 
would be the last to ask and the last to receive if offered. But this 
I  venture to say, that they have committed no errors which mili
tate against the fundamental principles of their doctrine; and that 
my only surprise, since ever I  have known the extent of their ob
servations, and the difficulties they have had to encounter, has been, 
not that they have made some erroneous statements, but that they 
have made so few  ; and if you or any other opponent will take the 
trouble to point out such errors as nave escaped their notice, we, 
“  their disciples/* are certainly entitled to profit by and be thankful 
for your labours, and to hold every correction as a nearer approach 
to a truer and more perfect system.

You are quite welcome to make any use of my statement, that
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“ the frontal sinus is common in adults/* provided you add that I 
differ from you entirely as to the degree and extent to which it 
exists, and to the amount of die impediment it throws in the way of 
the phrenological induction.

Some other points I  feel inclined to comment upon; but, as they 
are more strictly of a controversial nature, they may with great 
propriety be left to a fitter opportunity, and to an abler advocate.— 
Meantime I  remain, &c. Andrew  Combs.

Sir WilHam Hamilton to D r A. Combe

Edinburgh, 3d May, 1827.
My dear S ib ,— I  am happy to find that we are to have an ap

peal to nature, and that the general probability of your hypothesis 
is to be determined by facts which can be disputed by none.

I  fully agree with you, that the truth of my Jive proposition* is 
not incompatible with the abstract possibility of your three prin
ciples, and only proposed, by establishing the former, to exhibit a 
specimen of the accuracy of that particular mode q f proving the 
latier, which constitutes what is called Phrenology, or the theory 
of Gall. I t  would be as idle an attempt to refute, as to confirm, in 
detail, a doctrine q f proportion, so long as that doctrine establishes 
no fixed criterion of comparison,—so Iona as the terms compared 
are assumptive,—and its cases only selected examples. By the pre
sent method only could the Proteus be fettered, and Phrenology 
displayed in its true form.

As to what you say of Gall and Spurzheim, the scope of my 
appeal to nature is precisely to inquire, “ Whether the doctrines 
"  which they promulgate are founded in nature and in truth, and 
"  whether the results at which they have arrived are supported by 
"sufficient evidence?'* This I  propose to determine by a very 
simple inference of analogy. If  ail their assertions within our ob
servation be false, all beyond it are entitled to no credit. If  they 
confidently maintain what can be easily refuted, their testimony 
is worth nothing in points where it cannot be redargued by a com
parison with the reality. If  they assert against the voice of all 
authority, and in the face of the most notorious phenomena, posi
tions not only untrue, but precisely the reverse ot truth, they are 
to be presumed still more fallible in cases where error was even to 
be anticipated as probable. If  they are not to be trusted even in 
the general foundation of their hypothesis, they are still less to be 
deemed accurate in their particular details. And if Phrenology 
could not detect the falsehood of its conclusions in regard to a 
number of its best established organs, it cannot vindicate any cer
tainty to its proof in relation to the others.—I remain, &c.

W. H amilton.
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M r Combe to S ir William Hamilhm.

Edinburgh, 7th May, 1827-
My v i a  Sib ,—Since my return to town I  hare perused the 

corrmpondence which passed during my absence between you and 
D r A. Combe; and wnile I  express my acquiescence in all that he 
has written, and repeat my readiness to proceed with the refer
ence, I  beg leave to add a few observations.

I t  has all along appeared to me that the proper and philosophi
cal mode of conducting the controversy was, that you should pub
lish your objections, and that the Phrenologists should either admit 
their validity, or fdrnish an answer to them, constituting the pub
lic at large, and especially the medical profession, the umpires. 
Accordingly, during the period which has elapsed since you read 
your first essay before the Royal Society, now more than a year, 
many solicitations have been made to you, some by myself person
ally, and others through the medium of the Phrenological Journal, 
that you would publish your views; nevertheless, up to the pre
sent day, you have neither done this, nor brought them forwara in 
a place where a direct reply was practicable. I  acceded to your 
proposal of a reference, therefore, not from approving of the fit
ness of such a proceeding, but because you have not worded me a 
more eligible mode of meeting your arguments.

The object of both of us ought to be to enlighten and convince 
the public on the subject in dispute ; but how can this be accom
plished by a private aiscussion before individual arbitrators ? Their 
decision, whatever it might be, could not carry conviction to the 
understandings of those to whom it might be proclaimed ; and in a 
matter of philosophy, no one thinks of believing on mere authority, 
if fret and argument are within reach of his own mind. The only 
legitimate consequence, therefore, of the proposed arbitration, 
would be a decision finding you or me, as individuals, in the right 
or in the wrong, and as it is really of wonderfully little importance 
to society at large what opinions any one or two individuals enter
tain as to the truth of Phrenology or any other science, I  submit, 
that a decision against me individually would not be worth the la
bour which you must necessarily encounter in the discussion, and 
that the report of the umpires, that you had been mistaken, would 
be no compensation to me for the loss of time and trouble in plead
ing the cause of Phrenology before them. Nevertheless, in defer
ence to your choice, I  am willing to undertake this trouble; and my 
object in making the foregoing observations is not to avoid it, but 
to state distinctly beforehand how little of public advantage I  expect 
from it.

Farther, I  submit that the subject of the reference is unphiloso- 
phical, in respect that, in your letter of fid May, you admit that 
the truth of your five propositions is not incompatible with the ab
stract possibility of tne fundamental principles of Phrenology.
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When truth ¡8 our object, it appears to me better to go to the root 
of the matter at once, and come first to a determination on it, and 
then proceed to the discussion of secondary points, than to reverse 
this order of proceeding, as you propose.

You will oblige me by publishing Dr Combe’s letters, and this 
one, with which I  beg to elose the correspondence on my side; and 
remain, Ac. Gnoses Combs.

v Sir William Hamilton to M r Combe.

Edinburgh, 8th May, 1827.
My d r a b  S ir ,—I am sorry that any delay of mine in publish

ing my objections against^Phrenology should have induced you to

nuiesce m a proceeding of which you did not approve; but really 
o not perceive why the Phrenologists should not allow to their 
opponents the same liberty that has ¿ways, without interference or 

complaint by the advocates of other opinions, been exercised by 
them. I  do not choose to neglect more interesting and important 
avocations, to devote myself to an inquiry which opens up into 
new problems at every step; and as the Phrenologists have left to. 
their antagonists the tedious and irksome labour of accumulating 
all the data, and constructing all the scales on which to estimate 
their statements of proportion, they have really no reason to com-? 
plain of any delay which may arise from their unexampled back
wardness in bestowing on their own hypothesis a foundation and a 
form.

At the same time you do not represent the scope of the refer
ence in its true light* I  never proposed to submit questions o f 

ference to the decision of arbiters, but questions o f  sensible exist
ence and non-existence—facts, not reasonings from facts. And 
that bucIi a reference, independently of the grounds alleged in my 
former letters, was expedient in tne present case, will appear from 
the following observations. Gall and Spurzheim have for thirty 
years been advancing certain statements in regard to the relation of 
the cranium to its contents; these statements, in their truth or 
falsehood, involve the possibility or impossibility of phrenological 
proof; and these statements are precisely the reverse of all that has 
Been maintained by every other anatomist. The cranial anatomy 
of the new doctrine has been frequently denied; but the confidence 
with which the cr&niologists have always asserted the superior accu
racy of their observations,—the apparent impossibility of being de
ceived in points not only so manifest in themselves, but so important 
to Phrenology, as affording the primary condition of its proofs—and, 
withal, the general ignorance upon the subject,—have jointly. co*V- 
tributed to impose upon many intelligent persons the persuasion, 
that the skull interposed no impediment to an estimation of cere
bral proportions, but that which the fathers of Phrenology were 
willing to allow. But if the contradictions of Hufeland, Aker- 
mann, Monro, &c. were either wholly disregarded, or thought suffi-
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riently answered by a bare counter-assertion from the founders of 
the theory, how was I, a mere interloper in anatomy, to hope that 
my statements should meet with that credit and attention which 
had not been attributed to the authority of the most illustrious ana* 
tomists ? Aware, however, of the real strength of my position, I 
lenew that I  had only to force the Phrenologists to interrogate na
ture, and to proclaim her answers, to prove even to themselves the 
fallacy of their two oracles ; and while any statement of factBaBfrom 
myself would, I was sure, be either lightly contradicted or wholly over
looked, a concession of these facts extorted from my opponents, would 
at once excite the attention of the public, and rum for ever the 
credibility of the hypothesis and the scientific credit of its promul-

gton. This I hoped to accomplish by a reference to umpires.
ow their decision against Gall and Spurzheim should only find 

you individually in the wrong, how you should be required to plead 
the cause o f Phrenology "before them, when the only issue they will 
have to determine is, Do certain facts exist ? or how the world 

> should continue to doubt about these facts, when the ablest Phreno
logists themselves would be compelled to recognize their truth, are 
possibilities which I  do not easily apprehend. At the same time, if 
you feel averse, on any account, from the reference, I  should be sorry 
to press i t

As to the last paragraph of your letter, I  cannot understand how 
so plain a matter should be misunderstood. Your brother stated 
what he called three fundamental principles of Phrenology ; and 
because I  admit that they might all three be true, even if my five 
propositions were established, I  am forthwith quoted as acknow
ledging that the establishment of the latter does not affect the 
truth of your doctrine. The principles in question are common, 
Rot peculiar to Phrenology. I, as an opponent, might hold the 
truth of them all, and they are all actually maintained by phy
siologists, who laugh to scorn the whole hypothesis of Gall in its de
tails. Without admitting or denying, therefore, their abstract pos* 
sibility, I  deny them as realized in the particular form which has 
received the name of Phrenology, the concrete possibility of which 
I  hold to be invalidated by the establishment of my five propo
sitions.

If  you are anxious, however, for other propositions contradictory 
not or the possibility, but only of the truth or Phrenology, I  would 
further offer to prove, on Spurzheim's own skulls, 1st, That the or- 
gan o f Veneration is, contrary to the manifestation, absolutely and 
relatively less developed in women than in men ; and, 2d, that the 

female cerebellum, in phrenological measurement, is not only tela- 
lively but even absolutely greater than the male. This laBt fait, 
which is directly the reverse of all phrenological assertion, will form 
a more proximate refutation of the new doctrine concerning the 
function of that viscus, than the observations of Flourens, Magen
die, Desmoulins, &c.—I remain, &c. W. Hamilton.
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M r Combe to Sir William Hamilton.

Edinburgh, 9th May, 1827.
M r dea r  S ir ,—When I said that I  had closed the correspond 

dence, I did not expect to be obliged to resume i t ; but your letter 
of 8th May contains new charges and allegations, in the justice of 
which I might be presumed to acquiesce, if I  allowed them to go 
before the public unanswered.

As to your neglecting other avocations to devote yourself to a re« 
filiation of Phrenology, it appears to me, with all deference, that, aa 
this was altogether a voluntary proceeding on your part, you would 
have acted more in accordance with the spirit of philosophy, and 
enlightened the public in a higher degree, had you delayed pro
pounding your objections until you had so matured them, as to be 
ready to commit them to the press, instead of first reading them 
before the Royal Society, then before a large popular audience, 
where no reply, was competent; and, thereafter, when called on to 
publish, assigning want of leisure as a reason for not complying with 
this request

You say, that "  the Phrenologists have left to their antagonists 
u  the tedious and irksome labour of accumulating aU the data, and 
“  constructing all the scales on which to estimate their statements 
w ofproportiong.”

The first of these assertions appears more remarkable for boldness 
than accuracy, especially if made in the knowledge of Devilled 
collection of phrenological specimens in London, exceeding a thou
sand in number, and that of the Phrenological Society in Edin
burgh, extending to several hundreds. Your statement is not the 
less adventurous on the supposition that you are a stranger to the 
nature and extent of these collections; for until you had subjected 
them to a philosophical scrutiny, you were obviously not qualified 
to form a rational opinion on tneir value as data for judging of the 
truth of the science. You cannot plead ignorance of the existence 
of the Phrenological Society’s collection, because you allude to it 
In one of vour letters, that in which you decline to select from it 
skulls to be sawn open, on the ground that you considered the col
lection itself as partially formea. Perhaps, by parity of reasoning,

{ou held youreeff authorised to reject the whole evidence exhibited 
y the Phrenologists, simply because they have adduced it. In 
following out this principle, however, instead of complaining that 

they have left to their antagonists the labour of accumulating 
proofs, you ought in candour to have admitted, that they have pre
sented hundreds of specimens; while, to be consistent, you were 
no doubt entitled to deny that any of them could be received as 
proofs, and to maintain, that to avoid error from  partiality, the 
question ought to be decided on evidence furnished exclusively by 
the opponents! The inconsistency is very striking, in objecting to 
examine all our proofs as partial, and at the same time charging us
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with neglect of duty in leaving the labour of collecting data to be 
performed altogether by our antagonists. You refuse to scrutinize 
the phrenological specimens as unfair selections, and then assume 
that they do not exist. This is like a man shutting his eyes on 
externa] objects, and, because he does not see them, affirming that 
they are not.

Your second statement, that the Phrenologists have left to their 
opponents the labour of constructing all the scales, &c. indicates a 
great misconception on your part of the fundamental principles of 
'Phrenology. At this I  am not surprised, as, from every thing 1 
can gather from your correspondence, you appear never to have 
used the ordinary means of understanding the subject, nor to have 
studied it in a manner calculated to enable you to surmount the diffi
culties that lie at the threshold of this as well as of every other 
science.

You assign as a reason for preferring a private reference to a 
public discussion, that the subject of it is to he “ questions o f sen- 
“ sible existence and non-existence,—facts, not reasonings from  
“fa c ts ” Allow me to observe, that in so far as the facts to be 
submitted refer to the anatomy of the cranium, they must be fa« 
miliar not only to every practitioner who can boast of a physician or 
surgeon’s diploma, but to every youth who has attended for one 
season in a dissecting-room. There are, therefore, at least an hum 
dred thousand educated men in Britain every way qualified 'to 
judge of the points in dispute, merely by reading your statements, 
and my answers to them; and with such a body of umpires to 
appeal to, a public discussion appears greatly preferable.

You urge farther, however, that “ Gall and Spurzheim have for 
“ thirty years been advancing certain statements in regard to the 
“ relation of the cranium to its contents/' which Hufeland, Aker- 
mann, and Monro, have contradicted without effect, and that your 
refutation would meet with still less success, unless supported by a 
decision of umpires. I t  is surprising that the very facts here pro* 
pounded by yourself do not lead you to suspect the sufficiency of 
your own information, or the soundness of your inductions. Dur
ing the period you mention, Drs Gall and Spurzheim have taught 
the anatomy of the brain and of the cranium in Vienna, Paris, 
and London, where subjects for dissection were easily procured, 
and also in many provincial towns; during that time medical men 
have had their attention strongly directed to the controversy, and 
cannot be supposed to have neglected the opportunities that occur
red in their practice of obtaining light from nature on the disput
ed topics; during the whole period, too, the statements of Hufe
land, Akermann, and Monro, nave been blazoned before the eyes of 
all inquirers; nevertheless, Phrenology is now advocated by the 
first medical journals in Britain and America, and ranks among its 
supporters many men whose talents and attainments in that pro
fession are above dispute; while in this, the thirtieth year of the 
war, you are under the necessity of admitting that tiie task still 
remains for you to achieve victory for the opponents, by a decision
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of umpires on your five anatomical propositions! According to 
every legitimate presumption, Phrenology could not by possibility 
have advanced amidst these ample opportunities of detecting the 
fallacy of its anatomical foundations, and in the face of the fierce 
seal of its numerous opponents, if it had been really as far remov- 
ed from truth as you, and the authorities on whom you rely, are 
pleased to allege. It appears to me a juster inference, that the 
statements of Hufeland, &c. have been found by other anatomists 
sot to'be supported by correct observations, than that truth, when 
supported by their authority, and accommodated with more than a 
fair field, should have been overcope by the mere impudence and 
pertinacity of error.* In confirmation of this idea, I  may remark, 
that Dr Roget and Dr Barclay, both medical opponents, and the 
latter a very celebrated anatomist, although they wrote against 
Phrenology with a zeal at least equal to yours, did not urge your 
five points as unsurmountable objections,—an omission not likely 
to have occurred, if they had not been aware that facts would not 
bear out such assertions as yours.

You say, that, “  aware of the real strength of your position, you 
"  know that you have only to force the Phrenologists to interrogate 
** nature, and to proclaim her answers, to prove, even to themselves, 
"  the fallacy of tneir two oracles/’ From this I am led to infer, 
that you consider cranial anatomy to be a study so recondite, that 
hitherto Phrenologists have been too deficient in talent to compre» 
bend, or in honeBty to avow, the answers of nature on the subject; 
and that they, the medical profession and the public, stand in ab
solute need of an extraordinary scrutiny, conducted by you, to en
able them to arrive at truth regarding it. If I could view the mat
ter in this light, I  would necessarily be led to acquiesce in the su
perior advantages of your proposal; but, holding a totally different 
opinion, I  am still at a loss to perceive any valid objection to a pub
lic discussion.

In regard to your observations on the organ of veneration, and 
on the cerebellum being more largely developed in females in general 
than in males, I  have only to say, that they furnish, to my mind, 
additional proofs of the rashness of your assertions, and that the 
latter proposition will be duly appreciated by anatomists, who even 
we no friends to Phrenology, if they have paid the least attention 
¿0 the appearances of nature.

In conclusion, I  beg to notice, that in most of your letters, and 
especially in the last, you indulge in various expressions in refer
ence to the statements of Drs Gall and Spurzheim, which, if this

* The justice of this inference will be strikingly apparent when we add, that, 
since these letters were written, we have seen an extract from a late publication, 
statiqg, that Hufeland, on more careful and extensive observation, had con
fessed himself obliged to renounce his opposition, and to adopt the very doc
trines to which he had formerly objected.-»See article on the Progress of Phre
nology in Gcnxuny in this Number.—E d it o r .
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correspondence be published, will appear to the readers of it to bo 
the opposite of courteous. To these I  have not hitherto adverted, 
because I  regarded them simply as indications of the state of your 
own mind, and as altogether without just application in any other 
point of view.

I  repeat, that, out of deference to your choice, I  am ready to 
proceed with the reference, although unconvinced of its necessity and 
advantages; meantime remain, &c. Georgs Combe.

Sir William Hamilton to M r Combe.

Edinburgh, 10th May, 1827*
M y  dear S i r ,— A s I  perceive no utility in protracting this ir

relevant discussion, I  will make no remarks on any part of your let* 
ter, except to notice that your statement is incorrect of my having 
refused to publish my objections against Phrenology, and that your 
assumption is equally so, that a private reference was ever by me in
tended to supersede a public exposition of the result of the arbitra- 
tlon, and of its grounds. If the determination were awarded againsf 
me, I  should certainly give up the whole controversy; and be indeed 
compelled to acquiesce in an absolute scepticism with regard to the 
possibility of ascertaining even the most unambiguous phenomena. 
But as not merely between ourselves, it was certainly, I  thought, 
better for the interests of truth, that in any public discussion, both 
should depart from an admitted basis of reality, instead of each malt* 
ing his own assertions and counter-assertions; and, with this view, I  
proposed that the real state of the facts should be determined by an 
impartial verdict previously to any public discussion as to their im
port. How, in regard to phenomena so palpable, any difference of

Sinion should ever haVe arisen, is tome a matter of theprofbundest 
miration; but as the authority of all anatomists, I  believe, except 
the phrenological, is on my side, and as my propositions are, I  know, 

confirmed by the most incontrovertible observations, I  cannot enters 
tain a doubt, but that the assertions of Gall and Spurzheim are,’ in 
regard even to the plainest facts of cranial anatomy, as assuredly the 
reverse of truth, as is their opinion in cerebral anatomy, that the 
cortical matter precedes ana generates the medullary substance. 
In these circumstances it is idle to disguise the inevitable alterna* 
five; either Drs Gall and Spurzheim are the most worthless of ob
servers, or my counter-statements are a product of the most exqui
site delusion that presumption ever engendered upon ignorance. 
Let it be decided wnich of us must own—

■» ■ —. ■ ■ pudet haec opprobria nobis
Et dici potuisse, et non potuisse refelli.

I remain, &c. W. Hamilton.
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S ir  William Hamilton to the E ditor o f  the Scotsman.

T h e  letter by Mr Combe, printed in the note on p. 388, ap
peared first in the Scotsman newspaper, in which several of the

8receding letters had previously been published. On seeing it 
fir William Hamilton addressed the following letter to the Editor 
of that paper:—

TO TH E EDITOR OF THE SCOTSMAN.

Edinburgh, 24th May, 1827-
Sir ,-—May I  request that you would publish the following re« 

ply to Mr Combe’s letter, which appeared in your paper of yester* 
day.

I  cannot comprehend how Mr Combe could hazard, in explana» 
tion of his declining to produce Spurzbeim's collection of skulls at 
his lecture, the statement, that I proposed "  that he should explore 
the ainus by probes through holes not larger than pin-heads,” while 
in the letter urging him to try the phrenological anatomy by an ap
peal to this suicidal evidence of its falsehood, I  expressly begged him 
to “ remark, that all the skulls were, in fact, open for every pur* 
pose o f observation, when examined in the hand—that the depth 
of many of the sinuses, from the g r e a t  s i z e  o f the holes, was ap
parent even to the eye—and that, i f  that were thought proper,, all 
might he made eaually notorious ” Had Mr Combe, in met, adduc
ed this or any other collection of crania, opened so as fu lly  to dis
play the sinuses, and truly representing the average o f nature, I  am 
confident he neither could nor would maintain the propositions 
which he now does. The skulls he produced at his lecture might 
certainly refute the notion which he carefully denied, but which, 
as far a s  I  know, no one ever entertained, that these cavities ex
tend over a great part o f the head, (meaning, I  presume, beyond 
the frontal bone); nut if they afforded any countenance to the new 
doctrines in osteology, they are, I  confidently assert, as much in 
opposition to the ordinary appearances of nature as the phrenologi« 
cal statements are to all anatomical authority. Mr Combe alleges 
the open crania of his friend Mr Syme; but can he induce Mr 
Syme, or any other practical anatomist, to stake his scientific re«, 
putation in support of the phrenological paradoxes in relation to 
the sinus, which these crania are said to confirm ? When the Phre
nologists shall be brought to look nature boldly in the face, they 
will, I  am well convinced, precipitately back out of all the state
ments of their two great authorities in regard to the most manifest 
and elementary facts on which the hypothesis is founded: and I 
rgoice to find that Mr Combe himself has shown the example, by 
now at length allowing, that in young adults the frontal sinuses are 
"  gbnbrally present though this admission be in the teeth of

•  Mr Combe indeed admits, in his System, published in 1626, that 11 In 
“ adult age the sinus frepu n th j occurs to a certain extent.”
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Spurzheim's most positive assurance, that these cavities u occur 
only tn old persons, and after chronic insanity”—But in so plam  
and so important a matter, what is this, but to admit against the 
Doctor an excruciating dilemma of presumptuous ignorance or inu

Sndent deceit—an alternative completely destructive of all confi* 
ence in any fact that rests upon his testimony ? The history of 

Phrenology proves, indeed, that it is only necessary to insist that 
Mack is w£ite, with sufficient pertinacity, to gain to an opinion 
converts, and intelligent converts, on authority ;  but human credu
lity cannot surely be carried to the extent of crediting an interest
ed authority, in opposition to the plainest personal evidence, of sense. 
In the belief, that no Phrenologist wouldf maintain the credo quia 
unpossibile, and his faith in Gall, in contempt of the most palpable 
realities of nature, when forced upon his observation, I  proposed 
a common reference, in order, definitively and authoritatively, to as
certain the real state of facts in relation to the frontal sinuses; but 
as I  have uniformly found with Blumenbach, that "  wbat is new 
in Phrenology is not true," 1 am prepared, admitting even the ©re- 
Uminary possibility of the hypothesis, to demonstrate the falsehood 
of evdry integral position it involves, which I have been able to 
taring r to proof. Among other contradictions, I  pledge myself to 
move to the umpires the five following additional propositions, all 
directly the reverse of the phrenological doctrine:

1. That the whole brain attains its full complement of sine at 
•even years old; and that the subsequent increase in the bulk of 
the head is exclusively determined by the greater development of 
the cranial bones, muscles, integuments, and hair.

8. That the proportion which the brain proper holds to the 
cerebellum throughout after life is attained at least ten years pro* 
vious to puberty.
' (The preceding facts are confirmed by the observations of the most 

accurate anatomists; the two following have not, I  believe, been 
previously noticed.)

3. That the cerebellum in women is greater sn proportion to the 
sine of the whole cerebral mats than in men.

4. (Nay, that phrenological assertion should always be shown to 
be at the greatest possible distance from the truth), that the fe
male cerebellum is absolutely larger than the male.

5. That the supposed organ of theosophy or veneration is, pro* 
portionaUy even to the lesser size of the female head, much smaller 
in women than in men. I remain, &c. W. Hamilton.

P.5.—I observe the following errata in No VI. of my correspon
dence with Mr Combe, which materially affect the sense: general 
Bne for general law, and the confusion of the 3d and 4th proposi
tions.

Note.—We have many observations to offer on theprcceding 
correspondence, but refrain for the present, as Sir W. Hamilton's
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propositions are now under examination before Dr CbrhtuoD, pro* 
amok of Medical Jurisprudence, named by Sir W . Ham ilton, and 
D r John Scott, named by Mr Combe, and Mr James Syme, lec
turer on Anatomy and Surgery, chosen by these two gentlemen, as 
um pires. In our next Number we shall return to this subject, and take 
an opportunity of exposing the hollowness and recklessness of asser
tion which so strongly characterize all Sir W . Hamilton’s letters. 
Some of them are ludicrously extravagant, and we question if there is 
one that will produce any effect, except upon those whose ignorance 
of the subject is as great and whose confidence in the unerringness 
of their own prejudices is as unbounded as his own.—Editor.

A R T IC L E  IV .

OBSERVATIONS ON EDUCATION, SUBM ITTED TO A COM
M ITTEE OF T H E  TOW N COUNCIL OF .....
APPOINTED TO COLLECT INFORM ATION PREPARA
TORY TO T H E ERECTION OF A NEW  ACADEMY.*

T h e  Committee having visited the Sessional School in E din
burgh, superintended by John W ood, E sq. presented to 
the Council an able and interesting report on that seminary. 
H aving read their observations, and also repeatedly visited 
M r W ood's school, I  offer my hum ble testimony to the Ac
cu racy  of the report, and excellence o f the plan.

B ut suppose a young man educated to the full lim it o f 
M r W ood's system, and sent into the world, what fall be 
the amount of his attainm ents P H e will possess a very con
siderable knowledge of the English language, w riting, arith
metic, and geography. These appear considerable acquire
ments, and I  am very far from undervaluing them. T hey 
are the instrum ents, by the diligent use of which much use

* These observations are written by a Phrenologist, and our readers win 
discover phrenological principles to pervade them throughout, although the 
terms of the science were avoided to suit them for the committee for whose per- 
«sal they were prepared*—Editor. . .
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ful and practical knowledge may be atta ined ; but in them
selves they do not constitute such knowledge. A  few obser
vations are necessary to elucidate this position.

F ir«l9 In  regard to language in general, and the ** learn-' 
<c ed languages1' in particular. .

W ords are mere arbitrary signs for expressing feelings 
and ideas in the m ind; and it is better to have ten ideas, 
although the words by which we designate them belong all 
to  one language, than to have only one idea, and ten words 
in as many different languages for communicating i t ;  for 
example,—a monk who has only seen a horse passing by the 
window of his cell, may know that this animal is named in 
Greek, !**•**,—in L atin , equus,— in English, a horse,— in 
French, cheval,— in Italian , cavallo,— in German, p ferde; 
and by some persons may be supposed to b e, m consequence,' 
highly learned on the subject of a horse. B ut his stock of 
real knowledge would not be the least increased by the 
acquirement o f these six words to express the name o f the 
animal. H is original notion of a  horse, whatever it was, 
would continue unextended and unim paired by all these ad
ditions to its names. T he body of a man is neither stronger, 
taller, nor more graceful, because he possesses six suits o f 
clothes, than it would be if  he had only one, provided it  fit
ted him exactly; and so it is with the mind. A  youth 
trained in a stable-yard, whose attention had been directed 
to  the various qualities that go to make up a good roadster, 
hunter, or racehorse, and who knew their names only in his 
mother-tongue, would be far superior, as a practical man, to 
the m onk; he .would excel him in selecting, employing, and 
managing a horse. H e would possess ideas about the ani
mal itself,—would know what points were good, and what 
bad about it,—bow it would work in different situations,— 
how it would thrive on particular kinds o f food,—and how it 
required to be treated in general, so as to  obtain the most 
complete development o f its natural powers. T his is prac
tical knowledge--acquaintance with words is team ing
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M an, however, is formed to live in society; his happiness 
is vastly increased by co-operation and interchange of idea* 
with his fellows; and language, oral and w ritten, is his natural 
medium of communication. I t  is of first-rate utility to every 
individual, therefore, to possess not only words for a ll his 
ideas and emotions, bu t such expertness in using them , in 
speech and writing, as may enable him , readily an d -suenes». 
fully, to  convey to other minds the precise impressions «a*, 
iating in  his own. Keeping in view, therefore, that, in nature, 
ideas take the precedence o f words, bqth in tim e and utility^ 
an improvement in education adopted by M r Owen a t New 
L anark, and followed by the Rev. D r Andrew Thomson in  
the Sessional School o f S t George's, Edinburgh, appears highly 
deserving o f attention; it consists o f presenting before th e  
scholars actual specimens, or representations in  wood, stucco, 
o r painting, o f corporeal objects mentioned in  their kawswii 
T h is exhibition interests a  variety of their faculties, fills 
their minds with ideas, gives precision to the meaning oS 
the words, and familiarizes their intellects with the tru th , th a t 
words themselves are mere sounds, while only ju s t concept 
tions constitute knowledge.

I f  these views be correct, the value o f Greek and .L atin , 
as elements of education, will be found to  be over-estimated 
fay public opinion. T he history o f their introduction into 
schools m erits attention.

T he Greeks and Romans were the earliest nations in E m  
rope that attained to civilization, or, in other words, they were 
the first who so far cultivated their m ental faculties as to acr 
quire num erous and precise ideas of government, laws, mo* 
rala, intellectual philosophy, and the arts. In  consequence 
o f their minds possessing those ideas, their languages con (aim 
ed term s to express them. In  the fourth ra d  fifth centuries 
the Roman empire was overrun by ignorant barbarians from 
the north o f Europe, whose mental powers, from not having 
been cultivated, bad not reached the conceptions now allud* 
ed to, and whose languages, in consequence, were barren as
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their thoughts. A  long night of darkness prevailed, until a t 
length civilization again dawned where it had last set—in 
Italy . T he cities of that countiy, situated under a genial 

yUmate, and surrounded by a fertile soil, had, as early as the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, made considerable progress 
in arts and m anufactures; wealth flowed in upon them , 
which produced leisure, and a desire for refined enjoyment, 
nrhence a  taste for literature gradually arose.
. T he manuscripts o f Greece and Rome had long slumber* 
ed in the cells of m on^tic institutions, and many o f them 
bad been erased to give place to monkish legends; bu t now 
they were ardently disinterred. W hen recovered and un
derstood, they were found to contain more sublime and-ele
gant poetry, more refined, yet nervous eloquence, more briU 
liant, pointed, and ingenious wit, with profounder and juster 
views on law, criticism, and philosophy, than had  been known 
or heard- of since* the subversion of civilization; and all 
these treasures, too, embodied in languages so copious, rich, 
discriminative, and refined, that Europe, in addition to this 
accession o f knowledge, was furnished a t once with exquisite 
vehicles o f thought without the labour o f invention.
- In  these circumstances, Greek and L atin naturally be
came objects of intense study with all who aspired to supe
rior intelligence. T here was great good sense in this direct 
tion o f their mental energies, because a t that time, and in 
their situation, these languages really unlocked to them the 
richest intellectual stores then existing in the w orld; and 
p u t them in possession also o f an instrum ent for communicat
ing their thoughts greatly surpassing, in delicacy and power, 
whatever they could have obtained by their own invention, 
o r found in the literature o f their native countries.

In  this planner, and for these reasons, colleges, schools, 
bursaries, and institutions o f every imaginable form were in
stituted for teaching and cultivating the Greek and L atin 
languages, and they obtained the appellation of “  humane li- 
“ terature,” “  liter« humaniores eminence in them
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became the passport to  fame, and a person highly conversant 
w ith them was dignified with the title of “  a learned m an."

In  the course o f time, however, the nations of E urope, 
aided by the invention of printing, and, latterly, by stupend
ous discoveries in science and the arts, far outstripped th *  
G reeks and Romans in their most useful attainments. ' T he 
Italians, French, and English made gigantic strides in de. 
veloping their mental pow ers; and their languages, by a law 
o f the human constitution, kept pace with the increase of 
their emotions and ideas. England could long ago boast o f 
a  ^acon, a Shakspeare, a M ilton, and a Locke, and she is 
now able to exhibit an additional list of names so splendid 
and extensive as almost to defy repetition,—of men who have 
embodied in her language, thoughts and inventions so pro
found, adm irable, and useful, that the philosophy) the sci
ence, and the arts of the ancient world rink into compara
tive insignificance before them.

T his change of circumstances has clearly altered the re lit 
tive value and importance of Greek and Latih. T here is 
now no knowledge o f the physical and moral worlds contfeiiV 
ed in these languages which does not exist explicitly de
pressed in E ng lish ; and there is no mode of feeling or of 
thought subservient to the practical purposes o f life that may 
not be as forcibly and elegantly clothed in our native lan
guage as in them. Hum an institutions and practices, how
ever, often loqg survive the causes that gave them birth 
and from five to seven years o f the lives o f our youths are 
still dedicated to the study o f the learned languages, as if  aU 
their original importance remained. *

TJhé consequences are very baneful: F irst, T he human far 
cutties desire knowledge as their natural food, and it is only a£r 
te r a considerable stock of ideas has been obtained, and many 
emotions experienced, that the value o f words, as a  means 
o f expressing them , comes to be appreciated. By the com
mon practice of teaching, however, little knowledge o f things 
is communicated, and children are compelled to  proceed a t
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onee to the study o f difficult* copious, and dead languages. 
T h is proceeding being an outrage upon nature, tedium , 'dis
gust, and suffering in consequence invade the youthful m ind; 
m  a  means o f conquering aversion* severe discipline is resorted 
4o, which, being felt to be unjust, rouses the w ont feelings« 
and’debases the sentiments, while the intellect is impahud 
bjr dealing habitually with sounds to which no clear concep
tions are attached.

Secondly^ U nder this system children make no Bubstan* 
tial progress in any useful acquirement. Nine ou t of ten 
draw l away the months and years of their allotted penance^ 
and within a brief space after its close forget every syllable 
-which they had learned with so much labour and p ain ; and 
even the tenth, who, from a higher natural talent for Ian* 
guages, perhaps distinguished himself by bis classical attain, 
«nents, does not, on entering the counting-house or work* 
shop, always find himself as superior to . his com petitors in  
these departm ents o f business as in scholarship»

T h ird ly , T he season for obtaining real knowledge being 
dedicated to  the study of languages, the individual enters on 
life deficient in many acquirements that would be more siis- 
stantiaHy useful» H e knows nothing about the structure, o f 
Ids own body, and very little about the causes which support 
f t in health, o r subject it to disease; he is very im perfesdy 
informed concerning the constitution o f his own mind, and 
thfe relations established between himself and other beings; 
lie  is not instructed in any science; knows nothing o f the 
principles o f trade; is profoundly ignorant of the laws of 
his country, which he is called on to  obey; and, in short, is 
« n t  into society with little other preparation than a  stock o f 
prejudices gathered from the nursery, and of vague im agina
tions about the greatness of Greece and Rome, the beauties 
O f classical literature, and the vast superiority of learned pe* 
dantry over practical sense.

T o  discover the evils that arise from this misdirection o f 
education, we require only to advert to the numerous cases
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e f iad in d u lb  who ru in  their constitutions, and die. in  youth 
o r m iddle age, not from the fury of ungovernable passions 
which knowledge could not subdue, bu t from sheer ignorance 
o f the physical conditions necessary to  health ;—or to  the 
rained fortunes and broken hearts clearly referable to  ignor
ance in  individuals o f their own incapacity for the lis ts  ia  
which they have em barked, o f the characters of those .w ifi 
whom they have connected themselves, o f the natural .laws 
which govern production, o r o f the civil laws which regelate . 
the transactions o f men in particular sta tes; and to ask hew 
m any o f these calamities m ight have been avoided by iastjuo- 
tion and by proper discipline of the mind in  the fidd& of ob 
servation and reflection.

T h e question naturally presents itself, W hat constitute» a  
rational education ?

F irst, T he English language, writing, and arithm etic, afe  
essentially necessary as means of acquiring and communicat
ing knowledge. These, then, ought to be sedulously taught, 
and  by the most approved methods.

A lgebra and pure mathematics belong to the class of. means. 
•The first relates solely to  numbers and their relations; ¿he 
•latter to  space and its proportions. T h e most profooad skill, 
therefore, in them , is compatible with extensise 'ignorance 
concerning every object, topic, and relation that data net es
sentially imply exact proportions of num ber and  space. .

A ll languages also belong to the class of means. In  pro. 
firrin g  one to another, we ought to be guided by the princi
ple o f u tility ; th at one in which most knowledge is c o n ta in ,  

ed is best F o r this reason, French, Italian, and German ap
pear to  me more valuable acquirements than Greek and Latin.

T h e second object o f education is the attainm ent o f know
ledge itself.

T he first use of knowledge is the preservation o f health. 
T his, although greatly overlooked in established systems o f 

•education,  is o f param ount importance. L ife depends on it, 
•and also the power o f exercising with effect all the mental

418
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functions. T here are two modes o f instructing an individual 
in the preservation of health, the one informing him as mat« 
te r o f fact concerning the conditions on which it depends, 
and admonishing him by way of precept to observe them,—« 
the other by expounding to his intellect the constitution.pf 
his bodily frame, teaching him the uses of its various , parte, 
the abuses o f them, the relations established between his con* 
stitution and external objects, such as food, air, water, heat, 
cold, &c., and the consequences of observance or neglect o f 
these relations. T he former method addresses th e . memory 
chiefly, the latter the judgm ent. T he former comes home 
to  the mind, enforced only by the authority of the teacher, 
the latter is felt to be an exposition of the system of crea
tion, and deeply interests a t once the intellect and affections. 
T he former affords rules only for particular cases; the latter 
general principles, which the mind can apply in new emer-

Such instruction as is here recommended implies an e q u 
ation  o f the principles of anatomy, physiology, and chemistry, 
with the practice o f gymnastic exercises and dancing. These, 
then, ought to constitute im portant branches o f education; 
bu t, for general purposes, it is not necessary to  teach them in  
m inute detail. Popular lectures, elucidating their leading 
principles and their application, would suffice.

T he next use of knowledge is to exercise the mental facul
ties themselves, so as to render them vigorous and vivacious, 
and to promote their enjoyment.

One great evil attending the practice o f teaching 
aa the leading aim of education is, that it leaves th e . affec
tions untrained, and the observing and reflecting powers im
perfectly exercised, so that, a t the close o f a  long course of 
study, the mind is very little fitted by the discipline it ha* 
undergone for feeling its way in society, for observing accu
rately and judging rapidly,—habits of the highest cause* 
quence to a  citizen o f the world. T he remedy for this is . to  
convey ideas of things that ex ist These are the natural
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food of the mind, and stimulates all its powers. Besides, 
every object placed under the control of man is capable of 
being turned to his advantage, if  he applies it to its proper 
uses, or o f causing him injury, if, through ignorance or inat
tention, he neglects its properties; so that knowledge es
sentially promotes success in life, and happiness. Geogra
phy, civil history, political economy, natural history, natural 
and moral philosophy, with religious instruction, complete a 
rational and liberal education. A  taste or genius for poetry, 
m ode, painting, sculpture, or languages, is bestowed by na
ture on particular individuals, and these ought to be taught 
to those who desire them.

F arther, as long as the present institutions of society exist, 
some knowledge o f Greek and Latin is indispensable to young 
men who mean to pursue divinity, medicine, or law, as a pro
fession. A n academy for public instruction, therefore, ought 
to  contain classes serviceable to those who, either through 
natural liking, or from professional regulations, require to at
tain these languages.

T he foregoing observations are, perhaps, too general to be 
usefu l; but I  find it impossible to enter fully into m inute 
points without writing a volume on education, which, from 
its length, would be little suitable for the perusal of a  com
m ittee. Besides, d eta ils  have been avoided, because it 
would have required a thorough acquaintance with a thousand 
minute local circumstances o f which I  am ignorant, to enable 
me to render my observations on them applicable to the case 
in point. W ith a view, however, to practical results, I  may 
observe, that as clergymen, lawyers, physicians, and men of 
letters in general, have hitherto been accustomed to look with 
high respect on Greek and L atin , as essential branches in 
all systems of education, and as public opinion may not be 
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prepared to acquiesce in their general abandonment, so n t 
modifications may be adopted approxim ating to  a  spunde? 
system, without venturing all the lengths recommended in the 
previous observations. F o r example,

A s many classes for the physical and moral sciences nf 
can conveniently be supported m ight bp instituted, gifting 
a  preference to  the most useful. T his would place it in the 
power o f those individuals who prefer a  real education, or a 
knowledge o f things and relations, to  instruction in languages» 
to attain that object

In  the next place, the study of Greek and L atin , instead 
o f commencing a t 7 or 8 , m ight be postponed till 11 or 12 
years o f age.

Sundry advantages would attend even these slight modjA* 
cations; for example,

1st, I f  the dead languages are not prosecuted 
life, the time devoted to them ia positively misapplied. I t  
is a  fact quite notorious, th at nine out of ten o f the children 
educated in  a  commercial town do not follow professions fog 
which G reek and L atin  are indispensable ; 'and hence the 
tim e and expense bestowed by a t least this proportion o f pu
pils are most unprofitably expended. Indeed, there is n  
great delusion in the public mind in regard to  the necessity 
of Greek even for the medical profession. Professor — —, 
when examined lately before the Royal Commission which, 
visited the university o f E dinburgh, stated, th a t a t th e  
school and college he had gained the first prises for th at lan
guage, and was naturally fond o f i t ;  b u t th at from the time 
he had begun to study medicine, he had found his attention 
so fully occupied by the substantial elements o f science, that 
he had scarcely opened a  Greek book, while he had been ob- 
liged to study French and German, for the sake o f the me- 
«Beal information they contained.

id , M any pupils whose professions cannot be determined' 
a t 7 or 8 , and who, under the present system, begin the study 
of the dead languages a t these ages, merçiy to prepare for



«Wtingeaciss, would avoid them altogether by being fixed 
determuMtely at 11 or 12 on a pursuit that did not require 
them.

Sd, Young minds in general are passionately fond of the 
knowledge of things and events, when properly taught, and 
rejoice in instruction in them, while they nauseate the dul- 
ness and insipidity of learning mere words, which the dead 
laaguages are to them. This is proved beyond the possibi
lity of question by the examples of Mr Owen's school at New 
Lanark, the sessional school of St George’s, and the Circus 
Place school in Edinburgh. Under the present system, all 
children who ultimately abandon the learned professions, 
find themselves cheated as it were out of the intermediate 
years of their lives between 7 and 12» and discover, when too 
let«, that instruction in words is not knowledge, and that 
they have endured Buffering in pursuing a phantom, while 
they might have eepoyed pleasure in attaining a substance.

4 ft, I t  is erroneous to say that Grade and Latin enable 
a  boy to understand bis own language better. This must be 
the ewe only where no peias are bestowed by teachers in 
conveying fiiUy the meaning and value o f English expres
sions. All words are mere arbitrary sounds, and in  itself a 
sound invented by an Englishman is escapable of being raw 
dreed, by proper definition, the sign of any idea or emotion^ 
as one first Suggestfrf by a. Greek or Roman. The grand 
requisites to  the right use of speech aw two,—-dear concept 
twa of the notions to be announced, and accurate definitions 
of.the words employed to designate them. The fir s t will be 
best attained by studying things and their rdations, and the 
second, by n careful exposition of our mother tongue by a 
person who knows scientifically both the things signified and 
the genius of the language.

Various obvious reasons exist why so little of English' is 
understood by those who learn it alone a t school. Owing to 
deficiency in their own education, teachers themselves, in 
general, do not possess distinct knowledge of the things rig-
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nified by the sounds which they communicate; and from not 
understanding ideas, they have it not in their power to define 
words accurately. Hence they cannot, and do not, bring 
together before the minds of the pujáis a clear notion of the 
things signified and of the sign, without the combination of 
which the right use of speech is impracticable. Farther, 
schoolmasters, in general, communicate only the sounds of 
words, and the abstract rules of grammar,—but this is not 
teaching a language; the latter implies unfolding the struc
ture, idiom, and ¡rawer of the tongue,—a task which requires 
¡»»found reflection and extensive information.

A  professor of English, therefore, would be more useful
to nine out of ten of the pupils of the ■..........Academy
than professors of Greek and Larin; and it is only after 
English has been taught in this, or in such other way as may 
be best adapted to the human understanding, and without 
success, that the conclusion ought to be drawn, that it cannot 
be understood sufficiently for all useful and ornamental pur. 
poses without a previous knowledge of Greek and Larin.

I t has often been observed, that the Greeks themselves 
studied no language except their own, and yet attained to 
exquisite delicacy and dexterity in the use of i t ; and why 
may not the English do as much? The objection, that 
Greek is a primitive and English a derivative tongue, is met 
by the answer, that every word is merely a sound designative 
of an idea or emotion, and that it makes no difierence on 
the possibility of comprehending the thing signified, whether 
the sound was invented by the English themselves, or bor
rowed by them from the Greeks or Romans.

5th, From the higher development of the intellectual fa
culties at 11 or 12, as much progress would be made in Greek 
and Larin in two or three years at that age, as in five or six 
commencing at the ageof seven; so that, even with these lan
guages in view, no time would be lost by the proposed 
change.

6lA, The intermediate years between 7 and 11 or 12
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might be employed in studying geography, drawing, natural 
history, biography, the history of foreign countries, with their 
productions natural and artificial,—their trade, monies, mode of 
transacting business, &c.; and even a considerable portion of 
the elements of physical science contained in Mr Brougham's 
“  Library of Useful Knowledge" might be made intelligible 
in the later years of the above period. This kind of instruc
tion would forcibly exercise and exrite the observing and re
flecting faculties of children, and train their minds, just as ' 
gymnastic evolutions do their bodies, for higher exertions 
of activity and energy in after life.

The minds of women are similar to those of men, but mo
dified in power, and also in the degree in which particular 
faculties are possessed. Women are subjected to the same 
influences from external objects and beings as men. No 
reason, therefore, exists why they should not enjoy similar ad
vantages of education, adapting the subjects taught to their 
particular wants. In  founding an academy, then, as many 
classes as possible should be arranged, so as to admit of the 
attendance of female pupils.

The committee to whom these observations are addressed 
ate respectfully reminded, that the arrangements they may 
now recommend, if adopted, will, in all probability, endure 
for ages, and affect the mental character of the population of 
— ■■ ■■ ■ for at least a century to come. A great revolution 
in education is already obviously begun, and in all probabi
lity will proceed rapidly; it would be a great advantage, 
therefore, to the public of ■— , were the committee rather 
to move a few years in advance of the new order of things, 
if this could be done on grounds reasonably clear and safe, 
than, through unwarrantable diffidence, or groundless dread 
of innovation, to consecrate anew errors that are about to be 
abandoned by reflecting men in all other parts of the united 
kingdom. The mechanics, by aid of the exact sciences and 
libraries of useful knowledge, will, in half a century, greatly 
surpass, in vigour of intellect and practical judgment, the
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higher and middle dosses of society, if the latter persevere 
in squandering the years of youthful vigour in ancient Ktsmu 
ture.

9Sd M ay, 1827.

A R TIC LE V.

SKXJLLS FROM MOZAMBIQUE AND SANDWICH ISLAND^ 
PRESENTED TO THE MUSEUM OF THE PHRENOLOGI
CAL SOCIETY, AND INTERESTING CASE OF A YOUNG 
WOMAN OF MADAGASCAR, FURNISHED BY  DR SIB- 
BALD, OF THE ISLE OF FRANCE.

I t  is truly gratifying to find friends to our science, and seat* 
ous friends too, declaring themselves in the most unexpected 
quarters, both within our own four seas and in distant re
gions of the world. While journalists and others in va
rious parts of Britain are offering their zealous sendees for 
the promotion of our science, our well-wishers abroad have 
a still more substantial method of themselves known
to u s ; and so numerous of late have been the arrivals of 
national skulls to the Museum of the Phreoojcgjcal Society 
that there are but few races, we had almost said varieties, of 
the human species, of which one or more sped mens are not 
now in that extensive and most instructive collection.

The Society have just learned, by means of a  gift of the 
kind alluded to, that there is a knot of zealous Phreno
logists in the island of Mauritius, who receive out the 
Phrenological publications, including our Journal, and in
tend for the Society some farther kindness in the way of 
donations of skulls, with descriptions of the corresponding cha
racters. I t  is in this, that, when abroad, the phrenological 
has an unspeakable advantage over the unphrenological pur
veyor. While the latter, however obliging, can only fun  
nish a very general sketch of the character of a  particular 
race, the former, knowing what to observe in the native's ,



manifestations, accompanies his donation with a minutely- 
finished portrait of his character.

Or Sibbald, who holds an important medical situation in 
the Iste of France, k td y  presented to the Phrenological So
ciety two skulls ftotn fije coast of Zangtlebar, on the Mozam
bique chanhtL Ho Very properly accompanied the donation 
With die following caveat:-—“ The Mozambique skulls may
*  hs of a (Sr superior caste to the natives of that part of die world, 
"•from the mixture of races on that coast, vis. Arab, Portuguese,
*  and Caflre; at least the developments seem far abore the cnarac-
*  teristic traits of that rsce.’’i—The observation is as true as the
cantioh is judicious. 'The Mozambique natives are African 
negroes,—a  face whose head presents a Well-known type to 
the observer of natural development, and to which neither 
of the heads in question bears any resemblance. They are 
both very superior to the common negro, and, indeed, present 
so much of the European character, that one of them, at least, 
is a little above the average size of the British or German head. 
W ith integuments, it must have measured 8 by 6, with a 
considerably larger fibre in the directions of the intellect and 
sentiments than in the animal t the animal, nevertheless, is 
considerable, hut is balanced by a fine coronal surface, and 
good ¡reflecting forehead; a head, in short, utterly thrown 
away in the Mozambique. T*he other, from its length and 
narrowness, and large love of offspring, is evidently the 
skull of a female. It, too, is very far superior to the 
ordinary negro type in both intellect and sentiment. I t 
even presents considerable Ideality, and a large Benevolence, 
with moderate Combativeness and Destructiveness, which 
combination would be manifested in gentleness and kindness. 
Its  Conscientiousness, too, is much above the negro allotment 
Of that important moral provision. Of course we decide no
thing on these specimens till we see some well-authenticated 
faative skulls, for which, and an accurate account of the cha
racter of the Mozambique race, we look confidently to Dr 
Sibbald, who will, we doubt "not, satisfy the curiosity hfe has , 
raised.

MADAGASCAR FfcMALE. 4 2 1



The Sandwich island skull is valuable, in so far as it P » - 
sents the precise type of those of Mr Malden's donation.

But D r Sibbald, when lately • in Edinburgh, had a  
much mote interesting, because Uve specimen, with him, 
namely, a Madagascar young woman as chikPs-maid in his 
family, whom he politely permitted us to see. She is about 
twenty-four years of age, with a complexion not black but 
dark, like that of the Malays, and Lascars, and other 
casts of the Hindoos,—lank black hair, flat and broad nose, 
but not thick lips, so as in no respect presenting the African 
negro character. She had a kind and obliging smile, indi
cating Benevolence, and a certain trust-worthy expression, 
which a phrenological physiognomist knows to be the na
tural language of Conscientiousness. W e were surprised 
with the large size of the head in general for either an Asiatic 
or African woman,* and still more with the great en
dowment of the moral and intellectual/—nay, even the 
reflecting organs. W ithout asking a question, we took 
down the measurement and development, which are as 
follows:—

4 £ £  SKULLS riO K  K O IA K U W B ) &C-

lausnnmixMT.

Spine to 19.............
Inches.

........... 7»
9  to 19.............
3  to SO.............

Ear to 1 9 ...........
Ear to 8pine......... .......... 4 |
Ear to 10..........
Ear to 18........................ ®l
E n  to U ........................ *1

Ear to 18............

7 to 7............
8 to 8 ............
9 to 9............

18 to 18,..........
16 to 16............
88 to 88............

DBVBLOFmKNT.
Amativeness,...«............... .........1 8
Philoprogenitiveness,......................  .16
Concentrativeness.....................-17
Adhesiveness,.............................. 18
Cambativeness,............................18
Destructiveness..........................1 7
Constructiveness,..........................16

Acquisitiveness,.................  18
8ecredveness, •••••16
8elf-esteem,.................................1 7
Love of Approbation,..................17
Cautiousness, ................................17
Benevolence,...............   17
Veneration, ••••••••••••••.•••.••,...17

* The bead considerably exceeds in sin  the avenge of the European ft* 
male head.
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H*p*,

Conscientiousness,. .................. —16
Firmness,..................................... 18
iDdiyiAuliv,^------- -—  { { 3
F f l K O f  • • • •« • • • • • • • * • • • • •  .«•••« ••••«*••18
8ize,........................................ h.18
Weight, ...*««.«*«...»*»*.««.«.....«.13
Colouring, M
L o cd lty ,...,.................   IS

O rder...............
Time,... .. .. .. .. .. .
Number.............
Tune,.................
Language,..........
Comparison,........,
Causality,...........
W it,...................
Imitation,...........
Wonder,

Haring finished noting the development, D r Sibbald him
self proposed to write down the leading particulars of the 
character before we should say a word of what we inferred.

H e did so, and, before showing it, asked us what we 
thought? Any Phrenologist, who looks at this favourable 
development, will at once anticipate that we expressed great 
surprise to find it in any head except the European; and 
that he must have experienced in his ehild’s-maid strong at
tachment, and great respect, without avarice; quite love 
enough for her young charge, without passionate fondness; 
a  d^ead to offend, and a love of praise; great kindness, and 
readiness to oblige; a  degree of honesty and trust-worthi
ness which probably he never met with in any other person 
of colour; not great quickness in learning, but considerable 
sagacity and intelligence ; a marked gravity, when the ludi
crous would move most Europeans;* timidity; a frequent 
despondency, but a capability of being roused to great anger 
and resentment, with cries and tears which terminate in 
considerably hurt pride and obstinacy; great memory for 
persons, and might be taught to draw; some neatness of 
J^and, but neither Time nor Tune.

In  so far as we remember, D r Sibbald, with his lady, who - 
was present, admitted the general correctness of this merely 
verbal off-hand sketch, and then gave .us the followiqg writ
ten remarks s—

* A wdUmown faton a t th. Awake, «be think the baghing of Etwop̂  
m i absolute insanity.
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“  I t a t ,  a Mgrea« from A t central part of Medagweer, of about 
*  twenty*fbor year* of ago (the Orah district, the captai of which 
w b  Tananarive) is powened of most of the peculiar characteristics 
h  of uatitos of that part Of the world, with the éiéèption of a greater 
M degree o f honesty, less of taste for finery) and of taste for nnme;
“ which in her seemj altogether wanting, wbilst .it is rather a  peso* 
** liar characteristic In the race.”

Dr Sibbaid added, as the youhg woman’s Iristory, that 
when she was a child, her whole nation was subdued by 
another tribe, and carried down to the coast for sale as 
slaves ; and that it was her lot to be brought to tfaè tele of 
France, Wherfe she acquired thé French language,—the only 
toftgué In which she answered our questions and her good 
fortuné to Come, finally, into the hands Of the kind and con- 
«¡derate master and mistress die now serves, and to whom 
she is an attached, careful, and trusty nursery-maid.

Df dïbbald himself saw the necessity, without out suggest
ing it to him, of procuring a good many Madagascar skulls 
of Undoubted nativity and locality, before coming tb the con- 
clusfon to which this single and most favourable specimen 
would point, via. that the natives of that island tiré  a técé 
So Very superior to all the sable population of the tropics ¿1 
which we have yet the means of judging. We hold Dr Sib- 
bald pledged, and willingly pledged, to complete fbr us thé 
Phrenology of Mozambique and Madagascar, with phi
losophical accuracy, and to send many an Unequivocal proof 
fbr the museum ; and fhrther,—for We are insatiable,—to d6 
fbr us all he can in collecting national skulls in every quartet 
of the globe where he may set his foot, or where he has the 
ww»mm of corresponding with an intelligent friend.

As we expect to hear from many such benefhctort in dif
ferent regions, it occurs to us that a few simple Instructions 
as to how they can most beneficially direct their exertions in 
the cause may not be here out of ¡dace,—much after the 
faM«i of some charité* ' ‘ dons, who furnish an ex -
■ "  and strictly le' . will or bequest in their

pour, to guid nee of all who may bé in
\ Be it kno. to whose knowledge these
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presents may cone, that when they,cither b y  tlknncirea, or 
Adr correspondents, set about obtaining die skulls of the 
natives of any ngim or plate» far die Museum of the 
Phrenological Society» their pro earn should be» as needy sS 
possible, the following :—1. Inquire, very indirectly and 
cautiously» how the natives dispose of their dead; and espe
cially whether they preserve the bones» and store them up an 
in the Sandwich islands. If the skulls are preserved, and, 
still more, if they are stored, any number may, it is thought, 
with a little address, be quietly procured without giving of» 
fence, h If they inter their dead, look for cemeteries, and, 
above all, for fields of battle $ and whenever a.native rcsu r. 
nation-m an  brings a skull, take it from him, and, if pracdo» 
able, go with him to the spot where be found it, of which 
take a note. 8. Before laying aside, or sending off the skull 
mark neatly with pen and ink on the top of it, turning the 
face towards you-—the race -the variety of the race—the place 
where found, if in a cemetary or collection of unmixed native 
remains, or of natives with strangers, and whom, intermixed. 
If there are a variety of skulls, put a legible number, or 
Roman letter, on the forehead, for reference in way aoeompa- 
nyiag written sketch. 4  Write down, as minutely and 
comprehensively as possible, all you know, can learn, and 
observe, of the character of the race or variety,-» as to lore 
of sex—care of children—love of kindred and country- 
courage, with or without cruelty—temperance, or gluttony 
and drunkenness—'workmanship—love of property—«urn 
ning or openness—pride or humility, and nhsmrlnOTirsi 
or vanity—timidity—kindness or indifference to others— 
superstition—cheerfulness—poetry and finery—honestyv 
firmness and obstinacy }—with intellectual character, as con
sisting in quickness to learn—to copy and imitate—to draw 
—to ring and dance—to wonder—to laugh, and to reflect, or 
manifest sagacity and intelligence. It will subserve a useful 
purpose, too, although the skull will not indicate it, to add 
some observations on the degree in which the race manifest the
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fire external senses of seeing, hearing, touching, tasting, and 
smelling. Of the safest and speediest channel for sending 
home such valuable contributions, the demon will, of course, 
be much better judges than ourselves.

AETICLE VI. ,

DONATION OF SDC ANCIENT PERUVIAN SKULLS BY MR 
WATSON OF GLASGOW.

We had scarcely sent the preceding article to press, when 
a package arrived from Glasgow, accompanied by the fol
lowing letter from Mr Leadbetter, Secretary to the Phreno
logical Society of Glasgow, to Mr George Combe

Glasgow, 17 th March, 1827.
Dean Six,—Our friend, Mr Watson, ever anxious to 

promote the interests of Phrenology, had, some time ago, re
quested one of his mercantile correspondents in Lima to send 
him a few skulls of the aborigines of that country • accord
ingly a package arrived containing 14, accompanied with a 
letter, stating, “ I send you a dozen from one of the Hua- 
“  cus in the neighbourhood, and I trust that they will ena- 
“  ble you and your phrenological friends to ascertain what 
** was the general temperament of the sons of the Incas.*

Dr M‘Kenzie and I have measured the whole of them, 
and, at the request of Mr Watson, I send you a half- 
dozen, No 1 and 6, which you will please present to the 
Phrenological Society ;*-I also give you the measurement, 
not only of these six, but of the other right, and if you 
find that we are correct with the former, the annexed 
table will give additional weight to whatever evidence these 
skulls may afford of the truth of Phrenology. It requires 
merely a glance of the eye to be satisfied that they are of one
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race or nation the peculiarity of their shape is striking, and
an extreme flatness of the back part pervades the whole. 
T his circumstance is noticed as b an g  very marked in the skull 
o f the Chiloan chief, the measurement and development o f 
which has been given in an article in the eleventh Num ber o f 
the Phrenological Jo u rn a l; but unless that skull be regarded 
as below the average o f the Chiloan race, the native Peru
vians m ust be considered as superior to them in energy of 

«character, as the measurements of those 14 evidently indicate 
a  greater mass of brain. I  hope the writer of the article al
luded to will furnish the Journal with his observations on 
these skulls. T here is yet much to explore in this branch of 
phrenological inqu iry ; it is full of interest, as its object k  
to  trace the causes of national character, which, though built 
upon a structure of various parts, has its main foundation 
in  the prim ary varieties of the cerebral mass.

No i ] i 3 * |5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14

Prom Spine to 19 6 k 61 e  k 6 4 k « i 6 | 6 | 61 ®l
2 to 19 6 64 «4 6 j 64 64 64 fi | 61 61 6 ! 68 64
3 to 30 3 4 6 )

+1
5 J 51 64 6 4 6 ! * i 64 S | 6 j 64

E ar to 19 f* l* t *4 * i *1 * i 49
3*

*1 *3 * i *4 * i
__ . to Spine • 31 31 31 34 34 34 3 | 4 3 | 3 f S |

-  - to 10 *4 5 ,6} * i 61 *4 * i * i *4 5 *1 64
— . to IS *1 h A «4 64 «4 * i fil 64 *1 *1 61
— to u *1 5*5 5 H W *i H S | s i *4 n

to 13 *151 *1 k si 5 «4 & n 5 *! *i 5
6 to 6 5 j5 J 5 1 4 51 S | 64 ss «i n 6J7 to 7 * i * l *l*i *i n 4 H *i * 4 *4 4
e to 8 «4*4 ♦1 * f ♦1 1*4 +4*46 | *4 H *1
9 Is 9 6 5J «1 «4 6 k fl

61
6 H 6S

68
6;

1? to JS 5 1 5 * 5 4 5 1 61 :54 64 6* 6! 6116 to 16 *1*1 f t 4 * 4 * * 1 * 1 *4 *1 *1 *4 *4 *1

O ur Society here has been in a dorm ant state for these two 
w inters; the winter avocations o f our medical members inter
fere with their attendance, and the other members, amid much 
mercantile distress, have had their attention diverted from a 
subject which, though treating a  good deal of m atter, m ust, 
notwithstanding, be considered of a very intellectual nature, 
and, perhaps, partaking too much of this character for our 
money-making, and of late money-losing citizens. T he seed,
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however, is sown, b u t the «oil not being very gtnial» I  do 
W t expect th a t its  grow th will ever manifest the d r tiM th t 
m arks of sapidity or vigour.*—I  aw , dear S ir, your’» tru ly ,

J ob»  X-BAOXurr***

m

T ins welcome accession could not have come more season
ably ; for it gives us tbe opportunity o f correcting a  mistake 
into which we were led in regard to a  Peruvian skull, already 
in  the museum of the Phrenological Society, while, at the 
Same tíme, it fixes the Peruvian type ás distinct from the 
other races o f South America. In  an article on the Sand
wich islanders and South Americans, invol. iii. page 430—81, 
we described a skull which we then believed to be, and called 
th at of a Chttoan chief^ and stated, that tbe development 
was in  all respects that o f a race which would yield, however 
numerous, to a  handfhi o f  Europeans, w ithout attem pting 
resistance. W e also noticed, th at there is considerable in
tellect and moral sentiment indicated by the developm ent; 
tfith  which part o f the organization we had no means o f 
comparing tbe character o f the Chilotes. A fter we had pub
lished, under mistake, th at the head was C hiban, we were 
set right by M r M alden, the donor himself, wbo inform ed 
US, that w hat, by mistaking his c for an o, we bad  read  
C hiba, was ChUca, near Lim a in  P e ru ; a t which last place 
th e  skull was found, bring th at of a native Peruvian. T his 
information was to  us a  great increase o f its value, in as fa r 
as the em pire of P eru  was more interesting than the island, 
o f C hibo, or more properly C hiloe; and still a greater that, 
th e  skull having been found in the centre o f a  circle o f  skulls 
in  P eru , a  mode o f sepulture there peculiar to the Incas, 
la  exceedingly probable that it is actually the head of ODe of 
th a t dynasty o f royal priests of the sun.

W e have said th at the small head, defective Firm ness, and 
eery large Cautiousness, Veneration, and W onder, would 
lead the race to unwariike submission, especially to a strange
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enemy with Ore-arm». W eabould  have been, « d tp  thrown 
out, if, when forced to  allot this specimen a  different origin, 
we should find it a t variance with the history of the n e e  to  
which it is proved: to  belong. H ad  that race, instead of a  
tim id submission to, a  small band o f Spaniards, m ade bead, 
like the Araucaaianw described in the same paper, against 
the Spanish veterans, m ounted a  formidable cavaby 40 
years after they had  seen a  horse, and defeated arm ieaof 
their enemies in pitched battles. B ut there could be no such 
danger to our credit. W e had the sk u ll» o u r hands, and  if  
i t  was the type o f the race, the, history o f that race m ust cor
respond. Unwarlike snbraissioe in P eru  differs not firom un- 
warlike submission in  Chiloe. T urning then with confidence 
to  the Peruvian history, we find that the submission o f 
70,000 Chiloteiyw-probaUy unarm ed and unprepared,—to  
sixty Spaniards, was victory compared to th a t o f the P e ru 
vian em pire, 1900 by £00 miles in  extent, w ith a  large arm y 
actually in the field, to one hundred and eighty Spaniards 
under Pizarro. So much for the unwarlike character of the 
Peruvians. B u t w» have said, that we noticed in the skull 
we bad a  good intellectual and moral development, o f the 
manifestation o f which in  Chiloe we could give no account; 
b u t we are quite a t home with such a  development in Peru. 
W hile it would not tf |te  the direction o f w ar, it  woukl culti
vate the arts o f peace, and. establish a  regular government, 
remarkable for its m ild character. Such was the empire 
founded by M ango Capac, dm  first o f the Incas.

I f  M r M alden’s correction of our mistake bad nq^ been 
perfectly sufficient to satisfy us that we had got a  Peruvian, 
skull, M r W atson's donation would have set the m atter at. 
test. T he moment the sfx skulls were unpacked, their per
fect fellowship v ith  our supposed Inca, and their dissim ilarity, 
to  all other skulls o f all other races in our possession were» 
obvious to  the most careless observer. A s remarked in th e  
letter which accompanied them , they all measure more than 
their forerunner. T his circumstance struck us before we
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read the letter. T he whole n x  arelarg er, and 'the eight m < 
tained by the Glasgow Phrenological Society appear, by the 
measurement sent o f them , also toexceed the use o f the u p  
posed Inca. Fifteen skulls from one quarter and of one race, 
not only agreeing in the general type, bu t very little differ
ing in the details, afford proof enough a t once o f what the 
subjects o f the Incas were, and of th at uniformity o f nature 
which, by the laws o f propagation, stamps an impresa o f 
brotherhood upon each particular race, and gives a  corre
sponding resemblance in character among all the individuals 
distinguished from the character of all other races, and there» 
fore essentially national. I f  the friends of Phrenology abroad 
d u ll often bestow so liberally as M r W atson's Lim a corre
spondent,—every skull bring of tenfold value from forming 
one o f a  num ber,-—national Phrenology will soon be rich in  
its stores, and powerful in the rids which these stores afford 
o f one o f the. most interesting and instructive branches of the 
science.

A R T IC L E  V II.

INFLUENCE OF EDUCATION ON THE DIRECTION OF 
THE SENTIMENTS.

To the Editor o f the Phrenological Journal.

Sib ,—»1 was requested to examine a  head a few days ago, an 
account o f which may interest your readers; and particularly 
as showing how completely blind both the sentiments and 
propensities are in themselves, and how essential intellect is 
to their proper direction and application, and, consequently, 
how necessary and im portant education, in its most extended 
sense, is to the happiness and welfare of the individual.

T he subject o f this examination was a young girl o f
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twelve, o f father precocious development, and great activity, 
and in the rank o f a  domestic servant T he head was large 
in all its dimensions, and the three regions o f propensities, 
sentiments, and intellect, were very fairly balanced. T h e 
relative proportions o f the organs were as follows

1. Amativeness, moderate.
2. Philoprogenitiveness, large.
3 . Concentrativenew, rather iaiga
4. Attachment, large.
5. Combativeness, rather large.
4  Destructiveness, large on one side, 

full on the other.
7. Constructiveness, falL
8. Acquisitiveness, full«
9. Secretiveness, rather large.

10. Self-esteem, large.
11. Love of Approbation! large.
12. Cautiousness, large.
13. Benevolence, large.
14. Veneration, fall.
16. Hope, rather falL
18. Ideality, fan.
17« Conscientiousness, huge.
18. Firmness, rather large.

19. Upper Individuality, rather large.
19. Lower do. do.
20. Form, large.
21. Size, falL
22. Weight, or Resistance, moderate,

or rather falL
23. Colouring, moderate.
24. Locality, rather large.
28. Order, or Symmetry, falL 
26. Time, large.
27* Number, rather large.
28. Tune, rather faU.
29. Language, falL
30. Comparison, falL
31. Causality, large.
82. W it, falL
33. Imitation, rather largo.
34. Wonder, falL

U pon being asked if  there was any thing remarkable in 
the dispositions o f this girl ? I  answered, that the large Self
esteem and full Acquisitiveness, and large Love o f Approba
tion, gave a strong degree o f selfishness to  the character; b u t 
as the Benevolence and Conscientiousness were also large, and 
tended to regulate the former, it would depend very much 
upon the direction given to them  by those among whom 
She lived, which would predominate in her conduct In  
m aking this statem ent, I  was guided a  good deal by an ob
servation th at I  had often found verified in practice, that 
where an active Secretiveness and Im itation were combined 
•in children, w ith a  ready and reflecting intellect, no amount 
o f Conscientiousness was sufficient to withstand the tem pta
tion to lying and deceit, so often presented by the jo in t ac
tivity o f four or five faculties, each equally powerful as it
self ; and that it was not till later in life, when the intellect 
had acquired knowledge o f the relations o f man to  his Crea- 

V ol. IV — No XV. * k
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i i r ,  to'infe feHofemen, and to external nature, th at d ie m oral 
-sentiments, thus, enlightened, were able to  m aintain their su>- 
prem acy and regulate the conduct.
. I  waa then informed that th e  girl’s m oral sentiments, i f  
she had any, m ust have been very ill directed; for th a t, on 
the very day. she had entered the house, she had proposed to  
her companion to commit a  theft, and that when taxed with 
it, she seemed not a t all annoyed, b u t forthw ith explained, 
very fully and distinctly, how she had been led to  think o f 
such a thing. I t  was added, that she was the daughter o f a  
hlind itinerant musician,—that her associates had been-of die 
lowest and most worthless kind,—that her propensities had 
been much more diligently cultivated than either her m oral 
sentiments or intellect,—and that, notwithstanding, she evinced 
.so many good qualities, and such a  m aturity o f understand* 
ing, that much hesitation was felt in adopting the expedient 
<of turning her aw ay; while Cautiousness was naturally 
enough roused in  regard to the probable consequences of her 
stay.

B retight .u p in su ch  society, this g irl was evidently mpch 
.ih th e  some situation that a. favourable development would 
-be among a  semi-barbarous people, who practised thieving 
ns a. duty. Surrounded by associates who were unconsoioas 
'«I scruples, and, very probably, ignorant of th e  existence o f 
■any beings more honest than themselves, -it is not. wonderful 
th a t an  isolated individual, with even a  strong Cansdentfou*. 
mess, should not have manifested, u p  to  the age o f tw elve 
-any repugnance to  the same practices to  which she had been 
drained, gratifying, as these wer% to  the. po less «trengfoal- 
ia g s  of cunning and selfishness, and affording seepages they 
.‘did, far (the power o f acting, which she was conscious o f pos- 
aassing, and for the power o f invention bestowed by a  ready 
and  acute understanding. Considering, indeed, the deep 
ro o t which early impressions often repeated take on the m ind, - 
an d  th e  late period a t which reason, whan unassisted, begins 
•to question their propriety, i t  would have bora a  subject for



g ra ta r  surprise, h id  this g irl, la  such circumstanced, from 
the pure farce b f a  tangle n o á n e s t, discovered the inuM « 
afity o f her previous conduct, and succeeded in reforming 
herself on a  new and untried tnodel, than that she Should 
have erred in her moral perceptions.

Connected with and illustrative of what I  have now staffed, 
is an observation which m ust have occurred to  many practju 
eal Phrenologists, that, instead o f an active intellect correct^ | 
m g the abuse o f Secretiveness in children, that combination ' 
snore than any other tem pts to  deceit and lying. Numerous ; 
examples have fallen under my own notice, bu t one will suf* • 
flea. A  boy o f six was brought to me a few weeks ago ] 
With a very remarkable development, which presented many 
points o f resemblance with that we have ju st been discusslsgi 
T he head was large, (being 7 indies long and 5} inches 
across a t Destructiveness, and also a t Cautiousness), and the 
forehead rem arkably developed in  the region of Comparison^ 
Causality, W it, Im itation, and Id eality ; and the tw o Indivi
dualities were fulL Among the propensities, Secretiveness, Self« 
esteem, Cautiousness, Love o f A pprobation, and among thn 
sentiments, Benevolence, were very predom inant, while Conn 
sdentiousness was only f id . T he temperament was evident» 
ly  one of intense activity.

M y inferences were, th a t the bey would be poemssdd o f a 
very acute and penetrating understanding, < th a t nothing 
Would escape his noticey~-that he would show a  m atu rity  o f 
reflection, and quickness o f‘apprehension, seldom to b e  found 
a t his yeursy--that, from the combination of huge Secretin** 
nets add Im itation, with the great knowing powers which, 
he also possessed, he would have both a  {¡unity and apfea* 
sure m im itating and m acting ; and that them , added to th e . 
ready invention given by a  very active and consistent intel
lect, would afford  each a  tem ptation to  a ciiiig  in  real 
or, id other words, to  lying and deceit, as his only fu ll Can-) 
sdentiousness would have great difflenity m withstanding; th a t 
his Cautiousness and D eetrwetiveeee being abo em y large,
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he would be much in the habit of employing Secretiveness to 
shelter himself from the consequences of the ebullitions o fh is 
Destructiveness, acting sometimes by itself, b u t more fie* 
quently along with a  powerful organ o f W it, and giving rise 
to all sorts of mischievous pranks. !

I  was then told that this was precisely the boy's character. 
T h at with brilliant talents, and great aptitude for acquiring 
ideas and for reflection, he possessed in fact an extraordinary 
dexterity in concocting the most plausible and consistent 
stories, and even in acting the part o f a  simple-minded in* 
telligent child, so as completely to  obviate suspicion, and to  
set scrutiny almost a t defiance; while his large Self-esteem 
and Love o f Approbation, and big head, gave him the aspect 
and appearance o fa  person who was resolved not to be trifled 
w ith, bu t to be looked upon as a reasonable being.
*. T he boy J .  G ., mentioned in the Phrenological Transac- 

P  lions, and the girl A . R ., mentioned in a former Num ber o f 
your Journal by M r Carmichael o f D ublin, as having al
lowed her arm  to be cut off rather than acknowledge th a t 

\ she had p u t needles into it, are two other very striking ex
amples of powerful intellect, rather encouraging than pre
venting in early life the lying and  cunning anting from large 
Secretiveness and Im itation. A nd it is not wonderful th a t 
i t  should be so ; because, i f  we suppose the same comhiqa- 
tio n o f propensities to  exist with a  slow and deficient intel
lect,. i t  is quite obvious that, with all the detire in the world 
to  deceive, the want of reflecting power will bean insuperable 
obstacle to ready invention or to  consistency o f narrative;, 
and the only alternative, therefore, will be, either for the 
feeble intellect to tell exactly what happened, and which ii  
knows w ithout inventing^ or for the individual to  take refuge 
m  pure Secretiveness in the shape o f absolute silence. So 
essential, indeed, is superior intellect to  successful lying or 
deception, that it has become proverbial to  aay, that « i t  
u  takes a  very clever man to make a  good liar.19

Such then bring the combination o f this g irfs  faculties, and
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such the facilities for deception afforded by her excellent in* 
tellect, the im portant question came to be, what chances ’of 
mocal improvement did a  development like hers hold o u t 
when the circumstances were changed to the better!? M y im ^ 
pcesskm was, that the natural character and capacities were 
such as to  afford great encouragement; and th a t this waa 
precisely the caae where, from the possession of the natural 
qualities, education was calculated to produce a  most benefit 
ria l and lasting effect; and that, if  separation from her old 
associates could be secured, there would be little risk in the 
attem pt, and great satisfaction in the success of the experi
m ent, in saving her from ultim ate misery and wretchedhess. * 

Very much on the frith  of the development, and of sotne 
redeeming manifestations of the faculties of Benevolence^ and 
Conscientiousness, which m ight be supposed to be least active, 
a  trial has been resolved upon, and, as she is now in excellent 
hands, the jesu lt, which, whether favourable or unfavourable, 
I  engage to communicate, will be very interesting. T h e or
gans of both Individualities are large and prominent, and the 
corresponding faculties, when powerful, give such a  quick
ness in apprehension and in observation, such a distinctness 
and individuality to our conceptions, and such a power of re
tention and ready command of our ideas, th a t D r G rit long 
ago gave to them the name o f “  Sens de V EducabiK tiX  
D r G. adds, that he has uniformly remarked, ' in those 
who possessed a large development of these organs, an 'in- 
stinctive facility and proneness to receive and to follow^ with
out much discrimination, the notions and conduct prevalent 
around them ; and that, even in different races of animats, 
the same feature accompanied this peculiar development so 
closely, th at he was generally able to determine their degree 
of tameability or perfectibility by  the simple inspection o f the 
anterior part of the head; and that in man, particularly 
when joined (as in this girl) with a large Im itation, the ten
dency to assim ilation o f character and actions was exceed
ingly strong. W hile, therefore, this combination of talents
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pvopenritiee explains one strong  reason why tU s gW  h a  
itherto  followed the example o f her depraved associates, it 

¿ffbrds a t the same time much encouragement, on the ground 
that now, in  more favourable circumstances, it  will give her 

ual facility in.follow ing a  better course; and that th e  
Ce of the impmwemei&t will be the m ore assured, 

that her higher sentiments and reflecting powers anil now not 
in the same instead o f in the opposing scale.

She is «aid a t present to display a  quickness o f conception, 
reply, and a power o f relative suggestion, th at 

any age, and more so a t hers, and th at would sue* 
prise if not explained by the great development of the IndU 

1 vidualities and o f Causality, both o f which project a t least 
v 3 -4 th s of au inch beyond the line of T une. H er reflecting 

Acuities enable her to judge for herself what ought to  be 
done without waiting for a  direct adm onition; and to  modi* 
t j  the manner o f doing a  thing as circumstances vary. W hen 
an mid is to be accomplished she never rests till it is attained; 
and if  the way pointed out to  her is inadequate, she never 
thinks of taking refuge in the excuse she is thus possessed of, 
end which an unreflecting and unoonscseatious servant in . 
variably lays hold of, to leave it undone, bu t she invents a  
way of her own, and looks upon herself as deficient unless 
the end is accomplished, or is really unattainable by any 
means within her reach ; and in this, conscientiousness as 
well as intellect is an essential element.

A  familiar instance will illustrate this characteristic o f her
mind. W hen seat with a message to a  particular house, she 
found that the person had left it. Instead o f returning home 
w ith a  literal fulfilment of her iristructions, she set about trac
ing  him out, and after a difficult search, in conducting which 
d ie  was greatly aided by a large Locality, she succeeded, and, 
having transacted the business, came home, and gave a most 
distinct account of all her proceedings.

A lthough she seems to consider it no sin to pilfer for her 
own behoof, yet many proofs of the activity of Conscientious-
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Hess an . frequently occurrin g ; for, in  addition to a ¡sendal 
openness o f confessiprt, which, where Secretiveness is U rge,. 
Camwimtiouaneas alone secures, it  leads her to  protect her 
w p lsy ar’s  property and interests in other respects in  a  very; 
satisfactory manner. F u n  selfishness is ever occupied w ith' 
considering the relations o f every thing and o f every body' 
anIdy to tekf, and Ccnsaentionsness and Benevolence are th e  
chief sources o f than habitual regard for th e  interests, and 
rights, and happiness o£ others, fa t which some are so much 
more remarkable than others. O f the latter qualities this 
g irl is by no means deficient, and their presence has bean 
shown even in trifles, and in  circumstances in which desire for 
effect could have no share. Once, when suffering severe pu n  
In her hand and arm  from a  festering finger, she was desired 
to go and get a  poultice p u t to  i t  W hen half out of the 
room, she turned, and inquired if  it would not do as well after 
tea? Upon being asked her reason for delaying so long to 
make an application which would speedily relieve her ? s^e 
answered, th at it was “  because, if  the milk for the poultice 
was taken now, the cream for the tea would be lost.” T his 
in  itself waa a  trifle, b u t it showed only the mare clearly th a t 
toe hum an feelings, as' the moral sentiments are emphatically  
tanned, were not inactive, mid th a t she erred more from their 
misdirection than from  their positive deficiency. ^  r  .

T his ease is instructive in another point of 'view. I t  shows'
> indisputably the necessity o f moral and intellectual education; f  

and it places in  a  very conspicuous light the benefits, likely fa 
be conferred by infant schools devoted to the regular euariae.

Qy o f the moral sentiments. Society is the true school fo rn o re l 
im provem ent; and practice and repetition  are as essentiabtcT * 
the development and harmonious activity of the moral seats, 
m ints (including of course H ope and Veneration) as they 
are to the bodily functions, o r the merely intellectual faenU 
ties. In  themselves reading and writing are comparatively 
small accomplishments when contrasted with the knowledge
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and habitual fulfilm ent o f th e  higher duties an d  wh fiw i  o f 
life, upon which happiness so directly depends. ■ -

I f  any fault is to be found with , th e  (otherwise most use* 
fu l) Mechanics' Institutions, schools, magariaef, and Ukrames 
of useful knowledge, &c. now existing, i t  is  UNquesSsoudbiy 

_$bat they are too exclusively devoted to mere knowledge,;to 
I  what interests the intellect and extends the physical power o f 
Im an , without paying due regard, or in  tra th  any regsrd; to  

a e  much more im portant subject of- increasing hisfaappinesa- 
bv carrvincr him  forward in the patb^Cf moral and religious.

Phyuoloqib dks T bbpbbambks ev  Cowsrirnriows, «Jc. 
p a r F . T homas, D . M . P . P o rn , 18S6.

t
lx  all ages mankind have been struck by the diversities a t  
character and o f activity that accompanied, and were by m any 
supposed to depend on, differences o f temperamen t or natural 
constitution o f the body. So far back as the time of Hippo* 
crates we find a classification o f temperaments into four great 
divisions, which, more or less modified, have since been often 
set aside and often reproduced; bu t up to  the presen t day, 
notwithstanding the most laborious inquiries o f physicians,' 
physiologists, and philosophers, we remain almost as ignorant 
as ever o f the physical causes on which these varieties depend, . 
o f the phenomena by which they may be accurately dmtin-> 
guished, and o f the circumstances by. which they may be- 
modified and controlled; and thus it may be tru ly  said, that, 
a  rational, useful, and consistent theory o f the tem peram ents 
is yet only in expectation.

A.

A R T IC L E  V III.
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.• Ail approach to a better system has, however, been lately 
made by a French physician, D r F . Thomas, and whether 
he bwoenoct or not ib all his facts'and conclusions, it  is im* 
passible, we think, to read the exposition contained in the 
yMsfcnowbeforeuswhhout admitting, that in principle, in 
aimplioity, and ia practical usefulness, his doctrine excels all 
tbat have preceded-it; and that, whatever may be its ultU 
mate tote, D r T . has succeeded in making at least one. step 
ia advance in a difficult and intricate path; and that, on 
that account .he deserves the thanks and the candid attention 
of the public. 1

On looking at the animal system, says Dr T ., we find it 
to consist of three great groups of organs, each group per
forming distinct functions, but all the parts of each so far 
analogous as to contribute to one general end. The first 
group is that contained in the cavity of the cranium, and the 
general function which it performs is to carry on, or rather to. 
manifest, all the operations of the mind, to constitute the seat 
of sensation, and to supply nervous energy to, and to direst 
the movements of, all parts of the body. I t is composedaf 
many distinct parts, performing as many distinct functions;, 
but all these, from a general similarity, may be regarded.aa 
belonging to die same genus, and may therefore be «1«—<»d 
together. The second group is that contained in the cavity 
of the thorax, and it includes chiefly the lungsand the heart, 
having for their functions the processes of sanguification and 
circulation, which have also a general resemblance in their, 
object The third group is that contained in the cavity of, 
the abdomen, including the stomach, liver, spleen, bowels, 
&c. each also differing from the other, but all concurring to  
effect the conversion of food into chyle, and the separation, 
and excretion of the superfluous or injurious particles frot)} 
the. system.

All other parts of die body, the limbs, the parietesof the 
head, thorax, and abdomen, are evidently the mere passive in
struments or defences of these more important animal functions.
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The head, thorax, and abdomen, form, in fact, what is pro* 
perly called the animal, while the extremities may be want* 
iag without diminishing the Individuality of a living being. 
From this we come to the natural conclusion, that whatever 
a temperament or constitution may be in itself, the causes 
which give rise to it must exist in one or other or all of these 
three great groups of organs. Atad, accordingly, this is* 
ferenoe of reason is amply borne out by observation in a wap 
that we shall now try to explain.

When an important natural truth is brought ftaUy to 
light, it is astonishing how many, how easy, and how fruit
ful are the applications of which it is susceptible. In  our 
last Number, we were at some pains to show that the phre
nological principle of oiganic size being, ceteris paribus, a 
measure of functional power, so far from being either a  
fancy of a heated imagination, or peculiar to the brain alone, 
wtas, on the contrary^ a universal law, extending over «wry 
created object, animate or inanimate. And now Dr Thomas 
Soares before the public with a new and distinct application of 
this very principle, and not only demonstrates its universal 
prevalence, but, by its means, elicits many other important 
truths, and shows that differences of constitution or tempe«* 
rament depend on the predominance in development of one 
me more of the three great cavities relatively to the others, 
atad on the consequent predominance of the class of fimo- 
dons which its organs perform.

By phrenological readers, Dr Thomas's fundamental prin
ciple of size being an element of power, will be readily re
ceived ; but as this extended application of it is new, and 
as, on account of its favouring “ the fantastical nonsense of

Gall and Spurzheim,” it is not in general repute among 
professors and established teachers, Dr T. wisely sets about 
proving it, as if it had never been heard of before. Never
theless be is actually praised by our most inveterate (we are 
sorry that we cannot say most able) medical opponent, for 
not lending any countenatice to the phrenological doctrines.
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Of the simplicity ef this opponent, war readers will judge 
when they are iafocmed, that Dr Thomas begins by bxpsese* 
iag Ail astonishment that any one should still be required 
to prove bo self-evident audso palpable a proposition, as that 
use in an organ is a measure of poorer in its functions, and 
particularly that, novr when it is plainly stated, any one 
should be found ignorant enough seriously to contest its 
truth. In  endeavouring to find ont why so plain a truth 
should have remained so long unknown, D r T . states, that, 
perhaps, the most powerful reason was the lake idea enter
tained of the force or energy of an organ. “  Promptitude
“ pad facility o f action" says he, “ were generally confounded 
“ nith force ana energy, without attending to the fact that, most 
te generally, these two dispositions are not even indications of force ; 
“  for it is not, for example, those in whom the pulsations of the 
“ heart are mostfrequent, and the motions of the Urabs most prompt 
“  and easy, who have the heart and muscles most robust and vow-  
4‘ erful;  the contrary is even observed on comparing the child and 
" the female with adult man; and the observation is, besides, applies 
u  able to all the organs, to the brain, to the stomach, &c. B ut it 
t€ is the degree o f complement o f the function  which constitutes the 
u degree q f energy o f the organ which executes i t ; and to under* 
"  stand this degree o f complement of action, we must bear in mind, 
“  that every organ has its own particular and distinct mode of 
“  energy, accordingto its structure and relations with other organs; 
f* that the brain is energetic when it perceives, remembers, com» 
w pares, qnd wills strongly, or when the intelligence is powerfully 
€< deve and the passions strong ; the lungs, when they are the
€i seat unplete and abundant sanguification ; the heart, when 

it precipitates with force a large quantity o f blood into all there*  
et sels which issue from it ; and tne digestive organs, when they 
“ form and separate much chyle." P . 86. This, we think, is a prêt»
ty dear exposition of the distinction between power and ac
tivity, to come from one who is praised and esteemed by those 
who continue to confound them together.
* Having established the general truth, that the relative «¿fe 
of an organ indicates the relative energy of its functions, Th 
Thomas begins with its particular applications, and, first, to 
the brain, in which he shows (as we did in our last Number) 
that all the methods hitherto tried for discovering the func
tions of the brain, take for granted, that size is, ceteris pari-



but, an accurate measure o f  energy of function. B u t bore 
we need not follow him, except to subjoin a very im portan t 
observation which is hot always kept in view as it  ou g h t to 
be. In  answering some objections, he says, “  A lthough the  
“  structure and complication of the brain be variable in individuals 
“  of very different species, the mode of application of our principle 
"  is not at all affected, because it is applied only to the same Fudi- 
“  vidua), to individuals of the same sj»ecies, anil to those of species 
"  so little different, that the structure and complication of the or- 
“  gans are almost the same.

“  Thus, for example, if certain animals, monkeys, little birds, 
“  and mice, have a cerebral predominance equally marked with 
“ that of man,* the great differences in the organization of their 
“ brains give to that predominance very different effects. The 
“ ganglions of intellect and of the passions, so developed and so pre- 
“  dominant in man, have either no, or very small, convolutions in 
“  these animals; they are only slightly developed, and their ante. 
"  terior, superior, and lateral regions seem to be entirely wanting; 
"  while, on the other hand, the ganglions which correspond to the 
“  nerves of the senses, and of all the bod)’, are very voluminous ; the 
"  eminences, nates and testes, which are the principal ganglions of 
"  the optic nerves, form the greatest part of the brain in birds, and 
“ the olfactory and auditory ganglions form the greatest part of 
"  that of the smaller mammalia. I t  results from these organic disptw 
u  sitions, that animals experience certain sensations more energeti- 
“ cally than man, but that their sensations are fugitive, and can 
“  neither be combined nor enlarged as in man ; so that we may con- 
"  ceive how much the effects of cerebral predominance ought to 
°  vary in the different species of animals ; since, in some, it indi- 
“  cates only extreme general sensibility; in others, the great delicacy 
“  of one or several senses; and in others, again, the great energy of 
“ several faculties or passions. Let us add, that, in individuals 
*' of the same species, where the structure and complication of the 
“ brain arc always the same, those in whom that organ is predomi- 
*' nant have more intellect and passions than others. So that our 
“ principles are rigorously applicable to the brain, and wc can es- 
“  tablisb, without fear of being refuted by observation, that, in the 
“  same individual, the more the brain predominates by its volume 
“ over the other organs, the more will the faculties and passions I»
"  energetic relatively to the other functions.” P. 03. The differ
ences here noticed in the constituent parts o f the brains of
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■ “ The cerebral organs, which in animals are an assemblage of a great 
“  number of separate and very distinct ganglions, appear in man to be fiinnt 
“  cd only of two, (the brain and cerebellum), which envelope the ganglia ol the 

senses so much as scarcely to allow them to be seen.”
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animals of different species explain many -tilings to which we 
.cannot now' diode, foot winch often present themselves to 
our observation. Let it still be remembered,- that the tttU 
thor from whom we quote is praised by otir most inveterate 
-medical adversary for his talent and accuracy.
.- D r Thamaa proceeds to examine the thoracic organs, &c. and 
states, that when the lunge are relatively large-and spacious; 
the numerous cells of which they'are composed place a large 
quantityof air in contact with » .great quantity of blood; 
from which results a complete and abundant sanguification; 
and that, in like manner, when the heart is voluminous and 
robust, the circulation is active in all its ports. And from 
these united, great animal heat, spread equally over the body; 
is the consequence; and vice versa. ■
. In-infaney and in females, the thoracic organs are little 
developed relatively to those of the head and abdomen; in 
them, also, the hlood is more, serous, the pulse softer, and 
the animal heat less high than in the adult, and especially 
the athletic, in whom the bloodis fibrinous and abundant, the 
pulse full and strong, and the animal heat ccosiderable. - 
r In  equal accordance we find the thoracic organs in the I6w- 
estjtate of perfection in cold-blooded animals; while in birds 
we-find the lungs and heart most amply developed, and die 
cells of. the former extending, to, or rather communicating 
with, the-interior of. the bones;- and this formation is in 
many accompanied by a higher temperature than is to be 
found in any other animal. Hence Dr T . regards it as es. 
tablished, that the more volummousand the more developed 
the thorax relatively to the rest of the body, the functions 
ef tbe beart and lungs one more energetic relatively to other 
functions,
- The same thing happens with the abdomen. In the low
est animals, as worms and the zoophytes, the abdomen con
stitutes the whole animal. In  insects, a nervous centre and 
a respiratory and circulating apparatus are added, but the 
abdomen still greatly preponderates. In reptiles and fishes
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the proportion bfacomea safetter; and-in birds and the mam. 
nsalia the abdomen becomes relatively still smaller, and its 
functions less important.

The energy of the digestive organs must be measured by 
the extent to which they perform their real function. W e 
must calculate how much they digest and convert into dksjte, 
and not how much is eaten. This distinction is particular
ly necessary, because we often see persons eat a great deal 
who form little chyle, and others cat little, and form much 
chyle.

Herbivorous animals eat tittle, but often, and their abdo* 
minal organs are large and greatly developed, and in a conti- 
nual state of activity. They form chyle in abundance, and 
hence their natural fatness. Carnivorous animals, again, 
Which are. forced to seek their food, eat rarely and in huger 
quantity, and exercise their thoracic organs much more than 
their abdominal. Hence their capacious chests and small 
beUiee, and hence their vigour, and hence their comparative 
leanness. Men in whom the abdomen is predominant, or 
feeble, approach to the two extremes. Abdominal men eat 
titde at a  time, hut often; they digest continually and sleep 
much, and their fife is soft and tranquil tike that of the hem 
biftokmis; while, on the contrary, those in whom thfe abdo
minal organs are moderately developed, relative to those of 
the head and thorax, eat with avidity, and appear, tike the 
carnivorous animals, to devour their food; but their diges
tion is imperfect, and they remain fey and thin in spite of 
the aliment which they consume

Having established the influence of organic site on energy 
of function, and pointed out the respective uses of the f e w  
great classes of organs, Dr Thomas next shows, that, d ar
ing life, the sire and configuration o fth e  parietes, or walls 
of die three great cavities, afford an accurate index of the 
tire and form of the contained organs. He devotes some 
pages *» prove, that, generally speaking, fee skull takfo its 
form from, and indicates die shape and sire ofthe brain, and
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he refers to anatomical inspection fer thfe eviieOcek Bo
mentions some sources of mistake, and adds, “  &%, That
€t the deni] in children is thinner than in old age, as, general!«, it  
v  then becomes thicker from the diminution of the size of thq 
“ brain. 4th, The thickness of the bones of the skull is also vari- 
u  able in every individual without regard to the age; but hi geu 
“  neral it bears a relation to the other hones; so that the volume ef 
“ those of the limbs or of the face being given, we know the thick« 
“ ness of those of the skull: of this I hare satisfied myself by a 
44 great number o f dissections of subjects differing in the degree of 
t( development of the osseous system. 5lh, The development iff ike 
“frontal sinuses and o f the orhitar cavities is never sufficiently 
“ great to cause errors o f any magnitude ” These observations
áre also pretty phrenological, to come from a writer whet has 
received the praises of our medical opponents.

That the form and size of the thorax and abdomen indi* 
Cate with equal certainty the form and dimensions of their 
contained organs, is abundantly well established by Dr 
Thomas; but want of room obliges us to take this part fer 
granted, and to hasten to the application of these prelimi* 
minary and fundamental truths to the elucidation of tempera* 
menta.

F ran  what precedes, our readers will easily perceive that 
temperaments are considered by D r Thomas as “ varieties 
“  in man and animals resulting from different proportions of 
“  three great visceral cavities.1* He ¿Brides them into seven 
kinds; 1. The mixed, in which the cavities bear an e*aet 
proportion to each other; 9. The cranial, or rather we should 
say, tiie encephalic; S. The thoracic; 4. The abdofflital i 
0. The encephalo-thdracio; 6. The encepbalo-abdomhial; 
and, 7. The thoradco-abdontinal. In  describing each of 
these, D r Thomas takes of course a broadly-marked type.
’ 1. The mixed temperament. Eveiy body can tell in a 
moment whether the head, the chest, and the abdomen, ara 
well-proportioned.' In this division, individuals apparently 
vfery dissimilar are classed. They may be taM or short, stout 
or thin, beautiful or ugly, but they all agree in barings just 
proportion in the volume and energy of titc encepbafio, tfao.
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% T he cranial or encegta^c te n ^ ra m ^ a t is distinguished 
by the relatively large head, open facial angle, moderately-de- 
veloped thorax and abdomen, and spare form, denotiog^great 
energy of passion, sentiment, and intellect, with less thoracic an d  
abdominal activity* This variety, according to D r Thomas, 
is found highly developed in those great men who have rest«* 
dered themselves illustrious either by their talents, their vir
tues, or their vices; viz. in the cruellest tyrants, chiefp .a£ 
sectf, great authors, Catiline, Tiberius, Brutus, Cicero^ 
Pascal, Pope, Tasso, Moliere, Voltaire, Rousseau, &c~all of 
whom, according to their historians, were meagre and spa^e, 
and all remarkable by the predominance of th e . encephalic, 
over the thoracic and abdominal organs.

W hen this temperament is strongly m arke^^t is rare that, 
the thorax and abdomen are also much developed; for then, 
it would require a truly enormous encephalon to predominate. 
Accordingly the decidedly encephalic are rarely robust and 
vigorous, or their digestion good. This constitution of body, 
is most frequent between seven years of age and thirty. In  
Pericles it was so strongly marked, that Plutarch says, * 

sometimes he was to be seen sitting in the street, fa tig u ed  
u by the weight q f  his head, and not knowing what part to 
u take in the disorders of the state; and at other tunes 
u thunder and lightning issued from his monstrous hqad 
“  with a tremendous noise.” I t  is known that,his bead was, 
in fact, so much out of proportion to an otherwise handsome 
body, that the sculptors always represented it covered with a
casque. ................

I t  is in this class of constitutions that we find m en .fitted 
for great deeds, and who raise .themselves to eminence and 
renown in spite of every disadvantage. But, says D r T .,  
we must not confound the essential with the occasional, and 
suppose that the encephalic are always remarkable for great 
or noble pursuits. They may predominate either in intellect, 
in propensity, or in sentiment; but although the particular 
character will then be different, the essential always remains, 
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that toental energy of some kind will show itself. Thus, 
one individual with a very powerful cerebral organization 
will paqs his days and nigjits, and employ all bis faculties and 
passions on things of little importance; he will reason cpm- 
tiiraally, cry, agitate, and write against bis brethren; while 
another engaged in commerce will expend all bis energy on 
details; but both will be remarkable for energy, and the d if 
ference will be merely, that it is energy directed to different 
objects. I f  D r Thomas had been a Phrenologist he would 
have added, that the direction of the mental energy would 
depend on the part of the brain that was most predominant in 
relation to the other parts.

The encephalic temperament is much more frequent in the 
male than in the female; it is more commoq in free countries, 
and in those lqng agitated by political dissension, in England, 
Germany, Switzerland, France, and Spain, than in those long 
bent under the yoke of despotism. I t  is more common in 
l$ige towns than in the country; ^mong artists, and among the 
scientific and educgted, than among the idle and the labourer.
• T he thoracic temperament is characterized by a small 
head ^hd a  limited abdomen, contrasting with a volumin
ous an(l powerful chest T he Farnese Hercules is the beau 
ideal of this class, and it is not indifferently represented 
in porters, bakers, ploughmen, and other men employed in 
the severer kinds of bodily labour. I t  is about puberty that 
the thoracic organs begin to increase considerably. T he 
thoracic constitution fits a  man for fatigue and labour, and is 
seen in boxers in great perfection. Health with this tem
perament is robust, and diseases inflammatory.

4. T h e  abdominal is easily recognised by the large pro
tuberant abdomen, broad pelvis, and abundant development 
of the cellular substance over the whole body and limbs. 
Chyle is farmed in large quantity, and transformed into fat- 
The individual is slow in his movements, and his strength 
and mind are concentrated in his abdomen; latam qw  JpaAfwa 
ingbrius afaum> he eats, drinks, and sleeps alternately.



W hen an individual originally encephalic passes into the 
abdominal, he preserves something of his original state. Tliis 
variety is more frequent in large towns than in the country, 
and in Germany, Holland, and England, than in France. *

5. O r eranio-thoracic, is known by the head and chest be
ing relatively much larger than the abdomen, and by its 
powerful dense muscles, and moral and physical force.

6. T he cranio-abdominal presents the head and abdomen 
largely developed, and a  chest small and contracted. T he 
muscles are moderate in size, and plentifully interspersed with 
cellular substance, whence arise the rounded form and soft
ness of the female.

7. Or thoracico-abdominal, presents the small head and 
ample thorax and abdomen, with large muscles, bones, and 
oellular membrane. I t  is well fitted for patient endurance 
o f fatigue. I t  is more frequent in Asia and Africa than in 
America or Europe.

Such are the chief varieties of the temperaments, and such 
thje physical marks by which they may be distinguished; but 
in many cases, says D r Thomas, we require to look only at 
the face to  discover the constitution. T he forehead indicates 
the proportionof the encephalon; the part between theforebead 
and mouth is in general in harmony with the development of 
the thorax, and the lower part, including the mouth, chin, 
and inferior portion of the cheeks, is in relation with that of 
the abdominal organs; and hence the relative proportion of 
these parts to each other serves as an index to the particular 
temperament.

Having now pointed out the ehief differences of natural 
constitution, let us inquire how far the classification at which 
we have arrived coincides with the phenomena.

In  infancy and childhood we observe a manifest predomin
ance of the encephalon and abdomen, with a small and narrow 
thorax. In  accordance with this we observe the healthy child 
display, relatively speaking, astonishing energy of passion, and 
greater power of seeking and acquiring knowledge, than is found
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a t any other period of life. W<e find i t  also restless and mo
bile, and in constant- pursuit of -variety to gratify 'a number 
o f faculties. .Looking next to the abdominal development, 
we find the child not only eating often and much, bu t d igest
ing vigorously, and deriving strength and nourishment from 
its find. Hence the diseases o f infancy are almost peculiar 
to these two groups of organs, vis. convulsions and infiaan- 
mation of the brain -or; its membranes, epilepsy, affections of 
the bowels, worms, diarrhoea, -tympanites, &c.

In  youth general growth takes place, and shortly the 
thorax begins to enlarge, -the physical powers to-unfold then*, 
selves, and the voice to change, bu t the bead still retains its 
supremacy. From the age of twenty to that of thirty the 
eranio-thmarie fa in its fullest sway; the moral and physical 
eqergy is then great, and a  man -shows what he fa afterwards 
to become. I t  fa then that genius forces its way against all 
obstacles. A fter thirty a  kind of maturity or equalization 
begins to take place between the three great cavities, and from 
the gradual development of tbeabdom en the temperament 
changes- to. the mixed, and in old age becomes chiefly ab
dominal. Of course there we-numerous individual excep
tions,.but (his fa the general order.

In  men the cnnio-thoracic and in women the cranio-ab- 
dominal is more frequent. I n  women the head and the 
thorax are generally small relatively to the abdomen. B at it 
is not only to different ages and sexes, bu t even to different 
species o f animals, that the preceding rules ace applicable.. 
W e may compare the large head of the shepherd’s dog with 
the smaller head, but enormous thorax and small abdomen, 
o f the greyhound; or the  relative proportions o f the throe 
great cavities in . the Flanders horse and in the racehorse, 
and the striding differences in the rise of the organs will be 
not less apparent, than the differences of function or constitu
tion. I f  we compare, in the same way, the same cavities in 
the ox or in the sheep, the same coincidence will arrest the at
tention in a moment.
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- DMerent temperamento* enjoy. very, diflereqt; degtM» of 
heahb, and a resab jec t to dif tra n t kinds ¡of.diseate. T he 
narked encephalic is veiy. prone to> over exercise the brain, 
and to give rise to convulsive .aad .nenoas d im H ti  hypo
chondrias», and mania. .From leaving) the thorax a a d a bdo- 
men, naturally feeble, unexcited by sufficient supply of n tc n  
oos eSetgy, the etaoephaic.is subjaet also to asthma, bad di» 
gesta» , and its numerous- tndn .o f concomitant evils. T he 
marked thoracic, on the other -band, is-sntpeetto-aU 4he die* 
eases o f excited dnu latioa, such as inflammation and rheu
matism! T he abdominal enjoys on .the,whole. good health 
dad  vegetative eadatenoe, and  hie diseases ase slow, an d o f long 
duration.
- A knowledge of the constitutions or temperamento)of indi»
vidual» is exceedingly advantagnofMm.'iegnhdmgttlfeofaeieemf 
their profession, manner of living,and general Í conduct A 
doe degree ofexerciaa farroursthe nutrition of-an órgan;:in- 
coeases its power andfscbky of Emotion, dihdefieiint‘-toi 
seme leeds to impaafeet nbtsithn and defailityi of function? 
and' too much- leads to -an ini table arxL unsteady action, 
speedily degenerating into*disease. «To preserve thé adven 
tages conferred by a mixed -temperament, itherefore, a  due 
h h w  ««O hi pmwwil is-tlw .«aatwMW and repese of all 
parts of the system, and- none must be.left to languish in-in 
action. ; -

The'cranial or encephalic temperament is  one of the most 
disposed to  excess and. to disease.; and when vary masked, 
i t  is almost always accompanied by .discontent, melancholy, 
and skepleSsness. T o  obviate those inconveniences,, we most 
in d e n t s  the exercise o f the brain, in never allowing study 
or thinking to continue to fatigufc ;  in. removing all th e 'e x j 
citing c a m s  of great passions, and in employing, on -the 
other band, the m uscles. in walkisg, running, mechanics; 
bunting, gardening, fee. a  cheerful mpdebee in ,a  plea
sant- country, avoiding solitude, beat, and cold, a n  -very of* 
factual with the same view. T he tepid bath is most useful
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in moderating the  dryness and inaction of tiw skin* a iü  thus 
diminishing d ertb id  excitement. Vegetables, fniits, animai 
jellied, eggs, and all easily-digestibie substances whirii fot» 
idsh much chyle, and derdope the  abdominal organa, aie 
advantageous; and teaj coffee) a id  stimulants, are hnrtftftt 
W hie ought to  be sparingly used, and ahtays dBntad. H e  
meals Ought to be small and frequent, and followed by it» 
posh and rest, a t  thinking in the encephalic impedes diges
tion. Sleep ifc o f great consequence to preserve dm hfaaHh of 
the encephalic.
' *Hie thoracic temperament, although lesahableto dtssasoe, 
tequihw to avoid excesses as wéH as the encephalic; for ah  
though die individual can undergo great physical labour, y e t ) . 
i f  he goes beyond his strength, the  effects are prOpuvtibdeUy 
tevere and Speedy in then: progress. H é  tifmim with difll- 
riilty, ahd when « renlnstances estate and hasp  Up in hMa 
strong and violent passions, ids brain is very apt to  bècoufc 
affected. T h e  thoracic development Ought in general to  be 
en tw n g e d  by a  proper attention to exercise and dw tj whan 
in «trees, it  may be gradually moderated by repose, by ffcro- 
ing study for a  short time, and gradually exSendibg i t ;  by 
exciting the brain and abdomen, in short, a t dm expense a f 
the thorax. I t  is the thoracic osnstitutsou thdt is pi sid'ntlj 
subject to inflammation, to rheumatism, fee. and that bears 
blood-letting without injury.

T h e  Abdominal temperament is the most unfavourable, and 
its Subjects are generally inactive and foeWe-udnded. W hen 
it  is perceived in earlylife, it may be diminished or rem&> 
died by-removing abdominal, and employing thoracic and 
cérébral sthnOH. Frugality, slender repasts,- fibrinous meats) 
drinks which exrite the brain, especially active physical ex
ercises, short sleep, and forced study, properly managed, pro
duce the best effects. Every disease in this temperament is 
complicated with Abdominal disturbance: T he other eottt- 
pound temperaments may be estimated and regulated Awn 
thé preceding oMervatkni.
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The. lehgtk -to which this article ,has already extended 
p ih w t t  us from saying tnore than that it is an incalculable 
advantage to arava a t the . causes an  which. ¿em{ienuwnts 
and their varieties depend, as it is only then, for the first 
time, that we can Adopt rational measures for securing the 
advantages end modifying the imperfections attendant upon 
each. Our own experience is strongly in favour o f D r 
Thomas's adcuracy ; and  already de  can peiceive hummer» 
aUeappliharieoi to be madfe o f his principles to the purposes 
o f education; medicine; and philosophy ; and without <jUary 
milibg ht all with hint, for no t bring è  Phrenologist, in the 
iridest adnse taf th a t word* weeaobot but express our obliga
tions to  1dm to t much useful knowledge* and, in terminating ^ 
our snalyeie, transfer to awr paghe the following practical 
rematrhseti thesuode of changing eoe temperament intd an
other. They rest dnthdy.hh the principlfe of. ewàtiAg thè 
ertufcrr chrgans which we dish to. predoni mate; and on ooe- 
demning So repode th d e  tririch are alreddy toostrong.

-1. Vfao change of tampesaihent is trieet easily obtabied at 
She time whdu thè period «£ lift nathrahy modifies i t .  In  
many the ciwnw-abddtssaal child easily beedmes a n d  bet 
Smha ?  s a f t l k  or brdnicv-tboraeic bet Weed 15 and 85; or 
mixed or thoracic between 86 find 85; dr .thofaricoiabdenrinri 
between 36 and 46.

8. T he development of a particular temperament is ob
tained with a  facility proportioned to the natural proximity 
of the one sought for to that already existing. I t  is difficult 
for us to make an abdominal become encephalic; bu t it is 
not so difficult to convert a  mixed into a decidedly thoracic.

S. T he  organs to be developed must be exercised gradu
ally and in proportion to their natural force. I f  too little or 
tori m udi exerfeised, they become diseased, languid, or ex
hausted.

4. T hat M t bfgan may be developed by exercise, all the 
tfsfit imist be as riiufeh as possible In a  state bf repose. There 
r iè  èven some organs that cannot be eiarcised freely if thè
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others arc not in repose ; the activity of the encephalon , for 
instance, deranges very speedily and powerfully th e  digestive 
organs, when both are exercised at the same time, a n d , if  per
severed in, soon induces disease.

5. T h e  more numerous and powerful the ca u ses  which 
favour or determine the exercise or repose o f  an  organ, 
the more will that organ be disposed to exertion  or repose, 
and consequently to develope itself or to dim inish.

D r Thom as's theory, it will be observed, ex p la in s very 
easily the changes that take place in the tem peram ents at 
different periods of life. T h u s  the infant is said to  be lym
phatic. T h is arises from the predominance of th e  abdominal 
organs, and the consequent activity o f nu trition  producing 
a deposition o f fat and cellular membrane. T he temperament 
of the same individual may a t 18 be no longer lympliatic, 
bu t what is called sanguine. T h is would arise from  the tin*, 
racic organs having become relatively more developed than the 
abdominal, and in the same way all the other changes tnay 
be perfectly accounted for, and connected with their ]>hysica] 
causes ; whereas, on the old system, we often have a person 
lymphatic in infancy, sanguine in youth, and melancholic in 
mature age, and yet no one could tell how or w hy all these 
metamorphoses have happened.

4 6 4  UR THOMAS ON T E M P E R A M E N T S .
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AFFECTION OF LOWER INDIVIDUALITV

To the Editor.
Sir ,— W hen upon a visit to a clerical friend, in November 
last, my attemion was attracted to one of his sons, a fine boy 
about eight years old, who seemed more than usually  resiles 
and unsettled in his manners. As there was nothing peculiar 
in the development, 1 drew the conclusion that the manifest!!

3
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tion did not probably proceed from any peculiarity in the 
organisation, but from a diseased state of the-system. In  the 
course of the evening I  learned, from a conversation between 
his mother and tutor, that the symptoms were increasing to 
a  distressing degree, and that all the means which had been 
employed to correct them had been unavailing. Among othefc 
things it happened to be mentioned, that “ he still complained 
“  o f  the pdm  hfo head" This immediately excited »my 
curiosity, and, upon inquiry, I  learned that the pain was 
local, and was supposed to be in consequence of a blow which 
he had received on the forehead. Upon this I  begged that 
I  might be allowed to examine the case; and when the boy 
was brought into the room, and questioned in regard to the 
pain he*experienced, he laid' bis finger exactly upon the 
region of Lower Individuality. As it appeared to me that a 
physical Teiriedy was more likely to prove effectual than the 
moral means whieh had hitherto been resorted to, I  made out
a  statement of the case, and sent it to D r ------ , from iVhfcm I
received an answer, from which the following is an extract
"  There are two kinds of restlessness, one from an* exuberance of 
“  muscular power arising from a kind of besom, which, in early lift, 
“ the muscles experience of being called into action, and the other 
u from a prying restless curiosity, wishing to know all that is going 
M on. The latter I  conceive to apply to Dr — — *s son. If  I  am 
“ right, then whatever diminishes nervous irritability would be pro- 
*r per. If there is any thing like permanent pain, whether funny  
“ or tickling, I  would be strongly inclined to apply one or two 
“  leeches on Lower Individuality, or one each side or the nose, per« 
4t haps once in 14 or 20 days, unless there is any contra indica- 
“ tion, of which I  am ignorant, and to pour cold water on the head 
u and forehead regularly night and morning, keeping the hair short, 
“  and he should be prohibited from reading or examining minute ob- 
“  jects long at a time, or studying by a bright light, or reading late. 
“  An occasional tepid bath (at 9$*) in a forenoon, for 15 or 20 
“ minutes, is well adapted for equalizing excitement. Only he 
“  must rub himself pretty sharply after it with a coarse dry cloth- 
“ Lastly, he should attend strictly to the intestinal functions, which 
"  are almost always imperfectly performed in such a subject; and, 
"  in addition, if my notion is erroneous, so will the infers*«?» and 
“ practice here recommended be also erroneous.1'

This extract I  forwarded to my. excellent friends, the father
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and mother of the little invalid, and, though hot Phrenologists, 
they readily acknowledged the good sense that was display- 
ed in D r — ’s remarks, and, a t the risk of being ridiculed 
as converts, they availed them sdtefrof part Of hi# suggestions 
with greater success than they themselves perhaps bad an
ticipated. T hat there might be no mlstkke as to thfe fbcts, I
applied to  D r --------- for a  statement of the pgftictito#, til
so far as he recollected them, and the following is a copy o f 
the answer With whicih he ftvoured me

-------- , 8th June, 1827*
M y dear  Sib,—A s I  am not yet initiated into the mysteries 
of your science, I  probably do not attach so much importance 
to my son’s case as you do; I  have no objections, however, 
to state what I  recollect of it.

M y son was, in infancy, a very puny child, and suffered 
from convulsions so severely that we almost despaired of see
ing him survive his first year. H e was, however, mercifully 
preserved, and grew up to be a tolerably healthy, though not 
a robust boy, being always what is called rather nervous. 
A t a  very early age, perhaps when he Was three years old, 
he received a contusion on his forehead, the fear of which is 
still visible above the root of his nose; but tiiis wad hot con
sidered to hare produced any effect oil his health or habits. 
About two years ago, I  think, when he was about eight yevs 
old, he began to complain of an unpleasant internal sensation 
in his forehead, which he called “  a funriy tickling pain,” 
the seat of which he considered to be somewhere under the 
scar, between the eyebroWs;. and, at the same time, he was 
annoyed with perpetual coryzb, or with stuffing of the nose, 
indicating a morbid activity of the mucous membrane. This 
Was accompanied with a certain mcrfcased mobility of the 
whole system, amounting to a fidgety restlessness both of mind 
and body, with an irresistible propensity to touch and handle 
every thing within his reach, hot, as it seemed, With the view 
of ascertaining its nature and properties, but ju st to gratify



the d a t a  he frit to  throw his muscles into action; W hen 
èolleddp in schedi td s e y  Ins iessoh with the other boys of 
hischra, he cohld hot stand still in his place for half a minute, 
hot was continually shifting bis weight froni one foot to thè 
other, fa d  shuffling backwards and forwards. , His poweT of 
cdnfining his attention too seemed a t times almdst gone, sò 
that b e  fell behind his companions in  learning, although thè 
year before be had given prónftse of rapid advancement by 
hie acuteness. In  tins state you  saw him, and, imputing thè 
symptoms to some organic affection of the local cerebral otgan, 
described bis case to D r — —, by whose advice td o  leeches 
t a l e  applied, dbout five months ago, over the pàrt affected, 
and he certainly has experienced a  mlfaked abatement of all 
the disagreeable symptoms since that operation was had re
course to.

This is all that I  recollect of T — 's case which appears to 
me worth noticing ; but, as I  may be incorrect in some of 
my recollections, I  send this lette! to M r —  to revise, par
ticularly with regard to the dates, there being, I  am sensible, 
some very great depression in my cranium where the organ 
for chronology is usually situated ; at least there must be if  
your science is good for any thing.— Your’s, &c.

T o  this interesting letter from D r --------- no farther ex
planation seems necessary. I  shall merely add, that thè 
names of all the parties are well known to you, and, though 
it may be a t well that they should hot appear in print, you 
are perfectly at liberty to make thèm known to any individual 
who makes inquiries from scientific tiiotives.— I  am, fee.

Observatob.
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Note.—W e lay the preceding letter before odr renders, 
not from attaching any great importance to the individual 
cnee, but because we tan anxious to direct the attention of
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medical Phrenologists to the closer observation o f  loca l symp
toms, and to the rational trial of local remedies. . External 
remedies are applied with mud) benefit in  - diseases o f  thé 
thoracic and abdominal organs, and also in scu te  diseases af
fecting the whole brain ; and as we can see no good , rearm 
why they should not act as beneficially when ap p lied  to  the 
head as to any other part, we are anxious to. have a  fa ir  trial 
made. W e suspect indeed that, this obvious m eans o f  cure 
has been neglected much more from mankind re g a rd in g  the 
mind as altogether independent of organization, a n d  from 
their not being aware of any morbid action going on  in  the 
head, than from any well-founded contempt o f th e  efficacy of 
physical remedies locally applied.-—E ditor. .

m

A R T IC L E  X.

D u B bqaiem bnt , ses Causes, fyc., e t  M o ye n s  T h é r a p e u 
tiques POUR PREVENIR, MODIFIER, OU GUERIR CETTE IN
FIRMITE ; par M . F e l ix  Foisin , D. M. P— Paris, pp . 47.

Stammering has generally been ascribed to some physical 
impediment in the tongue, the palate, or some other of the 
organs of speech ; but it is easy to show that its cause is of 
a very different origin, and that it rarely, if ever, arises from 
simple malformation of the vocal organs.

I t  is justly observed by the author before us, who is (or 
was) himself afflicted to a great degree with this defect of 
speech, and who is therefore no very incompetent judge, that 
the anatomical inspection of the vocal organs does not de
monstrate any vice of conformation. “  T he persons,” says
he, “ that I  have seen, and who, like myself, spoke with difficulty, 
“ had not, as is alleged, the tongue larger than other people, nor its 
“  ligaments laxer, nor its frenum excessively long, nor the teeth so 
“ placed as to present any obstacle. I t is incontestable, indeed,



“ that aU. these lesions exist/and I  have myself seen every one of 
“ them ; but when they do exist, they give rise to phenomena to- 
“ tally different. To be convinced or this it is only necessary total* 
"  amine the individuals in whom they present themselves. We shaU 
“ remark, it is true, a greater or Jess alteration of ; pronunciation, 
“ but never the characteristic symptoms o f stammering”

I f  physical malformation were really the general cause of 
stammering, the effect would necessarily be permanent, and 
would affect the same sounds every timé they recurred ; but 
the reverse of tbis is the truth ; for it is well known that, 
on occasions of excitement, the stammerer often displays a 
fluency and facility of utterance the very opposite of his hal 
bitual state, and that, as D r Voisin expresses it, “  lorsqu'ils 
“  se mettent en colère, ils blasphèment avec une énergie qui 
"  n'a point échappé aux hommes les moins observateurs* 
P . 4. B ut passion or excitement can never remove a phy
sical cause, make a large tongue small, jset crooked teeth 
straight, or tighten the ligaments of the tongue, and then 
let these imperfections return as soon as the storm is over. 
Such causes, then, may make a person speak thick or low, 
or indistinctly, but his utterance will still be as equable and 
free from stammer as before, and therefore the true stammer 
must depend on a totally different antecedent.

D r Voisin proves very clearly, that the real cause is irre
gularity in the nervous action of the parts which combine tq 
produce speech. This is shown by analyzing speech. T he 
natural sounds, or vowels, are simple, and require, only 
one kind of muscular action for their production, henea 
they are almost always under command. T he artificial^ 
or compound sounds, (hence denominated con-sonants) 
are complex* and require severa l. distinct and succes
sive combinations of a variety of muscles ; and it is they 
alone that excite stammering. B ut it is the brain that dL 
rects and combines all voluntary notions, and consequently 
every disturbing cause, not local and not permanent, can af
fect the voluntary motions of speech only through the me
dium o f  the brain ; and irregular action of the brain must 
thus be the indispensable antecedent or cause of the effect—»
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stammering. This ifkl be obvious on reviewing the excit
in g  causes of that infirmity.

F irst, I t  is no unusual thing to see a perspn, wbp i8 per
fectly fluent in conversation, and who has never been known 
to stammer, become grievously affected with it, if called up
on unexpectedly to address a public audience. Every one 
will admit that, in this case, there is no physical impediment 
to utterance, but that the cause is in the brain, or organ o f 
the mind, and that it consists in an irregular nervous im
pulse sent to the organs of speech, and proceeding from a  
conflict between the desire to speak well, the fe a r  of speak
ing ill, or perhaps a consciousness of a paucity or bad ar
rangement of the ideas which he is expected to communicate, 
or it may be a dearth of words in which to clothe them. In  
every instance the essential circumstance is a conflict or ab
sence of co-operation among the active faculties, necessarily 
giving rise to a plurality , instead of to a  un ity , of nervous 
Impulses, and consequently to a plurality , instead of to a  
unity, of simultaneous muscular combinations; and the irre
gular plurality of purposes and of actions thence resulting 
constitutes exactly what is called stammering.

A  striking illustration of the truth of this view is the fact, 
that stammering, or irregularity of action, is an affection not 
peculiar to the muscles concerned in the production of speech, 
bu t is common to these, and to all the muscles under the 
power of the will. Wherever two or more diverging pur
poses of nearly equal power assail the mind, and prompt to 
opposite courses of action at the same time, there stammering 
appears, whether it be in the muscles of the vocal organs, or 
in those of the feet W e recollect a  ludicrous example of 
this in a boy at a dancing-school ball in the Assembly 
Rooms. H e was dancing very easily and gracefully, and 
with much inward tranquillity and satisfaction, when, on a 
sudden, on raising his head, his wonder was attracted and 
dazzled by the unusual splendour of the chandeliers, which 
he had not before noticed. His feet continued to move,
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bill with evidently Ip» unity of purpose than before, and 
after making a few unmeaning and rather eccentric move
ments, or stam m ering with his fee t instead of with his tongue, 
he fell on his back on the floor, and awoke from his reverie.

Secondly, A  person unexpectedly beset by danger stam
mers from head to foot, till his presence of mind* gives him 
an unity  of purpose, and derides what he is to do. In  this 
instance, it is undeniably the simultaneous existence o f oppo
site mental impulses that produces the effect. For the same 
reason the sudden recollection, during an animated dis
course, of something forgotten, causes a temporary stammer 
and unsteadiness of attitude. In  short, a multiplicity of im
pulses causes contrariety of action, and contrariety of action 
constitutes stammering*

“ The influence which the encephalon exercises over pronuncia- 
“  toon,” says iDr. Voisin, “ is equally established by the observations 
“  continually furnished by oratois, advocates, ana public speakers. 
“ If  the intellectual operations are carried on with rapidity, if 
“ jdepq arc clear* numerous, and well-connected, the pronuncia- 
“  tion will be free, easy, and agreeable; if, on the contrary, the 
** march of intellect is slow and difficult, and the ideas are confused 
“  and ill arranged, the elocution will partake of the internal trouble, 
“  and the orator, thus accidentally a sfappqerer, will soon have Ah 
“ tigued his audience by hia repetitions and disagreeable articular?
“  tions.” W e have seen the same thing arise from a defi
cient supply of words to clothe the ideas that presented 
themselves; the contrariety arising in this instance from the 
ineffectual struggle of a small organ of Language to keep 
pace with the workings of larger organs of intellect.

T hird ly , T he effects of wine and* spirituous liquors prove 
the influence of the brain in the production and cure of 
stammering. “ Look at that individual, who, without com-
“ mitting any excess, is moderately excited by a few glasses of wine; 
u lately he was sad, silent, and spiritless; now, what a metamor- 
“  phosi? I be is gay, talkative, and Witty; let him continue to drink, 
“ and go beyond the measure of his pecessities, his head will be- 
“ come embarfassed, and the fumes of the wine trouble his intel- 
“ lectual functions. The muscles, subjected to the guidance o f a 
“ wifi mlhotfl pywfr, contract feeblyy and He moM contused and 
“ marked sfamfnerthg succeeds to the fluept pronunciation so late-



« lyobserved, aaéMiihfa dqHwted*mi thcpowerfal MSN» of the
" brfdn 0»,% organs of speech,M. { . t .

FauztJdy, F ro »  tbe earliest antiquity accidenul ŝ jqqub̂ »- 
ing bas been noticed by. physicians as frequently, the precur
sor of apoplexy and palsy, which could, only happen j(rom 
the pjeoBdiqg affectipn of the brain acting on the organs pf 
s p e p d v ......................... i- . -

F ifth ly , M* Voisin himself remarks tbe well-known .¿fact* 
that stammerers are generally very sensitive and easily irri
table, and, a t the same time, timid and retiring; thus aifipd* 
ing the essentia) contrariety of emotions in its strongest de. 
gree. M. Voisin forcibly delineates this state, when he says,
“  1 shall never forget that, in 1813, when I  had finiphrl myntniMot 
“ and was entering on life, my troubled countenance (ma conis- 
“ nance mal assurée?) my embarrassment and monosyllabic answers, 
"  and the silence which fear and timidity almost alwfeys enforced 
“ upon me, gave to many people such an idea of my character/that 
“ I  may dispense with quoting the epithet which they were phased 
“ to bestow upon me."

Sixthly/C ertain emotions, by exciting the brain, direct 
such a powerful nervous influx upon the organs of speech, 
that not only delivers tbe stammerer from his infirmity for a  
time, but has even sufficed to deliver the dumb from tfreir 
bondage, and enabled them to speak. Esquirol gives a cu
rious example of this fact. A  dumb man had long endured 
contempt and bad usage from his wife ; but, being one day 
more grossly, maltreated than usual, he got into such a  
furious rage, that he regained the use of his tongue, and 
repaid with usury the execrations which his tender mate had 
so long lavished upon him. This shows how closely the 
brain influences speech.

Seventhly9 Speech is the conductor of ideas, and is useless 
where none exist. Accordingly it is noticed, that idiots, a t  
though they hear well, and have a sound confonnaftiotf o f 
the organs of speech, and a power of emitting all tbe natural 
sounds, are either dumb, or speak very imperfectly.

Eighthly, Under the influence o f contending emotions, as 
is well observed by M. Voisin, the tongue either moves
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without firmness,' or remains altogether imoKmahfe. This, 
be says, occurs most frequently when Cautiousness or fefcr, 
and Veneration or respect, are the opposing feelings. Stam
mering from this 'cause diminishes perceptibly, and sometimes» 
even disappears, in proportion as the individual regains his 
presence of mind and masters his internal impression. <€ T he
“ observations,’' he adds, “ winch I have the sad privilege of mak- 
“  ing on myself every day confirm what is here advanced. I  have 
“ often intercourse with men for whom I feel so much respect, that 
“ it is almost impossible for me to speak to them when I appear 
“ before them. But if the conversation, of which they at first fur- 
“ nish the whole, goes on and becomes animated, recovering soon 
“ from my first emotion, I  shake off all little considerations, and, 
“ raising myself to their height, I  discuss with them without fea r, 
“ and without the slightest difficulty in my pronunciation.” This
indicates the supreme influence of the nervous influx on the 
movements of, the vocal muscles, and it is curiously sup
ported and illustrated by a fact mentioned by M. Itard, of a 
boy of eleven, who was excessively at fault whenever he at
tempted to speak in the presence of persons looking at him, 
bu t in whom the stammering instantly disappeared as soon as, 
by shutting out the light, he ceased to be visible. This is ex
plicable only on the theory of opposite mental emotions.

N in th ly , A s the individual advances in age, and acquires 
consistency and unity of character, the infirmity becomes 
less and less marked, and even frequently disappears alto-; 
gether. In  the same way it is generally more marked in 
the morning than in the evening, because the brain has not 
then assumed its full complement of activity, nor been ex
posed to the numerous stimuli which beset it in the ordinary 
labours of the day.

A  late writer seems to us to mistake the effect for the 
cause, when he says that stammerers, being deprived of the 
means of communication with their fellows, become reserved 
and timid in society, and of exquisite sensibility; for, ac
cording to the view we have been unfolding, the natural ti
midity and sensibility, instead of being the effect, are in fact 
the chief causes of the stammer or 'defect in pronunciation. 
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A nd we think this confirmed by his own observation, t h a t  
old age is generally a  cow, and that “  old men, when in te r-  
u  legated op the causes of the amendment, generally a t t r i -  
“  bate it to their having become less hasty, or much m ore  
“ moderate and considerate, and in a much less hurry to  
“  force out their ideas.***

T he cerebral and mental cause of stammering explains th e  
effects of education and the rational mode of cure.

Speech being the vehicle of ideas, and of no use but to  
convey them, it is obvious that one important condition in 
securing a  distinct articulation is to have previously acquired 
distinct ideas. Idiots, having few ideas, never learn to speak. 
F o r the same reason, children ought not to be forced to  
speak in the way that is generally done. This ill-timed 
haste has the opposite effect, for the subjects of it speak 
later and with greater confusion; and the extreme atten
tion that is paid to their every word, dispenses them from 
distinct articulation, and causes a had pronunciation for their 
wholq lives. This is remarked very often in children Ibropght 
up in towns. They speak earlier, but much less distinctly, 
than those reared in the country. Learning by rote is held 
by D r Voisin to be very pernicious, as it accustoms the child 
to negligent and unmeaning pronunciation in his repetition of 
the spme words.

I t  is remarked, indeed, that those who are late, o f speak
ing never speak so distinctly as the others; but here the 
affect is often mistaken for the cause, for the child is long of 
speaking only because his vocal organs are naturally embar
rassed, and not because the latter are embarrassed from the 
want of speech. I f  the organs were not constitutionally im
peded, why should any one child be longer of speaking than 
another ? T he child that stammers has quite as much use 
for speaking as any other, and in general he is stimulated
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to an' infinitely greater degree to e ic rt * his' power of speetdf. 
Parents become uneasy, and, by their ill-judged efforts at has
tening, often cause the very defect they seek to avoid. *

Prom this view it will Appear that the cure of stammering 
is to be looked for in removing the exciting c&uSes, and in 
bringing the vocal muscles into harmonious action by deter
mined and patient exercise. T he opposite emotions, sb* ge
nerally productive of stammering, may, especially in early 
life, be gradually got rid of by a judicious moral treatment, 
—by directing the attention Of the child to thè existence òt* 
these emotions as causes,—by inspiring him With 'friendly 
confidence,—by exciting him resolutely to shun afty attempt 
at pronunciation when he feels himself unable to master it,— 
by his exercising him self when alôhe and fr e e  fro m  'ènfotïcki, 
in  talking and reading aloud and fo r  a length o f  tì¥àe, Aó ds 
to habituate the muscles to simultaneous and systematic ac
tion ; and we may add, as a very effectual rehiedy; by in
creasing thé natural difficulty in  such à way as to require 
a strong  ojììA  undivided  m e n t a l  effo rt  to acfotiiptMh 
the utterance o f  a souhd, and thereby add io thfe arffoiihtof 
nervous energy distributed to the organs of speech: T he 
practice of Demosthenes is a most excellent example/ * He 
cured* ViiÀidlf'of1 toÿfliftng bisqributh
with pebbles, and accustoming himself to recitations1 iff trait 
state. I t  required strong local action/ and* a concentrCCtei at
tention, to emit a sound without choking himself of allowing 
the pebbles to drop from his mouth ; and this was precisely 
the natural remedy to apply to opposite and contending eitib- 
tiens and divided attention. '

Demosthenes adopted the other most effectual part o f  the 
means of cure. H e exercised himself alone, and fr è e  f S i i  
distracting emotions, to such a degree that he constructed'a 
subterraneous cabinet on purpose for perfect retirement, and 
sometimes passed two and three months without ever leaving 
it, having previously shaven one half of his head, that he 
might not be able to appear in public when the temptation



should come upon him. . A nd the perfect success which a t
tended this plan t is .universally known., His voice passed 
from a  weak, uncertain, and unmanageably, to a  full, power
ful, and,even melodious tone, and became so remarkably 
flexible as to accommodate itself with ease to the. very Mune- 
rons and delicate inflections of the Greek tpngpe» 9u£ as a  
complete cure, o r . harmonious action, , of the vocal muscles, 
can be,obtained only by the repetition of the.m uscular.ac
tion till a habit or tendency to act becomes established* it is 
evident that perseverance is an essential element in i ts  ac
complishment, and that without this the temporary amend
ment obtained at first by the excitement consequent upon a  
trial of any means very soon disappears, and leaves the in
firmity altogether unmitigated.

M. Itard, whom we have already mentioned, recommends 
very strongly, where it can be done, to force children to speak 
in a foreign language by giving them a  foreign governess or 
tu to r ; and the propriety of this advice is very palpable when 
we consider that it requires a more powerful and concentrat
ed effort to speak and to pronounce a foreign than a  native 
tongue, and that it is precisely a strong, undivided, and.long- 
continued mental effort that is necessary to effect a cure.

M. Itard  regards weakness in the muscles of the voice as 
. the cause of stammering, and he has- invented, and used 

with much success, a small forked instrument which he 
places under the tongue, in order to give them support. 
W e approve highly of the practice, but think his explana
tion of its efficacy likely to lead to error. T o  us it appears 
to serve the same purpose that the pebbles did in dje mouth 
Of the Grecian orator, viz. to solicit such an amount of xjer- 
vous stimulus to the parts, and' such an effort o f1 attention 
as shall absorb the mind, and prevent its unity of purpose be
ing divided by contrary emotions. And the proof* that this 
is the true source of the muscular debility are, that focall 
purposes expypt speaking, the movements of . the lips and 
tongue are as powerful and as perfect as in any other'indi-
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vidua!, and that old age / which increases real debility, and 
which, therefore, ought to increase stammering if  it arose 
from this cause, almost invariably cures it. W e* think it 
righ t to notice this mistake in principle, as, from M. ItarcTs 
well-merited reputation, his practice is likely to be followed; 
and as 'every man will modify it according to his own lights, 
many, viewing it as a mere mechanical support, might do so 
in a wrong way, and produce mischief instead of benefit, and 
then HamC him for misleading them.

I t  is scarcely necessary to add, that debility, in which this, 
in common with many other forms of nervous disease, often 
originates in the young, must be obviated by a due supply of 
nourishing food, country air, regular exercise, and last, 
though not least, by cheerful society, kindness, and encour
agement T he use o f Phrenology in enabling a stammerer 
to understand his own case, or a parent to direct the treat
ment of his-child under this infirmity, is so obvious, that we 
reckon it unnecessary to dwell on it. By rendering the na
ture and modes of action of the mental powers clear and fa
miliar, it aids u$ m removing every morbid affection of which 
the origin lies in them.
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A R T IC L E  X I.

R esult op an E xamination,  by M r J ames be Villr, op 
the H eads op 148 Convicts on B oard the fJoNVMT 
S h i p  E ngland,  when about to sail por N e w  S o u th  
W ales in  the S pring op 1826.

Seeing that no pretension of Phrenology has been more de
rided than its direct application to the affairs of life, without 
which it would be a barren and useless discovery, we cannot 
do more good to the cause than by publishing examples of



its practical applIeatttiD*.' W hen 1 the  «alto con viola, 146 in  
number, wece,aA$£ipbled fpr tr^psportation on bgard the sh ip  
EnglandHiit epripg ¡18£6, under the charge o f . £tr Thom son, 
a  nayy suigeon,* M r De Vilte was iqdnced to go on-board, 
sad ejwmine die. whole gang o v e r fe d  T he experlmenfwaa 
suggested by M r W ard pop of London, whom we„*nhpkaoed 
f.c) see adding a manly avowal of the new science to' his c*her 
claims So professional distinction, D f Thom sop, was, net. pre
viously acquainted With the Bubject. Mr -De ViUe fam ished 
him with 4  distinct,,memorandum of the inferred character o f 
each individual convict, and pointed out the manner in  which 
the  dispositions, of epph would probably appear in his gene
ral conduct on the. passage.. T he 4esperadoe&. were all spe
cifically noted, and a  mode o f treatment te  prevent, mischief 
suggested. One man in particular was noted as very dan
gerous, from bis energy, ferocity, and talent fpc plots and 
profound dissimulation. His name was Robert Hughes.
, - T he history of the voyage is mmptely. detailed In 'D r 

■Thomson's Journal, deposited in the Victualling-Officer and, 
$iy the pqli^pes^ of D r W eir df that office, we were, in -eiei- 
phance with our request, not only imm&diatej|y,,pi3E$f^ef$ 
’With the Journal, but permitted to take extracts and publish 
them, fro m  different ports of a log o f above fdur months, 
we Extracted «U that concerned t ie  conduct of the convicts,
os. follows:—1 *

Log and Proceedings q f the Male Convict Ship England, during 
ta Voyage to New South Wales in 1826. 148 Convicts on 
Board!

- 9th May* Convicts disposed to be disorderly; read to them 
my aflfchority to .punish ; and threatened to net upon it, if they did 
not conduct themselves in a more orderly manner. 1

16th —v Same complaint,—»and difficulty to get them* to keep 
their births and clothes clean.

4 6 8  PHRENOLOGY IN  A -CONVICT SHIT.

* This charge, for the sake of economy, is committed to navy smqgecwwbo 
will undertake it ; and it embraces the entire management as welf as die me
dical treatment of convias on the vtoyage. ^
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FunUusent fo* » 4  w lp a %
assaulting ¿ach other. ^

30th—. Jtomptora9 of mutiny among the cotfricW......... . ' '
S lit — l Ifeceived * letter rattn-W^SBi Taylo») reqnhrtiiig#ieib 

toWMl frrbim *s.«q09 *s possible, a» he ha^ something, to 
nicate to me privately of the utmost importance, I  immediately 
sent for him, when he informed me, that John George* Mtontafetaa 
that moral ugeome to him at thehamirtalvary carta bafcre haarttha 
other QOMricts wgre qutof be^j a^4 fold him privately that there was 
a conspiracy formed to murder him (W. E. T.) to prevent his g7nng 
any alarm, and then to murder me, and all who would* not asdkt 
them toaecum the shift and run her into South America. That 
Robbrt Huoaua ana Thomas Jones were at the head of it, and 
it was their intention to carry it into effect the first time the Ship 
was in a squall. In consequence of this information,- the following 
memorandum was given by me to W. &  T. in the form of a pro
tection, to he shown to such men as he could trust. As two-thirds 
of the convicts are the most depraved and desperate of characters, 
and robust athletic uteri, in order to prevent their taking any aJaftn, 
and assassinating in the prison during the night, as thpy had threaten
ed to do, or at any future period, however distant, those convicts 
who should divulge their wickbd Intentions, every1 necessary pre
caution was privately» taken, until the ringleaders could all be die- 
covered, and safely secured without violence Mem. “ Dr Tfy?m- 
“ son win thank W. E. Taylor and other well-disposed men to be 
“  on their guard, and,* if poaribte, to get such evidence as will en- 
€t able Dr T. to act agmnst the malcontent* D r T, promises pro- 
“ lection, and his best services with the governor of New South 
** Wales, to such men as may appear to him to deservfe It.’* Some 
of the soldiers had heard in p rim  what induced them to enect 
soon to be employed against the. coqyict* This they reported to 
Dr Thomson.

1st June. Hughes, for assaulting Daniel Dean, waa secured and 
double-ironed on deck under a sentry. Muons applied for protec
tion from beiog strangled or assassinated as was threatened. He 
gave the names of those principally concerned; Robert Hughes, 
(always the first), ^Thomas Jones, William Brown, • James H&wkeb, 
and James Norman. Jones gave himdelf up, observing, he was 
not the first bullock that had been sold, and hoped he would have a 
fair trial. He was double-ironed and handcuffed. Brown, Hawkes, 
and Norman, were all handcuffed, and placed under iooagfWB. 
Other arrangements followed for safety. Crew armed with- out- 
lasses, &c.

* 29(h September. Landed at Sidney. Court of inquiry on 24;
Robert Hughes, Thomas Jones, &c. 1 1

W e have not seen the evidence on the trial, but am in
formed that the facta of the conspiracy, and the shocking de-



pravtiy o f . tbe mode odUhe intend*d murders, prayed  
%qyond all doubt, i awl that th? slpra each person had iq  th e  

wm  in way dose acpondanc* .with th e .ip d flp d m q o f 
qbtnMtdt affixed, to eadiBame< by A fr-Pe ViUe., H flgfray waa 
especially narked  by  h i« , a* a p ex^p  cfpabIft,.o£,rog{)ess 
mmdev and daapdaid plots, W e,.have .n o t,,« ^ ..$ Irj ,f t«  
Ville’s memorandum, h u t subjoin, with great pleasure, ,Dr 
Thomson’s letter to M r Wardrop.

E xtract fro m  a "Letter o fG . Thomson, E sq., Surgeon o f  the  
Ship  England, to James W ardrop, E sq.

i ■■•,. Sydney, October9, 1826.
“ I  have to thank you for your introduction to De Ville 

and Phrenology, / which, I  a «  now .(¡onvinped has a founda
tion in truth, and beg you will be kind enough to call on D r 
Burnett, whom I  have requested to ¿how you- my journal, a t 
the end of which is Mr De Ville's report, and my report o f 
conduct duridg the voyage; and likewise to die depositions 
against some of the convicts, who you, with your usual 
iaetus enstUtus, discovered would igireme asms ,tmaMf dur
ing the' voyage, and I think the perusal Of the*» - will make 
you laugh, aa they were going to rip  up ¿hei ¡poor, doctor, like 
a pig. De ViUe iB right in every case except o « r  Thomas 
Jones ; but this man can neither read nor write, and, being a 
sailor, he was induced to join the conspiraoy toi^se and setae 
the ship, and cany her to South Aroerica,b*ing informed by  
Hughes, the ringleader, that he would thdn get hufcVerty. 
Observe how De Ville has hit the teal character <tf Hughes, 
land 1 will be grateftd tb De ViUe dll my lifep'for bis, deport 
enabled me to shut up m dose custody the malcontents, sad 
strive here not a head minus,’ Which, without tbe rtparf, it 
is more than probable I would have been. All they authori
ties here have become Phrenologists, and l  cannot get,,»y 
journals out of their offices until they have perused and re- 
penttedOe VilleV report, and wiH not he in time, La<* afraid, 
to Send them by the Fairfield.”

4 Y t PHKSMOUeY IN A QQXVICT SKIP. .
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We cannot conclude1 without bestowing a wClfedefeervcd 
encomium on M r1 De VHfe, fbr so cbeterfdlly vmdefMhing 
and so skilfttlly performing a task from wljkii dllbtft a sbal* 
ous Phreufakjgist WottM have shrunk "nidi a mingled fading 
of disgnsi and-fear. W eicgrettbat the details- in th e lw g i 
bdok are1 so meagre, atid that Dr Thoinsbri: has nOtSeriLhtwto 
extracts‘from the evidence onthe ttdils.( > /

• / .. • , M '-i-ii

• -  i .  ' S  i i r e ........... ................................ ,

\

Ar t i c l e  x i i .
■ ’ ■ i

PHRENOLOGY IN  GERMANY. L "

{From «. Foreign Correspondent *

At a titne when cer tain physicians in England, who. btiliev£ 
them selves sage and learned, strive to stop the progress oftbe 
new philosophy o f mind in Great Britain, it is curious to ebr 
serve the steps with wlriebet advances ewery wliere in Europe* 
as well as in other partaiof the wold,.. Although Uto<ari«tfle 
arose in Germany, it was subsequently almost forgotten tbqre. 
This was not to be wondered at, when .we eonsMe» ¿he^Ats 
Goff and SjMtmMm, in  later years,- only published itblthe 
English and French languages, and-that the direfition .whMb 
the philosophy of m iadhas taheh in Germany ia.qw % J9- 
polite to tbernles whifah Phrenology, foundetfroo-esperitBMWt 
lays down. But it is to be remarked, that the iru fr lepifted 
and «¿ietitific men of Germany never spoke of Gall'a detfnse 
but with esteem, and with that respect due to all amgltifrMi». 
vestigations; and anch is still the aase. Though mraimr 
stances are unfavourable to Phrenology, in that ooanfeyv y<W 
more attention has now began to be bestowed on it.. D f 
Otto’s Danish work on Pitfenaiogy baa beeufgvoqrftb^y *% 
viewed in “ Hecker's Annalen,” (t Gef sorts mid Julius' Mo* 
g a x i n and “  H ufeland’s Bibliothek.” At the university



of B erlin  they have begun to make Phrenology an object of 
inaugural dissertation^, which h  proved by the following 
tract, edited 1826, “  De Cerebellum inter et Systema Geni*

talium Sytnpathia, auet. T . P . Reimboid,” in which the 
author adduces numerous facts to prove that the phrenological 
opinion of the function of the cerebellum is tn ia  T he eele- 
brated D r Froriep has, in his journal “  Notisett aus dem 
"  Gebiete der Natur. u. Heilkunde” (one of the best in Ger
many), communicated several translations of phrenological 
papers published in England. In  the excellent journal of 
D r Nasse, “ Zeitschrifl f u r  die Anthropotogie" (Psycholo
gical Journal). Phrenology is now frequently again spoken 
o f ; nay, the sagacious D r Am elung has lately (in the first 
number for 1826), in a very acute paper on Insan ity , ad
duced opinions and views which, he himself confesses, are 
founded on observations of the Phrenologists. Farther, 
H ufeland , in Berlin, undoubtedly one of the first scientific 
medical men of Germany, and Vogel, in Rostock, a most in
genious author, have recently paid a just tribute to the 
science.

Hufeland* speaks th u s:—“ I t  is w ith great pleasure and in« 
“ terest that I  have heard the worthy man (D r G all) h im self leo* 
"  ture upon his new  doctrine, and I  am perfectly convinced that 
** he ought to he reckoned amongst the most remarkable phenomena 
t€ o f the J8 th century, and his doctrins amongst th e  grxat-
u  USTt AND T H E  MOQT IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS OF T H E  NAr
“  TORAJU sciences* It is necessary to see and hear huiisqLf in  
“  order to acknowledge a man equally far from all charlatanism, 
<€ falsehood, and transcendental enthusiasm ! Endowed with a  
** rase degree o f talent for observation, o f sagacity and phiteso- 
“ phical judgm ent ; grown up in  the lap o f nature, he mis ob- 
tf served a vast m ultitude o f phenomena in the whole field o f  
<* organic beings, w hich before were not at all or only superfi- 
"  d a lly  know n; he has united them  w ith ingenuity, found their 
“ analogical relations, drawn conclusions from them , and deter- 
“ m ined truths, w hich are o f the greatest value, ju st bem use 
t€ th ey  are drawn from the source o f experience and daily life . 
“ N obody has been so decided an opponent o f Dr G all's doctrine 
“  as I , and now, after havingfully satisfied m yself o f the profundity 
“ o f his intellect, and o f the palpable truth o f his science, I  hone

4 T 8  PHRENOLOGY IN  GERMANY.

hqf** DinteUung der Gall’sben Lehre, p. 117*
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“ been obliged to believe in it. Upon the w hole, I agree entirely 
“ with Gall, that the spiritual part o f our nature acts by the 
“ means o f organs ; that this material condition for the exercise 
“ o f mind not only is necessary as to its grosser, but also as to  
“ its finer functions; that the brain is the organ o f the mind ; 
“ and that there is great probability for supposing that, as the 
“ external senses have their peculiar organs in the brain, so 
“ m ust also the internal have th eirs/’

Vogel expresses him self in this manner :*— “ True it is, that 
" the most palpable facts prove Dr Gall to be a most distin- 
“ guished dissector o f the brain, a sagacious observer o f men 
“ and human actions, an ingenious philosopher, and a firm friend  
“ o f truth. True it is, that Gall, by a great quantity o f experi- 
“ m ents, instituted before the eyes o f the highest authorities, 
“ has procured for his doctrine esteem  and attention, and that 
“ this science, by every opportunity, deserves to be tried and ap- 
“ plied.”

A R T IC L E  X I I I .

Ou tlines  o f P hrenology /  being aleo a M anual  o f R efer
ence fo r  the M arked  B usts. By  G. S purzheim , M .D. 
With a Frontispiece. London: Treutlcl, Wurtz, and Richter, 
SO, Soho Square. 1827, pp. 100M price 2s. 6d.

T his little work is designed to accompany the busts marked* 
with the phrenological organs. I t  is brief, comprehensive, 
and perspicuous, and will prove highly convenient and use
ful to incipient students of Phrenology.

Section first treats of the general principles of Phrenology; 
section second, of the special faculties of the mind ; and sec
tion third, of the usefulness of Phrenology.

T he following is mentioned as the “  Best manner of study
ing Phrenology

“ Self-conviction depends on self-observation. Whoever, 
“ therefore, wishes to form an opinion concerning the reality of

* Ein Beitrag zur Gerichtsartzlicfan Lehie von d a  X 
Stemlal, 1825, p. 91.

’ * !■ ’«!** ■ 1«»-



“  Phrenology, most make'hhnfeelf acquainted, (1.) W ith th e  
“ situation o f the, speciaL organs; (21) W ith their relative d e- 
“ velopm ent in each individual considered; (3 .) W ith the diP- 
** ferent tem peram ents, as giving more or less energy to th e  
“ functions1 of the» organs«; and (4 }  W ith the true teeanteg o f  
“ each fundamental faculty o f the ip iad as adopted, in ¿Phrenolo- 
“ gy . A ssisted by this know ledge, every one w ill be, able to  
^ jOMarrmce him sdrthat the spedal powers o f the m ind are tn a- 
“ p ifested .b y the instrumentality o f indivitiirtl parts of th e  
“ brain."

In  this work, D r Spurzheim introduces the doctrine of the 
Temperaments as an elementary part of Phrei^lqgy, as indi
cative of Activity. W e have made several observations on 
the theory of D r Thomas, reviewed in a preceding article, 
and have found it strongly confirmed. I f  it shall ultimately 
prove correct, it will form a great practical accession to the 
science.

474 PROCEEDINGS OF THE PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

A R T IC L E  X IV .

PROCEEDINGS OF TH E PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

A pril 12, 1827.— M r Simpson read an account of the Mo
zambique skulls lately presented by D r Sibbald. M r Lyon 
read some observations upon tbe development and talents o f 
M r Vandenhoff. A  portrait of D r Spurzheim was presented 
by M r Stewart Watson, for which the best thanks o f the So
ciety were directed to be returned to him. Casts of the 
skulls of Griffiths, Digley, and Mackaen, murderers, were 
presented by Sir James Gardiner, who, being present, gave 
the Society an account of their characters. T he Society re
turned their thanks to Sir James for his donation. Two 
skulls of ancient Greeks, presented by — — Smith, Esq. Se
cretary to the Senate of the Ionian Isles, were laid on tbe 
tab le; and a Burman skull, and 3 skulls of the Vedah Tribe 
o f  Ceylon, were presented by M r Lyon. Sir James Gar-
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diner made some interesting observations regarding the <fWn- 
tal sinus and the sizeof the eye; Sir James was solicited 
to favour the Society by putting the observations made by 
him in writing«» M r ElHfe, die- keeper o f the Museum, was 
authorised to give casts of those skiiljs belonging to the So
ciety, which they are at liberty to communicate* in exchange 
to any other Phrenological Society, for casts' o f  any skulls 
they may possess. ’ ^

A pril 26.— M r Scott read a letter from D r Collier, Cey* 
Ion, accompanying donatioh o f 12 Ceylonese skills. The 
skulls were exhibited to the Society, and their thanks order,, 
ed to be returned for so valuable a present. M r Simpson 
read farther Observations on Force, by Sir George S. Mac
kenzie, Bart. T he session of the Society terminated, and 
they adjourned till November.

.. JtiHULTUM .
In last report of the proceedings of the Phrenological Society, under date 

January 4, 1827, instead of “  The president was instructed to write to Dr 
“  Spurzheim, accepting of his offer to lecture in Edinburgh in December next, 
“  which was agreed to,** read “ The president was instructed to return thanks 
“  to Dr Spurzheim for his kind compliance with the request of tip Society to 
“  lecture In Edinburgh in December next.**

N OTICES. , .

LoNPoN.-rDr $pux*hehn has just*C0B6l*d*d aicoane of lec
tures at the London Institution, which wps attended by JlgK 
wards of seven hundred auditors. His collection of specimens 
is rapidly Htomamg* and is open for inspection at ms house, 
No 8, Gower Street* every Thursday* from 2 to 4  »’cloak«, At» 
that time also he answers any question or objection conceiving 

' Phrenology. Admission is easily obtained, although hot indis- 
crinpnately granted. Tickets are dietribiited among the friends 
o f the science, and to those who apply for them. , The.iodfarih 
duals attending Dr Spurzheim’s lectures have the first access. 
Dr S. will lecture in Edinburgh in January 1828, m compliance 
with the solieitatkms of the friends of the. sctepoe in this dty. 
He will lecture in Hull on his way north. He leaves EngtawU 
on a visit to the continent till October.

*
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H ull .— A  Society has been established here “ for the pur- 
“ pose o f phrenological in q u iry / o f which the learned and es
teem ed D r Aldereton is president. -Some interesting papers, as 
w ell as dissections o f  the brain, have been brought forward, and 
m any valuable facts recorded in the m inutes taken o f the pro
ceedings in  corroboration o f the truth o f Phrenology. W e beg  
leave to eelieit fVom the secretary o f the Society a comm uni ca
tion o f these papers and facts for the Journal. Mr G. Combe 
has been elected an honorary member o f the Society.

Liverpool.—We copy the following notice from the Albion 
Liverpool newspaper of Monday, 21st May, 1827:—if We per- 
u  ceive, by the advertisement, that Dr Cameron intends to com- 
*' mence his lectures on Phrenology on Monday next, the 28th 
** instant, in the hall of the Lyceum, at one o’clock. We have 
** read the prospectus, which is a copious one, and must con- 
w less, that the vast variety of subjects to be treated of shows 
“ to us this science in a new shape, and makes it appear some- 
€t thing else than a mere map of the head. I f  the topics held 
h forth in these lectures are at all judiciously considered, they 
€f must be attended, to the Phrenologist or nonphrenologist, 
u  both with interest and instruction. In  recommending the 
,r perusal of this prospectus we quote its introduction, explain- 
u mg Dr C/s reasons for lecturing upon this subject at the pre- 
** sent tim e:—

r tiD r Cameron has been induced to lecture at the present 
"  tim e, ow ing to a very general report that he had ceased to  
«* support the doctrines o f Phrenology, in  consequence o f Mr 
•^jOTtey's article upon this subject in a late number o f the 
t€ Edinburgh Review. ^ ~  ‘ ’

“ c D r C., in  contradicting this, begs to recommend'fo those 
** w ho have yielded, or who are inclined to vieid , to the opinion  
"  o f the reviewer, to read the answer o f Mr Combe. T he 
*  reader w ill then see, that th is high literary authority has not 
" adduced any argument w hich has not been already refuted, 
“  nor contrived any w itticism  which has not been surpassed.

u * Dr C. begs also to assure those individuals who w ill allow  
“ th is reviewer to  sw ay their belief, that the tw o fbrmer at- 
“ tem pts in the same journal to  dem olish th ir  science, one tw en- 
“  ty  years ago, by D r Thomas Brown, the other ten years ago, 
“ by-fitr John Gordon, both exceed th is third damaeMfekra» tile  
“ first in  m etaphysical reasoning, and the second in  a know ledge 
“ o f anatomy and physiology. T he plausibility o f th is article 
‘r o f Mr J .'s is  tiie  natural efiest o f  the exertion o f  a atind o f the 
M first order, which can confer seem ing truth upon either aide 
“ o f  a  speculative question, in  w hich tigh t alone M r J . has been  
*€ pleased to consider Phrenology. H e sets the oonsicleratien 
“ o f facts entirely aside, or «Kshtgennoatiy perverts those w hich  

. “  he happens to atiuds t o / "
Sh effield .— Great attention to Phrenology has been excited



in this town by the delivery of an able lecture on the PhUesOf- 
phy of the Hindoos, by Mr Montgomery.

Copenhagen«—Our indefatigable friend Or Otto has sent us 
the first number of a Phrenological Journal published by him in 
Danish. The contents are,—1« The Study, Value, and Practical 
Utility of Phrenology.—2. Outlines of the System of Phrenology, 
and Vindication of its Principles«—3. On toe Influence of Axna- 
tivenes8 on the Sentiments and Intellectual Faculties, (translated 
from the Phrenological Journal published in Edinburgh).—4« 
Remarkable Criminal Cases.—5. The Progress of Phrenology.— 
This work has already obtained an extensive circulation, not 
only in Denmark, but also in Sweden and Norway. Dr Otto 
has also published another work, the title of which is, “ Phre- 
"  nology applied to Crimes and Criminals,’* a series of Psycho
logical Essays, by C. Otto, M.D. &c. I t  is a reprint of some 
papers on this subject published in his medical journal Hygasa. 
Its contents are,—] . Remarks on Crime, Punishments, and Re
sponsibility in general.—2. The Murderer P. H, Nissen; his 
Crimes and Life compared with his cerebral Development, (he 
mixed poison for his father and mother).—3. On Infanticide; 
its Motives, Causes, and Imputability. (He shows that infanti
cide only in very rare cases is to be considered as a true crime ; it 
is rather a sort of insanity.)—4. The Infanticide, Ane Nielsdatter. 
—3. Remarks on Destructiveness. (The direction and abuses of 
this propension.)—6. The Murderer Adolph M all, (murdered his 
mother, brother, and friend; his life and his misdeeds compared 
with his skull).—7. Observations on Conscientiousness.—8. The 
Murderer Peder Mikkelsen, (murdered his son-in-law).—8. Ac
quisitiveness in its Directions.—10. Condusion.

Edinxuroh.—We have received an able Essay on Indivi
duality and Memory, which, if possible, shall appear in our next 
number. Also an interesting communication on Concentrative- 
ness and Constructiveness, wnich is at present under considera
tion.

NOTICES. 4 7 7

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The conductors of the Phrenological Journal have received 
numerous complaints from country subscribers, of delay in re
ceiving their copies, and beg to mention, that the general cause 
of it is the following:—A subscriber in the country desires his 
bookseller in the country to procure the Journal. This book
seller writes to his correspondent in Edinburgh to forward each 
number with his first parcel after publication. But if  the coun
try bookseller’s trade be not extensive, these may be no parcel 
to him from his correspondent in Edinburgh for weeks or months 
in succession; and in this way the Journal may lie with the
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Edinburgh correspondent a long time before it is sent off. T h e  
remedy for this is, for country subscribers to send an order di
rect to the publishers in Edinburgh or London, whose names are 
on the tide-page, desiring them to transmit each number imme
diately on publication, pointing out, at the same time, by what 
conveyance it is to be sent. I f  mis is inconvenient or expensive, 
the next best method would be, to employ a bookseller in the 
country who is attentive to business, and has frequent parcels 
from Edinburgh or London. The conductors solicit every in
formation on this subject from the subscribers, as they anxiously 
desire to attain punctuality in delivery of the copies.

i
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A COMPARATIVE V IEW  OF TH E RELATION BETW EEN 
TH E DEVELOPM ENT OF TH E NERVOUS SYSTEM AND 
T H E  FUNCTIONS OF ANIMALS.

B y Thomas Sondtcith, Surgeon, and Member q f the H ull Phrenological 
Society, £ 0.

“  Whether the views of Gall and Spnnheim may be verified or not, our la
bours in this direction must be productive, must bring with them collateral 
advantage." L a w r en c e .

{Read to the HuU Society, M ay 1827.)

I n a former essay, of which the substance is known to most 
of you, an endeavour was made to prove, from the closest 
analogy, that the a p rio ri objection against Phrenology, viz. 
that the brain manifested none of the separate organs described 
by its founders, was untenable, theobjection being equally ap
plicable to the established theory of the fimctionsof the Spinal 
chord. T he nature o f the evidence on which Phrenology is a 
erected was exhibited. T he science was also shown to be in 
harmony with many phenomena otherwise inexplicable, as 
monomania, drunkenness, dreaming, somnambulism, the re- 
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suits of education, and national character. Several o b jec 
tions, having their origin in profound ignorance of com para- 
tive anatomy, were refuted, and others adverted to,—̂ u c h  a s  
the tendency of the new theory to materialism, atheism, fe e .,  
—as being at length exploded. I t  would have been an e a s y  
matter to refute another objection commonly made by p r e 
tenders to anatomical knowledge^ vis. u  that the form o f t h e
“ cranium is no criterion of the configuration of the brain/* a no less 
competent observer than Cuvier himself having said, “ that in a ll 
"  mammiferous animals the brain is moulded in the cavity of the 
“ cranium, which it fills exactly; so that the description of the os- 
“ seous part affords us a knowledge of at least the external form of 
“ the medullary mass within/** I  have now the honour of calling
the attention of the Society to another important considera
tion, viz. the relation that obtains,  throughout the animal 
kingdom, between the development o f the nervous system and 
theJunctions o f animals. “  T he visible fabric of the brain
ff differs most widely in quadrupeds, birdq, fishes, insects,—and 
“  there is an equal difference in their intellectual phenomena, appe- 
“ tites and instincts, every variation in construction being aocom- 
“ ponied with a corresponding modification of function.*^ The ob
jectors tp Phrenology are unwilling to believe the notion o f 
the perfection or deficiency of the manifestations of any men
tal faculty being at all dependent on the size or form of a  
portion of the brain. If , however, the proposition ju st stated 
be established, its tru th  must be admitted. W e shall ob
serve also, as we proceed, abundant evidence of the truth of 
Messrs Gall and Spurzheim’s theory of the origin o f the ner
vous system, viz. “  that it is not an unit, bu t consists of
“ many essentially different parts, which have their own individual 
* origins, and are mutually in communication.** This proposition,
which is collateral and independent o f the former, it is desir
able to  keep in view.

W hen we examine any given portion of the nervous sys- 
tevn,—the brain, the spinal chord, the ganglions, or any part 
o f these,— we can discover nothing of the functions which 
any o f these perform. W e do not, as in some of the other

* Covisrt Comparative Anatomy, voL ii. p. 13. t  Lawrence.
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1 organs, perceive a mechanical connexion between the struc-
* ture and its particular uses ; but when we take a compara-
i tive survey of the nervous systems of the entire animal king-
t dom, the result is very different. I t  is then “  the simplifica-
t “ tkm or degradation of the organisation is immediately percep-
j “ tible.” Perfection of function is seen in connexion witn rail de-
t velopment of nervous matter, deficiency with imperfect or-
! ganization, and absolute negation of function, with a corre

sponding chasm in the structure of the nervous system : and 
this is true, not only “  of the four great departments of the 
“  animal kingdom, but is equally so in each department.'1'4 
Being strictly experimental, this evidence is highly valuable* 
T o  compare a perfectly organized animal, in which there is 

i corresponding perfection of function, with another in which
structure and function are alike defective, is the same in 

i effect as to ascertain the functions of the more gifted animal
by the mutilation of its organs. I t  is, indeed, with the ex
ception of the facts supplied by pathology, the only kind of 
evidence open to the physiologist T he nerves themselves 
admit of mutilation and division, and to experiments of this 
kind we are indebted for our recent knowledge of the func
tions of the spinal marrow. But when the centre of the sys
tem is invaded by the knife, many impediments besides death 
defeat the purpose of the experimenter. “  T he animals of
“ inferior classes/' says Mr Lawrence, “ are so many subjects of ex- 

■ "  périment ready prepared for us, where any organ may be observed 
“ under every variety of simplicity and complication in its own 
“ structure of existence alone, or in combination with others.”—
Being presented, then, with experiments prepared by the 
hand of nature, who has, as it  were, performed the necessary 
mutilations, and left no wound or scar, and no embarrassing 
disturbance of function, i t  is our business to examine them 
with attention, in coder to ascertain whether they agree with 
the conclusions at which we have arrived by their means.

In  the lowest order o f  animals, zoophytes, many of which 
seem to form a connecting link between the animal anti xege-

* L s m c e ,  p. 101.
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table kingdoms, and in some worms, which again co n n ec t 
zoophytic animals with the tribes above them, no nerv o u s 
system is discoverable. T he actions of these animals b e in g  
apparently automatic, as in plants, which the radicated o n e s  
so greatly resemble, neither brain nor spinal chord are neces
sary ; and indeed the existence of nerves has only been in fe r
red from their being apparently endowed with sensation. 
B ut this mode of proof is by no means conclusive, since in  
them, as well as in the mimosas and other vegetables, w hich 
are sensible to the action of light and other stimuli,* sensibi
lity may depend on inherent irritability,—a property, accord
ing to Haller and Wilson Philip, possessed by animals, an d  
to which nervous power is superadded. Indeed, so long as 
a nervous system is denied to such remarkable vegetables as 
the Dionoea Muscipula, Hedysarum gyrans, and Vallisneria 
spiralis, there is no good reason, short of demonstration, why 
it should be assigned to zoophytic animals. Some zoophytes, 
however, as the long-armed Polypi, impelled by the sense 
of hunger, introduce food into their mouths by voluntary 
motions. In  them, therefore, a nervous system of some 
kind or other must be adm itted; but, as no distinct appara
tus can be detected, Cuvier thinks that the nervous matter 
must be equally diffused over the whole body. T o distin
guish this kind of nervous system from the cerebrospinal 
and ganglionic, it is called by Macleay the pnollicular, each 
molecule bring analogous to a ganglion or centre of sensa
tion ; and it is this supposed peculiarity which accounts for 
the vivaciousness of such animals, many of which, it is well 
known, may be multiplied by division. F or, as Cuvier ob
serves, “  it is only in the animals that are most perfect, and
“  approach nearest to man, that the connexion of the different parts 
“  of the nervous system, and the presence of its central parts, is ab*
“ solutely necessary to die existence of the animal.”t

W e see, then, in the lowest link of animal existence, a re

nd* Smith's Introduction to Botany, p. 2. t  Cuvier, vol. ii. p. 20.
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lation between the structure and functions of the nervous 
system. T he evidence, indeed, is only inductive, but it 
strengthens and becomes positive as we proceed. T he ac
tions of the acephalous mollusca, which are next in order, are 
simply vital, and of course automatic; so much so, that be
ing destitute of senses and voluntary motion, even the sexes 
are enclosed together in the same shell, in the same animal. 
W e know that the actions of the vital organs, in vertebral 
animals, are involuntary, and, though remotely connected 
by the nerves with the animal powers, are to a certain extent 
independent of them. Of this truth the phenomena of apo* 
plexy, concussion of the brain, &c. are illustrations. W e 
know also that their movements are owing to certain ganglia, 
which at the same time isolate and connect the vital and ani
mal functions, and are reciprocally the same to eaeh other. 
Such being the condition of the oyster, it has neither brain 

' nor chord, but two ganglia, one at each extremity of the ani
m al; and these are the sources of its visceral nerves*.

Endowed with senses^ instincts, and voluntary motion, the 
nervous systems of the cephalapodaus mollusca, as the cuttle^ 
fish and calmar, and of the gasteropoda, as the snail and 
slug, approach nearer to that of vertebral animals, the infe
rior orders of which the former so nearly resembles. These 
creatures, indeed, have no spinal chord, but the nervous col
lar which encircles the oesophagus is probably analogous; and 
they have a brain in the head, bilobed in the cuttle-fish, and 
lunated in the snail, in both giving origin to the nerves of 
sense. The head of the cuttle-fish is actually pierced with 
holes for the transmission of the nerves. Both have also a va
riable number o f ganglia for the nerves of the vital apparatus 
connected to the brain and to each other. W e know little of 
the instincts of the snail. In  the actions attendant on one of 
the strongest of the passions it resembles the higher animals, 
and, as in those of the preceding class, its power of restora
tion is considerable, bring able to regenerate a head and tail. 
One of the instincts of the cuttle-fish is curious. Underneath
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Us liver is a gland, which secretes an inky fluid, the material, 
h i fact, of which, it is said, the Chinese manufacture Indian 
in k ; this fluid the animal uses to darken the water when pur
sued by its eneaoies, and in this manner escapes observation.

Crustacea** animals, the larva  of insects, insects them
selves, and worms; die aanulosa of naturalists hi many in 
spects resemble each other. T he bodies of these animals are 
divided into segments, each portion having to a certain ex
tent «vitality  of its own; and, as might be expected, a gene
ral analogy runs dm ugfaout their nervous systems. These 
onasist of a brain, two, sometimes as in the larva of the ten- 
thiedo, fbur-lobed, a  collar surrounding the oesophagus, mid 
a  medullary chord consisting of a  series of ganglia, owe occu
pying each segment o f the body, and connected by a double 
row of nervous nternodes. From  these ganglia anw  the 
nerves o f the senses of the vital and voluntary powers. In  d ie  
crab the knotted ohord assumes the form of an oval ring of 
medullary m atter; bu t the exception only confirms the rule.
“ The spiders too, and pkalangen, which in other impacts are aflied
“ to other insects, hare no chord, but, like the molluscs, single gan- 
“ glia, not placed in a straight direction, one behind the other/**

I t  would require another Swammerdam to ascertain whe
ther the instincts of the annulosa depend on the size and 
form of their encephala. T he extraordinary tenacity of life 
in these animals, some of which, as the apus, in this respect 
resemble polypes, is owing probably to the inferiority of the 
brain when compared with the rest of the ganglionic system. 
T his vivacious animal, which inhabits ponds, is often dried in 
summer, bu t revives on the return of water. T he brain o f in
sects being equalled in size by a angle ganglion of the spinal 
chord, accounts for their amazing powers of motion. I f  an insect 
is cut in halves, the caudal will outlive the cerebral extremi
ty , and during the remainder of its life the functions of the 
upper half will remain unimpaired. A  working ant has been

Tretinoin Biologic, L ▼. p. 831.
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known to d rag  ten p u p a  into a  place of security, after the 
posterior part of its body was cut off.* A ll which is agree- 
able to a  law of the animal economy already stated, that,
“  ta proportion as we descend in the scale of existence, the nervous 
“  system is less concentrated in a particular region of the body, and 
“ more equally distributed to all tne parts/’t  But the most extra
ordinary observations are those of Dr Herald, who has u  traced the 
“ gradual changes that take place in the spinal mairow of the com- 
“  mon cabbage-butterfly (pierit brattices) from the time it has ob- 
“  tamed its full size to its assumption of the imago.'f A particular
account of their mutations has been given in Kirby's and 
Spence!1* Entomology, which consist, generally speaking, of a 
progressive shortening of the nervous internodes, their flexure, 
the approximation of the ganglions, the obliteration of some of 
their nerves, the amalgamation of two or more ganglions, the 
absorption o f  the first ganglion by the brain, the enlargement of 
another already formed by the union of two, at the expense of 
one or two o th ers ; and, finally, the lobes of the brain, which 
farmed an angle with each other, becoming horizontal. These 
observations prove that die development of the nervous sys
tem is altered to accommodate it  to  the altered functions o f 
the animal in its new stage of existence, in which there bring 
a  complete change in all its functions and organs, a  corre
sponding alteration of its nervous system was required.

T h e  actions of insects have in all ages attracted the atten
tion o f mankind. “  Go to the ant, thou sluggard, consider 
u  her ways, be wise ;n and the habits of the bee, silkworm, 
and spider, are equally pregnant with moral instruction. 
On the other hand, the grasshopper is like many other mor
tals,

“  An evening reveller, who makes
His life an infancy, and tings his 101/’

These, in the opinion of my friend, the learned William 
Spence,depend not on one instinct, but m any; and that

* Bluraenbach, by Gore, 821. t  Cuvier, vol. il p. 103.
% Kirby end Spence, vol vv. p. 81
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these, again, ore, to a certain extent, under the control 
of reason, he has proved by the circumstance of theurhaving 
external senses, which would be useless without intellect, 
and by their docility, memory, and balancing of motives. 
T he ants on which Bonaparte amused himself with experi
ments at St Helena, though they stormed bis sugar-basin 
when surrounded with a fosse of water, desisted when it was 
surrounded with vinegar. This he mentions as a proof of 
the power they have of controlling their instincts, and may 
be instanced as evidence of their free agency. W ithout me
mory, bees, flying as they do to great distances, could not 
find their way home; and, for the docility of insects, we 
need go no farther than the story of M. Pelison, “  who, 
“  when he was confined in the Bastile, tamed a spider, and 
“  taught it to come for food at the sound of an instrum ent!" 
or Sir Joseph Banks's spider, who, having lost five legs, chang
ed his trade of weaver, and became a h u n te r! T he theory 
of a  variety of instincts receives confirmation from their sue-* 
cessive appearance in animals, of which truth numerous illus
trations might be given. A  perfect locust acquires the new 
instinct of using its wings, its migratory instinct, and, if  a  
female, that of depositing its eggs in an appropriate situation 
at different periods. T o  the followers of Locke, who consi
dered the mind to be one and indivisible, the thirty-six or
gans of the Phrenologists have given great offence. W hat 
will they say, then, to M r Spence, who, speaking of the bee, 
says, “  I  have now instanced at least 80 distinct instincts 
“  with which every individual of the nurses amongst the 
“  working bees is endowed," and concludes by saying, after 
the enumeration of many more, that, when aH the rest are 
added, the number might perhaps be doubled! W hether 
the parallel between the insect-metapbysioian, and the foun
ders of' Phrenology, extends to the Specific developments o f 
the brain, remains alone to be discovered.

From the higher orders of invertebral to the lower verte
bral animals the transition is easy, the gasteropodous moL



luaca forming a connecting link between them ; and when 
we consider, to say nothing o f their vital functions, that the 
actions of reptiles and fishes are for the most part sensual- 
and instinctive, we shall expect a  meaner development of 
brain than in animals of higher rank. Accordingly in  
fishes this organ b  almost fluid, and' does not fill the era* 
nium. T he cerebrum consists of two hemispheres, which are 
without convolutions, and are actually less than the origins 
of the olfactory nerves. T he thalami and striated bodies, 
the cerebral ganglia o f Spursheim, are as large as the hernia, 
pheres; and the cerebellum b  larger than the entire brain. 
Under the hemispheres are two or more tubercles, analogous 
probably to the corpora quadrigemina of mammiferous ani
mals, which, as in them, are the true optic ganglions. T he 
magnitude of the olfactory tubercles, of which there are two 
pairs in the perch and salmon, accounts for the remarkable 
sense of smell in fishes, of which superiority naturalists have 
left on record many curious examples.* “  These animals," 
says M. Serres, “  have the largest quadrigeminal tubercles, 
“  and the most remarkable eyes and optic nerves." “  T he 
“  eye of a  codfish," says D r Fleming, “  is -equal in size to 
“  that o f  an o x ;" and their reproductive powers, which bear 
a  proportion' to the size o f their cerebellum, may be estimated 
by the profusion o f their spawn. In  reptiles, except the ser
pent, “  which b  more subtle than the other beasts o f the 
“  field," the anterior third o f each hemisphere appears to be 
a bulb o rro o t for the olfactory naves. In  all other respects 
there b  a  general resemblance between the encephala of 
t W  animals. I t  b  worthy of remark, that some indivi. 
duals of these orders, winch, according to the tables o f Cu
vier, are preem inent for the relative size of their brains, 
have some degree o f intellect. T rout become very docile, 
and old carp are said to  be wary and cunning. A  variety o f
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tricks are taught to the cobra de capello, boa, and other ser
pents. Toads, and even crocodiles, have become tame, a n d  
teamed to know their benefactors. .

I t  has been doubted by some naturalists whether fishes 
and reptiles have taste and hearing; but that the nerves o f  
these senses is feebly developed is certain. In  fishes the au 
ditory nerves arise so near to the origin of the fifth pair, th a t 
they have been considered as the same; and the nerves 
which supply the tongue are branches of those which pro- - 
ceed to the gills. A  similar analogy rum  throughout the  
remainder of their nervous systems. Like the naves, both 
cerebral ta d  spinal, the spinal chord is in proportion to the  
bulk of the body, and not to the b ra n  with which it  is con
nected ; as in insects and zoophytes, it is this circumstance 
which accounts for die tenacity of life and powers of restora
tion o f many reptiles. Tortoises will live fa r months after the 
Removal of their brain, and the head and eyes of the decol
lated newt are regenerated. In  serpents, which have no 
arms, there are no brachial nerves; and their size in fishes 
is proportional to die comparative smallness of those rudi
ments o f arms, the fins. Again, as these latter animals re
spire by gills instead o f lungs, the distribution of the pueumo- 
gastric nerve (par vagum ) presents important deviations from 
its usual course h  vertebral animals- A re we ^  to be
lieve that the divisions o f the nervous system, which apper
tain to the senses and volantary powers, are adapted to the 
condition of the animal, and  that the corresponding degra
dation of the csoebml portion, which belongs to the t t  
fostatiens o f the mental functions, is merely M r
Charles B dl has said, “ T h e n  a re  m» accidents in  nature!”

Not much higher in the scale of intelligence, for “ they 
“  sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into bams,” 
birds have a  brain analogous to  that o f reptiles and fishes. 
I t  consists of a x  distinct masses or tubercles; two hemis
pheres, two thalami, a  cerebellum, and medulla oblongata. 
T he  hemispheres consist principally of the striated bodies;
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and the thatimi, as in reptiles and fishes, are round and hol
low. T he cerebellum is also hollow, and, consisting of but 
one lobe, has no cerebellar commissure or pons, and the 
pyramidal and olivary bodies are hardly apparent Their 
existence was denied by Cuvier and others; but until Gall 
and Spureheim appeared, anatomists were not aware that 
these, and the restiform bodies, are the rudiments of the 
cerebrum and cerebellum. T he surface of the brain pre
sents no convolutions,—-a most important deficiency, and a far 
more striking characteristic of defect than the comparison o f 
-relative sine and weight; and they want the commissures 
called corpus callosum and fornix, and, of course, the sep
tum lucidum and mamillary bodies. B ut they have, accord
ing to D r Spurzhetm, analogous organs of communication. 
T h e  olfactory tubercles arise from the point of the hemis
pheres, i f  which they appear to be a mere continuation. 
Between the cerebral ganglia, or corpora striata, and thala- 
mi, as they are called, there are four roundish bodies, s im i l a r  

to those of fishes, analogous probably to  the corpora quadri- 
gemina of mammiferous animals, and, as in them, proportion
ed to the m e  of the optic nerves. Birds, like fishes, having 
no diaphragm, are without phrenic nerves; the newus acces
sorius is wanting for a  similar reason; and, as might be ex
pected, the facial nerve is hardly developed.

Between the instincts of birds, which, in the gflegariousand 
migratory species, are very remarkable, and their cerebral 
configurations, Messrs Gall and Spuraheim have discovered 
a  relation. T he aquatic differ in this respect from land birds; 
and o f the passeres, the brain of the male, which sings, Is 
different from th a t of the female, which cannot sing. Again, 
birds which build nests and provide for their young are un
like the cuckoo and ostrich, whose heads are similar, and in 
which these instincts are never manifested, and so on through
out the entire range of their propensities. T hat many birds 
have intellectual powers iB evident from the docility of the 
parrot, raven, and fakon. T he gull, the wild duck, and the
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plover, will feign lameness, to lead intruders from th e ir  
young. And the conduct of the hooded crow (corvus oor- 
nix) in obtaining food from the larger shellfish, is perfectly, 
rational. D r Fleming, who was an eye-witness of its p ro
ceedings, thus describes them :— “ W e have seen the hooded
“ crow in Zetland, when feeding on the testaceous molluscs, able to  
“ break some of the tenderer kinds by means of its bill, aided in  
u  some cases by beating them against a stone; but as some of the 
“ larger shells, such as the buckie (buccinum undatum), and the 
“  wilk, cannot be broken by such means, it employs another m e- 
" thod by which it accomplishes its object. Seizing the shell in its  
u daws it mounts up into the air, and then loosing its hold, causes the 
“ shell to fall aipongBt stones, (in preference to the sand, the w a- 
“ ter, or the soil of the ground,) that it may be broken, and give 
“ easier access to the contained animal. Should the first attempt 

' “  fail, a second and a third are made, with this difference, that the 
“ crow rises higher into the air, in order to increase the power o f 
“ the fall, and more effectually remove the barrier to the contained 
" morsel. On such occasions we have seen a stronger bird remain 
" an apparently inattentive spectator of the process of breaking 
“ the shell, but coming to the spot with astonishing keenness when 
“  the efforts of its neighbour had been successful, in order to share 

in the spoil.”*
. W e now come to the mammalia, between which animals 
and man there is the nearest resemblance in functions and 
cerebral development T hat brutes, in addition to the senses 
and instincts, have knowing faculties, is on all hands ad
mitted. “  T he ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his mas- 
“  ter’s crib.’1 Nor are they entirely destitute of sentiments^ 
as Cuvier observes. “  T he affliction many of them feel on 
“  the absence or loss of a companion, friend, or benefactor, 
“  is manifested by evident signs, in the same manner as they 
“  testify their attachment without any temporary induce- 
“  ment.” Surpassing him in the peifection of the senses and 
strength of the propensities, their inferiority in intellect and 
sentiments to man is unquestionable; and yet when we see how 
feebly these are everted in some men, and the consequent 
abuse of the propensities, we may exclaim with the poet,

" Each kindred brute may hid thee blush for shame.”

Fleming's Phil, of Zoology, voL I. p. SSI.
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Corresponding differences are to be found in their respective 
nervous systems. The nerves of sense in man are palpably 
smaller; he has a smaller cerebellum and nervous chord; but 
he surpasses all other animals in the perfection of the brain. 
I t  has, indeed, been truly said, “  that by taking away, dimi-
“ nishing, or changing proportions, you might form from the hu- 
"  man brain that of any other animal; while, on the contrary, 
“ there is none from which you could in like manner construct the 
u  brain of man/'* With respect to size, man, according to Soem
mering, has, without exception, the longest brain in compa
rison with the nerves that issue from it. The inferiority to 
the smaller birds in weight, when compared with the body, 
is not wonderful, when their leanness and natural levity are 
considered. Indeed, this criterion is in every point of view 
objectionable; nor is that much better which is founded on 
the comparison of the cerebrum with the cerebellum and me
dulla oblongata, these parts and the brain bearing by no 
means a constant proportion to each other. As to form, the 
cerebrum of the human subject is elevated, whereas in brutes 
it is without elevation. I t  is nearly spherical in m an; but in 
brutei is either oblong, as in herbivorous animals, or trian
gular, as in the carnivora. T he differences in development 
and structure are no less remarkable. Excepting in the 
quadrumana, many of whose actions are almost human, 
and who differ from man to a distance indeed which is 
immeasurable, Cuvier says, the posterior lobes are want
ing, and the anterior ones are imperfect, consisting in 
many animals of little more than the processus mamillaris 
or olfactory organ. T he thalami or cerebral ganglia are 
smaller than in man. T he convolutions are fewer and shal
lower, the corpora quadrigemina larger, being proportioned 
to the superior size of the visual organs, and there is consi
derably less cortical than medullary matter. “  Independ- 
“  ently of weight and size, Soemmering observed fifteen visible

Lawrence, p. 195.
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“  material anatomical differences between the brain erf th e  
“  common tailless ape and that of man.”

Among the various orders of mammiferous animals th e re  
is the greatest diversity in docility and intelligence, and, a s  
far as has been observed, corresponding differences in cere
bral development. Soemmering, who divides the brain in to  
two parts, one connected with the senses, the other with th e  
intellectual powers, observes, 44 Animals of various k inds
“ seem to possess a smaller or larger quantity of the latter portion 
“ of brain according to the degree of their sagacity and docility/' 
Mr Lawrence says, "  The number and kind of intellectual pheno- 
“  mena in different animals correspond closely to the degree of the 
“  development of the brain.” The large cranium and high fore
head of the ourang-outang lift him above his brother 
monkeys; and he is said, by D r Elliotson, to be “  curious, 
“  imitative, covetous, social,* and to perform many actions 
usually considered human. “  T he gradation of organization 
and of mind passes through the monkey, dog, elephant, 
horse, to other quadrupeds* Notwithstanding the exagger
ated reports of. travellers, the superiority of intelligence and 
adaptation to circumstances in the beaver is, says Blumen- 
bach, beyond d ispu te ; and, according to the tables o f 
Cuvier, there is a  marked superiority in the size of his brain. 
Dogs differ as much from each other in instinct and docility 
as they do in cerebral development. Compare, for example, 
the bull-dog and the hound, the hound and the greyhound, 
the mastiff and the poodle. T he crafty fox and the ermine^ 
like the dog, lay up stores for the future ; on the contrary, 
in some of the inferior quadrupeds the instincts are not under 
the dominion of reason. Thus the hamster breaks the wings 
of dead birds as well as live ones to prevent their escape. 
All which is agreeable to the observation o f Cuvier, 44that 
“  the convolutions become fewer and shallower as the brain 
“  diminishes in size ; there are none in the rodentia, none in 
44 very small brains.* As might be expected, the cetacea, 
having no sense or organ of smelling, have neither olfactory 
nerves nor processus mamillaris.
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W e are indebted to Tiedemann for the attempt to demon
strate the gradual evolution of the nervous system. H e  has 
traced its progress from its embryo condition to its maturity, 
and his observations prove that the developments are com
mensurate with the manifestations of its functions. Mon
sieur Serves, also treading in the same path, has ascertained 
that the several portions are formed in succession. T he out
line of the spinal chord, he says, is soonest completed, then 
the crura and corpora quadrigemina, and last of all the cere
bellum.* Blumenbach observes, “  T be human encephalon 
<* undergoes considerable changes after birth, in its entire 
“  mass, in the proportions of its parts, and in the texture 
“  and consistency of its s u b s ta n c e a t tu n in g , according to 
the Wenzels, its full weight before the fifth, and size before 
the seventh year. “  T he gradual evolutions of the mental 
“  faculties correspond to these alterations, which indeed ac- 
“  cord with the slow development of the human frame m  
** other respects.™ In  infancy the brain is pulpy, and tbe 
proportion of the cortical exceeds that of the medullary mat-* 
t e r ; and both before and after birth the nerves, which, ac
cording to M. Serres, are first perfected, are larger than in 
the ad u lt In  the latter “  the cerebellum is equal in weight 
“  to about the eighth or ninth part of the b ra in ; whereas in 
“  the new-born infant it is not a sixteenth or eighteenth part 
“  of it, with a corresponding difference in the manifestations 
“  of its functions." D r Spimheim has ascertained that the 
spinal marrow has obtained solidity and firmness while the 
brain is pulpy and devoid of fibres; and thus accounts for 
the muscular activity of children, and their comparative 
feebleness of intellect. Again, in old age the brain is actual
ly diminished in size, with a suitable degree of apathy and 
mental decadency.

Between eminently intellectual individuals and idiots the

Spurzheim’s Anat. of Brain.
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difference is similar to that which obtains between man an d  
the mammalia. Men of large heads, according to M agendie, 
have capacious minds ; whereas in idiots, as in the quadra- 
m an^ the brain is small, the convolutions few and shallow, 
and the anterior lobes but little developed. If, indeed, we 
extend the comparison through all the intermediate g rada
tions of intellect, we shall be astonished to find a correspond
ing agreement “  T he mind of the negro and the H otten- 
“  tot, of the Calmuck and Carib, is inferior to that of th e  
“  European, and their organization is less perfect,**— “  the  
“  intellectual characters are reduced, the animal features en- 
“  larged and exaggerated.* Even hatters have ascertained 
that servants and negroes have smaller heads than others. 
Women are as unlike men in the form of their heads as in  
the qualities of their minds. In  men of commanding talents 
the greater quantity of cerebral matter is anterior to the ear ; 
but in heads which are truncated before, and largely devel
oped in the opposite direction, the passions wi^.he.found to 
be stronger than the understanding. r  ̂T h e  higher sentiments 
elevate the calvaria or top of the head j it i^,accordingly ob
served, that from men whose heads as in quad
rupeds, . . fi, ........ f

“  Conscience, virtue, honour, â e exilea.̂

Pope Alexander the Second i s e x a m p l e ,  ».Other 
differences might be enumerated *but ¡obser
vations further would be to o f
Messrs Gall and Spurz^eim, whose' conckwii%  indeed, are 
but an extension of this compntisoW'foundad e*  fttarpctfsofi, 
and confirmed by exper%m$ri&>,̂  i»#.

Beverley, A p r i l30, 18Ì27? 5 ^ ^  rv - r  ̂ *
. i t » ,  ,»»t \ rr«T . f* i7 T v * /| •
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CASE OF T------  ---------

T —— D — • was intended for the medical profession ; but, 
when about 18 or 19 years of age, showed obvious aberra
tions of mind that unfitted him for any employment. H is 
father having died, and left him a  sum of money, the inter
est of which, under economical management, might suffice 
for his support, application was made by his relations to the 
Court of Session, who appointed M r G. Combe curator of 
his effects, it hot being necessary to confine his person. This 
power was conferred in 1819; and from thftt time up to Ju ly
1827, when T ----- - D —  died, he continued under M r
Combe’s superintendence.

In  1819, T —  D — ’s head was fully of an average 
size; the knowing organs were largely developed, the fore
head rose high and rather perpendicularly, but was not 
broad. T he organ of Comparison was considerably larger 
than Causality and W it. T he organs of the propensities 
were developed in about an average degree; Acquisitiveness 
and Secretiveness having rather the predominance. The 
organs of Self-esteem and Love of Approbation were decid
edly large, the former much above an average. Imitation 
was large; and the moral organs were well developed, par
ticularly Firmness. There was no circumstance in the size 
or shape of the brain that indicated insanity ; so that the dis
ease was obviously one affecting its internal constitution.

His alienation presented the following features. H e was 
easily provoked, and fierce when irritated; but otherwise 
free from all malevolence. H e entertained an exalted opinion 
of his own greatness, and conceived himself to be a genius of 
the highest order, particularly in the drama, and on this ac
count adopted the name of Shakspeare. For many years he 
subscribed his name T — — Shakspeare D— He  was 

Vol; IV — No X V I. 2 i
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fond of money, extremely alive to order, and a great admirer 
of the fair sex. In  other respects his mind presented no 
particular appearances.

The notion of his own greatness was obviously referable to  
his ample development of Self-esteem; and its direction to
wards the drama is accounted for by the combination o f  
large Secretiveness, with Imitation and Comparison. H e waa 
fond of frequenting the theatre, and imitated with consider
able success Kean and other striking actors. T o  establish 
his title to the name which he had adopted, he wrote a  farce, 
presented it to M r M urray of the Theatre-Royal to be ac t
ed, and, in astonishment at his rejection, printed it to convict 
the manager of deficiency of discrimination and taste. I t  
was destitute of all coherence, aim, or object; bu t replete 
with the most stupendous conceptions and terrific compa
risons. One of his personages says, “  I 'll tell you what, when
“  the universe assumes the form of a handkerchief near falling 
“  out of a gentleman’s pocket, that union which you contern- 
“  plate upon, will happen/' Another is described as “ looking 
" ju s t like stupidity benumbed by Covqnt-Cfarden tailors, and, 
“  when you talk, your teeth present the appearance of rumps 
“  of hedges."-!-“  O loggerhead» have Host my wits, that you are 
“  arraying your farce with aU the gravity of a lawyer taking a  
“  guinea-note when he was entitled to a pound/* A young fop 
is characterised thus: When he plays upon the piano, it's just 
“ discordance drunk,—impudence dressed like a puppy,—ex- 
“  travagauce and nonsense sitting at the fire, having been ban- 
* quettmg and lounging there, being foil gorged with the fat 
“  luxuriance." His remarks on female beauty are frequent. 
One of his characters addresses a lady who is in love with n im : 
“ Go to—go to,—take ydur plain feet hence; moreover, I hate 
“ plain ffcetZ I  have truly uttered my voice/* To another, 
whom he admires, he is more complimentary: “  Be thou great 
“ cozening Venus, madam, or the resemblance of the dawning 
“  day, ushering thy farm and potest quibbling lips before our 
“  eyes, just as the light descending down the skies." A lady 
who repeats a commendation on herself as likely to make “  a 
“ goodly wife," is told that it is "  as huge a lie as a man endur- 
“  ing the massy weight of a tan-yard on his back." He Spld
his farce among h is1 friends, enjoyed their praises of its 
merits, and ever after conceived his equality with Shakspeare 
indisputable. In  this production his large Comparison is
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very, conspicuous. In  it, as well as in his general conduct, 
W  knowing organs, propensities and sentiments, manifested 
themselves in tolerable- sanity, while bis r eflecting  intellect 
appeared greatly obscured.

H is appetite for money was so great, that he sometimes 
nearly starved himself through aversion to pay for food. 
H e was fond of spirituons liquors, hut fonder still of money; 
and never drank .when he required to p a y ; so that, except 
when unprincipled individuals filled him drunk to render 
him a  spectacle for their own amusement (which was some» 
tubes the case), he wad habitually sober. This showed the 
activity iJf Acquisitiveness and Self-esteem.

H is love o f  order was conspicuous. H e was sometimes 
oddly, but always cleanly dressed; and his lodgings were a  
pattern of ammgeboent.

I t  was not necessary to put Him under confinement; bu t 
when k legal guardian became necessary, the puxsle presented 
itself how to . geti hi*.own. mind reconciled to  i t  T o  have 
told him that he was -insane, and required a  curator, would 
Have renderedhim furious« and aggravated pis malady. M r 
C* overcame, tb k  dificplty « id»  complete success by address» 
ing his predominant faculties. H e recalled to his mind the 
poverty « n d .ru m ih a t.h ad  inabittered the lives of men of 
genius, particularly poets, from Homer down to B arn s ; told 
him that bis genius bad been recognised; that to free him 
from every similar danger, >and also to  leave his mind a t free» 
dom to take jfe* ktftiest flights unencumbered by paltry cares, 
a  curate» of has peeunifrj interests had been appointed, who 
should» nmssiy soHosbhis funds, and.he a t all times account- 
able to Urn for tbeif disbursement. H e was delighted a t 
tins id ea ; and submitted without the least reluctance to M r 
C /s fcontrol. *

Occasionally, however, he  met with persons who seemed 
desirous of torturing his amid in the most vulnerable points; 
they assured him that he was treated as insane, that his 
guardian was not accountable to him, bu t held his funds for
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the benefit of his relations'; that the expense of management was 
enormous, and was a robbery committed against h im ; and by 
such representations wrought him up to the fiercest indignation.

In  this humour he regularly visited M r C., and poured 
out a storm of abuse; but in a few minutes, by addressing 
his faculties in an agreeable way, he was calmed. M r C. 
asked him 'whether men of genius were not pursued by envy, 
and whether he was well assured that the representations he 
had received were not dictated by that spirit, and intended 
merely to detract from the honour he enjoyed. This was a  
view o f the case highly gratifying to his Self-esteem, and he 
readily seized upon it. Knowing his parsimony, M r C. re
quested him to make the experiment whether his funds were 
not at his own disposal, and desired him to write a donation« 
of L.50 to the Infirmary, or any charitable institution, and 
see whether it would not be paid; or to take L.20, and 
amuse himself with an excursion in the country. Such waa 
the constitution and state of his mind, that it was just as im
possible for him to have done either as to convert himself 
into a real Shakspeare; but, like many wiser persons, he had- 
no idea that his actions were controlled by h is . dispositions; 
he declined making these experiments as unnecessary, and 
retired quite satisfied that he possessed the uncontrolled dis
posal of his effects.

Some of his productions show strongly the state of his 
faculties. The following note is dated 25th February, 1888, 
and, in the profusion of assumed titles in it, forms an amusing 
illustration of the activity of his Self-esteem and L ove-of 
Approbation:— 14 President D ------  herewith transmits hie
"  compliments to President Combe, W. S. and requests to know.
cc why Mr T------L ------ (Mr Combe's clerk) writes him a card
** about some L.3, 19s. 4d., which afterwards he does not ac-
"  knowledge personally. Physician D----- , A.M. LL.D. Ac.
“ &c. having previously chalked it down in his day-book.— 
“ Yours, “ T----- D------ , M.D. F.R.S.E.”

In  the month of May last he became seriously indisposed, 
but could not be persuaded to follow medical prescriptions,
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or even to take the necessaries of life. His landlady was in
structed to supply him with every thing that could minister 
to his comfort, as if m  a compliment out o f  her profound re
spectJbr the honour he had conferred on her by lodging in  
her house, but to be paid privately by M r C. This took 
effect at once. As long as he had to pay, he pretended he had 
no appetite, and that he could not e a t ; but when the com
pliment was mentioned, he acquired vigorous powers of diges
tion, and ate readily. H is complaint was in the lungs, and 
one day, when very ill, he was met by a friend at the head of 
the Vennel, a very steep lane in Edinburgh, leading from 
the Grassmarket to Laurieston, and held the following dis
course :—u I  have had a sore battle," said he. “  W ith 
“ whom ?M “ With my body to be sure. When at the foot 
“ of the Vennel there, it rebelled and would not mount; but 
“  I  assured it that I had never yet submitted to my body, and 
“ was resolved it should not conquer me now. I  told it that 
“  it might take its time, but ascend it should to the top. So,” 
continued he, “ I set out, but had not got ten yards when my 

body rebelled again, and refused to'mount; but I  just replied,
"  that up it must go, and that it was in vain for it to try to get 
u off; and so to it again I w ent; and here I  am you see: I have 
“  forced it up, after half a dozen of stoppages. I  am deter- 
“ mined that I  shall never be beat by my body." The real
cause of the rebellion was weakness and want of breath. In  
this disseveration in personality of himself from bis body, he , 
reminds us forcibly of the metaphysicians, some of whose 
discourses about the mind's independence of its organs are 
not much superior in sense to the foregoing dialogue.

Among the last acts of his life were, preparing to rise, not 
to yield to his body, and desiring a  chair that was out of its 
place to be put in its proper position. . c. ..

His head decreased h r rise during the progress of bis in
sanity, and to such an extent that he observed the circum
stance himself, and said that he required a smaller size in 
each successive hat that he purchased. H is intellectual fa
culties were obviously feebler in the latter years of his life, 
for he became incapable of collecting money by presenting 
receipts, and performing some other little pieces of business
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which in former years he had acmmplished, mu} his forehead 
very perceptibly diminished and retreated during the corre
sponding period. H e accounted for the decrease in the sine 
of the hats he required, by ascribing it to the sublimation o f  
his bra in ; he said he was becoming purely etheria], and  
that the grosser particles of his bead were evaporating daily.

'  “ The body was opened forty-two hours after death. The small
“  size of the forehead was remarkable» The integuments were 
“ very adherent, and the skull so dense as to be sawn with diffi- 
“ culty. I t was of very unequal thickness; and the forehead pre- 
“  sented a large frontal sinus of great depth, which also extended 
“ backwards over the orbitar plate nearly to the bottom of the 
"  socket. The dura-mater adhered firmly, but presented no 
“ unusual appearance, except being, in common with the skull 
“  and brain, more highly vascular on one side than on the other. 
tc One hemisphere was turgid with blood, and when cut into, 
“ presented numerous red points, a very deep red brown 
€r corpus striatum, and a little bloody serqm in the ventricle. 
u  The other was rather paler than natural, forming a contrast 
"  in every point with its fellow. Nothing else remarkable was 
“  noticed in the head; and no symptom indicated, during life, 
ie this inequality of affection. The bead was under the average 
“ size, but high, particularly towards Self-esteem and F im ^

ness.'*
These appearances, particularly the great density of the 

skull, and the remarkable extent of the frontal sinus back
wards over the eyes, show the existence of long-continued 
morbid action in the head, and afford a strong presumption 
that the anterior region of the brain, which is the seat of in
tellect, had undergone a diminution even greater than that 
indicated by the external surface of the bone. I t  is also wor- 
jthy of notice, that the corpus striatum, which was evidently 
much changed in structure from the healthy state, serves to 
form, or rather to increase, the mass of brain corresponding to 
the organs of the intellectual faculties.
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A R T IC L E  I I I .

NOTICE OF TH E NATURAL DISPOSITIONS AND TALENTS 
OF M R JOHN VANDENHOFF, AS INFERRED FROM H IS 
DEVELOPMENT.

(Communicated by M r George Lyon.)

S ev e r a l  years ago a  phrenological friend (M r G. Combe) 
put into my hands notes of several developments, with a re
quest that I  would draw the inferences which they indicated. 
O f these, one belonged to a Member of Parliament, another 
to a W riter to the Signet, and the third was M r Vanden- 
hoff. I  had not (as I  never have in these experiments) the 
most remote idea of the source from which the develop* 
ments were taken; and, least of all, could I  suspect that of 
M r Vandenhoff,—a gentleman with whom I  was not only 
personally unacquainted, but whom I  had never so much as 
seen. I  was only informed that the development belonged 
to “  a gentleman between 30 and 35 years of age— well-edu- 
“  cated—moves in good society—a learned profession—not 
“  the church."

T he development is as follows

From Spine to Lower Individuality,...........
From do. to Comparison,.........................
From do» toear,......................................
From ear to Lower Individuality,................
From do. to Firmness,................................. ............#4
From Destructiveness to Destnctiveness,....
From Cautiousness to Cautiousness,............
From Ideality to Ideality,.................... .. ............*»

DEVELOPMENT.
1. Amativeness, rather Urge.
2. Philoprogeuitiveness, rather Urge.
3. Concentmtiveneet, rather Urge.
4. Attachment, rather Urge.

5. Combativeness, rather Urge.
6. Destructiveness, rather Urge.
7. Constructiveness, rather Inge.
8. Acquisitiveness, full.
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9. SeAretiveneM, large.
10. Sdf-eMeem, large.
11. Love of Approbation, large.
12. Cautiousness, full.
13. Benevolence, very large.
14. Veneration, rather large.
16. tiupe, rather large.
16. Ideality, large.
17- Conscientiousness, large.
18. Firmness, rather large.
19. Upper Individuality, full.
19. Lower do. moderate.
20. Form, rather full.
21. Size, rather fuIL

22. Weight, or Resistance, rather fU L
23. Colouring, rather fuIL
24. Locality, rather full.
26. Older, or Symmetry, fall.
26. Time, rather large*
27« Number, full.
28. Tune, large.
29. Language, rather fall.
30. Comparison, rather large.
31. Causality, large.
32. W it, rather large.
33. Imitation, very large.
34. Wonder, full.

From the above information and development I  drew th e  
following sketch

Tiie combinations which rise to the view of a Phrenologist, 
from considering this development, are so interesting and so 
pleasing, that I  have been almost tempted to think that 
Phrenologists ought to have admitted a special faculty and 
organ of sympathy; for it is scarcely possible to contemplate 
the harmonious activity of such a combination of the primi
tive faculties without this supposed faculty becoming active. 
I  can, therefore, have little doubt that the individual in 
question is an almost universal favourite; at least, I  know 
that I  entertain a most sincere regard for him, slight as our 
acquaintance is; and, presuming upon this acquaintance, I  
hope he will permit me to deviate somewhat from the mere 
secundem-artem style of sketch, and be a little more discur
sive than is usual to me.

I  have said that he is a universal favourite; hence I  
suspect that many a dinner-invitation lies on his table, and 
few are the parties where the landlady, in arranging her 
party, does not make it a sine qua non that he should be pre
sent. Human nature, however, is selfish, and I will by no 
means pretend to say whether at times M r V/s company may 
not have been sought more on account of his admirable tact 
a t telling a story, than for certain other more valuable qua
lities which he possesses. Perhaps he has had penetration 
enough to perceive this, and thus certain thoughts might



steal across his mind, and certain resolutions ought be 
formed, that he will be more wary in future in regard to 
the stories aforesaid. But has he been enabled to keep these 
resolutions ? Has the earnest, yet respectful request circu- 

' lated round the table, after the cloth was removed, for a.re
petition of what was heard by some, but not by all who are 
present, been always refused ? And when his consent has* 
been obtained, and the story told in his own hunutable way, 
the high approbation with which it has been received, W ell 
that's capital! Done to the life 1 &c. will re-echo round the 
circle; and as the love of praise is as little a stranger to his 
bosom as is the delight of witnessing the happiness of others, 
and o f contributing to this happiness, I  do not think that 

* the first story will be the last. I  trust, however, that he will 
not number me amongst those who perceive no other quali
ties of mind or sentiment, because I  have noticed this talent 
sooner. I  have done so merely because it is a very striking 
one, and because it happened first to attract my attention; 
for I  shall have little faith in Phrenology if. he is not a hu
mourist, if he cannot tell a story with that exterior gravity 
which is of the essence of humour, and if he cannot accom
pany this with that imitation of voice, manner, language, &c. 
which enter into the composition of a  complete actor. H e 
has nothing more to do than to try it, if he has not done so 
already, and be will find that he is an actor of no ordinary 
power. Indeed, I  think he must often have perceived him
self insensibly endeavouring to catch the tones and manners 
of those around him, with the farther capacity of personating 
or conceiving those feelings and passions indicated by that 
natural language which he is so prone to imitate. Hence, 
too, he will be an excellent judge of human natu re; for he 
has the power, to  a considerable degree, of penetrating into 
the motives and sources of the conduct of others, and of 
tearing off the veil with which the less artful fancy that they 
have concealed themselves. But let it not be supposed that 
this power is even allied to suspicion. I  know few indivi

Of  MR JOHN VANERMHOFF. N 0



duals who are so open-heurtsd and sincere i s  M r V .; a n d ,
however paradoxical it may appear, I  beg to appeal to him 
self for the truth o f the remark, whether the habitual ten
dency o f his mind is not to believe every one as sincere and  
candid as he is himself, and that with all his insight in to  
human character, he is still unsuspicious and unsuspecting P 
H iere  is nothing so anomalous as human nature, and these, 
from apparently opposite views of M r V.’s character, have 
forced themselves on my notice; and while I  content myself, 
in the mean time, with amply stating them, I  shall tell him , 
when we meet, how they may be reconciled.

W hen I  sit down to sketch a  diameter, I  always deter
mine, like a  sound Phrenologist, «nothing to extenuate, o r 
“  set down aught in malice,” and yet censure is always so 
Ungracious, that Z unwillingly touch upon i t  B ut I  am  
saved this unpleasantness in a  great degree in  the present 
casé; and it is, therefore, only to show my impartiality, tha t 
I  tell M r V. that he is sometimes satirical, and that I  warn 
him to guard against the effects o f a  hasty temper. I t  is 
éven quite possible that he may have been in a passion; and 
I  can by no meáns answer for .it', that he may not once fn d  
again have taken deep offence under the influencie o f wounded 
pride and vanity; but he has so much of the sulk of human 
kindness abotít him, that it is quite impossible for him to har
bour malice against a  single human b a n g ; so mqch so, that 
ju s t let him \>e odd  that he has quarrelled with any one, and 
has been ill-treated, and I  am so satisfied that his opponent 
is ifi fhé wrong, that I  engage to give him my hearty assist- 
ance to sally forth with him and knook down the aggressor, 
«  vans cerm avie.*

I  beg to my, that I  entirely sympathize with him in his 
loyalty and nationality. ' I t  is decidedly patriotic. I  beg to 
put 'th is abd some other faculties to the test. A  French 
writer, speaking of the greatness and splendour of the British 
empire, has the following passage >>•■“  Three hours after the 
"  sun has illuminated with his parting rays the towers of Quebec,
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“  be gilds wpth his morning beams the pagodas and nrinaafts o f
u Calcutta.” Nyn>, if he can read ibis without a thrill of emo
tion, I  will forswear the occult sciences for ever, whether jfĉ e 
more ancient or venerable ones of Astrology and Palmistry, 
or their more youthful successor, Phrenology; for they are 
all alike in the opinion of the 44 Great U n k n o w n a n d  Mjr 
V., in particular, is too great an admirer of his poetry and no
vels to call in question so high an authority.

And, speaking of poetry, there can be no doubt that he is 
a  sincere and ardent worshipper of the muses. £ cannot say 
if he has presented ^ny offerings of his own. He will be 
found more frequently in the temple of Calliope than in that 
of E ra tq ; but I  shrink from the task of pointing out even a  
specimen of those different kinds of poetry whi<jh will delight 
him.

H e is less scientific than literary. I  do not apprehend that 
mathematics, botany, or natural history, ever engaged mucjt 
of his attention; while works on general literature, history, 
metaphysics (if, indeed, this last science is not tottering jtp 
its fallbefogre Phrenology), &c. must, I  think, have exercised 
the powers of a mind naturally strong, penetrating, and even 
profound. B ut I  must counsel him to study Phrenology $ he 
will find scope in it for all his powers; and do let him take 
a friend's advice; and, when he has fairly .understood it, it 
will expand and enlarge his mind in a wanner to which a t 
present he is an utter stranger.

As to the tender passion, I  shall only say, that if> Cupid 
has hitherto spared him, he may be very thankful; for, if 
once his dart shall rankle in his bosom, I  must then regard 
him as anobject of real compassion.

I f  I  only knew whether he sings (for as to his lore qf 
music that is undoubted), I  could then say, that for «y y y  
ringing, in particular, I  know few that can match him ; and, 
mutatis mutandis, he may apply ail that I  have said, in re
gard to story-telling, to story^singifig.

But I  must come to a conclusion. I  am ready to answer
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«11 pertinent questions ; and it may perhaps appear, t h a t  I  
know M r V. as well, if not better, than he doès h im self. 
These are bold words ; but let it be observed, that it is t h e  
science which is every thing, the experimenter is nothing.

T o  those who are personally acquainted with M r V anden- 
hoff, and can appeal with confidence for the correspondence 
of the sketch with the actual character ; and to those who a re  
not, I  am warranted and authorised to state, that the experi
ment was completely successful. These experiments, indeed, 
are very simple '; ¿hough to the uninitiated they appear to  
partake somewhat of the occult arts hinted at in the sketch. 
A  knowledge o f the functions of the primitive faculties, and 
of their combinations,' is no doubt necessary ; but when this 
is attained, (and the attainment may be made by any one 
without difficulty,) it is just as easy to make a  m enial as a  
chemical experiment. And, since it is universally admitted 
in the latter science, that physical truth must stand or fall by 
the test of experiment, no just reason can be assigned why 

'the same rule of judgment should’bë inapplicable to Phren
ology, or that our appeals to observation should be met by i  
priori arguments founded upon false analogies.

I t  must be objected, hôwever, thàt^ in “  taking a devel- 
“  opmeni* the Phrenologist is ofteh guided, or insensibly 
'deceived, by his knowledge of the prévioüs character ; and 
that, therefore, such experiments as the present afford no 
certain evidence of the truth of Phrenology. Now, it is per
fectly true that, in the present case, M r Combe was inti
mately acquainted with M r Tandetihoff ; and though I  can 
now add' my owb testimony to the accuracy of the develop
ment as taken by M r Combe, yet wë shall admit, for the 
sake df argument, that tHé objection is weR-foudded, and in
quire for à moment ^ h a t is itë'viHue.

Phrenology, then, is a system o f: human nature, by which 
we have discovered that thé primitive faculties of the mind 
are thirty-three or thirty-four in number, and that these are 
possessed by every individual in different degrees of relative
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strength or power. Now, the point to be ascertained is, in 
what degree of strength are these primitive faculties possess
ed by each individual ? I t  is from this knowledge, however 
acquired, that the natural dispositions and talents of the indi
vidual are to be ascertained. This knowledge may be obtained 
in two ways. T he first, which is at once the most certain 
and the most speedy, is by manipulating the head. But this 
is not the only way. I t  may also be obtained by a know
ledge of the manifestations, either by attentive observation, 
or by information from the individual himself, or his friends. 
T he objection immediately occurs, that this is a mode which 
may be followed whether we know any thing of Phrenology 
or not. Not quite so. A fter  Phrenology has put us in pos
session of this most important information, viz. what the pri
mitive faculties o f  the mind really are, it may be less difficult 
to ascertain from observation what are the different degrees 
of power in which these faculties are .possessed; but without 
that information, we never could have moved a single step, 
and the science of mind would have been involved in the' 
same obscurity in which it was before the discoveries of D r 
GalL Many o f the primitive faculties are denied to be such V 
and Phrenologists have been derided for* admitting into their 
system such faculties as Cambaiiveue*sf Deetructivenessl, apd 
Secretivenees. . But if  the very existence of these is denied, 
it is absu rd . to suppose that any one holding that opinion 
would seriously seek for evidence of their manifestations, and 
with the view of forming an estimate of the character into 
which those elements are supposed, to enter. I t  is surely a  
point of some importance to  ascertain whether a  genius for 
poetry or music depends, on habits of business, or onfacultien 
which are primitive and innate. Again, from knowing what 
are the primitive faculties, and what are their respective ma
nifestations, we arrive more .jqpeedily and more accurately at 
a knowledge of character.. Suppose a  Phrenologist wishes to 
know the natural dispositions of some individual,'and he 
either sees , or hears that M r A. is subject to violent fits of



passion. T his is a  dear indication of Ikstovetim m eak j  a n d  
i fh e  farther knows the circumstances which in general M l  
to these ebullitions, he may perhaps irifer à  large endowment 
of Self-esteem. or Love o f  Approbation. . H e kdm h that M r 
A . is remarkable for keeping a  secret This indicates Satire- 
titv tn e ttt i f  a  determined disputer, C tm bativinee* and F inm ; 
n eit ,' .dkd soon. A  single clear and ündodbted manifestation 
of any of thette faculties ii  sufficient to determine the degree o f  
power >in which the faculty it  possessed ; and when the obu 
athraâons as to' the others are, in fike manner, ascertained, 
a. Fhrraafafagist can, from the efftcts o f thé ocenbmatioiié, 
predicate upon the whole character with a  degree o f certainty, 
and,to an  extent, which, on any other mode, it would require 
a  tract of years to arrive a t

Nor is all this a  mere hypothesis; M f  ftfeod^M r. Jmeiea 
Law, junior, knowing that M r Combe, was possessed o f M r 
Yandeahoff’s development, determined to obsènre his m aiio  
fsftatiohs on the . stage, and to in fe r what th e  devetopineak 
ought.to be from the natural language of thefaeàltiex  H a  
accordingly did sa ; and, on comparing the ■infereneéa tb o s 
obtained with the actual developiiênt; -thé two wèfe found 
a ta ta t  exactly focorreépond.

A  knowledge of the effects produced by the n ab n u tiD q s 
of the different faculties, according .to (b w  relative d ignecé  
of strength, is one o f the most’i mportant  practical dse&af 
Phrenology. W ithout sbch- a  knowledge, a  simple develop, 
ment conveys little infam ntkm , or, «b ledst, the gfèatèst 
errors m ay otherwise' be dominated. Phrenotogyis h n i  lm  
giiming to be attended So,: and hS p a r tie s  ieaBt;>twi)euritdcr^ 
stood; and the objector*, forgetting' ea tirdy  then soared o f 
their knowledge, pretend that many of -the discoveries o f 
Phrenology were equally wéH known before it was hpard of, 
while, perhaps, that very knowledge was unconsciously do* 
qaired by them from  the lights df Phrenology itself • Take, 
for instance, the combinations which produce btunonr, irony, 
satire, modesty, humility, tithidity, &c. &c. ; and though it

388 n a t d u i  s n m n t o i n i â H s  v a u k t i
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appears very simple after the combinations are pointed out, 
yet, perhaps, it is this very simplicity which makes the disco
very a t once difficult and im portant A t least, Lord Bacon 
remarks, that the observation which has universally been 
made by mankind after some great and important discovery 

.  has been made, is the wonder that it was not made before, 
and an expression o f surprise by the superficial at the stupì» 
dity of their forefathers in never having perceived i t  T he 
falling of a  atone to the.ground led Sir Isaac Newton to the 
discovery of the laws of gravitation, and the lifting o f the 
lid o f a  tea-kettle by the steam of boiling water to the mag
nificent discovery o f the steam-engine. T he true way,, there
fore, to ascertain the importance and value of the phrenolo
gical combinations is to put into the hands of a  person, totally 
ignorant of the science, a  note of a  development ; and I  
should consider it little short of miraculous if  he succeeded, 
by the mere efforts of his own mind, to infer the character 
which it  indicated.

I f  it should be dew ed, I  -may trouble your readers, a t a  
future period, with a  statement o f . the principles from which 
the inferences of character in  this particular case were drawn.

G xo. L yon.
A uguri, 1887.

A R T IC L E  IV.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE EACOLTY BY WHICH WE PER
CEIVE AND COMPARE THE DIVISIONS OF DURATION 
OR TIME.

I n our fifth Number (vol. I I .  p. 134), we concluded a short 
article on the faculty o f Time (to which ve, bçgnow  to. refer 
as useful to be - read again befiire pgrpajpg t|ie fpOojring 
paper), in thèse words:—“  T he brief sketch now.offisred will
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“ have attained its otriett i f  it shall point out the way to fa rth e r 
“ observation of the function of the organ of Time, so as to lead  
“  to its unquestionable establishment as one of the primitive fa- 
"  cultie8 of man.” The communication from a London corre
spondent, which follows, is most acceptable, and just what we 
wished. Indeed it seems impossible to read it, to observe n a 
ture, and still to doubt that there is a distinct: faculty for per
ceiving Time. W e especially desiderated a well-authenticated 
example of the faculty in diseased action, the most satisfactory 
of all proofs of its distinctive character. W e had one case, b u t  
withheld it as not sufficiently unequivocal or minutely inquir
ed into ; namely, that of a man we saw in Bethlèm hospital, 
who danced, when permitted, almost without ceasing. T h e  case 
of Alice Whitworth is not only most curious in itself, but gives 
consistency to theother, which may therefore now be mentioned.

t

(From  a Correspondent.)

T hat there is a faculty of the mind by which we axe ren
dered capable of appreciating and comparing thé dfriskm&of 
Duration or Time is evident from these facts: 1st, Im pres
sions on any of the senses periodically repeated, such as the  
visible oscillations of a pendulum, or the audible strokes o f a  
clock-bell, cause the expectation of other equally distant im
pressions, and when this expectation is disappointed by the 
intervals being prolonged or shortened, we perceive and are 
capable of estimating their differences. 2dly, W hen a aeries 
of such equal divisions of time is discontinued we can con
tinue to mark similar divisions, and generally with as much 
precision as when the sensations were still subsisting. Sdly, 
W e are able to com pare'the different frequencies of these 
periods so as to distinguish the varieties of quick and slow in
tervals; and, 4thly, There is as great a diversity among in
dividuals respecting this power a* in die other perceptive 
powers; of the mind.

W riters on the philosophy of mind have in general dis» 
regarded these phenomena ; but many authors who havp writ
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ten on music and prosody, and who, from the nature of their 
researches, could not avoid observing them, have admitted, 
to explain them, a primitive faculty of the mind, to which they 
have given various appellations. Steele, in his Prosodia Ra- 
tion&lis, designated it as the instinctive sense q f  periodical 
pulsation, and Lord Monboddo gives his approval to this 
designation.

Baron Dupin, in his “  Geometrie et Mécanique des A rts 
et Metiers,” has so fully stated the useful purposes to which 
this faculty is subservient, and the advantages to be derived 
from its artificial cultivation, that we cannot do better than 
translate his observations on this subject from that part of 
his work which treaty of the education of the senses

“ We gradually learn to measure the duration of sounds and 
“  of intervals of rest. In  many arts the knowledge of this dura* 
“ tion acquired through the senses is indispensable. By repeat- 
"  ing similar sounds, separated by longer or shorter intervals of 
** rest, we acquire the knowledge, or, we may call it, the sansa* 
“ tion of the duration of these intervals. Thus, the voice of an 
“ instructor, or the sounds of the drum or of musical instru- 
“  meats, are employed to give to a newly«recruited soldier the 
(t sensation of a more or less accelerated measure, corresponding 
“ with each variety of step appropriate to military evolutions. 
"  When it is required to drill a regiment of soldiers to perform 
“ their, exercise together! the duration of each part of these ex* 
“  ercises is di video into equal intervals, each of which is occupied 
“ by a motion. A real cadence is thus produced in the exercise, 
“ without which the desired effect cannot be obtained. I t  is by 
“ this means that eight or nine hundred well-drilled men are 
u able, at the mere command of, Charge your arms, to perform 
u successively, and without any new signal, twelve divisions and 
"  more than thirty movements with perfect simultaneo usness. 
“  This education of the faculty requires less time in proportion 
“ as the recruits are taken from a nation whose organs are in 
“  general mote susceptible. French soldiers are much better 
“  drilled by  explaining the movements to them than by continue 
"  ally repeating them before them ; but there is but one means 
“ of initiating the soldiers flf other countries less advanced in * 
4€ civilisation, that of plating before them a fugleman to make 
“ each movement separately, for each soldier to repeat by hip 
“ faculty of imitation, until he has acquired the habit of making 
“  his limbs alone perform the exercise without his head being at

sat differences merit

Vol. IV — No X V I. 2 K



T he preceding observations refer to the faculty of Tim e ms 
informed by the sense of hearing; those which follow relate 
to its instruction by visible impressions

“ We should learn to measure motion as we learn to measure 
“ space. This measurement is effected by means of Time. O ur 
“  senses and our mind should therefore acquire the sensation o f 
“  Time and Duration. On seeing an object advancing to or re - 
“ ceding from other objects, we should be able to state w ith 
“ accuracy the space it passes over in a given time, or the whole 
“ time it takes to arrive at a given distance. We should not

only learn to estimate the motions performing before us at the 
“ moment of their existence, but we should also preserve in our 
“  mind the measure and circumstances of their motion, in order

to compare them should it become necessary.0
“ The sergeant who instructs the recruit to perform the or- 

“ dinary or the quick step 1, 2 ; 1, 2, &c. has acquired the sen- 
u  sation of the duration of these equal intervals; and when he 
"  afterwards sees his men march, he judges of the degree o f 

. “ quickness, as the officer does that of the march of his regiment, 
“ by the mere sight*9

“ When we observe men, horses, carriages, ships, &c. moving, 
“  we may equally accustom ourselves to estimate and measure 
“  the velocity of their motion, in the same manner as a musician 
u  by merely hearing an air acquires the knowledge of the proper 
“ time in which it should be performed. All these kinds of 
“ knowledge are useful in a great number of arts. The inspec- 
“ tor of a manufactory or a work-shop should, by merely seeing 
“ or hearing the operations of the workmen, be able td tell them 
“  whether they work too quickly or too slowly."

The remarks of this useful writer and accurate observer, if  
we make due allowance for the latitude of his phraseology, 
are in strict accordance with the doctrines of Phrenology; 
but as his original language seems to imply that the JhcuUy 
by which portions of duration are rendered objects of percep
tion is acquired through the senses, and, as similar miscon
ceptions are prevalent with respect to the other perceptive 
powers of the mind, it may not be irrelevant in this place to 
state, in a general manner and in a few words, the broad dis
tinguishing characteristics and mutual dependencies of sensa
tion and perception.

T he external senses are those parts of the nervous system 
which, by. means of appropriate apparatuses, receive im
pressions from the external world, and produce in the brain

5 1 2  ON TH E ORGAN AND FACULTY OF T IM £.
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sensations of these impressions. They consist of the optic, 
the auditory, the olfactory, the gustatory nerves and or
gans, the nerves of feeling, properly so called, and the nerves 
which transmit the sensation of the condition of the muscles. 
These, administering to the perceptive faculties of the mind, 
reveal to the living being all the sensible phenomena of the 
universe, thereby enabling him to enter into communication 
with the immensity of nature, and to associate himself with 
all the beings which exist around him. Some of the senses, 
considered individually, occasionally minister to more than 
one perspective faculty; thus, the auditory nerve transmits 
both those inflections of sound which constitute the elements 
of melody and harmony, and those modifications of voice 
which form the alphabets of all the spoken languages of man
kind ; but, to be converted into ideas, these impressions act 
on different parts of the brain, the former on the organ of 
Tune, the latter on that of Verbal Memory or L anguage; 
a t other times the same organ of perception is excited into ac
tivity by impressions received through different senses. T he 
faculty which forms the subject of the present article is an in
stance of this, the divisions of duration being equally ap
preciable whether indicated by visual, auditory, or tactual 
impressions. These observations are sufficient to show that 
the functions of the organs of the perceptive faculties and 
those of the organs of the senses essentially differ from each 
other, the latter being the mere communicators of external 
impressions to the brain generally; whilst, in the former, these 
perceptions give rise to ideas o f different kinds.

Returning from this digression to the immediate object of 
our attention, the faculty of Time, we have now to take into 
consideration other modifications of its activity than those 
which have hitherto been enumerated; for, independently of 
the useful purposes to which it is subservient, by its giving 
us more extended and accurate knowledge of the phenomena 
of nature than without it we should have possessed, it minis
ters also to our intellectual pleasures. T he faculty finds
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gratification in the symmetrical arrangement of the various 
divisions of duration it is capable of perceiving; and as this 
order may be marked either by musical sounds, by words, o r 
by the graceful motions of the body, to the pleasures result
ing to the mind from the proper consecutive arrangement o f 
a  aeries of either of those objects o f perception, is added that 
which results from the symmetry of time.* Hence the ori
gin of rhythm, without which we should have had neither 
melody, poetry,' nor dance, and to which all that these arts 
have in common is attributable.

Rhythm  is constituted of a  series of periods*f having very 
simple relations with respect to their duration, contained 
within periods of longer duration forming other series, and 
which are again subordinate to another series, the periods of 
which are of still longer duration. T he containing is distin
guished from the contained series by tile sounds, &c. whidi 
terminate the periods having a  more intimate and evident 
relation in the former case t}ian in the latter. As the most 
subordinate series, on account of the simple relations of the 
durations which compose it, is capable of division into equal 
parts, these divisions are taken as the ultimate elements of 
rhy thm ; and accordingly, as they are of longer or shorter 
duration, the tim e is said to be slow or quick. A  series of 
periods, each equivalent to the same number of these ele
ments, viz. 1, 2, 8, 4, 6, or 8, constitutes measure, each o f 
these periods being also termed a  measure (b a r); and a series 
o f'periods, each equivalent to several measures, forms 
rhythm, in the ordinary and restricted sense of the word.

* The number of these combinations capable of giving pleasure to the mind 
may not yet have been exhausted. The Pdre Caste! conjectured that a new 
kind of music might be formed by marking the periods of rhythm by of 
colours {  those relations which he conceived to constitute their harmony he pro
posed employing for this purpose. The instrument by which he attempted te 
realize these ideas he called an ocular harpsichord.

For want of a more convenient term, the word period is here employed to 
indicate a lapse of duration, whether rendered perceptible by the 
of a sound, motion, &c. or by its limitation by two transient impressions. In 
the hitter case the lapse is teitncd an interval.



T he music of the ancients had no rhythm but what it bor- 
rowed from their poetry, and which was confined to the sym* 
metrical distribution of short and long syllable into feet, 
termed dactylic, trochaic, iambic, &c., constituting that part 
o f  rhythm which we now call measure. But when, in later 
times, music became an independent art, the harmonic rela
tions of the different sounds led the unshackled musician to 
employ these to mark longer periods; and thus arose what is 
now distinctively termed rhythm. T he modern invention of 
rhyme, or of marking periods by similarities o f sound, and 
which was a consequence of this, has since enabled the poet 
to transfer all the varieties of melodic rhythm to verse. O ur 
music and our poetry, therefore, possess much more rhythmic 
variety than the same arts did when cultivated by the Greeks 
and Romans.

T he influence of the various developments of the organ of 
this faculty on the productions of the poet needs no explana
tion; but the modifications which they occasion in the mani
festations of the musician not being so well understood, a few 
remarks may be necessary.

T he uncombined activity of the faculty of T une dispose# 
to the cultivation of harm ony; a lower activity, combined 
with a  good perception of rhythm, gives a disposition for 
melody. The genius of a harmonist consists in a ready per
ception of sounds and their relations, as exemplified in their 
combinations, transitions, and contrasts; that of a melodist, 
in a moderate perception of the degrees and relations of tune, 
with a  quick appreciation of rhythmic varieties. These dis
tinctions aré not only to be found among individuals, They 
enter also into national character. T he Germans generally 
show a  greater disposition for harmony, while the Italians 
give the preference to melody. Reicha, the professor of 
musical composition in the Conservatory of Paris, says, “  I t  
« is important in our schools to attend to these differences,
“ and to apply a  scholar who shows more predilection for 
“ harmony to a close study of the art of melody, without
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“  which he will remain, if not a bad, a t least a veryindiffer- 
<( ent melodist." This distinction demands the attention o f 
the practical Phrenologist; for it does not appear that, in th is  
point of view, it has hitherto been taken into consideration; 
and many of the failures in estimating musical talent by cere
bral development may have hence originated.

Some of the inferior animals have the faculty of measuring 
tim e; for the feathered songsters, when instructed by m an, 
will change their native strains for melodies subjected to th e  
strictest rules of rhythm; and even the unwieldy elephant m ay 
be taught to move in measured cadence.

T he remembrance of chronological epochs, and of the sue- 
■ cessive order of events, has been referred, even by Drs Gal! 

and Spurzheim, to the faculty by which we perceive du ra
tion ; but, in our opinion, they are to be attributed to an« 
other faculty, the important manifestations of which we shall 
take a future opportunity of illustrating; and we shall, a t  
the same time, attempt to explain the origin of what is termed 
our abstract idea of time.

T o complete the proofs of the primitive nature of the 
faculty of Time, we cannot more properly conclude than by 
adducing well-authenticated instances of its extraordinary as 
well as of its morbid activity. Previously to this, however, it 
may be remarked, that if the following conjecture of Steele 
(who, in his work already alluded to, has shown that ordinary 
speech is subjected to the rules of rhythm) be correct, one of 
the causes of stammering may be looked for in the deficient 
development of the organ of Time. “  People who stutter,"
says he, “ pronounce partly in this latter manner (s. e, they de- 
“ stroy the rhythmus of their speech) ; but it is notorious, when 
"  such persons sing, they never hesitate or stutter; whence it 
"  may be supposed, the most easy and effectual method of 
“ curing them would be to accustom them to beat time to their 
“  reading and common discourse, by which means they might 
"  learn to speak in just time to the proper measure of their 
€t words ana phrases; for, it should seem, the cause of their 
(< hesitation and stuttering arises from some inaptitude to fall in 
xt immediately with the rhythmical pulsation or poise befitting 
“ their words, but which, in singing, they are enabled to do by
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“  the additional influence o f the diaetematic melody, wherein 
“  the CADRNCE8 are more certainly pointed out than even in 
“  poetry, or any language, w ithout additional music.**

Xhe following purioua and important case was sent by 
M. Chavannes to the Society of Natural Sciences of Switzer
land, and is inserted in the Bibliothèque Universelle, 
vol. xxvii. W e copy it as abridged in the Journal of the 
Arts and Sciences :—

“ M. Chavannes, whilst residing during last summer (182S) 
“  at Wesarrens, near Echallons, had occasion to hear some ac- 
“ count of a man who, without any uncertainty or mistake, 
“ could indicate die precise hour by day or night, and even the 
*€ minutes and seconds. Induced by these reports to ,paake 
“ close inquiry as to their foundation, he visited the man, and 
u obtained the following results :—

“ His name is Jean Daniel Chevalley, aged 67 years. In  his 
“  youth the ringing of bells and the vibrations of pendulums 
“  constantly attracted his attention ; and he gradually contracted 
“ a habit of counting isochronous vibrations, and displayed con- 
“ siderable ability in calculations. When strong enough, he 
“ took pleasure in sounding the bells at school and church ; 
“ and, in his attention to town and church clocks, observed that 
“  the beats were 20 or 23 per minute, but more particularly 20, 
“ counting from the moment of departure to that of return. 
“  After this he endeavoured to force his attention to the pre- 
(e servation, as long as possible, of an internal movement, similar, 
“ as to the extent of time and number of vibrations. r At first,* 
“ ‘ he said, ‘ by adding 20 vibrations to other 20, or minute to 
“ € minute, I could easily arrive at the conclusion of an hour, 
“ ‘ and mark all the subdivisions which I  wished, and that 
“ ‘ without confusion ; but the thoughts and corporeal occupa* 
“  ‘ tions suffered by this attention. By degrees I  was able to 
“  ' count whilst thinking and acting ; but I could not proceed 

, “  ' far, because my mind, making a certain effort for a length of 
“ ‘ time, though but slightlv sensible to myself, became fiu 
“ ‘ tigued, ana dropped the chain of calculation. Nevertheless, 
“ ‘ in 1789» I  succeeded in acquiring the invariable posses- 
“ ‘ don of ¿his faculty, which has never since left or deceived 
"  ' me.’

“ He was then 22 years of age, and occupied at a school; 
“ but, in consequence of some singular habits, as that of sound- 
“ ing bells, ana of some mystical notions he had acquired, and 
« also certain disputes about the correction of the village-clocks, 
“ he was dismissed, and went to his mill, where, continuing to 
“ sound his bells and make his clocks strike, he was nicknamed 
“ the Mummy of the Mill.
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“ Being on board the steam-boat on the lake of Geneva (Ju ly  
“ 14, 1823,) he soon attracted! "

"  Geneva, or passed other places; and, after a while, he engag- 
"  ed to indicate to the crowd about him the passing of a quarter 
"  of an hour, or as many minutes and seconds as anyone chose, 
“ and that during a conversation the most diversified with tnose 
“ standing b y ; and farther to indicate by the voice, the moment 
"  when the hand passed over the quarter-minutes, or half-mi- 
“ nutes, or any other subdivision previously stipulated, during 
' '  the whole course of the experiment. This ne did without 
“  mistake, notwithstanding the exertions of those around him 
“ to distract his attention, and clapped his hands at the conclu- 
"  sion of the time fixed.

“ Mr Chavannes then reverts to his own Observations. The 
"  man said, '  I  have acquired by imitation, labour, and patience, 
“ * an internal movement, which neither thought, nor labour, nor 
"  'any thing can*stop; it is similar to that of a pendulum, which, 
' '  ' at each motion of going and returning, gives me the space of 
"  * three seconds, so that twenty of them make a minute, and 
"  these I add to others continually/ The calculations by which 
"  he obtained subdivisions of the second were not; clearly under- 
"  stood by M. Chavannes, but the man offered freely to give a  
t( proof of his power. On trying him f6r a number of minutes, 
"  he shook his head at the time appointed, altered his voice a t 
“ the quarter, half, and three quarter minutes, and arrived ac- 
"  curately at the end of the period named. He seemed to assist 
"  himself in a slight degree by an application of mnemonics, and 
"  sometimes in idea applied religious names to his minutes up 
"  to the fifth, when he recommenced: this he carried througn 
"  the hour, and then commenced again. On being told that the 
“  country people said he made use of his pulse as an indicator, 
"  he laughed at the notion, and said, it was fhr too irregular for 
“ any such purpose.

"  He admitted that his internal movement was not so sure 
'* and constant during the n igh t; nevertheless '  it is easy to 
"  ' comprehend/ he said, 'th a t  when I have not been too much 
"  r fatigued in the evening, and my sleep is soft, if, after having 
"  'gently awakened me, I shall reflect a second or two, and my 
"  ' answer will not be ten minutes in error. The approach of 
“ '  day renews the movement, if it has been stopped, or rectifies 
"  ' it, if it has been deranged, for the rest of the day/ When 
"  asked how he could renew the movement when it had ceased, 
"  he said,'  Sir, I am only a poor man; it is not a gift of Heaven; 
“ ' I obtained this faculty as the result of labours and calcula- 
" '  tions too long to be described; the experiment has been 
"  'made at night many times, and I  will make it for you when 
" ' you please. M. Chavannes had not, however, the opportu- 
"  nity of making this experiment, but he felt quite convinced 
“ of the man’s powers. He states, that the man is deaf, and

many minutes and seconds
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“ cannot hear at present the sound of his dock or watch ; and 
“ farther, that neither of them vibrate twenty times in a minute, 
“ which is always the number indicated by the motions of Che- 
“ valley when he wishes to illustrate his internal movement; 
t( and he is convinced, according to what he has seen, that this 
“ man possesses a kind o f internal movement, which indicates mi- 
“ notes and seconds with the utmost exactness "•

T he singular talent evinced by this man, though the 
organ of calculation must be allowed to have had some 
share in it, shows the accuracy with which intervals of time 
may be mentally determined, when practice has aided the 
original high endowment of the faculty which is the sub
ject of our notice. T he case which follows is no less im
portant ; it exhibits the same faculty in a state o f diseased 
manifestation, resulting either from a disordered affection 
of its cerebral organ, or from a subjection to its activity 
of the irregular morions occasioned by a morbid state of the 
function which presides over the voluntary morions.-f*

T he account was communicated to the Medico-Chirurgical 
Society of London in January 1816, by M r Kinder W ood, 
surgeon, and is published in the seventh volume of their 
Transactions, under the title of “  History of a Case of Chorea 
“  Sancti Viri, occurring in an Adult, and cured in an unusual 
“  Manner.” T he patient was “  Alice W hitworth, aged 22, 
“  married, and residing with her father, Samuel W hittaker, 
“  a respectable householder at Sarah-moor, near Oldham 
and the case is stated as having been seen by hundreds dur-

* We have been informed by Sir G. Mackenzie, that an illiterate man, a 
Highlander, who was long in his service as a ploughman, could tell the hour 
of the day with great exactness, and also the time of high water, though he re
sided seven miles from the sea. He was accustomed to carry in his mind the 
age of the moon, and was consulted by the country people as to probable changes 
of weather in connexion with those of the moon. We regret that our friend had 
not become sufficiently acquainted with Phrenology before this man's death 
Ed. ^

t  We know several individuals, especially one gentleman, who have laid 
aside their watches, from finding by experience that they never require to con
sult them.
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ing its progress. W e omit the details o f  the incipient p ro 
gress of the disease, which exhibited only irregular motions 
of the voluntary muscles, and proceed directly to the m ore 
important parts of the narrative:—

“ February 27, 1815— The attack commenced in bed, and  
“ was violent, but of short duration. When she arose about 
"  ten, she had a second attack, continuing an hour, except at 
“ intervals of five minutes. She now struck the furniture more 
“ violently and more repeatedly. Kneeling on one knee, with 
t( the hands upon the back, she often sprung up suddenly, and 
“  struck the top of the room with the palm of the hand. To do 
“ this, she rose fifteen inches from the floor, so that the family 
“ were under the necessity of drawing all the nails and hooks 
"  from the ceiling. She frequently danced upon one leg, holding 
“ the other with the hand, and occasionally changing the legs. 
“  In the evening, the family observed the blows upon the fur- 
“ niture to be more continuous, and to assume the regular time 
"  and measure of a musical air. As a strain or series of strokes 
“ was concluded, she ended with a more violent stroke, or a 
“  more violent spring or jump. Several of her friends also a t 
“ this time noticed tne regular measures of the strokes, and the 
“  greater regularity the disease was assuming, the motions being 
"  evidently afiected, or in some measure modified, by the strokes 
"  upon the surrounding bodies. She chiefly struck a small slen- 
“ der door, the top of a chest of drawers, the clock, a table, or 
“ a wooden skreen placed near the door. The affection ceased 
“ about nine o'clock, when the patient went to bed.

“ February 28.—She rose very well at eight; at half-past 
“ nine the motions recommenced; they were now of a more 
“ pleasant nature, the involuntary actions, instead of possess- 
“ ing their former irregularity and violence, being changed into 
“ a measured step over the room, connected with an air, or se- 
“ ries of strokes, and the beat upon the adjacent bodies as she 
“ passed them. In the commencement of the attack, the lips 
“ moved as if words were articulated, but no sound could be 
“  distinguished at this period. I t was curiouB indeed to observe 
“ the patient at this time moving around the room with all the 
“ vivacity of the country-dance, or the graver step of the mi- 
“ nuet, the arms frequently carried, not merely with ease, but 
“  elegance. Occasionally all the steps were so directed as to 
,r place the foot constantly where the stone flags joined to form 
“ the floor, particularly when she looked downwards. When 
“ she looked upwards, there was an irresistible impulse to spring 
“ up to touch little spots or holes in the top of the ceiling; when 
“ she looked around, she had a similar propensity to dart the 
“ forefinger into little holes in the furniture, &c. One hole in 
%< the wooden skreen received the point of the forefinger many 
“ hundred times, which was suddenly and involuntarily darted 
“ into it with an amazing rapidity and precision. There was
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"  one particular part of the wall to which she frequently danced, 
t€ and there, placing herself with the back to it, stood two or 
“  three minutes. This by the family was called ‘ the measuring 
“ (place* At noon she had an interval of three hours.

“ In  the afternoon the motions returned, and proceeded much 
** as in the morning. At this time a person present, surprised 
rr with the manner in which she beat upon tne doors, &c., and 
"  thinking he recognised the air, without further ceremony be- 
“ ¿an to sing the tune; the moment this struck her ears, she 
u  turned suddenly to the man, and dancing directly up to him, 
w continued doing so till he was out of breath, ih e  man now 

ceased a short time, when commencing again, he continued 
“  till the attack stopped. The night before mis, her father had 
“  mentioned his wish to procure a drum, associating this dance 
“ of his daughter witl* some ideas of music. The avidity with 
“ which she danced to the tune when sung, as before stated, con- 
“  firmed this wish, and accordingly a drum and fife were pro- 
“  cured in the evening. After two hours of rest, the motions 
“ again re-appeared, when the drum and fife began to play the 
“  air to which she had danced before, viz. the € Protestant 
«< Boys,* a favourite popular air in this neighbourhood. In  
“  whatever part of the room she happened to be, she immediate- 
“ ly turned and danced to the drum, and as dose as possible to 
“ it, and there she danced till she missed the step, when the in- 
e‘ '  * .. . .  ^ ‘ 'ame she missed

, # 9 watch, when,
f* missing the step, the motions instantly ceased. She rose a 
"  third nine, and, missing the step in half a minute, the motions 
u instantly ceased. After this, the drum and fife commenced as 
u the involuntary actions were coming on, and before she rose 
“ from her seat; and four times they completely checked the 
“  progress of the attack, so that she did not rise upon the floor 
“  to dance. At this period die affection ceased for the evening.

“ March 1.—She rose very well, at half-past- seven. Upon 
“ my visit this morning, the drcumstances of the preceding af- 
“ ternoon being stated, it appeared clear to me, that the attacks 
“  had been shortened. Slow as I had seen the effects of medi- 
“ dne in the comparatively trifling disease of young females, I  
“  was very willing that the family should pursue the experi- 
fr ment, whilst the medical means were continued.

“  As I wished to see the effect of the instrument over the dis- 
“ ease, I was sent for at nooq, when I found her dandng to the 
“ drum, which she continued to do for half an hour without 
“ missing the step, owing to the slowness of the movement. As 
“ I  sat counting the pulse, which I found to be 120, in the short 
“ interval of an attack, I noticed motions of the lips previous 
“ to the commencement of the dance, and placing my ear near 
(r the mouth, I distinguished a tune. After the attack, of which 
“ this was the beginning, she informed me, in answer to my in-

danced to the
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“ quiry, that there always was a tune dwelling upon her m ind, 
“ which at times becoming more pressing, irresistibly compelled 
"  her to commence the involuntary motions. Tne motions 
“  ceased at four o’clock.

“ At half-past seven the motions commenced again, when I  
u was sent for. There were two drummers present, and an u n - 
“ braced drum was beaten till the other was braced. She danced 
<c regularly to the unbraced drum, but the moment the o ther 
"  Commenced, she instantly ceased. As missing the time stopped 
"  the affections, 1 wished the measure to be changed during 
“  the dance, which stopped the attack. I t  also ceased upon in- 
* creasing the rapidity of the beat, till she could no longer keep 
u tim e: and it was truly surprising to see the rapidity and vio- 
“ lence of the muscular exertion, in order to keep time with the 
“  increasing movement of the instrument. Five times I  saw her 
“ sit down the'same evening, at the instant she was unable to 
“ keep the measure; and, in consequence of this, I desired the 
“ drummers to beat one continued roll, instead of a regular move- 
“ ment. She arose and danced five minutes, when both drums 
“ beat a continued roll; the motions instantly stopped, and the 
"  patient sat down. In  a few minutes the motions commencing 
ts again, she was suffered to dance five minutes, when the drums 
“ again began to roll, the effect of which was instantaneous ;
“ the motions ceased, and the patient sat down. In  a few minutes 
“  the same was repeated witn the same effects. I t  appeared 
“ certain that the attacks could now be stopped in an instant,
“ and I  was desirous of arresting them entirely, and breaking 
“ the chain of irregular associations which constituted the disease.
“ As the motions at this period always commenced in the fin- 
“  gers, and propagated themselves along the upper extremities 
“ of the trunk, I desired the drummers, when the patient arose 
“ to dance, to watch the commencement of the attack, and roll 
“ the drums before ¿he arose from the chair. Six times succes- 
“  sively the patient was hindered from rising, by attending to 
“ the affection; and before leaving the house I  desired the fa- 
“ mily to attend to the commencement of the attacks, and use 
“ the drums daily.

“ March 2.—She arose at seven o’clock, and the motions com- 
"  menced at ten ; she danced twice before the drummer was 
“  prepared; after which, she attempted to dance again for se* 
te veral times; but one roll of a well-braced drum hindered the 
“ patient from leaving her seat; after which the attacks did not 
“ recur.

“ This woman, previously to the complaint, could never dance,
“ even a country-dance, and yet I saw her execute steps which 
“ could not be taught without difficulty. At times she would 
“ rise upon the toes, and move forward, alternately advancing 
“ each heel into the hollow of the opposite foot; at other times,
“ poising the body upon one foot, and with the heel raised, she 
“ would beat time with the toe and heel of the other*
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“  In this case there was no wandering of the intellect, either 
“  during the paroxysm, or in its absence. The perception and 
“  judgment were accurate and just, and all questions were an- 
t( swered correctly. During the intermission she did many 
“  household affairs, nursed her child, &c. &c. although the 
“  troublesome curiosity of her numberless visitors undoubtedly 
“  disturbed her ease. There was a constant wish to recover; a 
€t ju st knowledge of her situation, and of the advantage she 
“  received from the agency of the instrument, with an anxious 
“  desire to continue its use.

“ How far the mind was in a state of excitement in the com-
* mencement of this disease it is difficult to decide, since the 
“  connexion betwixt the involuntary ideas and the involuntary 
"  motions was only observed on the 27th of February. After
* the dancing commenced, I  noticed the patient always to be in 
u good spirits, evidently to enjoy the drum, and* to turn to it in- 
“ stantly upon the very first stroke, in whatever situation the 
“ involuntary motions had then carried her.

“ This disease appears to have consisted in an highly-irritable 
“  state of mind, wim which the organs of voluntary motion be- 
“ came associated; and the cure was effected by interrupting 
ct this irregular association. It is probable that the noise of the
* instrument in a room scarcely six yards square was very ad- 
“ vpatageousj by interrupting the chain of musical ideas im- 
“ pressed upon the highly-excited mind, and re-establishing the
* ordinary relation of the mental operations with external things. 
“ The voluntary muscles also early associated themselves with
* the instrument, as was shown by the instant cessation of their 
“ unnatural actions when the time could no longer be kept.

€€ The involuntary actions became more frequent, as their du- 
“ nation was shortened by the means put in force; so that it 
“ would seem as if the disease struggled to renew actions which 
“ had not been permitted to arrive at an ordinary period.*’

W ith this pathological case we conclude; and on sum
ming up the evidence the preceding pages have afforded, we 
are compelled to admit that there is a prim itive fa cu lty  o f  
the mind by which we perceive, compare, and remember the 
divisions or intervals o f  duration or time, and that the com
binations of this faculty with the other powers of the mind 
are necessary to explain a variety of mental capabilities, of 
which otherwise no satisfactory explanation can be afforded.*

•  Some interesting observations in soenisnce with die views stated in this 
{taper will be found in the fifth number of this. Journal: the article is entitled 
44 Observations on the Faculty of Time, and on the Deaf and Dumb Dancing/’
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distinguished for the same power. T he great landscape* 
painter, Schcenberger, told me, that in his travels he usually 
made only a very imperfect sketch of the countries that in
terested him, and that afterwards, when he began to convert 
his sketch into a regular landscape, every tree, every shrub, 
and every stone o f any magnitude presented themselves to 
his imagination in their natural order. I  took a cast o f his 
head, and placed it beside that of my schoolfellow Scheidler, • 
A t this time I  became acquainted with M . Meyer, author of 
the romance of Dia-na~sore9 who is happy only when wan
dering. Sometimes he goes from one country house to an
other ; at other times he attaches himself to some rich man 
going on his travels; and he also has an astonishing facility 
o f recollecting the different places which he has seen. I  
made a  cast of his head, and placed the copy betide the other 
two. I  then compared the three with great attention; they 
offered remarkable differences in many points, but I  was 
struck with the singular form which the region immediately 
over the eyes and at each side of the organ of Individuality 
presented in all of them. Here two great prominences com
mencing at the root of the nose, and rising obliquely out
wards towards the middle of the forehead, were very con
spicuous.

I t  was then that the idea involuntarily occurred to me, 
that the power of recollecting places might also depend on 
a fundamental faculty, the organ of which might be situated 
in the part of the head alluded to. Granting this to be true, 
every thing that is said about local memory becomes explic
able. This then furnished abundant matter for new reflec
tions. .

But,-before proceeding, I  must remove a difficulty which 
will often present itself to those of my readers who are un
acquainted with anatomy. In  some human heads, and 
especially in some heads of men, the external table of the bone 
is separated from the internal immediately above and on each 
tide of the root of the nose; and, as in these cases the external 
lamina projects externally and not internally, as in the age of
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him again, except by sending through the public crier and 
advertising him. I had afterwards a little dog that could 
never learn on what floor of the house I lodged. Sometimes 
in going out with me, she lost tight of me, stood still, and 
did not advance a step, and all that 1  had to do to find her 
was to retrace my steps. I saw one day a little bitch eating 
greedily on a mass of filth. At that time she could be only 
four months old at the most, as she bad still all her first * 
teeth. It appeared that the way I looked at her had inspired 
her with confidence, for (he followed me without my being 
able to send her away. I took her with me to the house of 
a lady, who the next day lost her outside of the barriers of 
Paris. That and the next day it rained heavily without in
termission ; the third day the little animal returned to the 
lady, whose house was in the very centre of Paris, in a little 
out-of-the-way street. Although it was warmly attached tp 
its mistress, it ran about all day in all parts of the city, even 
when it had young ones, but it never failed to reappear at 
the hours of eating. One day it was last thirty miles from 
Paris, and yet it returned to the house before its mistress. A , 
dog was transported from Vienna to Petersburg!] in a car
riage, and at the end of six months returned to Vienna. 
Anothèr was brought from Vienna to London. He there 
attached himself to a traveller, embarked with him, and, as 
soon as he gained the shore, escaped, and returned to Vienna. 
Another dog was sent from Lyons to Marseilles, and there 
embarked for Naples, whence it returned by land. The 
gamekeeper in my own district sold a printer to another 
sportsman, who carried him 300 leagues off, to the remotest 
part of Hungary. In a short time a letter arrived, stating 
that he had run away ; and some months after he arrived 
at bis old master’s, extenuated with fatigue. There are none 
of my readers who are not acquainted with timiiar facts ; but 
how are they to be explained ?

Recourse is generally bad to the «squisite smell of the 
dog. But sometimes dogs that return in this way have very
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obtuse smell; and, besides, how can a dog discover, by m esps 
o f its nose, traces o f a journey made either in a carriage o r  
by water, some months1 after having made it P W il n o t the 
wind, the rain, and the sun, destroy all the emanations ? 
W ho will be bold enough to maintain* that the' dog can d is 
cern the atmosphere of its master at the end oft a rkditis of 
Some hundred leagues? Moreover, i t  is an-ascertained fa tt ,  

* that in these cases the dog does not go straight to  its first do 
micile ; that it goes, on the contrary, by many w*mdiugs,*and 
often by a road different frohi that which it  formerly fol
lowed. These circumstances seem to some naturalists inex
plicable by smelt, and they have consequently' resorted to  a 
supposed sixth sense.

I t  is indeed impossible to explain these phenomena by the  
aid of the sense of smell. Nobody ascribes to pigeons a 
strong sense of smell, and yet everybody knows, that, ‘ if  
carried away m a sack to great distances, and to countries 
absolutely unknown to them,' and there let loose, they imme
diately return to the pigeon-house by the shortest roach 

t Messrs Van Heynsbergen and Van Breda communicated to  me 
the following f a c t T w o  pigeons, male and female, 6 f  the
“ species called pirouetteurs, whose flight is very rapid, wére 
“  sent from Viaardinge (a Dutch town; on the banks of the 
“ Meuse) to Iceland. , 1( . ■

“ The vessel was scarcely arrived at its destination when the 
’“ 'male escaped, androse to such a height? that thereye cbukl 
"  scarcely follow him. The captain of the vessel, fearing that 
a he would not return, let go tne female, in the hope that she 

ilfi might gftraét ahd bring back-the ftiafe^ but ¿he, after' dothe 
“ itón ts among the rigging, rose'and v e n t to join the male.

 ̂u After their reunion, mey amused themselves for some time in 
•f u Skimming through the air, and at lait directed their flight 

*" fowards Holland with as much precision as the  Captain hfrn- 
“ self could have done by consulting thp compass. FVonaCdm- 

paring the date of the log-book, it appeared that the birds 
* ̂  arrived at Viaardinge ori the third day, and Were thfeh seeh on 
•tt>̂  fmnse*tep from whidi they had beenr taken. ' They were 
“ so fatigued and exhausted, that they fell from the roof into 

Chart, after having been long called in vain by their 
** taafetfer,' whó gaH  themfbod j -and thatthey cBd riot ¿do t*  for 

" a week." ■ •
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I t  is not long since the journals gave an account of a 

wager, in consequence of whjcb pigeons were carried to a 
great distance, fnup Bourdeaux, aqd Toulouse,, to le£ them 
loose at a  place agreed upoq.

Baron de Hack had a male and female pigeon transported 
from his country-house, near Manheixn, to a .distance of 
twenty-fqur leagues, towards Voralberg, where they were set 
at liberty. Both returned to their home. .

I  saw a t Vienna an Iceland falcon, which, qfter a captivity 
of several yeajs, had not.^eeq abfalo forget its own country. 
As, soon as its hppd was removed* when taken out to hunt, it 
ascended perpendicularly from its perclv described some 
circles in the air, and then proceeded straight towards the 
north. Joseph I I .  drew the .attention of the spectators, 
among whom I was, to the direction which the bird took. 
T he amusement of the emperor was to let fly after this 
falcon two lannerets, which ascended still higher than it did, 
and then attacked it.— W hen, in a country abounding in 
honey, bees are transported to a distance of some leagues, 
they irise to a considerable height, describe a circle in the air, 
and, although belonging to an hundred different hives, each 
at once returns to his own. .
• In Qi&feara’s Napoleon in  E rU e are the fallowing words of 
Napoleon:— . . : * T ■ • * y  w

“ There exist* a, link between, man and  the X)ivjnityj. ,M m  
“  is. only an .animal more perfect than the re s t He. reasons 
.^better« , But how do we know that the animals have qpt a 
“r language of their own? JVfy opinion ia, that )%is presumption 

.??. hi us to,deny .them, this» merely because we do not, understand 
V them«, A horse baa memory, knowledge, and e ttam uent 
V. ¡He distinguishes bis master from his domestics, although 
& these he more constantly with him. I  had a home which dis- 
“ tinguiahed me from all the world, and which m anifo ld , by 
ff hi* bounding and hia haughty gait when 1 was oa hi*back, 
“  that he carried a . man superior to .those by whom he was'sur- 
“ *nunjfed. , He would not allow #Hy one to maupt,Wm.wcept 
€f.myself, and, the groom wbpifook careof. Wfa;;and; when the 
“ labor was mounted,, his movements we*e that he
“ seemed to Imow that he was ojily a valet. When, I lost my 
“ way, I threw die bridle on his neck/ and he always found it
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“ agiid, in places where» with all my observation and particular
(i knowledge of country, I  could never have succeeded. W ho 
** can deny the intelligence of dogs ?—There is a chain o t an i- 
*  mais. The planté are aë’stany iudtalds that eàt and d r in k ;  
“ and there are dagrefes r a  toman»,.Vrfao jt thfc most »perfect 
“ all. The same spirit animates all in a greater, pr. Ijss degree*” 

These examples, taken from the animals, show clearly th a t 
the expression, memory o f  places, is far from .designating a ll 
the extent of the sphere of activity of the sense of Locality ; 
for dogs, pigeons, falcons, &c. which set out to regain their 
own country, do pot return by thç same road by which they  
went. T he sense of Locality is rather the faculty of steering 
a course relatively to places, of finding the direction in which 
one wishes to travel, notwithstanding windings^ wood^. rivers, 
and mountains, &c. I t  is the facility <of recqgpizipg^ thq 
relations of spaqe ; apd on that account I  use- the expression, 
¡Sens fies Localités, Sens des Rapports de VEsyaçe^ in prefec^ 
ence to that of M emory o f  Places. . t .f(> t;l, ; ^

Such a sense is indispensably necessary to aniipal?*of.(
require to return to their nests, their bples^gp^ tjj^ r 
and what would become of them without t ^ r^ u } j y ^ , I jy w ' 
could we conceive, without inar^y of the mopt, r e i^ k a b lg  
phenomena of animal nature, such ps the migratipq j ) f  ̂ nij- 
male, which is, without contradiction, the most i^ ro ^ap tj 
point in the natural history of the sense of Locality^^j^ ^ 

Dr* Gall then makes some interesting Remarksjdjj t^ f , 
causes of the migration of many animals, and jproya^ 
completely, that it is neither the inconvenience ,of a teipp^a^ 
ture unsuitable, to the constitution of the animal, nor fhe, 
pressure of hunger, that induces them to emigrate^ l ^ t h a ^ ,  
it is the result of an instinct seemingly connected with t& Jf£-; 
cultyunder consideration. B ut we must pass o v e r ^ h |^ fo r . 
the present, and proceed to the consideration of the e^tern^l 
appearance of the organ in animals. m-ioh

At, first sight, says D r Gall» this organ does aot (ippeer .fP 
be situated at the same place in animals as in man, and it 
seems to lie even very differently.placed in different species;
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but the fact is apparent only, apd thé atfomalyis easily ex
plicable. W hen «ne od mori» organs suft few»} placed ktes- 
tHy and : exteriorly to'theOl̂ Mi aiH0&Mir,
Tune, op Number, thfeo the p r ^ ÿ ! o f" f^ ià i î^  appears more 
or less near' to the’mesiaì'line ; l (nit* wheri^ bn thè other bant}* 
the above faculties' are wanting, the cdh-espbci^qg organs are 
also wanting, and that of Locality is found placed quite at 
the oùtsidé o f Ihe forehead,—a convincing proof that tbè 
brains of a n n a ls  are only, fragments o f the human hrain, an(à 
that the former are, like the latter, composed of .several or
g an i ' , I

In the smaller species of migratory birds, the or̂ sui. of 
Lineality is too diffiqult to* be distinguished/1 ‘Even in the 
Itrger species it might be oonfoundècÌ with the organ of 
Philoprogenitivenesa. In thè woodcock, and in some kinds 
of falcons, the organ appears exactly as in ixian, except that 
U' is placed towards the sides, and that it almost touche* the 
posterior pèrt ôf the orbits.1 '
'* ïlfthè mamihàlia, Jwe khusi àlWays notice whether the ani- 

malîsôf  ̂mîgrktofy kind̂ or is distinguished from others
afaèhrf saSiÿè species òifly by an òitóah of Locality moiê ully 
ifeV̂ lìiped *' “* -U fM‘ .j .ib'Tf v .*i il ' ti"

Squirrel* sotàétimèt ' migrate in ¿umeròus troop4| 
tàht country ; they generally quit in. winter the woods 
tfheirè they ' ¿ré' incommoded by cold* and estahïî è' àimjpfvtt’ 
in1 ¿atóètis.L 'ÎFhéÿ have the organ of Locality genWifctly f f i /  
rfi èarlÿ iMe'ï had always some of them. J*In'$e*foytime 
tifeV1 sdiled thè walls and the houses,' to gétinïo the 'òppi-* 
tóurtìig{gardens. *' Ih  the evening 'they returned jin* greai' 
htóe to me house to pass the night in boxes lined wfôi t a i- ' 
tòni- ’ 'Ttro large oval prominence« appear on ih'eir ̂ ülu, ‘ 
immediately behind and above the great bulb ofdie ol&ct̂ ty 
nerve, mid alitile behind 'die evfe. "The sqüîriél Ìias nó froh-

.  I. 1 * . . »11 I . . . ''.iTr,; .lit U ,T  v ìi I Ml,tal sinus*
The lemming, or mus leìnmus oÌ Linnæus, assembles in 

troops at stated periods ; and at the approach of autumn
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appears in innumerable Ixxlies. They issue from th e  m oun
tains in order of battle, go down to the plains, and  con tinue  
to march in a straight line, without being turned asid e  either 
by obstacles or perils. Is  this conceivable, asks G oene, unless 
we suppose that these animals are impelled by a  particu lar 
instinct, if  they are not endowed with intellectual facu lties ?

In  examining the head of this animal, one cannot b u t  be 
struck with the internal cause of this instinct. I t s  h ead  is  
on the fore part, and immediately behind the eyes, very  broad 
and prominent, not narrow and pointed, as in most o th e r  ani
mals : it is on this account that the desire to travel is abso
lutely irresistible in these animals : they are arrested neither 
by water nor by fire ; they pass brooks, rivers, m arshes, and 
lakes, although thousands perish by the way. T hose  which 
survive the expedition return  the following sum m er, and es
tablish themselves anew in the Alps.

A s the sense of Localities differs so singularly in different 
individuals of the dog-tribe, a very instructive collection may 
be made of their skulls. All the heads of dogs in m y }»os- 
session confirm my discovery relatively to the organ o f  Loca
lity. T h e  skull o f the bitch that could never rem em ber on 
which floor I  was lodged is narrow at the anterior and  lateral 
parts. T h a t of the one, that a t the age o f  four m onths al
ways found out the house o f its mistress after ranging 
through the town, and being lost a t the outer barrier, is very 
broad and prominent in the same region, both laterally and 
upwards. W hile the animal was alive, I  was always in 
doubt whether the prominence was not caused by the frontal 
sinuses ; bu t on examining the skull, I  saw that all the  skull 
was filled with brain, and that there were no sinuses. All 
the skulls o f  dogs are broader or narrower in the region 
pointed out, according as they have the sense o f  Locality more 
or less strong. Compare pi. L X X X I . ,  fig. 1. with fig. 2., 
in my large work.

A fter all these proofs, which receive confirmation from 
every species o f  animals and individuals endowed with an
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energetic sense of Locality, can it still be doubted that tins 
sense is a fundamental .faculty, of which the organ is placed 
in the region, which, from multipliéê  observations, I have 
assigned, to,ft?.......

Dr Gall, then gives an ulterior exposition of the organ of 
LncalftjbJw) ,qf thn sphere of the activity of the faculty of 
«Wl , '  f , _

T/bfi, fftffdty of judging of the relations of space extends 
in..nwgp other objects, It gives him a facility in finding 
bis way i  it giŷ e wjbat is called a coup d'œil ; it serves to rç- 
copnoitre a country, to determine the position of armieŝ  and 
taiVftgptate-ObUcho* : it enables an officer to choose the short
est road* or to.approach, by concealed windings, the place he 
wishes to occupy. When the général is deficient in tile sense 
of Localities, he requires an aide-de-camp eminently gifted 
with it. It «  thus,- it is said, that Villars supplied this power 
taTusenne, who .was deficient in it I have constantly found 
this organ greatly developed in all military men who were 
jtppwn tp excel in the iyt' of guiding themselves. The fa
culty js consequently » vrry important one in all the opera- 
.MopBAiLwar. Withppt ft neither topography nor geography 
.W9U|d,£aty> All .those who are distinguished/or givhigex
act sngpa are-M. qualified from possessing a great develop- 

..ment pf-tbft organ.
.. It isjn virtue.of this faculty that the mind of man .traverses 
.the boundless space in which worlds move. Gifted with this 
.and another facultŷ  (that of I Number,) the astronomer cal
culates the distances and the movements of the stara. I have 

.jgarer yet seen * great astronomer who had not a large organ 
of Locality. Kepler, Galileo, Newton, Tycho Brahé, Des
cartes» Pascal* HeU, Lalande, La Place, Burgs, Bessel, Bqde, 
.Qibéra, Z«eh, Sfc. are familiar examples. Locality, yvith jCon- 
Btruçtivepem Qpd Gelouf, «produces the landscape-painter. 
Often, when I was asked in society to give an opinion of an 
artist, I have.been ahft»fty means of organology* to determine 
the subjects to which he would apply in preference to others.
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Most persons believed that is these eases X sm  playing e 
trick, and that I -knew befoveHand tlm tdcpte «hoot* I  -as
sumed tbe air of-divinihg; A t Munster, I an®»' asked 
what I  thought of an artist I answered d a»  Me natural 
vocation was that Of lattdscape-psfcuer. ' lit Mm, (bei«*-guns 
of Locality1-and Gotour WCrC pM&Hilavtŷ tiefiibfMdl ?<ih 
point of fact, he was a portrait-painter, and it ̂ aŝ iljppmfcd 
that I had blundered; bat M.: Khtgklnge ¡dhsUindotbK̂ fae 
painted portrait»«# a moans iuf:)ivbg; andstaBMfouvftlBay- 
fancy he had had a dedded̂ tasw fer-landsfcapiC" MnoraB 310 

The portraits of Claude C^ditfde LbMfdti,«fr VsRN^mf 
Haekert, <tf Brragel, lwpl.S2i «BnyfawmaminadankMipylin 

I have often b<sn«sked wfcmistl» organ-ft* the ipissiei» 
of gaming. I have vtwght for it in* -several dnvoMdl ptt»flm- 
nosai gamesters, but i  have foundnoduag coastant^imd d n  
reason is, that the different games dlf&r*otaacil mMtonnt- 
qrdre diftsont talents. H«nce< it »AcOiiebiykblê ahyysafae 
persons who excel in card̂ pkyiag'icani'NieeS(>3dbaHRĥ o<|̂ r 
every effort, even tnodewmyigootfr ■chCsE-pliyeirsy amdi nftyv 
on «he other hand, the bestr̂ Ma.pl̂ f«fs4psbft«fvbiytedif> 
fecestt -cardApUysrs.- Hwdnyhad w au to w iA s oahnylotikho 
most fhmoos chessjfdayem, X iititieeeNhntPalldif thee*e*dm 
organofLocalî  eatrem̂ ydisv̂ opad̂ and imagmsdahat the 
great talent of these persons eoptisied in‘ the! ptnsa  i whieh 
thdy «obeyed of «presenting 1 dearly «ad'rfuiekly &  cthhir 
own minds, a great totmbsr of 'ths-'poantfie Jposbjbarioiatae 
pieces' But rt mdiflhtefr with oSrd-pfeying,1 which heqfuiiuu. 
ratiwr the talent1 of prompt combination. ■ ■ -v.bd bn» TiJ(t 

Itfrcq«watly*Mugh huppeasthat thm>oigabfcf*«9*m«ffi 
deceived, without any frontal tdaus esiatiagp̂ t fmuthime 
enssfrit M«M»cb Icm prominent than whe»« spefl|»p>nimHSj) 
theseswellings. But direction iebetSemamrked odt.
Whs»»- these easse individuals bat» 'the) imsgtimebqMhf the 
face thicker than usual, it becomes difficult to  esiatiatMf by 
theoyej'«nd the tendr aloo* can detect at once/b« tnkcds* 
mensions.
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pet-stones, trees, fc&', tpd  an- esact plan tef) Carlton House 
and St Jametfe B due.1 He>enacated hlLthiasritbaut lia  aid 
o f any pkn; without eomptwes* «khaua.baakj Of anyotber 
data.' 'He'uwdeiout als6,fhjoi m em oejÿao exactplan of the 
parish of St Andrew’s} and heofifered toida tb&aaiMJwith 
S t Gtiei’ghMfepFiekfe, St Pant's* CdveatQaadan, S t Cle- 
menttyalfii'NepalluMsiu I f  a particular house in.any.given 
street was1 mentioned,' -h* wonkl at-eOcetell what trade was 
carried ala to-it, the position fand appeaTspce of the shop, and 
its oofttenfe. In going through-alargeihotel,, completely fan» 
BSBhtd}‘‘he-dlMaMe to retain levwry thm g^aad.te« nske sn 
hivdttoPy'ftotfftoieTiieity'; botfadialoguejoa the other tend , 
that he may have heasdeve» two or- three ttimm, wilh be 
quite new to him in. the oOune of a few days»1 '

When this faculty is.very energetic, it is by ho megns ran 
that thepasHeeiNauhingiSmm te activity degenernt« into 
diseases • Aveecua«.»hai. hmg.<*gft.demrited aasbian.alfcma. 
«ion1 under Iriwr ntmaàf cntatety or.erraiowdwiahtHrfofr ■. fig 
BehUili telairamieat«dtoiuhitha hitomyofette AUbéDabww*» 
hii oftPraguet equally ihim*n<%ilaia. wit as h», bis eataouve 
atukimaaat* iTbatmsniAnatani immcifaie prspnsrity tedmnpd» 
whitb etenrirawaiterif/bytaa><ufe*atsrad inettHaadoue de
sire to change bis phweqi and theeu fitpare,aa vielentyithnt 
tbeytewe tdl the'characters afrealdiaeasa. fwiiulipraiij iin 
writhing« daringthê night, Ae «carnet jresist-ronning aoçpts the

• drift. .He had a fifcwfithis.kindio a veryitevenaiitost̂ tuidvin 
spite of all that his reason could suggest* he rose, ffrauprril liâ t 

iiselfiinrtha dark* and set outoQitbetiastaan ultwaé*a>lyuirhee 
stated gone about tow leones iraeoideap ratfae-snowytllUt 
.ihencnukk prevail on Unaslf. to.sutun-and go taJaMLcMPr 
fBeutd,'whose that tknerfcad on knowledge of Pteenofcgy,
• teUf me*that the edy thmg that etrteek him ;aa> remnriwhMo 
thé AbbéVappeanince* was Atd m orm ow  fn jfa tk m  
Jrow tal hoaCj im m ediataiy over the ro o tç fh itiffa v o m f,

ALFaderé, in a memoir ef AL Sarary, entitled, iTaito
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pour Servir à F H istoire des Lesions des Facultés Intellectuelles, 
moulions an example o f disease in this organ

“ A  carpenter, aged 47, having all the appearances o f  good 
“  health, is assailed by a host o f unusual and incoheren t idea*. 
*' He often believes himself soaring in the air, and traverses in 
"  thought the most beautiful countries, apartments, old castles, 
“ woods, and gardens, which he had seen m his infancy. Some- 
“  times he fancies himself walking in courts, squares, and  pub- 
“  lie places, which are known to nim. When at w ork, th e  mo- 
“ ment that he is about to give a blow with a ha tche t on a par. 
*' ticular point, an idea comes across him, makes him  lose sight 
"  of his object, and the blow' descends in another place., One 
“ day he arose at midnight and set out for Versailles, arid ar- 
“ rived there without any recollection ofhis haring been upon 
“  the road, &c. All these hallucinations do not p rev en t hun 
,r from reasoning soundly. He is astonished, and even laughs, 
“ at his fantastic visions, but without being able to dispel them.'

T h is  faculty is sometimes very active, even in idiots. At 
Dresden, M . Blode spoke to  us about a man who was ill at ease 
whenever he was obliged to  remain moro than one or two 
days iu the samo place. H e  employed th e  whole y e a r  in go
ing over Saxony, Lusace, and Silesia. H e hos food nod 
quarters fixed for every day. H e goes to see the proprietor*, 
to whom he carries the compliments o f their relations and 1
friends; his eyes shut and  his body immoveable, ho relate« 
even the minutest particulars of hi6 journey  with astonishing 
volubility. M . Blode assures us, that he has the organs of 
Locality very strongly marked.

A fter all these proofs, says D r Gall, can it still be donbt. 
ed, that the sense o f  Localities is a  fundamental faculty  con
nected with the cerebral part which I have indicated'}' Ho 
concludes by obviating some trifling objections which v*r 
have neither space nor inclination to notice. aouiatnbhi

m .,y 4a»r,.- %i,\ ,*ir> isiu.uri a it miaa»vi> ytw M .urnvail 
. b iM tu  hos ~.h*wt namud udi k  «Miis «*•«** wd» havnwt
1 -ni ns J n n ‘ yw i«*<A tâil» t e :  vshart-tM »; d e l

V(Ho j j  , 0 ' t / »  lw *'<asn4-» awwrww m  o i to  Ju«| 

«riil r  autfn
u  »iV#di» 4 ytiHrt*n*M« vd f iMwgtd i taunfoimiiH
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A R T IC L E  VL• •« 4UlrJl n»7>iiOTT' >' **- •,

SIZE or HEAD, NATIONAL AND PROVINCIAL, OBSERVED 
BY AN EXPERIENCED HAT-MAKEIt OP LONDON.

T o  the following curious and unexpected communication we 
have more than ordinary satisfaction in giving a  place. I t  
was read to the London Phrenological Society; and from the 
very extensive field of observation enjoyed by its author, and 
from the manifest accuracy and even scrupulosity of his state, 
ments, we regard them as entitled to confidence, and as really 
valuable to the extent o f demonstrating the fact of different 
sizes of heads belonging not only to different sexes and dis
tricts o f country, but to different classes of society. T h is is 
a great step towards connecting general mental power with 
general size o f b ra in ; but a greater and more difficult still re
mains, viz. to determine the particular regions of the head in 
which the greatest relative size prevails in different classes 
and in different counties. T his cannot be accomplished by 
the efforts o f one, bu t by the multiplied and corrected obser
vations of m an y ; and we merely suggest it  to our author, as 
a person likely to interest himself in the inquiry, and qualified 
to conduct it. W e  have made m any observations on the re
lative developments of the different organs in heads o f similar 
general size in different counties in Scotland, nnd only delay 
publishing them to avoid falling into mistakes by too rash an 
induction. W e trust, however, that the following paper will 
soon attract attention, and lead to the acquisition of abundant 
information.— E d it o r .

H aving, in my avocation as a  hat-maker, for some years 
observed the various sizes of the human head, and satisfied 
myself tha t much peculiarity of shape exists not only in  in
dividual cases, b u t also in various classes o f society, it may 
be believed th a t, upon attaining a  knowledge o f  the first 
principles of Phrenology, I became the more easily a convert
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neat, in order rightly to appreciate>its nke. .Various me* 
thods are'adopted, bin Aenrant goaocabia to (takethe simple 
length and. breadth, of the hand, .winch) although. inadequate 
to phttutfogimi- pipona»» a adfinartAr ascferiaiaing general 
m e .' Tfa« haadtbeiagwmlf the length and bnedth>ar*<taken4 
the medMtaatbamof being die diameter or batter's adfeosure* 
meat, ‘fiMpnAidothe circumference is ascertained. Pot in» 
H aM e} a1 hat" 8 inches iong by 7 broach is/T| diameter» or 
hattbitetaMMUie ; 7 inches by* 8 is 6} medium, or diameter! 
Uporrtfci» principle, blocks > are /used in the ma&ofaatuving 
and Measuring of lutta' to particular iqet, nipngAm f  
inches, the sfeeof aa infiutj incnearing by the § at an inch 
to 9¿ the general lull rizo of'«nen. In uaing- the Cera» «Id» 
eringe and «rabil headâ  Innm-be understood tm apeak nf 
hatterir.moannt ramo, applying only to the aaroumferenoeaf 
durbead witbiic charango occupied by che ba  ̂oon̂ nhand» 
ing the MflccthreuMganc to-th* middle of thefiarefaead, finar 
iogan mal rouadtftte bead, resting upon or covering apor- 
tiotnof the ibttdar region en. tbe-sidea and pocterior portiaua, 
•o'tbat Cbe peeoeprive faculties and the coronal-rariaee-arb 
oatbf'idi umtatti. ' . <• ,
. By'this mode of ' nfeMirrenMnt tbs range of the nude bead 
hi jB^hmd^etrtaatariiyy in te—■ 6$*to 7fy th e  medium and 
mcetigco<uakcizebeittgi7 Ache»» The femalebéad.ñcDmriiea, 
tM yhigftou»0tiD ;7w 4it the medita» nudaimae.1 Bbnhfe 
ihenediimt^of »thd English bead «tTinolM» I  «hall been. 
libtM todfetihguish the portion! of .society above frbm Ufese 
ibehwr. .that, raencuiemenl. : iGomasencing wUhJUaRdon,.* per- 
WpfiWe* difference ailK be 'observed betweefeChe'b^bervkdd 
lo,wer classes of society. In the former, the majority ace afove 
thgaaadhuBy.wbile'attmigcti'Che)latter i t h  rergrn rate‘tn.find 
a large béad. Ib is  is easily-prtved'by the dMfaent qualities 
of hite in requisition by ëa<5h,in thé t&anuitetanag of which 
«distinct difference in 'the scale of sizes is dbseifVid. ’ Taking 
.the two extremes of society, this rulé «ÂK bè'fixihd invariable 
throughout the country, the middle ranks of life forming a
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median between die two. Establishments at the west end 
of .the town, confined exclusively to the service of the higher 
circles, require more large hats in proportion than other hat, 
tors whose trade is confined to the middle ranks; andsgain, the 
business with the lower class {resents the same relation te the 
class above them, requiring a greater proportion of aroell 
hats than either of the other classes. These statements- can 
be {roved in a variety of ways. Take the. average spes of 
livery-hats for servants, the scale will be found lam titan 
their masters. The sizes observed in furnishing a regiment 
of soldiers are easily ascertained. Seafaring men,.aad jodi~ 
viduals connected with shipping and on the water, wear ngm. 
culiar small hat; and the japaned leather hat, the doghair 
hat% worn by carters, waggoners, and the labouring agpcnl- 
turist, the round-crown-shoulder hats, in use by coaUheavere, 
eom-portem, ho., and the common ptatod hats nr gcnssdm. 
4111ml liji ilu m 1 uli»hi 1 Isiiimi. {iiiimni gsiwlifiinlily fueja ^jhig 
of general measurements for thelower orders, in aH of whhft̂  as 
compared with the finest bat mada,those is astrikmgsa&mmri. 
flmt difference. In the lower ranks of fifip, thp nU$o|ftjg.are 
below the medium of 7 inches, and the bigbae>daaastwf wo. 
ciety above It Not only a difference in side is if¿8 11 il, 
bat also a variation betweentbe two eiaams, -casliin -the 
circle of the head coming in contact wjih the h»*, aoaaljai» 

'flueoce the measurement. The upper postman of"thrhend, 
oomptohendibg the reflective Acuities Ideality and Csation, 
eome in contact, to increase the general ohcunrfeieace of the 
bat in die higher classes of society; but the same etfset ietmt
observed«  the-lower walks of life; thi niulr muiiff llilUml♦ \ • * *
in immediate, connexion with the basilar regime tho-feot 
«esting*pon,wr -oovering- the ear, will show dint the das Is 
more tp be ascribed to dist inction of the head thandedbe 
nppsr region. The shutting off of the istersl superior choma. 
ferebce much decreases die general mmsiMoiarnf .The 
weasxers of BpkalfidMs have extremely sod heeds, 6 ), Sf,
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and 6 f, are prevailing sizes. In Coventry, almost exclusively 
peopled* by weavers, the saine facts peculiarly are observed.* 

Leaving London, to thé north aptf north-east, id the coun
ties o f Hertford,1* Essex, Suffolk,' and* Norfolk, a greater 
numtfe? o f ° small beads willbè found than in any other part 
of'tfte empire. Éssex and 'Hertfordshire are the most re- 
marlc&tile for requiring small-sized hats— 7 inches, the me- 
diuiri sîzé ¿ivëb, is here, as in Spitalfields or Coventry, a full 

and 8^ are prevailing sizes, and 6f the usual size 
f e / ï  Boy o f  the âge o f 6 years, is here often to be met with 
îii ttle Fdll* ihaturity o f manhood. Crossing over the Thames 
tolfefrt, Sufry, and Siissex, weobserye an immediate increase 
flfftSzfc ôffciè dsual avéragè ; and the inland counties in gene-
rtf,^«^ficHeve, are upàn nearly the same scale ; but, as Ï  in-

13 il* -  . * * • .

■ M ¿L .11* »v.vq ...... ........................ —
m rtn jH h ilm  4 hi I f n t f  headand of society, is a feet *f 

pecufiar in tarot, and we earnestly ¿eoommend to the author to extend qnd sys- 
ttiiflUUw* Ms 'fcbs^fvalittai upon I t  It is established phrenological doctrine, 

BfrlSat-thattpew* 04  ifealultar wMeh wffi extend the influence 
and advance the rash of its possessor. It is» or rather It was, by no indent, efe 
tiMdArObtl *tbi m i titan be ad lntdlechial, or even moral.development. As 
iseeS rfM ro llP ltiJ i t ir f  Itish'fMlowmttt^ of the ©eUlsh ieetb oM  of'MR.

m im y t m M m t m .1 »  to <11. n g tas-f f t *
scientiousness, Bencvokncf, and. Veneration, all keeping in )aetivli7f,[jS9Pd 

fhddd d if Attest Cndcftrtnent for what is cnlea^uM w  
WHEi-. Iw utit-ttafe* whsb, to fc .ro n slib in ti,

Valued high Tank was established, suck were many of the heads which achiayed 
tifcWdVJM MiMtefe* ;9w ti was the’Bead of Bruce and Napoleon, both nr
i a w j w i y ^ l y  ■»■tm» imu.k . m
type or sue ,1» likely to remsiii with die desoendsnts of these large heads to aa 

tte  tSiw, although, in many individual cases, inter-

not supported by artificial means, such as entails, will descend again in society 
MW attifcugM» every day; while larger heads are rising from the lower to toe
middW «ml fi-s* ika mitHU i f  fk* kiakif M fkft W the doSGBldaBtS' ifiA fa i
^ wnorode m coache* are changing places with the posterity of those w^o sat 
44 dhOhriWMMfa.fr -1# wMd'bto ¥tiy interesting to obserw, on a minute eisL

the higher i 
itsproverbltik

intellectual power, as in Napoleon, is more in request than it was in the days 
of Bruce.— Ed it o r .
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tend to confine myself to personal experience, or information 
I  can perfectly rely on, I  shall pass unnoticed* those por
tions of the country of which unsatisfactory repeat, only has 
informed me of the existing peculiarities, reserving foe a fu
ture period, and after a more extended inquiry, the detail of 
these. Towards Devonshire and Cornwall the heads axe 
quite of the full rises—many very large hats ace required for 
both counties. The Welsh heads are above the usual aver
age; and in the county of Hereford, on the bonders of W ales, 
they are much superior to the London average.* I* have 
been inclined to the opinion that a difference exists in ’.paint 
of size between agricultural and manufacturing districts, 
from observing many parts of the country entirely demoted 
to the former pursuits exhibiting small heads when loom, 
trasted with those in many manufacturing districts.' i f ia t 
further inquiry has shown the distinction objectionable i; as 
there are many manufacturing towns and districts whose aver
age sizes are by no means superior to those of the tillers of 
land; while Devonshire and Herefordshire, which are pure, 
ly agricultural, show fulLsized heads—the latter, in particular 
is remarkable for its average, being above this metropolis. 
Travelling towards the north, a gradual increase will be'Ob
served, the counties of Lancashire, Yorkshire, Cumberland, 
and Northumberland, having more large heads in proportion, 
than any other part of the country; the largest sizes I  could 
ever trace have had their origin in the northern part of 
England, or Scotland, the neighbouring portion of the king
dom; and, on the contrary, I have traced repeatedly the 
small head to the districts I  have before alluded to as exhi
biting that peculiarity, Essex, &c. &c. &c.

Entering Scotland, the full-sized head is known to be 
possessed by its inhabitants.*)- I t is unnecessary for me to

* The Welsh are Celts, and the type of the Celtic head is not large. That 
the Welsh head exceeds the usual average, would require a wider and more ac
curate induction.

f  There is a very common anecdote of an ostler at an inn, who was asked



say much upon the general measurements of Che Scotch head t. 
our friends in that county are far more- competent to gtvi 
the information ; I  wish only to confirm the observations of 
the Ediabuigh Phrenologists, and acknowledge their supei 
riority, in point of size, over our more southern region,—the 
foil Hoe af the English head I  have’before fixed a t‘7£,—but 
bere an’increase upon that measurement is to be met with 
to 74, and even 8 inches. Such extreme size, no doubts 
is ram  The. contrast in the trade of Essex and Hertfordshire 
with this coun ty , in point of sixes of hats, is very manifest; 
7 iafheB, the general medium, being a large size in the former 
oounties, is considered in the north approaching to a small size. 
Large, heads are, no doubt, to be found in Essex, and small 
heads > in Scotland ; but they must be viewed as exceptions 
rather than as the provincial or national sizes. The scale of 
measurements in furnishing a Scotch regimfent is larger than 
thnk required for an English regiment ; and in my search for

how lie» being (Fef* *«Wre, had never Hem in the establishment, who answered,
“ M aster's Yorkshire too, sir.” “ Too far north for me” is a southern 
adage,' meaning not only superior sagacity, but superior power. These are 
very, apt to be looked upon by Self-esteem as mere craft and cunning ; hence 
the phrase has received a sort of reproachful meaning. The notorious rise of 
Seoteh privates in English regiments to the rank of non-commissioned officers 
wnfp be the joist result of relatively larger head and superior edncatkuu A  
profound notion prevails in London, that Scotsmen are excluded from the di
rection of the Bank of England—»whirii, by the way, a large Scotch head first 
projected—because, as has happened in the India bouse, when one gets in, 
the direction is apt to grow  aU Scotch together. For centuries, a population 
fa Scotland, probably under half a million, maintained their independence 
against, the greatly-superior population and wealth of England, and when rntfe 
H was lost, recovered it by an exertion of tremendous energy. The mod for- 
mtibbfe enemies of the Scots were their immédiate neighbours in the north (of 
England, Marmion, (himself still more a Southron,) when lying wouUffad, 
thinks of the northern English to save the battle

“ To Dacre bear my signet ring,
* Tell him his squadrons up to bring $
“ Bid Stanley charge with spur of fire, 
u With Chester charge, and Lancashire ;
“ Full upon Scotland's central host, 
u Or victory and England's lost.”• • • • • •
“ Charge, Chester, charge!—on, Stanley, on!
“ Were the last words of Marmion.”
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information, I  met with the feHowtag order, received b y  a  
London wrilitery home from a ctofttespoodectt ih the north for 
280 yeomanry caps :—“  FVay be particular h tthe1 in»a $ let 
«* the majority be large, none km than 6 f, and a te ty  few of 
“  that size.” In  another letter, hsfetived by the same bbose, 
there is this expostulation from the neighbourhood <6f Aber
deen “  Once more I  must tell you, not to-send hate fJf or 
** 0 | without orders. I  have now more th a n l ttte neB> fer 
“  twelve months. Let the order now enclosed be sent exact 
“ •in sizes,— ' 1 "■
« »—7f 8—7* 12— 1  AH above'the Bhgttsh
<*«—7# 6—7* 8—7 | j  medium.” •
Although this order cannot be taken as a criterion of tntrioti- 
al sizes, as it is evidently given to make up for a previous 
consignment of small hats, it is sufficient to 'prove a degree 
of measurement in the north which this country cannotbokst 
Of. • ■ I!

The low-priced goods a n  supplied wholly from Muaahes- 
ter, consequently my information with regard to that ttfade is 
limited. But a circumstance connected with h r  nude «trade 
came under my observation last year, which will paitty'kbow 
the relative rises of the two countries;—A  manUfltetukku at 
Manchester received an order from a London houseto awd 
o ff immediately a particular quality o f hats. 'H a v in g ' fee 
same description of order ready packed for Scotland^ he'& nt 
off that package promptly to oblige his London cowaspondkit, 
without any regard to the sizes, to the metropolis. TO' the 
mortification of the individual to whom they were invoiced, 
they proved to be perfectly unsaleable, from the whole o f 
them being very large in sizes; the consequence hasbeen, 
that nearly the number of hats sent, from their extra size 
for the lower trade, remain to this day on hand.

Respecting the Irish head, it is stated in the second vo
lume of the Phrenological Journal, page 17, that the beads 
of the educated classes in Dublin are generally small; and 
information is required by the writer from some London hat
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ter as to the average W«,of fine hat*, se*t,,toi tbe¿ ao- 
tkipating that they iw isfe rw  ¿n.«w * toitboie aqW juLp*- 
doq «*4 E d in b u rg  In ¡**fnr aq I-knowyl, am not eoxbM 
to bonfire» this statement, as the average sietes of fine hats 
sent from this city to Dublin are, superior to those la th e  
Lendwe trade. My information is gathered from the sales of 
the (three first houses in Dublin. The general request M or
dena reeetrudiu Louden fcem them is to sand lsrge, and not 
smalt sizes» the latter regaining useless upon the shelves; 
the scale always observed is above the London .Average  ̂and 
order* are sometimes received, equal in sine ha the full Scotah 
bead. The higher classes from Ireland reading in this 
WPMDtry ape likewise above- the English stooge; and the 
lower {Older e£ Irish resident here exhibit a superiority in 
««e.tQithe English lahawrer. In  so far a» I  am experienced, 
lib o td d  say, that the Irish gmwwlly possess larger heads 
than the E s ^ h h ; but those persons who have visited that 
ltingdotuaiB hrttewMs to decide the point, as the individuals 
in.tills oeUntry cannot- ba considered a  fair national type, -and 
aem y «minien iafertned on grounds too partial to lead to a  
general conclusion,*
i Rwptwtiog foreign nations, I  am unable to speak with 

muob certainty; I  shall theretore oonfine myself to  a  very 
lew im nluoB  them. All norther» nations have large beads; 
the .Norwegian sailor, is much superior in point of. sine- to  

the English sailor; and the women’s bonnets and hats> ex- 
ported to that country axe required larger than is necessary
n rrTw 1 ■» ■■■■>■■■ ...... . ■■ ■■ ■ ........ ................... ....... . '

- it  •  great population in Dublin, and whUn the pale as it tm  call,
et},. essentially English; still the prevalence of moderate-sized hea^s was there 
observed in the better classes. In the theatre, or at an assembly, in Dublin, 
for example, the heads ef the men appeared to the eye to be smaller their the 
heads of the same classes in London or Edinburgh. We are not aware of the 
extent to which I*ondon hats are used in Dublin. If they are confined to a cer
tain lank* they will not allbed a coned stand aid «I the general size. Farther 
observations may resonóle theappareat discrepancy. Of the lower Irish heads 
the author does not speak. Few orders for new bats to cover these wttv we 
take it, teach London.—E d ito r.
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for the population at home.* H atsfor the West Indies are 
smaller than the English standard; and hats exported to our 
colonies can safely be stated to be generally below the sizes 
of the average English head.

D r Spurzheim , treating o f national faces, says, “ T he inhabit- 
“  ants o f the south« w est o f ■ Scotland, those o f the north-east» 
“  and those o f the H ighlands, belong to three different races. 
“ England and Ireland have been occupied by various natSdhs, 
“ particular districts o f each have a population originally differ* 
“ ent. In  the county o f N orfolk, the same round and w d l-fed  
“  figures are seen which Rubens has transferred to his canvass 
“ from natives o f H o l l a n d a n d  Dr A bel o f D ublin stated td th is
Society some time since, that there is a race inhabiting a pOtL 
tion of the south-west coast of Ireland distinctly different 
from the general class of Irish, both in features and cerebral 
development, whose ancestors are believed to have betn m i 
ginally from Spain. That race exhibits still several peeuKar 
marks of the Spanish character. It is well known that nas. 
tional heads exist as well as national faces, and that there is 
a possibility of tracing one as well as the ether; I  haveoro* 
fined, myself to size alone, and have endeavoured * to prow  
that there exists not only a national, but a provincial' differs, 
ence in that particular; but as a comparison has beeh x laie 
by writers on Phrenology between the size and cerebral d e
velopment of the conquerors and of the conquered in. venous 
parts of the world, so as to account. upon the phrenological 
principle for the superiority gained, it would be interesting 
to ascertain, if possible, how far these principles can be. apt* 
jtfied to our own country, by tracing the form and size <of 
head from which the several districts were originally peopled* 
so as to show, in those who so successfully overran the count- 
try, a superiority of development over its primitive tahabitr 
ants.
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• New blocks had to be made in France, of a larger size, for the Britiaharmy % 
and it was tome years after die peace before Parisian hatters coaid fit English 
gentlemen who applied to them. The French head is known to be smaller 
than the English.—E d it o r .



The Saxons, the Danes, and the Normans, have each, in 
their turn, invaded and established themselves in England. 
History also informs us, that the ancient Britons were either 
exterminated by their invaders, the Piets, the Scots, and the 
Saxons, or forced to take shelter on the coniines of Corn
wall, or in the mountains*of Scotland and Wales. I  am 
aware of the difficulty of tracing, at this advanced period, 
any vestige of the primitive inhabitants of this country; 
but, if a possibility does exist, to Wales I  should give the 
preference for research. The remnant of Britons retiring to 
that country, the barrier formed by the range of mountains 
separating Wales from England, and preventing intercourse 
between foe inhabitants, and foe peculiar prejudices, cus- 
toms, and habits of the Welsh at this day, favour the conr 
jecture, that if foe form or size of cranium of the ancient 
Britons can now be found, it will be in that country.

Before I  conclude, allow meto make a few observations 
upon the supposed increase and decrease of the head at 
various periods of life after the age of maturity. As much 
difference of opinion exists upon (his point, I  trust I  shall 
net be deemed presumptuous in differing from writers far my 
superiors in the science, provided I  show a consistency in my 
objections. An impartial Phrenologist is an admirer of 
truth. We have all the same aim: if we differ, nature 
alone will put us right Upon my first acquaintance with 
the science, this subject, the increase in size at various pe
riods, so strenuously insisted on by an experienced London 
Phrenologist, cast a damp upon my zeal in its favour. Since 
that time I  have endeavoured to make every necessary in
quiry which the interest of the science so justly demands, but 
cannot find one single well-attested fact to warrant me in sup
posing that the head does either increase or decrease after 
the period of full manhood; and that the apparent variation 
in size of the skull, which is, after such period, often ob
served, is to be ascribed solely to foe integuments and hair. 
The time I have occupied this evening prevents my going
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much into particulars; but I  have heard it stated of a  c e r 
tain learned judge, whose judicial knowledge was ao enlarged, 
and practice so extensive, that his wig was no longer able to  
cover th e . necessary expansion of Ins skull i A lteration, 
splicing, or remaking, was the inevitable consequence, in  
order to render this and wig wearahle. Nay, a  PhaeBologist 
l}$s asserted, that, in one of the campaigns of Buonaparte, th e  
increase of his soldiers’ heads rendered thcar helmets useless ;  
b ^ , ppon their return into winter-quarters, they assumed 
their former dimensions, I f  it were possible for such circuro- 
^tances to occur, no experienced individual in the hatting 
tirade could possibly doubt their consistency; but the reverse 
is. the fact. My qwn experience has been to this effect:—  
That the heads of infants increase very rapidly the first and 
second years, the health and vigour of the child influencing 
the development. In  the first seven years the head attains 
an increase, from its birth, greater than in any seven years 
afterwards* I t  is needless for me to reply to the several ob* 
jectyR? tp Phrenplogy, who assert that the brain attains its 
full dimensions at this period of life, and alleging the increase 
afterwards to be caused by thickqegs of skull, hair, and inte
gument. I  can only say, that a great increase is observed in 
the bead after the age of seven years, the cause °f whipb I  
l^ve the explanation of to others more competentto deride 
tbap, a batter,, who is satisfied with his circumferences From 
seven years the bead undergoes a.gradual increase until the 
ppjriod of iqaturity. Great increase is sometimes observed at 
particular p^ripds, gpd likewise a total stand, for a length of 
tipe,. i? observed in different youths; but upon this, without 
a.knowledge of the general health, and every - circumstance 
lively to affect the activity of the brain, it would be impru
dent in me to hazard mere conjecture. The b&d I  have 
always found to attain ifs full dimensions in accordance with 
the bodily frame. I  fix the utmost limit my experience will 
allow to the age of 25 years. The more general period of 
full attainment of size is between 17 and 23. Many heads
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are at their full 6ize at the age of 1€; in confirmation of 
which I can appeal, not only to my own experience, but to 
every individual in the trade who has devoted himself to a 
just consideration of the subject, and also to a register of 
ages kept for the last 95 years by one of the most extensive 
establishments in Bond Street, for the sole rule and guidance 
of its manufacturers, wherein are numbered the names of 
gentlemen of all grades of intellect, and men of all profes
sions and pursuits, in the higher circles of society, where no 
apparent increase can be found to warrant a conjecture at 
variance with the opinion I  have stated. The facts I could 
adduce, the names I  could enumerate, of individuals who 
have figured in the political world, and in the literary and 
scientific, would trespass too much upon your time. I  shall 
appeal to one or two circuntttances only. English gentle
men, upon their appointments to settlements in India, leave 
with their hatters the measurements of their heads before 
their departure from this country, and annual exportations 
are made of their several orders for ten, twenty, or thirty 
years, during their residence. No difficulty is found by the 
hatter in fitting; no increase k  thought of. The body re
turns sometimes emaciated, the head retains its usual size, 
saving the consequent decrease arising from the loss of inte
gument or hair, A t home, gentlemen residing wholly in 
the country, and others occasionally in town, never see their 
hatter for yean, nor is it ever considered necessary, provided 
an accurate measurement of the head has been taken. I f  
variation in size did take place, such a circumstance, from 
the numberless instances of strong excitement and increased 
action of the mental powers, would be easily manifested, and 
renewal of measurements must be continually necessary. 
The hatting trade m general would not be, as they now cer
tainly ate, entirely ignorant of the fact. But the subject 
cannot remain long a matter of doubt. The increased faci
lities of canting* the numerous characters in various situations 
of life which are now annually added to the catalogue of
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public and private collections, together with the interesting 
experiments, by a member of this Society, in taking the 
curves and circles of the head, will soon set aside all differ
ences. I  9ball always be willing to exchange error for tru th , 
and, with a sufficient confirmation of facts opposed- to my 
present ideas, hail its dawn, and acknowledge myself brae* 
fited by the correction. L .

5 5 2  DR FOSSATl’s  LECTURE OK PHRENOLOGY.

A RTICLE V II.

M t FOSSATI’S LECTURE ON PHRENOLOGY*

De la Nécessité <f étudier une nouvelle doctrine, avant de la 
Juger, et application de ce principe d la physiologie intel
lectuelle. Par M. le D r FossatL Paris, 1827.

. W ï have just received a very sensible pamphlet with -the 
above title, from Dr Fossati, the pupil and friend of DrOsU. 
The discourse was delivered on the 14th January, 1689, a t 
the opening of a course of Lectures on Phrenology, in  -Dr 
Gall’s hotree, at Paris, and the subject was well Cakulited- to 
itettiové prejudice, and to - lead to the patient exanriaatioo of 
the 'ptiiciples and facts of Phrenology. * -t. r,>: t u %

Dr'Fbfesati Bhows, by the history of all great disoommas, 
that ’tbe new doctrine' is any thing but singular in the jÉncsint 
of opposition with which it has been met, and in -the khhctde 
and alarm which have been raised in their turn against i t  
I t  hi even in the very nature of a discovery that it should he 
received with suspicion and distrust; for what is >a/discovery 
but the manifestation of a truth previously unknown ? And on 
thë other hand, what are the false systems but new. errors 
announced as truths ? How then can the public be expected 
instantly to distinguish the true from the false, particularly



if the thing announced requires meditation, study, and re
search ?' Most men give the same reception to the charlatan 
and to the man of genius; to new extravagances and new 
errors, as to new truths and new inventions. These are first 
left to float vaguely about, then they are decried, then con
sequences are deduced from them, then applications are 
made of them, then one becomes enthusiastic, and anoiber 
angry, and all take good care in the mean time not to ex
amine them. Who are the men that form their opinions only 
after study and inquiry ? Where are they who have fixed 
their political, physical, religious, or philosophic opinions, 
only after having known, weighed, and decided the real 
grounds on which truth ought to stand P

History shows human nature to have been the same in all 
ages. “  Everybody knows the persecution suffered by Ga
lileo, for having innocently proved that the earth turns on its 
own axis every day, and moves round the sun every year; 
but the vexatious annoyance which he met with from the 
learned men and critics of his time are less generally known. 
Even the professors of' Padua mocked him, and the matb^ 
maticians, the natural philosophers, and the academies, spoke 
of b k  discoveries just as our peasants apeak of them in our 
own day, when you try toexpbm  to them the earthy ma
tron. In  1597 be invented the<gebmetrical compass,Rnd'teu 
year* after he.was forced to seek a decision «gainst Baltha
zar Capra, who had appropriated the invention. Ip.lSQ&he 
invented the telescope, discovered the inequalities of dm moon, 
and that the milky-way was nothing more than an infinity 
affixed stars; he discovered the spots on the sun, the phases 
of Venus, the planets of Jupiter and thcur'periods; 
lately, the mode of marking in degrees the longitude at 
times and at all places fc he discovered the rotation oft the sun 
on its own axis ; and as a reward for so many discoveries, be 
was summoned to the Holy Office at Borne, and . condemned 
to two years’ imprisonment. His letters and his writings» 
particularly those in the Saggiatore^ show the kind of impuU-
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tioBf directed agaiMt'-bta,jaild how he was obliged to defend 
hbsselff Knd tbo danplalnts wMfe wer»forced frem b im o f 
tlo b tf id l whiehhie discoVeriis hadcausedtand of fe e  <:«► 
lanotousstate*to>febh.theyhad1 rad—odhick/iV .?-,>i n t 

The same persecution ■ was-long the rharardiofrtQcialDbia, 
Dr FossMi points -out at aomelenglb, and afcoiofbilaqwy 

'-add of Jenner. For demonstrating die fecektioai lafj fee 
f e d , Harvey «as cruelly persecuted both'by thappbiloao- 
phersaqd medical men of hia day, and aftte manyhanon tt, 
e a s a t laai disgraced by his own king, over fe a b id n ip ri» - 
tonne of his adversaries bad greater influence feadifeanant’

- of fhe illustrious diacevecer. la  fee oase of tennerag*ii^,in 
oar own day, not only fee prejmBces of fee peopfoi » fen d

- «gain« toerinatkn, bat. authors, magistrates^ mini stars* of irt-
-ligioe,a&d, what b  fell morereniarfcable, a  very, koge.pnn- 
portion of medical men, declared feemaabes best#» toffee 
discovery, and laboured with reckless animoaity.ton qxtin- 
gtish its the» feeble life. ■■■.ouij
.1 H ot does any one note behevethat those fe n  dtoiadifes 

<■ tootscm <tf the earth, feose vfattdemed theiesMtenae-dUmafeer
- oontineat, feuaswho denied feet eueulathmef fee blaodplmd 
-ifeose vfeo artayedtheaiaaieM-against uarninalimydid noSaly 
' after having studied the facte end-fee paaa&!Mpog; «hash 
' these great truths were eatabihhedf CertainlyiMt, ->iW*oaU 
-;fcno*r -now,1 feat they reasoned' hastily firm tihn lrismn jetl|i,i
- they had previously acquired, and' without, taking theiranble 
' to- obterve- experiment, exmniae, o r Bcnjturiaei by- axsnond

logia, the i* w ideas which-were hudbefuetbem t.end that 
feeyprefarmdi breaking oat in diatriba, imd ■rlm hlss|, ia 

1 actitnty-aiid hatred, not only against the pdncipbs#,hnt«ho 
-agotast feepessaas feat wished to  «lighten A sn  '/Snohpia 
feart, b  human nature, and b t them pane feerefaro-.-riho 
ifeink themaferes saeiue in rejecting the new philosophy on 
feanotion feat- itasuat be fakebecause-it aaeata wife appa 
aiuoairom. the learned, and with, disregard from the estab
lished teachers of youth.
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D r GrIP« fate differed m nawspctolfwas that, of the gnat 
men already alluded to. After hehad i adcadteri a coftsiden- 
able way in tnadiseoverieBy be held conferences at Vienna tntk 
his friends, and with-nan of learning« sad submitted itothem 
his etosertfafioas and inferences. The Austrian government 
imposed silence <m him, and did its best to strangle ift its 
birth the new physiology of the brain. Circumstances.led 
bint to qnil! Vienna, and he then visited thenoith of OertMMjf. 
B verf where he astonished the savaas u d  the pubkfchy 
the novelty and importance of Ids researches, and 'by the 
sncoessfbl application of his principles in prisons, lunatic 
asylums, hospitals, and schools. A t last he «sine to 'Fans, 
sod, eonjunctly with Dr Spursheim, he demonstrated to< the 
Institute the anatomy of the brain, and explained, in *  me
moir, has anatomical discoveries. The judgment passed updn 
them by tins leaned body, and the influence which t^e 
despot of the day exercised upon them, are well' known. 
Almost every anatomical fact was denied, and they triedto 
•how Ant die physiology was a deductionfrom the anatomy, 
and' that i t  dim must of ooutso be false. The journalists 
adopted this derision, and gross pleasantries, absurdities, 
falsehoods, eahunmes, and reproaches, were kunehed fgtlh 
and spread from the centre of the civilised to  the fenttast 
regions of the scientific '«arid. The founder of ithu iriew 
physiology, ¡firm os die rooted oak, unriiaken bythectecft), 
dm'Rot disconcerted. Hb pursued his researches, aSd gtwe 
ito the world his gnat work. He -answered .objections, added 
■new Acts,. and completed the exposition* of Us prinriptes. 
'But man continued to act according to his nature, to jitig e  
mUmd knowledge. The work remained unccnaulted« i-and 
many^phyririaus, philosophers, and men of geniha, coafnoaed 
their ridieule and tbeir pleasantries. They did notevrnStop 
here. They excited the ftm m ea de to  hoik* against'the par
son of Dr G all; they prepared •  masquerade to tom  him ,

* A kind of female porters at the public markets.
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into ridicule, which, hotrever, the' prefect of police, M . le  
Comte Dubois, prohibited) and they attacked him by  a t
tempting to excite the authorities, by some of the charitable 
insinuations usual on such occasions, to remove him from  
Paris. Not' bring then naturalized in France, they sought 
to have him expelled, on the pretext of his bring an alien.
; D r Fossati adds, in regard to the masquerade, that b e  fa 
in possession of a plaster medal, which Dr GaH himself.1 pro
cured for him, representing the comic personages that v a c  
to have appeared in it. On the middle of the medal« is en
graved Marche comique dr* Docteur Gad. Oar im per
turbable philosopher, says Dr F ., would have trisbed to 
amuse himself by seeing it performed; but the pifcffeet (no- 
tended that it would be a disgrace to the nation. ■

The anathemas of the Academy of the Catholic Religion 
at Rome, in which Phrenology is condemned as “  contrary 
“  to the morality and precepts of the Catholic religion; and 
u as bring based on the most absurd fatalism, and On the 
u  erroneous doctrine of predestination,'” are next quoted ,-btat 
need not be repeated. No reasonable mind can look b o d  
the past history of the world, and continue to viewtlW treafa 
meat of Gall as a proof of the erroneousness of his dofctrin&l 

There is one illustration by analogy that stftidk us *afcl!a  
happy one. In a French journal in 1829, in speaihig'-VtfHhe- 
organ of Locality, which the critic calls-the organ of* travel
ling, he says, that “  swallows and Captain Cook, cronrir^aud' 
“  Chri&tapber Columbus, &c. are equally remarkable 
** pretty little bump, which is half hidden ‘ in the ftmMaT 
*» sinuses.” Here there is an insinuation that it is impdtoihfe 
that the same cerebral organ determines man and attimoM to 
change place, or to travel. “  But if I  told you,” says Dr 
Fossati, “  that the same organ, the heart, causes the Ubed 
“  of the swallow and that of Mr Canning to.circulate;‘'ihat 
« the same organ, the optic nerve, receives the impressions 
“ of light in the eves of a crane and of a Bolivar; and that
“  the same musei the deer and the huntsman to



** run, the surprise will; immediately .cease. I t  will be no 
“  longer difficult to conceive the possibility of internal otgpns 
“  of the same nature producing similar actions in different 
“  species of animals."

But I  cannot conclude, continues our author, without 
drawing your attention to the fact, that, in spite of all the 
obstacles raised against it, Phrenology has ensured its 
triumph. I t has triumphed in spite of the moderate me^Qf 
of its founder, and in spite of the war waged gainst it by, 
philosophers and journalists. Dr Gall, alone and unaided* 
by the sole force of genius and perseverance, without the ai<̂  
of any government, of any academy, or of any rich.. 
powerful patron, has succeeded in securing the reception of 
his anatomical and physiplogical discoveries, and enjoys the 
satisfaction of seeing societies of intelligent men founded for 
the cultivation of his doctrines in the principal cities, of 
Great Britain, America, and even in Aria. Not only ,at 
Edinburgh and at London, but also at Philadelphia and at 
QalcuttiVi dp Phrenological Societies pursue their labours. 
The author tbeu notices the Transactions of the Pbrewdon 
gical Society, the existence f f  our Journal, and concludes bj; 
quoting the rules of the Loudon Phrenological, Society» 
ifhich be approves of, and supposes to be nearly the asm  h> 
all other similar societies. . ( ,

In  a letter to Dr A. Combe, accompanying the pamphlet, 
the author, who is in constant and familiar intercourse with, 

, f)r Gall, takes occasion to notice the feeling of refpeet apd 
friendship which Dr.Gall has for the Society, and the inten
tion which be entertains of writing them, in regard tp.somw 
of his views, and to the best means of forwarding, the cause* 
of truth. We shall be delighted to see this intention fpjk 
filled, and we know that it would give infinite satisfaction to 
the Society. ,
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*

A R TIC LE V III.

MORBID EXCITEMENT OF THE ORGAN OF NUMBER 
BY DR ALDERSON OF HUDL.

M a s t e r  B., a v e ry  fine ingenuous y o u th , about fifteen, 

complained, on his return from school th e  last, vacation, of 

an' intense pain over the outer, angle o f  Caph eye,- darting 

obliquely through the eyeball to the ro o t o f  the w »e,- 

there was not the slightest appearance o f  inflammation in anJ 
o f  the coats o f  the e y e 5 his pulse fu ll a n d  h ard , his manner 

h igh ly excited, M b tongue cream y, he w a s costive and chilly.

f i e  had alw ays shown a  decided p referen ce f o r  figures, and 

w as h igh ly read in m athematics ;  b u t M s fa th e r (himself emi

nent for the classics and mathematics, and a  high wrangler.) 

w as desirous that his son ¿should. pec$everer  a p d  lay  aside his 

m athem atics, in order to perfect him self in  classics before he 

w ent ta,C am b?id ge. T p . accom plish  

he bent tjie whole o f  his mmdfinril 

sioq.tO; this fp d , and at ¡the.. vap sfiftu ,}# , 

demonstration o f  h avin g done his utmost, to  ■ thOiflnridsUI®6* 

fectjwq « ft h o  w aster, for h e  b a d * #  aid ed  Mm  thospp*4 ® *
firal'sflàssic o f  the y e a r ;  bu t, a la s f 't M s 1 Wd# 

w ithout a high degree o f  tmSrbid exritelhent in *tltt 

that, too, precisely in th e  places -1 have alaemfy pciaMd f̂
far at lease as can be judged of'by ¿ymjfrtojrisl"1 A ‘rurot-;'- 
ly forbade all application.whatever to those studic^M.*®” 
he had hittytrto addicted himotlf* and*«rctered" 'etfljfiflffjT 
in the trifling amusements of his young brothers ; ‘bkn% 0, 
him under the most derided antiphlogistic treatment, be **• 
covered in a ‘few days, and was, to all appearaqce^ 
himself ag^in. ‘ , «¡no

In  the course of a week I  called upon him accidentally, 
whdti he declared Mmself perfectly well; but I ' detect^ hi® 
at h» favourite pursuits ; he had' got a" new ûfefiwtwn °n
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mathematics, and I  prognosticated a relapse; the very next 
day  his pain, as intensa as 'before} ■ attended the left, eye at 
the outer angle. He submitted to his former treatment, and 
waaieatored, he has remained well 'ever «nee, and’ has gra
dually returned to a  .well-regulated course of study.

I  bave drawn the attention of this Society to this case, 
becàuse I  have no doubt they will see this young man re
turn  from Cambridge with the hohoun that have adorned *so 
many of his townsmen at that University.

A RTICLE IX .

GLASGOW BRIDEWELL.

Wjd recently inspected this establishment, and’were very much 
pleased with the manner in which H is kept, and with the in
telligence, : frankness, and practical good sense of Mr Brebner 
theanperiatendent
From 2d August, 1888, to 3d August, 1826, the total number 

of prisoners committed was 1888'
The Tour great classes of offences were the fol

lowing, vis.—
1. Theft, pocket-picking, and attempting to steal, 388
2. Reset of theft, fraud, and swindling, . . 77
3. Assaults, outrages, breach of the peace, rogues,

vagabonds, vagrants, and disorderly character«, 
flaw ing no lawful employment, . . 995 .

4  Disorderly prostitutes, guilty of breaches of the 
peace, 323

, 1065
Add returning from banishment, having been for

merly convicted of crime, 104 1258
•WM* I

AH other offences, . . . . .130
In surveying the heads of the offenders, the difference be

tween the development of the thieves and swindlers, Nos 1 
Vol. IV— No VI. 2 n
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< ^ i3 v'ftbdjth*6i;ftfEih'et indiwdtkftl8 eemflfîtldd'lftii0-CMftraga 
«id breaches of-thg-peace, 'Nob'S-aod '♦ ;tWdi{ 'cfefelûfiA -*nd 
striking. In-atié fâflyëF^tWMorgans of AèquantSHiniéafc, ‘Se- 
cretivenes», ènd GuutiouSftess, prèdwtSaàf^î^ îlP t̂Bfc w e r ,  
thebase uf'thë'bfr&n; "Hz. ArnatfVèbëaè, ̂CbmblitirigW.*h4i itnd 
Destructiveness, evidently held 'this1 àhéënfllélMÿ r*® 8 Aem 
there was greatbreadth ëéross ¿he heed, itlrittefflkHy above 
th e  ear, with » large portion of'brain beHMd f̂lHM l̂Sè. •’ Of 
course we speak in gênerai-; ‘fbéamtmg ihe-prisohera there 
Were' some whose development tmghi have Idd ¿hem into 
either class, according as external temptations pri>mpted them. 
In  a few cases, ’especially among thé yoÜng, the moral and 
intellectual organs were so deBcient in proportion to "the ani
mal, that we should despair of their reformation ’While they 
were left open to the suggestions of their own minds, in
fluenced by want and profligate sôciety. In  many o f the cri
minals, however, these higher organs were fairly developed, 
although in conjunction with a laigébéiBebf-the-flriffiT® and 
tih «Mm* mstructidn 4hd‘ltt#al ¥eüttiàibf Wughf'Bë'ëiriticfcd to 
predWséa derided and 8«nit«y bftciL’ • dt To »▼<

•‘ All criminals riray b é : régmdéd lw 1̂afientS.',^ 'iniilîifc,dÎfeo- 
cbd, when traced to their Causes, appear to sptftn£T!iffl6Püom 
ëVîl dlspMftibt»! br external temptation tio  Sitting WFIhèm 

^tti'téiilst. ' EVeryPhrendogist knows that deptiivSl tebden- 
• dès are the accompaniments of animal otgatt ’jpffléWMîbant 
hirièé otfè* thé tndia! and intellectual brgàitt ;' TtiicTlhat, on 
ihdivîâusils thus constituted; temptation exertéitif^grtatest 
îirfluence. Utifil" We ¡shall practically a^ytto tiP riraE ^iles, 

’ Wé-shblT hot succeed in preventing, at grèatlÿ dimitiSHhg, 
-'«rime. À t present, however, all we chh ajsÂnijiÆUh,9ft' to 
proclaim the truth, and record with âpptüÀàtitin1,0 vHtittéver 
appears toapproachtoh! -The Glasgow Bridfelft*#, »re 
happy to say, is excellently managed on th rdd '^Ü tem . 
W ith very few exceptions, every prisoner has a sleeping cell 
and a working cell for himself; and all communication with 
each other is completely prevented. They are employed in
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picking cotton, spinning, winding yarn, weaving, making shoes, 
Sic., in solitude, during the day, and are locked up in soli- 
tude during the night Even on Sundays they are not per
mitted to assemble together. On week-days a regular teacher 
visits each cell, and communicates instruction, and on Sun
days some pious individuals teach religion. These merito
rious persons have formed themselves into a society, and all 
their members are freely admitted to the prisoners: ladies 
visit the females and gentlemen the males.

The effect of this treatment will obviously be to abate the 
vivacity of the animal propensities, and to rouse the moral 
and intellectual powers. Solitude and labour will tend 
powerfully to accomplish, the first end; but the means em
ployed for attaining the second are too limited. The aver
age nom b^of. prisoners in confinement is £50, and it is im
possible-, tbatpvtbe teacher and visitors can remain with 
eacbalopgtb p£ time sufficient to- make a  deep or lasting 
impression. ¡/The periods of confinement also . are tpo 
short to .wm p*. WiWe we ap
prove of the practice of, presenting the,criminal» fropi asso
ciating [together* we think' they would be greatly benefited 
by moro^tfsprive social .intercourse with tnot^  ehgmctajfs, 
Homan oityure .demands enjoyment as Us first. and> 
want I f  the only experience of a  staterff morality. afiprdpd 
to.criminal^ U characterised by severe privation, oij-jfnMgpl 
pleasure, and theuslmosttotalnegatioaofinocsl onAUgpUgO- 
tual .excitement, they must necessarily form ,a vefyjvflnft- 
vourable, opinion, of. tl̂ e attqictiop« of a virtuous JjjfiteulM* 
should like tp see tbep>r if possible, made 
expei^enaj, witfi the pure and viyadops jyys .tbub.flow^jfojn 
activity oJ^.lM gber fgciridfe of nqw, # '.U. . ‘ * !eiyi/iq 

Mr &£jbqe£$w>ured us yrifh the following Jph les^ jij^»  
roUnenfts,:-? . , . , . -j , vqq/ii:

. . ; . ; • « v •! * . i f j iV i

•’ a bur.
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■<Critket a*d Ojfenoet.
Vor ao4iBg '51ètfVe»r taMg

mber, 1825.

Number of cornmkmetits dur*
ing the ye^r, . .

f)educt re-commitments of the 
same mdivldua} iti the curren- 

t .fly of the y#ir* .

'Remains tiett number of differ
ent persons, . *

Whereof in custody for the first 
time,

11*•- *. 'i j ■ « 1

Dece]
« S r

558

101

457

360

97

Foni.

424

209

215

hrottC ififii

7031261

2 79:380  124

«81

569

»ear taoag  •

444

3 1 ^  ISO

.713

201

564 492  *996

189

«I« 
836. 
Vital.

M01

>405

633

243)063. Old offenders,.
- > He has observed that offenders committed for the first 
Sime, for otOy a- short pariod, almost mvariably return to 
JBridewell for new oflfenoes; but if committed fora long pe
riod, they tatura less frequently. ■ This fact is established by 
-thefollowing.tables framed on: an average df fob years, end- 
■ing 9fth December, 1889.

O f prisoners sentencedfor the fir s t time to 
14 days’ confinement, there returned for new  crim es, .............

ab o u t-* . ¿¡frper¿toofc,
30 ditto # d it to

ditto- 
. d itto-

40 ditto 
HO d itte  
r 9>mqnfh& d itto-
' 6 ditto d itto-

9 '  'ditto ditto-.
1 2 'd ittò  ditto-.

-50
-4 0
-fl6,
JO,

diti
ditto-

ilttO«y»«>
?
1

ditto.
ditto.

ditto
'ditto.
dittd.^
ditto

-none, ditto.
IS  „ditto .
24 ditto

tlu r in g  the ten years 93  persons were com m itted, for the 
first tim e for two years, o f whom not one returned.
# M r Brebner conceives that punishm ent m ust never b e lost 

sigh t of. T h e effect o f the tw o years’ confinem ent be attri~ 
butes jia’rtly to the fear o f punishm ent, and partly to the 
habits o f order and industry acquired during it. W hen  
prisoners com e back two or three tim es, they go  on return
in g at intervals, for many years. H e has observed that 
a good m any prisoners com m itted for short periods for
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first offences, are afterwards'tried before the High Court of 
-Jtreticiury, and* tra&sported/or hanged,

^these results confirm the doctrine, that individuals cannot 
change their character and conduct by * mere act'o f 
tion; bat * that their minds must be operated upon long- 
continued influences, and gradually ameliorated; just*» dis
ease ctanbt flbe ‘ removed fltnn the body by a1 spell, but by a 
sanative process, requiring both attention $nd time for its 
completion. The present‘practice is founded upon ideas of 
punitive justice, which appear1, &t first sight, natural and'be
neficial, but which do not stand the test of reason and rigid 
analyses. A boy picks a gentleman's pocket of -^ handker
chief,and is sentenced to 14 days’ confinement in Bridewell; 
which seems a moderate and just punishment fo ra triviaLot 
fence; and if any one were to propose to.imprison him fur 
two years, the extravagance of the infliction, in iproportiau>to 
the crime, would startle the public mind, and he . would be
come the object of universal sympathy* Yet, if the real 
welfare of the boy be kept in view, and if we believe the 
foregoing facts, we shall find it difficult to resist (he conci
sion, thafthe sentence of .14 days is, in it* ultimate results, 
attended with far greater severity, and'more positive injus
tice, fhan would accompany confinement for two years.. The 
offender, in the former case, becomeafamiliarined with crime, 
almost invariably returns to Bridewell, and proceeds from 
step to step till he is transported or hanged; in the latter 
case, his whole habits are changed, and so deep an’impre#» 
rich is made on his mind, that he very rarely re-appear?ln 
thie criminal kalendar. We say rarely, because the circum
stance of his not afterwards becoming an inmate in Glasgow 
Bridewell is no proof of his entire reformation: he may 
have removed to another territory, where he things the law will 
be administered with less severity. But if the great inajari- 
ty of those confined for long periods did not abandon their 
criminal pursuits, some would undoubtedly find their way 
back to their old quarters; and as none appear to return, we 
may safely infer that many arc permanently reformed.
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I t  seems to us, then, that a sentence of fourteen days Jar 
a first offence is, in its ultimate consequences, more p rc jo i 
cud to the welfare of the criminal than one for a long -period; 
and yet there appears an evident absurdity-in proposing to 
punish a grave delinquency -with imprisonment -for -fbnrteen 
days, and a trivial one with confinement fortwo'ySI—. But 
this just proves that there .is an ertor ih -the-prinoipic on 
which criminal justice is administeredw The absurdity wises 
from this circumstance, that the criminal M  -every
offender as a voluntary devotee to crime, «nd toteupies itself 
exclusively in administerihg a certain- quantity c f  suffering 

' for a certain degree of gtriit^ without the -lent; te ftim a  
either ti> the causes of the transgression or the <*doieqiaences 
‘tit itli own treatment I f  th e  principle were eswndm; nature, 
it ’ttbtild be successful in practice. The ittiktSM'̂ f¡fourteen 

' drfys* confinement Would not, In its general'<riRHtts^iunMwt 
mdth severe than imprisonment fbr two-yeaMJ-M. In 'abctt; the 
facts contained in the table o f -“ prismie#« tndnmlqgfjnould 
not happen. •:'-o - ■.
. On the phrenological principle muOfa'gmitat oouiiltifrcy is 

/ obtained. According to it, no lmatv cat>‘-be*on»s<ierih»in»l 
‘ tintfess from predonliiianee-Wv«h* aifii6al‘i'd # g lh rp itta* e  

inhraf and intellectual* on-from' «Wtong(4xhMlit-dBatyMasa 
;r Mrittiei* d t1 kiese Ute wolmrtary Condi uhUs-hsU- ¡ShatyUfeaK-ibe 
' he is therefor*'tot be viewed** MAntyMtottiand,

inay be cured, ‘thb-eouM of hts^depldptpanibt/ be 
"iifetAbVrifiL ̂  Oil this principle, pefckeW-psehtng isuBninyinpimu 

D i$iifen-if312ease| fiftmjg tills' another, honse»tobbesymntfch d, 
n1 ’BtWliiflling'M'fourth, and' sootn The extent 4uti'dej*lt*f»*be 

irie'io be gathered from'the whwietsyufptans.'anriitxm- 
'd h io ii of the patient, and the sanative psaetanotigbtofp be 
! conducted with refereoce to these. Awbqy whose- iadihr is 
;',J out of walk, and who has tasted -no fend fantirebtydbur 
‘" fibin^ ifihay Steal a loaf from a bakerYbUfcnt standing; tempt- 
11 'irijlty on‘the street; another boy, well-fed, ciottiSd, add  isdu- 

cated, may pick a pocket, and drink the produce of bis 
depredation. Both of these acts are thefts; but the one may
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happen with* tyynfweiytcmMedfmbfe. o*tur»t moodily, who 
would,, banwmpiotoly, pretested .from. Offending again by >rp- 
notrebaf.«beteffif*ati«B{- in -other wqrda^ljy. being supplied 
witbfimdK Vheitfthep indicates, a, decided deficiency of na- 
tasrel.siov*iity,.«Htb.£reat strength of . depraved «ppetite; am) 
totproaeotibevafibader from repetition of bis. crime, his mind 
woitMAfOyireito beau^egtod to «  long, comae o f discipline, 
one pat*’'of.lwhich wiU..aeeea#ari)y.consist of.jneasnrea.'fpr 
abating luoevilrl*nd<wKW»i and aacther.of means for.elexating 
bw-montland intrlleoMvil principles. According to this view, 
tbe.fereaQnentfof, eacberinunsl would bear, reference ,ta hi» 
depravity» and, not depend exclusively on therCjOernal fbjyn 
inwbieh ids evil qualities- manifested themselves Oqe man 
may fall‘ smarinsn to tba groom) through inanition, nod 
another, treat apoplexy. W hat should wo think of a pbypi- 
csawwhp abould Ueat both in the sopie w«y? The easeof 
the; mind,is pam lleh.andit is only grofs ignorance of mental 
philosophy that eau penpetaate the present system pfotiwmal
legislature. ......
.W tihiw heanifsmred by, an. enlightened fciend.cDOBpcted 
with> the adannistxatioR/of . the criminal law in Scotland, that 
sbaiaiparfcftipKiefuthie pfpctwes.ixw ihrWieis aeetv fcltĵ ad 
gsiet̂ s depltand/hy, abwasMwairy;, j udgft indie eawjttig, ijfliu 
ipdicmmpgiittratm îtOcthe/Sweŝ tnf thgiPightyN^af 
^«■bapr<bndthi^ttf..thoipH ldieim ind w«o enhghtiped, 
and brought,tot detirefa thorough refimnatipn with thê offo- 
dqotipP‘afca rttie»id}treihW?nt, fbejtfdgefc ww1«* bv), i.t:«?1*1 

1 pleasures (ACr Jdrebner admitted» that a bqy.eppfin^,̂  a 
km#'period I«, Uo fin« ofifenee we» ipe^ «#>«?. toW)#nte 
thi» one confined hedy for a few days ; hpt be ob̂ cted torthe 
appamnt.iitpMiice of. lweg imprisonment for «skgbfc 
The injusdoe, however, is obviously only apparepU tĴ real 
«»verity is -in tba.shsNt nanfiaemant,; «̂(doubk.pnjopg, as 
e&ndets ace committed with ffra.vfew.iaf pyaidunciî êlu- 
riValy,.‘Mr BrebiMVvolyeatien:.!*' uumswer̂ hlc;' n̂j|,.tbe
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prim tpie o f cure » r  nforeaatkm  aMut be adapted, hafione c a n - I 
■ M M jr b c u ro a iiita K iM iiM l' a a d t « f t -t e  a b tU B d ii- In  i 
dbe ftb a g m r Bm fenett, o w rjr th ing  tfaatrcan hp tin e a s *  the 
«a y* .o f BMtibnHngî aeM 'taarfeacie«,- apphaua-'to b a -p o o m »- | 
tpiishedu ■’U n i so lita ry confinement̂  m gwiar »■ frln y— g , n n d  
-io ild:<R eatB M at«f th e - prisoners, ate weU va ta d a ta U to  d h y  
the excessive a ctiv ity  o f the iia a w l ptopnatities m * I
■epeat, tfaafrtnuch is waatmg  to  elevate their.necaivead. n k te l- 
-itofeadiiseukieR  The effects ptaduced b y is n g +anjm sm w it, 
e w ^ m th  tin s deficstdcy, how ever, shw^ fiffp Myriw S lrttM ieh  
g o o d n ig h t be-accotnplfehed by a well-eoaduotad  p e n ite n tia ry.
.jfij » V . . *< " ■ • »» i tU* i/fil Ul :t
-  -   ̂ . .• ; ■*; -I 11-« IO «

. n ... \'v; * »hi, I- i n T r r i r ' v i r . • :i viff.’i -»v*-*
, .1 r • 1 ■ -. ' • ■:»• ' *

ill ‘ ■ • * * 1
e<) ; ' a r t i c l e  X/ . . i i f .

. . it . i/ o^i  r 
i , iif • act

¿hnjt&dreto to th t Member» o fw  ̂ SoctOy yftr,fari»nsdngpnri 
’ Inquiry at H ull, on th d r f tn t Mte&ng>,<jiprii d^dLSSflif) 
* -'9 jfJ. A&otnsM, M%Dt»j:-J8.> ■*'>> a s s  au boanot'i- 
¿t ii r  j . i- j iii u •».. r»-» i // dinubr/iixii
Sftte v study ofmiwd hdaift'aftagefe »bseoi^taoadcaoof' dfcc 
M^htMtopleaMtie «»¿th»)«4sest^ apart dad’-a»d> p in  ifirai tiarn 
Hasdam iatetygiven a»itiM<«Mk)eiof- ihvssagatirignand' lashsa» 
taiaing the laws which -regulate our actions 4Mtiiiatsaaniiand| 
SMfctf toeitig%<fe)<iiJ-ttM olsjaot et-thhpatibciatitiajJtmieqelre

•< . -i. u. una .oyualwan*

im w pbto pen  to Hull to tbagpr ‘ ,Ir  JM yriwgi, toW HJ&f ftSWVi
supporters of the established church, men whose intetiigehce, piety, and m u  
e m ty  ake knbwn and respected bp Ate public, dpddy pM O lb^& tM W fUf * 
PjppnpiQgyj after, full wpinfttioQ ; and nevertheless ja^uU  itjs pypsidadw  
subversive of religion by persons ignorant of every fact and argument by witch 
H is supported. When win phflutopbets become v ^ te^ d ia M ih d H M d e  
appeal to.the pt̂ judices of the vulgar? We sincere^ type th e ^ ^ g fM /o f 
Dr Alderson will, on reflection, feel ashamed of this weapon, and leave it to 
bigots and the fellow«» wfudfeti*dcd«upentitkJM>-wttiTOft» / 1



into their oi>gii»;iî  iajacto»w#t iwto4 toh otbar. |gr 
observation and experiment aet'tiie»tm£> naturei and opsrtoinn 
el tins priaictpiey the mind, through it» organs seated, in the 
brainy lift otdar that >wp. mnyl understand1 and dtdylaxarrise 
the ,|»nn)tjhii intonated t» u» far theirlegilhnate. object 
arid.endruamriy, thewelkbetî of society at . large, a»d our 
own this and frryonal happiness. *
- 'ABo (burn separated wumabes ftomfegenOmL bodyofliter- 
aryuaenriwh«'aBfent to.hjfteiottauded dbcuMiona an the eub- 
jeetaf -iflueuslqgy, whlnn» etborrie w thanimefe idle pastime, 
cumufcbmuKmdecmi at.. .1  .netti not .ptybowimotjjfyiiJg id 
was to have bad to deliver sentiments, observations, and the 
result of experience, to a class of men who only sought to 
derive amusement from the meet detestable source, a desire 
to see the ingenuous and inquiring mind reduced by ridicule 
to a level with the ignorant, Tpaxoid this in future is the 
excuse for our separation. Thus, whilst we profess ourselves 
euly-inquirett, we ishell «»tribute to each others improve- 
msnt by axpaimfnfc arid < observation, aed-dwopH bettor 
informed as a body,as well as tettaiiabU to defend oAntfees 
as individuals. When the ignorant combine to ridicule, it is 
right'dbcjho mgeouaus wpasseriatê t« tbe< I«ndthat*fay .nMh 
toai anppceî  tibeiUMkh fmyu hoiibund, and eur itqontrtĵ U 
msdaceduumfiil» »amcft atoaophasuBlhtc aewiyê iijtojflptMIt 
flwatssownasabe. m ■ .■ , > >j,j • <.-•» - ur.. mJj gni>niu
j Iwuunetudyof > Bhranology wa are attemptimĝ adô iija» 

knowledge, and in arranging that knowledge we are at least 
doing all we can to form it into a science, (for science u 
nothing >toore> or le*s. thsp knowledge properIy (arrfjage l̂ 
wWfch’ has1 this good effect, that, when we speak of ̂ ferttur1 
facto, jumI connect them .with qroumstaucos. previously.gfo., 
ranged,, we can more readily communicate our sentiment*1 
and the* result <rf our,observation* to one. another. . ei „ 

.When we speak of .the mind as seated in the brain, in-, 
fluencing our .sentiment*» fe«li»g8»-.*nd pcqpanrities» wo. ax», 
not considering the mind and brain as synonimous terms.

t o  m  H D u . m u n .  567
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being impressed at «11, from tbe nature o f thdrsurfimea ; a n d  
from many others, various diseases aré daily obliterating b y  
degrees every trace of former acquirements ; so thattf'wben 
the active principle'of mind has occasion* to refer for id e a s te  
express her will, some link is wanting in the collection, a a d  
thus the chain is broken that constitutes reason. H ence in 
sanity, palsy, Sec.

Nature has provided her. book, after the Jeaveaare formed, 
with a covering more or less,flexile, and thus we daily see, 
agreeably to our metaphor, one book will open freely, an d  
expose every leaf for inspection; so there are others eon*» 
taining information which we cannot get<at when we w an t 
Some men's book is so well bound, that it opens a t will, 
just where the impressions that are wanted are enrolled; 
yrhilst some open so slowly, that the possessors are never in 
time with their argument.

T hus we see the difference of acquirements and  talents in 
different individuals, when placed in the same circumstances 
and a t tbe same school.

How many leaves or organs each hcain contains is .p o ta  
than I  know; but I  am certain, that .diere are men in o  h aw  
many a  blank leaf in their book until the latest period <jf 
tiipe j and we have lately witnessed several who h av e p rq . 
ierred  this perfect ignorance to any further information, a l  
least on tbe subject of Phrenology. W p are also fuljy ecus* 
winced, that t^ere are others that require tbe Indian nityM?; 
to  obliterate errors and remove infantile prejudices fnnul^eir 
leaves of ass's skin.
r Again, let me urge you not to be discouraged hi t¿)e pro*; 

secqtion of your inquiries, either by ridicule or the charge 
o f irreligión. T he acquirement of knowledge can never be 
ridiculous in tbe eyes of those whose praise is worth obtap* 
ing ; and you will always keep in view, that the utmost at* 
tention to the philosophy of mind, or the organisation by 
which it is manifested, has nothing to do with religion. As
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philosophers, we limit our inquiries Into the truth of our opi
nions and belief to this proposition, that the human mind 
¿operate* through an evolution of organs or structure, infi- 
ifitely superior to that of any animal whatever, (for every 
animal that has a  brain at all has a certain degree of m ind); 
and  when we, as lovers of natural history, shall have made 
out our paint, when we shall have proved that we are 

.entailed to this high distinction, how much more open will be 
th e  path that leads our reason on to the temple of Religion, 
where the Almighty has by revelation shown every true be- 
Heverlhe rewards and glories of a future state o f existence, 

t  “ Immortal in the heavens !"
W hen the. scientific mind began to expand after the dark 

ages, had it been deterred by either of these considerations, 
We should never have been favoured with the discoveries of 
a  Galileo, a Newton, or a H arvey; it was the experiments 
on the laws of motion which Galileo displayed in his publip 
lectures, that first led the way to the discovery of the revo
lution o f the heavenly bodies in space; and it was the fame 
d f these discoveries that provoked the jealousy* of a  pnes$- 
hood, whom we, as Protestants, acknowledge to have been 
Ignorant- pretenders. I t  was the dread o f heresy that in
duced the government o f his country to send this great phU 
Jdsopfher to the prisons of the Inquisition. I t  was a detest
able mendicant friar, that first, by preaching, excited’l$>e 
public to warrant such proceedings by their approbation.

This preacher of the Gospel disgraced his tholy profession 
by punning on an expression of Scripture, when he took.for 
his text, *  Viri Galilei quid ¿tatis aspicienles in  coelom 
hence he convinced his audience, that these followers of G&» 
Heo, these men of Galilee, as he called them* were acting 
contrary to Scripture; “ thus bad men, when clothed in 
“ holy garments, can, a t any time, quote, or rather mis-quote, 
“  Scripture for the vilest of purposes.”

I  remember a story pn this subject. A  party  of ladies and
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gentlemen, amongst whom was a  priest, once travelled to
gether rim t dp  in  a  stage-coach. T he  reverend genttann 
displayed, before his admiring auditors, the ladies, his vari
ous acquirements, and, as became his- doth , h e  thought, de
duced every fact from, end confirmed every assertion ty, 
some to rt o f  Scripture ;  and so long -as he k ep t himself to 
moral or -religious opinions, no one thought i t  right to ofir 
the least objection ; but, finding he had obtained an und» 
puted power over his auditors, he ventured in to  phyncs; fa 
when one of the ladies expressed her thoughts that the earth 
was a  perfect fiat from east to west, and that the sun m  
out of the sea in the morning, and  set in it.ag a in  in the even
ing-, he smiled a t her ignorance, and  assured berduttk 
earth was -round, round as &n orange, ma'am I -Rani, 
sir ! said ah old- gentleman, who had never-spoken before- 
roùnd, «ri! why the earth is square:- T h e  bottesriafomd 
priest now showed his -teeth in a  most contemptuous grit, 
toad-assured the ladies that •the old gérifieman- ju trtf 
o f philosophy- Phildsopby,' s>^ said tbë. eidigd'tfaMii, 
I'M p rev e it {torn Scripture, from which»y*lb«bort,PWT̂  
every assertion you-have toade-thie-day.- 
f a a t^ th f f  L ord  called Iris-people f a n  fire-find! 
the earth ." ' Now, riiy i f  the earth  have finmdortMftri faM 
it-irsqairfO,not rouadl fineb-is the power rffan rii* « ")w 
th e  boarts^af bsd  etoetj, th a t .they triU s u f f t t r t^ f iH p iv *  
overtoil thé sacred sulgeet d frefig tak , by the  «taekbcraW» 
o f  dfeans; mid n k y ji  btnetja baa-experiwood» * j
M artyr to tbe-tnle tahgionbas bec» thdanijcBt o f  on j
dcL fa€àro«dy ataeftiog opinions ott the convicts* of N**1 
and I- havetoo doubt, that there a re  tbis tnonient'onm* 
rinnkthey  a r t  doing -God justice* and are premotfafi* 
good cause o freü g û » , when- they apprise BtsensMy» ^  
-denounce it as tending to  atheism. Such men would» **** 
we inhabitants of Spain a t this moment* condemn us all10 
the stake. Happy are we that we five in a country
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our persons are safe. But we mutt briverycareful bow we 
conduct ourselves, that we have Bet our reputations placed 
on gridiron for our philosophy of the . brain as the organ 
of mind* With respect to DrSpurehpha on the anatomy of 
the brain, he must be content to bear with the same treat* 
meat as the great’ Harvey experienced. The discoveries of 
Harvey by inference involved ah the then teachers of anato
my throughout Europe, in the reproach that they were all 
ignorant pf the true dissection and officeof the heart. In 
the same manner, Spurxheim has proved that the aaatomw 
eal teachers in every college were ignorant o£.th«.true struc
ture of the brain; hence the virulence of your Barclays and 
Gordons. Harvey was not only ridiculed by the teacher*» 
bat he was so belied as to  suffer in hie reputation, and was 
called, ob yon have lately heard the truly respectable and I s  
gfeimate professor* of Phrenology called, Qunek ;.he lost his 
pretties for .a time in consequentasa physician..
: Nay, Linam » lost his employment «a h praetkionrB of 
physic, because, p tok  -pudor/ h« talked i of the sexes! pnd 
Ipcrmctie vCssel**f.plants, and caUed the peats by names f t  
propriated tom en and' »omen. f t» , our eonaolarien, |m »  
fever, and fbr your encouragement to prosecute your/ihr 
tpiiries into die brain, os containing die organsbf that, pria» 
ripfc'tsbkh gow ns.oar actions and thoughts intfeis ,xnhla. 
nary ’worlds >webave bred to seeeve»  dseMOuriHagetadma- 
iigiomste allow that Gafcla^wxs justified in  «resting dasfatht 
aanh tuned round on bar axis;' that t in in b a w c f l f lb h  
CSU’hawt net injnrod true cdigkm ; and, I  trust, ymptnaH 
yet live to see the world do diet jastsaeto>Bv Ppaihiiiajsfe 
Us discoveries on the anstemy of the brain, which e-rety sure 
tomigal chair, throughout all Europe ,jm t  dna tp'Habw^ 
Bar his discoveries of dm cirdolatkm ofthfe h b o h  »  boog 
«*<*• xmuoa^t:

* ' r* •’*it 9w
' r • i •. i f * .  ) 'A.M **H|
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A R T IC L E  X I.

PROCEEDINGS OF TH E H ULL SOCIETY FO R  P H R E N O 
LOGICAL IN Q U IR Y .

T h e  Society was formed March 27, and it he ld  its first 
meeting at the house of D r C. Alderson, when an  address 
was delivered by the President, D r Alderson, on th e  cause of 
our associating ourselves “  as a Society for Phrenological In- 
M quiry.™— (This address is published in our presen t Num
ber.—E ditor .)

T he second meeting was held at M r R. Casson’s, surgeon, 
April 19, 1627, and, in the absence of the P residen t, the 
chair was taken by M r John Young, (the oldest surgeon in the 
town), who made some few observations on the superiority 4  
the science of Phrenology.

M r Casson read an excellent paper, and adverted to  the 
fundamental truths of the science, as furnishing the best illus
tration of the poet’s advice,

44 Man, know thyself; all wisdom centres them’*

H e adverted to some very absurd objections made in  'another 
society to the organ of Constructiveness, and exhibited the 
heads of a rabbit and a h are ; in the former he pointed out 
the great development of the organ of Constructiveness, and 
the want of it in the latter, which is in exact agreement with 
their natural history, &c.

T he third meeting was held at M r R. Craven’s, surgeon, 
May 9, 1827, D r Alderson in the chair. M r Craven tend a 
paper on the dissection of the brain, and pointed out the 
manner or mode of doing this by the old anatomists, as be
ing not only defective in a scientific point of view, b u t likely 
to ¿mislead the judgment with a set of unmeaning phrases.



Two brains were procured for the occasion, the one an adult's, 
and the other an infant's of twelve months old. T he nerv
ous structure, the decussation of th e  fibres, and the unfold
ing of the convolutions (as in the case o f hydrocephalus inter
im s) weroshown. One fact transpired more immediately con
nected with the Society ; a  section wfes made "through the 
thalamus of both brains ; in the adult's the fibres radiat
ed from a centre, distributing them superiorly, laterally, an
teriorly, and posteriorly; but in thè infant's, the radii were 
only apparent anteriorly, or in the direction of Individuedityj 
Ijocafòtyì and Language.

Also a letter was read by the ’secretary, (addressed to the 
learned president.) I t  contained o. post-mortem  examination of 
a  gentleman who retained his mere animal senses, but who 
tost all power of ratiocination, and died insane. T he affec
tive organs were. nearly disorganized in consequence of a 
spicula of bone acting as the irritating cause ; and the mem
branes exhibited great fulness o f the vessels, and were highly 
inflamed.
. . :u *• t- «.

T h e  fourth faceting was held at M r Sleight's, surgeon^ 
M ay 17, 1837, D r Alderson in the chair, who made some 
remarks on twarf»ate’takefehp;M r Levaon (a t his request) 
from two children., Qua was troubled with fits, and had a 
laige portion of brain oh one side, amounting to a deformity ; 

,qnd the other was a hydrocephalic patient. In  the latter the. 
.enlargement was most remarkable in the region of .Secretive» 
ness and Cautiousness, but bad evidently decreased sino* 
the doctor's professional attendance. The use, he said, of 
taking casts would be to enable us to observe the progress of 
development of the organ», and mark the degree of their fm c- 
i donai activity, and how far they would be modified and in
fluenced by education and other moral causes.

M r G. Combe of Edinburgh was proposed as an honorary 
member by M r Levison, “  in testimony of esteem for his 
41 very splendid talents, and the ardour be has evinced in pio- 
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u  mulgatittg the science o f  Phrenology," fee. which was un»- 
tiimously carried without going to ballot.

T h e  Rev. John  Blezard was proposed a  m e m b e r  of she 
Society, and adm itted unanimously:

A n  excellent paper was then read by M r  S a n d  w ith, sur
geon, o f Beverley. H e  gave a com prehensive v iew  of  tk  
nervous system o f the whole animal k ingdom , n n d  poiofed 
out the peculiarities o f  each, with the c o rre sp o n d in g  fund i* . 
-—(T h is  able essay forms the first article in  th e  p re s e n t  Nms- 
ber.—E ditor.)

T h e  fifth meeting was held at M r Edw ard M unton's, m .  
geon, and, in the absence of the president, the cltair *ii 
taken by D r T urnbull.

M r M unton read a paper on the science o f  Phrenology, 
and cleared awuy the unphilo9ophical charges o f  m aterial«* , 
&c. H e  adverted to  D r F erriar’s cases, which h a d  been cit
ed by a gentleman (a surgeon opposed to the  science) in ano
ther society, who nlso made use of the following case, a* be
ing one which would give a  quietus to P h ren o lo g y , vit,
"  That a young woman received a blow at the back o f  th e  licit), 
“  when some of the brain was effused, so that th e  organs qf
“ Amatioeness were destroyed, but that she afterw ards Became i 
'' JiUc de joie, and therefore the science must be very  nbvurd."
M r M) then ltd verted to the impossibility of th e  cerebellur 
being injured by external violence, (and this was th e  organ 
o f physical love), as it is secured hy thé tentorium  internally, 
nnd several powerful muscles exlem ally, as th e  trapeoras, 
complexus, splenius, Sic. which are inserted in th e  ridge of 
the os occipitis above, considerably superior 1o th e  situation of 
the cerebellum. He then adverted to the poal-mortem  'ex
amination of Lord Byron, which, he observed, wax in itself a 
tower of strength in favour of our science, and  concluded 
with some warm eulogimns on the founders, D ts Gall and 
Spurzhcim.

D r Allen of London was then proposed as un honorary 
member bv M r Casson, and unanimously adm itted.
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spirited and interesting conversation on the yaeftcq, pfn(E Jjre^ 
oology. Many views were then given to illustrate the e fiect 
producedJn tb^deveJopqi|ei4ot tbe Qr{p^ Jjy, t ^ i j$ i j f t* |c e  
of education, by tlpe JRev. J .  B lew d,. P j . A ^ r s p p f  m p d * ; 
some curious observations on the. causes 
petdate the* peculiar units in different savages 4ttKi<w»4i*r- 
barian tribes. He said, that whilst the female 
ference to some peculiarity, say the reclining forehee^ . ^ c .  
H would follow as a consequence, that the race would jup >̂ 
serve all their physical distinctions and mental d e f ip s p ^ fc  
H e then illustrated these remarks by adverting to the vq^opp* 
barbarian nations of North America, Africa, fee. apd  epp^ 
eluded with an anecdote related by M r Ceokman, a nusgiap* 
a^y, who stated, that those barbarians who retained the p e 
culiar form of bead that belonged to their caste, or trtbe, pe. 
m ailed immoveable to their superstitious notions and rites* 
bu t that he could make converts of those who poasemed finer- 
developed crania, that is, who pere mentqilg superior to their, 
race. •  •

T he seventh meeting o f the Society was held a t M r Jcjhn 
Yoeng*s, surgeon, who took the, chair in the absence o f-th e  
F/SW1̂ *- .

M r Casson proposed the great and enlightened philqso* 
pher, D r Spurzheim, as an honorary member. M r C. com- 
nwniepted to him when in London, that our Society Ijad 
b$en,formed “  For Phrenological Inquiry," and he, D r 
observed,(( that we did right to designate ourselves inquir- 
“ ,-ers; then we should appeal to nature for ourselves,"

M r Leyison informed the Society, that D r Philip, 
eionary, made a  communication (through a gen(lefiap);fof¡f 
yet#  interesting fact, viz., (<.that the children pf the 
“  cppverts had anteriorly-developed crania, apjyxoimatiqg 
“  to t|ic European ones." I f  moral causes haye ttys.
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said M r L., what’ IncaKuatBK?' ’*«1 t6h-
ferupon'thi whole ‘htuflAn race ! "'" ■' '■ ’• *’ !

T h e  eighth meeting: was held St M r' Levfaon1*, Jtily  19, 
lifer- D r Alderson in the chair. M r L . read a paper, 
**“io bttve thatman's cerebral organization destined him for cirilb-' 
“-v tfv m  «uLthat. tlie barbarous races of the human family (if, they. • 
“ are the production of one original stock) are examples of degene- 
^ M to n / f a .  ‘ 1

'Mafliy highly-interesting and valuable remarks were m ade' 
on the paper, connected with perfection and degeneration off1 
animals by breeding, and crossing the breeds of families o f  
thfe same species, by D r Alderson, Messrs Casson, CraVenf,* 
Rev. J .  Blezard, M r Lyon, &c.; and other parts o f the pa- 
per were then alluded to.

A  letter was read by the secretary from D r Elliotson, inf 
answer to one sent to that gentleman, in which he thanks the' 
Society for their politeness, &c., and states that at the next 
meeting of the* London Phrenological Society he intended to 
propose our president, D r Alderson, a corresponding m em r 
ber of theirs.

T he ninth meeting was held at D r  Turnbull's, Ju ly  £6, 
1927, (M r Lydn acting as secretary.) T he minutes 
mer meeting were read, and a paper commenced by the'ReVl? 
j ;  Blezard. *

1 - i *iJ*T
T h e  tenth meeting held at M r RobinsonV, M r Young1 Iffr 

the chair, when the paper of Rev. 3J Blezard1 was cbMlhuetil

T he eleventh meeting of the Society was h£M at M r 
Lyon's, surgeon, On Thursday evening, August' £9, 1927, 
(he Rev. J .  Blezard in the chair. After the minutes o f  a 
former were read by the secretary, the Society was favoured 
with some curious remarks on George Noakes, (by the Rev. 
J .  Blezard), a youth celebrated for his powers of calcula
tion. Many numerical questions were put to him, to which
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he gave prompt answers. M r B., in eonchiMMi, asked (b is  
question,— Is the talent which-that boy displays, amie p ecu 
liar perceptiveness, the effect o f a  general concentrated nerv- 
oul iridoenafc/rathrr4han (hat o f a  part*oular-wgenie. devel
opment, such as that ò f Number? •• >

M r Casson read a curious case o f disease of the b ra in , 
highly interesting, as illustrating D rs Gali and Spurzheim’a 
theory of the structure of the brain.

M rfjevtaon read to the Socièiy aeateaMni of anihdseW bot 
fcf the work-house at Scarborough, and statad^thati a l tho hgh  
‘fié «ras now an idiot, it was the result of an accMeht' t t t ' d n  
brainy hut which, instead of presetting any obstacles to '& n  
iftWy h f thé stdeboe' o f Phrenoldgy^ might be cited ' rather-in 
prqqt1 p fits  fundamental truth, viz., ih a tth d  m itN t'itth Ü h d  
-itself ! through the instrumentality of material organsj) end 
therefore, whenever they were diseased, thè penante O f Jfntkfc- 
¿ittitìob betonici déffectrvè. ' Acttèt r Î H ié  p f  pOtÉlWèypttjfeur- 

à  farther acoount wiH befhrA^hedltb« Bòétetyy i ^ 'i  
1 ‘“ Ifit Cbavèn. read a  post-frudiém  eEamihfcâdtf'Of^H 4ndrjnf
seven years old, belonging to  the Society of. 
during the latter part of his-chsorder, (inflammation' ^^  ̂ the 
ftrainj tkc.) occasionally s i t tg , ';tvifh great tU d , 'kyfhnil't&c. 
although ’music Is not cultivated1 Or pnftttadtf b y  thoik'ofpllfc 

~ religious teneW. M r C. found tfhfc'oigans 'of1 Twin«* eond- 
“  deVabiy increased in balk, atid rather more a^pW M Se^df 

’ ̂ ‘mflainmafion on {heir surface thkn the Neighbouring - parfe 
B u t'th e  brairi itteir'hftSP^B8ttthJ IffgOf'ltftd 

vheav}«-14fiari' usllali " And the boy extfbited^ery'gtaait ftvcCO-
'a^y^f1 talent - n>' ■*' hm.*-
ji (‘m ‘̂ iezard offered tb'trettslafe Dr G^VTVttlt&wnHi'for 
the^Sociefy,' if  they furbished him ac b p y g ra tli  • fu X

,U- ' i>l ,*i “ ' • ' * ’J.'II ill 10
■JVjnl }»

uorilcw
It* . . ^ . r .1 v,»»i *1 I -:ivlv7fjo
■ ¡* ti ,*• t 
1 ■ I ,. if I

r.l r. Jîilj

* . l.d *1 t ' /.I • v. / T .
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i t  wnplÿ by I U a e ^ o r 'a n  MHfipnaee'AD , tfee-iofl(wtoW" t*MÜ* 
i t o t o v p i n t m i M n g t k «  nrtak*M»>kMiioWr th n ìa M A M  
cbtnctvw  I « Ì  on«1 fkeutoy o f' toJoctyby
mhiab wo fecolfecAindivkl u«! phenomena-oi<>« vwn ta, so we Afe 
pofeeawd o f  ¡another,, b y  «fakir we reoelteet 'tbo  *el*tkww1 
wbidiinKtivaOfl^pwtceife aaM ngtbeae pbeDòmena or 'evéiltt. 
T o 'tfarfartner paw « »  place w  wengned by iBhwtM l^kM ^1 
boil tbe fetter« aqcordiag to their preerat nM n, ihreffertMe 
t«ia eaBntyiof/fafcokina^'ffnryiwg in  their functions; sbd 'Ml-“ 
tended with rery different effects. Thus, the power, 
we. ppesess of remembering relations is scattered qv«r 
riety of powers, and has no distinct o r mdçpeqd^pt e^iat^ffiTr, 

'  fijom these,—or, in the language of M r Combe, ,‘S.Tfae,N)p«ffi 
“ formed by the reflecting faculties can be readied by 
€t recollection, ûnd they are therefore said to nave rn&nory.'’ We
are compelled to give this statement a positivé déniât3,1 ahcf” 
shall now proceed to give our own views on "the subject,' çn<î. 
illustrate them bÿ a Reference to facts. 1*

W e are of opinion, that each of the Individualities is a ‘fa-7 
cully of the mind quite distinct from the other. T o the 
lower we ascribe that fanctipii by which we are enabled to 
remember single uncdnnécièd phenomena or events.1 
Upper Individuality belongs that function by which we re
member rëlations of every description, whether these subsist . 
between external phenomena, or between these phenpmena 
and the mind itself. These positions, we maintain, are 
founded upon accùrate observations. An individual who  ̂
has Lower Individuality large, with the Upper small, will 
recollect phenomena or events which come under his notice 
very unconnectedly. He will be unable to remember th e ' 
ordef in which they occurred, or, in other words, he will for- 
gét the relationship of one to another, though he may sttft 
recollect all the individual phenomena themselves. A  person 
who has Upper Individuality very full, with the Lower mo
derate, Will be unable to form a very vivid oir clear concep
tion of any individual object or phenomenon. These will be
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, otthoownpkat * operafkata* ofth&qfmfaid 
o*wMii>0ii:h!«tc fow^M taim Ai in r none moment* tiitu m 'ls y  
nw nn^f jdii^fym&jfitbat we are-regulated in  odt 
n$fy *» ûrejUj <**, W) .otu jinottt difficult qhirettitfc'J ttuant

Uie.fpowei1: vf ^eoalleeUng the relation ¡ in which~~*e 
stand tp j^ternai.objtects atherwi« ell >tb® ■ feeting* nndfben- 
tin&apte fvitb which We tare.endowed would be ¡utterly1 useless.

.I fc  Combe states, t h a t* the mind baa no power* irf ca tling
A  fresh exbtence the emotions experienced ¿byi meAaaaf the

“ propensities and sentiments by merely willing thexp to fa  felfo^od  
trfrohde we bold these faculties not to possess memory.4*

JB at thife statement we conceive to be a mere evasion^Hthe
cftffiëtilty. T he mere feeling, it is admitted, cannoi oonfer 
tKe? pbwerbf recalling therelatioti in which we ma^Tfave stood 
td  ̂ prne Being. T he feeling itself is a simple and ang le phe
nomenon, as is likewise the individual object by which i t  may 
have been excited; and it is therefore plain, that the saaae 
faculty of the mind remembers both. But no account is given 
of the faculty, by means of which we are enabled to remember 
the. relation in which the internal feeling stood to the exter* 
nal object. W ithout this faculty, thç mind would have been 
made up of so many successive embtions,. without any liqfeby 
which to connect them with external nature. External» cir
cumstances might have excited our feelings, but without a 
faculty by which we are enabled to recollect the relation be
tween the internal feeling and the external object, the exter
nal circumstances would no sooner cease to operate upon our 
feçjïngs .than every trace of these phenomena having existed 
in connexion would be utterly obliterated. I t  would be 
needless to proceed to illustration to show how much of our 
knowledge depends upon this principle of the mind. W e 
may generally refer to the amazing knowledge of life and 
character possessed by Sbakspeare. His perceptions were 
not only quick and powerful, but, in addition, he possessed 
the faculty, by means of which be stored up his own rich 
speculations on life and manners. This power of the mind, 
therefore, is of the highest importance, whether we regard
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k  am ply b y ,itoaî «Hnsn)««fi(nBeô NOf 
it*  cctpparatÎYg,s tw gth v  iwtaksNM»ifeti*>ovdr therinrbviAtfsi 
chtnctarw i A ts e iu t possta ad of m *ftaittyiof'ibtad,1(tjy' 
\tUflli wo récolta*in d iv id u iphenomeoaor »events, so Ne afe 
possessed o f  another, by wbkb we-redoltee* dietelMtaftSH 
wtachiww tftoè o r perceive among these phenomena o r  event#.'' 
T o ^ d e  fonner power a  pku» is assigned by >PhrenologU*tfi11 
b u t the latter» aonorrimg to .their present views, ifrretertfkfie 
twrft variety o f  feòukies, vary mg in their functions, atid 'tt- 
tdnded with very different effects. Thus, the poweç, Wjhi^ 
we possess of remembering relations is scattered over 
riety of powers, and has no distinct ojt iudepeqdqnt opatf^fpi, 

- fqom these,—or, in the language of Mr.Cojqhe, Th&idfW i
“ formed by the reflecting faculties can be recalled by on W jg ft 
u recollection, and they are therefore said to nave mémory'9 We
are compelled to give this statement a positivé denial^ anéf” 
shall now proceed to give our own views on the subject,' çncT. 
illustrate them by a reference to facts.

W e are of opinion, that each of the Individualities is a fa-"' 
cully of the mind quite distinct from the other. To the 
lower we ascribe that function by which we are enabled to 
remember single uncònnedféd phenomena or events,
Upper Individuality belongs that function by which we re
member relations of every description, whether these subsist. 
between external phenomena, or between these phenomena" 
and the mind itself. These positions, we maintain, are 
founded upon accurate observations. An individual who 1 
has Lower Individuality large, with the Upper small, 'will 
recollect phenomena or events which come under his notice 
very unconnectedly. He will be unable to remember thè 
ordef in which they occurred, or, in other words, he will for
get the relationship of one to another, though he may still 
recollect all the individual phenomena themselves. A  person 
who has Upper Individuality very full, with the Lower mo
derate, will be unable to form a very vivid or clear concep
tion of any individual object or phenomenon. These will be
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sliggwtod to him in eoasequenae < of: rwsllechug 'M M m  
f t t h  hefaad previous^: «triced tor ohoomd^'or ho <m»>
queoce of reeoUecting the b n k r  io  «(nob* o o b  «otydott o r 
phenomena «too p ro n u tn l'to  Me h L.>i A^ponftv^viim 'lite 
both-Lower ankt -Upper «large wW, m  thb deatrary, yntoalfcet 
an uncommon facility ia regoileoting both« indiviridt i 'p baito 
nrttia or events, atad'Sfre onhtr inw hiehi t o t i  phaam M ifior 
ekents occurred or »ere presented*]»'Ma mind. idustnU 
tron-oF o a r  principles, me take«the djbestyrofi ovOilmg e a r  
sefoes o f the* example' which; M i Combe quotes ¿rbnax Strifes 
•speere, ih page M79 of^his "Syetoriu. ««We ulblde'to-l-Ma»/ 
QfcfcklyVspeeebtbFafetlatf '.S tar » rem in d in g  bmfc o f Am 
promief bP marriage, and - rn y v -*  ^ * b  ididsb «dear to t  mb- 
t'T5n* peNfcfcgllt'gbble^ -risting anony <blnfai»-cfaambi*r> rife the 
"wound tables by-a »eancoal fir«,, on Wednesday in Whitran- 
“ ' Weejc* when, the Prince broke thy head for likening his father 
" to  a singing-man of Windsor; thou didst swear to me then, 
“ <& I' to tf washfingthy wound, to money me« and idakbiBm 
‘■¡lady thy wife. Canst tbou deny i t  ?—Did not good wife 
“  Keech, the butcher's wife, come in then/ and cad tae^Gofedbi 
** Quickly? coming hi to borrow«  laws ¡off vinegar, telling )US( 
“  she h a d e  goad dish ofpraw nsj whereby .thou didf&,d5$fp jjj. 
“  eAtSOTOO; whereby I  to ld  thee they qere, ill for a green' 
“ wound; and didst not thotl, Wfieti she was gone down -otS ^  
"Hetdrb'Ubto bfe noihorOsolfamjharity drilh eaeh.poonBeepbt,« 
‘bssyiug; Shut«,flee feug,,*h«o< •hpujd' bfQ ma madam P And diart 
“ n o t thqu kiss me, and bid me fetch thee thirty shilnwipP  T* 
,r/put thee now to thy ' book-oath ; deny It if  toon 'Caakti’-w  
‘''.Here" M r Combe1rem arks,/' ie a  suapiising, variety of trjyiroL 

elf gum Stances connected by no link but ¿ a t  of tpe order o f 
f‘ their occurrence.” But M r Combe does trot distinguish -b&J 
tween, thp power of recollecting the individual event» and' 
that of recollecting, their connexion with each other. ‘A«-' 
ciordjDg to our views of the mind, we remember hxfivietbut 
phenomena or events by a distinct power from that byWhksh 
we repiember their connexion o r order of occurrence. • • t f ' tt 
character such as M rs Quickly had possessed Upperlrtdrv*-* 
duality large, with the Lower moderate, these mwwte a te  
cumstances would have been^ suggested to her rather by re
collecting the order o f  their occurrence than by dfrebtiy-re
collecting the circumstances themselves; and, in cohaeqoence,



there mmfcUum* beaa ahvaatiftg/thari vivid aftAidjatiftaromu 
eeptìott «0 acb i nBMrte sntnmetanee.*llieh< 4ft*tciki|«lflv 
marks-herxhuracttfn;throagha»it>o ..».¡...aii. ,vr v,

-jW aowct proceed, to te a r  thè c©Oaeik>o. wUiohUppe*. Jl*«i 
ditiihftlhy. h t -with thè mfleetmgfcctiltie** tn/k «hftU simpty . 
stflM ri*i abstrait <pri»c*pley< and give afew examples, byway 
ofihaetnttuu.: W e maid tail* then, th a t, Uppsr, fyiiUvifa: 
aü tÿ rtmemibers Akr reiaènm.mìmch, the, rejke!fa^;Jifcvitiw  
trmaeumoUn a s rirte r in  internai nnture,çr between txttnuÆ . 
nature aadtkeam nd «titip  • When we speak, of pfanoinaMp. 
wehfefertoiboae of mind as well; es ¡mafttey ; and our do$r 
trine is this, that all uneoimeeted ! phenomena. Sfa .tajfepjcpgf, 
« mur»  o f by Lavar lefhkluaüty»—th«t the *^Ç hng/W ^r( 
tieSObstrtoe »«race «dations between .these, phenomena,^ 
and that these relatión» are stored rip by Uppei* Individuality.

Causality simply, traces. cur perceives the relation of cause 
and effect-between phenomena ; Comparison .compares oh* 
jeets or phenomena ; W H perceives the difference between 
pbr— ntnn oc .ideaai; .and ,Uppor, Individuality remembers 
all tfiereldtihliff' which these powers have traced , o r ob> 
served- . A n . individual ’ therefore,, who has all the refiecu 
ingiurgaas large? i f  h h  Uftpra.-Individuslity ;is temali«,boy- 
qver yùicklyhè may tfape téhtibftif bètJfreeJn phmoMdft* stored 
up  in^ImwerlnittviduaUty, wiU,be.mach inferior In;h4̂ 9pry 
of reflations W  the -mi» who ha* tb s refledtiagJ power* only 
full, .with Upper Individuality large, supposing thé 'eondftfon 
of fa teru  paribu*  . to. bold in regard to, the other powers of 
both. S o  mush fon the connexion .which Utppet Individu
ality.has with the reflecting, faculties- W e may here notice' 
the •mapper. of, the operation o f Upper Individuality in re- 

to Ideality,, which.peema to hold, a (dace between our in- 
telteotsaj. poveia and sen timent*. ]^ r  Combe, in his chapter 
on Ideality, seems to- be of opinion that this power conféra 
the M itisaent o f  beanty, and  is accordingly necessary to  the 
ceaaeptioft o f • the.sublime. . This view of Ideality we admit 
to aeeord strikingly with the faat,— W hen a person with this

r v m w M  « n u f i i n w « i i ? r .  . 5 8 5
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otgáa la í^lóoktto ti'ábéitd íWáYiÜ h d k x ^ tte  ftéreéd»«» no. 
thing tortértiáHy WW<* :f f '^ r « ^ " ^ t b  tíie ¿rgtóí SUMÍS does 
not perceive, htat he feel ir the! etnbtion' iofbfemity In  S i r  own 
mind w itba  degf-eeoTvM dness which d^od iM ’ tíáUUriCvfee!. 
Every thing he looks on has a  degree bf* eXquiStfe^efe and 
perfectibility about it which a  person With ihetobgsta -small 
•cannot experience. T h e  individual objec t and^titoffetefing, 
as separate and distinct phenomena, - we - r e m é á b i^ d  by 
Lower Individuality; but how do'we'hmfeiuUbf th^i^datiaD- 
sftip between the object and the feeling ? A t tM 'titífé, ‘Wheo 
the external object is perceived and the Bdntimettt‘t i f ' ft&faty 
is felt, it is Causality which perceives the teKttítíÜ Hbf’ cause 
and effect, as between the external' object and the-^htifoent 
ofrbeauty, and it is Upper Individuality which renUabbers 
this relation. W e may thns recollect both th e  object and 
the feeling or emotion separately by means of LoWer Indivi
duality, but we remember the relation in which théy ' Stood to 
éaéh other by means o f Upper ItadividuaJityy^-oi*, itifetber 
words, we remember that the perception of 'the object '¿arched 
the vivid emotion described. T his iiiflhfetce of Upjléi'Ttófi- 
VMiiallty ih reference to' Ideality is1 borne out by observation. 
W e  have visited Westminster Abbey? St' PaulV, and ' mkny 
Other public places in London, where biists o f pOífrá’i r e  to 
bé'ttmtid, but in vain, to discover one very deficient iii U pper 
IridfvWasHty. Most o f  'them have it very full, sóme only 
fUff, bd t none Háve it small.

Albér What -we have stated in regard to the fiusetion Of 
U pper Individuality with reference to Ideality, it wilt not 
bé necessary to  go into detail in order to show its cotuiexioa 
With the other sentiments and feelings. W e may observe 
generally, that Upper Individuality gives the power'of recol
lecting the relation in which we stand to'external objetas cal
culated ‘to excite our sentiments or feelings; Causality per- 
crfvfei the relation'of cause and effect as between these Objects 
arid‘Our sedtimeiits or feelings, and Upper Individuality re
ta Ins the iWhftion so petoeived. I f  a single exKtttpte is  pro*
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d u ced  contffldkjarj ,qf F» ^ » r iN W jh
d o n  them,; byt we ftre,certaio,from tf»e observations which 
w e l^ v e  n^acj ,̂. that, th^ .a fpprd- ih 6 )«wa of^natiure,. 
an d , Mjftbout clamping the l$j»at indulgence,. yre frfejy submit 
them  to the severest scrutiny.

I n  illustration of our. principles, we beg leave firpt to refer ,tp. 
the  cerebral, development of the R ig h t IJon. Ificbard Brip#ley> 
Sheridan, a  cast of upborn headia to be found in thecplfection 
o f thoPbrenolog^calSodety. Thatindividualj without, large! 
reflecting poways, -contrived, if not to opjstrip,.at least fanaqpsi 
the ntopt r emarkable of contemporaries by ,tbe splendour 
o fh js  eloquence and the hrilliancy.af bis w it Now,, it still 
be observed, that the .largest of h^s intellectual powers ape 
the individualities, both o f which ere in him decidedly, ,lang% 
I f  our opinion? on tfle subject.of the Individualities are c o r 
rect, this celebrated person bad a  wonderful, aptitude for- 
storing up in his mind all the phenomena,.which came under 
hjs observation, and .an, eqpaj aptitude for j^cqUepting the 
cyder in .which theyppeurred or were presented, to bis mind. 
Accordingly, with moderate powers- of penetration, be poet 
sessed a minuteness and accuracy for detail which has seldom, 
b ^ n  equalled, and we may. safely say.,neper surpassed, Q j* 
tflind Seldom 1yd bifft to, <fe#> :0f iqtfqse *eflo<|tiou, ^  M , 
was. perpetually observing,.aijd, consequently acquiring.knqw^i 
ledge,. H e surveyed oqly the sip^aoq. o f jd^ngs, bu t bps surd 
vey was comprehensive and accurate. Accordingly,' hUF' 
knowledge of men and manner«, .without being profound,- is 
accurate, being drawn from the.stores o f a boundless; memo-1 

ry. The reflecting powers of Sheridan wt^e not, however, f 
very deficient, and by. means of them be traced relations fqr 
himself, and compared and contrasted these relations with- 
those which he bad previously stored up .in bisjmmcL Hefltp; 
it is, that with W it, or the perception pf difference,.jpo,; 
derate, by the aid of his Upper and Lower Individualities, , 
he possessed a  brilliancy aod vividness of conception alto
gether peculiar to himself. ; peiqg fefgply ep d A * ^  yifbt Unit •
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<ather o W e ^ c io fc b f  m y  «ther ̂ iW  ^
traced’or ehser^liin iw ltfae1 derived fcorotmaiingi craMber-

( ^ ^ e ’c tW liv k if  6* theU wl
. seated itself- Such too, we Wtevfl, is, p r e t ^ i ^ m  
'teeter o f  SherWso, ra  ^ ^  b y ’Mir^fi«ite.’ -xBolIkdlleerafcs 
¿6'dwell upon the bharabtet o f  jm ifoBWSftd? fleet,

Ja bust o f whom is to  be seen* id' ‘» i r ;0 ^ e i f <  W P ^  k s  
' tJ^piflef ‘Individuality very foil, -'iA W tfatPljM H’ 3 » f e i t e  

writings are re m a rk e d  fbr their 
racter, arid for nakedness in his flltfl^ ttori^ ftrawSS^tefal1̂ -  

* tiomeha. * Hhyderi, a bust df^homf'&f td* Wfest-
riiitisier Abbey, has, oh the coritraiy,M‘Lottfer fiSltWtfiiklitj 
veiyYdllj and Upper hot so ftill, khd h i s ^ t i H ^ ^ i ^ c h a -  

" facterized by a vivid conception of phenomftU.11 s *
} M W e are tolcfby the biographers’ oFPojfe] 
struck Him he immediately coriimifted’it 
w & tupori a visit to any o f' h is jfrieiidk, "*

1 required th a t hi* w riting-bbx fehotfiftie t t t ’ fakH K A bek
~ ; aodfcI**d i u i$*«

f «yifitai» i
r __ — • _ 1 j*

lest^ethooia loteatM artV’>o*nij ftJiQfdo
“ one night’ to supply lnm with rarfer,*

^ M n x r f i U j é t f  t i f a ' 1 * *
'" According io 1 PopeVdevelo p in e n arid fti 
refrie&ibered pberiomeria ’iioi directly1,1 bftt ÉHr iféS8küSt3^fbie 
relations whicfThé ha& 'fóu& í ' t f  1them;
they were suggested io  liiní lli'¿Mi¿h'ltffe ^¿iétíf&flf^f’ttóse 
relátiofis, 'and not cfireicrty 1 retíiéhibáffiSf^

' found it necessary^ when ady ' phebúiitA¿0VbHfIjí3¿§ttkffl)to 
vfoin illustrative of Vik subject, tb jfó^M 'ddtfbjHbSéiitófe'fo 
' wanted a  facifity'in recatfing^pHenotHenkllirecHf^0 ^QÍfcctíAl- 
1 nigly, jbr J*ofinson, in kbdljrzmg ( A i í t ó l c t e r ^ f i f 1 iilid 
‘ toryden/very justly r¿marké’, f r í ’át&flflflSB15É83H£$lge
1 ,c ftie superiority must be «flowed US
i «wMWMbofaMÍo, and who/hatesihe bacmaeMSjfntior^iMb'te*

* * H S
■ h  IM ratttné'fr& m  a iM t  *kxlénátc
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knowledge o f n w  was more comprehensive than that of 
Tope. T he  character of Pope's mind led  him  not merely to 
observe, but likewise to remember m inute relations, and ii 
this way he came to a knowledge of nW é general facts. His 
Lower Individuality being moderate, and h is Upper very 
full, phenomena'were suggested to him b y  th e tas  «  the re
lations which he had traced or observed am ong them. Sly- 
den,-6n die contrary, had Lower Individuality  very full  ̂with 
U pper not so full. H e accordingly YecoHefct '̂pfeW&weM 
dbecftyi bet rdadotre werere-roggésted-tolihhi^àttsérliyfno'B 
o f retodllecting the p h tao m eta tb em sd lv estK H ^ â)filel|àta 
dHfewpower eP reèOltertiUg relations d8pttjéyC*i,TH6cé ft^ 
that tife writings b fD ry d r t  are Wf'a- vefÿ-ufibjltff! lÈ u® » 
-i^Sometinieghe is remarkable felt the brHfiastti^ ’W1 Wfe*- 
cations*'and a t other times he siiflts into th é  battit ÿMlboti 
carelessness; tad'Writes versed that woüld 'cHfegratt' ¿Pfcl&w 
poet. '•We are frequently struck with th e  ^
am cèptiontand the vividttësS d f hls'descrfÿtitai^'bdfiit Wt 
aS often disgusted a t hiS-inequality. ' Popé,1 dtf'Hfe 
is equal t e a  fault,— the saine abStAct m ê /ta ^ ÿ ilh lr ttfW 1 
throughout. When he brings fbnéàrd'fiifeïn to ’HflHûûittaifc i t  
subject, he touches them K ghÜ y;^H ë^ a fé 'JaD‘dP1niit ft®1 
shadoWy character which im part ‘Wit fin 
tion o f the originals. In  a word, *Pope’sùd .D l,jfiWi,, >® 
'A ide o f thinking, stand aséompléteîy ^
th'tbejr do ib  tfceit cerebral ÜévëWpfoent.' ' '‘w **’

•W e dnght give nümeroùis ' other 
add Historians b f the last century' 9fèr»tràUVè‘8 f  
these principles ; h û t as an analysis 6 f the 
would'ne&swirily occupy rfiorë titne than we 
at prfesefa, We shall defer this investigation Wd* J * 1?
opportunity. W e proposé, in the first place', ^*®*j
ly z ë a ftw  of the most famous men' of the 
Wè'isHifl!!endeavour to sélect such orilÿ sis' haW ®SSapw^^ 
général ftbtoifiètjr, to enable even those who à l é 1 ^ nJ*fe* 
cd i i  the fiite of the science to apply ffie 'priddjlW ** 
here stated.
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A R TIC LE X III.

To the E ditor q f  the Phrenological Journal.

J&knlundakin, 31st Ssptem lw , 1827.

, D ead Mr E ditor, ■ -■ • »
A  ,cr£at variety of rumours, -some about the astonishing 
success, and other* about the dreadful overthrow of our fi*-. 
▼ourite science, have of late been reverberated like echoes 
among the hills in this remote corner o f the world; and 1. 
am impatient for the receipt of your last Number, to see what 
portion of truth they contain. One report, for instance, af
firms, that the eloquent editor o f the Edinburgh Review baa 
not only become a Phrenologist, but has actually written and 
published, in his 88th Number, a  very clever and spirited sa
tire of our opponents, in the form of an attack on the science* 
in which all the exploded arguments against it are urged with 
such a  ludicrous gravity and outward solemnity of manner as 
not only broadly to expose their inherent absurdity and empti
ness, but to produce a  strong positive conviction o f the trntha 
against which they are in appearance directed. I t  is added, 
that while this article is converting all the sensible antiphren
ologists of the three kingdoms as fast as they can gead it, and 
stirring up a demand for books and plaster-casts to an aston- 
ipbi.og extent, so as to raise the price of stucco almost. 60 per 
cen t, and to call into active operation swarms o f Italians as 
numerous and troublesome in your streets as bakers' appren
tices, but groaning under loads o f stucco instead of bread, 
there are still a lew persons remarkable, it is in justice added,, 
for very narrow and retreating foreheads, and strong in a  
rich endowment of Self-esteem, who persist in reading and 
understanding the article literally, ju s t as they do Gulliver's 
account of the Lilliputians and Brobdingnsgero, and whocoa- 
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tequenUy look uppn «bis clever production a s  a  literal death
blow to the new doctrines. I t  is also repotted, that the 
learned editor, in bis seal to peomote the great cause, and to 
make every reparation for bis former- maltreatment» has in
come so enthuaastical and impetuous, tbat M r Combe hr 
positively been obliged to write a  pamphlet fo r die express 
purpose of keeping him within bounds! Now, MrEditor, if 
you will just conceive for a moment the intense curiosity one 
must naturally feel to get a  full and satisfactory account  ̂
the quantum of truth in all these rumours in a  regjeo »«• 
mote as this, I  am sure your Benevolence will be ¡excited 1» 
such vivid action as will instantly .prompt youote gratify 
us by adopting more efficient meaas fo r,¡the- regular «i 
speedy transmission of your periodical.* . - <:

And now that my pen is in ray band,. I  may, telly«;, Mr 
Editor, thap I  have long had a desire to  write-something 
your Jo u rn a l; but wben.I recollected what «.terailpkrilsagit 
was, and bow trying to the nerves, to see one'« lucubration**1 
print, and- especially .to hear one’s self laughed at, cut op, * 
abused, as often happens to  printed men, m y bjgSelf-e*1*® 
and Cautiousness revolted at the idea, and drove me f(<P ̂  
attem pt; but now tbat I  have begun, my valour rises within n*> 
and  I  shall e’en goon a t every risk ; but, as my CopceatraW*- 
neas is none of the biggest, if I  ramble a  little in my

•  Some of our readers may marvel, th a t, a t so late a date as the 31st Sep
tember, our 12th Number, containing the results of Mr Jeffrey's attach 
not have reached G lenhoulakin; bu t our much-esteemed conesppfldffitt 
subscriber explains the mystery by telling us, in a private letter, that Bi* ***! 
able residence is so far removed from the line of mail-coaches, rifl-**^ 
steam-packets, and the half-yearly carrier's horse is so lame in two ko** , 
one ankle (besides being blind of an eye), that he can never calculate on tecoj- 
ing any of his periodicals sooner (ban twelve months after ddte. 
adds, that this is, after all, no such great hardship as m ight at fiist 
as he receives, say the October Num ber of 1826, about the Slst Sept«®_
1827» end he has only to fancy the year the same, to have-it in
the day it is due, and to have all the pleasure of novelty un im j» * ^  ^ 
notion of the extreme remoteness of Glenhoulakin from our mendi*11 nail ^  
fanned from observing the very* Mogul** fact of the earth's motto® ̂  
much modified there, by its distance from the centre, as to give 
to their September, when, for time immemorial, ours has eRflf b*® 8® 
with thirty.— E d it  o p .
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hope you will not N fa n  to keep m e company, fat least till'you 
are tired, or I  am done.

B a t perhaps you think1 i t  is ;tisùe tt* begitV;-i-I am o f'th e  
souieopinion, and therefore proceed to tell you a ** hantel
about" what Î  have to say. .................

■You once had a , very sensible article about M r 'Owen’s 
• parellelogramatic commanhies, in which you discussed thepoi- 
liM U fy  of m enlrring together in numbers on terms o f union, 
•equality, and cooperation ; and you talked as i f  no such ex
perim ent had ever befbre been tried. Now, I  propose to 
show that you are wrong in this supposition,1 and ’that com- 
m unitiesof union and mutual co-operation exist m all quar- 

- tors o f  the world, and have existed frttn  ■theearlieBt times, 
and that they are always found to work wéll where the insti- 
tntieu has been properly framed from th e  beginning, and 
established in a  favourable soil. - •

I t  is, perhaps^ not the least'angular circumstance in the 
history o f the communities to which I  allude, that, although, 

•as has since been proved, they have existed and flourished 
almost, if  not altogether, as long as man himself, yet' i t  was 
■not till late in the 10th century that thèir existence and con
stitution were discovered and1 explaihed to  thé world- by a 
German o f the name o f Gall, whd has since gained great ce
lebrity by his discovery. Many people, called philosophers, 
had indeed suspected their existence, and some of them seem 
even to have occasioaally stolen a  glance in a t the. windows, 
and described what they saw ; and almost everybody had 
remarked the exterior of the. buildings so occupied, but with
out troubling themselves much about the number, habits, or 
occupations of the tenants. And another kind of men, 
called anatomists, have been known to examine many of

■ these' edifices, after they had been forsaken and abandoned 
by the proprietors, and to investigate their arrangements and

■ structure with great care, in the hope of finding oat the uses 
of the machinery, and the number and particular occupations 
of the artists ; but every thing they saw was so totally unlike
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every other kind of machinery with which they were ac
quainted, and the actual uses to which each particular part 
was applied being no longer observable, they also were de
feated in their attempts. Most people had a t last come to 
regard each of the edifices and all its contents as a single 
large storehouse occupied by a single tenant; but a few, par
ticularly of those who, had peeped in at the windows while 
business was going on, insisted that, in fact, each building 
was subdivided into a variety of parts, each inhabited by a 
partner, who carried on a distinct branch of business for the 
general behooE But it remained for Gall the German to 
pu t their real nature beyond a d o u b t; and he succeeded 
where others had failed, only because, instead of contenting 
himself with looking in at the window of occupied tenements, 
or with inspecting forsaken ones, he persevered in his entrea
ties till he was let in at the door, and had an opportunity of 
seeing Nirith his own senses-the kind of use to which every in
dividual part of the machinery was applied.

Gall, M r Editor, was a very curious and a  very reflecting 
man, and he made his discovery in a very curious manner. 
Bring placed by accident in the immediate vicinity of one o f 
the communities, he was often made to suffer from the perti
nacious loquacity of a voluble little man, with very biff eye*, 
and who was never amissing from his station under the porch 
in  front of the edifice, where he seemed ever on the watch* '■ •, i* *# f •
for a  new victim on whom to inflict his ceaseless prattle. ^C u-. 

• riosity prompted Gall to enter into conversation with him , 
and to inquire how it happened that he was always ^ t i n e  
door, apparently idling away his time to no purppsj^.* I^is 
little friend told him that this was a sad mistake, am} t^ ijtjie  
was there in discharge of the important duty of interpreter 
and speaker for the whole establishment, (not a.speaker^ like 
be of the House of Commons, a non loqxundo; )  fine! }Jipt, 
betides, he  assisted the secretary in reading thecorrespopid- 
enoe and in the composing of his letters, neither of wfycj^tfie 
secretary could accomplish without him, whether fro«} nature

5 9 4
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or from habit he was uncertain, as it was not within his pro
vince, but belonged to another member to think. H e  far
ther added, that not one member o f  the whole community 
could either speak, write, or read, a single word without him, 
however trivial and schoolboy-like such accomplishments 
m ight seem to b e ; and that he, in executing all these mul
tifarious functions, discharged his share o f  the duties, and 
consequently was entitled to and received an equal' share in 
all the comforts which the community could command. H e  
also informed D r Gall, that in these establishments every 
member, on the true principle o f  a division o f  labour, was m - 
trusted with a particular department o f business, and pas an
swerable for its proper execution, and that every thing being  
thus regulated, and each having his own lodging fitted up ex
pressly for him self, and adapted to the nature o f  his em ploy
ment, it yrea astonishing how successfully business went on.

G all was at first greatly surprised at this information, and 
was long doubtful o f  its tru th ; but having kept up his ac- 
quaintance, he at last prevailed upon his little friend to intro* 
duce him to some o f  the other inmates, that he m ight have 
an opportunity o f  observing how the system worked; and then, 
to be sure, he saw between twenty and thirty members, each 
installed in a lodging o f  his own, occupied exclusively in his 
own peculiar business, but contributing his share to the com
mon good.

Scarcely had Gall satisfied his curiosity by gaining admit
tance to one building, than a strong desire to inspect a great 
many more all at once Seized upon his m ind; and, in look
ing around him, he WA9 amazed to observe that he had ac
tually beta living in the midst of them, without ever suspect
ing what was going on within. The other buildings, to be 
sure, varied in size, in convenience, and in furniture, but 
werO all erected on the same general plan, and with the same 
number of apartments And of tenants; and it now appeared 
that it was their very number and similarity that had hitherto 
prevented their true government from bring inquired into.
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Thus, the first person that he came into contact with, in rip-* 
proaching all of them, was always the little big-Cyed interpreted 
seated under the porch in fron t; and what struck him as v e ty  
remarkable was, observing that his little friend’s fluency a n d  
volubility of utterance was exactly proportioned tothe 
accommodation of his apartment. A t first he was surpris e d ' 
to meet with some of those gentlemen, whose monbfliyftabic * 
answers and dearth of words seemed to indicate almost aw 
absence of the power of speech ; but he soon gathered from  
them, and, indeed, saw with his own eyes, that this arose 
from their own diminutive stature, and from the sc&tfty fh r- 
niture and narrow limits of the lodge putting copioiisness^n- 
tirely out of their power. And it was this observation that, 
pursued farther, ultimately led him to remark, that the capa
bilities and efficiency of all the members were exactly propor
tioned to the extent of their accommodation; and, after a 
great deal of trouble, and time expended in visiting an im
mense multitude of communities, he ascertained, that although 
all were occupied by the same number of individuals, hr- 
trusted with the same fbnctions, and domiciled in the same 
apartments, yet immense differences were to be met with 
regard to the extent of accommodation possessed by each; 
and thus it appeared, that all were not carried on with dqtikl 
success or with perfect harmony, as will afterwards be more 
ful|y explained.

In  many other respects, too, these communities wete fbtitid 
by Gall to differ from those patronized by M r OW tt. 
M r Owen's, as you, M r Editor, well know, are intended 
two or three thousand members; bu t those seen byi,6foHj*tAad 
which abound in the world, are on a much sifiafflfeP i& Se,' 
none of them containing more than from thirty to Arty*'in
dividuals, although he was informed that a few of the 'mteftfe* 
bers had escaped his notice, and had been confounded byhfria 
with others with whom they were in the habit of asSoehdhig. 
M r Owen, being fond of straight lines and sharp Cornets, 
places his societies, as you know, in stiff parallelograms.
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Those, described by Gall are placed in edifices of a very dif
ferent shape and construction. W ith a little variety of form, 
most of them are, of an irregular oval oblong shape, of une
qual height and breadth, but many of them exquisitely pro
portioned, and of beautiful elevations. Indeed, some of the 
finer specimens are so inimitably beautiful as to seem fitter for 
the abodes of immaterial spirits than of beings of an earthly 
form; and from this circumstance we find one of them de
nominated 44 the palace of the so u r by a late great poet, who ’ 
saw it to infinite disadvantage, after it was abandoned by its 
inhabitants as unfit for use.

When Gall began to visit these communities, with the 
view of ascertaining the number of their inhabitants, their oc
cupations, and general economy, he was very often repulsed 
by a very grave, timid, croaking, dismal-looking fellow, and 
a  smooth-faced, twinkling, sly person, who were urgent for 
his exclusion. T he former sounded fear and alarm till the 
very walls shook; and the latter insisted that nobody should 
see their secret, and thus be enabled to lay plots against 
them. But as the one bad shown himself a coward, even * 
when no danger existed, and the other had often shown more 
duplicity than veracity, their objections were generally over
ruled, and Gall was adm itted; and the only assistance he 
then required was to guard himself against being misled by 
the lies and mystery in »which his disappointed enemy endea
voured to envelope every transaction. But in this also, 
thanks to * very upright and honest member living in an
other apartment, he completely succeeded, 
i. GalLsoon found, that in these, as in other well-regulated 
communities, each member was accommodated with a couple of 
apprturepts^ one on each side of the building, and that, to 
p^vfn t. mistakes, each had his own number on both of his 
doors. • .Those, however, who reside in the central part have 
their apartments so close to each other that one large folding 
door served for both, and one number was all that was re- 
quired. This idea of numbering the residence of the mem-
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Jiers iq copvenieptip poor* xocppctsthfut one ;  f o r ,» the Ex
istence of these communities w asfirstihseonereilia a  f oseijpi 
country, pqpny of the .m em ber »tillrutsin the long a a d n m - 
couth foreign-like names and. title» .which were a t  f i a t i t t a d t -  
ed to them ; and hence, to avoid .circundowtticn»1'¿*> o f t *  
happens that the. individual occupant, is. a fsk e s iti ' QW tisl- 
callj, instead pf nominally, TJt»ua the dignified prpnidrtat a f  
the Society is often styled am ply No IjO,—*to s MstdMC&besag 
a t No 10 in the building. A gaii\ that, grave,. langtfaeed, 
apprehensivp-looking person, Mona, de,la. CuxonofMetma»»» 
known to every one as No 12, and never take» this n fla tfin il 
designation at all amiss. Thia. your «»detSrjwiU a t ■ once 
recognize to be the plan practised a t  inns. T faa tin h w w li 
gentleman sleeps in bed-room No 9  to r in»tatr<y and, <tti 
asking for his bill, he finds, “  N o ’V^—Pinoary 4 a ,  -Glaml, 
10s.’ ^d.," &c. & a, which he pay»,,and leave» th eh b u se -i»
mysteriously as he enteted i t  ............................... .

.The most delightful thing observable ip. the dwMOtiflgM- 
noqiy of these communities is. the strict Mnpettisfcty ■ which 
regulate» the distribution and jfprnitnre .of ti»«. .different 
apartments,— the size, situation, apd, splendour o f .«aeh/be
ing admirably proportioned to tbe w ^ntsoftbfl ofifiipsel and 
to the extent and importance of the duties with which >baas 
intrusted. Here, for instance, as in all well-regulated. ebat- 
m ¿dupes, those who h»ve th e . change o f the household mv 
ranjjements, and perform the coarser work, and a tten d ■ 0» th e  
eating and drinking,departments^ and take q a teo f tbeabii- 
dren, are domiciled on the sunk flopr or base of .theihtuM- 
nig, whi^e those who superintend the moral,, n tig h tu v a n d  
ipteHectual welfare of the flock c/peppy tfre-bjghfcjpsrtatrttl» 
id  front and on the upper floors. A  few» Andaed»rj4imiiiantk 
whose office is almost a sinecure» but who, aevpr thejosg^s»» 
useful enough in their own way, and whose constant watch
fulness and occasional assistance are quite indispensable to  thfe 
comfort and success of the establishment These otfeupy the 
lower rooms in front, a t Nos .80, 21, 22, 28, &&, whose/ it
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must be admitted, theyjjafe somewhat narrowly lodged ; but 
their accommodation being in other respects complete, and, 
4m point of extent, proportioned both to their want« and to 
■the nature of tbeir services, they are as contented and happy 
« any of the others. Those, again, whose duties are of p 
-higher order, and of greater importance tb the happiness and 
.guidance of the nest, are lodged in spacious arid elegant apart* 
¿neats, and they abo are satisfied with theh* condition.
. «< B ut how,” I  think I  hear you exclaim,in e q u a lity  and 
nqfen t the thing is impossible!” No ddubt it is ; but there ii no 
'■ cqsdity  here. Real equality consists in having immunities 
and privileges proportioned to our nature, and not in every one 
hairing the same. If,'for instance, you were to install the little 
■fellow who fives at No 21, and who, fróm his small dimensions, 
tsfricknaaoed Bine, into the spacious halls of the grave tad  re- 
airing Mg gentleman at No 12» what trould become of him P 
He would absolutely be lost in one corner or other,..and 
•«Sight die etf hunger before he Wás discovered. As to what 
t b  solemn man! would do in the little box of the little fellow, 
abe question is Useless. He could not get in 1 If, again, 
ytkl were-to make the proud' and' dignified sign or at No 10 
¡concuase hb loftyand oonrttiariding station, and to pop bitp- 
odf- into the quarters occupied by the sly fox-looking figure 
0C<No 9» what would follow P It is clear he would go mad 
on finding himself obliged to lay 'aside his stately and per- 
ppndtatbr attitude, to lie down horizontal^, with his head 
«ticking dot to one ride,' and hisfeet to the other, like two loi^j 
hiMpOunders on the middle-deck of a man-of-war; and ty  
¡watched, toe, by his chicken-hearted friend in No 12, lying 
«11 she tibe above him like a nightmare on an alderman's 
b u t  at five o’clock in the morning, after a Lord Mayor’s 
feast - And how Would his sly friend like the exchange ?. To 
tind himself placed, as it Were, like a monument on a hill-top» 
for everybody to gaze a t ; he, whose delight it is to peep 
anacen through hobs and from behind screens. Assuredly 
be would not rejoice at the change.

But how, you will say, in tins society of union and co-ope
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ration, ato net aH the vnkmbers of'one mind and of one way 
of thinking ? Q aitethe reverse, M r Editor; they arena dif
ferent in thrir tástés and trays of thinking os toy «et of own 
can he. 'But then they are generally alt of one mihd ae’ to  
one very important point ; and «Ms' is the chain which'linkk 
them together, ahd which old society ought instantly W ad o p t 
on a larger scale, vis. every one of them is satisfied'-that he 
is most effectually promoting his own interest  aw ti'greti- 
fieation, when- he most zealously employs the particulars«^ 
lenta and qualities which he possesses far the général -bd- 
nefit, and, that none of them may have the ptetence^of 
forgetting for a moment the course which be ought to ■pur
sue, the whole community is generally placed under-'the 
direction of the-Chief Justice, the High Priest, aud-tbe 
Grand Almoner, who live respectively at No 17,14, and 1#, 
and who are supported by the rest, on condition of aetiugaa 
faithful and upright monitors; and attending to>the impartial 
administration of the laws, to the interests of reMgion̂  to the 
wants of the poor, and to the recovery of ‘the tick. Their 
injunctions ate not indeed always fulfilled ; but as'thetr eson 
practice strictly accords with tbtir precepts,’ and they Mat 
upright, useful, and honourable lives, they are muctarespeefc. 
ed, and their approbation sought for even ‘by the most tu*¿ 
Indent members of the household. When the community 
is'guided by them, it is observed to flourish, and toeojoy 
great internal peace and happiness ; but when, as boumHums 
happens, the suggestions of the men below are fattM d'tohk 
preference, aad contrary to their advioe, anarchy, turbulento} 
and discontent, áre sure to follow. For example; •* - 

To repel uggressfon, and give a healthy principle of re* 
«stance to the community, and also,'it must-be admitted/ 
from a lurking love of contention and fighting in -lire -toatf1 
himself, the indweller at No 5 has been constituted ifisM ibr; 
and, for equally good and obvious reasons, he of - No- #  has 
been appointed Butcher, he of No 8 Banker, he of1 No 84 
he Traveller, he of No 28 the Organist, and he of-Nb t t  thé 
imitator, and so on ; and each in his own vocation is-an ex
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ceedingly resjieetable and useful member qf society, But wbqn 
any one of them takes it into hiaheadtoset up. far himselfy&nd 
oarvy on bis own trade ip his own way, and-for hittowaex» 
elusive advantage, every thing gees to wreck and disosder. 
The Soldier, when abandoned by the prudent ferenghtof 
the wary gentleman at No 12, gets his brain? knocked uufe 
not in battle with the enemy, but in a senseless quarrel'with) 
bis comrade, Grady O’Flanagan, about the question, whether. 
St Patrick was a  native of Tipperary os Conamara. The». 
Butcher, when deaf to the admonitions of the Chief Justice^ 
gives way to Ins furious rsge, oeMnitsmusdei^aod gets him», 
self bailed, to the great aaueyaoce, and, in fact, to  the to* 
tal destruction of the whole community ; tor the people her 
ing carnivorous, cannot live without him. In  like manner,, 
when the Banker sets up for himself, and despiacsthft ad mo-, 
unions of thé Chief Justice and High Priest, be uniformly, 
commits usury, and gets himself prosecuted under the at»., 
tute of Queen Anne, whieh, you know, imposes forfeiture of 
the debt, and treble the amount of it  in name oS penalty j sa 
that he becomes daily poorer the more be labours to become 
riob. The Traveller nier» when left to himself, sees moun-r, 
tains where there are only- seas,, and forgets his business i»  
thinking shout friths and headlands which have np existence 
but in hie own imagination, and thus loses his employment, 
The Time-keeper at 26 goes mad, and dances himself inv 
to convulsions ; and the Organist, lost to all sense p f papp. 
pciety .and of melody, alarms the community, with discordant,' 
and uncouth sounds which, cease only .when bis. instrument: 
no longer answer» to his call. The Imitator, foreaken by re»«, 
sen, enacts the pest of Harlequin, and,., ip concert, with the 
W it at 812, makes a mock of every thing under the sun;, till, 
by the chaotic din, the three great powers, roused to extremi
ty, turn the one against the other, and by making the Buteba, 
er break the head of the Soldier, and the Soldier pummel the., 
ribs of the Butcher, and by setting the Time-keeper to^uh* 
due the Organist, and so on, the whole are again toduceri to
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Xffftop. But wJ^eiL^ch e^eqts biwpelf in h|s oyg.dppartment 
iwdqt<%gi¡udance of ihe4bfs(s gwEt fm^ionwies already 
.p^ tip p ^ ,.i^at^ rs gp^pp very diffeyenjiy. Each then .ap . 

'  plies himself to tbp^rattch for, which .bis genius, peculiarly 
fita him, and i» satisfied that he be?t coQsults his pjra happi- 
W * by confiniog .him self to bis own department intend ° f  
¿¡parting;* restless anxiety to raise himself to one which he 
conceives to be, of a more refined nature. There is thus 
union in its best sense, and each, by pursuit^ hisopo trfde, 
gratifies himself and his neighbours at the same tinte. But 
yon will understand this better when I  give you the charac
ters and habits of a  few of the members a little more in de- 
.tail. .
c,Sqipie of the.inhabitants who reride in the lower floors, 

g ^ a f .^ h ^ p .P ^ d y  hinledjSomew^at pione to violence and 
f^cesp- The Butler,, w^o has charge of thf callar, M ofeta* 
ally gets drunk, tiprifies the Butoher, wjbo lives close by him, 
■and who, even when sober, is somewhat of a, pasetqogte,, mis- 
cbiefJovipg disposition; and then thé two together make 
a tremendous uproar, and break, smas î, and destroy the 
.crockery, furniture, and eyery thing else that .comes in. their 
tray ; audit is reckoned fortunate if the Butcher .copien .not, 
as already mentioned, commit a murder. Occasionally thpy are 
joined by the Soldier, a person naturally addicted to all,sarta 
pf fighting and contradiction; and then he goes about aquaring 
JtySfists, and giving bruises and bloody noses to every pst 
whom he meets; and the Butcher sometimes dips akn ifefo
to his hand, and then be becomes a perfect demon. 1Vheo 
the Bjitler, Butcher, and Soldier of one community Jbappen 
to meet the same members of abother, both parties heiqg 
drunk, a ta  late hour, when the Chief JustkerUid High Pried 
are gone to bed, they kick up a tremendous uproar. T^iéy 
curse, swear, and blaspheme, threaten, slash, inte, kick,. ami 
maul each other in the most flagrant and disgraceful manoqr, 
and never stop till some of the more moral and benevolent 

‘ members come down and put them all in the stocks.
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In sonde commodities, however, from the lower floor being 
small, and the accommodation of these inferior functiotoàtièa 
being limited, and a strict discipline befog k ep tu p  by the 
higher officers, sueh disturbances lieve* happén; and each 
fulfils his duties, aàd is happy in his own sphere. Indeed it 
is only in those societies where the servants have trnfbrtu'- 
nately been provided with larger apartments than their busi
ness requires, and more leisure than is good for them, that 
they have become dangerous and ill-behaved.

The Butcher living at No 6 is, as I have said, accused cf 
being naturally of a mischievous disposition, and fbhd óf 
cruelty, and varioùs methods have bëeh tried by the Chief 
Justices of different communities to tame him. The favourite 
plan is to flog him ; whenever he makes a row, he receives a 
dozen of lashes ; when he repeats his offence, he gets two 
dozen ; but this is not found by experience to have ati f  gòóft 
reformatory effect. He seems either to like flogging, as I  hâve 
heard reported, or he soon forgets it.* The more successful Vay 
has been to find proper employment for him in his finè, and 
to look narrowly after him. His proper occupation is killing 
animals for support of the community,—a species of work 'de
clined'by all the other members, but of which he Is ratifër 
fond. Those who succeed in keeping him out of mischief, 
give him, in addition, the duty of Cutting down thé wütid, 
breaking stones for thé roads, and blasting rocks with gun
powder. As a child, it was observed, that he would' often, 
in bis recklessness, have burned off his fingers, or blotrii hini- 
self pp, Had it not been for the attention of the caufSAiis'geft- 
flemaî  at No 12 ; and, improving on this hint, thè ^hòÌe 
community joins in soliciting this wary personage to* &1ce 
chargeof him For ihe general safety of the whole establish
ment. " ‘

I  had a great deal more to say, Mr Editor, but I  have Al
ready consumed all the paper in the Glen, except a single 
sheet, which I  must reserve for some great occasion, as mÿ 
next supply may not reach me for three months to come;



and I must therefore conclude, and I  only rejoice that this 
will reach you so very soon, as a long-legged young collegian, 
who is hastening to the south, promises to carry it in the brief
est space of time that such a journey ever was accomplished 
in,—I have the honour to be, dear Mr Editor,

The Laird's third cousin,
And your very humble servant,

*  M ichael the Stammerer.

6 0 4  THEORY OF THE TEMPERAMENTS.

A RTICLE XIV.

THEORY OF THE TEMPERAMENTS.

W e stated in our last Number, that, by a new application of 
the universal principle, of size in an organ being a measure of 
its energy of function, Dr Thomas of Paris had succeeded in 
developing a rational, and, as to us it seemed, most important 
theory of the temperaments; thereby solving, in a clear and 
consistent manner, what had been so long felt as a hiatus in* 
medicine and in philosophy, and what had been so long a 
stumbling-block to the most zealous cultivators of mental and 
moral as well of physiological as medical science.

Since that time we have very often tried Dr Thomas's 
views by the test of experience, and have not hitherto met 
with any exception, but, on the contrary, have found them 
singularly felicitous in throwing light upon some previously 
obscure cases, and of great value in estimating the relative 
activity of the nervous system in different constitutions; and 
it is the conviction of their great practical importance that 
leads us to press them again on the attention of the reader. 
That they have been partially appreciated is evident from 
some of our best newspapers,—such as the Scotsman, the 
Morning Chronicle, and the Englishman,—having copied them 
from our pages; but that they are not yet sufficiently known



is obvious, from their still remaining unnoticed in most of the 
medical and literary journals of the kingdom.

Dr Thomas's principle is simply, that as size is a measure 
of power, and as the whole system is made up of the nervous, 
the sanguineous, and the digestive apparatuses, contained re
spectively in the head, the thorax,, and the abdomen, so will 
the natural constitution differ in proportion to the relative 
equality or predominance of all or any of these three great 
divisions. Thus, a great size of brain and head, with small 
thorax and abdomen, will give a constitution characterized 
by a necessary predominance of the cerebral over the thorac
ic and abdominal functions, viz. great nervous energy, ac
tivity, and force of mind, with little aptitude for muscular 
efforts, and rather weak digestion; and a large and capa
cious thorax, with small head and small abdomen, will give a 
constitution characterized by abundant sanguification, power
ful respiration, and vigorous propulsion of the blood to the ex
treme points, and, consequently, by an aptitude for muscular 
efforts and active exercise, much more than for mental activity 
or active digestion. And, again, a capacious abdomen, with 
small head and narrow thorax, will give a constitution cha
racterized by great powers of nutrition, plumpness, and sloth, 
much more than by mental or bodily energy, or vivacity of 
motion. And the other compound combinations of them will 
produce constitutions participating in the qualities of their 
constituent elements,-—such as the cranio-thoracic, with large 
head and thorax and small abdomen; the thoracico-abdomin- 
al, with large thorax and abdomen, and small head; and the 
cranio-abdominal, with large head and abdomen, and small 
thorax, &c., as already fully explained in our last Number.

Hitherto we have been greatly at a loss how to estimate 
the degree of activity of the brain, except by observing the 
manifestations; but we are inclined to think that Dr Thomas 
has provided us with the means of approximating, at least, if 
not of positively deciding. Supposing the health to be good, 
if the head and brain be large and the thorax and abdomen
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relatively m all, we shall fipyl not only imdominanpe of eere- 
bral. power, but also, so far as our obaecfatiqu goeŝ /cerebril 
activity. Or, if the bead anf) thorax are both large» 
small abdomen, we shall find mental power.and,PWWty 
energy combined; but, as part of the nervous. epcxgy jf ik 
necessarily be expended .in supporting .the greatenjfeffgpfl 
of the muscular system, the mental power will he lttu m h . 
intellectual in its manifestations, and lesa capeh^oC,!^' 
continued efforts of thought, and, consequently, tlfg itsdwt* 
dual will make a less permanent impression of inteUijflH# S lt 
and, in our conceptions of bis character, the thorax and 
motive, manifestations will also be felt aa constituting ao 
small portion of the man. A  big thorax-cannot hmeh(M»> 
finement and sedentary occupations, and is, conMqum%> 
not favourable to long-continued mental efforts.- - 

A  large brain, again, with a large abdomen^ tand tiimg 
powers of nutrition, will constitute another modifiwjwad 
temperament, in which the vivacity and perm w anes ef do 
mental functions will be subdued still more than bytalHP 
thorax; and although the perebral energy will sfiU h*^ 
it will appear much more in fits of exertion taupe* Oiduirdh 
state, and, in our conceptions of the map,- th$ abdnp4H*V 
constitute a large proportion of the figure, and tbs. mild 
appetites will be felt to consume, at least, as muchfq(1tfielW' 
vous energy as the purely human or itjtelUctuai .poff*tit . ' 

The practical uses of these views are nuntftr*iM,fw4tPNh 
luabje. Let us suppose that we want »  manr fittndlO’W ^^ 
good general I f  we choose a decidedly encephalic |an4w*l> 
with small thorax and abdomen, we may find in' hi® ,• 
intellectual and moral qualification that heart 
but how would he withstand the bodily 
caatpaign ? The feebleness of the thoracic fuactioftfcjftd At* 
consequent inaptitude fpr active muscwlav>exereiffc-Pffldd,4P<! 
duce.a drew upon his nervous energy to «airy. b iN i^  
through space, that would deprive J»im, on |eu^•^gro$lh,* 
half of, his mental activity, and .superiority; wfcffrse%rtf' *
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select a man, like the Duke of Wellington,' with an ample 
thorax added to a large brain, we have at the same time the 
pOwer to endure fatigue without detracting too much from1 
the nervous energy; and, consequently, we have the power 
of rapid mental combinations, undkninished, ready to take-ad
vantage of every opportunity. Or, if we select a man with a 
small head, joined to a large thorax and big abdomen, then ' 
we have the mere animal force, with only a glimmering of 
mind to guide and direct it.

In choosing a profession also, and we know not a more im
portant question, Dr Thomas’s theory is admirably useful. “ 
I f  the youth is remarkable for a fine broad chest, a mode- : 
ratify-med bead, and full abdomen, no Phrenologist would 
ev& recommend: to Mb* a sedentary . profession 'requiring * 
much confinement, whatever might be, in other respects,- his ’1 
certebrtd qualifications; beeause he would see in this confi
guration the indeBUe stamp of nature, pointing out to him a a 
mbre aetive fetid o f usefulness, and threatening him with dis
gust And restlessness if lie fentured on a sedentary course of 
life, so much at variance with his natural constitution.

If, again, the y6uth is remarkable for predominance of the 
cerebral Over - the thoracic and abdominal fbnctioifs, the 
Phrenologist acquainted with the temperaments would never * 
recommend a profession requiring much bodily activity ahd 
strength’ iii addition to much intellectual superiority1, be-• 
cause he would at ouce'forestee the inability of such a frame 
to cope with the demands to be made upon it, and the mi- ' 
series to which it would lead. As aft advocate, solicitor,‘ or * 
banker, such a person might be happy and successful; ' 
whereas as an engineer, or any other profession requiring 1 
both mental and bodily vigour, he would be miserable.

In education the use of Dr Thomas's theory is equally Ob- ‘ 
vkriis. In early life the temperaments may be modified more 
easily than at any future period, and hence the importance of 
attending to them in the young. A boy of a thoracic tern, 
perament will be prone to violent exercises, and comparatively 
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averse to mental occupation; but,-by<a judicious and perse
vering superintendence) aad by gradually and proportionally 
extending the latter« and withdrawing the. incentives to . the 
former, a Vary beneficial change may,' there is every reason 
to believe, beukicnately aoewnpliahed. Aad, .again, tbn en
cephalic hojr, frith- weak chest and máseles,, may ip timer by 
withdrawing, the incentives to and opportunities (of too much 
mental exercise,<and by a properly-regulated gymnastic .train
ing, and muscular exertion in  the open air, be greatly, riot- 
proved in bodily vigour, and y«t retain his njentaí; powers 
undimidished And, lastly, tbe abdominal,-boy, whose, befiy 
is hisgod, riiay, by proper-regulation of diet, and mental assi 
bodily enróse, be brought within the pale of humanity,; 
whereas,, if left to himself, animal indulgence and .mental 
sloth wfauldbfe his portion for life

In fitet, while we write, examples of tbe applicabUity nf 
this theory to education, to professional purposes,.to m erlin 
and to medicine, crowd in upon us; and, if- we re& aiutor 
dm present from proceeding further, it if with dm view o f  
securing the groundwork, by earnestly, recommending, our 
readors to go back, to the analysis of Dr Thomafh book, 
given in our last (Number, and not to leave it till , they dm- 
roughly understand at. We shall speedily return - t o  the 
subject. - - .

A RTICLE XV.

On the Functions o f  the Sense o f Sight, considered chie/h/ in 
its Relations to Ideas o f Form, Colour, Magnitude, and 
Distance.

T h e  object o f the following pages is to show that the eye, 

or external organ o f  vision, serves only to I'eceive and trans

m it tbe impressions o f  fight, and not to form idem  of any  

kind*, whether o f  colour, distance, or magnitude.
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That the function of the eye and optic nérve is shnply to 
feerive and to transmit to the organ of mind) the impressions 
made oft1 them by the luminous fays with which they are in 
eos&kt, and that in themselves they do not forth any * kind 
ctf ideas, or judgeof any'kind of qualities; andthat, for* this 
purpose, the co-operation of the brain isabsbhitely indispens
ably wM plainly enough appear on an attentive exmntation 
of the structure of the eye, and of the phenomena consequent 
éíthetf upon its destruction,'or upon its restoration to health.’

In the casé of'vision, as in ail other varieties of sensation, 
the nerve is the really active or essential part, and the ocular 
apparatus upon which it is distributed differs'from that cm 
which other nerves are ramified, from the ear for instance, 
only because light, or the object to be perceived, differs in its 
physical properties from the objects cognized by the other 
Weaves, as from the air in the case of hearing« If  the nerve 
of hearing were ramified on the nfeinbranoes of the eye, it is 
quite obvious that ’the non-adaptation of the mechanism of 
that'organ to the propagation of the atmospheric vibrations 
Would render it utterly uáeless as a nerve of hearing; and 
iF/oh the other hand, the nerve of vision were ramified cm 
the internal ear, it is equally obvious that it lyould be utterly 
useless, because the rays of light could never reaeh i t  The 
nerve of vision, then, requires the aid of, and is attached to, 
the eyeball, solely because the latter is so exquisitely adapt
ed to the properties of light, that while the transparency of 
its humours allows the free transmission of the luminous rays, 
the relative convexity and form of its membranes modifies 
them in their passage, in such a way as to produce a distinct 
and well-defined image on the nervous expansion, which is 
destined to receive and transmit the impression to the brain 
or organ of mind. That this is the real and sole use of the 
eyeball, and that it does not form ideas of any kind, is ap. 
parent from the fact, that, even after death, or after extrac
tion from its socket, the eye retains the power of forming a 
distinct image of external objects on the retina or nerve, so
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long’ as its membrane« and’ humours retaaatheir tnmspatyp- 
ey, and the eye is not suffered to  collapse; apd also by many 
instances o f‘disease in which the eyeball remains vm dtend, 
and transmits the luminous rays to theretina withpevfcx 
fidelity, but where, flam changes in the optic nerve, o triti the 
brain, no cause of sensation is communicated to the tnhadi 

I f  then it be admitted that the nerVe hi the rascaCiafoorgro 
of the external sense, k must also be granted, that, singly, it 

'caftnot farm ideas or judge of qualifies, and thaty'as ititb e  
case Of other nerves, it is Ike mind acting in coamcsiotK ua# 
the cerebral organs that is their true sounds. This nmortfartg- 
ly is the deceived phrenological doctrine; bat, as nsnotx.cac- 
fusion still exists in the public mind on this subject,? some 
farther facts, arguments, and illustrations, may net-be .mis* 
placed.• •
' I f  the casewere otherwise, and Sheeya itself wornrtha-troe 
source of the kind of ideas alrady specified, persona-horn 
Wind, and who consequently could never fare  enjoyed er 
manifested any of the functions attaehed to that organ, «ught 
to possess no notion of formy ¡colour, diftanee, or magnitude; 
and, on die principle that ¡deearornkn of- oh organ necessarily 
involves the deftrnerion- of the funotidn belonging to iv  those 
who have been so unfortunate as to lose both- eyes-by acci
dent or by disease, mast, if  'the eye .bo the -real souuowpf 
these ideas,' have lost not simply the power o f vision, but also 
til percep tion and recollection of' the distinguishing, qualifies 
of external1 objects. But wheu we come to consult stature, 
precisely the reverse of all this is found to hold good t far 
dot only ate -ideas of form, colour, and distance, retained in 
perfect vigour after the loss of both eyes and the total de
struction of their function—zvaion, but many blind people, 
who have never seen at all, excel in these very .perceptions, 
apd have a more accurate conception of the feral Und'pro- 
pertie&of a cube or a sphere, than nine-tenths of thos^who 
have them always before their eyes. Saunderson, whoy it is 
well known, was born blind, was a capital mathematician and
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l each e n of mslhnuaritvn.flWflncn.<imdiwgr'Of. and founded 
upon the very-qualities of forms, magnitudes, and quantities, 
that are still so absurdly ascribed ,ta ¿he, only sense wbififr na- 
OMvjbad denied him !
i'i H 'the eye is the sole source o f our ideas of distance,' how 
doefeithappen that the born-blind daily display such accu
racy > of perception of distance and relative position in> ttye ra- 
ipid and almost untiring Certainty and safety with whicb’they 
■thread-their "way through the crowded streets of a «ity, ^pd 
^udge-of the distances-of horses, carriages, and other moving 
obstacles, -which they eo cautiously avoid P I f  the eye is the 
•true 'origin of such ideas, how does it happen, that, after the 
■loss a t both eyes and of the functions which they perforin, 
•  man stdi retains accurate notions not only of form, or of 
distance, but even of colour, which at first sight seems the 
■most dependent of-all- upon the integrity of -the qye? If  
'Mflton< had been indebted to the eye alone for bis sensibility 
to 'the harmony of colours, he wowld-havelost that taste whan 
■the organ thatgave.it was destroyed; but, instead of this» the 

- pathetic and affecting'address to  Light, which be wrote when 
'pttfeetly Mind, shows demonstrably that his sense of colour 
’Was as vmd as ever. Nay, even persons bortf blind, and whose 
'«yes'riever surveyed the varied- hues of nature, have never- 
''thetess-a distinct conception in their own minds of the qua
lity  of colour, which of itself is enough to prove that .the 
'¿ye-is only a medium n  inlet to, and not the erigin of, that 
’ietisation. - And on this view we can easily explain -tbe abi- 

" fity'trf1 the-blind to'understand ahd to teach the lawa of op- 
tfespatid oven astronomy; and also the exquisitely appro
priate descriptions of tbe beauties of colours by such persons 
-’ttf'Dr 'Blacktook* whose eyes -were never open to the fight of 
'days' "  In his -poetical productions,” says an ingenious writer, 
,‘f f lr  Blaeklock. alludes to the various beauties o f the visible 
“ world, and to the charms and delicacies o f colour, with all tbe 

‘'“’ propriety, and With all the rapture and enthusiasm , that ever 
* find the breast of a poet who had the fullest eqjoyment o f his 
"  eyesight. Nor was this done mechanically or merely by role; 
“ for having him self put it as a question,— “ How shall we ac-



"  * ooant ftrr the stole energy, the ssmetnmfepbrt of̂ desan̂ liaB 
“ ‘'exhibited by those oo whose,winds viuhle objectojwwedtlwr 
“  * never impressed, or have been entirely obliterated ?' he a- 
“ ‘ sures us that, ‘ however unaccountable tMs fa'tt nBy'appea’, 

h  is no less certain than extraordinary." **•
Here then 'we have the moat unequivocal' teatiaMBy * 

proof of ideasof fom , si*»» distance, and csJosavbeinginde-- 
pendent of foe metre organ of vision, and df thoiattekjbeng 
nt> more than a medium of coiamuniention betweeb axtowl 
objects and the internal faculties o f farm, c d ttt(  lw t 
take cogniaanfce of these qualities, Many philesophre', '»' 
deed, and- Mr Alison antowg others, eaplam.’eucbiea«* a  
D r Biacklock’sj b j referring his delight in colours,.nst to sajr 
distinct original conception wf their beauty in Ids eW fW  
hut to foe influence of association in coancctiagjothes>f®lisp 
wifo foe- words which-he made use o f  to.draomcakmnt -W 
although it is extremely difflcultfor ut tsw am w /llm alit 
off' foe ideas of colour entertained by suah.peresos, yri'*ha® 
is abundant evidence, not only from their«wn.dedhiatii** &  
from their manifestations, that they do hetoaUypossqpad*®-

The simplest way of- detenniaing the flite tio d d  
is One within reach o f everybody* Itis-»diely>taabB*ti* 
eye, and then attend to the idem aadfametioas whjph.adH®’ 
main ;-~vwionis at an end; therefore wenriaysay sagoahth 
fiinction of the eye; hut the form- of- our friend’s faf*d* 
colour s f  hia eyesaad hair, the-rixe of Ins bead andoose,«** 
foe distance at which he lives, »rejust as accurately- {■*** 
to the - mind as ever they were, and consequently these a*  
not constitute any part of the function of the eye, v h ^ 1* 
completely inactive.

Baity and most familiar experience is in strict accord*** 
with this. Every one knows that it is dear and distinot ri**00' 
and not a talent for colouring, farm, or perspective, ***** 
the invariable accompaniment of a favourably-«®****0̂  
eye; add that many a weak-sighted man is remarkable for **■

6 1 2  ON THE FUNCTIONS OF THE SENSE OF SICHT.

* Edinburgh Encyclopedia, vol. III., p. 601«
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OTqniaitr taste .forpainting, («dour), drawing, (form), or per- 
on1 theeentrary* manyesaaiplaa of the low

est endowment of a)l of, these talents ai*e to be met with in 
union with the meet powerful vision« • Mr- James Mylne is 
oneimtanee oiU cfm aaj, known toiall our readers, of quick 
sight enwsdsting;with in ability to distinguish awns of the moat 
paipdUaahndas of- eolnuri with each- other« Mr Ferguson, 
n m t e d ia-M t Gornfatfa.Systemsis aniastuiee of deficiency 
in the pateption of. .poapectnekr-* defiaienoy which, by.j&e 
may,mam» to  kse mole chasaetenatic of .the Qwpma.foaa of 
abnuatiSTiy-other, pfopl^ thaur bsfogus good
guana a n ,.- . i And, m ^a<^thispe»Oel»iouof torn# ef-vipoi» 
to. tastaibr. aeloupmg, im , is . so,: woil koqwm, that, Oxtosn 
aoanklbadaaghedrnt. bgndw.veeyiohildiwnifflihn fltreg, wfjw 
hehenonaly to:afihon.th«t-Jo»kJ^,thinugh. ia-teleewqw woiald 
gi*anmahqmmma.«Jfj? Mgrfnoa high jrabsh for foe; howdy 
of -oolaurwMsh^iMwrewer»H)WwnM >dw „weremere for**; o f 
taskva aUilhatwaaawitai tojesproraJhistaleote. . \ v
. - ^Fbe phenomena t o f (discs« support our -views, equally 4* 
fooeejaf heakbu .Whan jtbg «pentane as, disorganised) as,trhen 
ttaa cornea; or thera^atailioeijlens 'ibaa last jt# transparency , tp 
enchu degree aa , to  impede, hutjvithont altogether jnfcranpf- 
« g  ah« passsge ^fi.th* rays of light to.the nptiqoecr««^» 
odaaaquende ia notanydnrsagwien t  ip our ideas of fours,or 
of .distance* but simply: the aaparfeot. fomaatooa of, au wags, 
rntthe redna, and the,p tnxptim  by the vfad  tf'tlfa im p& h  

Jhstion.as aneadstimg quality (jfths image- _A«dw<*ntfber. 
affection, ophthalmia, whioh ia confined to the.eyealaaq,,there, 
is increased sensibility to lig h t; but, unless the disease, onr. 
«sods to  . the brain, and delirium supervene* there-is .np.dis
turbance of our idaas of oaloor, of form, or. of distance», 
whwrcns, ia dwmws of the- brain, the eye remaining sound* 
false perceptions of distances, features, and relative position, 
are ¿constantly occurring and leading to fearful mistakes, aa 
is duly seen in mania and in fever. In surgical cases of 
pressure of the braii^ from fracture of the skull, the eye all
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the pane , ptm ainwg ffe -raioe, , virion «ay  .oftr a  ha ampraiMi 
or. restored, by increasingor dmiBtahi% the pnelsun n si 
on tbe brain by the broken bone; jhuN io every iaatmx, 
affording tbe strangest proof,-that tbe eye aadafiti&Ome ds 
not form ideas, but serve only to te stn e  hod to tnmrnit tie 
uupressioas node by tbe Umqmous ray»« aaititbatitap» 
«eire, or to become conscious q f tin e  inyirtssnlryaad ffl 
jpdge of their qualities, require indispensably the opaatkn 
oflha.whale or ofsome partsnf tbe-bmin.; . ■. •■¡■i ■

The eye beiog thu&rijown to be in a great, mensoeffiLp* 
she instrument, and toast upon tbe..rays o f.ligbt:iw,/risus 
of the physical properties of its-component) parte», it-fcti»**, 
tb»t wheaaver itedevelopmentie complete, it will, «waywi® 
fopotions with perfect preetnou, independently1 o f eeperiew- 
ilut-tlua truth, has- been greatly hut sight oL I t  has «A* 
beeaaUeged, for HMtanee, that» as we ham  two ayes» ** 
ought necessarily to-eee single objects double, and dwt, si 
tbe image formed on the retina is an invented’one, we eagfc 
necessarily to see objects also in an inverted pmirion ; hit, 
as we know that we see them single and not inverted, pMo* 
sopbers have long racked their- brains bow t o  explain tbs* 
»Ucmaliesv and.have »«vented many iabonred andprofood 
theories to solve tbe difficulty- One, that- has JbaenmdKr* 
favourite among them, affirms that, at first, we. d o  asSmUf 

ace double and inverted; .but that this false pereeptwn brief 
canettmtly corrected by touch, .we oome at.-last, by dint of 
experience and scholarship, to see single and upright Bat 
a wetfui aberration of judgment is here, whiob fiqerieaee 
might have corrected, had she been faithfully ccnPiksd- 
When a stick is plunged into water, right sees it beat fi»w 
the straight line, and touch feels it not to . be benl^h* 
straight, and judgment decides that sight is deeswad by sp* 
pnarancss. But, although tbe mind knows that sigh*'* 
wrong, tbe latter, nevertheless!, continues to  tbe end of d®* 
to ate it bent; and, in virtue of the constitution givso ty 1* 
turn,,the eye cannot, by any possibility,or by any e*peri****



see it atoeriiiso Stan jniobedsHH^tothelawsof'llght. This 
goes; to the root of o h  sense' btingoorfacted by H dlhtf. 
Tka mirndf oM ckjudge* and dirMt» actions, is corrected, add 
knows the sesme is m erra*; bet the v tn ti
is  its tale. Touch msy teil ns (fast 'our bodies we not at 
the backol a m»rr©r,bub light continues, nevertheless, touffi 
the sane f im  thpre aabefore. I t  it oar judgment, and not 
the aenta} that is ootrueted, astite impression on the hitter re» 
mains identically the aaknej Keeping this in titf»; flan ady 
thiqg name-absurd bpproposed, ■ in tiie shape of philosophy, 
titan-to affirm that, by nature,' M  see objects double and ih  
vested, and, by touch, idam t»  «er thoBl singleariddfl;the 'r ti 
verse petition f  It-iS very trne, that, we cannot yettidfefkU 
toady explain Aoswtie-aae eatiry tbiag tingle and -uttinferted t 
bat when we know that many animals «eeacearatefy atb iitlq  
and without experience, and that no Mind' man, on -being 
suddenly restored to  sight, « n r  sawobjetts eitherdouble otto» 
Verted, it; is better to eay, that we enjoy correct vision or cor- 
m t  judgment by the bountiful gift of the Creator, thxtt’to 
obacare the fiactbya lend tif false explanations^ of todeny it 
altogether till me -shall be able- to discertr.to oar own safe, 
ibatioa b*w the oosvespoadixg sMictnre acts in producing tbe 
effect,-««' point, mtafc probably, touch beyond'tboteocdv o f 
over faculties ewer to determine.'  -

But it wiH be said, it iequhaceitain thatby means of'vision 
tfe acquire ideasof distanoe, uagahude, or position; a t d t f e  
therefore^ must depend On tbe eye. To this westasvtov, thgt 
vision is one inlet to tbe external cause that gives rise to abase 
ideas, but that, as botbitand its organmay bedestrayedvtaMl 
yet the power of forming such ideas may exist in fall activity, 
tbe latter cannot be referrible to tbe eye a» their real a f e /  
The strongest proof tin t these eon captions depeOdnateft 
the organs of sense, bat o r  tbe brain, is, that by sound and i 
by > smell, as well as by sight, we may judge of distance^ f f ' 
volume, and of position; and that* as the potrer o f forming 
these-ideas may be retained in perfection after the destruc-
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department tand arie inferior»» another; one excels in còlono, 
another in perspective, and a third in outfine or figure » and 
none of diem are able to remote the deficiency by any effect', 
o r by any study.

In  forming a correct theory of vision,-it »exceedingly im«, 
portóni to attend to these natural differences in the power af. 
estimating different external qualities, unconnected aa they, 
often are with any difference in the power of. sight IRfentts 
know hbw mudi philosophical reasoning has been fbuadsd 
ori the phenomena consequent on sudden restoration of sighft.< 
in  adults, Who are supposed to be able to gire an acoounlofi 
their sensations ; of one it is said, that he had g n a t difficulty! 
in distinguishing colours, but none in recogniring forma ; of 
another, that he perceived colours wish ease, but failed i ta. 
appreciating distances, and so on ; but, .in inaentiag enplanes 
dens of these phenomena, not the ligh test alhnrance is eroe* 
ntódefór aby naturaldiflsrehce of capacity independent, 
die eye ; and the whole reasoning ds camed ou as if every 
rtfflàd were completely equal in the force* arid the proportion» 
of its powers to another ; and the gseatsat erro» am thus:itt< 
advertently committed, as may be shown by. selecting, for, 
example, two individuals possessing the same quality in op., 
polite extremes* M r dames Mylne, whom.sight isratbeg 
keen, is, nevertheless, from aw imperfect endowment of,the. 
organ and faculty of Colour, unable to  distinguish many 
shades of colour from each other, while he readily apprettata» 
differences in shape, tine, or position. Rubens, onthe other 
hand, from a huge endowment of the faculty in which Me 
Mylne is deficient, excelled in 1m  perception and judgment 
of tints, while his appreciation of figure, from a smaller en*. 
dewment of the organ of Form, was avowedly lesa perfects 
Mr Mylne could not surmount this defect, and was in conae* 
quenee obliged to change his profession. Now, suppose both 
of these individuals to have been bam blind, and restored 
suddenly to sight at the age of thirty, is it not quite evident 
that M r Mylne would never have learnt, by any amount of
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experience, ttf distinguish colours with any thing Hire the accu
racy which Rubens would have displayed from the first. A n d , 
if we neglect ’these numérisé deferences at the very basis o f all 
the speculations, what is likely to be the value o f' the super
structure when actually raised ? I f  the perception and ap 
preciation of forms, magnitudes, and distances, depend nei
ther on touch, nor on sight, nor on any external sense exclu
sively, but on internal faculties acting on data furnished by 
the senses, and we neglect to ascertain the natural differences 
of capacity in the subjects of our observations in regard to 
these qualities, it is i» vain to expect to arrive at satisfactory 
or consistent conclusions.

Brit, in addition to a sound eye and a proper endowment 
Of the Tequwke cerebral organs, another very important con
dition, is necessary for the perfect exercise, both of direct vi- 
mon, and of the indirect inferences in regard to the qualities 
of external objects, but Which is often overlooked,' 
power o f directing' and steadily fix in g  ike eye upon an ofÿed. 
M r Charles Bell, in one of his excellent essays in the Ptiilo- 
aopbical Transactions, on the functions of the nerves, bas 
explained the mechanism and influence of the different lands 
o f motion, voluntary and involuntary, to which the eye, is 
subjected { and has shown that many of the perceptions gu- 
nerally attributed to that organ take their rise from a  parti
cular state of the muscles. ■ P, 17fl.— ** When an object is
“ see*/* says he, “ we enjoy two senses. Thertf is an imprea-
“ sion on the retina j but we receive also the idea of position or 
" relation, which it is not the office of the retina to glVé. ' f t Is 
•' by the consciousness of the degree of effort put upda the vo-

luolpry muscles that we know the relative position ifm  ah* 
“ ject to ourselves. The relation existing between the orneé' of 
"  the retina and of the voluntary muscles may be illustrated hi 
“ this manner :— . . . . .

“ Let the eyes be fixed upon an illuminated object until. the 
“ retina be fatigued, and in some measure exhausted wy the 
K image, then, Closing the eyes, the figure of the object wul re*

main présent to them ; aha it is quite dear that nothing can 
“ change the place of this impression on the retina. But, not- 
4‘ withstanding that the impression on the retina cannot be changed, 
“ the ideas thence arising may ; for, by an exertion of the vohin-
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“ tary muscles of tb s eyeball» the body sesirrâtt appear to
“  change its place, and it w ill, to our feeling, assume different 
“ positions, according to the m uscle which is exercised. I f  we 
(* raise the pupil w e shall see the body elevated, or i f  w e dé* 
“ press the pupil, we shall see the body placed below os ; and a ll 
“ this takes place when the eyelids are shut, and when no new  
“ im pression is conveyed to the retina. The state o f the retina 
“  is  neve associated w ith a consciousness o f muscular exertion ; 
“ and it  shows that vision, in its extended sense, is a compound 
“  operation, the idea o f position o f an object having relation to 
“ tne activity o f the m uscles.

“ W e may also show, by varying th is experim ent, that ait
“ a g ita ted  s ta te  o f  the m uscles, or a  s ta te  o f  action w here the  
rt m uscles a re  a t varian ce or confused, affects the idea  o f  the 
** image* I f  w e look on the lum inous body so as to make th is 
“ im pression on the retina, and then cover the face so as to ex-. 
€t elude the light, keeping the eyelids open, and i f  we now  
n  squint, or distort the eyes, the im age which w a s  v iv id ly  twi- 
“  pressed upon the retina instantly disappears, as i f  il w e re  imped 
“ o u t”— “  I f  w e move the eye by the vo lun tary  m uscles, w hile
*  the impression continues or# the retina, we shall have the no- 
" txotvof place or relation raised in  the m ind ; but if  the matron 
" \of the eyeball be produced by any other cause, by the invo- 
t£ luutàry m uscles, or by pressure from w ithout, we shall have
*  no corresponding change o f sensation."
■ 'T h e r e  i s  m u c h  tr u th  in  t h e s e  v e r y  r e m a r k a b le  o b s e r v a t io n s ,  

d s i s  sh o w r t, n o t  o n ly  b y  M r  B ë lP s  e x p e r im e n t s ,  b u t  b y  fa c ts  

¿ f  d a i ly  o c c u r r e n c e ;  a n d  i t  is  s c a r c e ly  p o s s ib le  to  p la c e  in  a  

S tr o n g e r  v i e #  th e  p a s s iv e  n a tu r e  o f  t h e  e y e  i t s e l f  in  le a d in g  

f h e  m in d  t o  id e a s  o f  v is ib le  q u a l it ie s .  T h e  e y e ,  in  fa c t ,  i s  t o  

t h e  m in d  j u s t  w h a t  th e  te le s c o p e  4s t o  t h e  e y e  i t s e lf .  I t  r e 

c e t t e s ,  m o d if ie s ,  a n d  tr a n sm its  t h e  lu m in o u s  r a y s ,  b u t  w ith o u t  

b e in g  in  a n y  d e g r e e  c o n s c io u s  o f  th e ir  p r o p e r t ie s ,  a n d  o f  th e s e  

th e  m in d  i t s e l f  a lo n e  j u d g e s ;  a n d  a c c o r d in g  t o  t h e  s te a d i

n e s s  w ith  w h ic h  t h e  t e le s c o p e  i s  h e ld ,  a n d  t h e  d ir e c t io n  m  

w h ic h  i t  i s  p o in te d ,  d o  o u r  c o n c e p t io n s  b e c o m e  m o r e  o r  l e s s  

a c c u r a te ,  a n d  m o r e  o r  le s s  d if fe r e n t  ; a n d  t h e  sa m e  la w  h o ld s  

o b v io u s ly  in  r e g a r d  t o  t h e  e y e .

I n d e e d ,  t h e  u n s te a d in e s s  c o n s e q u e n t  u p o n  w a n t  o f  e x e r c is e  

a n d  s im u lta n e o u s  c o -o p e r a t io n  a m o n g  th e  v o lu n ta r y  m u s c le s  

i s  o n e  o f  th e  g r e a t e s t ,  i f  n o t  a c tu a l ly  t h e  g r e a te s t  o b s ta c le  th a t  

e x is t s  t o  a c c u r a te  v is io n ,  im m e d ia te ly  a f te r  s u d d e n  r e s to r a t io n
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and it ie'oae ubiety u  «cstafi km d an ai to 
Mm, bmabeett altogether D^httad, in tfaermany M tosimtn to 
meoooikrtha phenomena with prncnnnri veĉ theMaeanf wifion. 
Anodsee diilkKncebetowMtbe.'organs'ef aen*e> mutatbar 
faftctian&nnd thorn of the brain, md.tiich my rnpbfe wto 
dutingimh betwseti them, kithe-muohgroaUe adnulirfm» 
pmmtaU f nhiditbeiceriabcalfuactibnsareaunisplibiafsimi 
epereiae andoducaiion; whereas, fpmi the orgasm o f  ja m  
»ting chiefly in• obedience to physiod law%>4heyi»Meni»to 
their function* (when their denkpaent i(.^Dfiete)i'!ifitii 
almost »  much earn and accuncyfram tk/tayfinhatah  
ter! the greatest possible amount o t .experience.' ■ ■•ifrifr lie 
said that toach or that taste improves by exercise; ,k i* 
granted ; . butihenit most be observed, tbetthechnngn haner 
is net acMy in the amount of ingpeessian madaby>the«MM* 
nal object, hot almost entirely in the mceaaaednttentiontmidele 
tbeeund bestoira in listening to it; and, cenedquentiy,! cnees 
here, it is the oereibcal organ, and not the estongit jfenaê thnfc 
nthg^npdified.' When a dock' strikes in a rooteris which 
me sit, intent on another object, uo aannd is haaaflf.-i aJUbito» 
bratiaaa s tr ife  the ear ae.brfvre, but the brass decynotattamd 
to.tfae kapreerims oammsmicated, an ocneequenee; by-ifaouu- 
ditosy .nerve. Bnt suppose that we«t ioutpectotiotoof hear; 
mg a vary gentle tap at a particular hour, mu bear i t  dia* 
tfanetiy when nobody aim In the room .has heard k>; Thia 
seusibilityan sur partcnbnpt be aaid to apeefrom a-grenter 
and suddenly-acquired per&dtum af the organ -of halving in 
us, and is at mice admitted to arise from the mind being 
setm in a certain direction; and this is known to depend«« 
the state of the brain. The sensibility of a nerve may, wo 
doubt, be augmented by education; but the degree in which 
it may beinereased, within the limita of -health, is very trifling* 
when compared to the extent to which the action of the in» 
ternal faculties, which take cognizance of its operations, ie rao. 
difled by exercise. The promptitude of action which the 
reflecting faculties acquire from exercise is well known; and
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experience shows, that those of fVsno, (U an $ liK ,fla |lliM  
calhy, white am nast.anpkyed'sn the ta tm o i tenon, are «a 
exceptions to  the general rule, , the fsaiitywad accuracy ofaR 
<rf teem being euantptiMe of : great iocreaseftwm: education-* 
b » t in  a a a t Ttiaikm laihe. original oddarnmart. >1in 
d u e d w  wfaat«vmrcpaldjeveT.inake M r M yhre, foemBwpW 
arjudkUiuearioamt.- -Whsn,>theBe&>ra*»blind petsoirisrasH 
•lu n l eo rigbtyeven supposing that tbeeye itself instantly 
return* to aheahby state, it is quite to be> expected :thet he 
Wfibbea leas, perfect i d p u f  « d n e , farm, and distance a t 
first d u st a fter r ix  months' practices rB n tn stee  organs, vbeft 
pcfesant and in betetb, always execute theirfunctioe». in *  
greater oc lan- degree* bo,: horn the first moment tb a ta  dia* 
f ia t  hgsge informed upon the Katina, will .tech a  personbe 
a We, te a  certain «stent, stoyfistingmsh ahrigbsfrom  a dark 
etolour,'«? a  large from a small object, or& sqnare fiom .« 
nanodowe, althongh hem ay not beabieito apply the,proper 
naar&toderigtmOBwhat basses for the fin t time. For fin  
•n e n a n B i, thefadhty  .and accuracy of bis perceptions 
vtiUbd-gradantty jnsmassdaB.be proceeds to oonapane and to 
M i n t  a  greteervariety x>£ objectsof diflerwit qualities, and 
to odiect materials for fbnmog that mental staodardof joua. 
pariaon which i t  absolutely necessary for .correct judgment, 
and white every one acquit** wriy ..by. varied and eoiienswe 
experience. Bat when,' by way of explaining ibis increased 
accuracy of perception and 6f judgment, we areseiiouriy 
told, tb a tit arises solely bom tee. ifinritma of vitem bring 
otsncted’by tee sense of touch,.and that without suchaid we 
oenld baveno idea of fccm, magnitude, or distance, we cannot 
bat deamr to  the-pmpoteioa. Touch, we have already seen, 
oannot altar the impression mode by the Iuminoua rays on the 
qtiU ) aqd conveyed to the mind by the optic nerve; and, 
therefore, if touch, repeated till tee end of time, cannot alter 
in any degree the light or the shade, the form or the rise of 
the objects, as seen by the eye, it is self-evident, that no re.



ptdtkn of touch could ever strike to enable u i to Me die. 
tances different fine «bat they at first appeared-

In looking at distant hills in very clear weather, objects 
actually remote seem tfteh to be near1 at hand; and, if allow, 
aace is not made by the reasoning faculties for modifying car- 
ctNMMUtees,- our decision -as to  the fact still i t a ^ l y 'b i  
wrong. Bat in this ease it- is tbe internal-faculties that de
cide on the data supplied by the sense, and not the sense it
self that is eeerectcdj

Pradidy the saae^rincifde bolds good whhCddur^ M rM  
and Sire, en in regard to distanoe. Tbe newly-acquired sttm  
ik but an (inlet and an outlet to the operatum» of mWOftwl 
mdntal faculties^ which.judge of these- qualities. Am |  «S' tht 
organ* of Colour, Form, and Size are, like those of: Tintfad 
Causality, susceptible of udncatipn, it follows, that uhciriw 
improves their powers.: But, as these a n  also moata* aaakpSS 
ardficiai, it nemsenrily .happens that,, bemg ■pes3smbdufe 't  
gveatar;or lassdagreaby all mankind, the <neMfeat’ciear«arf 
distinct vision is dcqnifod, the qualities eotrespoadiqgdaihtti 
ipost i>e perceived mem or lea» perfectly feomth#--vesy feat, 
ridid 8uah,'aaeordiugly,.is foandhsraridUy tohu-thoJuaMv' >■<

1 Having explained dm functions o f aU-tbetparisieohafieMd 
with Vision, and with the -appmuvntioBi.of tdsiblb CbjoRa^tW 
might m »i usefully proceed to aoiuidet the.histoty'tof to Wny 
iatsrrbting caseof restoration to sight in  .at lady agad'dieety* 
9«, « !»  was blind from infancy, and an onaonnliof vsificb, 
j>y Mri W ardtop'of London, has been published ini tike. F ts . 
tasqpbfcal. Transactions in  ljB2fe and .which, .msaeam k 'h aa  
been the subject of muck hypothetical specnlatiro» ;i bu^'isett 
hmitt being exhausted, this must-be deferred, tu anethdk ey>- 
portnnity. .n  n m\
rf l • ! .tltK] ‘
/ ’ #* ■ * ; - : t  • .

Q&k ON T B S FUNCTIONS OS THB SBNSB OF SIGHT.

. i >. i
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. A R TIC LE X VI,

.8 U » m N C E  O f A  JLETTKH DO UK A . COMBE, EBOM- 
THE SURGEON PF H *M .fc BU)S«OM-

. . : - ' 
Ob i  readers are ««are that, about two yearsand a  half age, 
Li- M, 8. Blossom, CaptainBeeehey, left England forth« P«- 
«ife, on iter may to Behring’8 Straits, on a  voyage of discp» 
Swy, *nd to endeavour to fall in with Captain Frankba’s 
fttrty, proceeding in  the opposite direction overland. Tfagt 
Captain Beeehey was not successful in the latter object j i  

.•■«. also generally known-and regretted, particularly as> it 
appears that at one tune the distance between these enter* 
prinng travellers «ns very small; and that, had they been 
«ware.oC eaeh other's proximity, they could easily hareroefe 
Intqtrebiy  as all m&naathm ponnected with the progress of 
sneh an expedition must be, we are happy to be able to lay 
before our readers the spfastanceof a. letter just received by 
f ir  A  Combe» Aunt his friend» the1 very intelligent and dUe 
«nrgeon.of the. Blossom* .whose phrenological remarks an 
gnently add^ in ouc.^es,:tothevalneof {be information oqm> 
nutniented.« The late arrival of this letter (our present Nina* 
.fcb being then ahnast printed off) precludes us from making 
any comments. Thebegimringis dated H. M. S. Blossom; 
fifiitnitee east of Chain Island, Pacific Ocean, 10th March» 
1086, and the end 28tb February, 1887.

‘ff  A t Bio de Janeiro the negroes are so numerous a» to be 
about six to every white, and from forty to fifty thousand are 
imported annually. They are of different tribes, and come a« 
well from the Mozambique Channel as the western coast of A f
rica. Their general resemblance consists in the dark colour of 
their skin, their black hair, flattened noses, small rounded heads, 
the considerable projection of the frontal eminences over the 
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organ» of Causality, giy'u^j an. uprightness to the forehead; 
whilst on each swje of these the head is flattened, fimmftg* 
scanty Ideality. The organ of Self-esteem is euffirieotiy de
veloped in some; but I  did not remark that of Vanity te be 
in general very prominent. The whole head bears , a ttkee* 
bly just proportion to the body, which is below the avenge 
size of that of Englishmen. The common height opened 
to be about five feet five inches; not often gifted with breed 
shoulders or brawny limbs. The calf of the leg is particu
larly deficient, and the knees not unfrequently iodised is- 
wards; but, for the most part, the lower extremities are very 
straight. They differ most in the degree of projection of 
the lower part of the face, in some being very great, in etbee 
the front of the face and head are nearly in a perpaadienltr 
plane. The different form of the tattooing no douht dis
tinguishes different tribes on the African peninsula. The 
tattooed part is very often considerably raised above the na
tural surface,—what I  have never seat among the nsfivcsof 
these seas. The Portuguese Brazilians are notorious fin 
their want of intellect, want of education, and every •bwi 
manly.—I apeak more particularly of the Bio Janeim»— 
The famed aborigines of Chili, the daring tribe of An*» 
more particularly, we met with at Conception. They we tf 
low stature, thick and clumsily made, yet their famous*®» 
against the Spaniards declare them a bold, intelligent, nJ 
active race of barbarians. Their countenance is bread, their 
eyes small, projecting, and grey, and, when I  asw-thM 
looked aiffused with the previous night's debauch. Tb* 
forehead is low, narrow, and retiring; the nose of tolerably 
good form, neither aquiline nor low; but the extreme dd* 
tation of the nostrils gives it the appearance of flatness. Tbt 
back port of the head is high aod full. The organs of ft® 
esteem, of Firmness, and Courage, appeared to-belwg* 
They generally wear their hair long and tied up, 
the upper and back part of the head. The lidoUiew of t*° 
whom I saw uncovered, and divested of this proftaoe ^
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b r ir ,v i f ò t c ib ly  t e r i« a t f e d ;ti»è-*>f;a  ô f^ B ù to ià j fe n te , s a id

« « ‘h a v e  b e é h v e iy â c f c t iK i t e ,  a i id t a k è n  è b e t i  b é è t e s  c ò m m a n d -  

W ^îçijibitei'& f^tfte à lr ô i e s  o r  I t a l y ,  d i f f e r in g ,  h t ì w e v é r , in  d i e  

tb w 'd t f c f r è t ir ih g  fo r e h e a d  o f t h e  A r a u c a tA a n s . T h e i r g r e a t -  

ê i t d è l i è a c y ' i s  t e a r e ’s f l e è h  ; à a d ,  t t ì ’p r e s e é v e  d ié a e  a n im a ls  i n  

d t  t e n d  W e b / t h e y  e x e m p t  th e m  fr o m  à B  la b ò u r ,  e x c e p t  d i e  l a -  

bB O fifofkb ti& ging f o r t h : 1 M o l in a  g i v e #  t h e  b e r i  a c c o u n t  o f  fbeise  

fe O jè lt iJ t ìto d tfc i*  p a r t  d f  'A m e r ic a . ' The S p a n is h  C h il ia d s  

f t t e t t t h e ^ c d u u t i y l  « a n - s a y l i t t l e  o f .  I  s a w  c ò m e  l in e -m a d e  

-W eir ,1 w i t b ^  tfcéH eh t’ f e a tu r e s ,;,b d e  n o  fo r e h e a d s ,  a n d  n e a r ly  a s  

|ttfeP M d ìn >  f t t t4 ir a in &  ' I sa w  ó t h é r s ,a ' t o o t l e y  a n d  m o s t  'â w k -  

lfer id <  s q u a d )  i l l  r a g s ,  > l e a r n in g  t h e  m ili ta r y  e x é r c i s é  in  t h e  

g f te n d K s q U a te  o f  C a ttc e p t ld f l  o n e  S u n d a y  e v e n in g .  'T h e s e  

t e é t e  a & b e k tw 1 t h é  m id d le  r i s e ,  a n d  lo o k e d  m o s t  p r o v o k in g ly  

S t U f f ld ^ C o e k - f lg h t m g -  i s  t l i e  S u n d a y 's  a m u s e m e n t  o f  t h è  b e i -  

te r  c la m é # ,-w h o ,  H k e  t h e  F r e n c h ,  ark n o t  d e s t i t u t e  o f  g e à e n l l  

- fe fo r é fe tìd it*  h u t  p o s s e s s  s m a l l - ’ H ead s. T h e  c h u r c h e s  a r e  

tM dy- a m e n d e d  b y  t h e  fe m a le s .  T h e  h e a d  o f  t h e  h ie r a r c h y  o f  

< 2 b n o e p tio h  W a s g r id a t o  b e  i n  p r ia o n .^ --V a lp a r a iso  i s  c h ie f ly  

a a f e p e d b y  E n g l i s h  a n d A m e r ic a i i# .

— '*>A#W#l’proefeededitò the shore in’Cook’s  Bay, Easter 
<IÉM^ We testé feet, at half a miter’s distante from it, by 
ilboM «  hundred ttS&ed teen and women, rii swimming, tei& 
dng'aPWOfedlllterdaBt olangout with their voices, and brittg1- 
Wsg wltbithritlpotatoès^ stìgar^cahe, bananas, bundles óf ted i, 
rinditJietenw<*Obtl''-,I-,Wte^ witb'theii «he1 Oval ccWh#-
Mmétfettdkegalhr feUMIrea.1 T h rit stoootb; founded, sligfif- 
ijtiecediogfand highlfotwarteW foreheads, the'tether si&tH, 
bWrswnèWharvunken derfebroWn eye, ahdthéatrong regolar 
mW» «ft iuoty-^bte' ' teete of alteost every éaë immediately 
•èòtindaastphÉptesMd me (riti* théir'strong similarity to  wbkt 
1 1'Jted > emeeived of the'Mew 'Zealanders, from the dried 
bfedi «0 that peopfeforoagfai ■'tv Europe. 'The général coh- 
nair> ofthe body was tolerably good, bhtthe te uscite flabby/ 

-The wefewete abolit five»feet serai and a half inches High, 
tbeiroofaira delicate bteceh-brown, wifófe'tfegetf'bfcririfliR
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ç s te é m  is  g e n e r a l ly  p r e d c W m â n t , a n d  t h e  m t e l f ë ^ ü k l  i è g i ô é i s  

w e l l  f i l le d . T h e y  a r e  a  s t r ic t ly  m o r â l' anfrf r e l î^ o ità '  r itô e^ tlirê  

w ith  f e w  m isu n d e r s ta n d in g s ';  b u t ' t h e  f ir s t  ^ n ç r ^ î o D ^ ^ ^ t i »  

h ig h  in  th e ir  o w n  e s t im a t io n  t o  a d m it  t h e  patj^fp 

o ld  A d a m s  in  th e ir  w o r ld ly  m a t te r s  ; b u t  d o  n o t  c ô j£ ie n à  t h e  

p u lp i t  w ith  h im ,  w h e r e  h e  d u l y  p e r f o m s  s e r v io e ,  Ifcc. 

S u n d a y s ,  a n d  o n c e  o r  tw ic e  o n  t h é  W h d n e s d a y i  ^Hûlne 

t h e  n e w -c o m e r s  l i a s  ta k e n  t h e  s c h o o l in g  c h a r g e ‘* o ü t1 of*  

h a n d s .  T h e y  h a v e  b e e n  v e r y  h e a l t h y ,  w i t h o u t  ° u m g *  a n y  
m e d ic in e s  o r  d r u g s ,  e x c e p t in g  t h e  s a l t  w a t e r '" o f  t h e  oceanT  

T h e  o ld  m a n  w a s  m a r r ie d  to  the"' w o m a n  hie cl i a d i>t o ^ tliv e &  

w ith  b y  o u r  c a p ta in . I  a n i u n c e r ta in  w h e th e r  t h e  c ^ i â o i j j ^  

a n d  p r iv ile g e ^  c o n  s e q u e n t ’t h e r e u p o n , a f fo r d e d  ih le ^ a n m e n t  

c o u p le  t h e  sa in e  d e l ig h t  i t  g e n e r a l ly  d o e s  t o  ( h e  y o p n g ^ a K l  

a r d e n t  jo v e r s . H e  te s t i f ie d ,  h o w e v e r ,  g r e a t  a n x ie t y  t o ' b e  

r e l i e v e d  fr o m  a  sta te ' o f  d is o b e d ie n c e  t o  a n d  o f  s ln n o n g  d g s £ n ^

the evangelical law. ' ' * ..................... .. ' <f
“ A n  a n a to m ic a l r e m a r k , t h a t  t h e  p o s it io n  o f  th e '  in t e r n a l  

a n k le  (malleolus), & c ., t o  t h e  e x te r n a l ,  i s  h o t  t b e l c a n s e  lfk  
t h e  to e s  a n d  f o o t  b e in g  d ir e c t e d  o u t w a r d s ,1 ifr F o rc ib ly 1 

p r e s s e d  o n 1 t h e  m in d  b ÿ  s e e in g  tH ik r o b u s i s e t id f  

e n d s  o f  th e  ‘g r e a t  to e s  r ié à r iy  to iè e t ln g , w H flà tttfè ilr lfb d r fttN S Itl  

s o m e  d is ta n c e .— T h e  f e e t  o f  t h é  ' â a n d W îéti  

s im ila r  p o s it io n . ' /  fi ’

‘ H W é  u lt im a te ly *  l e f t  P i t c a ir n 's  I s la n d  on''the*  

t e r *  a r id  o n  t h e  2 8 d  m a d e  t h e  i s la n d  o f  D e a d ?  e n d * # 1 

l o w  c o r a l fo r m a t io n , a n d  the* le a s t  a d v a n c e d  f a  

w e  a f te r w a r d s  sa w . W e  u n fo r tu n a te ly '  l o s t  a  h ô à Y Ü U d ^ b fa é  

tn à n  in  a t t e m p t in g  t o  la n d  u p o n  i t  t h e  f o l lo w in g  ‘t fa y i  

n o t  y e t  in h a b ite d .  I  h a v e  b e e n  in fo r m e d  ‘t h a t  d f Î ^ A ^ i h i  

a n d  th e  y o u t h  o f  P itc a ir n ’s  a f te r w a r d s  v îb itéd  t t  t t  

a  w h a le - s h ip ,  for th e  p u r p o s e  o f  a s c e r ta ih fa g 'W li f e tK iP ^  

w o u ld  b e  a n  e l ig ib le  p la c e  t o  c o lo n iz e  w h e n  tt fe ir  ‘d t & e f t & if t k  

s h o u ld  b e c o m e  to o  n u m e r o u s  fo r  theiir p r e se n t  falafitf.1 M  " V|

“ d n  the 27th  we m ade the low  a n d ‘n M è t fïf& sèëht 
tiU n d , and the elevated'and more distant
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n a m e d  (J a m b ie r 's .  A  jp y  h a lf -n ^ k e d  n a t iv e s  s h e w e d  th e m «  

s e l y e s Q n t h e  f o r m e ^  b u t  the , s p  r e c p n t  a c c id e n t .a t  D e n o  b a d  

p r o b a b ly  a  g r e a t  s h a r e  in  d e t e c t in g  u s  fr o m  a t t e m p t in g  t h e  

flpxf^  a n d  .we d id  n o t  la n d ,  n o r  d id  . t h e , in h a b i t a n t s . v e n tu r e ;  

ouyt t o  pjs. > W e ,  o b s e r v e d  n o  s o r t  ,o f  b o a ts  a m o n g  (hem *  

F ifp m  a  d is ta n t  v ie w  w e  c o u ld  o n ly  in fe r ,  th a t  t h e s e  p e o p le ,  

R e co r d in g  t o  s u b s e q u e n t  o b s e r v a t io n ,  w e r e ,  in  e v e r y  re^  

s p e c t  s im ila r  .to  t h o s e  o f  G a m b le r 's  g r o u p ,  w h ic h  w e  arv-t 

p r o a c h e d  o n  th e  2 9 t h .  I t  i s  c o m p o s e d  o f  e le v e n  is la n d s^  

— n in e  v o lp a p ic , r o c k y ,  a n d  h ig h ,  t h e  o th e r  t w o  c o r a l ;  fo r  th is  

la s t  fo r m a t io n  \s c o m p le t in g  a  z o n e  r o u n d  t h e  o th e r  i s la n d s ,  anct 

f i l l in g  u p  th e  h a r b o u r s ,  b a y s ,  a n d  s p a c e s  w h ic h  l ie  a t  th e ir  bcise . 

T h e  in h a b ita n ts  p r e s e n te d  to  u s  s im ila r  m a n n e r s , c u s t o m s ,  a n d  

b e h a v io u r ,  th a t  d id  t h e  n a t iv e s  o f  t h e  S a n d w ic h  I s la n d s  t o  C a p 

t a in  C o o k  o n  h i s  f ir s t  d is c o v e r y  o f  th em * T h e y  w e r e , h o w e v e r ;  

p o r e  p r e s u m p t u o u s ,  m o r e  d e te r m in e d  th ie v e s ,  o r  r a th e r  r o b 

b e r s  ; n o r  c o u ld  i t  e v e n  b e  fo r  a  m o m e n t  im a g in e d  t h a t  o q ?  

p o m m a n d e r  in s p ir e d  th e m  w ith  t h e  a w e  a n d  r e s p e c t  t h e y  p r o f

f e r  t o  th e ir  g o d s ,  f o r  h e  w a s  t h e  c h i e f  su ffe r e r . A t  t h e  f ir s t  

in t e r v ie w  t h e y  d e p r iv e d  h im  o f  t h e  r u d d e r  o f  h is  b o a t ,  a n d  a t  

ft f i^ h s e q u e ^  a t t e m p t  tp .p o p e il ia te  th e m  h e  lo s t  h i s  m u s k e t ,  

J p j tp p e t ,  a n d  a  w h it e  f la g  o f  a m ity  f ix e d  t o  t h e  p o in t  o f  th £  

r a th e r  in<x>ngru9U S if> m b in a tio n  l T h e b e  w e r e  n e v e r  

r e c o v e r e d ,—« th e  r u d d e r  w a s . B lo o d  w a s  s h e d  o n  th e ir  s id e  o n  

b o th  W W W 1* » .* n d  g o m e  f iv e s  l o s t ^ n  t h e  la t te r .  A f j p r  t h is  

w e  sc a r c e ly  p e r m it t e d  th e m  t o  c o m e  w ith in  s ig h t ,  w h il s t  w p  

yratpred  t h e  s h ip  u n d e r  a  s t r o n g  g u a r d .  O u r  b o a ts ,, h o w -  

£Y$r* in d iv id u a l ly ,  b a d  s o m e ,  p a r t ia l  c o m m u n ic a t io n  ^ i t h  a  

¿¡eft a t  a  t i m e ; a n d  b e fo r e  o u r  d e p a r tu r e  a  p a r t y ,  c o n s is t in g  

p f  t h q  g r e a t e r  n u m b e r  o f  t h e  o ff ic e r s  a n d  t h e  m a r in e s , h e a d e d  

b y . ou ff e n te r p r is in g  c o m m a n d e r ,  m a d e  a  l a s t  e f fo r t  a t  g p ig r a J  

g o p c i f ia p g p ,  a n d  a t  r e g a in in g  h i s  lo s t  a r m s . W e  v is i t e d  o n e  

.q ff (t^ e  c h i e f  v i s a g e s .  u p o n  t h e  la r g e s t  , i s la n d , w h e r e  e a c h  n a 

t i v e  s e e m e d  t o  s e le c t  a  fr ie n d , a n d  s o m e  a c te d  th e ir  pei$ ,w itlaL  

p u t  d e c e it ,  in  a  t im e  o f  n e e d . . W e  s a w  a  m a n  w h o m  ^  s u p 

p o s e d  t o  b e .q h ie f*  P r e s e n t s  w e r e  e x c h a n g e d ,  a n d  a l l  s e e m e d
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MTJg&right; tW tta* itw ^ef> titodE u iie t idfich A > x h |> trii 
had purchased, was refused at our departure,—a p e rse »  dif
ferent from the one whtfhad,'rt&Wed<he purchase-money (an 
^WTtnSF&yatepjnbgf&i|ward and claiming them; n o r would 
he- iet them go when offered a second knife. The c h ie f  had 
i dr^idy go*hi» present, and would not interfere. ,T h e  cap- 
i aife I  believe^ Was* persuaded to give up his claim, an d  we 
looii assembled for our departure, at retjeet^ and haul 'gone 
»Me tray, thinking'wfc were all collected, when we heard-and
air liiehtetaant W -—I-----running after: us, ibeset b y  some
>f*he natives; and bating for assi$t&ti&. 'W e tu rped ,'apd  
chose who were nearest our hitherto friends assailed'uuwith 
their-long poles or-hate hands. T  wo had' the scntit&rds of 
their cutlasses snatcherKiromtheirsido. .A few shots were 
fired; one man fell, and thereat quickly vanished among the 
trees. Lieutenant W — —— had beefa at' th’efkitBfci’.eiid of 
the village, busily employed sketching, at ttoensmneUt we 
retired; and had it not been, for his native ftfbn&'vtiq ¿c- 
Companied him from the‘time of onr landing, gNh)gWlB4laiti- 
ing of our departure, he might have.-fered worsen wfiiin was 
permitted, tunnoIeStedj tb!paM die c ipw d ,j^ t]^^ f^Q ^fthe  
village wbere be had bosh, but was soon aftawMlwqiMrer- 
fully grappled, by asb?<?Pgly-*n*iU pe*BOn,wb<*»ife.dashed 
to the ground, and made what'htfette he cduld, m figini 
closely surrounded andigraspBAii hot/he was now in sight 
of u b . , .

“  Thhyi'espect their wpnfeb, fend appear fofldW’ft^cfciJ- 
dren,—live chiefly on,aiBub*tance made ¿comitate-<*ad, I 
think, bread-fruit, similar tb' the food Which tbe.'!!$hkiitos 
prepare from the former. ’ Fish, I  should think;-triw»foftned 
a great p&rtof their food» P -- .

“ The dead are preserved above grpund, nu
merous folds of fine white tapa of their own manufacture^ and 
laid out in different places; often, especially when..fifing to 
pieces, under'an^overhanging ledge of rock in *toe«lHR',l The 
whole integument is dried, like that on the New Zealand

«8»
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3 *  Jte0CHtt»tiwi!tS*r . .

4̂  Adhesiveness, large or very large. 
t?Mrfba^e«,fS».; - *liT *

wfifc^*#'****»*» W**,. ., ' I. j
7. Constructiveness; moderate.

¿¿BT AecfuisHMUell, mbdafet*
j j j l#£K$S3 KUm.'

ufaH*
atiousness, full.
iflMdnklify, vwy filigri f 3*. Imitation, (lAl.

81. 8fee.fcdl.
Weight, small. 

'{Mowing, start!*1 
24 Locality, small, . 
2il. ‘Order, smalt.:'
26, Tims* full.,
27. Number, small. 
i2&>Vtmd, fWL • ‘ "
2$. Language» moderate. 
SO.4 Comparison, Email. 
M* GamtlltoifiotlL,
32. Wit, fulL

: i /rj
.*'i

m y t** .:»?  ■. * ..
h'î ih nr « ,n -•>'/ »fcvfefcbnSKrtVi»~t'HA<J'

31
■J)
-*1

1. AJnatlveness, moderate.

3. Concentrativeness, moderate.

*.'l

8. Acquisitiveness, rather smalL 
0. Secretlveaem, rather small.

“TE Love of^pprobalion, Iargei 
jHfc
13. Bwevoli 
14^ veneration, i 
46* ’ i? t
16. Ideality» moderate.
If. r  - *-'i

.f.*i v* >“o»o
.8U ti.IS. Firmness, loll.

IS  Lowtr ditto, fiat, 
r .ilteflk^FdhflUlltlilflflfc 9-'! — ,rm u

[ertik?‘'rJ  'U
n n r s w ,  1 1 1 ... n t J i 't Tq

24. Locality, rather small.
«JL OfUev. mart. ;i ** ’ • ^2A Order, rather n u tt .4
J«* . : . t -27. Number, full.
r«ft . ■ !• »* ' ¿‘».tl
3o!'C6

32. Wit, small.

. :ir.:
rYK;i
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-1U ' > V  W  N o>3. , ;
^tjU uflvA Itt^fllK  •»>/’•; it. 
2» P^ilopipgenitjveneee, moderate. 
H. Cfoncentmttraiess, tnodettte." 1
4. Adhesiveness, (*#• , ,
5. Combativeness, full.
4  Destructiveness M l 
7b Conqtructiveness, ful^
& Acquisitiveness, futll 
% BecreUvems, fyll.

10.. Belf-estpem, small.
IT. 1 Love of Approbation, fill!.
12* .Cautiousness, full,
IS. .Benevolence, rather full.
141' Veneration, fall.
1A Hqpe,. small. 
I f . ideaIdeality, Tull.
17k GoBacieptipuiorsfei ntfif* ¡smell»

J&
19.

'20.
*1.
22.
23.
24. 
2A 
2d.
27.
28. 
2 a  
so.
SL
32.
S3.

jHrmMn*t moiecnM. :-,r. 
Invpr Individuality, small« 
Ifctaf, suaU/ '
$ K 4jrttb *£felL , . . .
Weight, full.
C olouring, c ith e r  a n a l!* .' ■ 
Locality, rather small, .
Oraer, full.
Time, aqsallf , . . j
Number, ^mall.
Tune, ftiU. 1
JftsgWp* W ffc ' v i 7 »'tr.Comparison, full. 1 
C ausality* rad u *  smMU> i u . . i r
W*WfuM.
Imitation, ffall. ' ■' f’i-' ■
• ■ »%» i .»{i* **i j */.-i»<■

a  •
ail

v| ‘Jii.

1.
2u
&
*
A
6.
f i

l l
11.
It.
is*
14.
14*
16.
1 *

Amaf i veness, fdige. * * “ 1 ‘J
Milopcogeii^uienalow lacge.. . • 
Concentrativeness, rather smalt. 
'Adhcahretfcsd, large. ■*'"*- 
Combetivedsas, rather! atof^.. 
Destructiveness, rather small. 
C on stru stiven est, rather m i l .  - 
Acquisitiveness, full. 
Secretiveness, rather toll. 
Mf-eptctm, small.
I*Qve,of Approbation, large. 
Cautieuenese, very large; 
Benevolence, very small,. tl
Veneration, fall.
Hop* fell 
Idealitv, full.
Coti&fcntfatishets, Sttrtffl.

I Ml j M»J A*

18.
19-
20.
21.
<2%
23.
*4.
2A
20.

1*7,
28.

N b4 .
FlrmtieisfAH:*7 v i: ’ ’ , «’ 
LorrrJnd^k^Jity^QrtL . 
Form, rather full ,

^  V - .V, I' .*■
Weight. ^  K
Colouring, small.
L o o a lity ^ a u a iL  yvs! ‘i —
Order, small. ' . .
« ¿ . ’»iJB».' " W  *"
tfwhVsrtWli» .i,i „„U.,»', p  .
Tune, small,
ta n g in g * , sttu tiT  ‘ « . ' / ’ m s i *’

1.
at.
33.

Wi^emam - .. --K; > iat.i
Imitation, rather full.■*. * .'*».» biiiri

■ 1 • • * ‘ ’■ • ■; Li.-.!
A fter  lowing Oamkier’» group*» the J filth .dePUFy, we 

Bpsateerefal weeks in taking a superficial aurveyofapdMji*r 
cowering the coral, islands, whjeh form chiefly what i* ealtyi 
the Dangnmn Archipelago) but we foundit fey qojMMfe 
raentoag thbappeUntba. Sene wen inhabited» aqiww/ net, 
but boeertraces ofform er population. On one», 
nhks eastward from Chon Island» we met a nombft?jcf-4$fc> 
saoa, m ab and female».who had. left the .latter -ylapdirfwwe 
than t*oycats,ago»lto proceed to Tahiti» but bad bgeadrjreo 
to tbaepamradthuc- far. -repeated gab« of w h at, /They 
wevaoSambwa to  get bade» W  we oadd.w jy’ b^e pne fa*
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inily; which we landed/*ter«Rs4iiaqi#*áWe joy, at Chain 
Island. This »>anothMn fact* to be added Ion those;already 
known in explánationóf the 'manner V ĵich man fiés heed 
spread over tbd'numefoiM fsldnds of the Pacific-Ocean. - »•■ * 

“  W e-aurivad.’at.Tahiti on lhe 18th Mareb»and remained 
there till the' end of. April, feeding upon pigs and bread¿ 
fruit. The Tahitians > are a very indolent, yet < a  lively 
people. The chiefs are generally men of sense, and, as th e( 
greater part are converts to the Christian religion, they do j 
much for'the good behaviour of the lower classes, ancL-tbet 
general good conduct of the inhabitants ; but this is noto^ 
rioualy thwarted by the profligatc manaens of the queent: 
dowager, and her osier, the.queen-rcgyqt. Tbe princess, 
áster to tbe young king, .unfortunately trçç^  in their fqot̂  
steps. Tha bejr is six years of age, entirriy kept'.aad eiáii£ 
cated at the Missionary school of Eiméo.—The isIand.,po% 
sesset a code of laws, for which it is indebtëd to the Mforionil 
aries.—They assembla once a year, in May, ona day, ,to> cens 
sider of the spiritual.and temporal affinrs of the 
establishment, andanother to debate the affaira anriiaws o f 
the island. The chiefs of tbe different. district«,. andr ¡CWi 
heve, any one else, may give' their opinions,' and this" iáf ajjl! 
that can be styled meetings that can be construed iate atptf^ 
rallel with an English house of parliament. Tbe Tahitian( 

, head is remarkable for its height and breadth at Cautious- 
neb.. The posterior paitia perfectly Att,-find anbUo-bafaxa- 
siened-by'tbe nurse oontkuaUy pressing taswitb«feer>I)Mdp 
PwoM see nothing of this- sort, nor did theioaatsife%ithemjo 
stfras'fa^tbat tMw or way other pramunrpm ducedik m d  ecj 
• ^  Whilst weday there, thte women darad nctspody toxcMMi 

dn boatd f bat 1 «ht to ld th a tth e  Feactxfc, ̂ anc Anwristuil 
stodp^-war,«hatwa« there soma tnomfcr  aftents}'wa»qwalsU) 
ed witb them, and'that1 the Mierionáty cams bed Mffiareth«! 
great cUeek, many hartngopenly^avownd ibeironmityso sod) 

u We reached’ the Shndwieh Island* ñn-*bei bitter çartiJafi 
May, wMrae we'fbnnda tes» bandeóme set of peopteij darker*
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«»iaiMipbuft mdroilabttrlotTs- •' stt-wc fcttiptke *rilfid& Jpfodie 
'dandy Euro^xendradsae, sild>chfcdidhte»Oftafcdir Jflftaa tifci, 
they wW uHtappedr) inferior to'ihe TaiMtiatwriih iottarifijf <hp- 
pare!. The houses, witb-tbe'flOOrti«amgdiWfteli ndkukmta 
mattings, are decidedly-domc? to i^  appearance $ yet I  sus- 

| pect the swarsso of flcaa pojnt out too clearly that little care 
is taken in airing these mats, which serve at once as carpet 
'and' bedding.

painted-in Cook's,- Vancotiver's, and other.»woyagsst* T h e  
particular cranial development differs" ‘iii p n ^ h j iy r i j i  msgo- 
r i ty ,b y  the greater estentjof the superior Tfegtobj’the*lateral 
surface* eloping inwards |snd downwards: , T im -head, too, 

| often assumes an ehlong.fcam,' not untike the £rOt&fc^>ooteh. 
j T h e  crania which you bav£ procured  frorathetewAmds may 
not show these peculiarities.

~ "7t W e left'the Hawaiisan (as now called) Islands on the 1st 
Ju n e , and arrived in the, Bay of Avatachaon th $ # $ $ m rh p e  
{ ■ ss^ a n t o u t Etamstbdticadale, w h o m b a d w a i r t l i i M h  
an immense bush, of bilaak .bcfir, that it wist Jn.vwo4fM pa|di
for general form dr particular orgaaizatjbn. ■; t,

“  A t the S t Lawrence islands I  hadionlyisomcnwiiautra’ 
rime to view, at.a short distance, the figures' pf.̂ bfe .$j$j&tyes, 
who agreed al geueral with those of-Kotzebue fkamifywbittaf 
the American coast farther north; ,.i They., are .evideaily 
an Esquimaux tadex btttynucii superior in statue^%)^ -fea
tures todhoaeinn.the JBuMpean shores. -TrieicrAibsrnalme- 
treat ia, generally a. considerable village of halfieu^^^dhim  
huts, roofed with wood coveredwithxcuife' T tirw  tfrrdHii 
more frequent to .tb v ffrS is iiq iX h p to  the.W erldb End, 
the utwwt-iiraic of iMt Elaon’a progress hi foebarg««1-  
. “  The carvings and, etchings* if. theymay be, GShcfttiedfOa 
ivory and bode, of die figures of their must 1 &ntifi# |bfyebt8, 
—themselves* their dogs* boats, seals, ram d ear» wains*, and 
other animals,—¡their danCei, with attendant tm aw sfe, &c. 
—the small ivory iaaagai of thCraedves^are perfectly cbarac*
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teriagic .ai, Abeir.f^t)«nl 4&eSess^Tfc0jdeM4or* ¿cpwitodj n 
rode joeAns fl£Jbio^logiuQ£v<i«4> jwd; «ftvmed w O  im n l  
^thersrmaot jfifejwfift t l  robbed, af thfartoftbe,;«**! 
te e k lb e  fiflbwiftg.laat amwlepttt-r«- • * . ’ »„<»•. . ..«. ,*.q

M^xWtBEME'NrTS.

ti: .

.Clrcumferency >ol fpine and 111*
Prom Spihe to Lower Individuality,

/  E a r e o g g fe e ,, » • .
— to Lower Individuality,. 

to Self-esteem,'
i, *.. ■ — iofit»oett^, ... ... M

— to Veiteratiop,
• > * ‘>witoJted£vo]«n**4 ' ' * ’• i 

Destructiveness to Destructiveness, 
Cautiousness to Cantiousnfes*; '

Acquisitiveness to Acquisitiveness, 
Ideality to Ideality,

^ r r • * 5* - T e r H ! f T O -
M*la,
adult:

Fonaie
aged. W Mil.

adult. <53?
Inches. Inches. Inchea' luehes. tm&ids.

u . 
V *

1.94, 194 j * 0 |, .* 0 J
« f t «* 7 f t

*1 « f t . 4 ft 4 f t . ;4 f t
.«04 f t 4 f t 6 « f t

* f t J « f t 4 | 4 f t i f ?
« 4

& a
« f t ,

•• .« ft.
4 f t .

■•■4ft-

„ « f t

>. 5  ..

« f t
« f t
« f t

& it i t 2*
i

t * ■ A ft 4 f t ■»♦ft
• 4 f t 44 44

« f t 4 ft
- A

*1. Aitiatlveness, very Urge/ *  ‘  

i" ¡4 ?Mi#n«emUvetiesft la*®a. -

DEVELOPMENT,— No

\
3. ConcentrativeDess, full.

1 '4** Adhesiveness? fufiT.
5. Combativeness, sq^llff.
6. Destructiveness, moderate. r

* tli Coastraglivonssaylarge^ i -  
, 8, Acquisitiveness, larg«**

9. Sddretlvenesa, fall.
1(N flelf*e*«m* eeftsr.m il. ?' ,
11. Love of Approbation» full.
Y&'CauMamess,. Jorge left, foil1 

• righU * «*, ...
13. Benevolence, rather i

15. Hope, full. . 
‘ id . Ideality, large*

18. Firmness^ full.
19. Upper IndhiduaUty; mi
19. Lower dittq, moderate.
20. 'Pbvm, Moderate.

Mi ColouriagyiuU.

»•SfflMr ■ ■
86. Time, .
27. Number, moderate.
28* Tone, very small*
*»■ L *W ^.4M «r p,,.: -30. Comparison, full.
U i, Causality, iMharsuialL 
32. Wit, raster epialL 
S3. Imitatidp, rather small.

« *c

In t / d*telobAi » t,— lio^*
I. Am&tiven«be»frll*
2.. Philoprogenitiveness, large. 

fr'3 t’ Cebeeuttatlvcnees, rather small. 
, . 4  Adhesiveness,rathe^nualL * 

A Combativeness, moderate.*
; 0. D estaetiveness, m oderate

J. Constr ucti veneas,. rather large.

9. Secretiveness, full, 
id. 8elf*eeteem, fulL 
JJL Love of ApprofeMop, . . 
12. Cautiousness, large.
1& Benevolence, large. ' * —
14 Veneration, large. , 4.t%

v Grooved toy
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15. Hope, moderate.
16. Ideality, large.
17. Conscientiousness, foil*
18» Firmness, large.
19. Upper Individuality, moderate.
19. Lower ditto, moderate.
20. Form, full.
91. Sise, full. v» ,

. 22. Weight, full.
23. Colouring, moderate.

24. Locality, Tnoderate.
25. Order, moderate.
26. Time, moderate.
27. Humber, moderate.
28. Tune, moderate.
29. Language, moderate.
30. Comparison, full.
2L  Causality, füll.
A  W it, very small.
33. Imitation, very small.

DEVELOPMENT,--- N o  3.
1. Amativeness, large.
2. Philoprogenltiveneas, laifcA
3. Concentrativeness, full.
4b Adhesiveness, large.
5. Comhativeness, full.
6. Destructiveness, large.
7. Constructiveness, very large. 
8» Aeqtrtsitiveii^pfc/uNb

' 4  Secretivetiess; firtl. ’
10. Self-esteem, moderate.
11. Love of Approbation, large.
12. Cautiousness, rather small. ’
13. Benevolence, large.
14. Veneration, moderate.

, 25. Hope, fuU. . * : '
16. Ideality, large.
10b .Conscientiousness; email. ■

18. Firmness, very large.
10. T pN f'Indiv iduality , full.
19. Lower ditto, large.
20. Form, full.
2 4  Sise, full.
22. Weight, small.
23. Colouring, small.

26. Time, «mall.
27. Number, Axil.

'• f lR 'T u n e , moderate.
29. Language, full.
30. Comparison, moderate.
31. Causality, moderate.
9R  WJt,4UMu - » r .  Mi no .A
33. Imitation, moderate. o rr

DBVfiLO F® K HT^-^N d 4 .  - ,-U norubiA

IS- ¿km c#svlaaga* -  - -  bn^oui
19. tapper Individuality HtfffeuV
I9i ../■wimsiv »■
20. Form, large-- * 'viW  •'
Äii ÄWb Voty ynmtanf
22. Weight, very small. US
29» Coieiiring^isdthAbsmiii>?Ur'in A 
2 4  L o a d it^  MherrmtaqlL?iromn 
25. Order, ratiffcr jrinalbnsS iIf. yd 
26^3M gs4laiM M raisU l^n^ 'r 
27. Number, moittlfctdJuie wJaadeA 
28b Timetfbtfc ' .txamoimiiL/. 
29. Laugufcgtf, m h e o 4 h a ltn <H,î A 
SO* COftipamoi^vattfettttNHtM nag
31. Causality, roodetitfe-*1»1"«!01*’
32. W it, rather sihall.
2B. ‘» tlto 9 o a , an ti*  «■«‘• 'l  ,-wiai oil
TT" t. , **u..i>qx9

W ant of room prevents us giving the devdopqp^tof  ̂  
fifth skull; but this is of less consequence, as wfe 
have the whole before us in the course o f 4  few.

1. Amativcoesa, large.
2. Philoprqgonitiveocsa, moderate! 
ß  CenoentMtiveness,» moderate* r

. 4 . Adhesiveness« large»
6. Cambattvcncas, full. • * '
6. DeatvucUveaesa, full* , 

Construptivenees, large-
8. Acquisitiveness» fuU.
2» gocipatiansneafl, rather ettialA 

10- Self-esteem, full. «' •
4L; Lovwnf Ajfpvebltk»!, n ' l n t i b ’ 
I t  Ctuboosnes*, » th o ra tin ib '
6B, Benevolence ,r large, 
i s j  VtaergtiaWf iafge*
|6.* Hopo^veiy small.
L6. ideality, large.
47. OrnttdaDtiofuness, small» •
L .......
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Birds, brain, nerves, and inatiridtsif, 
488 * »1

Blscklodk* Dr, bis ideas of CMoU,
Ac. 612

Starno** Dticovenr Ship, Letter from 
Surgeon of, to p r  A. Combe. 623' 

Blumenbach, rite 6f organ, povrfer. no .
Gtt&uft! evóWtion of brain, 4$sv 

Bossuefs bend large, Sice stiff!!; ;is4 
Brain considered organ of Tw uA t 

by Dr Gregory end BCsgetfdfc, ?2. 
Gradual mehitioM of, meord&g'to 
Tiedemann, Serasa, BtUmenbach, 
Weasels, end Spartheina, 499 *

Bridewell, Glasgow, inteésadnd db.
count of, 559 ■' f>r

Biidgaa's, Mr David, torn* el thè 
FbveaaiegU M t j r i i i a a q l t f l  1 

Bridges's, Mr James, JaatfmttMPhrti.
nological Sodeaydinete,iSiiyi5*i 

Brown’s, Dr Thomas» ramali wbf 
new discoveries appear so* oliai )»  
dicroua, Hk /Hwmtiàpatiaatjofìn 
sense of resistance,s 273. Views of 
Comparison, 323.

c  . r i f  Calcutta, Phrenology at, 7 
Ctfdmll, Ktaftta», Letta» taiSA

Cambridge, reception of Dr Spun- 
heim at, contrasted with a Scotch

A. on the necessity of morttl training,
430 ' m . ■ .

Absurdity, what, 208 
Alderson, Dr, his address UtiM

Phrenological Society, 566. On 
morbid eacitewMiilt'of tbebrgkn of 
NuraSer; && •

Alexander's, Dr Disney; Ltttttré, 156 
America, Phrenology So, 7 ' *’
Anatomy of B n h , toy DrSpnnAeto, 

83 ■ ’
Animals, 'tfewofttfoloq between tt* 

nervous aystrn and Amotions if, 
by Mr Sandteitfat 079 

Ants, instinct* n&woniaottabiat 4S5 
AabanteeskulWMS- 
Astronomers, large Locality *4 533 
Audnbonto, lirp een f that aim of or. 

gan 1% power .of function, 478» D a  
velopment, 295.

■• B
B. , Master, cam of morbid orgm of 

Kumbwr, 558
Bat, experiment on, by SpaltaniQn!,

Bées, instincts, numerous and con- 
•.ItrctiaWè, 496
Beil's, Mr Charles, discovery of a 

nerve for a sense of Eguifibrftmi, 
phrenologically applied, 266. Power 
of Jtxing the eye, 618
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Professor’s treatment of Phrenolo
gy » 158

Cemper’s facial angle, founded onstse 
of organ being power, 184 

Cat lights on its feet, how, 281 
Cervantes, Rabelais, and Sterne, 220 
Cetacea, no olfactory process, 492 
Chevalley, J. D., a human time-piece, 

517
Chiloan Chief; a Peruvian Inca, 428 
Chjna, population of, offered to in

crease Mr Jeffrey’s majority, 72 
Combe, Dr A., on rise of organs, 53. 

Letter to the Editor of the Edin
burgh and Leith Advertiser on site 
of organs, 100. Essay on Influence 
of organic Site on power of Func
tion, 161.

.Combe, George, Letters to Mr F. 
Jeffrey, 1, and 242. Toasts by at 
Phrenological Society dinger, 133, 

'144,146,153
Controversy with Sir William Hamil

ton, 377. Letter to, from Mr Smart, 
secretary of Dundee Mechanics* 
Phrenological Society, 154 

Comparison, on the faculty of, 319. 
Views Dr Spunheim on, 320. Dis
tinction, by Loche, 321. Views of, 
by Dr Thomas Brown, 823. Or
gan of in *Mr Thomas Moore, 324 ; 
in Burns, 326. Figure in poetry 
derived from, 323 

Contrast simple, what, 197 
Convicts, 148 heads of, examined tiy 

Mr De Ville, and results, 467. Lot- 
tar Mr Thomson to Mr Wardrop 
thereon, 470

Copenhagen, Phrenology in, 7.
Craig, Rev. Edward, his translation 

of Blaise Pascal’s Thoughts on Re- 
. liglon, 103
Crustaceous animals, their brain ana 

nervous system, 484 
Cuvier’s opinion q f  size and power, 

183. And that the brain and cra
nium of same form, 480,

D
Desjnouiin's opinionof rise and power, 

174,177 ,
De Ville, Mr James* bis examination 

of thé heads of 148 convicts, 467 
Dignity and meanness, 214 
Diminution and exaggeration, 218 
Dinner of the Phrenological Society, 

133
Dogs, brain and instincts of, 492. 

Their power of finding their way,
526

Douglas’s, Mr WflEam, »peach at the 
Phrenological Society dinner, 153 

Dvunoril’s opinion on nee and power, 
182

Dundee, Mechanics" Pbrmelogfifid flu 
ciety, letter to Mr Garage Combe,
7, 154

Dupte’s, Baron» vfisw «ADme^SII*

Ebel’s opinion on aliaaMIpofetr. 183 
Edinburgh Review and JWfetididgy, 

1,242
Education, Observations de, for tin

Town Council o f ....... , 407.
Education,necesrityoftnoih^lhbMxat- 

ed by the case of a settatft girl, 4ao 
Elliotson, Dr, phmntfbg^il exflakU 

meat by, 258
Equilibrium, nerve for.a seme of, 

phrenologica&y applied, 2ti& So 
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